
THE PICTURE OF THE TAOIST GENII PRINTED ON THE COVER 
of this book is part of a painted temple scroll, recent but traditional, given to 
Mr Brian Harland in Ssu-Chhuan province (1946). Concerning these four divin
ities, of respectable rank in the Taoist bureaucracy, the following particulars 
have been handed down. The title of the first of the four signifies 'Heavenly 
Prince', that of the other three 'Mysterious Commander'. 

At the top, on the left, is Liu Thien Chiin, Comptroller-General of Crops and 
Weather. Before his deification (so it was said) he was a rain-making magician 
and weather forecaster named Liu Chiin, born in the Chin dynasty about 
+340. Among his attributes may be seen the sun and moon, and a measuring
rod or carpenter's square. The two great luminaries imply the making of the 
calendar, so important for a primarily agricultural society, the efforts, ever 
renewed, to reconcile celestial periodicities. The carpenter's square is no 
ordinary tool, but the gnomon for measuring the lengths of the sun's solstitial 
shadows. The Comptroller-General also carries a bell because in ancient and 
medieval times there was thought to be a close connection between calend
rical calculations and the arithmetical acoustics of bells and pitch-pipes. 

At the top, on the right, is Wen Yiian Shuai, Intendant of the Spiritual 
Officials of the Sacred Mountain, Thai Shan. He was taken to be an incarnation 
of one of the Hour-Presidents (Chia Sh2n), i.e. tutelary deities of the twelve 
cyclical characters (see Vol. 4, pt 2, p. 440). During his earthly pilgrimage his 
name was Huan Tzu-Yii and he was a scholar and astronomer in the Later 
Han (b. +142). He is seen holding an armillary ring. 

Below, on the left, is Kou Yiian Shuai, Assistant Secretary of State in the 
Ministry of Thunder. He is therefore a later emanation of a very ancient god, 
Lei Kung. Before he became deified he was Hsin Hsing, a poor woodcutter, 
but no doubt an incarnation of the spirit of the constellation Kou-Chhen (the 
Angular Arranger), part of the group of stars which we know as Ursa Minor. 
He is equipped with hammer and chisel. 

Below, on the right, is Pi Yiian Shuai, Commander of the Lightning, with his 
flashing sword, a deity with distinct alchemical and cosmological interests. 
According to tradition, in his earthly life he was a countryman whose name 
was Thien Hua. Together with the colleague on his right, he controlled the 
Spirits of the Five Directions. 

Such is the legendary folklore of common men canonised by popular acclama
tion. An interesting scroll, of no great artistic merit, destined to decorate a 
temple wall, to be looked upon by humble people, it symbolises something 
which this book has to say. Chinese art and literature have been so profuse, 
Chinese mythological imagery so fertile, that the West has often missed other 
aspects, perhaps more important, of Chinese civilisation. Here the graduated 
scale of Liu Chiin, at first sight unexpected in this setting, reminds us of the 
ever-present theme of quantitative measurement in Chinese culture; there were 
rain-gauges already in the Sung (+12 century) and sliding calipers in the Han 
(+1 st). The armillary ring of Huan Tzu-Y ii bears witness that N aburiannu 
and Hipparchus, al-Naqqas and Tycho, had worthy counterparts in China. The 
tools of Hsin Hsing symbolise that great empirical tradition which informed 
the work of Chinese artisans and technicians all through the ages. 
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... people naturally don't like the dark. Who 
would want to be a miner digging galleries in 

the vicinity of the yellow springs? 
W ANG CHHUNG Lun Hengc. +82 

China is also a land of mines. 
1. CARRINGTON GOODRICH 

In Nigel Cameron (ed.), The Face rif China 

On one occasion, while traveling across the province of Shansi, the writer passed 
several strings of mules, each animal carrying large slabs of coal. Upon inquiry, 
the source of the coal was found to be about a day's journey distant. On visiting 
the mine, no buildings, other than a few sheds, were to be seen. The shaft was a 
mere well with a crude windlass, unlined and without a ladder, except as there 
were occasional toe holds in the rock. Half a dozen men were sitting around the 
shaft, and after some conversation, permission was laughingly granted to visit the 
workings. A rope was tied around my waist, and I was lowered by hand until I 
landed in the mud 60 feet below. From this point a low tunnelled 200 feet to the 
mine face. There was no timbering in the tunnel, and the height was so low that 
one could just crawl on hands and knees. At the end of the tunnel, two seams of 
coal were exposed, each some ten inches thick and separated by about the same 
thickness of shale. Here were a dozen miners, each armed with a short stick, at the 
end of which was an iron pick. Lying on their sides, these men undercut the seams 
of coal and wedged offlarge blocks. These slabs were then put on a wicker basket, 
dragged back to the shaft by a small boy, and hoisted to the surface by the same 
rope which served the workers. The mine was quite wet, and as water accumu
lated, it was raised in leather buckets. 

GEORGE B. CRESSEY Land rifthe500 Million 
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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

All I can offer to diminish the severity of criticism, is freely to admit there is much 
room for it. Thomas Ewbank1 

When]oseph N eedham in the summer of I 979 first raised the possibility that I write 
the section on mining for Science and Civilisation in China, it was not because of any 
work that I had previously published on the history of technology in China - there 
was none. Rather, I think he hoped that my as yet publicly unrevealed interest in 
Chinese technology, together with previous research on the society and economy of 
traditional China, would lead me to examine the development of China's mining 
technology broadly rather than narrowly, placing it in the larger context of Chinese 
society as a whole. That is certainly part of what I have tried to do in this study. 

At the same time, I subscribe to the idea that good history of technology must 
begin with a careful examination of the technology itsel£ This is all the more import
ant when dealing with a technology that has previously been largely neglected, 
certainly the case for mining in China. It was precisely here, however, that I began 
woefully unprepared. The sole intrusion of science into my formal education in 
high school and beyond was a one-year high school course in physics. Six years 
of Latin and three years of ancient Greek could hardly compensate for this gap, at 
least not for the purposes of this study. Thus, I was forced to learn as I went along 
the geology, petrology, mineralogy, chemistry and metallurgy without which one 
cannot fully comprehend mining processes. Acquiring the necessary related know
ledge turned out to be much more daunting than I had anticipated. Despite my best 
efforts, my command of these fields still suffers from the lacunae that all too often 
afflict the knowledge of the autodidact. Insofar as possible, I have tried to avoid 
misunderstandings by consulting experts in various areas of mining and mining 
history. Among those to whom I owe a very special debt of gratitude are Robert 
C. Armstrong (Denver), Noel Barnard (Canberra), Paul Craddock (London), 
T. Ko (Peking), Willem Lodder (Denver), Lung Tshun-ni (Taiwan), and Donald B. 
Wagner (Copenhagen). I also wish to thank Otis E. Young,]r (Tempe) and William 
C. Stickler (Denver). All were very generous in sharing their knowledge of mining 
history, their technical expertise, and, in some cases, even their editorial acumen. 
Though I am certain that I have not succeeded in removing all technical misunder
standings or terminological slips, without their help I would certainly have stumbled 
far more often. 

Special thanks must go to Graham Hollister-Short (London) and Hans Ulrich 
Vogel (Ttibingen) who served as Cambridge University Press readers for an earlier 
draft. Their detailed and erudite comments were enormously helpful. Indeed, this 

I Ewbank (1842), p. iv. 
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would be a better book if constraints of energy and time had not forced me to forego 
following up many of their thoughtful suggestions. As it was, Hans Ulrich Vogel 
went far beyond serving as a reader, providing many materials that helped me intro
duce more extensive comparison with other mining traditions, and also serving as 
an unfailing source of encouragement especially in the later stages of my work. 

In organising and writing this volume, I have aimed to make the final product 
'reader-friendly'. I have tried to keep in mind at least three kinds of readers who will 
bring to this book widely varying backgrounds and who often will be looking for 
quite different kinds of information: (I) those who have no special expertise in the 
history of science and technology but have an interest in China and would like to 
know something about what was after all a very important activity in traditional 
China; (2) those who have a special interest in the history of technology and science 
in China; and (3) those who study the history of mining or the history of technology 
in other cultures and wish to turn to this book as a comparative reference. What 
follows then is something of a roacirnap intended to help these different kinds of 
readers to ferret out those discussions most likely to meet their particular interests. 

Readers with broader interests relating either to China or to comparative histori
ography will probably want to pay special attention to the introduction (a), the over
view of the scope of mining in China (b), the discussion of the products of Chinese 
mining (e) and the closing sections on labour and capital in Chinese mining (k) and 
the role of the government (I). 

The main purpose of the introduction is to describe certain characteristics typical 
of all premodern mining and to suggest how they made mining a unique technology 
very different in crucial ways from other, better studied and better understood tech
nologies such as farming and clothmaking. Examples are included to illustrate how 
these characteristics revealed themselves in traditional Chinese mining. 

The overview of the scope of mining in China then looks mainly at the variety of 
mining production in China as well as attempting to present a snapshot of that part 
of the Chinese population that was engaged in mining. 

The section on the products of Chinese mining was not a part of my original 
plan. I had at first intended to include a briefbut fairly comprehensive outline of the 
history of Chinese mining, focusing on major advances in Chinese mining techno
logy but also discussing other developments that had a significant impact on the 
mining industry. I abandoned that idea as it became clear that the great variety and 
complexity ofthe topics deserving inclusion threatened to lead me into a long and 
unwieldy account which in any case would have contained considerable material 
necessarily repeated in other parts of the study. 

Alternatively, and in the interest of brevity, I could have limited myself to little 
more than a concise summary of major developments. But that threatened to 
become a largely meaningless and perhaps unreadable catalogue, not much more 
useful than most of those tabular chronologies found in the prefatory or closing 
pages of history textbooks. In the interests of manageability and coherence, then, 
I have incorporated historical overviews into a series of discussions of the various 
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products of Chinese mining, giving a relatively brief history of their mining and use 
in traditional China. I hope these will be especially of use to readers whose main 
interest may be the role played by a given mineral in traditional China.2 

A major theme of this study is that, perhaps more than in most other techno~ 
logies, the technological options adopted in Chinese mining often had little to do 
with narrowly technological considerations but a great deal to do with related con
cerns such as the availability of capital, the worldview of the miners, the role of the 
government. We close therefore with explicit examination of the most important of 
these 'external' influences. In considering the role of the labour force, we look at the 
way mining labour was organised as well as how the values and 'religious' beliefs of 
the miners impacted on mining practice. Regarding capital, we examine the peren
nial dearth of capital in Chinese mining, why that was the case, and the effects it had 
on technological advance in mining. Finally, we consider also the very mixed atti
tudes of Chinese emperors and government officials toward mining, the policies 
that emerged from those perspectives and the thorny question of the actual effects 
of those policies on the development of Chinese mining. 

Those readers seeking especially an understanding of the Chinese traditional 
mining technology per se might begin with the discussion of China's ore deposits (d). 
I have tried to make iliis section comprehensible for readers unfamiliar with geology 
and the oilier sciences related to mining. The section opens with a concise outline 
of the different kinds of ore deposits and how they affected traditional mining prac
tices. This is followed by a general description of China's ore deposits, stressing those 
characteristics (irregularity, limited extent) that did much to define the parameters 
of Chinese mining. Finally, there is a summary of China's ore deposits by region. 
(More details on ore deposits can also be found in the section (e) dealing with the 
products of Chinese mining.) 

The five sections (f) through (j) form the technological core of this study. 
The section on prospecting and exploration, after noting the often underestimated 
importance of the accidental discovery of minerals and industrial materials, dis
cusses what if any influence general Chinese ideas on the formation of minerals 
may have had on the understanding of prospecting. It then explores the question of 
how prospectors actually went about their work, including the large repertoire of 
methods they used to identifY what they found. 

We then turn to placer and and other kinds of surface mining, those earliest 
mining techniques that developed in imperceptible steps from the simple grubbing 
for the suitable rocks on which mankind had come to depend (along with wood 
and bone) before metals came into use. Placering is basically a simple technique 

, While it has been convenient in many of these volumes to carry the discussion down to about the beginning 
of the Chhmg (cf. Vol. I, pp. I48-9), that was not a workable principle in this case, given the persistence oftradi
uonal mmmg practices into ourown century and even today. Our cutoff, then, has had to be not chronological 
but tOpICal. Even qUIte recent eVIdence has been drawn upon when it related to techniques that have clearly long 
been m use. I shall often refer to these techniques as 'traditional' or 'premodern', using those words in a general 
way simply to indicate mining before the extensive introduction of explosives and steam or electric power 
(cf. Bromehead (1956), p. I). 
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requiring at a minimum only a digging or shovelling implement, a washing utensil 
and a great deal oflabour. Over time, improved methods were devised such as the 
use of sluice boxes and rockers, but placering frequently remained right into the 
present century a last resort for many of China's poorest who had no land or capital 
resources and who therefore turned to placering to eke out the few cash that might 
keep them alive from day to day. 

Technologically, it is underground mining that poses the great challenges to 
miners, challenges that in a general way increase as mining operations grow in 
scope and proceed deeper underground. It is here that we shall examine how 
Chinese miners dealt with the recalcitrant country rock that so often encloses ore 
deposits, making extensive use offiresetting but little use of gunpowder. We shall see 
the early emergence of sophisticated methods of supporting roofs and walls which 
otherwise threatened to collapse and bury both miners and workings. We shall 
see how the Chinese coped with the task of removing materials (ore or waste) from 
the mine, second only to breaking rock in the amount of dogged physical energy 
required. Closely related to this task was the need also to deal with what was fre
quently the miner's greatest enemy: water. Inability to handle mine waters forced 
the abandonment of many a mine in the traditional period. More briefly, we shall 
also consider how Chinese miners coped with the problems of providing working 
light in what otherwise would be the total blackness of the mine and, by means of 
various ventilation techniques, sufficient air for breathing. 

The success of metal mining was often crucially dependent on the ability to 
process mined ore for use in the smelter. Basically, the goal was to produce either 
a powder 'concentrate' with enough metal content to make the smelting econom
ical or pieces of ore of a consistent size that would make smelting possible. These 
techniques ranged from very simple processes, essentially the same as those used in 
placers, to larger operations that were not significantly more complex in theory but 
which were sometimes surprisingly elaborate in practice. 

In closing our discussion of the specifically technological side of mining, we note 
that the line between mining and metallurgy can, in some cases, be very fine. In 
general, I have been content to avoid discussion of metallurgy, which will be dealt 
with in other volumes in this series on ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy. Only 
when certain aspects of metallurgy needed to be understood for our discussion of 
mining practices (e.g. the use of cupellation and amalgamation in gold and silver 
mining), do they receive some treatment here. The main exception is one of the 
greatest achievements of the Chinese mining tradition, the first use on an industrial 
scale of the 'wet copper' or 'copper cementation' process by which the Chinese were 
able to precipitate copper from mine waters onto iron, thus creating the world's 
first use of hydro metallurgy. This is a case where a metallurgical reaction is the basis 
of a mining practice, and it is deservedly discussed in a section Cj) of its own. 

The conclusion draws on what has gone before to attempt an explanation of 
why, after very promising beginnings, Chinese mining technology seems in large 
measure to have stagnated in later periods. We return to our main theme that it was 
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primarily conditions extraneous to mining technology itself that caused so much of 
Chinese mining to remain at a relatively primitive level. 

A particularly vexing problem for the historian of mining technology in China 
concerns the search for written sources, especially on the technology itself Mining, 
unlike agriculture3 or salt production, did not give rise to a voluminous body of 
writings in China. Happily, more than I could have anticipated when I began, that 
lack has been compensated for in recent years by some remarkable archaeological 
excavations. Hence, a discussion of what archaeology has contributed to our know
ledge especially of traditional mining takes pride of place at the beginning of our 
discussion of sources in Section (c). This is followed by a consideration of what is 
available in the way of written sources, looking in some detail at not only the kinds 
of practical information they contain but also their general perspective on topics 
that we would see as falling in the domain of geology, mineralogy and the like. 

Research for this study has often been hindered by the absence of a really good 
Sinologicallibrary in the Denver region. The ever helpful staff of the interlibrary 
loan department ofPenrose Library at the University ofDenver and visits to major 
Sinologicallibraries have given me access to much but not all of what was not avail
able at home. As a result, I have not in every case been able, for example, to check 
quotations from primary sources against the originals, though I have tried to do 
so wherever possible. Certainly, where I had any doubt about the accuracy of a 
citation by a modern author, and especially where the exact meaning was puzzling 
or crucial, I made every effort to track down the original, sometimes in more than 
one edition. In other cases, I have sometimes made do with other authors' citations. 
I have also tried consistently to distinguish those primary materials discovered 
through my own digging in the primary sources from those to which I was led by 
the researches of others. In the first case, I give the original reference and exclude 
references to secondary sources citing the passage unless they contained a trans
lation or useful commentary. In the second case, the secondary sources are always 
cited, with or without citation of the original. 

In addition to those persons mentioned above, I would like to express special 
thanks to the following who read and commented on drafts of the various sections 
or offered help in other ways: 

Emma C. Bunker (Denver) 
Chen Yanfu (Gejiu) 
Chen Lufan (Kunming) 
Hu Chuyan (Guilin) 
Lew Hyer (Denver) 
David N. Keightley (Berkeley) 
Richard H. Kimball (Denver) 
Kinugawa Tsuyoshi (Kyoto) 

Lily Kecskes (Washington, DC) 
Noel Kirschenbaum (San Francisco) 
Sharon LaPierre (Boulder) 
Li Liangcai (Gejiu) 
Li Youchun (Gejiu) 
Li Zhongjun (Peking) 
Lin Chaomin (Kunming) 
Lu Benshan (Huangshi) 

, Val. 6, pt. 2, p. xxiv. 
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Robert Maddin (Cambridge, Mass.) 
MeiJianjun (Peking) 
Homer E. Milford (Santa Fe) 
Nathan Sivin (Philadelphia) 
Jenny So (Washington, DC) 
Harry Tu (Denver) 
Tian Changhu (Chengdu) 

Wang Chunzeng (Guilin) 
Wang Hsi (New York) 
Yang Baocheng (Wuhan) 
Yeh Nai-chhing (Guilin) 
Yin Weizhang (Peking) 
Zhu Shoukang (Peking) 

There are also three institutions to which I am specially indebted. The East Asian 
History of Science Trust financed several research stays in Cambridge. The first one, 
for six months at the old East Asian History of Science Library (I still recall fondly 
my spacious and sunny third floor working area), enabled me to get my research off 
to a running start. Then, after a number of years during which research and writing 
proceeded at a much slower pace, and sometimes even had to be put aside, I was 
able to return for several stays at yearly intervals to the splendid, recently completed 
Needham Research Institute, which I found to be an ideal working environment. 

Twice during my research, the Deutsches Museum in Munich provided me with 
the opportunity to make use of its superb library on the history of technology. I was 
thus able to become more familiar especially with the impressive body of work on 
the history of mining compiled in recent decades by German-speaking scholars. 
They are clearly at the forefront of research into the history of mining and their 
work deserves to be better known in the rest of the scholarly world. 

It is also a pleasure to be able to thank my home base, the University ofDenver, 
which has been very generous with various periods of release time and other kinds 
of support without which this volume might still be awaiting completion. Another 
kind of support, indispensable, came from Carol Taylor and her colleagues in the 
Faculty Computing Lab. More than once, I came away amazed and relieved, thanks 
to their ability to take on and defeat the challenges of quirky software. And David 
Song, a graduate student in the Economics Department, provided a great deal of 
valuable help in organising the data for production of several maps. 

Finally, my deepest gratitude is reserved for the two people without whose 
support this book simply would not have been written. The first is the late Joseph 
N eedham. His never-flagging faith in what I would finally produce helped me, after 
a considerable hiatus, to return in a serious way to this project and bring it to com
pletion. Though I regret he is not able to see the final project, I take some consola
tion that he read and was pleased with an earlier draft. 

For day-to-day support during these many years, I have always been able to 
depend on my wife, Jutta. The most loving and generous person I have ever known, 
she somehow has been able to meet all the demands of her career as a successful 
artist without ever being less than a deeply caring wife and mother. Her I thank 
most of all. 

36a. MINING 

(a) INTRODUCTION 

... the subject of mining is a very extensive one, and one very difficult to explain ... 

Agricola1 

Whether in times past or more recently, few aspects of the history of technology 
have been so poorly understood as mining. When writing the preface to their classic 
translation of Agricola's +1556 De Re Metallica, Herbert and Lou Henry Hoover 
declared themselves 'appalled at the flood of mis-information with regard to ancient 
arts and sciences [especially mining and metallurgy] which has been let loose upon 
the world by the hands of non-technical translators and commentators.'2 

Modern students of traditional China have generally finessed the complexities of 
mining by avoiding discussion of the technology itself even when they recognised 
the importance of the industry.3 Their reticence has been fostered by the Chinese 
sources themselves. These were, for the most part, the product of officials who may 
have discussed from time to time one or another aspect of mining as it affected gov
ernment revenues or the welfare of the people, but who ordinarily knew little about 
actual mining practice and had little interest to learn more.4 

The reticence of the sources belies the great importance of mining and metallurgy 
in China even from very early times. To be sure, China was not among the earliest 
civilisiltions to use metals. Nevertheless, in the -2nd and -1st millennia, she became 
'one of the most advanced metallurgical cultures of the ancient world and, indeed, 
the most prolific of all in terms of sheer quantity of manufacture and variety in arte
fact design.'5 In terms of the value of its product, mining was at least by Thang and 
Sung times (+7th to +13th centuries) the second most important economic activity 
in China, after agriculture. In addition to its four main products - coal, iron, copper 
and gold, the Chinese mined well over fifty other mineral products (Table I). In 
terms of the numbers of people involved, mining was the third largest productive 

I Hoover & Hoover (lgI2), p. xxv. 'Hoover & Hoover (lgI2), p. iv. 
3 One notable exception is E·tu Zen Sun. Especially in her discussion of copper mining in Yunnan (Sun Ig64) 

and of mining labour in the Chhing period (Sun Ig67), she has a good deal to say about mining technology. 
• Thus, Robert Hartwell could very effectively exploit Sung sources to develop a powerful interpretation 

of the importance of iron and steel in the Northern Sung economy (Hartwell (lg62), (1963), (lg66), (lg67)) but 
was often precluded by the silence of those same sources from dealing in any depth with important aspects 
of the organisation and technology of iron and steel production. He sought for clues in the mining practices 
in late medieval and early modem Europe as well as in Igth and 20th century China (Hartwell (lg62), p. 161; 
(lg66), pp. 4Iff.) though it is very much open to question how far Chinese mining during the Sung.resembled 
especially the European practices. Certainly, one cannot say for the Sung what Hartwell's major source for 
European practices, John U. Ner, says about medieval mining in Europe, that the miners' associations 'worked 
many concessions as a single undertaking much as peasants ploughed and sowed their holdings in common.' 
(Nef(1952), p. 473.) That was certainly not the case for most Sung agriculture and probably not for Sung min
ingeither. 

, Barnard (lg83), p. 269. 
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Table 1. Estimated distribution of mining labour in China (early 20th century) 

Mineral Product 

Coal 
Iron 
Tin and wolfram (tungsten) 
Gold 
Antimony 
Manganese 
Zinc 
Lead 
Copper 
Arsenic 
Mercury 
Bismuth 
Cobalt salts 
Silver 
Molybdenum 
Salt 
Kaolin and pottery clay 
Bricks and tiles 
Quarries, stone, grave and sand 
Cement 
Gypsum 
Natural soda 
Magnesite 
Talc 
Abrasives 
Alunite 
Native saltpetre 
Phosphate 
Soapstone 
Mica 
Ochres 
Fluorspar 
Petroleum 
Rock crystal 
Feldspar 
Calcite 
Sulphur 
Asbestos 
Pyrite 
Graphite 
Precious stones 
Baryte 
TOTAL 

Number of mine workers 

600,000 

100,000 

5 0 ,800 

23,800 

14,000 

5,000 

4,850 

2,500 

2,400 

2,000 

1,500 

500 

500 
200 

100 

5 60,980 

435,000 
220,000 

156 ,000 

3 1,000 

13,400 

13,070 

10,750 

10,300 

8,300 

8,000 

3,000 

2,740 

1,500 
1,000 

1,000 

goo 
500 

500 

500 

500 

470 

340 

300 

300 

300 

200 

2,289,000 

Percentage 

26.2 

4-4 
2.2 

1.0 

0.6 

0.2 
0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

24·9 
19.0 

9.6 
6.8 

1.4 

0·5 

0·5 

0·5 

0·5 

0·4 

0·4 
0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

100.0 

Based on Torgasheff(lg30a), p. 782, Table 44, with percentages calculated by the author. (That the percentage 
figures, despite omitted workers, total 100 is simply an accident of rounding.) 
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activity, after agriculture and clothmaking.6 Ifwe are to comprehend China's tra
ditional society and economy, we can hardly afford to neglect a technology that 
affected the lives of so many of the Chinese people. The understanding of mining 
technology, in turn, begins with the recognition that mining in the premodern con
text, whether in China or elsewhere, displays certain characteristics that distinguish 
it from other premodern technologies. 

(1) GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL CONSTRAINTS ON MINING 

In comparison with other technologies, mining is something of a 'technology apart' , 
in at least two senses. First, there are what we might call the spacial constraints on 
mining. Much of mining is undertaken in relatively isolated places that are hard 
to get to. Second, mining technology itself displays certain characteristics that 
differentiate it from other technologies. Most of this introduction will deal with 
these latter characteristics. But first we must take a moment to look at locational 
constraints that serve as the ultimate arbiter of where mining will take place. 

To a much greater extent than other industries, the success of mining opera
tions depends on geology and geography. Nature determines without appeal where 
successful mining can occur. Economically exploitable ores are not abundant. 
Chinese miners in Yunnan had the proverb: 'For every mountain with a workable 
deposit (khuang Wi), a thousand mountains have only veinlets (yin ij I). '7 While min
eral deposits are actually very widespread, ore deposits - those deposits where the 
mineral or other desired material is concentrated sufficiendy to be economically 
workable - are generally rare. Since metal deposits in particular often occur in 
rugged, isolated terrain, providing provisions and supplies for the miners can be 
a major concern and cost of mining operations. 

Indeed, mining entrepreneurs often faced here a classic 'Catch 22' situation. 
The weight and bulk of the ore usually precluded shipping it any great distance 
for processing. On the other hand, if the materials required to carry out the pro
cessing, especially fuel, were not available near the mines, the costs of premodern 
transportation could effectively preclude bringing them in. The result was that 
many poten tially rich deposits, even when known, were never worked in traditional 
times.8 By contrast, it was precisely the fortuitous availability oflarge deposits of 
iron ore occurring close to extensive deposits of coal that made possible the flour
ishing iron industry of north China.9 

6 For figures on the numbers of people involved in mining and directly related activities, cf. (b) below. The 
+ 17th century Thien Kung Khai Wu(1XKW), the most detailed and comprehensive pre-20th century discussion of 
the range of technologies used in traditional China, devotes about one-fourth of its length to mining and related 
technologies; Yabu'uchi (1969), p. 365. 

7 Yen Chung-phing (I957), p. 51. 8 This was perhaps especially true for iron deposits; Read (1912), p. 25. 
9 Jameson (18g8), pp. 366, 367. In the same way, China's production of sulphur, nearly all of which came 

from iron pyrites, depended on the presence of near-by deposits of coal as fuel for the dry distillation process 
(kan-liu 'fji) used to extract the sulphur; Chang Yun-ming (I982), p. 32. 
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The geological constraints that limited where mining could be carried on also 
had a very direct impact on the kind of technology that could be used. As we shall 
have cause to remark more than once, mining was a technology that required above 
all the expenditure of great amounts of force. In traditional times, it was mainly 
waterpower that had the potential to replace human and animal energy. But, as 
George Basalla has noted, mining was much less able than other industries to 
accommodate itself to the possibilities of waterpower. 10 One did not have the option 
of siting one's mine next to a watercourse. And bringing the water to the mine by 
means of canals, flumes and the like was usually costly and difficult. 11 

Geographical realities also limited mining markets to an extent that was not true 
of other industries. Even after processing, the products of mining still tend to be 
heavy and bulky. Since the mines were typically distant from the markets for their 
production, economical transportation was an important condition for their viabil
ity. Even mines that had begun successfully to serve a certain market might find 
their further growth restricted because high costs of transport precluded their 
access to larger markets. 

(2) THE SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MINING TECHNOLOGY 

Besides the spacial constraints to which it is subject, mining technology itself also dis
plays at least four major characteristics that distinguish it from other technologies, 
in China as elsewhere: 

(I) Mining is arguably the most unpredictable of all productive activities, and 
therefore highly risky for those who engage in it. 

(2) Mining is a uniquely ad hoc technology, frequently requiring modification of its 
techniques according to the nature of the deposits encountered. 

(3) Mining is an especially difficult technology in terms of the physical and social 
demands it makes on those engaged in it. 

(4) The mining practices in use at any given time in one country or even one region 
cart vary significantly in scope and sophistication, depending not only on natural 
conditions and the kinds of techniques potentially available but also on a host of 
political, social and economic conditions. 

(i) The high risk of mining 

It is in the nature of ore deposits that one never knows how long a given deposit 
will continue to repay working. What is certain is that mining intrinsically is a wast
ing activity: all deposits that are worked steadily eventually cease to pay, at which 

10 Basalla (1988), p. 149. 
11 And, of course, the very nature of most traditional mining, with its cramped and winding excavations, 

largely precluded any use of water-powered machinery. 

36a. MINING 5 
point the mine has to close and the miners must find work elsewhere. 12 A Yunnan 
gazetteer colourfully describes what could happen to a thriving mining town when 
the deposits failed: 

One day there are carriages and crowds in the streets, lights shine from ten thousand 
houses; in a flash it all reverts back into a wilderness, where birds build their nests and wild 
beasts have their lairs, and nothing is visible but netdes covering ruins in the valley_ Only 
woodcutters or herdboys will occasionally come here, to pick up some leftover pieces of ore 
from the former mine. I3 

The unpredictability of deposits increases where the deposits are relatively small 
and irregular, as was more often than not the case in China. 14 In those conditions, 
the search for workable deposits is itself more risky, while those deposits that are 
found stand a greater chance of being short-lived. In contrast to agriculture, where 
the farmer more often faces the threat of reduced harvests rather than no harvest at 
all and where good years can be expected to follow bad years, mining is much less 
forgiving: a great deal of effort can easily result in no return at all. Moreover, farmers 
can minimise their risks by means of scattered plots, varied crops, intercropping 
and the like. I5 By contrast, mining in traditional societies offered few options for 
coping with risk. About the best strategy for part-time peasant miners was to look 
on a mine as potentially the source of a continuing, modest revenue stream that one 
should attempt to prolong indefinitely with small-scale mining techniques, rather 
than as a resource to be intensively exploited to obtain maximum return in the 
short term at the risk of rapid exhaustion of the deposit. 16 This was all the more true 
because a further characteristic of at least underground mining is that it tends to 
become technologically and economically more difficult as it proceeds; all the prob
lems of mining, including water management, ventilation and the overall safety of 
the excavation and of the miners, typically are harder to deal with at greater depths. 

If such small-scale mining was hardly likely to draw on advanced, costly techno
logy, larger, deeper mines presented yet another problem: irregular deposits com
bined with relatively primitive understanding of the geology of ore deposits to make 
it virtually impossible to estimate with any precision what it was going to cost to 
open a mine and bring it to profitable exploitation. 17 We shall see (Section (k)(5») that 

" As Donald Wagner has pointed out to me, bog iron, which actually does grow in the ground, is an exception 
to this generalisation, if a rather minor one. 

" Tun-nan Thung Chill ch. 73, translated in Sun (1967), p. 67. This text also reflects the fact that even substantial 
mining towns and cities often grow up as classic 'one~industry towns' that have no means of survival after the 
deposits give out and the mining ceases. For the growth of Tung-chhuan ]fit J 11, the major copper production 
centre in Yunnan during the Chhing, see Satoi (I972), p. 28. 

" Slessor (1927), p. 52. China not only has relatively few large mineral deposits but even these tend t() consist 
of ores of minerals (e.g., tungsten, antimony, rare earths) that were of no interest to Chinese in traditional times; 
Li Yil-wei et 01. (I993), p. 37. 

" Godoy (1990), p. 10. 

" Brelich (1904), p. 495 (comments by G. T. Holloway). The proverbial expression of this attitude was hsi ,hui 
chhang liu tm*~lill., literally, ~ small stream flows without interruption', i.e., economising on the use of a resource 
will preserve it for a long time; Bueler (1972), p. 45, no. 114. 

17 Thang Ming-sui et 01. (I958), p. 45. 
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36a. MINING 7 
entrepreneurs typically responded to this high level of risk with a variety of strat
egies that virtually assured that most larger Chinese mines would be sadly under
capitalised and thus limited in their ability to make any technological improvements 
that entailed significant costs. 

The great unpredictability of mining itself, as well as the frequently inauspicious 
economic, political and social conditions that were well beyond the control of the 
miners, could also encourage what we might regard, but probably wrongly, as 
an irresponsible attitude toward mining. Rather than risking the large capital and 
labour expenditures required for the systematic exploitation of ore deposits, miners 
and mining entrepreneurs frequently chose a 'hit-and-run' approach: extract what 
could be obtained with maximum ease and minimal investment, and then move on. 
Given the poor quality of so many of the ore deposits available to traditional miners, 
this strategy can equally well be viewed as 'rational'. As Lin Ken Wong noted in his 
superb study of the tin mining in Malaya (Map r) which was largely carried on by 
Chinese miners, 'the economy of any technique of mining and organization was ulti
mately dependent on the richness of the [ore deposit]'. 18 Rational or not, we have 
here another reason for the primitive practices of so much of premodern mining. 

(ii) The uniquely ad hoc character qfpremodern mining 

It is a truism among miners that every mine is to some degree unique. 19 Often 
enough, even deposits that occur in broadly similar conditions in the same area 
have little in common. As a result, the rewards of premodern mining often bore 
little relation either to technical ability or to labour expended.20 Miners understood 
this problem very well, and in trying to cope with it placed their reliance on a whole 
range of supplementary 'tools' including luck, dreams, talismans, and superstitions 
of every kind. 

Especially in the earlier stages of mining, the extreme variety of the environments 
in which ore deposits are found as well as the nature of the deposits themselves 
made it particularly difficult for miners to develop a sound body of knowledge that 
cumulatively built upon past experience. Knowledge gained in one mining district 
was all too easily lost as that district's mines were worked out and the miners moved 
on to mines in other areas, with different characteristics. There must also have been 
many cases where experience gained in one area was inappropriately applied to 
another area's very different deposits, with consequent waste of time and effort and 
capital. In addition, whatever the state or effectiveness at any given moment of a 
portable, 'professional' body of knowledge that full-time miners carried with them 
from mine to mine, there was also a great deal of experience and knowledge limited 
to particular areas where mining was carried on exclusively by local people and 
which Lherefore had a negligible impact on mining knowledge in general. 

18 WongLinKen(lg65),P. 235. 19 United Nations (1972),P. 69. 20 Mumforo(1934), p. 67. 
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The extreme unpredictability of deposits placed a high premium on intuition
based judgement, honed by long years of experience. In Europe, even as late as 
the 19th century, the search for coal was often in the hands of practical colliers who 
had only their experience and their intuition to guide them. The result was that 
they were very often in error. Nevertheless, with no alternative available, they con
tinued to be listened to and their advice followed. 21 The same situation prevailed 
throughout Chinese mining well into this century.22 Intuition and judgement were 
of course also essential in other areas of mining such as timbering and measures 
against flooding. 

The ad hoc character of mining revealed itself not only in the knowledge of de
posits but also in the actual techniques employed. Timbering offers a good example. 
The basics are quite simple, and can easily be learned by doing. The ability to apply 
that basic knowledge, however, cannot be taught very well at all by means of words; 
it is learned through practical experience, until much of it becomes an intuition that 
can deal with any particular case. This was widely true of most other mining tech
niques as well.23 

(iii) The physical and social costs of mining 

With only occasional or partial exceptions such as native metals in placers, the 
earth does not give up its treasures easily. Few occupations can match mining's 
reliance on constant application of hard physical labour. Breaking or hauling rock, 
for a long time the prison activity par excellence in certain countries, is no one's idea of 
an easy job. 

Additionally, there is the underground mining environment. Though some 
might profess to find poetry there,24 to most people it is singularly unattractive, as 
well as unhealthy; in Lewis Mumford's vivid characterization, it is 'the first com
pletely inorganic environment to be created and lived in [sic] by man ... Here is 
the environment of work: dogged, unremitting, concentrated work. It is a dark, a 
colourless, a tasteless, a perfumeless, as well as a shapeless world: the leaden land
scape of a perpetual winter. '25 Had he been thinking of Chinese mining, Mumford 

" Porter (1973), p. 332. 
" The interplay of ignorance, intuition, luck, and practical experience became so thoroughly a part of min

ing that, until quite recent times, there were many who argued that that was the only way mining could ever be, 
that 'scientific mining' was a mirage; Porter (1973), p. 337. 

" For a very insightful discussion of the related problem of conveying craft knacks or secrets in words, see 
Harris (1976). This was a problem well understood by at least some Chinese from very early times; see Vol. 2, 
pp.121ft: 

,. Thus William Ralston Balch (1882, p. 782): 'Can poetry be associated with the deep pits and long under
ground galleries in which the never ending rows of timbers look like processions of ghosts and the masses of 
fungus remind you of strange monsters without form, yet of most fantastic shape, as seen in the dim light of the 
lamps which gleam like stars in the heads of the miners? The answer is yes.' Cited in Francaviglia (1991), p. 18. 

" Mumford (1934), pp. 6g-70. For the most part, the only sense in which miners in China 'lived' in mines was 
in the long shifts of up to 24 hours or more that they sometimes worked; Wright (1984), pp. 69-70. A major 
exception, however, was those Shansi coal mines in this century where, because of the bottleneck created by the 
inadequate winding installations used not only for raising coal and water but also for raising and lowering 
miners, 'shifts' might last up to 55 days; Wright (1984), p. 170. 
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might also have commented on the cramped workings that often required miners to 
enter and work on their knees, or even on their stomachs, where the air could be so 
foul and lacking in oxygen that lamps refused to stay lit.26 

Mining that has proceeded any distance underground must often cope with for
midable and dangerous natural forces: the weight and pressure of surrounding rock 
that could cause collapse of the workings; the inflow of water that, at a minimum, 
added to the unpleasantness of mining but also frequently arrived in quantities 
that forced the abandonment of mining operations. Particularly in the case of 
underground coal mining, there was always the possibility of noxious or explosive 
gases that could appear silently and kill without warningY Even those miners who 
escaped sudden injury were subject to the diseases such as silicosis and black lung 
that plague underground miners. What all of this meant in the traditional context 
was that mining developments that from many perspectives would be regarded as 
'progress' (e.g., large.r, better or?,anised operations deeper underground) actually 
amo~~ted to re~essIOn. when vIewed from the perspective of the miners' working 
condItIOns. One IS remmded of the deplorable conditions of workers in the early 
factories of the industrial revolution. 

Given the inevitable hardships of mining, it is no wonder that most Chinese, 
when they. could, would choose farming or other surface work over mining, 
though a little shallow mining might be attractive to a farmer as an off-season 
supplement to his meagre income. Agriculture of course also imposed its demands 
for hard labour, but the expenditure of sheer brute strength, day-in and day-out, 
was much smaller than in mining. Most agricultural work consisted of subtle 
a~d c~reful .(if repetitive) actions that engaged the farmer in a cooperative effort 
With hIS enVIronment. By contrast, the miner often found himself in a battle where 
?e pitted his strength and endurance against the recalcitrant rock. Perversely, 
It was often the hardest rock that contained the richest ore. 2B What the miner 
typically needed most was not the cooperation of nature but rather access to 
~ore power for subduing his environment. But that was something that the exist
mg technology could rarely provide, and he was left to rely solely on his own 
muscle power. 
. Added to ~e difoIiculties of the work itself were the social costs demanded by the 

life of a ~ull-tlme mmer. It was often a life in which violence and fear figured promin
ently. Ricardo Godoy vividly contrasts the life of Indian peasants and peasant
miners in Bolivia (Map 1):29 

,. Onl~ occasionally do we hear of an exception to the dreadful conditions in which most of China's under
~ou~d mmers worked; such was the turn-of-the-century coal mine outside Chungking with its excellenl ventila
Uon, Its bamb~o trolleys riding on wooden rails, and its 'cheery, well-built' miners who could take advantage of 
hot baths proVIded free by the enlightened mine-owners; Reid (1901-1902), pp. 31-3. 

" Even today, about 10,000 Chioese miners die yearly in coal mine explosions; TIu Economist, Nov. 15, 1994, 
P·32 . 

" Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 52. 
29 Go~o~ (199~), p. 52. The parallel with China is of course inexact. We are too aware of the darker side of 

peasant hfe m Chma to idealise its 'calm'. For recent discussions of the role of violence in Chioa urban and rural 
cf. Lewis (1990) and Liprnan & Harrell (1990). " 
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Even in the style of human interaction, the worlds of agriculture and mining contrast with 
each other. Life in the village, fields, and pasture is calm (except during festivities), but inter
course in the mine is intense: coarse, manly joking among crew members, bravado in the 
face of danger, anxiety about finding lodes, depression in failures, worry about accidents, 
feelings off ear, awesome expectancy, and obsequious humility toward subterranean demons, 
whose power and capricious will are at once envied and dreaded. Such is the paradoxical 
world of Andean peasant mining - revered but despised, luring but frightening. 

There was also the frequently mobile and rootless condition of miners that flouted 
the values of family solidarity and native place ties that were so important to the vast 
majority of Chinese. To be sure, G. William Skinner has made us aware of the great 
number of'sojourners' in late imperial Chinese cities.30 But their lives were highly 
stable compared to the erratic wanderings that often characterised the life of a pro
fessional miner. Urban sojourners were able to fit into pre-existing networks that 
helped them to main tain ties to their native area and to their families. Mining did not 
usually provide the conditions for the emergence of such networks on a stable basis. 

Certainly there were among Chinese miners some who turned to mining to escape 
the rigours and routine of agriculture or the strictures of agricultural society. 31 Their 
choice of mining may have been made somewhat easier by a taste for adventure and 
the rough life together with the hope of striking it rich that throughout history has 
motivated prospectors and miners the world over. But given the very harsh conditions 
that prevailed in most of Chinese mining together with the social stigma and com
mon government suspicion of, if not disdain for, miners, we can probably assume that 
such miners-by-choice made up a distinct minority among the total mining force. 32 

One might even go a step further and suggest that, of all the factors encouraging 
mining in traditional China, none was of greater importance than the dire poverty 
that left so many people with no choice but to attempt to eke out a living as a miner. 
Writing in 1872, the well-travelled Baron Ferdinand von Richthofen commented in 
regard to the mining and washing of gold (perhaps the most ubiquitous mining 
activity in China) that only in Yunnan and the surrounding metalliferous area could 
the gold miner hope to earn as much as could be earned from other kinds of non
agricultural work. 33 Probably in no other country has so much mining been carried 
on for such minimal returns. Extensive mining operations, as often as not, were a 
good indicator of poverty rather than prosperity. 34 

'" Skinner (1976). 
3\ For a good expression of this attitude by a man who chose the wandering life of a peddler to farming, see 

Gates (1987), pp. 133-4. 
" Among those to whom this probably applies with particular force were the large numbers of young boys 

sold by their impoverished parents into periods of indentured servitude as miners; see (k)(2) below. 
" van Richthofen (IS72b), p. 76; Collins (1922), p. 31. See also Torgasheff(1930), p. 126. We shall return to this 

point in Section (k) below. . 
" Just as a large number of mines might indicate a poor deposit that required a great deal of searehmg to 

find winnable ore. Cf. Han Pin Chi, ch. 8, pp. 7b-Sa; Hartwell (1966), p. 43. Of course, there were many part-time 
peasant miners who did not find themselves in quite so dire circumstances and had the luxury, like the Indian 
peasant miners of Bolivia, of working their mines at a pace just sufficient to meet short-term needs or perhaps 
allow them to buy a few simple extras. But the limited possibilities open to them (meagre deposits, lack of capital 
to invest in developing mines, etc.) probably kept even these peasants from ever associating their mining activ
ities with a possible improvement of their overall economic conditions. See Godoy (1990), p. 5S. 

T 
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The combination of dire poverty and the precariousness of the living to be 
made from mining may well have been the greatest obstacle to the use of improved 
technology in most areas of Chinese mining. As we shall discuss below (Section (k)), 
capital expenses had to be kept to a bare minimum, often by accepting miserable 
working conditions that could otherwise easily have been improved with existing 
knowledge and techniques.35 

(iv) The gap between the best and the poorest techniques 

In some ways, mining can be the most conservative of technologies. Visible evid
ence of this conservatism is provided by the miner's tools. In all mining traditions, 
tools changed very slowly when they changed at all. 36 In China, the ubiquitous use 
of the mattock from early times right down to the Chhing appears to be an example 
(Fig. 49 and Fig. 60). The simplicity of the tools needed, which inescapably reduced 
the tool choices available, seems to have been a decisive factor behind this conser
vatism. Once a basic repertoire of iron tools had come into use, there was little to be 
gained from minor improvements in the tools; notable improvements had to await 
the application of inanimate power to machines and tools in modern times. 

Conservatism does not characterise the whole story of mining, however. The 
extreme variety of mining environments and ore deposits, which continually posed 
new challenges, also encouraged innovation. Innovation also came about through 
the mobility of the miners, a mobility that promoted exchange of information on 
better practices (and which at least partly counteracted the miners' propensity for 
secretiveness) as well as by the lack of a significant miners' literature that might have 
encouraged overstandardisation of mining techniques. 

Thus, while nothing could be done in traditional times to introduce mechanisa
tion at the rock face, opportunities existed and were sometimes seized upon to intro
duce mechanisation into other mining operations such as drainage, ventilation, 
and the hauling, crushing and washing of ores. 37 Moreover, while prospectors and 
miners could not benefit from the insights of modern geology and chemistry, they 
developed over time a considerable practical experience that provided them with, 
among other things, a large repertoire of tests for identifying minerals (Section (f)I5)). 

Another area that would seem to have offered many possibilities for the gradual 
improvement of techniques was timbering, the methods used to support the roofs 
and walls of shafts and galleries. Timbering, however, illustrates particularly well 
the problems of assessing the general level of the technology in use at any given 
time. We know from a series of important recent archaeological excavations that 
Chinese miners at least by Warring States times (second half of -1st millennium) 

" For example, in drainage and ventilation. 
" For Europe to the 16th century, cf. Smith (1967), p. 143. For China, cf. (h)(2)(i) below. 
:37 There were in the processes for concentrating ores almost endless possibilites for inventiveness, as appears 

very clearly in Agrieola's De Re Metallica (Hoover & Hoover (1912), book VIII). Moreover, none of the great vari
ety ofimplements illustrated there required 'modern inputs' and all depended on a prolific use oflabour. Atleast 
in the light of what we know to date, it aBpears that this was an area where Chinese inventiveness was much more 
limited than what we see in +r6th century central European mining. For further discussion, see (i) below. 
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were using quite sophisticated timbering techniques (Section (h)(4)). What we do 
not know is how often timbering in later periods rose even to the level of these 
techniques. There was certainly little or no timbering in those thousands of 'rabbit 
warren' tunnels that never ceased to appall Western observers (though Japanese 
observers were perhaps more on target in admiring the ability of the Chinese 
miners to work in cramped spaces and thereby minimise the amount of non-paying 
waste material that they had to remove from their mines).38 Is it possible that those 
advanced Warring States techniques actually represented a peak in timbering prac
tices that failed to be surpassed in traditional times?39 Indeed, Chinese scholars 
have suggested that the copper mining technology ofYunnan in the Chhing - the 
major copper mining region of the late imperial period - displayed no significant 
technological advance at all over what was done in Warring States mines two millennia 
earlier.40 Insofar as that is true (and it probably includes an element of exaggeration), 
it suggests that mining may represent a technology where it is especially dangerous 
to assume that techniques will improve in a consistent fashion. It was not at all 
uncommon in traditional China for technological (and scientific) discoveries to be 
later forgotten. The very same factors that gave rise to the great variety of mining 
practices in China (size of the country, variations in ore deposits, isolation of the 
mines, lack of a body of mining literature, limited mobility of those who might have 
personally transmitted mining expertise) probably also opened the way to retreats as 
well as advances in mining technology. In any case, over the last three millennia, one 
could have found at any given moment an extreme variety in the levels of mining 
technique used in different kinds of mining and in different parts of the country.4! 
Unfortunately, the history of traditional mining in China is still far too under
developed to permit in this study anything more than occasional and very rough 
comparisons of mining practices in different parts of China in any given period. 

38 There was alS? in EuroI;e and England, during the Renaissance and afterwards, a striking gap between the 
best and worst mmmg techmques; Mokyr (1990), p. 66. Eventually, mining schools in Europe would contribute 
greatly to raising the general level of mining practice and hence narrow this gap. It is not at all surprising that, 
desplte the shaky claIm by Hu Chhun-thao (1990, p. 33) that a shu:!'uan.1!it or 'academy' established by the Yuan 
~overnment at th~ ~eng-shan ~ llJ silver mining centre in Kiangsi can be seen as a predecessor of Chinese min
m~ ~chools, no mmmg schools were ever established in traditional China, not to speak of a rational science of 
mmmg (BergbauwlSSenschajl) with university chairs of mining! Even in Europe, these developments had to await 
the +18th centu~ (Vogel& Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 51; Vogel (199IC), p. 81) when mining knowledge, combining 
theory and practice, had reached a sophistication (thanks to continuing advances over the previous two and a 
half centurIes) that was well beyond even the imagination of anyone in China before the entry of Westerners on 
the mining scene in the second half of the 19th century. 

" Tu Fa-chhing & Kao Wu-hsun (198o), p. 95. It is very interesting to note that such a peak was arrived at in 
the Athenian silver Ilead mines at Laurium in the -5th and -4th centuries where techniques were used that 
would not be surpassed in Europe for the next thousand years; Finley (1965), p. 30. Shepherd (1980, p. 177) would 
eve? go so far ~ s~ggest that Neolit,hic copper mining in Austria used 'systematic methods of extraction, drivage, 
dramage, ventilat~on and 1"eI;aratlon of the product [that] would not be out of place in the 19th century, except 
for developments In illurnmatlon and explosives'. 

'0 Wu & Hsu (1987), Vol. 2, pp. 629-30. One is reminded of the long decline in European mining from the fall 
of the Roman empire to the +13th century; Nef(1952), pp. 458-9, 468. 

.. A pa~~cularly striking example of this phenomenon is provided by early mining in Europe, where under
ground mmmg for copper may have begun in Rudna Glava and Aibunar in the Balkans even before the inhabit
ants of Britain had begun digging underground for flint (Map 10). Shepherd (1980), pp. 153-4; Jovanovic (1976). 
But compare fn. 61 in Section (e). 

(b) OVERVIEW OF MINING IN TRADITIONAL CHINA 

(I) THE IMPORTANCE OF MINING IN CHINA 

D. S. L. Cardwell once lamented the generally inadequate recognition mining 
had received for its contributions to European civilisation.! The situation is much 
improved today, due in no small part to something of a 'boom' in Germany during 
the last quarter of a century in serious academic work on mining history together 
with increased levels of activity in most other European countries.2 In other parts of 
the world, too, mining is increasingly receiving more of the attention its importance 
deserves. That is now true even for China where such recognition has long been 
hindered by strong cultural prejudices that encouraged a slighting of the role of 
mining in Chinese history. 

The overwhelming importance of agriculture in China led to a strong physio
cratic bias among centuries of Chinese officials and writers on economic topics. 
Agriculture was so unchallenged as the basis of the Chinese economy that other 
economic activities were often first assessed for their possible baneful effects on 
agricultural production. Hence the remarkable downplaying of the importance of 
mining by many who, had they only opened their eyes and minds, would immedi
ately have known better_ Not a few Western scholars have picked up the bias of their 
Chinese sources, explicitly minimising the importance of mining and its produc
tion3 or simply passing over it in silence. 

On the other hand, any objective comparison of mining in Europe and in China 
reveals very quickly that mining in China, for all its importance, did not play as 
dramatic a role there as in Europe, especially in recent centuries. 4 In general, it was 
not the case that mining areas in China were 'centres of technology and science 
as well as of financial organisation and business enterprise'.5 One does not see 
Chinese mining stimulating major technological and even scientific advance, as it 
so clearly did in late medieval and early modern Europe.6 Why Chinese mining did 

I Cardwell (1972), p. n 
, Two outstanding recent works stressing the contributions of mining especially to European art and culture 

are Wrlsdorf(1987) and Slotta & Bartels (1990); see also the earlier Winklemann (1958). 
, Cressey (1955), p. 130. 

. ' John Nef was correct in emphasising this, though he exaggerated in saying that the Chinese 'showed little 
dispo~itio.n,toransackthe subso~ for [mineral].riches.' Nef(I~52), p. 430. Wilsdorf(lg87), despite a sub-title pro
~Iamllng It Em illustnerter ~treifzug durch Zelten und Kontmente', actually focuses overwhelmingly on mining 
m Europe .. V.ndoubtedly, this is not only because European mining has been so much more thoroughly studied 
than the mmmg of other parts of the world but also because, objectively, the influence of mining on all aspects of 
life there since the late Middle Ages was so much greater than anywhere else. 

, Cardwell (1972), p. n 
6 Nef(1952), pp. 429-30 and 462; Cardwell (1972), pp. 73-4; Pacey (1991), p. 69; Pacey (1992), chap. 5; Taylor 

(1957), p. 27· Thomas T. Read (1933, pp. 252-3) makes the very interesting suggestion that there was aere 'an 
~nfavorable contrast between mining where equipment already developed for other uses was usually only slowly 
mtroduced underground, and metallurgy, which developed its own equipment and methods that later proved 
useful in other industries.' 
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not perform this function is a major question to which we shall return often in the 
course of this study. 

(2) TOTAL MINING PRODUCTION AND ITS LABOUR FORCE 

Little reliable evidence exists on which to base estimates of total mining production 
in China for any period before this century. This is especially true for the centuries 
before the Sung, for which we have virtually no figures that even purport to reflect 
total production.7 We can be fairly confident that such figures have not survived 
because they were never compiled in the first place, a task that would have been be
yond the government's capabilities at that time. From the +IIth century (Northern 
Sung) on, such global totals do begin to show up in the sources, but they are so ques
tionable on so many counts that any efforts to calculate total production must usu
ally remain more or less 'guesstimates'. In our discussion of the various minerals 
and materials mined in traditional China (see Section (e) below), we shall present 
some of these estimates. For the moment, however, we can use as something of a 
benchmark the estimates by Boris Torgasheff of total mining production in China 
around 1925 (Table 2). The figures are probably the best that could have been 
assembled given the information available in the mid-I92os and, thanks to the 
efforts of the newly established Geological Survey of China, were probably far 
better than anything that could have been attempted as little as a decade earlier. 
One would of course not want, without contemporary corroboration, to rely on 
these production figures as a reflection of the magnitudes of production in the +I8th 
or 19th centuries, much less in earlier periods. But they probably do, with obvious 
exceptions such as the flourishing copper industry in the high Chhing (see Sec
tion (e)(I)(i)(e)) and the non-existent tungsten mining, reflect fairly well the relative 
size .of different sectors of the mining industry in the Chhing period and perhaps 
to some extent earlier periods too. It should be remembered that, even in the I920S, 
most of Chinese mining (except for coal mining) still relied on native methods. 

With these production estimates, Torgasheffthen went on to use what he called 
the 'proportion of output to labour method' to try to estimate what percentage 
of the total Chinese population was engaged in mining. That is, he compared the 
efficiency of Chinese and American mining labour and came to the conclusion that 
'in Chinese mines, taken as a whole, the average efficiency of labour constitutes 
not more than five per cent of that of American labour; a little more than ten per cent is 
the efficiency oflabour in quarries.'8 Using the estimated production totals and 
per capita efficiency figures (i.e., output per miner), Torgasheff came to the conclu
sion that approximately one-half of one per cent of the total Chinese population 
(2,100,000 people) was involved in mining (Table 3). Actually, the number and 

1 This holds true even for total production of individual mines. The government was far more interested in 
what revenues it could extract from a mine on a regular basis than in production figures, which had an inconveni
ent tendency to vary considerably from year to year. 

8 Torgasheff(1930a), p. 415. Italics in original. 
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Table 2. China's estimated mineral production, 1925 (metric tonnes) 

Precious metals Nliscellaneous non-metallic minerals 
Gold II Alunite II,022 
Silver Asbestos 423 

Nonjerrous metals Rock crystal 7 
Copper 2,345 

Fluorspar 40498 
Tin 9,200 Gypsum 67,000 
Lead Mica 200 

3,503 Nitrate of potash Mercury 470 15,000 
Arsenic 1,547 

Phosphate 13,719 
Pigments ? Zinc 18,542 Pyrite 3,066 Magnesium 53m3 

Antimony Soda 91,500 21,423 Sulphur 2,348 Bismuth 60 
Ferrous metals Rocks, clays, etc. 

Iron c. 1.5-2,000,000 RawcIay 15,000,000 
Manganese ore 75,000 Limestone 15,000,000 
Tungsten ore 7,044 

Stone, gravel, etc. 54,000,000 
Kaolin 423,II5 

Precious and semi- Pottery clay 585,000 
precious stones Talc 51,516 

Abrasives 2,583 
Soapstone 3,000 
Felspar 30 

Qyartz (for glass) 4,694 Calcite 93 
Fuels 

Coal 35,000,000 
Petroleum (barrels) 100,000 
Natural gas ? 

Based on figures given in Torgasheff(1930), pp. 41-4. Estimates include Manchuria. Figures believed by Torgasheff 
to be, if anything, conservative. On the other hand, a US Bureau of Mines survey for 1934 gives uniformly lower 
estimates; Cressy (1955), p. 132. Note, however, that this latter survey gives a higher estimated production of silver 
than of gold (for all China excluding Manchuria and Taiwan). This is almost certainly a major error, and raises 
doubts about the other estimates. 

Table 3. Estimated amount qf mining labour in China, early 20th century 

Categories 

Non-metal and metal 
mines 

Quarries 
Salt, pottery & porcelain 

clay mines, etc. 
TOTAL 

Total number of miners 

1,200,000 

250,000 
650,000 

2,100,000 

Percentage ofpopulation-

0.05 
0.13 

• Based on a total estimated population of 450,000,000. (The figures for the percentage of population working in 
'Salt, pottery & porcelain clay mines, etc.' were accidentally reversed in the original table, i.e. 0.31 instead ofo.13.) 
Torgasheff(1930a), p. 416. For qualification of these figures, see text. 
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proportion of Chinese in mining at that time were probably significantly higher 
since Torgasheff's figures excluded most of the Chinese engaged in mining on a 
less than full-time basis.9 One can only guess how much Torgasheff's figures need 
to be modified but we would probably not be very far off in suggesting that approx
imately one per cent or slightly more of China's population was active in mining 

early in this century. 

(3) THE PREDOMINANCE OF SMALL-SCALE AND SEASONAL 1<fINING 

Chinese mining in traditional times was overwhelmingly characterised by small
scale operations. Torgasheff's description of the situation in the I930S was, if 
anything, even more true for earlier periods: 'Great as the total number of Chinese 
mines is, the majority of them are nothing but small native enterprises employing a 
very limited number of men. The mines are scattered throughout the country, and 
the centres of a large accumulation of miners are rare.' 10 Individual mines typically 
had no more than ten people (perhaps all family members) working them; often 
enough it would be as few as two or three (Fig. 1).11 Even operations that were quite 
large in terms of total production were usually organised into many smaller works. 12 

Of course there were exceptions (Fig. 2). For example, at the Fang-shan mLIJ coal 
mines just south west of the city of Peking in the Chhing, coal mines with only 80 or 
go workers were considered small. 13 But the norm for most kinds of mining in most 
areas was very small mines. This was due mainly to the small and irregular character 
of most ore deposits in China 14 but was undoubtedly further encouraged in many 
cases by erratic markets with considerable fluctuations in demand, a situation that 
made the higher overhead costs oflarge mines unsupportable. 15 

9 Torgasheffhimselfrecognised this problem (1930a, p. 782, footnote). 
10 Torgasheff(1930a), p. 923. H. F. Dawes (1891, p. 335) notes that one reason for small mines was that many

he would say 'most' but may be referring only to silver mines in Mongolia, the subject of his report - of the mines 
were illicit. This was probably true throughout most of the imperial period, with large numbers of miners either 
v;olating government prohibitions on mining or not paying taxes on their production (cf. below, (I)). 

11 Junghann (19 II), pp. II-12. Arthur Moore·Bennet (1915, p. 217) presents a somewhat idealised account of 
the breakdown of tasks among family members in south China family mines early in the 20th century: 'These 
mines are usually worked by a family, the father and elder male children being employed in winning the ore, the 
smaller children in labouriously carrying the spoil up the burrow, in small cloth baskets, the mother and elder 
female children in timbering the mine [!], and converting wood into charcoal [for roasting and smelting] ... and 
the old folks in crushing the ores and in smelting.' 

" Cf. especially Section (e)(2)(ii)(li) on the Ko-chiu tin mines. Here we might mention the case of copper min
ing at Thang-tan i!!;ft (Tung·chhuan *111): with a maximum of slightly over 30,000 workers, it was the largest 
'mine' in Yunnan during the ehhing. Yet this 'mine' actually consisted of a collection of mining shafts, many 
several days journey one from the other. Most of the individual shafts were worked by only five to ten men. 
Essentially then, the Thang-tan mine was no interconnected commercial enterprise but more like an adminis
trative fiction, consisting of all the mining operations for which a single government official from the Copper 
Office was responsible. Lee (1987), pp. 236, '43. A rather different example, with much more intensive mining 
but still in organisational terms a highly decentralised production, is described by Tegengren (192 4, p. 165): at the 
coal mines ofChin-chheng~J$: in southern Shensi, one pit every 1,000 to 2,000 sq< m wa~ not uncommon and! in 
one area, pits were dug on an average cfone every 28 sq. ffi. One mountain in Honan, because of its many shafts 
side-by-side, had acquired by the 19th century the name Sieve Flower Mountain (Shadsu Ta shan ilif. 'f *- LiJ); 
Wen Kuang\I98o), p. 427. See also Brown (1923), p. 106. 

11 Lii Tai-ming :1986), p. 171. 14 cr (d)(.})(i) below. 15 Neilson (1982), p. 5· 
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Fi?", 1. A small coal field in Kianl?si in the 19205. The coal seams are 30-5° metres below the surface and must be 
mmed ~Y m~~ns of shafts and dnfts. Over each shaft, a structure is built to protect the shaft and its windlass and 
to pr?vlde hvmg quarte.rs for, the ~iners. ~F?r a view inside one of these structures, see Fig. 87.) In this case, 
seem~ngly rather exceptIOnal m Chmese mmmg, fences mark off separate claims leased out by the owner of the 
land m exchange for a share of the produce This installation is an example of the modest scale typical of most 

mmmg 111 tradmonal Chma. Hommel (193i), p. 2, fig. I. 

Besides its small scale, much of Chinese mining also had a clear seasonal charac
ter that derived both from climatic conditions and from the structure of the Chinese 
economy. In many places, it was simply impossible to mine year-round. Water was 
the most common problem. Few areas in which placer mining was carried on had 
water available in all seasons. Even underground operations often depended on an 
availability of water for concentrating the ore prior to its delivery to the smelter. 
Thus, at the Ko-chiu iWW tin mines, there was a clear seasonal sequence in which 
mining, ore concentration and smelting each were carried on in certain months 
but r:-0t over the rest of the year. 16 The same phenomenon was to be seen at Tsun
hua Jl1t., the major iron production centre of the Ming. 17 

The other reason for the marked seasonality of so much of Chinese mining was 
the o:erwhelmingly agricultural character of the Chinese economy. Probably more 
than m any other country; mining in China was carried on as a side occupation by 
pe.0r:>le whose main source of livelihood was agriculture. Many therefore took up 
mmmg after the harvest was in but returned to their fields for the spring planting. 18 

16 Cr. Section (e)(2)(ii) belmv. During the winter, most of the mines and smelters were completely shut down 
and many of the workers returned to their homes in other places. 

" vVu Chheng-ming&Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), Vol. I, pp. 189--90. 
:B South China, of course, offere.d m~r: opportunity for agriculture in the winter, This may have meant that 

~he numbers of peasa,nts engaged 111 mmmg as a supplementary occupation was proportionally smaller than 
In the north. Along with the richer mineral deposits of south China. this may also help explain the impression 
that t~e grea~er proportion of China's full-time) more highly skilled miners came from the south. Nevertheless, 
;here IS suffiCient eVIdence to show that seasonal mining by peasants was also important in the south. Cf. Section 
lk;(I) below and Eberstein (19i+), pp. 14+ ,+6-7· 
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Fig. 2. Getting the word that it was mealtime to workers in a coal mine of some size (with several hundred men 
working underground [ehing nei shu palJen #f1<J If a A] ). A bamboo slip is here passed from the miners closest to 
the surface to those farther underground. When it reaches the deepest recesses of the mine, those miners begin 
walking out for their meal, collecting the other miners as they go. The implication is that all the workers left the 
mine for a meal at mid-day, though one wonders how often this was actually the case. Nevertheless, Slessor (1927, 
p. 58), in discussing non-ferrous metal mines in south China, explicitly notes that 'the miners never eat below 

ground'. Anonymous album, c. mid-19th century. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris: Oe 117, pl. I. 

Others even engaged in mining during slow periods between planting and har
vest. 19 The widespread participation of peasants in mining had many important 
implications for how mining developed in China, the most important of which may 
have been the persistence of peasant ways of thinking among the miners.20 

19 As one proverbial saying had it: 'Nung hsi wei ehih; mang /s, ehih' 'AI!Jj\1.:;Z; ttIUJI:' ('In farming's slack time 
carry on [mining]; when it gets busy then stop. '); La Tai-ming (1986), p. 164. 

'" Cr. especially Section (k)(4) below. 

~--

·1 , 

(c) SOURCES 

[H]istory is a bag of tricks which the dead have played upon historians. The most 

remarkable of these illusions is the belief that the surviving written records provide 

us with a reasonably accurate facsimile of past human activity. Lynn White' 

(I) THE CONTRIBUTION OF ARCHAEOLOGY 

When work on this study began at the end of the I970s, there seemed little chance 
that I would be able to say much about the early phases of mining technology in 
China. I was aware that there was pitifully little on mining in the written works that 
survive from before the Han, that is, before the -2nd century.> Even much later 
writings were disappointingly lacking in details on actual mining practice. And for 
the entire period before this century, only two surviving Chinese works, both relat
ively late, include illustrations of mining. 3 

However, although unknown to me at that time, the first published reports on 
the excavations ofChou (and perhaps even Shang) copper mines at Thung-Iu shan 
jlj*.hiJ,just south of the Yangtze River in Hupeh, had already begun appearing in 
1975. That first great discovery was soon followed by many others, leading to a flood 
of excavation reports and studies of early mining in China. Because the traces of 
ancient mining efforts are often very durable, even written in the stone itself, min
ing archaeology can be an indispensable, and even the sole source of knowledge 
about the past of mining. What we now know about even the details of early mining 
in China rivals or surpasses our knowledge of other early mining traditions. Indeed, 
the combination of scarce information in the written record together with the tend
ency of Chinese archaeologists to focus mainly on very early mines means that we 
sometimes know more about specific mining techniques (e.g., timbering) in earliest 
times than about what followed in later centuries. 

Fortunately, no period in Chinese history witnessed more dramatic develop
ments in mining technology than the -1st millennium, precisely the focus of most 
of these mining excavations. It is fortunate, too, that the small-scale nature of much 
of Chinese mining even today, relying often almost exclusively on human labour 
rather than on machines, has meant that archaeological remains that might easily 

, LynnWhite (1962), p.v. 
2 J. R. Forbes, the renowned expert on ancient technology, bemoans a similar paucity ofinformation on min

ing in Greek and Latin works; Forbes (1963), p. 104. In fact, compared with early Chinese writings, the Western 
sources are quite informative. 

, Vogel (1991), p. 163. The two works are the +17th century Thim Kung KMi Wu (:n7iW) and the mid-19th cen
tury Tun-nun Khuang-Chhang Thu Lueh, for both of which see below. 

19 
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have been obliterated in larger mining operations have often been recognised and 
made available for study before being seriously damaged. 4 

With the considerable contributions of recent archaeology to our understanding 
of traditional Chinese mining, it might appear ungrateful to point out some of its 
limitations. Nevertheless, because they have influenced the kind of story we could 
tell below, they must at least be mentioned.5 

At the outset, we should recall that mining archaeology is still at a very early stage 
in China.6 There have not been any organised archaeological expeditions to search 
for mining remains. What has been found has been found mainly by chance. One 
result is that the excavated early mines in China date almost exclusively from a period 
when metalworking was already well-developed.7 In contrast with the early history 
of mining in Europe for example, where we have learned so much from the excava
tion of flint mines,S we still know almost nothing about Neolithic mining in China.9 

One must also admit that the quality of the excavation work and! or the pub
lished reports sometimes fail to measure up to international standards, for a num
ber of reasons. The newness of the field of mining archaeology means that many of 
its practitioners suffer from a lack of specialised training as well as being relatively 
inexperienced. This can sometimes lead to an excessive concern with details while 
the broader significance of the data is neglected. lo Moreover, without an overall 
framework of understanding, even very important details sometimes go unnoticed 
or unreported. 11 An excessively narrow approach is also fostered by the general 
absence of inter-disciplinary approaches in Chinese archaeology. For example, 
mining engineers are seldom present at excavations of mines. 12 Intermittent con
sultation with experts is not always a satisfactory substitute. 13 

Funding practices, often influenced by nationalistic motives and even questions 
oflocal pride, can also skew archaeological efforts. Funds from the central govern
ment, sometimes in the form of bonuses, tend to flow to those people who come up 
with 'major finds', sites that produce spectacular artefacts or art works: bronzes, 
jades, scuptures,wall-paintings and the like. By contrast, excavations of what might 
by scholarly standards be a very important site, say the remains of an early bronze 

• On the other hand, we have examples like the important Kang-hsia itli T mine in Hupeh, dating from per
haps as early as the -9th or -8th centuries, where only the remains of the lower levels of the ancient workings sur
vive, the upper levels having been removed before preservation activities began; Vogel (1991), p. 155. Moreover, 
there have been, not surprisingly, many cases where workers have failed to recognise important remains; see 
Wagner (1993), pp. 83, 146. 

, For comments along the same lines by two outstanding Chinese scholars, see the remarks ofHuang Chan
yueh, translated in Wagner(1993), p. 150, and An Chih-min (1993), p. 1110 and passim. 

6 Development may be painfully slow, but we may hope it will not be as slow as has been the case in the West; 
Weisgerber (1989), p. 79. 

7 Another result is that all of the major excavated early mines are copper mines. 
8 See, e.g., Bosch (1979) and Shepherd (1980), chaps. 2 and 3. 9 Vogel (1991), pp. 163-4' 

10 Even the handling of details often lacks consistency, as reflected in the sometimes wildly inconsistent termino
logy applied to early artefacts; Wagner (1993), p. 150. 

II For very useful recent Western attempts to provide explicitly such frameworks, see Cranstone (1994) for sur
face mining and Weisgerber (1989) for early mining in general. 

12 Or metallurgical specialists; Anon. (1994), p. 86. 
" Mining expertise is especially necessary because, as Robert Shepherd points out, mining sites typically 

provide a paucity of artefacts, making necessary a great reliance mainly on the 'geometry of the excavation'; 
Shepherd (1980), p. 249. 
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foundry, may have great difficulty getting funded because what survives are only 
what appear to non-specialists to be rather unremarkable remains of furnace walls 
or slag deposits. 

The allocation of scarce funds also influences what gets published. There are 
cases where important information from sites excavated decades or even a half
century ago has yet to be published. 1-1 And it is not only the intrinsic importance of 
the sites as seen by bureaucrats in charge of funding that counts. Any excavation 
that gains the attention of archaeologists or art historians outside of China stands 
a much better chance of gaining support. On the domestic side, considerations of 
local pride and inter-provincial rivalry also affect both funding and the interpreta
tion of results. There has been a real competition among provinces for the prize of 
having the earliest evidence of metallurgy in China, and this has clearly coloured 
what data has been presented in reports, how it has been presented, and how it has 
been interpreted. 15 The same is true for other technological developments: Chinese 
archaeologists sometimes seem, at least from the information in their reports, to be 
rather quick to postulate the use of firesetting on the basis of ambiguous remains of 
charcoal that could just as well have originally been torches for lighting or the fuel 
for fires to induce better ventilation. Those of us who rely on these reports must, in 
the words ofDonald Wagner, ' [be] careful to maintain a critical attitude, constantly 
bearing in mind what sort of data might be missing from the published record and 
what other interpretations may be possible.' 16 

Local pride has had one very positive result in that most provinces in China 
today have their own provincial archaeological journals, and this has opened the 
way to much more publishing in archaeology. Unfortunately, even within China 
itself, the circulation of these journals is often very limited. They thus do much less 
than they might to diminish another aspect of the fragmentation of archaeology: 
archaeologists in one part of the country are often not very familiar with what is 
going on with similar excavations in other parts of the country. 

(2) THEORETICAL WRITINGS, ESPECIALLY BY ALCHEMISTS AND 

PHARMACOLOGISTS 

the really great efforts of ancient science were not in theorising about nature and 
materials but rather in harnessing materials technologically to man's use. 

Arthur Steinbergl7 

When discussing in the introduction the uniquely ad hoc character of mining, we 
noted that it is not rare for any given mine to differ strikingly even from nearby 

" Wagner (1993), p. 14. 
" Barnard (1991), p. 8, fn. I I. There is also the further problem, hardly unique to China but perhaps some

what more prevalent there, that the very excitement and enthusiasm that accompany an important find can 
influence the presentation of results; Barnard (1993a), p. 48, fn. 2. 

16 Wagner (1993), p. 15. Both Wagner and Barnard set an enviable standard for critical reading of archaeolo-
gical reports. 17 Steinberg (1976), p. 536. 
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mines in generally similar conditions. Despite the extreme variety of the mining 
environments, however, miners could hardly do without at least some rules of 
thumb to suggest to them where and how to go about their task. For example, the 
experienced prospector looking for metal ore deposits wasted little time searching 
in low country but instead headed into the hills, seeking out perhaps the glossy, acid 
igneous rocks that were often a good indicator of mineralisation. 18 

Over time, the mining community in any area with an active mining industry -
and China from the Neolithic onwards had many such areas - inevitably developed 
a body of mining lore and accepted practice on which miners drew for guidance. Of 
course, not being written down, it suffered from the defects that commonly accom
pany oraf transmission. Amorphous and fragmentary, it had as many versions as 
minds in which it was housed. Inevitably, inaccuracies and inconsistencies abounded. 
In any case, there were surely here and there especially intelligent and experienced 
miners who dearly surpassed their fellows both in breadth and in depth of know
ledge. 19 The surviving written record in China unfortunately tells us very little about 
the character of this expertise.20 In part, this is a reflection of the already remarked 
general lack of interest in, if not disdain for, mining on the part of educated Chinese 
before the 19th century. 21 Unlike many members of the educated elite in Renaissance 
Europe, they never looked on the experiences of miners and smelters as a means of 
gaining a better understanding of the workings of nature. 22 

Perhaps equally or even more important was the difficulty even in the best of cir
cumstances of explaining craft skills in words, a problem arising from the intuitive 
character of so much of mining. 23 Only with the introduction of modern Western 
science and technology starting in the second half of the 19th century, together with 
the opportunity for at least a small number of Chinese students to study science 
abroad24 and the attempts to create a modern republic after the overthrow of 
the Chhing dynasty in 19I1, does mining (along with geology) become an object 
of study for at least a few educated Chinese. Before then, there simply was no 

18 For this and other examples, cf. (f)(3) below. 
l' Philippe Braunstein (1983, p. 577) refers to this as a 'sort of general know-how' that was 'an intermediate 

culture between science and practice'. This formulation is not without its problems, but the concept of a kind of 
knowledge that, while surely less than what we would recognise as scientific theory, nevertheless was capable of 
useful generalisations that went beyond mere empiricism seems to be worth further exploration. 

70 Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 51-2. 
21 Even where one can detect the emergence of a certain amount of expertise among government officials, as 

in the administration of the Yunnan copper mines in the Chhing, it was an expertise that was above all 'theoret
ical and bureaucratic'; Vogel (1987a), 1.2. 

" Vogel (199IC), p. 81. 
" See above, (a)(2)(ii). J. R. Harris has very astutely analysed this problem in the context of skills related to 

the coal industry during England's early industrial revolution; Harris (1976). Harris emphasises the contrast 
between England, at the forefront of the industrial revolution but remarkably lacking in technological literature, 
and France, lagging behind industrially but prolific in technological writings of which the 'Descriptions des Arts 
et Metiers' and the 'Arts et Metiers' sections of the +18th century EnqcL>pidie are only the most outstanding 
examples. For our purposes, Harris' article is a salutary warning against the unexamined assumption that, had 
there been more of a mining literature in China, mining itself would have been more advanced. 

2< Furth (1970), p. 12. 
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significant body of writings of any kind on mining per se, and virtually none in which 
the writer was motivated by a desire to improve mining practice.25 

The contrast with the prolific writings on agriculture is striking. Agriculture was 
universally recognised as the basis oflife in China, and it was assumed that a more 
productive agriculture would inevitably translate into a better life for the people 
at large.26 Thus, from the very beginning, Chinese agricultural treatises, like their 
Roman counterparts, aimed to present and encourage the use of good practices 
that were broadly, if not universally, applicable,21 Mining, on the other hand, not 
only drew much less interest but also, precisely because of its overwhelmingly ad hoc 
character, offered in its early stages little in the way of broadly applicable knowledge 
and techniques that invited codification in writing.28 In later periods, when there 
existed a stock of empirical knowledge that could usefully have been compiled into 
manuals, there were few changes in the Chinese intellectual climate to motivate 
writers to take up the topic of mining. 29 

What existed in China before the 19th century by way of generalisations or theor
ies relating in some way to mining has come down to us above all in the writings of 
alchemists and those of medical men, especially the compilers of pharmaceutical 

" The one exception that immediately comes to mind is the Chin Thung Tao Lueh (Essentials of Steeping 
Copper), wntten at the end of the +llth century. It described the process of precipitating copper in mine waters 
onto iron. (See below, (j).) Unfortunately, this work was lost already in the Yuan or shordy thereafter and could 
therefore play no role in encouraging similar works devoted to one or another aspect of mining. There seem to 
be no works on mining or smelting written between the Yuan and the ntid-19th century, when Wu Chhi·chun 
published his TmI-nan Khuang-Chhang Thu Lueh (c. 1845), that contain a serious discussion of the technology; 
Vogel (199IC), p. 82. This is true of all four works prompted by the flourishing copper mining ofYunnan in the 
+18th and early 19th centuries (run-nan Thung Chill ~fWiIiiJ;E;, +1736; TIw.ng-Cheng Khao jfoiJi&~, c. 175$ run·nan 
Thung Cheng Chlziian Shu wfWiIiiJ i&:i:If, 1787; and Tung Cheng Pien-Lan iiiJi&Ji!!W:, 1828) which deal only with fiscal 
or administrative matters such as quotas, copper purchase, transport regulations and the like. 

." It also deserves mention that, in striking contrast especially to late medieval and early modern Europe, 
mmers are almost entirely absent from traditional Chinese poetry and fiction. Peasants, of course, are quite well 
represented. 

" Vo!. 6, pt. 2, p. 89. 
" Of course, there is also the very important question of who would have had the competence and the motiva

tion to produce such writings, and who would have been their prospective audience. We shall return to these 
questions below. 

,. Even if there were occasionally members of the literate elite who developed some interest in ntining, they 
were hardly likely to write about it. Most writers in China, as elsewhere, wrote to be read. But the potential reader
ship for a work on mining would, at any time in Chinese history, be tiny and inconsequential, just the 80rt of thing 
that Sung Ymg-hsing complained ofin his Preface to the TliXW(Sun & Sun (1966), p. xiv). Francesca Bray has 
noted that the invention of printing had dramatically different results for agricultural writings in China and in 
Europe: much greater dissemination of existing works but relatively few new works in China vs. 'a quantum leap 
in the number of agricultural works produced' in Europe. She places great emphasis on the emergence in Europe 
of a new audience of 'pro to-capitalist' farmers interested in new agricultural works that, unlike the treatises of 
the .great Latin writers so prominent in the middle ages, presented specific information applicable to particular 
regIOns of northern Europe. (VO!. 6, pt. 2, pp. 85, 88-g.) Something similar occurred in Europe with the early 
modern capitalist mining boom that began in the late +ISth century and brought forth a new audience for works 
on ntining, one that included wealthy investors who lacked knowledge of mining and metallurgy, rulers with 
regalian rights who sought to develop mining in their territories, and literate practitioners of mining whose 
knowledge was key to the profits of their employers, as well as to their own status and income. (See Long (1991), 
p. 325 and passim.) Needless to say, nothing like this kind of new audience for mining works ever appeared in 
Chma before the 19th century nor was there any significant government support for writings on mining as was 
the case in Renaissance Europe where 'active promotion of mining and metallurgy and the encouragement of 
technical authorship went hand in hand'; Long (1991), p. 330. 
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knowledge.30 In their efforts to describe the real or supposed role of minerals in 
achieving alchemical goals or in healing illnesses, these two groups went further than 
other writers in formulating generalisations about minerals. 31 But even a cursory look 
at these writings immediately raises doubts about the extent to which their ideas related 
to the actual practice of mining. To anticipate our conclusion, it will be argued here 
that little of the theorising by these writers can be taken to reflect the thinking of the 
miners themselves or to have had any significant influence on their thinking. 32 

In most cases, what miners wanted to know about minerals was something quite 
different from that which interested alchemists, pharmacologists and healers. If 
Nathan Sivin is correct, the goals of China's alchemists, 'more spiritual than cognit
ive or utilitarian', could hardly have had less to do with the goals of miners. Those 
alchemists who carried out the chemical manipulations of external alchemy (wai tan 
)'!.ft, in contrast to internal alchemy, nei tan j7gft, with its meditative techniques) 
characteristically focused on 'making chemical models of cosmic process, with the 
time dimension telescoped so that the great cycles of time could be witnessed [and 
contemplated] by the adept.' Their goal was essentially spiritual self-cultivation, 
developing the ability to 'encompass the Tao with their minds' and in that way to 
become one with it. 33 Collecting facts about nature through empirical observation 
or trying to understand it theoretically seems to have had little importance for 
them.34 Most of the knowledge they needed for their manipulations could well have 
been obtained for the most part rather passively from 'craftsmen' (metallurgists to 
be sure, but perhaps also miners) and medical men.35 

In the area of Chinese writings related to medicine, Paul Unschuld distinguishes 
three types: works that deal with medical theory, those that offer prescriptions, and 
pharmaceutical writings.36 The pharmaceutical works, which constitute well under 

30 In a very general way, these two kinds of writings are similar to the first two of ~amela Lo~g's. three ca;
egories of mining and metallurgical literature in early modern Europe: alchemIcal wr~t:"gs and. reClpe boo~ , 
which gave recipes and procedures for assaying and separating metals, for dyemg, for n:'IXIng medicmal reme~es, 
etc. Her third category, 'the more formal exoteric treatises and pamphlets' appeared In Europe for the first tlme 
in the +16th century but, with the exception of the +17th century :ntXW and the 19th century TIe1I-nan Kkuang
Chhang Thu Lueh (Wu Chhi-chiin (I84S)), were absent from China before the 20th century; Long (1991), pp. 320:-2. 

" We have seen (Vol. 3, p. 643) that mineral remedies appear already in the first of the great pharmaceutl~al 
works, the ShenNung Pen-tshaa Ching W/Il:;js:1ji!!!! (Classic of PharmaceutIcs of the Heavenly Husband'."an) whIch 
dates from the Han and describes 46 inorganic substances, ranking them into three groups according to theu 
supposed therapeutic effectiveness. C[ also Unschuld (1986), p. 21 which gives a total of 42 inorganic substances 
and notes the likely impossibility of ever arriving at a definitive count. 

32 For a fascinating discussion of how the absence oflinks between those who wrote ~d those who worked 
hindered both the growth of geology and the rise of scientific mining in the England of the mdustnal revolutlOn, 

c[ Porter (1973). 
" Sivin (1990), p. 13; Sivin (1977a), pp. 111-12. 
34 In this they could not have contrasted more with those many Renaissance philosophers, artists, discoverers 

and inventors who burned with a desire to understand the actual workings of nature and to formulate explanatory 
theories that conformed with actual experience. See Suhling (1977), p. 570 . 

" Ibid., p. 14. Unfortunately, we are still almost totally uninformed about just what and how much the alchem
ists borrowed from craftsmen (and physicians); Sivin (1986), p. '54· 

,. Unschuld insists, rightly I think, that one should avoid the common practice of calling the last group 'pharma
copeias'. Despite occasional government support for their compilation, C?lnese go~~rnments never attempted 
to grant these works legal status and to require that pharmaCISts or medIcal practltloners adhe~e to them, as 
was the case with the first Western pharmacopeia, published in Nuremberg in +1546, and all of Its successors; 

Unschuld (1986), p. 47· 

I 
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20 per cent of all Chinese medical writings, are nevertheless the most interesting 
for our purposes. 37 This is the famous pen-tshao:z[s:~ literature. Because the Chinese 
from earliest times made extensive use of mineral drugs in medicine, these works 
provide a great deal offactual data as well as speculations on at least those minerals 
that were seen to have a medical use. 

Pharmaceutical works over the centuries differed in their format and content as 
their compilers also differed considerably in the extent to which they relied on earlier 
literary sources or made an effort to learn directly from people who had hands-on 
experience with drugs. In general, the pharmacologists were more interested than 
the alchemists in certain kinds of questions that might also be of interest to miners, 
such as where one could obtain drugs, including minerals used as drugs, what were 
the identifYing characteristics of different minerals, how one could determine 
whether they were genuine or whether they had been adulterated. Thus, to give but 
one example, Thao Hung-ching liIi!1;:!k ~, whose life spans the last half of the +sth 
and the first half of the +6th centuries, could already note that potassium nitrate 
can be distinguished from other salts because of its purple flame. 38 

"With that said, however, it must still be recognised that the interests ofthe phar
macological writers seldom coincided with what miners wanted to know. Though 
one can find in their writings material having to do with the identification of min
erals, or prospecting for them, there is virtually nothing on actual mining practices. 
The divergence of interests is even more noticeable when the pharmacologists left 
the realm of observation or description to offer theoretical explanations. 

It was not that this theorising was necessarily condemned to lack practical value. 
In premodern China, theories about the natural world were sometimes quite closely 
linked to practical application. In general, Chinese medicine retained a very prac
tical orientation in which 'theory and therapy were never sundered'. 39 Mathematical 
astronomy, with its emphasis on making celestial phenomena predictable, neces
sarily relied on repeated, careful observations.4O Miners would have been very much 
attracted to theories that included a strong predictive element, that could above all 
have served as usable tools to help them find and follow deposits of minerals. Here, 
even a few very basic geological principles could have been a great help.41 

One area of geology that has been of great help to modern miners and that would 
not have been beyond some degree of comprehension by the Chinese even without 

37 Unschuld (lg86), p. 2. In Unschuld's scheme, the prescription literature is distinguished from the pharma
ceutical writings in that it focuses on the combining of drugs to combat disease while the pharmaceuticalliterat
ure centres on individual drugs and regularly discusses how and where that drug is obtained and processed to the 
point where it can be applied for medical purposes. Of course, these two categories can and do overlap. 

,. See below, (f)(5)(vii). "Sivin (1988), p. 57. 
.. Nakayama & Sivin (1973), p. XXV; Nakayama (1984), pp. 4-5. 
" It cannot be too strongly stressed that the problem was not a lack of acute observation of geological forms. 

If we are able to identify often quite precisely geological structures rendered by Chinese painters (c[ Vol. 3, 
pp. 592-8), there is no reason to believe that prospectors and miners, alchemists and pharmacologists, were any 
less capable of accurate observation. The problem was accounting for those forms, explaining how they came to 
be, and what connections this might have with mineral deposits. In short, theory with real explanatory power. 
No Chinese in traditional times took more than a hesitant step or two down this road. 
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(A) 

I I 

-t§.~~-,,~;;-."~--. -A___ _ ___ . 
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(B) (a) (~ : : 

-~~:m-
Fill' 3- Faults resulting in a break in a deposit. (A) As a result of a fault or dislocation, the beds, here including a 
coal seam, are torn and mutually displaced along the plane of dislocation; (B) Formation of a reverse fault by 

compression (a) and a normal fault by tension (h). Stoces (1958), Vol. 2, figs. 31---2. 

modern scientific understanding is that of earth movements and their resulting faults, 
together with the fact that deposits are sometimes consistent in their appearance in 
different beds.42 We now understand that faults are the result of pressures acting on 
the earth's crust that cause rock to fracture and the two sides of the fracture to slip 
past each other (Fig. 3). Even without an understanding of the basic forces involved, 
the Chinese lived in an area where frequent earthquakes provided them with a 
superb laboratory for the study of this phenomenon.43 

Faults are of great importance to the miner or prospector. To begin with, faults 
can be a good indicator of the presence of minerals. At least some Chinese miners 
as early as the Warring States period recognised this: at the ancient copper mining 
complex of Thung-lu shan iilM< UJ, the excavations were very skilfully concentrated 
in a fault zone.44 Moreover, some understanding of faults, especially their different 
forms depending on whether they result from compression or tension (Fig. 4), can 
also be very useful in following up displaced deposits.4s Without that understand
ing, Chinese miners were often forced to abandon a deposit when they met with a 
displacement of ore resulting from a fault. 46 

+2 Of course, without sufficient geological knowledge, miners would sometimes be misled by the lithological 
similarity of rocks that were in fact quite different; cf. Torrens (1984), p. 90. Here, a little knowledge could be a 
deceptive if not a dangerous thing. 

43 Living in Persia, a notoriously earthquake-prone area, Avicenna in the +1 uh century came to ascribe the 
formation of some elevated terrains to earthquakes which can suddenly raise a part of the land. Cr. Vol. 3, p. 603. 

44 Yang Wen-heng (/978), pp. 306-7. 
" Stoces (1958), Vol. I, p. 42. Faults can also distort deposits without breaking them; see Fig. 4-
.. Cole (1916), p. 370; Slessor (1927), pp. 60-1. Across the Eurasian continent, at Laurion in Greece, miners 

also often made no effort to follow a vein after even a small fault had caused only a slight displacement. 
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fIIiifI
b) 

.... ". ",:' V' 

Fig_ 4 .. F?lding resulting in the bending but not ~e breaking of a deposit. (a) Overthrust fold; (b) Syncline, 
(c) Anuclme. Shepherd ~[98o), p. 10, fig. 4. Both thIS and the previous illustration apply especially to bedded 

depoSIts, though the same forces can of course similarly affect vein deposits. 

Chinese miners could also have carried on their mining more effectively if they 
had had a better understanding of the shapes of depositsY Here too, at least some 
systematised understanding was possible even without the contributions of modern 
geology, geophysics and chemistry. Indeed, we know from the T zen-nan Khuang-Chhang 
Thu Lu~h that, at least by the mid-19th century, the miners in Yunnan had gone 
some dIstance toward not only classifYing the shapes of deposits but even using 
those shapes to judge their likely quality.+8 But such empirical knowledge offaults 
and ore ~eposit~, which had at least the potential to awaken new ways of thinking 
about mmerals m the earth, never made any impact on Chinese writing about the 
natural world, for at least two reasons. 

The first is that China's proto-earth scientists of the traditional period had for the 
most part only a quite abstract interest in how minerals came to be rather than a 
curiosity about where and in what forms they were likely to be found. ~9 For example, 

., Stoces ([958), Vol. I, p. 58. .. See below, (d)(3) . 
. .. For a discussion of these theories, see Vol. 3, pp. 636-41. When hazarding a generalisation about the loca

t1onofmmes, they~ere as likely as not to be wildly mistaken. Even a Sung Ymg-hsing, whom we shall discuss in 
a moment as the Mmg author of the extremely important Thim Kung KMi Wu (TKKW) (The Exploitation of the 
Works o~Na.!.ure)b!'0uld contidendy claim that gold and silver deposits, 'because of the earth's essence' (khun yuan 
clung cM, l!fl:n;:M'lIII), would 'generally' not be found within 300 li of one another, this being a clear indication of 
the mtent of nature's creativeforce (Is .. wu chilt ching i la kIw chim lI!i1'i!JZlltilJ;*o:r ~). 11i1il¥, ch. [4, p. 237; Sun 
~ Sun (1966), pp. 241-2. This suggests that Sung had no idea that native gold almost always contains at least some 
silver or that some ofnor.th China's ri~hest ~ilver deposits occurr:d in gold quartz veins. Cf. below, Section (e)(2) • 
Sung also seems to deny m the same disCUSSIOn the eXIStence of silver placers which, though rare, do exist. 
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to account for the absence of silver in Hopeh and Shantung, Sung Ying-hsing *JJ!!fl. 
is content to attribute it to the coldness of the matter-energy (chhi~) and the thin
ness of the 'rock bones' (shih kupo E~¥i) in these provinces. 50 Such explanations 
bring to mind Aristotle's similarly abstract kind of theorising that vaporous and 
smoky exhalations within the earth give rise to two categories of matter: metals and 
fossiles (homogeneous minerals) such as sulphur and certain ~ther stones.

51 
. 

Much of the lack of interest in explaining where and m what form mmeral 
deposits appeared, and why, may have resulted from the st~ess by Chinese thi.nkers 
on time for explaining nature, and particularly as the 'essentlal parameter of mmeral 
growth'.52 The corollary of this emphasis was a relative neglect of space. The result
ing theories, especially since their long time periods for the most part precluded 
checking against reality, provided little or no help to working miners. . 

Time, indeed great stretches of it, is of course crucial to modern geology and Its 
explanations for the appearance of minerals. It is therefore important to recognise 
that the Chinese did develop in traditional times certain notions of geological 
time.53 Nevertheless, it is equally true, at least from the perspective of modern sci
ence, that these cosmological theories 'followed a weary round of unsuppor::ed 
speculation', as did the many theories about the growth a~d mutual produc~lOn 
of minerals in the earth.54 To be sure, unsupported speculatIOn also characterIsed 
most writing about nature in the West before the Renaissance. In both cultures, a 
very great imaginative leap was necessary before one could even entertain the idea 
that there could be another way oflearning about nature. 55 

Greater familiarity with the experience of miners might have encouraged more 
empirical explanations of the mineral world. But this brings us to a second reason 
why mineralogical theories neglected topics having to do with mining. Very few 
of the literate who. concerned themselves with these matters cared to follow the 
example of the learned +8th century pharmacologist, Chhen Tshang-chhi Il.ilUi$, 
and acquire some close, observational familiarity with mineral deposits and min
ing.56 In fairness, we must also admit that such information would not have been very 
easy to come by, or to assimilate. China constituted a large area with a particularly 
wide variety of mineral deposits. With no existing body of literature presenting 

" TX1tW, ch. 14, p. 235; Sun &Sun (1966), p. 238. "Multhauf(1958), p. 50. "Cr. Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 231. 
" Vo!. 2, pp. 485-7; Vo!. 3, pp. 598-601. 54 Vo!. 3, pp. 636-41. .. . . 
55 Charlotte Furth nicely elucidates this perspective, contending that Chinese Intellectuals WIth a dasslcal 

education 'deemed speculative methods [unchecked by any kind of verification] t? offer the only ~own way 
of talking about the universe at all, once men had departed from the authoflty ofhlStory or the ce.rtamues sup
plied by common sense empirical observation.' Such speculations, she argues, dep~nded on a~stheuc ra~er than 
rational appeal, with ordering principles that might be 'dassificatory, numerological, rhetoncal, or built out of 
richly suggestive analogical correspondences'. See Furth (1970), pp. 9-11. The first and last of these are parucularJy 
prominent in the pharmacological literature (induding that on minerals), but all fo.ur are very well-represented, 
as can be seen for example in the first chapter of the first of the great pharmaceutIcal ~ork;', the Shen Nung P,n
/shao ehing (Classic of Pharmaceutics of the Heavenly Husb~ndm"."); see th~ translau~n U; Unschuld (1?86), 
pp. 19-20. For a thorough discussion of efforts to dassifY salts m trarl,itIonal Chma, mcluding non-sClentific cat
egories such as place of origin and type of deposit, as well as connections Wlth!he salt monopoly, see Vogei (~.d.). 

" Schafer (1963), p. 251; Vo!. 3, p. 650. Though this may well have been somewhat less true fro~ Thang tm;es 
on (Vo!. 5, pt. 2, p. 281), China never produced a writer on mining who combined strong observatIOnal skills W1th 
a willingness to reject unsubstantiated theories. 
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basic, accurate information in a coherent and organised manner (to say nothing 
of adequate illustrations), any scholar trying to acquire an overview of the subject 
would have had to invest many years and a great deal of travel to observing mineral 
deposits in situ. Such physical rigours would hardly have appealed to the typical 
Chinese literatus.57 Even with such a commitment, his difficulties would have been 
compounded by the secrecy that has surrounded mining in all cultures, not least in 
China. Allowing the existence of at least some willing informants, there were still 
communication gaps to be bridged, deriving from problems such as vocabulary; the 
inexperience of miners irI verbalising what they knew, and the intuitive character of 
much of that knowledge. 58 

Thus, the theories that were produced to explairI the presence of mirIerals were 
almost entirely divorced from close observation of the reality they purported to 
explairI.59 Only from time to time do we see the promise of something better, an 
insight that could have been built upon, but was not. For example, certain writers, 
when they talked of the growth of metals in the earth and their change into one 
another, had some concept of important changes (what we would recognise now as 
chemical changes) occurring in the constituents that made up the earth's crust.60 

Others, of whom the +r rth-century Shen Kua aM is an outstanding example, had 
fairly clear conceptions of erosion and sedimentary deposition.61 In neither case, 
however, was the original irIsight followed up in a way that could be of any kind of 
practical use to working miners and prospectors. Even if the fascirIating passage 
by Cheng Ssu-hsiao iIl,~ ~ in his So-nan Wen Chi J5JT mj( ~ (Collected Writings of 
Cheng Ssu-hsiao), published around +r34o,62 can be taken to suggest deposition of 
minerals by waters through evaporation, the reference is at best oblique.63 We may in 
temporal terms be only two centuries away from Agricola but in terms of ideas the 
two authors lie on opposite sides of a revolution irI how one looked at the earth and 
its components. There can be little doubt that isolation from and lack of interest 
in prospecting and mining precluded the working out of theories firmly based in 
mineralogical realities and possessing real explanatory power. Closer connection 

" As Ferdinand von Richthofen, the 'first real precursor of modern geology' and an indefatigable traveller 
through much of China, noted in the 1870s: 'the Chinese man ofletters is sluggish and chronically loath to move 
rapidly ... In his view, to go on foot is demeaning, and the occupation of geologist a direct surrender of all dignity 
in the eyes of the world.' Charlotte Furth, who cites this statement, notes that Ting Wen·chiang Cv. K. Ting), the 
father of modern geology in China, used the same statement to lead offhis introduction to the first issue of'li-chih 
hui-pao, the first technical journal in geology to be written entirely in Chinese. Furth (1970), pp. 39-40. Precisely 
because he understood this, Ting strongly emphasised that his geology students engage in field work, more so 
even than was the case at many Western schools in the same period. Ibid., pp. 48-9. 

,. Even a masterpiece such as Agricola's De Re Metallica displays significant limitations because the author's 
excellent contacts alone did not always permit him to penetrate the secrecy that surrounded mining practices or 
to overcome his own limitations as an 'outsider' (despite his years spent as a doctor to miners) rather than an 
experienced miner; Suhling (1977), p. 582. 

" It should be noted that close observation was no infallible check on mistaken theory. For example, the belief 
in Europe that base metals in the ground could gradually be transmuted into more noble metals actually 
appeared to be supported by observations of the presence of noble metals within base metal deposits (e.g., silver 
in galena, the lead ore)! Dibner (1958), p. 21. 

60 Cr. VoL 3, p. 637; Vo!. 5, pt. 4, pp. 231-6. 61 Cr. Vo!. 3, pp. 603-5. "Cf. Vo!. 3, p. 650. 
" The crucial words 'evaporate [the waters] and leave mineral deposits' had to be interpolated into the 

translation. 
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with mining reality would also have quickly revealed where certain ideas went 
wrong. For example, Chinese ideas on associations of various minerals or minerals 
and rocks, at least as they appear in the written documents that have come down 
to us, not infrequently combine inductive knowledge drawn from observation with 
arbitrary yin-yang ~~ theory. A good example is the gold/iron association which 
appears prominently as early as the Shan Hai Ching,64 which notes for a number of 
mountains that iron can be found on their yin face and gold on their yang face. The 
association of gold and iron has a sound geological basis; that one can predict their 
regular appearance on specific sides of mountains, however, is a totally arbitrary 
and mistaken assumption.65 

In propounding mineralogical theories, writers were also often misled by the 
Chinese affinity for analogical reasoning to introduce inappropriate anthropo
mophic and agricultural perspectives into their theories. Just as the Chinese clas
sification of plants always emphasised how they could be put to use by humans,66 so, 
too, there was a considerable anthropomorphic element of a different kind in their 
view of minerals. Minerals were supposedly born in the earth by means of the cop
ulation of natural forces; they had male and female elements; native deposits of a 
mineral could serve as the 'mother' of further deposits; there exist 'embryos' out 
of which minerals grow; etcY Such metaphors could be very misleading: Sung 
Ying-hsing 5Rbl£ seems to have had a mental picture ofa growth of minerals in 
the ground that was very much 'agricultural'. He described tin ore as continuing 
to grow even after it had filled the empty space available to it underground, thus 
causing the collapse of hillsides (thu chung sheng mai chhung wu chih shan thu tzu thui 
± $ ~JliK7El?ry$!UlJ ± §~. 68 Sung also explicitly noted that: 'Too frequent mining 
[of gold] ... will exhaust the stock, and the yield is likely to be limited when a place 
has been worked over a period of years. '69 What we seem to catch a glimpse of here 
is how the ideas of mineral growth in the earth70 and lack of a clear line dividing 
organic and inorganic matter combined with anthropomorphic and agricultural 
ideas of relatively rapid growth to create in many Chinese minds a picture of rather 
speedy natural replacement of mined minerals. 71 Thus Sung also believed that coal 

" For this work, see the following section. 
" Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987-), pp. 266-7. Cr. Wagner (1993), p. 250, fn. 7· For further discussion of 

rock and mineral associations in traditional China, see (1)(4) below. 
66 Sun (1965), p. 406; Bray (1989), p. 4. 
" For specific examples, cf. Vo!. 3, pp. 636-41; Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 53· 
68 TK1iW, ch. 14,P. 240; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 251. Far to the west, in Yunnan, tin miners shared a belief in the 

growth of metals within the earth as well as their ability to metamorphose into something else. Thus, if a body of 
tin ore grew to fill a mountain and was not mined in good time, the ore would change back into ordinary rock; 
Su (1942), p. 16. 

69 TK1iW, ch. 14, p. 234; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 236. 
,. An idea that was by no means totally absent in the thinking of miners, in China and elsewhere; Sivin (1986), 

p. 1I0. 
71 Interestingly, however, we have no evidence that the Chinese ever applied the theory of growth of minerals 

in the earth to the one kind of mineral deposit to which it best applies: bog iron. Indeed, neither Donald Wagner 
nor I have been able to find more than one reference of any kind to bog iron in the Chinese sources, that of Sung 
Ying-hsing in the Thien Kung KI .. i Wu, and even that reference is none too clear; TK1iW, ch. 14, pp. 239 and 256; 
Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 246 and 248; Wagner (1993), p. 262. 
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was inexhaustible and that, if worked out coal mines were filled with earth, coal 
would reappear there in twenty or thirty years! 72 

Lexicography is another area where the approach to minerals was largely 
divorced from considerations intrinsic to the minerals themselves. John Francis 
Davis, writing in the middle of the 19th century, quotes Remusat to make the very 
important point that the basic categorisation of the mineral kingdom into precious 
stones (or 'jades'yu 35.) rocks (shih E), earths (thu ±), salts (lu shih Ii@E) and metals 
(chin ~) arose not from 'a methodical or systematic arrangement contrived by nat
uralists, in order to classify the objects they wished to describe, but a mere distribu
tion of written signs, brought together according to their orthography [i.e. what 
we now call their radicals], and classed by the makers of dictionaries, solely with a 
view to facilitating and expediting the search for them. '73 Although Remusat goes 
on to suggest that these groupings arrived at on orthographic grounds nevertheless 
'could afford even to the vulgar ... just notions of the natural affinities of things', 
such categorisations could hardly have been of any use to miners and may well have' 
misled writers who took an interest in the mineral world. Furthermore, as remarked 
by Vogel, 'all the designations in the 'Literary Expositor' (Erh ra mft) dictionary 
referring to salt are based on passages in the classics. The same is true of its early 
+2nd century successor, the 'Analytical Dictionary of Characters' (Shuo Wen Chieh Tzu 
~)(M*).74 Dictionaries did much to reinforce a 'knowledge' of minerals based 
on literary texts rather than empirical observation; even in the pharmaceutical 
works, the great majority of the many salt designations also had their origins in 
literary works. 75 

Finally, Chinese thought about minerals also suffered from a strong tendency 
toward what we might call theoretical sclerosis.76 Much of that theory, especially 
mineral associations and the mutual influences of one mineral upon another, must 
have derived in part from empirical observations. 77 The idea that minerals grow in 

." TK1iW, ch. 1I, pp. 202-3; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 205. Other Chinese were not quite so sure. In a meeting 
WIth offiCIals from the Tsungli Yamen or Foreign Office in 1863, the American geologist Raphael Pumpelly dis
covered that the of!ic!als still believed that coal grew in abandoned mines. At the same time, they were opposed 
to exte~Slve mmmg smce that might exhaust the store of coal on which future generations would be dependent. 
When It was suggested that the two views were inconsistent, the officials got over the objection by saying that the 
rate of growth of new coal was unknown. See PumpellY(IB70), p. 287. This kind of thinking about the supposed 
growth of minerals was also shared by many even well-educated Greeks and Romans who observed the forma
tion o~ stalagtites and the impregnation of wood by metallic salts and concluded that minerals were capable of 
orgamc .growth and worked-out mines would revive themselves if left idle for a certain time. Cr. Healy (1978), 
p. 19; Rickard (1932), p~. II2, 579; Shepherd (19Bo), pp. 3-4. The same idea was to be found in Europe in the 
+17th and +IBth centurIes.]. R. Glauber, the German chemist and physician, wrote in the middle of the +17th 
century about the belief of miners that base metals gradually developed into more perfect ones such as 
silver and gold; thus, 'when the miners sometimes dig up an untimely ore, such as bismuth cobalt or zinc and 
test it for silver without finding any, they say, we have come too soon .. .'; Weeks & Leices;er (1968), p. 14~' cr. 
also Nef(1952), p. 431. Actually, even in the 19th century, the notion of the growth of minerals in the earth was still 
widely accepted in Europe; Dibner (1958), p. 21. 

73 Davis (1844), Vo!. 3, p. 94. Of course, also grouped under these radicals were many characters that had no 
direct connection with mineral classification or mineralogy; see Vol. 3, p. 641. 

,. Vogel (n.d.), pp. 13, 15. "Ibid., p. 22. 
" For a suggestive discussion of this point as it relates to the pharmaceutical works (pen-tshao ;$: 1j!:), er. 

Unschuld (1986), pp. 6-9. 
" Cr. Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 233· 
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the earth might have been stimulated by the dendritic forms sometimes taken by 
native gold and silver deposits. 78 Once generalisations or theories were committed 
to writing, however, they tended to aquire a force that inhibited further feedback 
from experience.79 Not that progress toward greater understanding was impossible. 
For example, salts, because of their common properties, were gradually perceived 
to form a distinct group among the rocks and minerals.80 But many ideas about 
minerals tended to remain quite fixed and, often enough, just plain wrong while 
mining experience and practical knowledge continued to develop.81 Thus, the prac
tical knowledge of the miners must often have been ahead, perhaps far ahead, of 
the theorising of the bookmen.82 But we can never know how far, and in exactly 
what areas. Only occasionally do we have hints of what must have been a rich oral 
mining tradition. The Kuan Tzu ffr text (dating from perhaps the late Chou or early 
Han) on the relation between the soil above and the minerals underground may 
be an example of a bit of that tradition that chanced to find its way into the written 
literature.83 The remarkable excavations of ancient copper mines such as those at 
Jui-chhang }ffij ~ and at Thung-lu shan ~ #!J< Ll.J also offer a particularly vivid example 
of unrecorded practical knowledge. How much of the sophisticated mining prac
tices revealed by those excavations could we even guess at if we had to rely solely on 
pre-Han writings that have survived? Very little indeed.84 

(3) GEOGRAPHICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE WRITINGS 

The first important geographical work in China85 and the harbinger of what would 
become a voluminous corpus is the Shan Hai Ching Ll.J l'ilj#.1l!: (SHC) (The Classic of the 
Mountains and Rivers). The information on minerals in the SHC as it exists today is 
found in what is the earliest core of the work, the first five chapters or the Wu Tshang 
Shan Ching li iGLU t.@: (The Five Storehouses Mountain Classic). These consist of 
materials that orginally may have been written as early as the beginning of the 
Warring States period (-5th century) or even somewhat earlier.86 Their impressive 

" Forbes (1956), p. 43. The same is true of native copper deposits. 
79 Vogel (n.d.), p. 27. The reluctance ofJater writers to modify or discard earlier interpretations is especially 

marked in the pen-tslzao tradition where' [e ]ach work in the main tradition takes over nearly the entire contents of 
the previous pen-ts'ao. New drugs and dissenting or supplementary commentaries are not inserted instead of 
but are added to the old, perhaps outdated statements.' Unschuld ([986), p. 28. 

80 Vogel(n.d.),p.27. 
81 The association between magnetite and copper was one of the most commonly accepted in the Chinese 

literature. It was first referred to in the Kua. 'Tzu (KT) and still accepted by Wu Chhi-chiln in the Chhing (Yen 
Chung-phing (1957), pp. 5O-[). But the fact remains that there is no especially common association between 
magnetite and copper, as miners undoubtedly realised. 

82 Lest one assume that this was a phenomenon unique to China, it is well to recall that excessive reliance 
on earlier written accounts rather than observation of contemporary practice was not uncommon even among 
writers on technology in +[8th century Europe; Harris ([976), p. [69. 

" Amano (I951), pp. 236-7. 
84 The same applies to mining in ancient Greece and Rome, and to other early mining traditions as well. 
" Excluding the very brief and often ambiguous 'Yu Kung' I!i jt (Tribute ofYu) incorporated in the Shu Ching 

(Historical Classic; !..egge ([865), pp. 92-[55) . 
.. Cr. Vo!. 3, pp. 503ff.; Shimonaka (I959-1962), Vo!. 5, p. 274; Yang Wen-heng (I978), p. 300; Loewe ([993), 

p. 359. (The Yang article is translated into English in Anon. ([983), pp. 258-69.) 

r 
! 
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inventory of some 89 metallic and non-metallic minerals as well as various kinds 
of 'jades', rocks and claysB7 compares very favourably with the approximately 70 
stones and substances mentioned in the first lapidary in the West, the De Lapidihus of 
Theophrastus, which was written around -300.88 These chapters thus testifY to a keen 
awareness on the part of vVarring States Chinese of the variety of useful minerals 
and materials available from the surface of the earth as well as from underground. 
They also give us some idea of how the Chinese were trying to make sense of the 
variety in the mineral world, including efforts to generalise about where minerals 
were to be found, which minerals tended to be found together,89 the properties of 
minerals and rocks (hardness, colour, lustre, etc.). Unfortunately, beyond that, the 
work's laconic statements are of very limited usefulness. Even when it is indicated 
or suggested that a certain kind of mining was taking place in a given area, we are 
offered no data on the scope of mining activity. Moreover, the SHCtells us nothing 
at all about how mining was actually carried on at the time these materials were 
written down and it will therefore be oflittle use to us here.9() 

The geographical works that followed the SHC are, for the most part, dis
appointing as sources for information on mining and especially mining technology. 
By far the majority were written either directly under government sponsorship and/ 
or by officials and were concerned mainly with administrative geography.91 Insofar 
as they concerned themselves with mining (and that was to a very limited degree), 
they tended to focus on the revenue or product to be obtained by the government 
from mining rather than on the mining activity itself 92 Hence they sometimes 
provide us with extensive inventories of mineral deposits but seldom tell us much if 
anything about the nature of those deposits. Even great pri:vate works such as Ku 
Yen-wu's Thien Hsia Chiin Kuo Li Ping Shu X. rW~fljrrH!f (The Characteristics of 
Each Province in the Empire) or Ku Tsu-yti's Tu Shih Fang ru Chi rao ~~jJ JUc.~ 
(Essentials of Geography for the Reading ofHistory)93 have remarkably little to say 
about mining. 

A significantly richer source among 'geographical' writings is the vast body of 
local histories ([ti] fong chih [t1i!]jJ;t:) that deal with individual provinces, prefec
tures or districts (counties). Again, the percentage of material on mining is extremely 
small but, given the thousands oflocal histories that survive,94 that still amounts to 

" Yang Wen-heng (1978), p. 300. .. Vo!. 3, p. 647. 89 Vo!. 3, p. 674. 
90 The dating of this work is an extremely complicated question in itself, one that has often been rather cava

lierly ignored by scholars interested in other things; see Wagner ([993), pp. 247-50, which summarises and 
accepts the conclusions ofMeng Wen-thung (l9B1). Note that Meng's book does not appear on p. 366 of the very 
useful discussion nfthe work by Riccardo Fracasso in Loewe ([993), pp. 357-67. 

91 For example, the geographical chapters in the standard histories and in the various Hui-rao.J! (Import
ant Documents) collections (see Wilkinson ([973), pp. [40-[) as well as the comprehensive geographical works, 
starting with the rua.-ho Chu. Hsim Chih j[; fD m ~ ~ of the Thang and culminating in the great I Thung Chih 
-;!5C~ (Comprehensive Geographical Monographs) of the Ming and Chhingperiods (Wilkinson ([973), pp. 1I2-
[4)· Chang Hung-chao (I954) is an indispensabkentree into these materials. 

92 This was true even in the case of the imperial sponsored translation of Agricola's great classic work on min
ing and metallurgy, the D. Re Metal/ita, at the end of the lYling. See (c)(s) below and Vogel ([99[c), p. 92. 

" Both written in the middle of the +[7th century . 
.. WIlkinson ([973, p. "4) says some 7,500 of them, with about 1I0,000 chapters. 
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a great deal of material, much of it not available in any other sources. Until now, 
the great problem here has been finding those many bits and pieces. For the most 
part, we have had to depend on the dogged combing of these works by our Chinese 
colleagues, following up scattered references in their articles. Harbingers of better 
things to come have been works like the two-volume collection of citations dealing 
with Chhing mining95 which, in addition to drawing on standard administrative 
sources (discussed below), also includes at least some citations from the local his
tories, and the astonishing collection of more than 500 pages of citations solely from 
the local histories and specifically dealing with coal mining!96 As future compila
tions of this sort appear, we shall be able to tell the story of mining in China in far 
greater detail than is possible today. 

Nevertheless, our efforts will always be hampered by the disinclination of the 
writers of most of our materials, namely, government officials, to delve very deeply 
into the actual practice of mining.97 They had many reasons not to. Mines tended to 
be inaccessable, making travel to them difficult at best, dangerous at worst. The 
'rough and ready' character of the miners and especially of those who ran the mines, 
together with their determination to keep secret most of what they were engaged in, 
could add a further element of danger for officials who attempted to investigate mines 
too closely. The low status of mining and miners, together with the terrible living 
and working conditions that tended to prevail at most large mining operations made 
direct contact with miners highly distasteful to most officials. As an anonymous 
Western writer in the late 19th century commented, 'the Chinese Mandarinate who 
have studied modern methods have been unable to impart their learning to the work
men or indeed to take part in metallurgical work without losing rank [status?]. '98 

Too close an association with mines and miners could even be counterproductive 
to their main purpose insofar as it acquainted the officials with the many problems 
that could make it difficult or impossible for the mines to meet their tax obligations. 
A good example was the ever-recurring problem of quotas, the yearly tax amounts 
the government required to be paid by a mine, regardless of its level of production. 
For many mines, it was virtually inevitable that meeting these quotas would become 
a problem. As Hu Ching m~, the Investigating Censor for Yunnan, memorialised 
in +1473: 'When the mining began, the shafts were shallow and the ore abundant. It 
was easy to fulfil the quotas ... Now, with [the need for] deeper shafts, profits from 
the mines have shrunk. The [wei-ping:flj ~] soldiers assigned to mining are dying 
from the poisonous atmosphere of the mines ... Some of them must pawn their 
wives and sell their children to make their quotas. In the worst cases, they run away 
to save their lives and form gangs of bandits. '99 

" Anon. ([983), 96 Chhi Shou-hua & Chung Hsiao-chung ([990). 
" For no government in China can one say, as Pamela Long says for +16th century Europe: 'Clearly the active 

promotion of mining and metallurgy and the encouragement of technical authorship went hand in hand.' Long 
(1991), p. 330 • 

.. Anon (1892), p. 97. 

.. Hsu Wen Hsien Thung Khao, Cheng-chhueh 6, cited in Chhen LU-fan et al. (1980), p. 19. The attitudes of the 
government and its officials will be further discussed in Section (I) below. 
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The result was that, except in times of crisis, officials tended to ignore the actual 
conditions of the mines in their areas of responsibility and instead confined their 
attention to questions of revenue. Nevertheless, scattered in the vast corpus of stand
ard histories, collections of edicts and memorials as well as the collected works of 
officials, administrative encyclopedias, statute books and other bureaucratic writ
ings, there are many bits and pieces of useful information dealing with mining 
technology. On occasion, one also finds more substantial treatments. 

(i) The Tien-nan Khuang-Chhang Thu Lueh, or 
)in Illustrated Account of the Mines and Smelters ofYunnan'lOo 

The single most useful account of mining practice by an official in traditional times 
is Wu Chhi-chtin's An Illustrated Account of the Mines and Smelters of Yunnan, compiled 
between 1843 and 1845 when Wu was governor ofYunnan.lOl In large part a collec
tion of texts from various sources, it includes an extensive discussion of copper and 
silver mining and smelting techniques as practised in +18th and early 19th century 
Yunnan. Even here, however, the basic perspective is administrative and the assem
bling of information an official would need to supervise mining effectively.lO. 

Wu was born in +1789 into a prominent official family and, in 1817, earned the 
top ranking among those who passed the chin-shih lli± examination. With that kind 
of start, we are not surprised to find that he was able to enjoy a classically successful 
official career, beginning with appointment as a compiler in the Han-lin Academy 
~#Jl%, passing on to education posts in Hupeh and Kiangsi, and a period as vice
president of the Board of War, and finally culminating in his appointment as gov
ernor or governor-general of several provinces, including Hunan, Hupeh, Kweichow, 
F ukien, Shansi and, finally, Yunnan, where he wrote his Illustrated Account. 103 

In the best Chinese tradition, Wu was as accomplished a scholar as an offi
cial. He is actually best known for another work, the 'Treatise on [the Achievement 
of Consistency among] the Names, Facts, and Illustrations of Plants' (Chih WuMing 
Shih Thu Khao it~i1. iI ~)I04 on which he worked for over 20 years and which was 
not published until 1848, the year after his death. It is clear that Wu relied greatly on 
careful personal observation when writing this work. He was not reluctant to speak 
with ordinary peasants in order to be sure he had his facts straight. 105 It is less clear 
how extensively he relied on personal observations for the material in his Illustrated 

100 Wu Chhi-chun ([845). 
101 The illustrations were provided by Hsu Chin-sheng ~iij: who, at that time, was prefect ofTung-chhuan 

:!Rill prefecture, the copper production centre in northeastern Yunnan. 
10' Sun (1965), p. 400. A vast amount was written about mining in Yunnan during the C~hing in. ~ost of 

which, to be sure, the technology itself plays only a minor if any role. For an excellent introducuon to thIS hterat
ure, see Vogel (1987a), Appendix A. 

103 Sun (1965), pp. 395-6; Unschuld (1986), p. 255 . 
1(" This translation of the tide is Unschuld's (1986, p. 255). 
105 Sun (1965), pp. 396-9. 
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Table 4. Contents qfthe Tien-nan Khuang-Chhang Thti Lueh 

Section Pages Content 

run-nan la-lIb Illustrations of mining and smelting operations and the 
Khuang-Chhang tools used 
Kung-Chhi Thu 
Lueh 
Part I (shang) la-b Introductory remarks 

2a-b Prospecting for ores 
3a- b Opening a mine 
4a-sa Mining tools 
6a-7a Differentiation of ores 
8a-rob Furnaces and tools for refining and smelting copper 

and silver 
lIa-b Provisions and necessities for mine personnel 
12a-17b The labour force 
18a-20a Control of the labour force 
2la-b Mine disasters 
22a-24b Beliefs and rituals of the miners 
2sa-27b Excerpt from TKKU' on silver, copper and lead 
28a-32b Excerpt from the Khuang Chhang Tshai Lien Phien 

lil~,,*~li by Wang Sung .::E~ 
33a-37a Excerpt from the Tshai Thung Lien Thung Chi ,,*§li!I~§li!Iga 

by Ni Shen-shu ~r:t~ 
38a-sob Excerpt of the 'Tzu Hsun Ko ChhangTui' ~~~Ji.$ift 

section of the Thung Cheng Chhiian Shu §li!Ii&3=:3 
Part 2 (hsia) la-Isb Names, locations and output of copper mines 

16a-20b Names, locations and output of silver mines 
2la-2sb Names, locations and output of gold, tin, lead and 

iron mines 
26a-28b Government appropriations for running the mines 
2ga-33a Salaries and wages 
34a-3sa Evaluation of officials in charge of the mines 
36a-s8a Transport routes and stages 
sga-62b Transport boats and regulations governing their use 
63a- 64b Rules on metal wastage and extra weight allowed 
6sa-66a Ways of economising on the entire operation 
67a-7oa Coinage 
71a-76b Purchase ofYunnan copper by other provincial 

governments 
na-rooa Memorial by Wang Ta-yueh.::E:k fir, financial 

commissioner ofYunnan in 1766, on advantages and 
shortcomings of the copper administration of his time 
(Thung Cheng Li Ping Zhuang jliiji&flJ (pS!I;i;':) 

Tzen-nan la-24a Maps of the administative divisions ofYunnan with 
Khuang-Chhang geographical features and major mines indicated 
rii Chheng Thu 
Lueh 

Sun (1965), pp. 86-7, with characters added and some changes in the descriptions and page numbers given there. 
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Account, but he does not seem to have been the kind of person who could have settled 
simply for the written information provided by others. 106 

The Illustrated Account, as a kind of administrative handbook, is divided into two 
parts: the first deals with the technical side of mining, with mining labour, and with 
miners' rituals and superstitions; the second part, much the larger of the two, deals 
in considerable detail with more narrow administrative concerns such as the loca
tion and output of mines, government appropriations for mining, transportation of 
the refined metals, and coinage (Table 4).107 Also included are illustrations pertain
ing to the technology of mining, and a series of maps, mostly of prefectures (fo. 5&), 
with the main mining sites indicated. The IllustratedAccount has in recent times come 
to be recognised as an indispensable source of information on metal mining tech
nology as it existed in at least one area of mid-19th century China. On the other 
hand, this was a work without great scholarly pretensions, and was researched and 
compiled quite rapidly. 108 It thus falls far short in scope, details and systematic treat
ment when compared with the great mining works that begin to appear in Europe 
with the Renaissance. 

(4) MINING IN THE THIEN KUNG KHAI Wu, OR 'THE EXPLOITATION 

OF THE WORKS OF NATURE' 

The major pre-Chhing work to attempt a fairly detailed overview of mining in 
China, together with some extended discussion of mining techniques, is Sung Ying
hsing's Thien Kung Khai Wu (TKKW) or 'The Exploitation of the Works of Nature', 
which appeared in +1637.109 Sung's work goes far beyond mere categorisation and 
identification of minerals and actually deals with ore deposits and how minerals are 
found, how they are mined, and how they are treated (roasting, smelting, refining 
etc.) after they have been mined. There are also many illustrations of the processes. 
It is therefore extremely valuable as a source on late Ming mining and related tech
nologies. At the same time, it suffers from a number oflimitations that frequently 
make it less than fully reliable. 

Sung had, to be sure, a general and often at least partially first-hand knowledge 
of virtually all the productive technologies of his day. 110 If his knowledge was vast, 
however, it was also sometimes quite superficial and even incorrect. He admitted 
as much himself. III This certainly applies to his knowledge of mining, and we shall 

106 Is he perhaps referring to himself in the following statement: 'Only those who have spent considerable 
time at mining sites are able to distinguish various kinds of veins. Therefore, I have recorded [the information 
on] veins.'? Wu Chhi-chiin (1845), ch. I, p. 2a. 

107 For a translation of the administrative sections of this work into French, see Gamier (1873), Vo!. 2, 
pp. 173-264. 

108 Sun (1965), p. 399. 
109 For a discussion supporting this translation of the difficult title, cf. Yabu'uchi (1969), pp. 362-4' See also 

Li Chung-chiin (1984), p. 72. 
110 17\KWis unique among premodem Chinese works in its scope; Yabu'uchi (1969), p. 361. 
1117XKW,h.ru,p.I;Sun&Sun(1966),p.xiv. 
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frequently have cause in the following pages to qualify what Sung has to tell us. A 
major problem is that Sung, a native ofKiangsi, never had the opportunity to travel 
to most of even the major mining areas of China. 112 To be sure, Kiangsi was a scene 
of extensive and varied mining, but by no means could it serve as a microcosm of all 
Chinese mining. Sung therefore could have only an incomplete appreciation of 
the extreme variety of mining conditions and practices throughout the empire. 113 

Whatever eyewitness information he was able to obtain about these other areas 
seems to have depended on informants of very unequal reliability, and of whom we 
know nothing specific. 

Sung did, however, make good use ofKiangsi's long and varied mining tradition 
learning a good deal about certain practices by observing mining at close hand. H~ 
probably also had access to information from Kiangsi mining specialists many 
of whom worked in neighbouring provinces. 114 Up to a point, this direct or almost 
direct information was a great advantage. But Sung often overgeneralised on the 
basis of what was still a rather narrow segment of Chinese mining practice. A good 
example is his association of coal exclusively with barren terrains. liS 

Moreover, while capable of admirable scepticism regarding certain things he was 
told - even to the point of sometimes rejecting information that could well have 
been true, 116 he could also be gullible, accepting as we noted above the relatively 
rapid growth of minerals in the earth, or the idea that jade could originally be as soft 
as cotton wool. 117 
,...., Perhaps the major reason for the limitations of the 1ll'Wis that Sung Ymg-hsing 
*hl£ lacked the motivation to provide the kind of precise and detailed explanations 
whose absence we so often regret in this work. As Yabu'uchi Kiyoshi has stressed, 
Sung was not writing his work for people with specialised knowledge of the techno
logies. 118 Sung makes clear in his preface that, though his work will be ignored by 
'ambitious scholars', it is indeed meant for scholars and pampered members of the 
elite who typically have little or no knowledge of what it discusses. 119 

'" Yabu 'uchi thinks that Sung was 'rather well travelled' but admits there is no evidence to substantiate this' 
Yabu'uchi (1969), p. 371. ' 

'13 The same criticism has been leveled at Agricola's De Re Metallica (see the following section) which dealt 
much more satisfactorily with +16th century mining in Saxony and Bohemia, where he was born and spent most 
orhls lIfe, than wlth other central European mining centres; Suhling (1977), p. 582. 

'" Sun & Sun (1966), p. ix. '" Cf. section (j) below. 
. '" For example, hi, disinclination to believe that small bits of gold could be obtained by washing the drop

pmgs of geese that swam In gold-bearing waters; cf. Section (g) below. 
'" TK~, ch. 18, p. 307; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 303. The two attitudes can sometimes exist side by side: 'The 

baseless conjectures and anno~ations of the m~gidans' and pharmacol~gists' books are indeed very objection
able. The essence of the earth IS generally so distnbuted that gold and silver are not found within 300 li of each 
other, which. is an indication of the principles of Nature.' ~ ch. 11, p. 237, trans. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 241, 
slightly modified. 

"' Yabu'uchi (I969), p. 366. Ya~u'uchi does suggest later in his discussion (p. 369) that Sung did perhaps to 
some extent see hiS work as a technical handbook. That may be, but neither the text nor the illustrations seem to 
me to pro~de muc.h e~d~n?e that this consideration had any real importance for him. Primarily, the TKKW was 
a work of populansauon dIrected at a very narrow audience. 

'19 TKKW, Preface, p. I; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. xiii-iv. 
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(5) AGRICOLA IN CHINA 

In +1556, the Basel publisher Froben brought out an elaborately illustrated, 586 
folio page volume entitled De Re Metallica. Its author, whose German name ofGeorg 
Bauer had been latinised into Georgius Agricola during his school days, had died 
the previous year at the age of 62. He had devoted a large part of some 20 years to 
the writing of De Re Metallica. 120 In the two centuries following its publication, this 
work would pass through some ten editions, including four in Latin and three in 
German, clear testimony to the respect in which it was held. 121 

Agricola may have accepted some of the ideas of Aristotle on minerals and their 
changes in the earth (while completely rejecting the Biblical, alchemical and astro
logical views so prevalent in his day), 122 but a mere glance at his exposition of ore 
depositsl23 immediately makes clear that nothing in earlier writings in the West or 
in China can approach the careful observation, systematic exposition and analysis, 
and brilliant insight of this work. 124 In particular, as the Hoovers point out, Agricola 
announced for the first time and elaborated on two principles that are today still 
fundamental to the theory of ore deposits: (I) the origination of ore channels in 
pre-existing rocks; and (2) the deposition of ores from solutions circulating in those 
channels. 125 

Agricola's De Re Metallica was one of perhaps as many as 7,000 Western books 
dealing not only with religion and philosophy but also with the full range of 
Renaissance science and technology that the Jesuit Nicholas Trigault brought with 
him on his second trip to China in +1618. It drew the attention ofMing officials who 
imagined it might serve to promote an overhauling of Chinese mining practice. 
The hope was that the resulting rise in output would enable the government to 
derive greater tax receipts from mining, thereby bolstering a very straitened cent
ral treasury. An imperial order was issued to produce a Chinese version of the 
work and this was completed under the direction of the German Jesuit Adam 
Schall von Bell, whereupon it was further ordered that copies be sent out to mining 

'20 Actually, the idea of the work had been in his mind for almost 30 years, since +1527. For easily accessible 
background on Agricola, see the introductory material in the liberally annotated first English translation of 
De !le Metallica by Herber! Clark Hoover and Lou Henry Hoover (Hoover & Hoover (1912)); Bern Dibner (1958), 
whIch prOVIdes Introductory material and a summary of each of the twelve 'books' that make up the work, 
~ogether with selected illustrations; Golas (1995a). There is a large and growing literature on Agricola, most of it 
In German. For works up to the early 1970s, see Prescher et al. (1974), pp. 837-45 and Michaelis et al. (1971). For 
more recent work, see the yearly bibliographies in the German mining history journal, Der Anschnitt. 

'21 This despite the fact that much of the technology described in De Re Metallica, including firesetting, was 
already on its way out even as the book was being published. This raises the interesting question of why newer, 
~ore up-~o-date textbooks do not appear in Europe until the +18th century (though there were several mining 
dlcl10nanes produced In the late +17th century). I am indebted to Graham Hollister-Short for these points. See 
also Long (1991, p. 328): ' ... the great age of mining literature was over by the end of the 16th century.' 

'22 Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. 46. 12' Ibid., book Ill. 
'24 It should be noted that Agricola was greatly indebted to Biringuccio's Pirotechnia, first published in +1540, 

:ro~ which he copied 'in extenso' for certain sections of his own work, though even here he 'usually added a super
Ior illustral10n and often proVIded valuable additonaJ details'; Smith & Gnudi (1959), p. xvii. 

'25 Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. 52. 
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installations. 126 Unfortunately, we have no further information on the project. 
The whole endeavour got caught up in the collapse of the Ming in +1644, and 
apparendy no copies of the translation have survived. Agricola seems to have had 
no influence on China's mining practice and the whole episode thus represents 
mainly a fascinating historical might-have-been. 127 

(6) THE WESTERN PERSPECTIVE 

Mining opportunities drew many Westerners to China beginning in the second half 
of the 19th century. With their training and experience in modern mining methods, 
they were able to view the native methods in China from a radically different per
spective. Happily, they not only viewed but also wrote, often prolifically. 12B This would 
have been a very different study had I not been able to draw on the accounts of 
people like von Richthofen, Hoover, T. T. Read,Jungha~n, Te5"engr~n, Torgash~ff, 
Slessor and many others whose names will appear often m the followmg pages. Like 
all of us, they were not without their prejudices, and their writings must be used 
with care. 129 Above all, they were mainly mining men, not historians. They often 
give us precious descriptions of what they saw in the final decades of the last century 
or the early part of this century. But in many cases, what they saw was an industry 
in decline compared to what they would have seen a century or two earlier. 130 It has 
been my job - and often not an easy one - to try to determine the extent to which 
what they saw reflected earlier mining practices and the earlier mining industry. 131 

126 The Chinese version was entitled 'Exhaustive Investigations of (the Contents of) the Earth' (Khun TU Ko 
Chih jj:fl~li!q though Agricola's work is most commonly known today in China as the 'Treatise on Metallurgy' 
(Lun Yeh Chin iii~:lE); Ho Ping-chang(I984), p. 456. 

"7 On this episode, see Pan, Vogel & Theisen-Vogel ([989); Golas ([993); and Golas ([995). . 
". In this as in other ways, they contrast conspiculously with that earlier group of Westerners, the JesUlts 

in China during the +17th and +[8th centuries, from whom Europe lear~ed so .much a.b~ut the country a~d Its 
people, but not its mining. The Jesuits had less interest in and contact WIth Chmese mmmg than even Chmese 
officials. See Vogel (1987a), Appendix A, agreeing with Commeaux (1970), p. 52. 

". For an example of some of the influences that coloured their thinking, see Walsh (1943). Cf. also Brown 
(1923), p. 123. . 

130 They themselves sometimes recognised this. Thus von Richthofen, commentmg on :"e poverty of the 
owners of coal mines in the area around Tse-chou i!!!rH in Shansi, also observes that the luxunous houses daung 
from an earlier era suggest a previously more flourishing industry, and argues that the introduction of foreign 
wrought iron played a role in the decline; von Richthofen (1875), pp. 17 and 19. 

131 Wagner(1993a), pp. 306-7. 

(d) DEPOSITS 

(I) THE DEFINITION OF ORES 

Minerals, of which there are more than 3,000,1 are widely present in the rocks of 
the earth's crust. The term 'ore', however, is usually reserved for those rocks or 
minerals that can be exploited to economic advantage. Ore deposits typically con
tain a greater concentration of many of the same minerals found disseminated 
only in minute proportions in many rocks. Gold, for example, makes up a mere 
5iI,ooo,ooo,ooo of the earth's crust. 2 Copper, though one thousand times as com
mon as gold, exists for the most part only as a micro-constitutent ofrocks.3 Fortu
nately for the development of mining, geological processes have sometimes brought 
together even extremely rare minerals into rich enough concentrations (deposits) 
so that they can be mined economically. 4 

In traditional times, the Chinese did not usually distinguish a separate class of 
rocks that could be considered ores. Ores were simply included promiscuously 
under the classification of 'rock' (shih E). For example, in the +1596 Pen Tshao Kang 
Mu, ore minerals such as azurite (copper), malachite (copper), hematite (iron), mag
netite (iron) and smithsonite (zinc) are all classified as 'rocks'.5 

What constitutes in practice an 'ore', that is, a mineral deposit that can be 
exploited to economic advantage, has differed considerably at different times and 
in different places. Differences in the social and economic conditions in which min
ing takes place as well as in the mining technology itself determine whether it makes 
economic sense to mine a given deposit. For example, where labour costs were low, 
as in China or in ancient Greece and in the Roman empire, many ore deposits that 
would clearly be uneconomical to~ay could be worked profitably.6 On the other 
hand, ores that today would be considered rich had to be bypassed in earlier times 
because they could not be handled effectively with primitive mining and smelting 
techniques. In China, many iron ore deposits containing sulphur, even those with 
high percentages of iron, were not exploited because of the difficulty of completely 
separating out the sulphur. 7 

(2) CLASSIFICATION OF ORE DEPOSITS 

How miners mine is very much conditioned by the characteristics of ore deposits. 
Some familiarity with these characteristics is therefore indispensable for under
standing mining technology. Unfortunately, this can be an extremely complex topic. 

1 Ho Yueh-chiao & Chu Fu-hsi (1986), p. I. Only something less than 120 are, even today, in industrial use. 
2 Anon. (/978b), p. 34, fn. I. 'Patterson (1971), pp. 291-2 and 294. 'Smith (1967), p. 143. 
s Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (1980), p. 221. What we call minerals, in modern Chinese khuang-wu i9i¥.iJ, werereferred 

to in traditional times simply as chin-shih:lEE 'metals/rocks'; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. ([980), p. 229. 
6 Forbes (1963), p. 225; Mathieu (1924), p. 450; Read (1912); Read (1920). 7 Chhen Ping-fan (/954), p. II9. 
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Specialists are by no means universally agreed even on approaches to the subject, 
much less on conclusions. The following discussion, then, will be limited to a brief, 
relatively non-technical, overview of some basic notions on which we shall draw as 
we discuss the development of mining technology in China. 

Most rocks and related minerals are believed to have originated in magma, the 
molten mass of rock-forming substances, volatiles (gases) and metals that exists below 
the earth's crust. In terms of raw material, there is considerable similarity between 
rocks and minerals, since both come from the same source, i.e. magma. Rock and 
minerals can be usefully distinguished, however, by noting that minerals are true 
'compounds' as chemists use the word. That is, their constitutive elements (such as 
silicon, oxygen, aluminium, calcium, etc.) are combined in specific proportions to form 
a distinctive molecular structure that is reflected in a characteristic crystalline form 
and in other physical properties (lustre, cleavage, hardness, etc.).8 Thus, every min
eral has a precise chemical composition that can be expressed by a chemical formula. 

Rocks are typically made up of one or more minerals, for the most part from 
the approximately 20 abundant minerals that constitute about 99 per cent of the 
earth's crust. 9 The proportions of the constitutive minerals in rocks are not fixed 
and actual rocks vary greatly in their composition. Thus, one can think of elements 
as building blocks that come together in precisely fixed ways to constitute minerals, 
which in turn are combined in a great variety of ways to form rocks, which in turn 
are the bulky and immensely varied building blocks of the earth's crust. IQ 

As magma cools, different mineral components crystallise and separate out by 
a process called 'magmatic concentration' or 'magmatic segregation' (Fig. 5). Up to 
the point where the entire mass solidifies, these mineral crystals are accompanied 
by a residual liquid ('mother liquor') that is the primary source of ore minerals. 
Rocks formed directly from magma are called igneous rocks. By far the great major
ity of mineral deposits are directly related to those igneous rocks, called intrusive 
rocks, that have risen to force themselves into pre-existing rocks of the earth's crust, 
especially by squeezing their way into cracks and crevices. 

(i) Primary deposits 

Deposits formed by magmatic and/or hydrothermal processes (Fig. 6) are called 
primary deposits and, along with sedimentary and metamorphic deposits, are one 
of the three major classes of ore deposits. II 

8 These are discussed below in (f)(5). 9 Rosenfield (1965), p. 7. 
10 Sinkankas (1970), pp. 84-6; Forbes (1963), pp. 105-6. 
11 All suggested above, there is no universally accepted classification of ore deposits. Rastall (1923), pp. 106-7 

discusses why there is never likely to be. I have chosen to follow in a general way the classifications given in 
Emmonset al. (1932), pp. 435ff. and Rastall (1923), p. III because they seem to provide enough detail for our pur
poses without being overwhelming to the non-specialist. It deserves pointing out, however, that this classification 
shortchanges the influence of the environment of deposition (host rock type, structure, depth, etc.) which is of 
course extremely important for the nature of the resulting deposit. For other schemes, see (in increasing order of 
complexity) Stoees & White (1935), p. xv; Pearl (1973), p. 258; Bateman (1950), pp. 363-4; and Lewis (1964), facing 
p. 274. This list is far from exhaustive. I would like to express here my special thanks to Willem Lodder of Amax 
Exploration, Inc. on whose considerable knowledge and suggested wordings I have drawn considerably in this 
section. Robert C. Armstrong of Echo Bay Mines also provided many helpful suggestions. 

! 
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Crystals of the first mineral form and 
settle to the bottom of the magma -

Meanwhile - other minerals begin to 
crystallize as suitable conditions are 
reached -

And others-

Until the entire mass solidifies into 
rock showing sections rich in 
certain minerals and poor in others. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of magmatic concentration. Crystal. forming at different times result in rocks 
of widely different composition, though the original materials come from the same parent magma. From 

Sinkankas (1970), p. 142, fig. 64. 

Primary deposits can be further divided into magmatic segregations, contact 
metamorphic deposits and mineral veins. Magmatic segregations or concentra
tions, as described above, form within the boundaries of intrusive igneous rock 
masses by the consolidation of magma. They can be an important source ofvalu
able mineral concentrations such as nickel, chromite and magnetite. A special kind 
of magmatic concentration are the coarsely crystalline pegmatites. Pegmatites are 
formed during the normal sequence of crystallisation of volatile-rich magmas at 
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Vein in igneous 
rock such as 
gneiss or schist 
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OUTCROP 

ORE ORE 

deposit in sedi-+h=:C::~?'" 
mentary rock 
such as limestone 

Fig. 6. Hydrothermal deposits. The two illustrations contrast the typical resistance of igneous rocks (left) to 
attack by pneumatolysis and hydrothermal processes with the greater susceptibility of sedimentary rock like 

limestone (right). Modified from Sinkankas (1970), p. 155, fig. 69. 

that point when the residual fluid is sufficiently enriched with volatile materials to 
permit the formation of coarse-grained rocks. Pegmatites are major sources of feld
spar (used in ceramics), mica and gems, and are sometimes a source of cassiterite, 
the main tin ore. Since pegmatite deposits, even fairly extensive ones, typically occur 
as 'scattered, relatively small lenses and pods', they are almost exclusively exploited 
in small-scale or artisanal mining operations. 12 

Contact metamorphic deposits are formed by transformation of invaded rock 
either directly by the intrusive rock or, often, by liquid or gaseous solutions associ
ated with the invading rock. In the latter case, the hot solutions sometimes dissolve 
the invaded rock, with the new material slowly replacing the old 'atom for atom, 
very much as if one were to remove clay bricks from a wall, one at a time, while 
putting a metal brick in each vacancy thus created.' 13 The invaded rock may be an 
earlier igneous rock or a sedimentary rock such as limestone or calcareous shale, 
though significant changes typically occur only in sedimentary rocks. 14 China, with 
its ubiquitous limestone formations,15 provides a propitious environment for this 
kind of deposit, which frequently contains tin, copper, iron and zinc ores and, less 
often, gold, silver and lead. 16 

12 United Nations (1972),P. 32. 
" Paul (1963), p. 6. Deposits formed when material from the invading solution is introduced into the invaded 

rock are often referred to as contact metasomatic deposits; Whitten & Brooks (1972), p. 288. 
" Sinkankas (1970), p. ISI. 15 Torgasheff(1930), p. 3S. 16 Phan Chung-hsiang (1951), p. 139. 
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Mineral veins, the third type of primary deposit, are the most numerous and are 

often very valuable deposits. They consist ofinfillings of cracks and fissures at medium 
or shallow depths mainly by magmatic waters and gases, though descending surface 
or meteoric (atmospheric) waters may also play a role in their formationY These 
waters and gases, in the form of alkaline solutions produced from their reaction with 
wall rocks, move through fissures, bedding planes and other openings, depositing 
minerals on the surrounding wall rock (cavity-filling deposits) and sometimes re
placing that rock with mineral deposits (replacement deposits) (Fig. 6). Unlike most 
metamorphic deposits which do not follow well-defined fissures and are very irregu
lar in shape, veins often have a tabular shape. The implied analogy with blood veins 
in the body is misleading; only a minority of veins, the kind often referred to as 'pipes', 
are tubular in shape. Veins are usually though not always steeply inclined or ver
tical; for some unknown reason, an inclination of about 700 is especially common. 18 

Veins are a major source of metals such as gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, zinc, mer
cury and antimony. A single vein may produce more than one metal, either at the 
same level or because it changes its composition at different depths. 19 Except for gold
bearing (and some copper-bearing) veins, metals are usually present as sulphides or 
in association with sulphides, the implications of which we shall return to below. 

(ii) Secondary deposits 

Secondary deposits, the second major category of deposits, derive from primary 
deposits that have undergone alteration through mechanical or chemical processes. 
When rocks are subjected to weathering, their constituent materials are often broken 
down and separated (erosion). This can occur through changes in temperature that 
create differential thermal expansion in the rock itself, through the expansion of 
water as it freezes in cracks, through plant growth in the rock, or through abrasion 
by moving solid particles. These constituents in turn can be transported from their 
orginallocation by various forces such as running water, the wind, seepage, and 
downslope movement of mineral-containing soil (sedimentary deposition). This 
sometimes results in concentrations of minerals and thus the formation of deposits, 
including the very important placer deposits (Fig. 7). Alternatively, valueless materials 

" The action of magmatic gases is called pneumatolysis while that of magmatic water is usually referred to as 
hydrothermal processes. The latter are further divided, according to the depth at which they occur, into hypo
thermal (deepest, with high pressure and heat), mesothermal and epithermal (shallowest, with low pressure and 
heat). For the ore minerals, gangue materials and chief metals associated with each, cf. Healy (1978), pp. 23-4 
and Phan Chung-hsiang (1951), pp. 136-7. It should be noted that the distinctiDn between pneumatolysis and 
hydrDthermal processes is somewhat arbitrary since the twD have often been at work simultaneously; Whitten & 
BroDks (1972), pp. 353-S; Bateman (1950), p. 301. MDreDver, recent theDries have been propDsed that reject the 
notiDn of a magmatic origin for hydrothermal waters and argue instead that these waters actually come from 
host rocks that are intruded by an igneDus mass that serves as a 'heat engine' sending the waters upward along 
zones of weakness until pressure and temperature decrease to a point where mineral precipitation can occur. 
(Robert C. Armstrong, personal cDmmunication.) 

18 Rastall (1923), pp. 72, 80. HDrizDntal veins are sDmetimes referred tD as 'flat veins'. 
" For example, cDpper veins may becDme lead veins at depth while lead veins at depth may become zinc 

veins. EmmDns el.1. (1932), p. 441. At Ko-chiu in Yunnan, miners originally sought lead and silver. At depth, 
hDwever, tin appeared and rapidly increased until the mining eventually cDntinued only for tin. Bain (1933),173. 
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Fig. 7. Residual concentration, eluvial concentration and the formation ofplacers. (a) Residual concentration. 
The black dots in the undecomposed country rock represent a valuable mineral which is too widely disseminated 
for economical mining until mechanical or chemical weathering concentrates it in a layer between the topsoil 
and the unaltered rock below. From Sinkankas (1970), p. 169, fig. 75. (b) Eluvial concentration. The valuable 
mineral is concentrated by the down'lope movement of soil. From Sinkankas (1970), p. 169, fig. 75. (c) The 
formation of river and stream placers. Three positions of a stream over time (moving from I through 2 to 3)· 
Arrows in the stream indicate points where the current cuts out material from the banks of the stream. The 
remaining arrows indicate how the deposits thus formed extend laterally and downstream, from a to a', etc. 

From Healy ([978), p. 32, fig. 8. 
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may be carried away, leaving valuable concentrations behind. This happens often 
with gold, which is not readily soluble.20 Deposits of tin, gypsum, iron ores, com
mon salt, potash salts, phosphate rocks, clays and many other minerals and mater
ials can·be formed in this way. 2 I 

In addition to these mechanical forms of weathering, rocks may also undergo 
chemical weathering caused by the solvent action of surface waters or organic 
acids, with soluble substances (silica, carbonates, sulphates, chlorides) being carried 
down into the ground and often away from their original location. This chemical 
precipitation can produce deposits of certain iron ores, salt, bauxite, phosphate 
rock, etc. 22 

The operation of weathering processes over a long period often produces a 
distinctive pattern of ore deposition in mineral veins. It is best understood, and 
perhaps most important, in copper vein deposits (Fig. 8). The primary ores of 
copper veins are the sulphides bornite and chalcopyrite. These sulphides are very 
unstable and can be easily oxidised by surface water. The upper part of the vein thus 
becomes oxidised and more or less leached of its soluble copper minerals. Often, it 
is left with a 'cap', the gossan (thieh mao .~), which consists of iron ore (especially 
the iron sulphide, pyrite, which is frequently present in copper veins) that has under
gone oxidation and become the iron oxide limonite.23 The soluble minerals, in a 
process called supergene or secondary enrichment, collect either in a zone above 
the water table as native metals, carbonates, silicates and oxides, or in a zone below 
the water table as secondary sulphides. This is what happened, for example, at the 
'Immortal's Seat' (hsien-jen tso 1LlLA~) deposit at Thung-lii shan ~#.! UJ (Fig. 8).24 

The oxide zone, including the zone of enriched oxides that not infrequently 
extended to a depth of 50 m or more from the surface, was especially accessible to 
traditional mining and smelting techniques. This led to the opening up of many 
important mining districts.25 However, prospectors probably often missed poten
tially rich deposits because the oxide ore at or close to the surface had been so 

20 Emmons et al. (1932), pp. 4-5. 
" At Ko-chiu, the tin placer deposits owed little to concentration by running water. Instead, they were created 

when the limestone country rock disintegrated in situ over longperiocis of time, allowing the cassiterite to settle to 
the bottom of sinks where nearly all the Ko-chiu placers are found; Draper ([931), pp. 183 and 244. 

22 As noted above in Section (c), some Chinese such as Shen Kua of the Sung had fairly clear conceptions 
of erosion and sedimentary deposition. There do not seem to be any surviving writings, however, that connect 
those processes with the formation of mineral deposits. Of course, it is likely that many a prospector or miner had 
at least an intuitive understanding of what was happening. 

" For an especially good discussion oflimonite gossans, cf. Phan Chung-hsiang (1951), pp. [42""3. These 'iron 
caps' with their distinctive appearance and colours, were an important clue for traditional prospectors; they 
undoubtedly even came to be able to distinguish the yellow-brown caps that often indicated a galena deposit 
from the dark brown or palm-tree brown that was frequently associated with chalcopyrite deposits, or the very 
regular, squarish holes that suggested pyrites from the tubular holes that often indicated arsenopyrite. Anon. 
(/971), pp. 95-6. Cr. also Wertime & Wertime (1982), p. 162 and below, (1)(4). 

" An interesting example of these processes at work is encountered at the Thung-lii shan excavations. In the 
2000+ years since the early excavations there, feathery or fibrous deposits of natural copper and powdery 
deposits of cuprite had precipitated out of the fill materials onto the timber supports left in place when worked 
out areas were filled in and abandoned. Yang Yung-kuang et al. (198o-19BI), p. 81 (part .). 

" The famous Thung·chhuan copper deposits in northeastern Yunnan had a massive oxidation zone 600 m 
in depth! Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 259. 
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Fig. 8. Secondary enrichment in theory and as found at Thung-hi shan ~ #Jt. W . (a) Schematic rendering of 
the effects of secondary enrichment on a copper vein or massive deposit. Rosenfield (1965), p. 134, fig. 27. 
(b) The 'Immortal's Seat' (hsien-jen tso {WA~) deposit at Thung-lii shan. Yang Yung-kuan et al. (1980-1981), p. 86; 

Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (r982), p. 2. 
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extensively leached of its minerals that there was little or no hint of the rich deposits 
at greater depths. 26 If, on the other hand, prospectors or miners did discover the 
zone of enrichment, that could also lead to wildly exaggerated estimates of the 
grade of the deposit as a whole. In the case of the complicated silver ores, which 
were often difficult to process after mining, supergene enrichment could mislead
ingly encourage miners in another way. The leaching out of sulphides, lead and 
antimony at the shallow depths could produce a 'docile' or easy-to-treat oxide ore 
that would then give way to the typically difficult sulphide ores at depth.27 Chinese 
miners, with no modern chemical understanding, could of course have no idea that 
this was a predictable phenomenon (at least insofar as anything in ore deposits is 
predictable!) 

(iii) Metamorphic deposits 28 

Both primary and secondary deposits may undergo metamorphosis as a result of 
forces that cause them to sink to sufficient depth that the weight of the overlying 
formations subjects them to powerful forces of stress (pressure) and heat. The result
ant chemical reactions give rise to metamorphic rocks such as schist, marble and 
quartzite, and to metamorphic ore deposits. Alternatively, magmatic intrusion into 
existing igneous or sedimentary rocks can give rise to extensive metamorphosis. 

Metamorphic deposits, though often low grade, can sometimes be quite import
ant. Anthracite coal is one important product of metamorphism. Other significant 
metamorphic deposits include graphite, asbestos, talc, soapstone, abrasives (such as 
garnets), roofing slates, ceramic materials (such as kaolinite) and certain gemstones 
(such as zircons), as well as sulphide deposits of nickel, copper, lead, zinc and tung
sten (the last not important in China until this century). 

In north China, apart from some very old pre-Cambrian schist, 'gneiss and 
granite, metamorphism has generally been rather limited. In south China, how
ever, it has produced, mainly by means of igneous intrusions, many important 
deposits. 29 

(3) CHINESE MINERS' UNDERSTANDING OF ORE DEPOSITS 

The above outline of ore deposits, like all modern classifications, considers not only 
the form and mineral content of the deposits but also, most importantly, how the 
deposits came to be. Traditional miners, in China as elsewhere, had nothing com
parable to modern geological understanding to draw on and were therefore unable 
to consider genesis when looking for depos~ts or trying to assess the workability of 

26 Ph an Chung-hsiang (r95 I ). . 

27 Paul (1963), p. 100. The problem was compounded by the fact that silver-containing outcrops were very 
often richer at shallow depths, tending to thin out at greater depths; Ph an Chung-hsiang (1951), p. 142. 

28 These should not to be confused with the contact metamorphic primary deposits discussed above. 
29 Willis (1908); Bain (1933), pp. 150-1. 
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deposits they had discovered. The Chinese miners simply attributed the appearance 
of deposits implicitly to chance30 or explicitly to the generosity of the spirits who 
constantly had to be persuaded to be generous, and then thanked when they 
had been. At the Ko-chiu !i~ tin mines, for example, the presence of ore deposits 
was credited exclusively to the Dragon King of Ore Deposits (Khuang Mai Lung Wang 
lilJiIDfr~I) or the God of Wealth (Tshai Shen M::f<I!).31 Still, miners could not help but 
develop at least some intuitive understanding of the larger geological structure of 
those areas in which considerable mining was carried on. For example, Tegengren 
found it 'conspicuous and remarkable' that the Chinese in southern Shansi had 
established native iron mines wherever the iron-bearing formation was workable, 
even when it was covered by several metres ofloess, an indication that 'the ancient 
miners had some rough idea of the geological structure of the region. '32 

But premodern miners in China, like their counterparts elsewhere, probably 
paid most attention especially to the form of the deposit (its shape and position) and 
the nature of its mineral content when attempting to formulate some kinds of gen
eral rules to decide which deposits might be worth working. Since the form of the 
deposit was the more directly observable of the two, it tended to serve as the basis 
for classifications of deposits. 33 

Wu Chhi-chiin and Ni Shen-shu together provide us with an example, albeit 
rather late, in the relatively detailed classification of copper ores constructed by 
miners in Yunnan (Table 5 and Fig. 9).34 The almost exclusive emphasis on the 
form of the deposits is very clear, as is the fact that the veins are described from 
the surface down, as they naturally reveal themselves, rather than from within the 
earth up to the surface which is the main perspective of modern genetic 
classifications, especially of the kinds of vein deposits that are emphasised here. 
Moreover, Chinese miners seem not to have developed any clear sense of contact 
deposits. This is not surprising since the recognition of such deposits relies not only 
on a genetic perspective but also on the role of chemical reactions in the formation 
of these deposits. 

(4) CHINA'S ORE DEPOSITS 

(i) Overview 

We have already noted above (Section (a)(2)(i)) that the ore deposits discovered and 
exploited by the Chinese in traditional times were widespread and very varied. 
As the editors of the most recent major atlas of China note: 'China is one of the 

30 As when gold, for instance, developed from the teeth or excrement of reptiles; Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 62. 
31 SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 14. See also below, (k)(4). "Tegengren (1924), p. 163. "Rastall (1923), p. 70 • 

H Though this is evidence from the 19th century, it would be surprising if Chinese miners had not been able to 
make similar classifications of ore deposits long before then. For those who wrote about minerals, however, such 
precision was seldom of interest (and indeed might not even have been understood hy them without familiarity 
with actual mines and deposits, or access to an informant who possessed that familiarity and a knack for explana
tions that could he understood by the neophyte). 
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Table 5. 19th century Chinese classifications qfYunnan copper deposits 

Vein designation Appearance Character of the ore 

Dull vein (kan-huan i'/$;J:IJ) Dry colouring, thin ore No workable deposit 
content 

Mountain-covering vein Scattered and 'unrooted' Surface deposit with 
(phu shan huan .w 11) (wuken1m~) small output; float 
Grass cover deposit (ts}ULO Gravel layer a few feet below Same as 'mountain-
phi khuang ~ ElWli) 0 R the surface covering vein'; deposit 
bird's claw deposit (chi kua will have a short life 
khuang mJJlWli)a 
Vertical vein (shu sheng Suspended straight down, Too solitary; no large 
huan~.':!:..) without shoots deposit 
Grindstone vein (mo phan Twisting and coiling Water problems after 
huanm~l.t) downwards several years of mining 
Suspended sword vein Enters the mountainside at an Small veins brush-
(khua tao huan ~7JtI) angle; sudden pinchings-out, shaped;' iflarge, can be 

followed by re-appearance; expected to be a massive 
clearly demarcated from roof deposit (thang 1it) 
and floor [country rock] 

Bird's nest deposit (chi wo Easy to excavate, like grass Float in pockets; not 
khuang m~WIi) cover deposit; gravel forms more than a few litres in 

pockets like a bird's nest each pocket 
River approaching (Possibly the tracing of Unlikely to be a rich 
deposit (pen chiang khuang derivative placer deposits back deposit 
~W.) to their outcrop and vein) 
Enter mountain (Possibly tracing of eluvial Could be a rich deposit 
deposit (chin shan khuang 
J!W~) 

float to an outcrop and vein) 

Divided massive d';!!osit Several unbroken veins like a Possibility of a big 
(pai thang khuang jlglil) bird claw deposit 
Grand vein (la huan 7::. tt) More than one foot thick; Once found, there 

many tens of feet in length. surely will be a series 
Hard, jagged rock. Difficult to of massive deposits that 
find (reach? (i shih ~u neng ti can be worked for a long 
khuang -!!if/!' fi~ Ifi) ) period 

• H.uan and kiIuang overlap considerably in their meanings. I have followed Sun in translating huan as 'vein' and 
ordinary usage In translating' kiIuang' as deposit. . 
• Possibly referring to numerous closely spaced small veins in a shear zone? Cr. Pearl (1973), p. 270. 
Wu Chh.-chiln (1845) ch. 1,.pI;" 2a-b; S.un ('964:1981), pp. 62,; Ven Chung-phing (1957), p. 52. I am very indebted 
to Lung Tshun-m for help In InterpretIng what Wu and Ni were saying. 

few countries in the world which have relatively abundant mineral resources of 
all types ... .'35 At present, China has some 5,300 coal mines, 1,971 iron producing 
areas, 900+ copper producing areas and 1,000 gold mines. These are very widely 
distributed throughout the country.36 

'" Gan (1994), book I, p. 12. 
.,. Ibid. The total of mineral deposits and occurrences in China is more than 200,000; Li ViI-wei et al. (1993), p. 27. 
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Fig. 9. Copper ore deposits ofYunnan as classified by the Chinese miners; for references, see Table 5· 

On the other hand, Chinese deposits were typically small and irregul~r. 37 Part of 
the reason for the patchy quality of many deposits in China ~s that ero~IOn ~as not 
proceeded sufficiently to form broad zones of seconda~ ennch~e?t With rIch and 
continuous deposits.38 In addition, many of the depOSits occur m lImestone whose 
ready solubility is especially conducive to highly irregular deposits (Fig. 6). . 

The result is that China, despite its enormous size, did not have many ~egIOns 
noted for considerable deposits of particular minerals, though the small and irregu
lar orebodies could be relatively rich in mineral content.39 The major exceptions 
were the vast iron limestone and coal deposits of the central Yangtze (Ta-yeh :kiil) 
area, the tin and copper of the southwest, the coal and iron of Shensi, Shansi 
and Inner Mongolia, and the gold of the northeast. Even in these cases, ?owever, 
deposits that in their total represented considerable amounts were often Irregular 

or scattered over wide areas.4O 

37 In this, they tend to resemble the deposits of the United States east of Chicago, as in t~e Appalachi:<n 
Mountains, rather than the much larger deposits west ofDenver; Barn (1933), pp. ~2-3· In China s west, too, mm
eral deposits may prove markedly superior overall to those in,the east. However, Wlth a few ~l~or excePt:°ns such 
as jade, these were not exploited in traditional times. Even m the early 1990s, 80% of Chma s so-far dlScovered 
mineral producing sites lay in areas to the east ofloS" E longrtude, Le., the eastern one-half of the country, Gan 

(1994), book I, p. 13· 
38 Wong Wen-hao (1920), p. 54· . ' . . 
,. A good example is the silver-iron-Iead deposits of southern Chekiang and northern Fukien; HSla HSlang-

jung et al. (1980), p. 293· . . 
40 This was true, for example, of the great copper ore deposits ofTung-chhuan Jl!:JlI m Yunnan; Tmg (1915), 

p.211. 
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. On the other ?and, ge?logical forces have been kind to China in at least one very 
Important way: m ShansI, seams of coal suitable for coking and deposits of iron ore 
frequently occur close to one another, together with fireclay for making crucibles or 
furnaces for smelting.41 Hartwell has suggested that this explains why the Chinese 
apparently ?sed coal 'ex~en~ively'. in ferrous metallurgy long before it became import
ant for heatmg and cooking m Chmese homes, a reversal of what occurred in Europe.42 

(ii) A regional breakdown qf China's ore deposits 

One of the most influential perspectives to emerge at the time when modern geology 
was being established in China was Wong Wen-hao's identification of three distinct 
metallogenetic zones:43 

(r) In. t~e north, especially in ~opeh and the northeast, older pre-Cambrian (570+ 
millIOn years ago) rocks; typICally quartz veins in schists and gneisses. Veins gen
erally small and rarely extend for any distance in strike or depth. Main metallic 
deposits are gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc. 

(2) Central China, extending up into Shantung. Much intrusion of dioritic rocks. 
Around the edges of the intrusions, contact metamorphic deposits of iron, with 
lesser amounts of copper, lead, zinc. 

(3) In the south, typically intrusion of granitic rocks. Vein deposits of all the non
ferrous minerals. The central south China metallic belt serves as a good general 
example of the phenomenon of regional banding or zoning, where ores formed 
at hi?"? t.empe~atures t:nd to occur closer to centres of igneous activity (e.g. 
gramtlc mtrusIOns) while those formed at lower temperatures appear farther 
away.44 Thus, in the Nan-ling 1¥i~ area (including southern Kiangsi, southern 
Hunan and northern Kwangtung), high temperature ores of tin and tungsten 
pred?mina~e; in central Hunan, medium temperature ores oflead and zinc pre
dommate; III western Hunan, low temperature antimony deposits are found; 
and finally, along the Dorder areas between Hunan and Kweichow, low temper
ature mercury deposits appear.45 

To get a somewhat more detailed picture of mining activity in China before the 
introduction of modern mining techniques, we can more usefully divide China in 
r6 mineral regions, as shown in Map 2.46 

'dl Wei Chou-yuan (1946), p. 400; Nystrom (1912), pp. 52 and 81; von Richthofen (1875), pp. 1#, esp. pp. 15-16 
an 19 . 

., Har.twell (1967), pp. 135-6. On the other hand, it could be that early texts do not mention domestic use of 
coal precISely because, where it occurred, there was nothing extraordinary about that use. 

43 Wong Wen-hao (1925)' 
.. Bateman (1950), pp. 314-15, which notes some of the complexities of the theory that preclude exclusive 

focus on temperatures. 
45 Phan Chung-hsiang (I951), p. 140. 
.. This breakdown consolidates information from a number of sources, most importandy Weng Wen-hao 

(I9~9), p~. 25-46; Torgasheff (1930), chap. 2; Tegengren (1924); di Villa (1919); Wei Chou-yuan (1946); Hsieh 
Chla?-mm (1973); Bam (1933); Gan (1994); Li Yti-wei.t al. (I993). Minerals such as platinum, molybdenum 
uraruum, etc. that played no role in traditional mining are not included. ' 
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Map 2. Major mineral regions of China. Base map from Hsieh Chiao-min ([973), Map [-2. For key to areas, 

see text. 

(I) The Tsinling (Chhin-ling ~~) metamorphic range: including (a) the moun
tainous region of southern Shensi south of the Wei m River and extending to the 
northern parts of Szechwan; (b) the western extension of the Tsinling range into 
Tsinghai; and (c) the mountainous southwestern portion ofHonan. Intensely folded 
sedimentary beds greatly metamorphosed by numerous igneous intrusions. In the 
central area, small coal deposits; some gold and iron (e.g. upper reaches of the 
Han • River); copper. Mountainous southern Honan (and extending into north
ernmost Hupeh and even into Anhwei, lead and silver in metamophic rock; placer 
gold and iron; coal and graphite. Except for some iron sands, mineral deposits poor 
in the eastern section. 
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(2) The Northern Shensi/Eastern Kansu Mesozoic (225-56 million years ago) 
plateau. Sedimentary rocks with immense reserves of coal. Covered with thick layer 
of loess. Oil, iron, sulphur, arsenic, salt. Some silver, gold. Considerable copper 
along Yellow River in eastern KansuY 

(3) The Shansi coal basin, consisting mainly oflate Paleozoic and early Mesozoic 
(about 200+ million years ago) sediments; includes northern Honan but excludes 
northern Shansi. Coal, iron, sulphur, alum, copper, silver, zinc and salt. Small 
amounts oflead, mercury, gold (in early times). 

(4) The Mongolian plateau, including northern Shansi. Mainly metamorphic 
and gneissic rocks, with occasional patches of Paleozoic (225+ million years ago) 
formations andJurassic (135-180 million years ago) coal basins.'8 Coal, iron, gold, 
lead, silver, salt, mica, asbestos. 

(5) The Northeast plain, including Heilungkiang, Kirin, Liaoning and northern 
Hopeh. Mainly gneiss, granite and schist, sometimes covered by sandstone, con
glomerate and limestone. Many igneous intrusions. Eastern and northern regions 
expecially marked by extinct volcanoes and great sheets oflava.49 Coal, iron, oil, 
gold (mainly in alluvial deposits in northern Manchuria along the Russian frontier), 
silver, copper, lead, zinc, asbestos, talc, magnesium, fiuorite, sulphur, kaolin. 

(6) Shantung peninsula and western Shantung. The peninsula itself is almost 
entirely composed of metamorphosed pre-Cambrian rock; part of a mountain range 
that continues into the Liao-tung ~* peninsula. Central Shantung massif rich in 
coal and copper. Gold (abundant in quartz fissure veins in pre-Cambrian gneiss), 
coal, iron, copper, lead/silver ore, copperlleadlzinc ores,50 tin, diamonds, gypsum, 
clay and sandstone. Natural sulphur. 

(7) Chekiang and Fukien porphyry region. Granite and quartz porphyry pre
dominate. Chekiang: coal, magnetite, ironsand, copper, zinc, lead, silver, tin, alum 
(alunite), lime, gypsum. Fukien: coal, iron, ironsand, vein gold, silver, lead, tin, cop
per, zinc, alunite, kaolin. 

(8) Taiwan. Rather low mineralisation because of absence of igneous intrusions. 
Northern Taiwan: coal, gold, copper, sulphur. Central mountain range and eastern 
coast: gold, copper, mercury, iron. Western Taiwan: cOill, oil. 

(9) Southern Anhwei and eastern Kiangsi (extending into southeastern Hupeh 
and northeastern Hunan) metamorphic region. Southern Anhwei: mountains mainly 
of granite, limestone and schist. Anhwei: (bituminous) coal, iron, copper, gold, silver, 
lead, alunite. Kiangsi: coal, iron, copper, silver, lead, gold, ceramic clay (including 
kaolinite). 

(IQ) The Ling-nan ~l¥i mountain area (including the Wu-ling.li ~ chain of Hunan, 
Kwangsi and Kwangtung and the Chiu-lien chain of Kiangsi and Kwangtung and 
the areas south of the mountains in Kwangtung). Much metamorphosed Paleozoic 
strata. West and northwest of Kwangtung: sandstone and limestone interspersed 

" Kho Chiin ([g87), p. 226. "Couling ([9[7), p. 203. 
49 Richard ([g08), p. 488. 50 Li Ching-hua (1985), p. 77-
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with porphyry and granite. 51 Rich metallic deposits: tin, lead, zinc. Southern Kiangsi: 
coal, iron, copper, vein gold. Southern Hunan: anthracite and bituminous coal 
(very rich deposits in the southeastern part of the province) .. Many contac.t deposits: 
zinc/lead, copper, sulphur, tin, arsenic. Kwangtung: coal, Iron, magneslUm, gold, 
silver, copper, lead, tin, tungsten, stibnite, pyrite (sulphur). 

(11) Western Hupeh and Hunan. Western Hupei: copper, le~d, ~inc, coal. We~t
ern Hunan: coal and iron; vein gold, pyrite (sulphur), copper, trn, zrnc; mercury (rn 
Wu-ling shan 1i ~W area), realgar/orpiment. 

(12) Paleozoic Kwangsi plateau. Composed mainly oflimestone and sandstone, 
but also slate veined with porphyry and granulite. Sizeable granitic mass in centre, 
north of Nan-ning m$. Considerable clay-stone in the west.52 Tin and bismuth 
(in the western areas); coal and iron (extensively); som.e argentifero~s lead deposits 
in metamorphic rock; antimony, gold, mercury. Arsemc (arsenopyrlte). 

(13) The Kweichow Plateau. Limestone predominates, with much schist and red 
sandstone. Seams of porphyry and granite. Extensive iron and coal mining; mer
cury, antimony, copper, gold, zinc, argentiferous lead, sulphur, realgar/orpiment, 
nitre, marble. 

(14) Mesozoic basin of Szechwan. Metallic minerals occur in the mountains 
(mainly of gneiss, granite and schist) surrounding a basin of red and ?Teen sand
stone of the Triassic period; coal, iron, salt, etc. occur in the carbomferous rock 
underlying the sandstone. Northern mountains: copper, argentiferous lead, placer 
gold, tin. Western mountains: gold (in ancient alluvials .as we~ as v.ein depos.its), 
copper, argentiferous lead. Western basin: salt (rock and brme) , oil, sylVlte (potasslUm 
chloride), natural gas. Eastern basin: coal and iron (much of it low grade siderite). 

(IS) Yunnan. Because of its geology, the metallic ore deposits of Yunnan are 
extremely rich. Apart from Hunan, there is no other area of China that can com
pare with it. Much of the province is covered with Paleozoic limestone which forms 
the country rock of the major tin deposits at Ko-chiu mlf as well as serving as the 
source ofa great deal offine marble.53 Well over halfofall the streams in Yunnan are 
auriferous.54 Southeastern Yunnan: tin, coal, antimony, lead, bismuth, copper, mer
cury, gypsum. Eastern Yunnan: coal; lead, zinc and copper (in contact or replace
ment deposits), mercury. Central Yunnan: This is the area of very extensive (but, 
except for Tung-chhuan * 1'1, not very rich) copper deposits. 55 The deposits are 
mainly of two kinds: replacement or fissure vein deposits in limestone and shale and 
secondary enrichment deposits in lava. Also, asbestos, gold, silver. Western Yunnan: 
lead, zinc, iron, mica, sulphur, mercury, arsenic, gold. 

(16) Sinkiang. Despite deposits of copper, zinc, lead, silver and gold, virtually no 
mining in traditional times. 

" Richard (Ig08), p. 203. "Richard (Ig08), p. Ig6. "Moore-Bennet (19I5),.P. 226. . 
,. Torgasheff (lg30), p. 125. A sampling between IgII and 19I3 of 700+ streams In southwest Chma found 

more than 430 of them to contain gold; Moore-Bennet (1915), p. 224· 
" Weng Wen-hao (1919), p. 49· 
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(5) THE EFFECTS OF CHINESE ORE DEPOSITS ON MINING 

Assessments by Westerners who arrived in China in the Igth century tended to 
overstate her mineral riches. 56 In the case of gold, the roots of this 'incurable habit' 
go back to the early European explorers whose hopes for riches often coloured their 
assessments of the unknown lands they visitedY In the case of both gold and other 
minerals, early Western visitors to China were prone simply to misread the evid
ence they saw, confusing widespread distribution with abundant deposits. Among 
Igth century observers of Chinese mining guilty of this error was Ferdinand von 
Richthofen who, in spite of his generally accurate and incisive comments on much 
of Chinese mining at that time, overestimated Chinese iron and coal resources 
because of the many but small coal mines and iron smelters he saw. 58 Of course, 
some of the early Western observers may simply have been carried away by the 
kind of persistent optimism that is so much a characteristic of miners and mining 
communities. 59 

The reality of Chinese ore deposits, that they were for the most part small 
and irregular, influenced Chinese mining to a degree that is hard to overstate.60 

Together with the vast pool of cheap labour, these limited and unpredictable 
deposits assured that most of Chinese mining would be of a type sometimes referred 
to as artisanal mining. This mining tradition was marked by small-scale, relatively 
crude methods that were nonetheless the most economical or even the only eco
nomical methods available to Chinese miners. When foreign mining engineers 
first attempted to introduce modern mining methods, they all too often found that 
'working costs could not be lowered sufficiently to provide interest and amortisa
tion on the equipment investment.'61 There is no reason to be surprised then that 
Chinese mining techniques, despite impressive beginnings, generally failed to dis
play comparable advances during the following two millennia. 

56 For a discussion of such overstatements in the late Igth and early 20th centuries in regard to the pr<>vince of 
Yunnan, and the motivations bebind the exaggerations, see Walsh (1943). 

" Davidson (lg03), p. 462. 
,. Cressey (lg55), p. 131; Read (1920), p. 30 I. Cressey legitimately criticises von Richthofen for having jumped 

to conclusions on the basis of too hasty travels, but he himself on the preceding page gives a summary of Chinese 
exploitation of minerals that is very mistaken: 'China has developed one of the world's distinctive cultures, but it 
has done so largely without tht useofmimrals. The Chinese live so close to the products of the soil that theirs has been 
described as a vegetable civilisation. This may have sufficed for the past, but it will not meet the needs of the 
future.' (p. 130; my italics) 

" Becher (1887), pp. 28-g. 
60 The well-known and extensive Shansi iron deposits are a particularly good example: because they ()ccurred 

in thin beds, they were not suitable for working by the modern mining methods available early in this century. 
Moreover, the ore was distributed in small masses which, because of the varying chemical composition, limited 
their value for large-scale industrial use. Read (IglOa), pp. Ig9-200; Smith (1926), p. 67. 

61 Read (lg20), p. 298; Read (IglOa), p. 122; Matthieu (Ig24), p. 450. 



(e) THE PRODUCTS OF CHINESE MINING 

(I) MAJOR NON-FERROUS METALS 

(i) Copper 

(a) The discovery and earliest use qf copper in China l 

Like other early experimenters with metal, the Chinese probably came to know 
copper by finding bits or pieces of very pure uncombined or 'native' copper.2 

Although copper nodules, with their corroded, purplish-green, greenish-black or 
brownish colour, were less immediately recognisable than gold nuggets, a certain 
amount of experience made their detection relatively easy. Moreover, when scratch
ing or abrading by harder stones revealed their metallic yellowish-red colour, they 
would have been unmistakable as some special kind of stone. 3 When worked with 
a hammer, these lumps could even take on an appearance not unlike gold.4 

The amount of usable native copper available in early China and elsewhere has 
been a matter of some debate.5 Although native metals typically occur only as minute 
particles, this is far more true for gold than for copper.6 Especially when metals first 
began to be used, copper must have been found fairly often in pieces large enough 

1 The opening remarks of this section have as their unspoken assumption that the possibilities of copper were 
discovered by the Chinese independent of influences from copper-using peoples beyond the Chinese cultural 
area. I still consider this to be very possibly the way things happened. Nevertheless, after this section had been 
essentially completed, my attention was drawn by Victor Mair to an important article by An Chih-min (1993) 
that stresses the possibility that it was in the northwestern Chhi·chia culture (c. -2000 to c. -1600) that we see the 
first extensive production and use of copper/bronze implements in China. This would strongly imply a know
ledge of copper coming into China through contacts with people to the north and west. Even should this prove to 
be the case, however, most of what is said here about finding deposits of copper will still hold true. 

2 The modern Chinese term for native copper is t?;ujan /hung 13 ~~. When traditional texts use this term, how
ever, they are normally referring to pyrites and not to native copper. Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 243; Chang 
Hung-chao (1927), pp. 367ff.; Wang Chia-yin (I957), p. 59; Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 200; fn. g. For pure or native copper, the 
term t?;U lai /hung 13 * ~ was sometimes used, as in Yunnan during the Chhing; Yen Chung-phing (I957), p. 53. 

, Coghlan (1951), p. 19. 
• Rickard (1932), pp. 95-6; Aitchison (1960), p. 11. Native copper tends to be extremely pure (in the 99.9% 

range) even by comparison with native silver (99%) and native gold (which can easily contain more than 10% 
impurities such as silver, copper and mercury); cf. Patterson (1971), pp. 301-2; Aitchison (1960), p. 174. It should 
be noted that the early Chinese do not seem to have worked copper very extensively by hammering; cf. below, 
fn·9· 

, Contrast, for example, Hodges (1964), p. 65 with Rickard (1932), p. 106 and Tylecote (1992), p. I. For the gen
eral question of copper's role in the emergence of true metallurgy, Noel Barnard's recent comments, including 
his hypothesis that one finds 'no significant transitional period of experiment involving lithic applications and 
the use of native copper' because 'the forerunner of metallurgy in China was the potter' , are indispensable; ef. 
Barnard (1989), pp. 186-92 (the citations come from p. 186). 

6 It is not uncommon for a million gold particles to weigh less than an ounce; Read (1934), pp. 382-3. By con
trast, as late as the end of the last century, native copper 'in lumps as big as a man's fist' were still to be found in 
Shantung (Anon. (1898-1899), p. 642). At the other end of China, miners in Yunnan frequently met with nug
gets too large for them to use and which had to be left in the ground because the miners had no way of breaking 
them up into smaller pieces (von Richthofen (1872b), p. 74). In this century, pieces of native copper measuring 
30 X 40 cm or more could still be found in that area of eastern Kansu in which some of China's earliest copper 
artefacts have been discovered (Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 244); cf. below. 
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to be transformed into a small blade, an ornament or something similar.' How 
often this occurred, however, is difficult to estimate because many deposits avail
able in early times were eventually worked out, leaving behind no traces, or were 
abandoned for other reasons and forgotten. About all one can say for certain is that 
the process of ore formation in oxidised zones of deposits assures that some native 
copper will always be produced, though it may be a very small percentage com
pared with the total amount of oxidised ores.8 

The form in which native copper appeared also influenced its 'usability' in early 
times. Before the discovery of melting and casting, making use of copper had to be· 
a lithic craft, involving mainly the shaping of pieces of native copper by means of 
hammering or grinding.9 However, the considerable hammering often required to 
transform pieces of copper into desired shapes (when, indeed, this was possible lO) 

tended to harden the copper and cause it to crack. This problem could be solved by 
the process of annealing (heating the metal so as to relieve the stress induced by 
hammering).11 However, the Chinese do not seem to have discovered annealing 
until quite late, perhaps not until about the middle of the -1st millennium.12 For
tunately for the early miners, native copper could also appear in thin plates or 
dendritic forms. These forms not only were especially easy to recognise but also lent 
themselves far more easily to shaping, at least into small objects like awls or pins but 
sometimes also into flat forms such as blades. 13 It therefore seems quite possible, 
if unprovable, that a far greater abundance of usable native copper compared to 
gold led to the working of copper before gold not only in western Asia and North 
America but also in China. 14 The early cold working of copper was then followed by 

1 Patterson (1971), pp. 296-7; Forbes (1954), p. 85; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I980), p. 15. 
• Patterson (1971), pp. 294-5; Aitchison (1960), p. 20. Patterson, who provides the most sophisticated analysis 

of this question to date, guesses that 'the fraction of native copper in the oxidised zones of all the world's ores 
(outside of Lake Superior) was about 0.002.' Even if true, however, this does not help us much in considering the 
deposits of any given area such as north China since the amount of native copper present could vary consider
ably from deposit to deposit. 

• How extensively and for how long this working of copper prevailed varied widely from area to area. In 
China, its importance was far less than in other civilisations: ' ... in China, the general lack of a true Chalcolithic 
Age (i.e., one featuring the working of native copper by artisans familiar with the principles of annealing and 
cold hammering) ... was simply due to the fact that the forerunner of metallurgy in China was the potter- there 
was no significant transitional period of experiment involving lithic applications and the use of native copper.' 
Barnard (1989), p. 186; Barnard (1983), p. 251. (See also Watson (1984), p. 329.) Nevertheless, Barnard dots allow 
for some working to finish objects previously formed by casting, as when a blade is hammered to increase its 
sharpness. But this he insists on considering 'finishing' rather than 'working' since it has 'little, if anything, to do 
with the ultimate design and manufacture' of the items. [Private communication] 

10 Coghlan (1951), pp. 19-20. 
\1 Shepherd (1980, p. 162) has suggested that the idea of annealing may have come from the practice of 

hardening wooden tools or weapons in a fire. 
12 Barnard & SatO contend that annealing 'became known (possibly introduced [from beyond China's 

borders]) some time after the Chinese founders had discovered iron as a metal capable of being cast.' Barnard & 
SatO (1975), p. 71. Hua Chueh-ming, on the other hand, holds that annealing in China dates from the late 
Neolithic period; Hua Chueh-ming (1987), p. 68. The earliest annealing in western Asia (in what is now south
eastern Turkey) occurred as early as the -8th millennium; Muhly (1988), p. 5. 

l' Coghlan (1951), p. 19; Forbes (1954), p. 58S; Aitchison (1960), pp. 20-1. 
1. Patterson (1971), p. 299; Barnard (1989), p. 188. Barnard also suggests that the easy availability of usable 

native copper could actually have encouraged continued use of worked copper and delayed the e]l1ergence of 
true metallurgy, as happened with·the Lake Superior (North America) hunting cultures. This would have been 
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the discovery of heat-softening to assist in shaping the metal and, finally, by melting 
and the shaping of the melted metal by casting. 15 This far easier and therefore less 
expensive process inevitably encouraged increased demand for a wide variety of 
copper implements and ornaments. 16 

On the basis of archaeological remains so far discovered, two areas have 
emerged as possible locations f;r the first use of copper in China: the Central Plain 
area of north China and eastern Kansu to the northwest. In both areas, a number 
of copper specimens dating from approximately -2,000 have been excavated and 
there is no consensus on which area witnessed the earlier use of copper. 17 The 
debate is complex in the extreme, involving as it does not only limited archae
ological evidence but also questions of the quality of excavation techniques and 
reports, references to evidence that has never been properly published and widely 
varying levels of metallurgical expertise. It is likely to be a long time before these 
issues have been sorted out, perhaps on the basis of significantly more evidence 
than is currently available. What we can now say with fair certainty, however, is 
that Chinese experiments with making artefacts of copper and, especially in Kansu, 
bronze were well underway by the end of the -3rd and the beginning of the -2nd 
millennia. 18 

Attempts to push that dating back much further have relied heavily on a single 
artefact discovered in 1975 in the Ma-chia-yao ,~*~ remains at Lin-chia *** in 
Tung-hsiang *m, just southwest of Lan-chou lIi'l'i'i in Kansu: a 12.6 cm bronze 
blade, cast in an open mould, that some scholars have taken to date from perhaps 
-2800 to -3000.19 In the original excitement surrounding this discovery, probably 
not enough attention was given to the danger of attaching too great a significance 

all the more likely after the discovery of heat-softening greatly increased the supply of usable native copper; cf. 
Coghlan's contention (1951, p. 20) that 'native copper in the massive form could have been useful only to a people 
who were in the possession of the knowledge of how to soften copper through the agency of heat. ' The very rapid 
movement of the Chinese from working to casting copper was undoubtedly made possible, as Barnard has fre
quently stressed, by the experience of Chinese potters in working with the very high temperatures necessary for 
melting, as opposed to softening, metals. 

15 Unfortunately, we cannot determine just when this happened, even assuming we had the relevant artefacts, 
since it is virtually impossible to distinguish native copper that has been melted from copper smelted from pure 
ores; Thompson (1958), p. I; Tylecote (1992), p. I and Barnard (1989), p. 188, fn. 29 (which includes a useful biblio
graphy on this subject). About all we can say for certain is that once pottery kilns had been developed to achieve 
temperatures in the 1050-1100 'C range, the potential for melting copper fully, which requires a temperature of 
1083 'C, was present; Shepherd (1980), p. 162. 

\6 For the earliest evidence so far studied on the beginnings of melting and casting in the area of the north 
China plain, see Li Ching-hua (1985) which suggests that, by -2000, Chinese metalworkers were already using 
different kinds offurnaces for melting and for smelting. On the need for different kinds offurnaces for these two 
purposes, cf. Barnard (1989), pp. 192-5. 

P Hsia Hsiang-jung clal. (1980), pp. 198,242; Anon. (1983a); Murray(lg85), p. 264; Kho ChUn (1987), pp. 225-
8; Chang Kwang-chih (1977), p. 196, Barnard (19gl), pp. 25, 58-<) and passim. The earliest of these specimens may 
be a bronze blade excavated at Yung-teng7l<~ in Kansu that may date from as early as -2300 (Murray (lg85), 
p. 262) bilt Barnard raises many questions about this find (Barnard (1991), p.?) that incline h~ to believe that it 
is a 'cultural intrusion'. For all of these remains, the place now to start IS With the recent cntlcal reVlew of the 
evidence by An Chih-min (1993) and, in English, Barnard (1991) which focuses on the problems of interpreting 
the evidence. 

\. Watson (lg84), pp. 332-3. 
\, Ma Chtng-yuan (1980), p. I; MurraY(1985), p. 262; MeiJianjun & Ko Tsun (1995), p. 233· 
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to any isolated, unique artefact. 20 Moreover, while the 5-10 per cent tin content of 
this blade is high enough to suggest conscious addition of the tin (either in the form 
of the metal itself or, more likely, as a tin ore), this suggestion is difficult to accept. 
Tinstone is much less easy to identify than other metallic ores (cf. below, Section 
(e)(I)(ii)(a)) and was therefore presumably discovered considerably later than either 
native copper or the colourful copper carbonate ores. For the time being, then, the 
most likely explanation is that this artefact, if indeed it does date from the period 
proposed, was produced from a copper deposit that happened to be particularly 
rich in tin.21 Such deposits are far more likely to be found in south China 22 but they 
have occurred also in north China as, for instance, at Lai-wu *~ in Shantung, 
where copper and tin were produced from the same deposit at least as early as the 
Thang (Map 3).23 Lin-ju ~ & in Honan, long known as a tin producing site, has 
been revealed by recent discoveries to have been an early copper mining site.24 

The Ta-chhing *# mines in Inner Mongolia, which were worked at least from the 
beginning of the -1st millennium, and probably earlier, also made use of a large 
deposit of a copper-tin ore.25 

As skilful as the early Chinese might have become at finding and using native 
copper, the overall supply would never have permitted objects made from it to con
stitute more than a tiny fraction of the total production of even small tools, orna
ments, etc.26 Only with the discovery of ores from which copper could be smelted 
was the way opened to production on a significant scale of not only copper but also 
bronze objects. 

Just how this discovery was made must remain a matter of speculation. The 
bright colours of the carbonate ores, malachite and azurite, undoubtedly helped, 
together with the fact that these ores were commonly present with deposits of native 
copper and were also relatively easy to smelt. Once the possibility of consolidating 
or shaping native copper by melting had been discovered, there was high likelihood 
that oxide or carbonate ores would come to be smelted by accident. 27 On the other 

20 For a discussion of this point, see Patterson (1971), p. 306; for an example of how it has led one scholar into 
egregious error in dating the beginnings of bronze in China, see fn. 42 below. (Equally uncritical reliance has also 
been placed more than once on shaky radiocarbon dates.) Barnard discusses in detail the questions surrounding 
this artefact, and suggests that, in the absence offurther evidence, we view it as a 'cultural intrusion' rather than 
a locally manufactured product; Barnard (1991), pp. 2-7. On the other hand, scholars such as Muhly (1988, p. 14) 
are prepared to accept that this blade was locally manufactured, contending that it fits in well with other evid
ence of the use of metal in the chalcolithic Chhi-chia culture. 

" This could well have been the case even with a deposit of native copper since such deposits are frequently 
extremely heterogeneous, with small angular crystals embedded in gangue that can consist of other minerals; cf. 
Tylecote (1992), p. I. It could be that efforts to combine these crystals into a larger piece of copper by melting 
inadvertently introduced tin ore from the gangue. 

" Hsia Hsiang-jung,lal. (1980), p. Ig9; Barnard (lg8g), p. Igl. "Amano (1953), p. 234. 
" Cr. Map 4 (H) (Ju-chou iRJt/ is present-day Lin-ju) and Li Ching-hua (1985), p. 75. 
" Zhu Shoukang (1986), p. 9. 
26 All the more 80 because, as we have noted, copper sometimes appears in so hardened a form that it cannot 

be mined with traditional tools; besides the reference to von Richthofen in fn. 6, see also Brown (1923), pp. 100, 
101 and 105. 

" Rostoker & Dvorak (Iggl), p. 5. 
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Map 3. Pre-20th century copper mining sites in China. 

The data on which this map is based has been drawn mainly from Hsia Hsiang
jung ,t al. (l980), Yang Yuan (l982), and Chang Hung-chao (1954). For checking 
the information, Anyama (1931) and Than Chhi-hsiang ,t al. (1991) have been 
especially helpful. . ' . 

Each site is identified by a province code letter and Its own number. To faciht
ate cross-checking, these identifications are consistent for Maps 3, 7, 8, 9, I I 

and 12. The code letters for the provinces are as follows: 

A Liaoning H Kiangsu P Hunan 
B Hopeh J Anhwei Q Szechwan 
C Shantung K Honan R Kweichow 
D Shansi L Chekiang S Kwangtung 
E Shensi M Fukien T Kwangsi 
F Kansu N Kiangsi U Yunnan 
G Sinkiang 0 Hupeh V Kirin 

'T' 
t 

Al 
A2 

BI 
B2 
B3 
B4 

Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
Cs 

DI 
Do 
D3 
D4 
DS 
D6 
D7 
D8 
D9 
DIO 
Dll 
DI2 
DI3 
DI4 
DIS 
DI6 
DI2 
DI7 
DI8 

El 
E2 
E3 
E3 
~ 
ES 
E6 
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Caption to Map 3. (cont.). 

Where useful, further information for purposes or identification has been provided, such as the administrative 
unit of which a mountain was a part, or the modern name for a place when it differs significantly from the name 
it bore in earlier times. 

For each site, the periods are indicated for which there is evidence for mining of the relevant metal at that site. 

PI Pre-Han (To -202) 
P2 Han (-202 to +220) 
P3 Period of Division, Sui, Thang (+220 to +g06) 
P4 Five Dynasties, Sung (+g07 to +1279) 
Ps Yuan, Ming(+I279 to +1644) 
P6 Chhing(+I644 to IgOO) 

Key to Map 3 

Site Further Identification Mining Periods 

PI P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 

Chin-chou j$1'N X 
Jui-chou chi-shan JlM1HlILll Hsing-chheng ~~ X 

Fei-hu 1R~ Lai-yuan l*;;;{ X 
Thang-hsien m~ X 
Po-hai shou yU chhien hu so :1J.JiJi}'i'fOOTPfiT Chhang-phing ~:;p: X 
Phing-chhuan :;p:~ X 

Lai-wu ~. X X 
I-shui vr7.f<. X 
Chhi pao shan t'llLll I-tu lin chhil hsien ~U\lllg/;]Ifi X 
Lin-chhu Il&\g/;] X 
Chu-chou !!ffl X 

Shao-shan yLll Hsi-yang trlli X 
Pai-mashan B.\Il;Lll Yang-chhuan II!~ X 
Ku-tengshan ~mLll Yuan-chhu l:.ii:iI!I X 
Hsuan-yung shan ~liLll Thai-yuan ::tJ.f- X X 
Wo-shan ~Lll Lu-liang §~ X 
Yun-chheng tung kou .~jfiiJM X 
Chhu-wo il!ltI: X X 
I-chheng .~ X X 
Phing-lu :;p:~ X X 
Chieh-hsien 1Jil1ll\ X 
Wen-hsi rJIIlJ X X 
Meng-hsien :Ii~ X 
Wu-thai n#i X X 
Li-chheng ~~ X 
Yang-chheng I!I~ X 
Chiang-chou ~#I X X X 
Yil-chou ~#I X 
Yuan-chhil l:.ii:iI!I X X 
Pao-techou f*1!TN X 

FU-yUshan ~~Lll Wei~nan /Wi\ii X 
Shih-tshui shan ;oOO;Lll Hua-hsien \!illlll\ X 
Sung-kuo shan ~*Lll Hua-yin .~ X 
Yang-hua shan !U~Lll Hua-yin .~ X 
Yu-shan MLll Ching-pien _iI X 
Yu-tzhu shan 1Iltr.>XLll Chhang-an ~'ti: X 
Chung-wei shan JtI'tlLll Lo-nan ~m X X 
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Key to Map 3 (cont.). 
Key to Map g (cont.). 

Site Further Identification Mining Periods Site Further Identification Mining Periods 

P, P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 P, P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 

E7 Shang-lo ..t~ X L7 Feng-hua ~ft: X X 

Ea Shang-chou iili1+1 X L8 Li-shui -* X 

Eg Lung-chou IIIIl'Hi X Lg Chin-hua ~. X X 

EIO Hsing-chou ~1+1 X LIO An-ku ~~ Jui-an Jffil~ X 

Ell Ning-chhiang $% Ning-chhiang $lBi X LII Chhu-chou lJlt1ii Li-shui -* X 

El2 Lueh-yang UII\~ X X LI2 Chhang-hsing ~J!! X 

EI3 Lan-thien ltEB X LI3 Lung-chhUan IliU~ X 

EI4 Hsien-ning ~$ X LI4 Phing-yang :lJl~ X 

EIS Chou-chih JlU X LIS Shao-hsing #.ijjl! X 

EI6 Chhang-an ~~ X 
MI Yu-hsi :;t~ X 

FI Phing-liang :lJllill X M2 Chien-hui JUI: Chien-ou ltlili X 

F2 Chheng-chi JiJG#.C X Mg Chien-yang lt~ X 

Jlt5t. 
~4 Shao-wu HIlffl: X X 

GI Nan-erh X Ms Chhang-thing ~n X X 

G2 Ku-mo ~~ X M6 Sha-hsien i9~ X 

HI Chiang-tu tUll X 
M7 Chien-an lt~ X 

H2 Liu-ho 
~A X 

M8 Chien-chou lt1t1 X 

"'" M9 Thing-chou m+l 
H3 ChU-jung -ii]!l1f X 

X 

R4 Li-shui ~* X 
MIO Chang-chou .1ii Lung-hsi .~ X 
MIl N an-chien chou m~IJ1tI 

HS Li-yang ~~ X MI2 Shao-wu chUn ll~ffl:l< 
X 

H6 Wu-hsien !l<:~ X 
X 

H7 Tan-thu ft~ X 
MI3 ChhUan-chou ~tH X 

H8 Shang-yuan LX X 
MI4 Fu-chou ti'Hi X 

Hg Yang-chou m1ii Chiang-tu lUll X NI Hung-chou #litli l¥ll§ 
HIO I-chen jill X 

Nan-chhang X 
N2 Hsun-yang ~~ Chiu-chiang nu: X 

JI Tan-yang ftlll Hsuan-chheng Ji:~ X X 
Ng Pheng-tse Wll X 

J2 Chhiian-chiao ~~ X N4 Jao-chou ~1ii Po-yang l1Ii:~ X X 

J3 Thien-chhang 7<:~ X NS Le-phing ~:lJl X 

J4 Chhu-chou ifttN X 
N6 Pho-yang 1Il~ X 

Js Lu-chiang JlU: X N7 Yuan-chou l!i:1tI I-chhun K~ X 

J6 Tang-thu 1it~ X 
N8 Hsin-chou ffi1ii Shang-jao ..t~ X X 

J7 Nan-ling m~ X X 
Ng Nan-anchun m~l< Ta-yii :;!e~ X 

J8 Chhiu-phu tkiifi Kuei-chhih .It!l X 
NlO Chhien-chou Elm Kan-chou .,+1 X 

J9 Chhing-yang ,,~ X 
NIl Chhien shan chhang fJUJig; Hsin-chou ffi111 X 

JIO Hung-hsien Ij[~ Ssu-hsien il'Yt¥ X 
NI2 Te-hsing ttjl! X 

JlI Chhing-liu iWlm X NI3 Chhien-shan $UJ X 

JI2 Fan-chhang Jlil§ X NI4 Jui-chou JffiliH Kao-an i!!1i~ X 

J I3 Thung-ling j!j~ X 0, Thung-hi shan m~UJ Ta-yeh :;!erg X X 

Kl Thai-hang shan ::tf1'UJ Hui-hsien jlIIfi X 02 Yung-hsing ~jI! X 

K2 Phing-lu :lJl~ X Og Wu-chhang ffl:1§ O-chheng ~~ X X 

K3 I-yang 1Jt1l§ Sung-hsien !itfi X 04 Yang-hsin lI!if X 

K+ Nan-yang m~ X Os An-lu ~~ X 

KS Kuo-chou ~t1'1 X 06 Ching-shan Jj\UJ X 

K6 She-hsien 1!J1~ X 07 Nan-chang mlf X 

K7 Chen-phing a:lJl X 08 Fang-hsien ~~ X 
09 Chu-shan fTUJ X 

LI Hai-yen chang shan lilUJUJ An-chi ~a X 010 Ho-feng 
_ .. 

X 

L2 Wu-khang ffl:ijt X X OIl Chhang-le ~~ X 

L3 Chhang-chheng ~~ Chhang-hsing ~~ X 0,2 En-shili JIli,DlB X 

4 An-chi ~a X X 013 Hsien-feng ~!f X 

LS YU-hang tiitli: X 014 Li-chhuan fllJI! X 

L6 Chien-te sui an ~tt~~ X 015 Chien-shih ltMl X 
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Kryto Map g (cont.). Key to Map 3 (cont.). 

Site Further Identification Mining Periods 
Site Further Identification rvIining Periods 

PI P2 Pg P4 Ps P6 PI P. Pg P4 Ps P6 

PI Chhang-,ha ~& X 

P2 Phing-yang :!jlJlj Kuei-yang tEJIj X 511 Hui-yang ;t;JIj X 

P3 Kao-thing ifliJilO Yung-hsing 7l<_ X SI. Chhao-an ii'ti: X 

P4 I-chang •• I-chang E. X X 5 13 Shao-kuan illlllll X 

Ps Than-chou i'J.it! X 514 Kao-yao ifliiB! X 

P6 Chiao yuan h,ien ~iJij{~ Heng-chou Jjjt! X SI Yang-chhun Jljtf X 

P7 Cb.hen-chou j,jII.JtI X X X 

P8 Heng-chou Jjitl Heng-yang JjJlj X TI Lin-ho IfIli;W Ho-hsien :W~ X X 

Pg Chhen-hsi ~~ X T2 Pin-chou fl: i+l Pin-yang 
_Ill 

X 

PlO Chhang-ning 1jj;li! X T3 Lin-kuei IfIli;tE X X 

PII Sui-yang tiI1l11 X T4 Kung-chheng f.;~ X 

P2 Kuei-yang tElIi X TS Nan-tan ]$ifl- X 

PI2 Sui-ning tiI1li! X T6 Tshang-wu ;I'm X 

PI3 Sang-chih ~m X T7 Yung-chou !lHN X 
T8 Yu-chiang chou tiiItI, X 

QI Ling-kuan 11l1li Lu-shan JallJ X 

Q. Kuo-hsi I¥ltJE Thien-chhuan 7':~ X 
VI Yii-yuan t.rJt Chheng-chiang &iI X 

Q3 Yen-tao Alii Ying-ching ~A!!! X X v. Lai-wei ~1If£ Wen-shan xlli X 

Q4 Chhing-i lIf:& Ya-an ft'ti: X 
Vg Ai-lao j{$ X 

Qs Chin-chhiian Jt:oll!. Chin-thang Jt::!J!: X V4 Ta-li 7;:l!I! X 

Qs Chin-shui Jt:71<. Chin-thang Jt::!J!: X 
VI Sa-yishan lIi~llJ Chheng-chiang iliI X 

Q6 Lin-chhiung 1fIli;1ll Chhiung-lai 1111* X Vs Tung-chhuan *111 X X 

Q7 Yang-an I\i'ti: Chien-yang flfiJlj X 
V6 Lu~nan n]$i X 

Q8 Lu-shan alli 
V7 Lo-tzhu 1I:;l;: 

X 

X 
X X 

Qg Thung-shan iillli Chung-chiang <t'iI X 
V8 Wu-sa A1!;lfl Chen-hsiung jla 

QIO Fei-niao JRA X 
Vg Chan-i hsien «iifi 

X 
X 

QII Shih-ching EiIt X 
UIO Yung-ning 7l<$ x 

QI2 Tzu-chou ~tI, San-thai :=:."€S x VII Pao-shan ~lli X 

Q I3 Liang-shan ~lli Liang-phing ~:!jl X VI. Hui-tse •• X X 

QI4 Hui-chhuan .)11 Hui-li fll!l! x x VI3 Hsun-tien 4iiiJ X 

QIS Chhiung-chou llltl, X 
Vq Yung-shan 7l<t!f X 

QI6 !..i-han fiil X UIS Ta-kuan 7;:l1li X 

Q I7 Le-shan ~lli X 
uI6 Lu-tien .iiiJ X 

QI8 Chien-chhang ~UI Hsi-chhang e§~ X V I7 Ning-chou $;'1'1 Hua-ning .$ X 

Qlg Hung-ya ~ft X 
VI8 Yuan-chiang JtiI X 

Q20 Ma-pien ~lI X 
Vlg I-men ~r~ X 

Q.I Phing-shan mllJ x V.o Shun-ning NQ$ Feng-chhing •• V.I 
X 

Q.2 Yen-yuan 1IiJij{ X 
Yung-pei 7l<:!t Yung-sheng 7l<MJ X 

Q23 Mien-ning ~. X 
V •• Li-chiang aiI 
V23 

X 

Q'4 Yun-yang WI\i x Meng-tzu 1!i1l X 

Q2S Chieh-lien ~~ Fengchieh *ii X V'4 Lu-chhiian tUb X 
V2S Wu-ting i'l!::iE 

RI Wei-ning !lilt. V.6 Nan-an ]$i'ti: 
X 

X 
V'7 Ting-yuan :iEJi 

X 

R. Ta-ting 7;::iE X 
Mou-ting *:iE X 

V.8 Yun-lung •• V'g Theng-yueh 1lI~ 
X 

SI Thung-ling iiI~ Yang-chhung l\itf X 
X 

52 Lien-shan .lli X X 
V30 Khun-yang mllJ X 

S3 Ying-chou ~i+1 X 

54 Shao-chou mlitl X 

5S Kuang-chou .itI X 

56 Lien-chou .itI X 

57 Kuei-yang tEJIJ X 

58 Yang-shan IIIlli X 

59 Chhii-chiang i!IliI X 

SIO Ying-te ~l! X 
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hand, an entirely different kind of accident, perhaps a chance smelting in a pottery 
kiln, could also have been the key stimulus.28 

Recently discovered crucibles in what is today Liaoning province suggest that 
experiments with the smelting of copper ores were occurring as early as the -4th 
millennium, at least in this area. 29 Smelting remains found in Honan and Shantung 
leave little doubt that smelting was carried on in many north Chinese localities 
during the second half of the -3rd millennium. 30 In the northwest, copper items 
(hatchet blades, knives, awls, ornaments, etc.) from the Chhi-chia culture, perhaps 
dating from around the beginning of the -2nd millennium, have been revealed by 
electron probe examinations to be made from a very pure copper. 31 This is usually 
an indicator of native copper, or just what we would expect. But the copper con
tains more iron and arsenic than is usually found in native copper, thus suggest
ing the possibility of smelting. 32 Although there is as yet little evidence to suggest 
copper smelting south of the Yangtze at an equally early period, recent discoveries 
are adding greatly to our previously poor understanding of the early bronze age 
in south China.33 Given the existence of rich oxidised copper ore deposits that 
extended up to 100 m in depth,34 it is not surprising to find that a bronze industry 
was thriving in certain localities at least by the middle of the -2nd millennium. Thus 
the beginnings of copper smelting in south China could well date from -2000 or 
even earlier.35 

It was not until considerably later that the Chinese were able to make use of the 
copper sulphide ores which, though far more abundant than oxides, were consider
ably more difficult to smelt and could also be as costly as any traditional smelting 
techniques.36 The first evidence for the use of a sulphide ore in China was discovered 

" Or perhaps even a chance melting in a domestic fire; cf. Thompson (1958), p. 3. In the West, annealing may 
just possibly have provided an important clue, introducing metalworkers to the concept that metals can be 
altered by high heat; Hodges (1970), p. 48. That would still leave, however, an imaginative leap of no small pro
portions to arrive at the idea that metals could be extracted from rocks by the use of heat. In any case, if the 
hypothesis that annealing did not appear in China until the mid-Chou is correct, annealing obviously played no 
role there in the discovery of smelting. 

29 MeiJianjun & Ko Tsun (1995), pp. 234-5. 
30 Li Ching-hua (1985), pp. 75-6; Barnard & SatO (19i5), p. 11, n. 14. Evidence so far unearthed suggests - and 

it is a conclusion that fits well with geological and metallurgical realities - that early Chinese copper smelting 
relied overwhelmingly on the green carbonate ore malachite (Iu chhing ;j!k-J!t, shill tu E;j!k, thung-Iu jiiiJ;j!k, lu khuang 
~!il), supplemented to some extent by the equally noticeable but less abundant bluish carbonate azurite (shill 
chhing EfIt, tsheng chhing 'l!I'"j!f, khung chhing Of:W); cf. Table 6 and Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), pp. 20, 245-6. 
Tsheng'l!l' stands for tsheng ~ 'layer, stratum', referring to the tabular crystal form in which azurite frequently 
appears; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (1980), p. 246; Vo!. 5, pt. 2, p. 170, # 53. Likewise, the khungin khungchhingrefers to 
the hollow spaces or vugs often found in nodular or reniform (kidney-shaped) azurite; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. 
(1980), pp. 246-7. 

" Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (1980), pp. 15; 243. Recall again the comments ofF. C. Thompson (1958, p. I) and 
R. F. Tylecote (1992, p. I) on the problem, indeed the impossibility, of using purity of the metal to determine 
whether an artefact was made of native or smelted copper. 

" Anon. V978b), p. 10. "BagleY(1993). ... Liu Shizong et al. (1993), p. 62. 
35 Muhly has suggested that' [i] t may turn out that the scale of the metal industry will prove to be one of the 

best indicators of the use of smelted copper.' Muhly (1988), p. 7. This is a very rough rule of thumb, indeed, espe
cially when we are looking for evidence for very early smelting of copper ore. Just how big does a given metal 
industry have to be before we are justified in concluding that it had to use copper derived from smelting? 

,. Bronson (1993), p. 65· 
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by analysis of a copper ingo~ (one of seven found) from a hoard of bronze objects 
discovered at Kuei-chhih .lfu county in Anhwei and tentatively dated to the -6th 
to -5th centuries. Later analyses of copper ingots and slags from neighbouring 
Thung-lingill?Ji have strongly confirmed that sulphide ores, almost certainly chal
copyrites, were regularly used there for smelting copper by the middle of the -1st 
millennium, making this in all likelihood the pioneering area in China for the smelt
ing of copper sulphide ores.37 The next clear evidence for the mining of a sulphide 
ore (chalcopyrite) does not appear until the +Ist to +2nd centuries in a cluster of 
seven mines at Tung-kou 1Jill ~ in Yun-chheng m:Jm, Shansi.38 That these mines were 
worked for only a short period suggests that use of sulphide ores may still have been 
economically marginal given the level of contemporary smelting technology. In the 
following centuries, however, gradual improvements in techniques in calcining 
(roasting) and smelting made it possible, at least by the Sung, to obtain very pure 
copper from even low grade sulphide ores. Analysis of Sung coins shows that even 
those coins produced with copper obtained from iron-rich chalcosite (cf. Table 6) 
contain little iron, the iron having been successfully removed in the roasting and 
smelting processes. 39 

(/3) Copper to bronze, bronze to copper 

The idea of a unified sequence of steps or stages in technological progress - from 

cold-hammered native copper to the smelting of first simple and then complex 

copper ores to, finally, the alloying of copper, first with arsenic and then with tin -

seems to be gone forever. James D. Muhly4{) 

Most of the surviving archaeological evidence suggests that the beginnings of bronze
making in China took place in the north or northwest some time around the begin
ning of the -2nd millennium. Kho Chiin, the respected expert on early Chinese 
metallurgy, would opt for 'around the -22nd century. '41 Others would put the date 
somewhat later, perhaps around the middle of the -2nd millennium.42 It is now 
firmly established that areas such as Kansu and Honan, where the earliest bronze 
objects have been found, were well provided with mixed ores from which tin or lead 

" Wa~e~ (1993), 1;" 129; Ch:",g ~hing-kuo ,t al. V9.85); ChhenJung & Chao Khuang-hua (1994). Sulphide 
ores contammg arseniC were bemg mmed and smelted fito arsemcal bronzes at about the same time at the Nu
la-sai !&tfz:Jf ~ines in Sinkiang; Mei Chien-chUn & Li Yen-hsiang (1995), passim. Increasingly, Chinese scholars 
~eem to be leamng toward the Western Chou (c. -lO30 to -722) as the period in which smelting of copper sulph
Ide ores began; see, e.g., Anon. (1994), pp. 26 and 76. 

38 Liu Shizong ,t al. (1993), p. 57; Wagner (1993), pp. 12g-31; Barnard (1989), pp. 152-4; An Chih-min & 
Chhen Tshun-hsi (1962), pp. 519, 521; Vogel (1982), pp. 140-1; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (980), p. 242. 

" Chao ~uang-hua et al. 1986, esp. p. 326. fig. 2. Chalcosite had been mined as early as the Warring States 
period at Ma-yang in Hunan; cf. Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (985). 

-IQ Muhly (1988), p. 2. +1 Kho ChUn (1987), pp. 225-6. For a similar view, cf. Murray (1985). 
., Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), pp. 17. 200; Barnard & SaW (1975), pp. 25-6. One scholar, Thang Lan, has 

argued a radical position that the Chinese first smelted bronze as early as -4000 and only later learned how to 
sme!: copper. This hypothesis, however, has been carefully examined by An Chih-min, who demolishes it very 
convmcmgly by showing that the key artefacts on which it is based are later intrusions. Cf. An Chih-min (1981) 
translated in Murray (1983); and Wen Kuang (1980), p. 336. ' 
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Table 6. Main copper ores exploited by the Chinese in traditional times 

Mineral Traditional Average Max. 
Ore type (modern term) name(s) composition Cu(%)" 

Carbonate Malachite (khung lu chhing *~W , shih lii Cu,[CO,] [OH], 57·5 
chhuch shih fL~E) E#~, thulluilii#,f<, 

lu khuang~· iJi, he1-lii 
~*~ 

Carbonate Azurite (lan thung tsheng chhing '/!?i i1f , Cu,[CO,],[OH], 55·3 
khuang~jji1JiJi) shih chhing E i1f 

Oxide Tenorite ~ei thung huoyaosuj(g CuO 79.8 

khuang~ iJi) 
88.8 Oxide Cup rite (chhih thung thung-lo ilii~ Cu,O 

khuang$ilii~) 
36.0 Silicate Chrysocolla (hsi CuSiO,2H,O 

khung chhuch shih 
~fL~E) 

56.2 Sulphate Brochantite (shui tan pai chh; El i1f ,pi Cu.[SO.] [OH]6 
fan*.I!lV'!.) chhing i1f'l/ mu 

chhing~§ 

Sulphate Chalcanthite (tanfan shih tan E.I!, tan fon Cu[SO.l5H2O 25·5 
R~) )$~, tsheng chhing 

'Ili'w 
Sulphosalt Bournonite (cMe lun 

khuang $.$if6lil) 
pai hsi la El~. CuPbSbSg 13.0 

Sulphosalt Enargite (liu shen paihsila El~. Cu,AsS. 48.4 
thu;khuang 
Wit m.) 

Sulphosalt Tetrahedrit!Mu 
thung khuang mlVJi) 

pai hsi la El~. Cul,Sb,S13 23-45 

Sulphide Chalcopyrite (huang huang chin po JIi.~1E, CuFeS, 34·7 
thung khuang Jiiliiiti) thou shih ME, 

tzu-jan thung El ~m 
Sulphide Chalcosite (hui thung hsi-la ~., lii hsi la Cu,S 79·9 

khuangf1ll!U) ~_, hui hsi la 
_mi 

Sulphide Bornite (pan thung t;;u chin hsi la Cu,FeS. 63·3 
khuang l;!Hli!llil) ~~~., 

hung hsi la f.tI~iIlt 

• These are theoretical percentages, and not necessarily reflective of the acwal Chinese ores. . . . 
Based on: Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 162-87; Li Chung-chiin (1982), p. 6; Lung Tshun-m (986), p. 141; HSIa HSlang-Jung et af. 
(1980), pp. 242-51; Dana (1971); Baumann (1976); Emmons (1932), p. 434; Bateman (1950). 

--r 'r , 
I 
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bronze could result fortuitously from the smelting processY When we recall what 
was said above about the frequent presence oftin even in deposits of native copper, 
it ceases to be surprising that bronze appeared on the scene in China so soon after 
the Chinese had learned to melt copper and, perhaps, smelt copper ores_ 44 Indeed, 
as suggested by the Ma-chia-yao blade, it may not have been uncommon, depend
ing on the nature of the deposits drawn on, for bronze to have been produced before 
copper in many areas of China. 45 

For most uses, bronze was superior to copper. The right proportion of tin not 
only produced a much harder metal but also eliminated or at least mitigated many 
problems associated with the casting of copper, including its too rapid solidification 
after heating that made pouring castings difficult, its tendency to shrink away from 
moulds when cooling, and its absorption of hydrogen that led to hydrogen bubbles 
in the castings.46 Indeed, as Barnard and SaW have suggested, it was the dominance 
of casting in early Chinese metallurgy that put a premium on the advantages of 
bronze and therefore led to the rapid substitution of bronze for copper in China 
after at most a very short 'copper age'.·7 

The lavish use of bronze in China by the beginning of the - 1st millennium is well 
attested by the thousands of Shang bronze vessels, weapons and other objects that 
survive.48 A particularly dramatic illustration is provided by the contents of a Shang 

" Rostoker & Dvorak (1991); Murray (1985), p. 264; Li Ching-hua (1985), p. 77- The same process may have 
led later to the discovery of brass; er. below, Section (e)(I)(vi). On the whole question of the smelting of bronze 
from mixed ores, as well as the presence of these ores in China, er. Barnard (1989), pp. 188-91; ChhenJung & 
Chao Khuang-hua (1994), p. '43. Wen Kuang's emphasis on the complete absence in naWre of ores with copper 
and tin together in solid solution (I980, pp. 334-6) in no way precludes the possibility that early smelters may 
have mixed ores of copper and ores of tin that happened to occur near to one another. Clement Reid (as cited in 
Barnard (1989), p. (99) has provocatively suggested in discussing bronze and tin in early Cornwall (where copper 
and tin regularly occur together; Shepherd (1993), p. 343) that the re-melting of damaged tools of originally dif
ferent metallic composition could have produced a mixed metal of a quality superior to the original metals. This 
could have alerted metal workers to the advantages of mixing ores or metals to form an alloy like bronze. 

.. Thomas T. Read, as early as '933, stressed the advantages of mixed ores for the development of bronze
making by the Chinese: 'The Egyptians worked in copper for a thousand years or more before they learned to 
make bronze, while there is evidence that bronze in China goes back almost to the beginning of copper smelting. 
The obvious reason is that the Chinese had mixed ores to work with, while the copper ore in Sinai was free of 
other metals, and it was not till the Egyptians began to get tin from a distance that they made bronze.' Read 
(1933), p. 237· 

" Barnard's suggestion (Barnard (1989), p. (91) that 'the unintentional alloying of tin-copper bronzes - and, 
to a greater or lesser extent, the by-passing of a Chalcolithic Age - may well be considered valid as a working 
hypothesis in the Chinese scene' is worth keeping in mind, especially if we also emphasise that the route to 
advanced bronze metallurgy need not have been the same for all areas even in northern China. 

.. Patterson (1971), p. 308; Clark (1952), p. 193; Barnard & SaW (1975), pp. 25-6. For certain uses, such as bells, 
copper could not be used while bronze with the right percentage of tin (15-20 %) was ideal; Rostokerel al. (1984), 
pp. 750 -1. 

" Barnard & SatO (1975), p. 26. In the West, even after the availability of bronze, copper continued to be used 
for artefacts because it was a suitable material for smithy techniques. 

.. As meticulously inventoried in the invaluable Barnard & SatO (1975); an updated version is in preparation. 
Wagner (1993, p. ll) suggests that, in the Shang and Chou periods together, the total number of bronze riwal 
vessels produced (therefore not including an even larger number of tools and weapons) 'must have been in the 
tens or hundreds of thousands .. .'. On the other hand, when we speak of the production of the Shang and Chou 
periods, it is well to remember that we are referring to all the production over more than a thousand years from 
all the mines and foundries of China. These global figures by themselves, therefore, cannot tell us anything about 
the general sizes of the mines or foundries that produced them. (See the important cautionary words of Noel 
Barnard (1989), p. 143, fn. 3.) 
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royal tomb that ofFu Hao l!W~ or Lady Hao, wife of King Wu Ting:lB:T (-1334 to 
- 1275).49 vYnen excavated, th~ tomb. was found to contai.n more tt:oan ~oo bronze 
ritual vessels, the largest of w~ich weighed well ove~ 100 kilograms. It is cl~a,r that 
the major Shang bronzemaking centres at Yen-shih lIUffi, Cheng-chou Il H I and 
An-yang*~ on the north China plain in prese~t-day Honan, as well as large-scale 
foundries that are coming to light in south Chma beyond the area of Sha~g con
trol51 must have consumed very large amounts of copper, and lesser but still sub
sta~tial amounts of tin and lead.52 The provenance of all that metal, especially for 
the bronze industry of north China, is a crucial question for the history of early 

Chinese mining and metallurgy. 

(r) The copper and tin deposits cif north China 

In seeking out the sources of copper and tin for the north Chin~ bron~ec.asting 
industry in the Shang, we can begin by asking whether there ex~sted significant 
deposits of copper and tin reasonably nearby that could have proVided t~e Sh~ng 
bronzemakers with all or most of the metal they needed. Many scholars, mcluding 
the authors of the only major history of Chinese mining, have denied th~t this ,:as 
the case. 53 They have been encouraged in their view by the fact :hat there is no eVid
ence that the area surrounding the major Shang bronzemaking centres has ever 
been especially notable for its production of copper and tin. Most ofC~ina's copper 
and tin production right down to the present has been concentrated m the south, 
including the southeastern coastal region, the Yangtze valley, and the southwest, 
especially Yunnan (Map 3 and Map 7).54 It has even been proposed that the ~entral 
and lower Yangtze region could well have been the area where bronzemaking on 
any scale in China got its start. 55 

The denial that most of the copper and tin in Shang bronzes could have come 
from northern mines is undercut, however, by considerable evidence for deposits of 
copper and tin in north China that have been exploited at one or another time sinc.e 
the Shang, even if not on the scale of the major production centres. 56 Much of this 
evidence is assembled in two articles from the 1950s, by Amano Motonosuke and 

.. Barnard (1986), pp. 159-63. 
,. Chang Kwang-chih (1980), pp. 88, 151; Chang Kwang-chih (1980a), P·.42. "Cr. ~agle~ (1993)· 
" Lead, however, was probably not known as a metal in its own right or Incorporated intentionally to form a 

ternary (copper/tin/lead) bronze alloy until late Shang times; Bar:,ard & SatO (1975), p. 100. 
" Hsia Hsiang-jung et 01. (1980), pp. 198-210; Chang Kwang-chih (1980), P; 151, ~n. 78; . 
" Chang Kwang-chih (1980), p. 15$ Wei Chou-yuan (1946), p. 451; HSla J:!SIang-Jung et 01. (1980), p. 55, 

Chang Cheng-ming & Liu Yiln-thang (1984), pp. 70-2. A recently discovered Spnng and Autumn penod (~. -?th 
and -6th centuries) inscription from the state of Tseng 'ItI , WhICh was .located so~th o~ presen.t-day SUl-hs.'en 
IIJIII in Hupeh, notes that Tseng was a crossroads in. th~ copper and tin trade. G~ven Its 10c~tIon on a lOgIcal 
north/south trade route, this at least suggests the posSIbility that some copper and tin was movmg from south to 
north China; Zhu Shoukang (Chu Shou-khang)(1986), pI. 8. . ' .. 

" Li Hsueh-chhin (1980); Chang Ching-kuo et al. (1985), p. 171, notmg that this theory was ongInally suggested 
by Kuo Mo-jo. Bagley (1993, p. 36) suggests that trade in copper c?ul? help a~co~t for both the wealth and the 
northern contacts revealed hy excavations such as that of the habItation SIte m Hsm-kan WIT county along the 
Kan" River in central Kiangsi and dating from the -13th century. 

56 None of the copper deposits worked in traditional times, except perhaps those ~fYunnan, would be con
sidered large by modern standards. Moderately large deposits, by contrast,.have been farrly numero~s; Torgas.heff 
(1930), p. 180. For recent work on China's copper depoSIts, Kuo Wen-khueI et al. (1978) and the publIcatIons gIven 

on p. 180 of that article are a good starting point. 
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Shih Chang-ju.57 Both Amano and Shih relied primarily on historical compila
tions, for the most part from the later imperial period, to construct their lists of sites 
where copper or tin mining had taken place at any time in Chinese history. Thus 
they establish at a minimum that the deposits were present during the Shang. We shall 
return to this in a moment. It is important to note here, however, that there were 
likely still other deposits - how many we cannot say - that have not made their way 
into the surviving historical sources and whose physical traces have long since been 
obliterated or covered with loess.58 The data presented by Amano and Shih has been 
used and expanded upon in three important monographs, by Ho Ping-ti, Noel 
Barnard, and Noel Barnard and SaW Tamotsu.59 We have reproduced here the 
Barnard and SaW map (Map 4) which conveniently locates each ofShih's copper
and tin-producing sites (except for tin-producing sites more than 400 km from 
An-yang) and adds two further copper-producing sites since discovered by archae
ologists. It does not, however, include the further 13 sites found by Yueh Shen-li.60 

The picture that emerges from these studies is that there were indeed relatively 
close (within a radius, say, of 300-400 km) to the major Shang bronze foundries 
sufficent copper and tin deposits to have provided at least a substantial amount of 
the metal needed for the industry at that time, especially if, as seems likely, the cop
per ores were smelted at the mine sites so that only the metal itself was shipped to 
the foundries. 61 On the basis of his sources, Amano identified 28 copper and 16 tin 
deposits within a 350 km radius of An-yang.62 Using Shih's data, Ho Ping-ti has cal
culated that there were 23 copper and I I tin deposits within a radius of 300 km of at 
least one of the three major Shang metallurgical centres. Actually, this probably 
understates particularly the number of copper 'deposits' since Ho counts each hsien 
mentioned as one deposit though Shih's list makes clear that many hsien had two or 

51 Arnano (1953) and Shih Chang-ju (I955). The two scholars obtained their data independently but Shih was 
able to check his results against Arnano's before publishing and found them to be 'substantially the same.' Shih 
Chang-ju (1955), p. 104, n. I. Actually, Shih casts his net much more widely and does not limit himself, as did 
Arnano, to sites within 300 km of An-yang. His is therefore a much more complete overview of copper and tin 
deposits known in traditional China. Moreover, though they do not appear on his list, Shih also gives in a foot
note a further 13 copper-producing sites identified by Yueh Shen-li tii-mll in an article that appeared after Shih 
had completed his study; Shih Chang-ju (1955), p. 100, fn. I . 

" Similady, t!'ere is no longer tin to be mined in the Caucasus area of Europe though there may well have 
been ID earlIer times; Shepherd (1980), p. 169. By contrast, China still has more than 800 copper ore deposits 
broadly distributed over 27 provinces; Zhu Shoukang (Chu Shou-khang) (1986), p. 6; Gan (1994), book I, p. 12. 

" Ho Ping-ti (1975); Barnard (1961); Barnard & SatO (1975). 
60 See note 57. By discussing both copper and tin deposits here, we are to some extent ~umping the gun' on 

the following section, which focuses on tin. Since the main research we draw on, however, has discussed these 
deposits together, using the same methodology and similar kinds of evidence, it seemed preferable to treat them 
together here. 

'I Ho Ping-ti(1975), pp. 189-90; Barnard (1961), p. 49; Barnard& SatO (1975), p. 22, fn. 35 and p. 26. For trade 
over similar distances in the north China area as early as the end of the Pleistocene period (c. -10000), see Cheng 
Te-.khun 1959, p. 37. For the trade in copper and tin in Bronze Age Europe, see Muhly (1987), especiallyp. 106, 
whIch argues for a relatively late rise of a bulk trade in raw copper that helps to account for the later and smaller 
bronze industry of copper-poor Cornwall (' ... England [and Cornwall] lacked ... rich sources of copper') by 
comparison with that of central Europe with its abundant copper deposits. Muhly may mean copper resources 
that were exploitable in a Bronze Age context. After all, out of an estimated world production (excluding China) 
of copper totaling 10,000 tonnes around +1800, the copper mines of Cornwall accounted for some 7,000 tonnes; 
Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 9, 14. 

" Amano (1953), pp. 233-5. 
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Map 4. The distribution of known and recorded copper and tin ore locations in 
relation to An-yang, after Shih Chang-ju with two further sites (nos. 125 and 126) 
added. Barnard & SatO (1975), pp. 24-5. No tin sites beyond a 400 km radius are 

included. For 13 more tin deposits in Shantung, Honan south of the Yellow River, 
and Shensi, see Wen Kuang(1980), pp. 425-7. 
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more copper mines or mining areas.63 Moreover, new deposits are still being found. 
In a recent article, Li Cbing-hua (LiJinghua) gives a total for Honan alone of 29 copper 
mines, 27 lead/ tin mines and 8 tin mines, most of which were known in early times. 64 

We should also not lose sight of the likelihood that some of these deposits were 
quite rich, even if they were not very large. For instance, in 1919, copper mining in 
Chi-yuan ~~, Honan, just over 160 km southwest of An-yang as the crow flies, 
could draw on ore containing between 5 and 20 per cent copper and produce one 
tonne of copper per year. 65 

Chang Kwang-chih may also be right when, in a speculative but highly suggestive 
article, he stresses the dependence of political power on bronze technology and argues 
that the relocations of secular capitals (su-tuffiW) in the Hsia, Shang and early Chou 
periods had as one of their important motivations the desire of the rulers to have their 
capital closer to copper and tin deposits, especially those of southern Shansi and 
northern Honan.66 Nevertheless, as he himself has noted, all ofthe above evidence 
can prove only that the necessary metals were available in north China deposits.67 

We have as yet no archaeological evidence on actual Shang copper (or tin) mines in 
north China (c£ Map 5).68 Furthermore, because many - probably even most - of the 
deposits from which the copper came have undoubtedly long been exhausted and 
because the extreme diversity of impurities in smelted copper makes the tracing of 
copper or bronze or slag to an original deposit very difficult,69 evidence linking copper 
or bronze objects from early China to specific deposits has been slow to appear. 70 

This, however, is changing, at least in one area of research. Lead isotope studies 
in China, Japan and the United States have now provided a significant body of data 
that seems to establish beyond question that some of the metal used in Shang and 

" Ho (1975), pp. 184-5. Ho agreed with Shih (pp. 102, 104) on the likelihood that southern Shansi, with its rich 
copper deposits together with deposits of tin, might have been the chief source of metals in the Shang (p. 186). 
Other possibly important supply centres could have been: Lai-wu ~~ in Shantung for which we have evid
ence from the Thang on the production of copper and tin (Amano (I953), p. 234) and Thung-shan ('Copper 
Mountain') chen f,IillDiA, a mere 20 km from Hsiao-thun /j\i:ti and known for its native copper (Shih Chang-ju 
(;955), pp. 99,102). 

" LiJinghua (1993), pp. 21-2. Zhu Shoukang (Chu Shou-khang) presents a total of more than 800 known 
copper deposits in the 27 provinces of China and says that 'most of them produced copper in ancient times'. 
Zhu Shoukang (1986), p. 6. His 'ancient' is probably meant to be taken very broadly, perhaps meaning the entire 
pre-t9th century period. 

" Amano (I953), p. 234. 
66 Chang Kwang-clllh (;985), p. 64. Ho Ping-ti has suggested that Shang military campaigns, especially in Shansi, 

very probably were motivated by a desire to gain or safeguard control over that metal·rich area; Ho (1975), p. 187 
and Shih Chang-ju (;955), p. 103. (The Hoovers argue that the same motivation helps account for the extent and 
borders of the Roman Empire: Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. 83.) Since southern Shansi, apart from its metals, was also 
an important source oflake salt, that may also have attracted Shang military incursions. Cf. the interesting discus
sion in the Eo Chuan; Legge (1872), p. 360. (I am indebted to Hans Ulrich Vogelfor reminding me of this reference.) 

61 Chang Kwang-chih (1980), p. 153. 
.. Many, of course, probably lie under deep deposits ofloess. Nevertheless, it is likely that Shang mines will 

eventually be found. One possible Shang mining site is Lin-ju hsien Cili &1101\ in Honan. Copper smelting seems to 
have been carried on here before -2000 and ancient workings have been discovered at two copper mines to the 
northeast of the city, though they have not yet been dated. Cr. Li Ching-hua (I985), p. 75. 

69 Aitchison (1960), p. 176; Muhly (1988), p. 7. 
70 A similar difficulty is met with when bronze artefacts are discovered at a particular site. Without other 

archaeological or textual evidence (e.g. traces of a foundry or inscriptions on the objects), we cannot know where 
the objects were cast and still less the provenance of the metals that went into them. 
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5. Si~e~ of excavated pre-Han and Han copper mines (numbered in rough chronological order according 
o w en mmmg seems to have begun). 

I ~angs~:Jui-chha~g shih llfij I§;p, Thung-ling jJij~ (mid-Shang-Iate Spring and Autumn) 
2 upeh. Huan~-shi? s~ Ji,E;p, Thung-lil shan m;!flD (Shang(?)/Western Chou-Han) 
3 Idnnter.Mth0ngoha: Lin-hsl hSlen ;j;fi§l\1\, Ta-ching;k:# (late Western/early Eastern Chou' radiocarbon 

a es m e 2900 to 2700 BP range) , 

4 ~~~~~~~~-hsin hsien II!Ufil\1\, Kang-hsia 1I!iT ~ate Western/early Eastern Chou; radiocarbon date 

~ Hu~an:.Ma-yang.hsien,M!!!l\1\ ~ate Western/early Eastern Chou; radiocarbon date 2730 ± 90 BP) 
An wel. Thung-ling hslen JIi!~l\1\, Nan-ling hsien WBWl\1\, Kuei-chhih hsien :Iltillll\1\, Chhin _ n hsien 
'iIi'!I,l\1\ and ?thers (late Western Chou to Sung; radiocarbon dated to -9th century) g ya g 

7 ~~~:~~~~IB~1i!i, Ni-Io-kho /EtIlJ!l, Nu-Ia-sai !&tiLW (Western/ early Eastern Chou; radiocarbon date 

8 Ninghs.ia: Chao-pi sh~n, Chung-wei hsien '*' l'il\1\ (early Eastern Chou - Yuan) 
9 Hopeh. Chheng-te ;ij!(~ Chuan-chii (Han, possibly Western Han) 

10 ~hansJ: Yun~chheng 1I:IiiIG, Tung-kou iFolD (Western/Eastern Han, Three Kingdoms, Chin) 
11 wangsI: Pel-liu hSlen ~ti:iltti, Thung-shih ling (Han; radiocarbon date 1910 ± go BP) 

~~:s~ o~ L;u(Sh;z)0'ir '~~1. (1993); Barnard (1989); L~ Pen-shan (;990); Vogel (lg82); Li Thien-yuan (I988); Yang 
etal. (~~;o).· 19 9· a IOcarbon dates from Liu Shlzong et al. (1993), which draws heavily on Chou Wei-chien 
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Western Chou bronzes came from deposits in Thung-hi shan ifoII#jJ(UJ, south of the 
Yangtze in central China, and even from as far away as northeastern Yunnan. 71 

Where then does that leave the question at present? Given a significant level of 
trading contacts between north and south China during the Shang,72 we should not 
be surprised if metals played a role in that trade. On the other hand, it is very hard 
to imagine that the vast amounts of copper needed by the northern Chinese bronze 
foundries could have been met mainly by metal imports from southern and south
western mines more than 400 km distant. And is it likely, given the sophistication of 
Shang metallurgical technology, that mining knowledge and technology lagged so 
far behind that of metallurgy that the people of north China in the Shang were 
unable to exploit relatively abundant nearby deposits of copper and tin and instead 
had to rely on imports from more distant areas in south China?73 

Moreover, as we have noted above, a flourishing bronze industry existed in south 
China by the end of the -2nd millennium.74 At the present time, the evidence is still 
insufficient to establish (1) a diffusion of bronze technology in China from north to 
south, or (2) from south to north, or (3) derivation of both the northern and southern 
bronze traditions from an as yet unknown third and earlier bronze tradition, or (4) 
independent discovery of bronze in both north and south China and mutual interac
tion between the two. What the recent discoveries of extensive bronze casting in south 
China do suggest, however, is that demand for copper and tin must have been quite 
strong there during the Shang period. 75 This makes it still more unlikely that large 
amounts of southern metals made their way north to feed the foundries of the Shang. 

(8) Pre-H an copper mining sites 

The vigorous and growing demand for copper from at least the middle of the -2nd 
millennium led to the emergence of copper mining and smelting as China's first 
large-scale metals industry. It is therefore not entirely by accident or particularly 
surprising that all the pre-Han mines so far discovered and excavated in China have 
been copper mines (Map 5).76 The two earliest and most remarkable sites both 
occur in the central Yangtze region,just south of the river itself. 

" Wagner ([993), p. [9; Chin Cheng·yao (1990); Li Hsiao-tshen (1993)· 
72 Arnano (r953), pp. 231-2; Shih Chang-ju ([955), p. [02; Zhu Shoukang (1986), p. 8; U Hsiao-tshen (r993), 

pp. 266-7· 
73 As argued in Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. ([980), pp. [98-9 or in Thung En-cheng ([990). 
" And in Yunnan, too. See Meacham (1977), p. 438; Chin Cheng-yao ([990), p. 289. In alIlikeJihood, however, 

this was related to the emergence of copper and bronze cultures in southeast Asia rather than to developments in 

other parts of China. 
75 See, for example, Bagley (1980) and (1993)· 
76 In addition to the works cited below, I have greatly benefited when revising this section for the final draft 

from two as yet unpublished articles by Noel Barnard: 'The Origin, Development, and Spread of MetalIury in 
Ancient China' and 'The Ancient Copper Mines of Thung-ling,Jui-chhang, Chiang-hsi' in which, especially 
in the second of the two (written in collaboration with Hua Chueh-ming, Liu Shih-chung and John Head), 
these early mining sites are described in more detail than we could go into here. I wish to express my thanks to 
Or Barnard for providing me with copies of these two drafts as well as for much other assistance in the course of 
this project. In addition, just as I was completing this final draft, my attention was drawn by Emma Bunker to a 
notice by Wang Feng ([995, p. 660) concerning the accidental discovery by peasant miners in [984 of the remains 
of two probably Warring States gold mines in Hsing·lung1ll!1Ii hsien, Hopeh. Despite the fact that the discovery was 
made more than t~n years earlier, Wang's notice seems to be the first information on it to appear in print. Both 
mines seem to have been opencast trenching operations extending to a maximum depth of about 3 m with widths 
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Thung-ling~* 

The Th.ung-ling mines, 100 to 200 m above sea level on the slopes of Ho-lien ft3ll! 
and Thle~-shan ~rlJ mountains outside ofJui-chhang lIIff~, were first discovered 
by local villagers in the course of road construction in 1988. In contrast to events at 
Thung-hi shan ~ #~ i:D ' where ~ significant part of the remains were destroyed in 
the cours.e of the mmmg operatIOns that led to their discovery, at Thung-ling steps 
were rapIdly taken by several levels of authorities to establish a preservation zone 
(pao-hufon-wei (5HiiHlII) around the remains and to initiate immediate excavation 
by archaeologists. The Chinese now point to this effort as a model for the preserva
tion of cultural artefacts. 77 

T~e chr~nological picture at Thung-ling, based especially on the well-preserved 
stratigra~hical seque~~e, on analysis of pottery shards and on radiocarbon readings, 
seems qUIte clear. Mm~g began here probably at least by the middle of the Shang 
dynasty (c. -:-1300), fiounshed especially in the Spring and Autumn period (c. -8th to 
-5th cen~nes) and e~e~tually came to an end in the following Warring States period.78 

. The kinds of cond~tions that encourag~d the early appearance of a major mining 
~ndustry ~t Thung-Img could be found m most of the other early mining centres 
m the mId?le an~ lower Ya~gtze area: rich oxide ores (malachite and azurite)19 
toge~her Wlth native copper m a contact zone where the friable rock made mining 
relatively easy, well-developed nearby agriculture as well as rich forests that could 
~rovide the food and timber supplies necessary to support a major mining opera
tlOn, and access to relatively good transportation (only 6 km from the nearest point 
on the south bank of the Yangtze). 80 

The ancient mining sites cover an area of 4,000 to 5,000 square m.81 According 
to the most recent.n~ports, 1,800 square m of surface mines and 1,200 square m 
of underground mmmg have been excavated.82 The latter include 120 shafts and 
18 drifts.83 The early examples of timbering here, which date from perhaps the 
-14th century, predate any such remains elsewhere in China.84 

Thung-lii shan ~#jJ(UJ 

~he first large-scale earl~~pper mine to be discovered and reported on was Thung
l~ shan n.ear Ta-yeh.7::f,,; m Hu?eh (and only about 100 km southeast of Thung
hng). Objects found m thIS area smce 1959 had hinted at ancient remains but it was 

f~om 0.5 m to 1.0 m. The longer of the two trenches was about 30 rn, the shorter 20 m. Finally, for the latest informa
Uon asthlS volume went to press on all of the sites described below, see SuJung-yil et al. (1995), a copy of which Su 
Jung-yu generously presented me WIth but unfortunately too late to make more than cursory use of for this study. 

77 Chou Wei-chien et al. ([990), p. [3. 
78 Pheng ~hih-fan & Uu Shih-chung ([990), pp. 25-6; ChhenJung & Chao Khuang-hua (r994), pp. [39-40. 

Fourteen ra?lOcarbon assessments have r~cently been completed by the Australian National University Radio
carbon Daung Laboratory (1995); according to a personal communication from Noel Barnard, the earliest date 
to result was around -1220 (3 [70±80 BP). 

: Average copp~r content of 5-U %, sometimes as high as 10--20 %; Lu Pen-shan & Uu Shih-chung (1993), p. 33. 
Chou Wel-chlCnetal. ([990), p. 21. 

:: tu ~en-sbhan & Uu Shih·chung (1993), p. 33 (4,000 sq. m); Chou Wei·chien et al. (1990), p. 18 (5,000 sq. m). 
84 u en-s .an ~ Uu Shih-chung (1993), p. 33· "HuaJueming ([994), p. I. 

Chou Wel-Ch,en et al. ([990), p. 20. On these mines, see also Anon. (1990). 
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the inauguration of modern open-pit operations in 1965 that first uncovered ancient 
mine shafts. The discovery in 1973 of what appeared to be a bronze axehead (now 
thought to have been a gad or chisel (tsao ~)) suggested that the earlier workings 
were older than had previously been thought, and excavations began in earnest.85 

The scope of these ancient workings, the largest yet found in China, is astonish
ing: over an area roughly 2 km north/south and 1 km east/west, archaeologists 
have discovered seven open-pit operations, 18 underground stapes created by the 
removal of some 1,000,000 cubic m of earth and stone, and 252 shafts (of which 93 
have been excavated).86 The shafts, together with nearly 100 galleries, have a total 
length of over 8 km. 87 Remains of over 50 smelters have been identified and a 
stratum of smelting slag covers some 14.0,000 square m, sometimes to a thickness 
of 3 m. It is estimated to total up to 600,000 tonnes from which at least 40,000 and 
perhaps as much as 120,000 tonnes of copper were produced, though the latter 
figure is almost certainly too high.88 

Although significant underground mining may not have begun at Thung-lil shan 
until somewhat later than at Thung-ling, it then seems to have been carried on, 
though perhaps intermittently, for the better part of a millennium. That this was 
possible reflects the considerable size of the deposit suitable for exploitation by 
traditional techniques. Thus we have in Thung-lil shan a mining complex that was 
in operation throughout the Chinese transition from the bronze to the iron age. 89 

85 Hsia Nai and Yin Wei-chang have provided a concise summary of the areas excavated in 1974 and in 
1979-1g80, as well as perhaps the best and most careful synthesis of what has been learned from the excavations. 
(Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. I.) There is a large literature on Thung-Iu shan. Besides the above article, 
I have found most helpful the following: Lu Mao-tshun (1974) (the first substantial report on the excavations, 
translated not very satisfactorily in Buck (lg75)); Anon. (1975); Yeh Chun (1975); Anon. (lg80) (containing a short 
overview of the excavations and what we have learned from them, in Chinese and in English, with excellent illus
trations); Anon. (1981); Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981) (many illustrations that tend, however, to give an 
idealised picture of the mining operations); Chou Pao-chhuan (1984); Li Thien-yuan (1988 and 1988a) (very good 
on wall and roof supports, together with discussion of other more recently discovered and sometimes better pre
served mines in the area of, and contemporary with, Thung-Iu shan). See also Chang Cheng-ming & Liu Yii-thang 
(1984); Lu Pen-shan (1985); Chu Shou-khang (1985); Chu Shou-khang & HanJu-pin (1986); Chu Shou-khang & 
Chang Wei-shai (1986). In Western languages, apart from Anon (lg8o), there are Hsia & Ym (lg82) (an English sum
mary ofHsia Nai & Y m Wei-chang (1982) ); Zhou Baoquan et al. (lg88), Barnard (I g89), pp. 168-86 and Voge! (lg82) 
(all with illustrations). Wagner (lg86) deals mainly with smelting but also contains information on mining. 

.. Vogel (1991), p. 155; Barnard (lgBg), p. 173. (Chou Pao-chhi.ian (1984), p. 67 gives a total of 400+ shafts and galleries.) 
87 The Tung-Ia shan mining complex appears then to have been far smaller than, for example, Laurion in Greece, 

with its 2000+ shafts, more than 140,000 m of tunnels and perhaps as many as 20,000 slaves working the mines at 
their peak production in the -5th century; Barnard (lg8g), p. 176, fu. 21; Forbes (1963), p. Ig6; Shepherd (1993), p. 61. 
On the other hand, the two sites appear to be roughly comparable in their level of technical achievement. 

88 Wagner Ig86, p. 2; Ho Ping-chang (1984), p. 643; Yang Yung-kuang et af. (1980-1981), p. 84; Li Chung-chun 
(/982), p. I; Anon. (lg80), n.p.; Chou Pao-chhuan (1984), p. 6g. By way of comparison, it has been estimated that, in 
the eastern Alps between -1300 and-800, some 20,000 tonnes of copper were produced; Forbes (1954), pp. 586-7. 

89 Some Chinese scholars would argue for a still earlier beginning of copper mining at Thung-Iu shan. 
Though most of the radiocarbon dates cluster in the three centuries between -880 and -580, at least three 
timber samples have radiocarbon dates and dendrochronologically calibrated dates that suggest mining some 
five hundred years earlier, in the mid-Shang. Cr. Wagner (lg86), p. 2 and especially p. 3, table I and p. 4, table 2; 
Yang Yung-kuanget af. (1980-1981), p. 84; Voge! (lggl), p. 155. This interpretation gains further support from the 
fact that, as Yang Yung-kuang, Li Chhing-yuan and Chao Shou-chung point out, shafts that they take to date from 
the second half of the Shang are driven through previously excavated rock, suggesting open-pit mining on a large 
scale still earlier; Yang Yung-kuang ,t al. (I98()-1981), p. 87. On the other hand, no clearly Shang artefacts have 
yet been discovered at Thung-lii shan, nor is there any clear stratigraphic evidence for mining here in the Shang; 
Pheng Shih-fan & Liu Shih-chung (1990), p. 31, n. 17. (The same holds true for the Chiang-mu-chhung IT* i<P 
site in southern Anhwei, for which see below.) Chou Pao-chhiian, Hu Yu-yen and Lu Pen-shan accept on the 
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Because of the long period over which mining was carried on, we can study at 
Thung-lil shan a phenomenon characteristic of the history of mining: workings 
that, wholly or pardy because of technological limitations, are given up in one period 
can be reopened and reworked in a later period when technological advances make 
that technically and/ or economically feasible. 90 

Most of the Thung-lil shan ore bodies, which outcropped at the surface or were 
covered with only a light overburden, lay in a granite-marble and granodiorite
?orp~yry contact zone where (I) some of the shallower parts of the copper pyrite 
mtruslOn ~nderwent oxidation to produce the copper oxides, cuprite (ruby copper) 
and tenon.te; (~) copper sulphates produced by erosion of the intruded copper pyrites 
reacted With lImestone to produce the copper carbonates malachite and azurite; 
and (3) the hydrated iron oxide limonite produced by the erosion of iron pyrites 
that were al~o present in the original intrusion reacted with the copper sulphates to 
?roduce natIve co~per, mainly in the form of granules (cf. Table 6).91 Long weather
mg of the ore bodies had produced a rich oxidation zone that reached depths of 
30- 100 m.

92 
AllII of the ore bodies present at Thung-lti shan had been discovered 

and worked by the ancient miners.93 Since much of the rock in the fracture zone 
w~s .friable, these were ~ many ways ideal deposits for exploitation with primitive 
mmmg tools and techniques. Less favourably, the friable rock required consider
able support to protect underground workings against collapse (c£ (h)(4) below). 94 

The ores worked at Thung-lti shan typically yielded after dressing 12-20 per cent 
copper and about 30 per cent iron. In the pre-Han period, however, they were never 
worked for iron.95 The Thung-lti shan miners were fortunate in being able to exploit 
a zone of oxidised deposits which, because oflong weathering, reached depths of 
anywhere from 30 to 100 m.96 Thus they did not have to contend with sulphide ores.97 

Not only the rich ore deposits but also the location ofThung-lti shan must have 
gready encouraged its development as a mining centre. Lying only 20 km south of 
the Yangtze and connected to it by water, it had relatively easy access to two of the 
major cities of south China during the Chou, nearby O-chheng~~ and the more 

basis of the radiocarbon dates and the identification of pottery shards that mining began here 'in the earl')' West
ern Zhou Dynasty (eleventh century B.C.)'; Zhou Baoquan et al. (lg88), p. 125. At least a small amount of mining 
seems to have been carried on as late as the Thang and Sung. 

.'" This is true not only of mining but also of smelting, where earlier slags can be resmelted for remaining 
mmerals that could not he extracted with more primitive techniques. 

:; Vogel (lg~2), p. 146; Barnard (Ig8g),p. 185; Anon. (1975), p. 10; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang(1982), p. 2. 
Chou We>-chlen e/ al. (1990), p. 21; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 254. 

93 Chou Wei-chien et af. (1990), p. 18. 

.. It is estimated that 3,000 cubic m of wood were used in the timbering discovered by Ig80; Yang Yung-kuang 
et al. (I98()-1981). 

. .. WaS','er (1~86), pp. 3-4, 10; Barnard (1989), p. 185. Even in the Sung, the miners seem to have been un
mterested ill the Iron; Zhu Shoukang (lg86~, p. 7, table 6. Nodular malachite, which was probably the most sought
after ore, could have a copper content rangmg from 20% to 57%; Hsia Nai & Ym Wei-chang (1982), p. I. For a clear, 
co~ur photogr~phof an ore basket found filled with malachite, cf. Anon. (lg80) (no page or plate numbers). 

Chou Wel-chlen et af. (1990), p. 21. Donald Wagner has referred to these deposits as 'a geological freak' 
?ecause ?f the amount of workable OXide ore; Wagner (lg93), p. 12g. Inefficient smelting of these rich oxide ores 
~ early mnes could leave behind slags with a higher metal content than that found in most of the ores the copper 
mdustry rehes on today; Read (lg33), p. 253. 

'.' At .the b?ttom of the old workings, enriched deposits of soft native copper and malachite are still present; 
HSIa HSllUlg-Jung et al. (1980), p. 244. 
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Map 6. Thung-l;; shan iFolMkLIJ and its surrounding region. Based on Anon. (1g80), n.p., supplemented. 

distant Ying ~, which served as the capital of the state of Chhu ~ for more than 
four centuries from -689 until its destruction in -278 (Map 6). Good transportation 
in the area facilitated the supply of provisions for the miners. It also assured that 
the necessary wood for mine supports and to serve as a fuel for smelting could be 
brought in from the surrounding rich forests that thrived in the mild, wet central 
Yangtze climate.98 

Because of the scale and variety of the underground workings, Thung-lii shan is 
the earliest surviving mining site so far excavated and reported on to give us a good 
picture of the emergence and development of all the major underground mining 
techniques: support of walls and roofs, lighting, ventilation, haulage and hoisting, 
and water management.99 In particular, we are fortunate that '[t]he wooden and 
bamboo structures have survived because they were 'pickled' in the copper-salt
bearing water.' 100 We shall refer to it often in the following pages. 

Here, we might simply emphasise that the knowledge of early Chinese mining 
technology that these excavations have provided far surpasses anything that can be 
learned from the scanty surviving written sources. For example, we can trace the 
development of excavation techniques from open pit mining to the use of vertical 
shafts because of masses of rock (in one area, more than 200,000 cubic m) accumu
lated from early open pit workings that later had vertical shafts driven through them, 
as was noted above. Because of the relatively sophisticated level of technology 
reached here, Thung-lii shan can also serve as a benchmark by which to measure the 

98 Yang Yung-kuang e/ al. (1980-1981), p. 85 . 
.. Increasingly, it will share this honour with the Thung-ling mines ofJui-chhang. 

100 Zhou Baoquan el al. (lg88), p. 125. 
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level of technique of contemporary mines elsewhere in China as well as later mines, 
many of which fell far short of the best standards achieved at Thung-lii shan. JOJ 

The Ta-ehing *j:j:: mines, Lin-hsi;jsf1§ hsien, Inner Mongolia 

These mines were discovered in 1974 not far from the upper reaches of the Hsi-Ia
mu-lun 1§:J3'D!I: {1fH River. 102 The more than 45 surface workings over an are'a of some 
2.5 square km represent the best example yet found in northeast Asia of large
scale primitive open-pit mining with stone tools. J03 The workings were in the form 
of trenches that followed outcrops of seams, of which there were one hundred or 
more. 104 The longest was over 500 m in length, with a depth of 10 m and a width 
narrowing down to as little as 0.6 m!l°5 Radiocarbon tests show that mining began 
here at least by the early part of the -1st millenium. J06 

Kang-hsia jiJl r 
The Kang-hsia mining site lies only a few dozen kilometres southeast ofThung-lii 
shan ~~LlJ and borders onJui-chhang lffii§§ to the south. The Chinese archaeolo
gists have tentatively dated these mines as late Western Chou, that is, in the -9th or 
-8th century, or perhaps somewhat later, though a single radiocarbon date, when 
calibrated, suggests possibly an even earlier dating. 107 Because present-day mining 
at this site is small-scale and only minimally mechanised, little damage was done 
except to the very uppermost levels of the remains before formal excavations were 
carried out (1985-1986). The site is'particularly interesting for the timbering methods 
used; these will be discussed below (Section (h)(4)). 

The Ma-yang *~ mines qf western Hunan 

The remains of one surface and 14 underground workings in a sedementary sand
stone deposit were discovered in 1979 and 1982 some 32 km northeast ofMa-yang 

101 For example, Yang Yung-kuang, Li Ching-yuan and Chao Shou-chung claim that the timbering tech
niques worked out here by the Western Han period are essentially comparable with wooden timbering as used in 
contemporary China; Yang Yung-kuang <I al. (1980-1981), p. go. 

102 Chin Tien-shih el al. (1983); Barnard (lg8g), pp. 166-8; Tu Fa-chhing & Kao Wu-hsun (1980), pp. 93-4; 
Liu Shizong elal. (1993), p. 58; Chou Wei-chien elal. (1990), p. 18; Zhu Shoukang (1g86), p. g. 

IOJ Over 1,500 stone implements, made from a granite and basalt conglomerate, were excavated at these 
mines; Tu Fa-chhing & Kao Wu-hsun (1980), p. 93; Zhu Shoukang (lg86), p. g. 

104 Chin Tien-shih el al. (1983), p. 144; Barnard (lg8g), p. 166. 
105 The average depth of the trenches was 7-8 m, with the deepest reaching a depth of 17 m; Tu Fa-chhing & 

Kao Wu-hsun (1980), p. 94. 
10< Barnard (1g8g), p. 168. 
107 Li Thien-yuan (1988); Vogel (1991), p. 162. Voge! makes some important comments here about why the 

dates suggested in the Chinese reports of mining excavations are not always as well founded as they might seem 
at first sight. Thus, contrary to a common preconception of the excavators, the sophistication and strength of the 
timbering methods used may be less an indication of chronological evolution (with more 'primitive' methods 
always associated with the timbering of an earlier period) than a response to the nature of the rock conditions 
encountered (with the simplest, least costly solutions always preferred). We might also add that carelessness on 
the part of the miners could also result in what appear to be more 'primitive' techniques. Using the comparison 
of pottery shards from different excavations is also fraught with the danger of premature conclusions. One might 
even hazard the generalisation: the fewer the shards, the greater the danger. In certain cases, including Kang
hsia, one has the feeling that the excavators may not have exercised quite enough reticence here; Li Thien-yuan 
(1988), p. 41. 
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!ii ~ on the Chhen River ~* in far western Hunan. 108 The area worked by the 
ancient miners covered some 32,000 sq. m. Very conveniently, 85 per cent of the 
copper, which constituted an average of 4. 7 per cent of the ore, 109 was in the form of 
native copper granules thickly distributed in the sandstone and quartz. It has been 
estimated that the 130,000+ tonnes of ore excavated at this site llO produced some 
four tonnes of copperlll during the Warring States period. I 12 All but one of the 14 or 
15 inclined shafts were investigated, one of them (no. 12) very thoroughly. 113 Though 
much of the timbering of these shafts had collapsed, Ma-yang still provides import
ant evidence of timbering techniques in use in Chinese copper mines in the second 
half of the -1st millennium. 114 

The southeast Anhwei mining sites 

One of the richest and most extensive areas of Chinese copper deposits is southeast 
Anhwei south of the Yangtze River, centring on the present-day counties of N an
ling l$f~, Thung-ling ~~, Kuei-chhih :I:¥fu and Chhing-yang ~~. liS As of 1990, 
the remains of some 90 copper mining and smelting sites had been identified over 
an area of some 2,000 square km, with about 20 appearing to date from before the 
-2nd century, 116 the earliest from atleast the earlY-1st millennium (Western ChOU).117 

Miners were early drawn to this area not only because of the telltale 'iron caps' 
(gossan; cf above, (d)(2)(ii)) that often indicated the presence of a deposit but also by 
geobotanical indicators. 118 Probably because the mineralogical and petrographic com
position of the materials in the deposits made them more resistant to weathering 

108 Barnard (1989), pp. 157-62; Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985); Li Chhing-yuan & Li Chung-chun (1984). 
It was the opinion of the excavators (p. 122) that all the workings here began with the mining of outcrops and 
then slowly proceeded underground. The one thoroughly excavated shaft penetrated to a depth of 100 m, with 
a total length of 140 m; Li Chhing-yuan & Li Chung-chun (1984), p. 79. 

109 Li Chhing-yuan & Li Chung-chun (1984), p. 80. 110 Ibid., p. 79. 
'" Or perhaps over six tonnes (Li Chhing-yuan & Li Chung-chun (1984), p. 80) or even as much as eight 

tonnes or more (Barnard, unpublished manuscript). 
'" Chou Wei-chien et al. (1990), p. 18. Although the results of a single radiocarbon test on a wooden mallet 

(2730± go BP) would suggest a pre-Warring States dating (Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985), pp. 113, (21), all the 
remaining artefactual evidence, including the style of the ceramic pieces as well as the quality of the iron in the 
four iron artefacts found, consistently suggests a Warring States dating. This has been accepted in most recent 
references to the excavation; see, e.g., Chou Wei-chien et al. ([990), p. 18; Liu Shizong et al. (1993), p. 58. 

'" Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985), p. 121; Li Chhing-yuan & Li Chung-chun (1984), p. 78. 
'" The report on this excavation also raises rather gingerly the possibility (Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985), 

p. 122) that thick soot buildups on roof and sidewalls may be evidence of the use offiresetting. Barnard and his 
collaborators, in the unpublished manuscript mentioned above (note lll), accept that firesetting was clearly used 
since one can see chisel marks left on the wall by the follow-up hammering and loosening of the fired rock. They also 
note the remains of pillars of natural rock (0.4 m thick) used as supports but supplemented by wooden timbers. 

115 The following discussion is based mainly on Liu Phing-sheng ([988) and Chang Kuo-mao (1988). 
116 HuaJueming (1994), p. 2.; Chou Wei-chien et al. (1990), p. 18. Yang Li-hsin writes of some 60+ sites dating 

from about the -8th century (late Western Chou) to the end of the +Ist millennium (Thang/Sung period); Yang 
Li-hsin ([988), p. 182. Many more sites were destroyed in the course of mining in the first half of this century; 
those that survived were mainly in areas such as Nan-ling that were not conducive to large-scale modern mining. 
Liu Phing-sheng (1988), p. 46. 

'" Chou Wei-chien elal. (1990), p. 18. 
". Yang Li-hsin (1988), p. 181; Liu Phing-sheng (1988), p. 45. The latter report identifies the plant that indic

ated copper as thung-tshao JIil1jOC, but the former more precisely gives its name as Ihung-hsiu-tshao JIilil1jOC; both are 
presumably the same elshotzia (thung-tshao hua JIil:lj[:ffi) that also helped alert miners at Thung-lu shan to the pres
ence of copper ores. 
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than the surrounding country rock, many of the southern Anhwei mines are found 
at high elevations. I 19 Not all of them, however. In the area ofNan-ling and Thung
ling, there are many mines that worked deposits in lower areas of rolling hills, in cols 
or in level valley areas. 120 

Because the oxidation zone in this region extended to a depth of 30-60 m and 
contained many (though not very large) easily worked ores with high copper con
tent, the deposits lent themselves well to exploitation by traditional techniques. 121 

The presence of a layer of charcoal on the floors of the galleries as well as soot 
deposits in the crevices of the rocks have been taken by excavators as an indication 
that firesetting was widely used. 122 

Many of these sites also present a good picture of the very beginnings of shal
low underground mining. At Little Broken-head Mountain (Hsiao Pho-thou shan 
d\Wlli W) just south of Tha-li-mu village ~.m~ (Nan-ling hsien), a number of 
square shafts measuring about 70 x 70 cm were driven vertically to depths of 5 to 8 m. 
At the ore level, short galleries (2-3 m) were sometimes driven, with widths and 
heights of only about 50 cm. Because the shafts were driven close together (about 
one shaft for every 14 square m), even these short galleries mostly ended up con
necting one with another. 123 

Although the excavations of these southern Anhwei mines are still at an early 
stage and at the time of writing have not yet been fully reported, there seems no 
question that they constituted the major copper production centre of southeast China 
at least by the middle of the -1st millennium. I 24Just one of the mining and smelting 
operations, that ofChiang-mu-chhung ¥U~, has been calculated on the basis of 
an estimated 500,000 tonnes of slag to have produced more than 50,000 tonnes of 
copper between the -8th and -5th centuries. 125 The warfare that characterised this 
area during the middle centuries of the -1st rnilliennium may have been stimulated 
not only by its strategic location between the States of Wu !!ii!: and Chhu ~ but 
also by the desire of one or another power to gain or keep control over its copper 
production. 126 

The Nu-la-sai YJ(ill:. mines atNi-lo-kho mrgl]},?;, Sinkiang 

These mines, some of whose workings may date from the Spring and Autumn 
period (-8th to -5th centuries) were discovered during geological surveys in 1957-
There are two open-cast works, one of which measures 100 m in length and up to 

119 Pittioni (1950), p. 16 notes this phenomenon in the early copper mines of Austria. 
120 Yang Li-hsin (1988), p. 182. 
'" As noted above ((e)(I)(i)(a)), it is at three of these sites that Chinese excavators discovered copper ingots 

some of whose copper apparently came from the sulphide ore chalcopyrite, suggesting the possibiliry that the 
Chinese may have been able to smelt copper from sulphide ores by about the -7th or -8th centuries. 

'" Liu Phing-sheng (1988), pp. 48, 54. 123 Liu Phing-sheng(1988), pp. 47-8. 
124 Yang Li-hsin (1988), pp. 185-6; 18g. 
'" Liu Phing-sheng (i988), p. 56. HuaJueming (Hua Chueh-ming) estimates the total slag accumulation from 

these mines to be over one million tonnes; HuaJueming (1994), p. 2. In the Thang, during the first half of the +8th 
century, the mines at Thung-kuan shan produced more that 150,000 tonnes of copper per year, Chang Kuo-mao 
([988), p. 82, ciring the ruan-ha Chun Hsim Chih ofLi Chi-fu. 

". Chang Kuo-mao (i988), p. 82. 
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50 m in depth. Three underground workings have also been found, with at least 
one surviving working platform. 127 

(e) Copper in China during the imperial period 

All five of the metals found in nature are useful for the people. But gold and silver 

appear only in very small quantities, while iron and tin are too low in value. Only 

copper has proved suitable in the past as today for currency. 
Sun Chheng-tse, +I7th centuryl2' 

By the Han dynasty, the government monopoly on the minting of bronze coins con
sumed by far the largest part of the copper mined in China. As early as the -1st cen
tury, some 100,000 convict workers were said to be employed in the production of 
copper and iron 129 and, between -I 18 and c. +5, the government minted an average 
of 220 million coins per year. 130 In the following dynasties, the government found 
itself repeatedly trying to devise policies to close the gap between available supplies 
of copper and the often larger amounts needed by its mints in order to maintain a 
copper-based currency. 131 

It was not easy. 132 When the purchasing power of coins sank below the metallic 
value of the copper in the coins, people were tempted to melt down coins and use 
the copper for casting inferior coins or for other purposes that ran a wide gamut 
from daily utensils to Buddhist statues and temple bells. 133 

127 Chou Wei-chien et al. (1990), p. 19. Too late for its results to be incorporated in any detail here, I obtained a 
copy of a revised draft of an article detailing the information on mining and metallurgy derived from excavations 
of two mining sites at Ni-Io-kho, Nu-Ia·sai and Yuan-thou-shan \lll~ U1; see Mei Chien-chiin & Li Yen-hsiang (1995). 
My thanks to Emma Bunker for providing me with this copy. 

128 ChhunMingMeng rii Lu, ch. 47, p. 8a, cited and translated in Eberstein (1974), p. 1l7. 
129 Chhii Thung-tsu (1972), pp. 143-4. The memorial presenting this figure is polemical; it is therefore fair to 

question whether the figure might be something of an exaggeration. The figure is about as high as the total number 
of workers in the flourishing mining industry of the Holy Roman Empire 1,500 years later; Pacey (1992), p. 105. 

130 Nishijima (1986), p. 588. 
131 Maspero & Balazs (1967), pp. 214-15; 295-6; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 19. Of course, in later dyn· 

asties, and above all from the +15th century on, the Chinese currency was basically bimetallic, with silver playing an 
important supplementary role especially in large transactions (Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 19). Nevertheless, 
though the government sometimes even received tax payments in silver, never before the 19th century did it make 
any efforts to coin silver or control its circulation; Vogel (1989), pp. 146-7. Classical Chinese monetary thought 
tended to accept that the limited amounts of precious metals available made them incapable offulfilling the essen
tial functions of money; van Glahn (1996), Conclusion, and Sun Chheng-tse's statement leading off this section. 

'" For the period of partition, cf. Lin Shou-chin (1955), p. 114, fn. I (which, however, does a maximum of 
speculating based on a minimum of evidence) and Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 66. For the Thang and Five 
Dynasties, cf. Twitchett (1963), pp. 74-83; Herbert (1976). For the Sung, cf. Yang Lien-sheng (1952), p. 38; Araki 
(1938); Hino (1935a:1983); Hsia Hsiang-jung etal. (1980), p. 98; Golas (1989), pp. 414, 417-18; 420-1. For the Yuan, 
ef. Schurmann (1956), pp. 131-6. For the Ming, cf. Eberstein (1974), pp. 117-130; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), 
p. 152. We shall discuss the Sung efforts in more detail below (Section (j)) in connection with the emergence of 
a major hyrometallurgical copper industry in the late +I1th and +12th centuries. 

133 Among items of daily use that were sometimes made of copper were woks and cooking pots, kettles, caul
drons, musical instruments, warming pans, mirrors, tobacco pipes and other smoking utensils, washbasins, ladles, 
scoops and shovels, vases, lamps, candlesticks, hooks, buttons, keys and locks, hinges, weights and weighing scales, 
ornamental fittings and inlay work, and roof tiles. It is easy to underestimate how much copper was sometimes 
siphoned offinto these non-currency uses. For example, during the Yuan, almost 330 tonnes (,500,000 chin) of cop
per were used for the statues ofasingle temple near Peking; Franke (1949), p. 122, cited in Eberstein (1974), p. 131, 
n. 9. In the Ming Yung-Io period (+1403 to +1424), a great ben cast for the Chueh-hsing Temple in Peking - the 
greatest bell ever cast anywhere (?) - used 37.7 tonnes of copper and 7.6 tonnes of tin; Rostoker et al. (1984), p. 751. 
For the extensive casting activities of Buddhist monasteries in the Thang, see Maspero & Balazs (1967), p. 215. 
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To meet their copper needs, Chinese governments regularly tried to stim
ulate production. 134 They had a wide variety of options available: encouraging 
prospecting; promoting improved technologies; lending capital for the develop
ment and operation of 'private' mines; directing officials to take over direct 
management of promising deposits; rewarding or punishing responsible officials 
according to how much copper they were able to deliver for government use. 135 
The results of these efforts were mixed. Increases in production were some
times undercut by the popularity of Chinese coins throughout much of Asia. This 
could lead to their export on a major scale, as happened in the +gth and +Ilth 
centuries. 136 Such exports were very difficult to control, so much so that hard
pressed and frustrated officials were sometimes led to propose drastic measures 
such as the cutting off of all foreign trade as the only effective way of halting 
the outflow of bronze and brass coinS. 137 On the other hand, trade could be a 
means for alleviating a shortage of copper; in the first quarter of the +I8th cen
tury, the government found itself relying heavily on copper imports, especially 
fromJapan. 138 

Any efforts to estimate how much copper was being produced in China before 
the Thang are precluded because of a total lack of evidence on which to base even 
the roughest of guesses. In the Thang itself, there is some evidence to suggest that 
production during peak periods may have gready surpassed 1,000 tonnes annu
ally. 139 The 1,000 tonnes per annum figure can be compared with the estimate that 
all western Asia and Europe used only about 10,000 tonnes of copper in the 1,500 
years between -2800 and -1300.140 Nevertheless, the Thang state often suffered 
from a shortage of copper for coinage; in +780, it was estimated that minting and 
transport costs of new coins totalled twice their face value. 141 

In the early part of the Sung, however, vigorous encouragement on the part of the 
government as well as soaring private demand led to a dramatic rise in production, 

l34 Insofar as increased production brought down the price of copper, this helped the government achieve 
another of the goals of the currency system, namely, seiniorage profits it derived from any positive difference 
between the value of the metal in coins (together with the cost of minting them) and the face value of the coins; 
von Glahn (1996),Passun. 

'" Hino (1935a:I983), pp. 283-8. We examine these policies and their effect on the development of mining 
technology in some detail below; cf. Sections (k) and (I). 

136 Twitchett (1963), p. 79; Chhen (1965), pp. 620-2; Hino (1935a:1983), pp. 283-8. 
137 Hino (1935a:1983), p. 298. 
138 Yang Lien-sheng (1952), pp. 38-9; Vogel (1989), p. 147. See also TIUtW, ch. 14, p. 237 (Sun & Sun (1966), 

p. 242). Iron could also ease the demand for copper. It was perfectly serviceable and cheaper than copper, and 
was commonly used for objects that, until the early modern period, would have normally been made of copper 
or copper alloys in Europe; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 17-18. 

139 Cf. the discussions in Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 9 and Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), pp. 78-9, which 
work out calculations of the minimum amount of copper needed yearly for coinage in the middle of the +8th cen
tury. Hsia and his colleagues also note that not all ofthi, copper would have had to be new production. They also 
suggest that the far lower scattered figures found in the written records from the Thang may reflect much lower 
totals than what was actually achieved in periods of high production. 

140 Aitchison (1960), p. 95. 
IH Elvin (1973), p. 147. Maspero & Balazs (1967, p. 215) give an undated Thang figure of 750 cash as the 

cost to mint a string of 1,000 cash. For the excavation report on one Thang copper mine, see Hua Kuo-jung & 
Ku Chien-hsiang (199I). 
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Table 7. Yearry copper production /quota totals in the Sung q,nasty (+960 - +1279) 

Period 

+995 to +1016 
+g97 
+1021 
+1049 to +1054 
+1064 to +1067 
c.+107° 
Before +1078 
c·+1078 
+1106 
+1133 
+1162 
+1166 

Mter Vagel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 57. 

Yearly copper production or quota (tonnes) 

1,90 4 
2,460 
1,560 
3,093 
4,209 

12,982 
6,395 
8,720 
3,940 

236 
4,231 

157 

to a peak of perhaps some 15,000 tonnes yearly (Table 7).142 Such intensive exploita
tion led by the end of the +IIth century to the exhaustion of many of China's most 
easily worked deposits. 143 The resulting shortage of copper was only partially allevi
ated by the development of an entirely new method of production, the 'wet copper 
process' of extracting copper from mine waters by precipitation on iron. We shall 
examine this development, the first large-scale industrial use of a hydrometailurgical 
process, in some detail in Section ()) below. 

The Yuan government very successfully sidestepped the continuing shortage 
of copper by implementing a system of paper currency that enjoyed considerable 
success, at least in the earlier part of the dynasty. Because paper notes were also 
issued in small denominations, there was little need for copper coins; even after 
the Mongols re-established minting in +1309, only small numbers of coins were 
produced, mostly it would seem using copper from melted down coins and objects 
rather than from new mining production. 144 

As the paper currency system gradually collapsed in the early years of the Ming, 
the government once again experienced severe shortages of copper for coinage. 145 

'4' Hino (19354:1983), pp. 288-95. This is a rate of increase over three centuries that just about equals the rate 
hy which central European silver production surged in the almost 100 years from +1450 to +1540; Romano & 
Tenenti (1967), p. 313, cited in Suhling (1980), p. 145. The dramatic increase was made possible in large part by 
the exploitation of many substantial deposits, previously unworked on any scale, in south China; it was from this 
period that the south, for the first time, clearly dominates the production of copper in China; Vogel & Theisen
Vogel (1991), pp. 9-10. 

'4' For example, the smelters at Te-hsing ttJl! hsien inJao-chou Mm, which came into production in +1010, 
were closed in +1062. Those at Chhien-shan j!j UJ hsien, Hsin-chou f;g m were closed after 107 years of operation 
in +1096. The famous Tshen-shui.l!i-7.I< mine at Shao-chou I!ll m which produced in +1078 a recorded total of 
7,164 tonnes of copper (about equal to the total production of Cornwall in +1800!) saw its production decline to 
2,388 tonnes in +1162 and a yearly average of only 59.' tonnes from +1165 to+1173. Kuo Cheng-i (I983), p. 366; 
Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 9,11. 

'44 Schurmann (1956), pp. 131-6; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 12. 
'4' Eberstein (1974), p. 117. It was actually leftover Sung coins that predominated in the circulating currency of 

the Ming; von Glahn (1996), Chap. 3. 
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A long-term answer to the problem of the largely worked-out copper deposits of 
southeast and south central Chinal46 began to appear with the development of the 
rich copper deposits of Szechwan and Yunnan. 147 Exploitation of these deposits 
was already occurring on some scale by the mid-to-late +15th century. Neverthe
less, realisation of their full production potential was a slow process that lasted not 
decades but centuries, and the few scattered figures we have on production at 
copper mines in the Ming (ranging only from 3 to 107 tonnes per year (48

) strongly 
suggest an ailing industry. Even toward the very end of the Ming, if we can judge 
by the +1636 1J(J(W"'s several references to silver mining in Yunnan but complete 
silence in regard to Yunnan copper, copper mining in that province was still relat
ively insignificant. 149 Fortunately for the Ming government, extensive imports from 
Japan that reached at the end of the +17th century over 4,000 tonnes in a single year 
greatly supplemented the small amounts of domestic production of copper. 150 More
over, atleast by the middle of the +16th century, silver returned to prominence as an 
exchange medium. This did much to limit the amount of copper coinage needed, 
and thus the pressure on the government to increase production of copper. ISI 

Copper production in Yunnan began to pick up during the Khang-hsim~ period 
(+1662 to +1722) of the following Chhing dynasty and acquired major significance 
during the following Yung-cheng ~IE reign (+1723 to +1735), reaching a total of 
over 6,000 tonnes in +1737 (Table 8). When production at the Yunnan mines peaked 
in the late +18th century, that province alone probably produced almost as much 
copper as all of China in the +1 Ith century, the high-point of copper production 
before the Chhing. 152 Moreover, as the Vogels point out, the Yunnan record of high 
levels of production over almost a century is unmatched in Chinese history. 153 For 
the first time, a Chinese dynasty was able to maintain a steady supply of copper for 
its mints without encountering recurring shortages. 154 

Much of this production was made possible by the presence in Yunnan oflarge 
deposits of the sulphide ore chalcosite, which is theoretically more than twice as 
rich as a source of copper as the more common sulphide, chalcopyrite (see Table 6). 
It was at this time that chalcosite became the major copper ore mined in China. 155 

, .. 'Worked-out'. of course, only in terms of the capacities of the existing technology. 
'" It is interesting that, of the only five copper production sites given in a list in the monograph on 

fiscal administration in the ruan Skill, two are in Yunnan: ta-Ii *lll! and Chheng-chiang lI:IT; ruan Shih, ch. 94, 
p. 25412a; Schurmann (1956), p. 153; Nakajima (I940), p. 415. 

, .. Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 13. 
'" Eberstein (1974), p. 123i Sun (1964), p. 55; Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (I987), pp. 625-6; Vogel (1989), 

p. 148. But by the very end of the Ming (+1643), the loss to rebels of the southwestern copper-producing areas 
encouraged some officials to argue for substituting paper money for coins as China's prinIary circulating medium; 
von Glalm (1996), chap. 6. 

". Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 13 and 4, fn. 4. 
,,, Eberstein (1974), pp. 122-3. Nevertheless, in times of copper shortages, which drove up the price of copper 

relative to silver, it could still happen that copper cash were demanded even in larger transactions such as the sale 
of houses; Voge! (1989), p. 147. 

", Vogel & Theisen-VogeI (1991), p. 15; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I980), p. 162; Sun (1964), p. 56. In the +18th 
century, the Chhing government minted as much as three billion cash yearly; Lee (1987), p. 234. 

'" Vogel&Theisen-Vogel(1991),P.15. ,>4 Vogel(1987a), y.1. 
'55 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (/980), p. 242, 249-50; Sun (1964), p. 56. 
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Table 8. Copper production in Yunnan during the Chhing ttYnasry (+1644-191/) 

Period 

+1716 
+1737 
+1764 

1800 
1862 and after 

• By way of comparison: 
1800 
1920S-1930S 
1952 

1975 

Total 'world production' 
Total Yunnan production 
Total Chinese production 
Total Chinese production 

Total production (tonnes)' 

239 
6,000+ 

c·9,000 
c.6,000 

300-600 

10,000 
800-2,000 

10,000 
200,000 

Mter figures in Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 14 and Vogel (1987a), I, 2; Lee (lg87), pp. 215-17. For scattered 
figures on copper production in other provinces during the Chhing, see Vogel (lg87a), Iv, 2, b. 

Yunnan also had highly prized cuprite and native copper deposits, but their resist
ant country rock (barite, porphyrite), together with the infrequent use of explosives 
in Yunnan mining, often meant that they were unwinnable in the Chhing. 156 

(ii) Tin 

(a) Geologicaloccurrerzce 

Tin almost never appears in nature as a native (uncombined) metal. 157 The major 
ore of tin is the dioxide, cassiterite, often called in English 'tinstone', 'wood tin', or 
'wood metal'. It occurs in veins (usually referred to as 'lodes') or in alluvial or eluvial 
deposits (in the latter of which it is commonly referred to as 'shode tin'). Unlike 
malachite and azurite, the common carbonate copper ores, or galena, the lead 
sulphide ore, nothing in the appearance of vein forms of cassiterite makes it imme
diately recognisable as a special kind of rock; it lacks distinctive colouring or a 
metallic lustre. 158 On the other hand, cassiterite is often associated with gold in 
placers, where it appears in the form of easily noticeable heavy black sand or nod
ules. In this context, it could hardly have been ignored by early gold panners though 
in early times they would have discarded such sands or nodules as having no use. 159 

The tin content of cassiterite is very high, up to 80 per cent. That, together with 
the fact that it is an oxide with a low melting point of 232 'C, makes cassiterite an 

'" Read(1912),P'44, citing LeClere (1901). 
151 Sorrell & SandstrOm (1973), p. 74. Aitchison (lg60), p. 78 says 'never', but Mantell notes the occasional 

presence of grains of metallic tin as a subordinate admixture in gold mines; Mantell (1949), p. 70. In any case, 
such occurrences would be of no economic significance. 

'" Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I980), p. 200. 
'" Tylecote (1992), p. 18. Cassiterite is actually white when pure but usually appears earthy brown to black 

because of iron and other impurities. 
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easy ore to smelt, even accidentally. 160 Hence, its role as a tin ore was probably dis
covered quite early.161 

Despite the ease of smelting, however, much of the cassiterite in China has a very 
high iron content, which adds significantly to the difficulty of producing a very pure 
tin. 162 Indeed, traditional smelting practices in China were never able to produce a 
tin of sufficient purity to meet the standards of the modern international market. 

All the economically significant primary deposits of tin in China as everywhere 
else derive from infillings of cassiterite in granite or granitic rocks (quartz, pegmatite, 
aplite, greisen, etc.). 163 In China, the major tin deposits are confined to granite and 
limestone contact metamorphic zones in the mountainous region of the Nan Ling 
i¥i~ range and in the hills to the north and west of it. This includes deposits in the 
provinces ofYunnan, Hunan, Kiangsi, Kwangtung and Kwangsi (Map 7).164 

Because cassiterite has a high specific gravity, is extremely impervious to weath
ering, and endures unaltered through geological ages,165 it can often be found in 
placer deposits.166 It is important to distinguish between placer deposits of tin in 
existing rivers and streams and 'stream tin' in the strict sense. Stream tin deposits 
are former placer deposits that have since been covered with varying thicknesses of 
overburden (worthless surface material) and cannot be exploited without excavating. 
Thus, the shui hsi *~ deposits described in Sung Ying-hsing's TJa(Ware placer 
deposits and not, as the Suns translate it, stream tin. 167 

Especially for a mineral with a non-metallic lustre, cassiterite is very heavy, with a 
specific gravity of 7, thus higher than that of most other minerals with which it tends 
to be associated. Grains, pebbles or lumps of cassiterite can quite easily be mined 
from placer deposits by washing or 'streaming'. 

Sung Ying-hsing's main categorisation of tin deposits is based exclusively on 
where the deposits are found, not on whether they are primary (vein or lode) de
posits or secondary (placer) deposits. Thus he speaks of mountain tin (shan hsi Li.J~), 
which can be either lode or eluvial, and "water tin" (shui hsi).168 

160 When cassiterite is associated with pyrite, chalcopyrite, bornite etc. in complex sulphide ores, the smelting 
is much more difficult; ManteU (1949), p. 99. These ores are much less accessible, however, and were never 
worked in China on any significant scale. 

16' Forbes (1954), pp. 58g-91; Wheeler & Maddin (lg80), p. 105; Hodges (1970), p. 79; Rickard (1932), p. 330. 
Mantell suggests (1949, p. I) that the connection could have been made between these sands and the metal tin when 
the sands were used to bank a campfire, leading to the appearance of an unexpected bright and shiny metal. 

162 Chhen Ping-fan (I954), p. 185. 
163 Mantell (1949), pp. 66-7; Weng Wen-hao (/9/9), p. 194. Cassiterite is noticeably absent in traditional 

Chinese writings on metals and metallurgy; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (/980), p. 275. 
'64 Weng Wen-hao {I9/9}, p. 191; Wei Chou-yuan (1946), p. 442. Prior to the discovery of the massive deposits 

at Ko-chiu in ¥unnan, Kwangsi was China's major producer of tin; cf. 7I(](W 14, p. 240 (Sun & Sun (1966), 
p. 251), which gives the major tin producing sites in the early +17tb century. Two ¥unnan sites considerably to 
the northwest ofKo-chiu (Ta-li::*:l!I! and Chhu-hsiung ~1ii) are mentioned both for their tin production and 
their inaccessibility, but the Ko-chiu area is not. Kiangsi has become a major tin producer only in this century. 

'" Jones (1955), p. 192. 
'66 China's richest placer deposits occur in Kiangsi where placer beds are commonly 2-3 m thick and yield 

anywhere from 300 to 2,500 grams of tin per cubic metre. 
167 cr. Penhallurick (1986), pp. 154-5; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 251. 
168 The Suns miss the dual sense of 'mountain tin' when they explain it as 'tin stone deposits on hillsides', 

which suggests only eluvial deposits; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 251. Compare also Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 275 
which, wrongly I think, says that Sung is referring only to placer tin (sha hsi). 
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Map 7. Pre-20th century tin/lead mining sites in China. 

The data on which this map is based has been drawn mainly from Hsia Hsiang
jung ,/ al. (1980), Yang Yuan (1982), and Chang Hung-<:hao (1954). For checking 
the information, Aoyama (1933) and Than Chhi-hsiang et al. (1991) have been 
especially helpful. 

Each site is identified by a province code letter and its own number. To facilit
ate cross-checking, these identifications are consistent for Maps 3, 7, 8, 9, I I 

and 12. The code letters for the provinces are as follows: 

A Liaoning H Kiangsu P Hunan 
B Hopeh J Anhwei Q Szechwan 
C Shantung K Honan R Kweichow 
D Shansi L Chekiang S Kwangtung 
E Shensi M Fukien T Kwangsi 
F Kansu N Kiangsi U Yunnan 
G Sinkiang 0 Hupeh V Kirin 
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Caption to Map 7. (cont.). 

Where useful, further information for purposes of identification has been provided, such as the administrative 
unit of which a mountain was a part, or the modern name for a place when it differs significantly from the name 
it bore in earlier times. 

For each site, the periods are indicated for which there is evidence for mining of the relevant metal at that site. 

PI Pre-Han (To -202) 
P. Han (-'02 to +220) 
P3 Period of Division, Sui, Thang (+220 to +g06) 
P4 Five Dynasties, Sung (+g07 to +1'79) 
P5 Yuan, Ming (+1279 to +1644) 
P6 Chhing(+1644 to 1900) 

Key to Map 7 

Sites Further identification 

Wu-an :iit~ 
Luan-<:hou iII!#! Luan-hsien 
Yen-chhing jUt 

Chhing-chou .. UN 
Lai-wu ~. 

Teng-lai 

Chiao-chou ~#! 
Chi-nan ~ili 
Lai-chou ~#! 
Lin-chhil ~SfiJ 
Chil-chou ;g#! 
I-tu ~;t;Il 

Huai-shan ~UJ Wen-hsi 

Mining Periods 

x 

x 
x 

X 

x 

x 
x 
X 
X 

x 

X 
X 
X 

Yang-chheng l!ilflt X X 
Chiao-chheng ~lflt 
Phing-Iu '¥~ 
Phing-Iu Chi shan '¥~l1tUJ 

Mien-hsien MJfi 
Feng-li 'UU 
Hsi-hsien f§fi 
Sbang-chou iI!i#! 
Hsing-yuan fu .7i:1& 
Lung-<:hou RI#! 
Feng-hsiang fu aJ.JfiI& 
Thung-<:hou fu FcJ#!1& 
Hua-yin iIlMt 
Hsun-yang i!U1IIi 
Nan-erh .~ 
Kuei-tzu *E: 
Chil-jung £]$ 

Hsuan·chou ~:Hi 
Chi-hsi iIJIlJ! 
Chhiu-phu tkllfl 
Thung-ling iil&i: 

Le-an l$!'ti; 
Chhang-shui !it71< 
I-yang WlII 
Kuo-chou ~iii 

Han-cbung 

Ta-lihsien 

Hsuan-chheng 

Kuang-shan 
Lu-shih 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
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! 
Key to Map 7 (cont.). Key to Map 7 (cont.). 

Sites Further identification Mining Periods Sites Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P2 Pg P4 Ps P6 PI P2 Pg P4 Ps PG 

Kw I-yang hsien Wi!l~ Hsi-ching g§* X 028 Yang-hsin IIUf X 
KII Kung-chheng hsien :J:I;~lfo1\ Wei-chou ~,JtI X Olg Hsien-feng ~.!I! X 
KI2 Teng-chou BII'JtI Chi-hsien l&~ X 02g Hsien-ning ~$ X 
Klg Wu-an Jl!:'9: X X 

KI4 Chhi-hsien 7;1t~ X PI Chhang-sha :li!:tJ> X X 

Kg Lupaoshan ... Lll Sung-hsien ~l1\ X P2 Phing-yang :SP:I!I X 

KIS Yung-ning 7l<$ X Pg Kao-thing ~. X 

Kg Sung-hsien :ti:lfo1\ X PI4 Chiang-hua U$ X X 

KIG Lin-ju m& X PIS I-chang •• X 

KIO Shai-tzu to shan ~T~Lll I-yang §l~ X PI6 Feng-chheng ,,~ X 
PI7 Tao-chou m+N X 

4 An-chi '9:s X X P7 Chhen-chou mJH X X 

LIS Hui-chi .11 Shao-hsing t,;ll~ X P8 Heng;:hou 1ti+N X X 

LIS Yueh-chou illiJH Shao-hsing ~~ X PI8 Kw-yang chien tti!lii: X 

LI6 Chhil-chou lIirN X Ps Than;:hou iJt+N X 

LII Chhu-chou ~JH X X PIg Yung-chou 7l<+N Ling-ling !J1!i\: X 

LI7 Thai-chou aJH Lin-hai ~llii' X P4 I-chang 1i'l X X 
LI8 Lung;:hhiian ft~ X X P20 Lei-yang *i!lll X X 

Plo Chhang-ning 'Ilt$ X 
MIS Chien-chou ltJH X P21 Kui-yang chou tti!lJH X 
Mg Thing-chou ITJ~i X P22 Li-ling l!Ili X 
Mw Chang-chou IlJH X P2 Kui-yang filii X 
MII N an-chien chou jilij~+N X P2g Liu-yang iJJ\!I X 
MI2 Shao-wu chiln B~Jl!:iJ X 

MI6 Yen-phing g:ljZ Nan-phing Wi:SP: X Q26 Chu-thi *!l I-pao 1i .. X 

MI. Shao-wu B~Jl!: X Q2S Feng-chieh • if] X 

MI7 Chien-ning il. X Q27 Chiang-yu mm X 

MS Chhang-thing ~IT X Q28 Lung-an fu E'9:J& Phing-wu :SP:Ji!: X X 
Q I7 Chia-chou Jriffi Le-shan *Lll X 

NIS Nan-khang jilij,lj! X Q2g Li-chou fiJ+N Kuang-yuan lI5C X 
Ng Ta-yii ;km X Qgo Chien-chou ~J+N Chien-ko ~Jm X 
NI6 An-Yuan '9:Ji X QgI Ya-chou B:+N X 
N8 Shang-jao LM X X Qg2 Chhang-ning ~$ X 
NI7 Nan-khang hsien Wimt~ X Qg3 Shih-chu :ott X 
Nw Chhien-chou ~JH X Qg4 Lung thou shan chhang ftBliLllN& Lei-po Wilt X 
Ng Nan-anchun Wi'9:iJ Ta-yii ;km X Q23 Mien-ning JIl.$ X 
N8 H,in-chou ffim X Qg Ymg-ching ~UI~ X 
NI8 Chhien-shan i'.l'Lll X 

NS Le-phing !l1!:SP: X Rg Su-choufu ,'!\+NJ& Tshen-kung .:t;.. X 
R4 Thung-jen lit X 

016 Yun-hsi ~g§ X RS Pi-chieh .iIl X 
017 Ku chheng hsien .f:i.~~ Hsiang-chou _;;1 X R6 Shui-chheng *~ X 
018 Hsia-chou AAffi I;:hhang 1i~ X X R7 Tu-yun ~5] X 
Olg Thung-chheng Ji~ X R8 Chhing-phing jf:SP: X 
020 Yun-hsien ~. X X 

Og Chu-shan ¥rLll X SIS Hua-meng ft. Kuang-ning •• X 
021 Fang-hsien .m~ X SI Yang-chhun \!Iff X 

010 Ho-feng .iIIf X 516 I-ning •• X 
02. Hsing-kuo .1fIl X 517 Chhao-chou 11+11 X 

0·3 Ma-chheng li~ X 518 Hsun;:hou 11iiffi Lung-chhuan alii X 
06 Ching-shan *Lll X Slg Lien-chou .+11 X X 
01. En-,hih .\I\I,~ x S3 Ymg-chou ~ffi X 
015 Chien-shih il~ X SI Chhun-chou ffiH Yang-chhun \!IW x X X 

0·4 Chhi-chhun W1ff X S4 Shao-chou Sffi X X 
025 Tang-yang '!'1lI x Ss Kuang;:hou lI+N X 
0.6 Ku-chheng It~ X S20 Hui-chou ;!;ffi X 
027 Hsing-shan .Lll X S21 Khang-chou .+11 Te;:hhing l!~ X 
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Key to Map 7 (cont.). ( fJ) Tin and the early bronzes 

Further identification Mining Periods Tin by its elf is not a very useful metal: objects made of tin are prone to cracks during 
Sites working and also to breakage afterward because oftin's directional solidification. 169 

PI P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 On the other hand, tinning (dipping an object in molten tin or wiping it with 

Nan-enchou m,~A~, X molten tin) was useful for imparting a silvery colour to bronzes, and the technique 
S22 X flourished in China as early as the middle of the -1st millennium. 170 By far the most S23 Kao-chou il%JtI X 
S24 Chhao-chou mei chou i'HN~l+1 X important early use of tin in China was in combination with copper to produce 
S7 Kuei-yang tEllI X bronze. The new alloy, especially when it contained about IQ per cent tin, was S25 Hsin-hui if. X S26 Hai-yang m~ X vastly superior to copper in hardness and tensile strength (both especially desirable 
S27 Chheng-hsiang m. X in the production of swords, dagger-axes (ko ::it), spear-heads (mao:Y) and other S28 Te-ehhing chau jt\iJ!'J+1 

iliE X 
S29 Lung-shui 1ft*- La-ting weapons) and in fluidity during-casting (thus helping make possible the complex 

*~ 
X 

S30 Fan-yii 
~imi X decoration ofShang bronzes).'71 

S31 Weng-yuan 
!i1!!§l X There are two ways that bronze could have been produced accidentally in early S32 Le-chhang X 

S33 Jen-hua eft; 
X times.l72 Under the right conditions (especially a sufficiently high source of heat), 

S34 Chhang-Ie :Iil:!i1! 
1jIl~ X bronze could have resulted from the melting of native copper that happened to con-S35 Kao-ming it; SJl Ming-chheng 

X 
S36 Feng-shun 1l111i 

ifiilm X tain tin as an impurity, thus forming an unintentional alloy. In this case, however, 
S37 Chia-ying chou In!l" Mei-hsien 

X the percentage of tin would ordinarily be so low that the alloy should be considered S38 Yang-chiang ~iI 

Feng-chheng l!.&~ Fu·chhuan '*111 X 'bronze' only in the most narrowly technical sense of the term. I73 Most of the 
T9 

.i* Theng-hsien il!~ X X discussion of this subject, therefore, has focused on the accidental alloying of ores TIO To-chin X TIl Yu-lin W(:I*) 
X containing tin and copper which could offer much higher percentages of tin. Desch 

TI2 Than-chin JJi* X long ago argued that these complex ores are of such a compostion that they could TI3 Ho-chou Wlt! X 
TI4 Theng-chou iilt! X not yield bronze when reduced. 174 Noel Barnard, however, adduces considerable 
TI5 Jung-chou IHN 

:W~ X X evidence to conclude that 'the unintentional alloying of tin-copper bronzes ... TI Lin-he =- Ho-hsien 
X X 

T5 Nan-tan mft X X may well be considered valid as a working hypothesis in the Chinese scene.'175 
TI6 Ho-chhih l"JlI1!. X Given the present state of our knowledge, we can only assume that when numbers TI7 Fu-chou '1"1+1 X 
TI8 Shang-lin ..t.:I* X of bronzes with significant (and perhaps consistent) tin content l76 begin to appear, 
TI9 Kuei-hsien .~ X X they testifY to the intentional combination of tin, either as a metal or in an ore, with 
T20 Fu-chhuan ~1I1 X 
T4 Kung-chheng '$~ X copper to produce bronze. 177 

T21 Hsuan-hua 1:fl: X We have already discussed above 178 the likelihood that the copper for early 
T22 I-ning ft$ X bronzemaking in north China came mainly from copper deposits in the north. The T23 Jung-hsien i!~ 

U31 LU-kao lU; Lu-liang 1!iiJ't X same seems to be true for tin, though here too we are lacking conclusive evidence 
Jtti Chien-shui It*- X X 

U32 Pen-ku X 
U3 Ai-Iao :R2f: 

JiIlJl X ,., Wheeler & Maddin (1980), p. 105. A few tin objects (e.g., dagger-axe ko:;l(; blades) from the late Shang have 
U33 Tien ~ Khun-ming 

X X been found (Hsia Hsiang-jung et af. (1980), p. 20) but they were almost certainly meant only to serve as burial 
U4 Ta-li :;!;:1I 

X X objects. 
U34 Chhu-hsiung ~a X "' Bunker (1994), pp. 74-5. In the Pa-Shu culture of the Warring States period, an alternative technique, that 
U35 La-tzhu 11* 

3S:~ X of mercury amalgam tinning, was also used; Ibid. 
U36 Hsin-hsing ifJ! Yu-hsi 

X "' Desch (1927),P. 361; Farbes(1954), p. 590; Aitchison (1960), p. 82. 
U37 Ko-chiu 1111 X '" The best discussion to date of this subject as it relates to the emergence of bronze both in early cultures 
U23 Meng-tzu .~ X generally and in China in particular is Barnard (1989), pp. 186-92, which introduces much of the important 
Us Tung-chhuan *111 X relevant literature in English. 
U38 Hsun-tien ~.fiU X 113 Patterson (1971), p. 310 notes that native copper is typically 9g.9% pure. '" Aitchison (1960), p. 62. 
U8 Chen-hsiung Ma X '" Barnard (lg8g), p. 191. Only hard archaeological evidence, not yet available, might be able to prove this 
U39 Thung-hai !mm X hypothesis. Absence of such evidence, however, can never disprove it. 
U4° Li-chiang lIiI X ll6 Barnard & SatO (1975), pp. 16ff. 
U41 Lo-phing 113f X 177 The same is true for the arsenic in arsenic bronzes of the Aegean; see Val. 5, pt. 2, p. 224. 
U42 Phing-i 3f. '78 Section (t)(I)(i)(y). 
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for the exploitation of northern tin deposits during the Shang, not to speak oflink
ing the tin of specific pieces to particular deposits. Nevertheless, the fact that the 
Shang Chinese, in contrast to bronzemakers to the west, rarely chose to incorpor
ate arsenic (which can substitute for tin in bronze) in their bronzes suggests rather 
easy availability of tin at this time, thus enabling them to cast their bronzes without 
running the risk of poisoning by arsenic. 179 

Not all scholars, however, accept the conclusion that tin was reasonably available 
in north China deposits during the Shang. In their history of mining in China, Hsia 
Hsiang-jung, Li Chung-chiin and Wang Ken-yuan, drawing on some very old data 
compiled by the Japanese scholar Dono Tsurumatsu mf.n.~r~ before World War 
II, argue that the chemical compositions of the 34 late Shang dagger-axes recovered 
from the wastes ofYin show that the makers of bronze weapons at this time knew 
the copper/tin ratio for producing hard bronze suitable for weapons. 180 Neverthe
less, 19 of the pieces contain only trace or negligible amounts oftin. To account for 
the poor metal used in these weapons (as well as the complete lack of significant 
amounts of tin in fifteen spear-heads also studied by Dono), the authors posit a 
shortage oftin for weapons in north China caused by the need to import from the 
south all tin used in north China bronzecasting, as well as the practice of using 
the best tin bronze in ritual objects and only what was left over in weapons. Many 
questions can be raised about this interpretation. Ultimately, however, it remains 
seriously open to question simply because it attempts to establish a very important 
point (the complete absence oftin mining in the central plain area) on the basis of a 
pitifully narrow body of evidence. Moreover, as is clear from Map 4, the authors are 
completely mistaken in their belief that there was no tin available in or surrounding 
the area of the Shang bronzemaking installations. 181 

The question of the source of tin used in Shang bronzemaking is further com
plicated by the possibility that tin may have been significantly more abundant in 
the late Shang since it appears to have increasingly replaced lead in late Shang 
bronzes. 182 Here too, however, caution is in order. An alternative to the increasing 
supply theory is provided by An Chih-min, who detects a growing specialisation of 
alloys in the course of the Shang, with tin bronzes predominating in ritual vessels and 
weapons while ordinary tools and burial objects tend to use more lead in place of tin. 

Whatever the availability of tin in north China during the Shang, it was much 
more abundant in south China, both in vein deposits and as residual or alluvial 

119 Vo!. 5, pt. 2, pp. 223-4; Barnard & SatO (1975), p. 23· 
lOO Though this was indeed probably known, the authors are not explicit on how they derive the fact of that 

knowledge from these 34 dagger axes; cf. Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (!98o), pp. 204-5; 207. Presumably, it is because, 
of the 15 pieces that contain significant tin content, the proportion of tin ranges from about 7 to 15'/' In 14 of those 
pieces, suggesting that they were aiming for something like 10% tin content, which would have resulted in a very 

tough metal. 
181 Of course, given the frequent confusion oflead and tin deposits, it is possible that some of the tin deposits 

mentioned in the written sources were actually lead deposits. But that is not likely to be true for all or even a 
majority of such identifications. Moreover, Wen Kuang has produced a map that gives a further 17 north China 
tin deposits known in traditional times that do not appear in Shih Chang-ju's list; Wen Kuang (I98o), p. 427. 

182 Murray (1983), p. 67. 
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deposits. China is one of only a half-a-dozen or so places in the world with sub
stantial tin deposit~. 183 As mentione~ above, the main Chinese deposits at present 
are concentrated ~ the five prOVInces of Yunnan, Kwangsi, Hunan, Kiangsi 
and Kwangtung, Wlth those of Yunnan and Kwangsi by far the most import
ant. 1.84 Moveover, there were many cases (e.g. Ta-yii *~ hsien in Kiangsi and the 
Kuel-yang tiJlJJi /Chhen-hsien m ~ area of Hunan) where copper and tin could 
be found associated in relatively easy-to-work deposits.185 Hsia Hsiang-jung, Li 
Chung-chiin and Wang Ken-yuan, in an argument that hearkens back to earlier 
interpretations proposed by, among others, Kuo Mo-jo and Umehara Sueji,186 
suggest two very early traditions of bronze making in China: a northern tradition 
t~at produced copp~r/lead bronzes (i.e., bronzes where lead content was relatively 
hIgh compared to tm) and a southern tradition that produced mainly copper/tin 
bronzes. 187 For the present, this remains a hypothesis that needs testing as more data 
on the metallic composition and provenance of greater numbers of early bronzes 
becomes available. 

(y) Other uses qftin 

By the Sh~ng dyn~sty, the Chinese were also using tin for tin plating or 'tinning'. 188 
Out of th~ techmque may hav~ come the tin foil industry which in later periods 
used conSIderable amounts of tm beaten into leaves to produce the 'spirit money' 
that was burned at Chinese funerals as offerings for the deceased. 189 Tin was also 
alloy,:d with lea~ ~o produce a pewter that was used in many objects and ornaments 
of daily and rehgIous use. Thin plates of lead and tin were widely used to line tea 
chests in late imperial times 190 while a mercury-tin alloy was used to coat mirrors. 
'-:t some point, still unknown but probably Han or later,19I the usefumess of a 
tm-lead alloy as a solder was discovered. Finally, tin could also serve with acids as a 
mordant and to give brilliancy to certain dyes. 192 

(8) Tin mining at Ko-chiu in late imperial times 

The .tin min.es of Ko-chiu lili, by far the most important tin mining centre of the 
~hhmg perIod, offer an excellent example of a major mining site of late imperial 
tlffies. We have here an example of a very large-scale mining operation (with up to 
some 100,000 people connected directly or indirectly with mining and smelting) 
that eve~ throughout the first half of this century continued, despite the availability 
of seemmgly more advanced technology, to rely overwhelmingly on techniques 

:: Tylecote (1992), p. 18. '" Wang Hua-Iung (1960), p. "4, 185 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 207. 
Amano (I953), pp. 231-2. 187 Hsia Hsiangjung ttal. (1980), pp. 198--210. 

188 . Anon. (1978b), p. 12, fn. I; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 20; Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 233. For an illustration of a 
W~rmg State.s pott~ry vessel coated ~~ tin foil, ~f: Cheng Te-kh~ (1963), pI. lo.b . 

. Interest~~Iy; In the chara~tenstl~s of ductility and malleability, tin is the opposite of silver (cf. above, 
Se~.!:on ~e)(I)(v). It IS not very ductile (Thlen Chhang-hu (1987), p. 283) but is quite malleable. 

Gillan (1g62), p. 296. 191 Barnard &SatO (1975), p. 73-. 192 Couling(1917), p. 371. 
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hundreds if not thousands of years 01d. 193 Because of relatively good data on this 
complex, we are able to examine in some detail various reasons for this lag, many of 
which must be sought in other than technological factors. I will give her~ a general 
survey of mining operations at Ko-chiu but reserve for the relevant sectlOns below 
the closer examination of the techniques used as well as a discussion of why tradi
tional techniques exhibited such great staying power at Ko-chiu. 

The Chinese knew of the existence of tin deposits and mines in the Ko-chiu 
region at least by the -2nd century, in the reign of Emperor Wu ~ of the Han 
dynasty. 194 Unfortunately, the texts that tell us there was tin mining in this area pro
vide no details on the methods used. They were undoubtedly very small-scale. For 
the period afterwards, down to the Yuan and Ming, there seems to be no surviving 
information whatsoever on any mining activity at Ko-chiu. 

Later traditions date the beginning (actually a revival?) of mining at Ko-chiu to 
the Yuan or lYIing dynasties. 195 However, there seem to be no surviving records 
of specific mining activity before the Chhing. The traditions also suggest, almost 
certainly correcciy, that the Yuan and Ming mining focused on argentiferous galena 
deposits from which the miners could extract lead an~, e:pecially, silver. 196 ~ t~e 
galena gave out at depth, it was often replaced by cassltente, thus encouragmg tm 

mining.197 This geological pattern helps to account for the very deep shafts that 
were common at the tin mines ofKo-chiu. 

In the late +15th century, a prefecture was established at Meng-tzu ~i3, some 
50 km to the east of Ko-chiu,I98 and an almost contemporary Yunnan gazetteer 
tells us specifically that Ko-chiu village (tshun M) was producing tin and lead at 
this time. 199 

The Chhing government established a tax on silver production at Ko-chiu in 
+1677 200 and not long afterward also implemented a tax on tin production (hsi-shui 

, • 201 mm) as well as a further tax paid by merchants who exported tm from Yunnan. 
Extrapolation from the figures given in this memorial suggests that merchants were 
exporting from Ko-chiu at this time over one and a quarter million chin or some 850 

193 Various authors generally agree that 90% of Ko-chiu's tin production as late as the 19305 w~ accom
plished with traditional techniques that .howed virtually no influence from more modern methods. Tm techno
logy has everywhere tended to remain rather crude right up until quite recently. Herbert and Lou Henry H?over, 
in their indispensable annotated translation of Agricola'~ De Re Metalli~a, note the te?d~ncy?f tm productIon to 
lag technologically behind production of otlter metals. In general, smce Agncola s urne tm h~ not seen tlte 
mechanical and metallurgical development of tlte otlter metals. Tbe comparauvely small. quanuues to be dealt 
with; tlte necessity of maintaining a strong reducing atmosphere, and consequently a mild coldblast; and the 
comparatively low temperature demanded, gave little impetu~ to other than cru~e apph~nces until very modern 
times.' Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. 413, fn. While tlte Hoovers focus IS on tlte lag m smeltmg technology, we shall 
see tltat the same phenomenon reveals itself also in mining and ore dressing. 

,,., For the relevant texts, cf. SuJu-chiang (1942), pp. 17-18; Chhen Lii-fan (1980), p. 5· 
,,, SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 18; Wang Hua-lung (1960), p. 114. '96 Rocher (1879-1880), Vo!. 2, p. 231. 
197 Weng Wen-hao (1919), p. 192; Huang Chu-hsun (1930), p. 54· 
'98 The year was 1477; Chhen Lii-fan & Tsou Chhi-yii (1979), p. 2; SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 12. 
'99 Chhen Lu-fanelal.(I979), p. I. 200 Wu Chhi-chiin (1845), ch. 2, p. 16b. . . . 
'0' Anon. (1983), Vo!. 2, p. 601. The tradition surrounding tlte beginnings of tin mmmg at Ko-chIU places tlte 

first discoveries of cassiterite at about this time; cf. below, Section (\)(2). 
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tonnes of tin yearly. 202 Just before the end of the dynasty, in 1885, Ko-chiu became 
a subprefecture (thing.) whose officials were concerned almost exclusively with 
the general supervision of mining, especially tin mining, as well as the collecting of 
mining taxes.203 

The Ko-chiu tin-mining district is situated in southeastern Yunnan some sixty
five km from the nearest point on the border with Vietnam. The mines are all found 
at a distance of 5 to 12 km from Ko-chiu in a range of mountains running roughly 
north-south and separating the town of Ko-chiu to the west from the Meng-tzu 
~ § plain to the east. The area in which workable deposits have been found stretches 
only about 35 km north-south and some 20 km east-west, with most of the mining 
up to the beginning of this century concentrated in four major centres.204 The mines 
are 2.5 to 2.8 km above sea level. 205 The area enjoys a climate ranging from temper
ate at the higher elevations to sub-tropical in the valleys. Very important for the 
mining oftin, it receives considerable rainfall; up to 60 cm or more per year_ The 
rain is concentrated, however, in a rainy season which lasts from about May to 
September, with occasional showers until around February. Total rainfall averages 
225 cm annnually.206 This rainy season was the key determinant of a distinct yearly 
mining cycle at Ko-chiu. 

It was also availability of water as well as the nature of the deposits that, above all, 
influenced how tin mining was carried on at Ko-chiu. The Ko-chiu tin deposits, as is 
typical for south China, are found in a contact metamorphic zone where the lime
stone country rock has been intruded along a generally north-south course by the 
tin-bearing granite lying beneath it. The tin content of the complex sulphides that 
made up the primary deposits would have been too low to permit them to be mined 
economically. 207 But the miners at Ko-chiu were able to rely almost exclusively on 
rich secondary deposits in which the tin had been concentrated by residual (chem
ical weathering) and/or alluvial (transport by water) processes208 under 'unusually 
favorable conditions for oxidation'.209 The cassiterite is typically found in solution 
passageways in the limestone; these had been dissolved by ancient streams and then 
silted up with placer tin. 210 The ore bodies thus tend to be oblong and to follow the 

"L2 By +1735, this figure had increased to over 1,000 tonnes yearly; Anon. (1983), Vo!. 2, p. 602. 
"" Chhen Lu-fan & Tsou Chhi-yii (r979), p. 2; Chu Hsi-jen ,I al. (r940), p. 62. 
"" Anon. (1926), p. 154. Draper (1931, p. 181) would make the area even smaller, some fifteen by nine km. 
"" Draper (1931), p. 178. 
"" Chu Hsi-jen el af. (1940), p. 62; Su Ju-chiang (r942), p. 12; Collins (190!r19IO), p. 189; Draper (1931), 

Pp·17!r80. 
'''' Huang Chu-hsun (1930), p. 54; Chhen Ping-fan (I954), p. 186. 
'os This classification accords with our discussion above, Section (d)(2). Some authors would classify a portion 

of the Chinese tin deposits as 'primary replacement and fissure-filling deposits.' Cf. Wei Chou-yuan (1946), p. 442. 
~. J?raper (1931, p. 183) lists these conditions: 'the situation of the deposits some 3,000 ft. or more above an 

adJommg plane of drainage on steep mountains in faulted and fissured limestones, witlt alternating seasons of 
dry weatlter and heavy rainfall .. .'. The result was tltat 'any residual sulfides are extremely rare'. 

21. Cressey (1955), p. 144. Fissures and caves in tlte limestone are common and sometimes surprisingly large. 
By assisting botlt drainage and ventilation, they have greatly contributed to tlte ability of miners to work at great 
depths. Draper (1931), p. 181. 
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bedding planes of the limestone. 211 Most of the deposits that were originally surface 
deposits have since been covered with varying thicknesses of overburden so that 
tin mining at Ko-chiu usually requires at least some excavation to arrive at the 
cassiterite. Because most of the Ko-chiu placer deposits have resulted from a kind 
of vertical concentration whereby the solution of limestone in situ has caused the 
cassiterite to settle at the bottom of sinks,212 there is no significant panning of tin 
along stream banks as has been practised extensively by Chinese tin miners in 
Hunan, Kwangsi and Kiangsi. 

Reports on the quality of the ores at Ko-chiu are far from consistent. On the basis 
of extensive evidence, however, Draper was able to conclude that the average grade 
for all crude ore, i.e., ore from lodes, was 'well above 5 per cent contained tin'.213 
Shih Kuo-heng, writing in 1947 but probably basing himself on earlier information, 
gives a figure of 'about 8 per cent', which is near the maximum found in tin lodes.2H 

Wei Chou-yuan, writing about the same time, gives an average grade of 2·4 to 5 per 
cene15 while still another estimate, reflecting perhaps the increasing working out of 
the richer deposits, puts the average tin content of the ore at g.g6 per cent.216 

In any case, the deposits were so extensive that, even well into this century and 
therefore after some 200 years of tin mining in this area, there were few abandoned 
workings to be seen.2l7 Only since World War II has the tin mining industry at 
Ko-chiu gone into a slow but consistent decline. 218 

Local tradition attributed the beginnings of tin mining at Ko-chiu to the accidental 
discovery of cassiterite after the argentiferous galena which was the first object of the 
miners gave out at depth. Presumably some time afterward - we have no evidence 
on exactly when - opencast mining began for working the shallower deposits. By 
the end of the 19th century, both underground mining (lung chien 7Fii.I:;Jc) and open-pit 
mining (tshao phi chien 1l!n) were carried on extensively.219 

2" TJi1(W 14, pp. 240- 1; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 251. Marshall D. Draper, who served for a time as chiefengin
<er of the Kotchiu Tin Co., provided early in this century an excellent description ~f the ore~ at the large, 
well-surveyed Malaga (Ma.la-ko'w"t'l f&) mines: ' ... a common occurrence of the ore IS that of linked sa~sage 
deposits following usually a more or less well-defin?d strike . .lThe strike is the ~orizontal course or beanng ?f 
an inclined deposit.] However, there are also pipe-like depoSIts, and occaslOnallITeguIar replacement depoSits 
oflarge extent where the filling of a cavern makes a really large orebo.dy .... A ve~ common occurrence In the 
Malaga mines is that of beds offrom 5 to 30 feet thick, comformable WIth th; b;dding pl~nes ~f ~e coun~ rock, 
and thinning out laterally each way from what is evidently the fissure furnIS~g the mIn~ralISmg solutIo~ .... 
There are, in addition to this type of orebodies, those branchmg and ra~g depoSits which extend In all 
directions, which are commonly found in limestone replacement depoSIts. ~ometJ.mes the .fissures are well 
defined, but the tendency of the ore bodies as a whole is to make ore along the limestone beddmg planes rather 
than to replace the fissure walls, which are at best not usually well defined.' Draper (1931), pp. 18'-3. 

'" Ibid. '" Ibid. ,.. Shih Kuo-heng (1947), p. 57; Bateman (1950), p. 546. 
'" Wei Chou-yuan (1946), p. 44'· .., 
216 Chhen Ping-fan (1954), p. 185. Any of these estimates would b? generally consISt.ent. WI~ the ~gures given 

by SuJu-chiang(1942 , p. 31) for the various categories of ore as classi!ied b~ the Ko-chl~ tIn mIn~rs In the.'93.os. 
The tin content of alluvial deposits ranged from 0.2% to 0.5%, relatIvely nch for allUVIal depoSIts of cassltente. 
Shih Kuo-heng(I947), p. 57; Huang Chu-hsun (1930), p. 54· . .. 

21' Bain (1933), p. 175. This was undoubtedly due in part to the absence In the Ko-chlu mmes orthe great enemy 
of underground mining: water. Miners could thus work to considerable dept?s,. as we shall see in a moment. 

'I' The great Malaga mine, for example, was closed when I VISIted Ko-chlu In 1990. . . 
219 Around 1930, there were some 40 lode mines and 200 open-pit working., with the lode mmes accountIng 

for about 90% of the tin produced; Draper (1931), p. 180. 

~. 
i 
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There is very little to distinguish the techniques of underground mining at 
Ko-chiu from the very primitive techniques that typified most, though not all, of 
Chinese mining.220 Tools, for example, consisting largely of hammers, gads, mat
tocks, hoes and washing pans, were simple and all locally produced.221 Most shafts 
were driven at an angle of between go· and 45· so that the haulers could carry out 
loads of ore on their backs.222 Because most of the underground mining took place in 
ore, the large dumps that usually accompany large mining operations were absent 
at Ko-chiu.223 Timbering drew on techniques that were well over 2,000 years old 
by the late imperial period.224 Nevertheless, in the ground conditions of Ko-chiu, 
and especially given the absence of water in the excavations, the techniques were 
adequate to enable the miners to extend their shafts as much as 1,000 m or more 
from the surface as measured along their inclined shafts or some 500 to 800 m ver
tically below the surface.225 

Overwhelmingly, mining operations at Ko-chiu were carried on in such a way as 
to minimise capital investment while maximising the use of abundant quantities of 
low-cost labour. One way to arrive at these complementary goals was to hold down 
the size of workings, which also had the effect of minimising administrative and 
management costs. And indeed, much of the mining at Ko-chiu consisted of very 
small workings carried on by just a few miners or even by a single miner. 

Emile Rocher, the French mining engineer who visited Ko-chiu in the 1870s, 
helps us to understand how this multitude of small workings came about.226 The 
first step for anyone or any group desiring to begin a mining operation was to apply 
to the local authorities for permission. Surprisingly, ifRocher is correct, such per
mission seems to have been something of a formality and did not even require the 
payment of any fees. 227 

Authorisation from the local authorities theoretically allowed a miner or group 
of miners to begin mining anywhere, including right in the middle of an area where 
extensive mining was already taking place.228 In most cases, however, permission to 
mine would of course first have to be obtained from a landowner.229 This permission 

22' For further discussion, cf. below, Section (h). 221 Anon. (1926), p. 155. 
'" Draper (1931), p. 182; Collins (1909-1910), p. 188. '" Draper (1931), p. 180. 
'24 Even early in this century, however, they were generally as good as available, or so at least is suggested by 

the fact that the modern mine first opened by the Kotchiu Tin Co. in 19.6 continued to use them; SuJu-chiang 
(r942), p. 32 . 

225 Collins (1909-1910), p. 188; Draper (1931), p. 181. '26 Rocher (1879-1880), Vo!. I, p. 239, fn. I. 
227 Two possible motivations may have led the authorities to grant such authorisations so liberally: (I) They 

may have been intent on encouraging as much mining as possible in order to maximise the taxes that they could 
collect. One would expect this desire to have been particularly strong at the time when Rocher was visiting the 
area since it had been severely disrupted during the great Muslim uprising from 1856 to 1873. See Rocher 1879-
1890, Vo!. I, pp. 234-5 and Collins (1909-1910), p. 18,. (2) The authorities also may have felt that, in order to 
maintain any kind of effective control over the mining areas, they had to at least know who and how many people 
were engaged in mining operations. Requiring that the miners obtain permission to begin mining but making 
that permission a mere formality may have been the most effective way of obtaining that information. 

'" This was not necessarily the case in other kinds of mining or mining areas. In the 'coal mining permits' 
(Ishai mti chill-chao *J:IiI;iI\l\\1) system in the Chhing, the location and the boundaries of each mine were, at least 
in theory, explicitly defined; La Tai-ming (1986), pp. 143-4' 

229 In imperial China, subsurface minerals rights normally were held by the surface proprietor; this was also 
the case at Ko-chiu. See Collins (1909-1910), p. 189. 
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was typically formalised in a lease agreement that spelled out payment terms 
(chhou shou fll31&) and the area in which excavations could be undertaken. 230 

Miners opening a new working in an area where mining was already underway 
were expected to take care that their workings did not interrupt or hinder the exist
ing workings of their neighbours. This could be very difficult as increasing numbers 
of excavations crowded a rich area. W. H. Shockley, recalling his experience at some 
gold-quartz mines nearJehol in Mongolia, claimed to have counted 1,800 shafts in 
an area 0.8 km (half a mile) square!231 Where the stakes were high and competing 
groups of miners were evenly matched, underground battles between miners might 
go on for days.232 On the other hand, the 'maturing' of a mining area often brought 
developments that tended to minimise the number of conflicts or the effects of those 
conflicts that could not be avoided. By the 19th century, some leasing agreements 
forbade the opening of a new mine on land adjoining an existing mine. 233 Miners' 
organisations, much resembling the guilds of various kinds so important in the late 
imperial urban economy, often played a prominent role in preventing or resolving 
disputes. 234 On the basis of his experience at the tin mines of Ko-chiu in the years 
around 1930, Draper comments that: 'The weight of wealth, precedent, numbers 
and authority of older owners would be almost certain to allow them to prevail over 
the newer miners, and this fact probably accounts for the natural reluctance to start 
any new exploitation shafts and the evident scarcity of such operations in localities 
known for the extent and ramifications of the deposits underground. '235 For anyone 
familiar with the workings of Chinese society, it does not take a great deal ofima
gination to realise that, in most cases, the miners' organisations were in fact quite 
thoroughly dominated by the older, well-established mineowners. 

Individual workings were also frequently further fragmented by subletting 
arrangements. Those who held the lease to a particular excavation (tung chien WiJ~) 
might sublease out all or a part of the excavation, say one gallery, or the right to start 
a new gallery, creating a junior excavation' (tzu chien r~). The holder of the junior 
excavation might in turn lease all or part of his rights in the form of a 'descendant 
excavation' (sun chien f*' ~). 236 Typically, the lessee of a junior excavation might 
pay a 'simple sublease fee' (tan chhou shou .:fll3J&) of 3 per cent of the value of the 
ore excavated. The lessee of a descendant excavation might have to pay a 'double 
sublease fee' (shuang chhou shou ~fll3 1&) of 6 per cent, by which time there might be 

230 SuJu-<:hiang (1942), p. 24. Few landowners themselves engaged in mining and few miners purchased the 
land they mined. Methods ofleasing land for mining in most cases probably very much resembled whatever were 
the customary agrarian tenancy arrangements. See, for example, Zelin (1988), p. 84. Zelin, however, also stresses 
that, by the 19th century, certain modifications were moving such lease arrangements away from their farming 
roots. Greater security of tenure was achieved in clauses that allowed for no payment of rent until a mine had 
begun to produce or that provided for the continuance of a lease until the mineral resource was exhausted or as 
long as continued production was feasible. See also Section (I) fn. 15. 

2" Shockley (1900), p. 603. See also Section (b), fn. 12. 
2" Collins (19og-191O), p. 190. Pumpelly (1870, pp. 287-8) tells of extreme cases of bitter battles among miners 

where the two sides ended up exterminating each other. 
'" Zelin (1988), p. 85. ,,. Golas (1977); Rocher (187g-1880), pp. 237-8. 
'" Draper (1931), p. 182. ". SuJu-chiang (I942), p. 24. On this practice, c( also Cartier (1967), p. 53. 
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a half-dozen or more people with claim to some part of the double sublease fee.m 
On occasion, an owner who had leased out an excavation might decide that he 
wanted to take back the excavation and work it himself. With the agreement of 
the leaseholder, they could create a 'returned excavation' (huan chien ii~). 238 Wong 
Lin-Ken's study of tin mining by Chinese miners in Malaysia points out that sub
letting had the effect of increasing the cost of mining and might, in extreme cases, 
make uneconomical ore that could otherwise be worked.239 

Thus, just as Chinese methods of intensive agriculture made maximum use of 
an abundant labour force, commonly used practices in mining, by maximising the 
number of workings and giving considerable independence to the miners of gal
leries off the main shafts and adits, provided working opportunities for a maximum 
of miners while minimising capital investment. 

Not all mining at Ko-chiu, however, was on the small scale we have just described. 
There were also mines that employed 20, 50 or even over lOO miners.240 These 
mines gave ample play to the Chinese talent for elaborate organisation. Typically, 
the overall supervision of a larger mine would be exercised either by one or more 
investors in a mine lease (often simultaneously owners of smelters in Ko-chiu 
who thereby assured themselves a regular supply of ore), by owners of the land 
on which the mining took place, or, probably most often, by the heads of mining 
gangs Oabour contractors) who leased a working for themselves and the miners they 
headed or who had been recruited by the investor(s).241 

Most crucial to the functioning of a larger mine was the general foreman (shang 
chhien jen J:.I'lIJA) who was himself a miner with long experience and who generally 
had considerable control over the day-to-day functioning of the mine.242 He was 
assisted by foremen (hsiang thou &lim) who worked with the miners (usually referred 
to as 'gravellers' (sha ting fjjlT)) and directly supervised the excavating (cheng khuang 
~ ij'[), setting of supports (chia hsiang ~&I) and the like.243 

Since so many of the workers came from beyond Ko-chiu and typically returned 
to their homes in the off season, each new mining season brought a new effort at 
recruitment. This task was sometimes in the hands of specialist recruiters (yueh huo 
thou ~ m im) who also seem to have exercised general control over their recruits while 
they worked at the mine, including even forcibly (with the aid of police or soldiers) 
preventing their running away. 244 

Finally there were the books and records keepers, the 'misters' (hsien sheng 9i:;j:,) 
who answered to the general foreman. 

237 SuJu-chiang (I942), p. 24; Collins (1909-1910), p. 190. In other mines in Yunnan during the 19th century, 
the sublease fee could regularly be as high as 10% or even 20%; Wu Chhi-chiin (I845), ch. I, p. 18b. 

'" SuJu-chiang(I942), p. 24. '" Wong Lin Ken (1965), p. 178. 
240 SuJu-chiang(I942),PP. 19-20. 241 CollinS(190 9-19IO),P.190. 
'" SuJu-chiang (r942), p. 23; Draper (1931), p. 184. He might also be an investor in the mine andlor involved 

in recruiting miners; Shih Kuo-heng (1947), p. 57. Shih calls the general foremen 'operators'. 
m Ibid. 
, .. SuJu-chiang (r942), p. 23. On the Other hand, recruiters entrusted with large sums of money sometimes 

absconded, causmg the operators not only a loss of funds but also of needed labourers; Shih Kuo-heng (1947), 
P·57· 
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Even though the porous limestone country rock facilitated ventilation, the very 
depth of many of the workings made adequate ventilation the major technical 
problem faced by the miners.245 It was not uncommon for miners to work in the 
dark in deep shafts where the oxygen level was insufficient to keep lamps burning. 
Where mining ultimately had to be discontinued in shafts that still contained work
able ore, the major reason was almost always the absence of adequate ventilation. 

This was of course no problem in open-pit mining where the techniques were 
even simpler than those of underground mining. Even open-pit mines, however, 
sometimes reached a depth of a hundred or so metres. 246 The open-pit workings 
were typically carried on by groups of seven or eight miners although larger work
ings might have ten or more. 

While certain underground mines were kept in operation year-round, the onset 
of the rainy season definitively brought to an end opencast mining for that year. 
Returns for the miners were therefore very much dependent on how well they had 
estimated the amount of ore they would be able to dress during the rainy season. 
!ftoo many miners shared the working, producing more ore than could be dressed 
with the water available that year, the result would be a lower return for each miner. 
In these circumstances, the inclination was probably quite strong to minimise the 
number of miners at any given mine and thereby maximise the return per miner. 

(iii) Lead 

Just as happened in the West, early Chinese sometimes confused metallic lead and 
tin.247 The two metals appeared very similar, with colour as their main distinguishing 
characteristic. Tin, being lighter, was often referred to as 'white tin' (pai hsi B ~), 
and the darker lead as 'black tin' (hei hsi ~~). This distinction was still in use as late 
as the Sung.248 

Even in relatively recent times, the cheaper and difficult to detect lead was used 
to adulterate rarer and more expensive tin.249 The adulteration may sometimes 
have been unintentional, however, resulting from simple misidentification. A mod
ern Peking sample of , lead' turned out, on testing, to be pure tin!250 

'" Draper (1931, p. 184) argues that the problems of ventilation were exaggerated ('ventilation is usually good 
and the air is commonly as good as in our deep level mines in the United States') and that the. high rate of mor
tality ('I doubt if it is equaled in any other place in the world') was mamly the result of cave-IllS because of the 
soft ore. But there is every reason to believe that the long-term ill effects of bad ventilation on the health of the 
miners, which he does not mention, was a serious problem leading to the early death of most miners. 

,.. SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 30. 
m For example, of the three major tin producing sites listed in the Rsu Ran Shu (Supplement to the [Former] Han 

History), one was probably producing lead; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. ([980), p. 62. See also Zhu Shoukang (1987), 
p. 12. Wen Kuang, however, argues persuasively that such confusion. has been overstated. He notes that, Ifa 
were truly widespread, one should expect to find many lead-bronze objects or tertlary (Iead-tln-copper) bronze 
objects where the proportion oflead was greater than that of tin. In fact, such objects are relatively rare. See Wen 
Kuang ([980), p. 336 and tables on pp. 334-5. . . 

, .. Chang Hung-chao (1927), p. 312; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), pp. 104, 220. The Romans made a SImilar 
distinction between tin and lead, calling tin plumbum candidum and lead plumbum nigrum; Aitchison (1960), p. 80. 
On the possible use of pai hsi to refer also to zinc, cf. Vo!. 5, pt. 2, pp. 214-15. 

24' Gillan (1962),p. 296. '50 Read & Pak(1928:r936), p. 7, #10. 
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It would be a mistake, on the other hand, to assume any such confusion on the 
part of miners. Since lead never occurs as a native metal in any significant quantit
ies/51 it could be obtained only from its ores. At least from the Warring States period 
(-5th to -3th centuries), that meant mainly galena, the common lead sulphide. 
Miners were hardly likely to confuse galena with cassiterite, the oxide ore that was 
the source of most Chinese tin.252 Confusion, insofar as it existed, probably began 
at the smelting process since both lead and tin melt at relatively low temperatures, 
can be smelted with similar techniques, and, on cooling, are soft metals similar in 
appearance. Indeed, some Chinese may well have been misled by what could have 
been taken as a similar phenomenon, namely green malachite and blue azurite 
both producing the single metal, copper. 253 

How the Chinese obtained lead before the Warring States period is a complic
ated question. Surviving texts, not surprisingly, are silent on whatever knowledge 
oflead and galena Chinese miners, smelters and bronzemakers may have possessed 
in earlier times. Indeed, Barnard and SaW have poin ted to the absence in Shang and 
early Chou copper/tin/lead bronzes of the appreciable amounts of silver that would 
be expected if the lead had been derived from galena. They suggest that 'in all prob
ability' the lead was derived from an ore such as cerussite, the lead carbonate.254 

If this was indeed the case, confusion with cassiterite would have been much more 
possible since cassiterite and cerussite can appear quite similar in colour, lustre, spe
cific gravity, fracture, and crystal structure. The major difference is that cerussite is 
much softer than cassiterite.255 

If we follow Barnard and SaW and accept that the Chinese did not exploit galena 
(or any other sulphide ores) before the -6th or -5th centuries at the earliest, we are 
led to ask why this was so. China had abundant deposits of galena which, though 
a sulphide, gives up its metal much more easily than most sulphides.256 Perhaps 
even more easily than copper, lead could have been discovered when galena was 
accidentally melted in a campfire.257 

25' Watson (1930), p. 263. 
,,, Wen Kuang ([980), p. 336. One very good clue to the difference between them would be the tetragonal 

crystal system of cassiterite compared with the isometric system of galena. Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (1980), p. 209 
notes that the distinction was in fact clearly made in areas ofHupeh, Honan, Kiangsi and Kwangtung where tin 
and lead were found associated. 

'" It was my good friend, the late Arnold Siegers, mining geologist and engineer, who first alerted me to the 
fact that miners could hardly have confused galena and cassiterite. 

'54 Barnard & SatO (1975), p. 22, fn. 33 and p. 70. Even in mixed-ore lead-silver deposits, cerussite beds are 
notorious for their absence of silver; Patterson (1971), p. 312. On the other hand, obtaining lead from galena 
would have been especially easy because, as Rastoker & Dvorak (1991, p. 18) have proved by experiment, galena 
differs from most sulphides in that it can simply dissolve in molten copper. 

'" Bauer (1974), nos. 321, 401, 438, 439. Another possible source of lead could have been the sulphate, 
anglesite, which is often found associated with cerussite; Rosenfield (1965), p. 147; Sorrell & SandstrOm (1973), 
P·24°. 

,,. Forbes (1954), p. 584; Tylecote (1962), p. 76. See also Aitchison (1960), p. 184: ' ... galena, when partly con
verted into oxide by roasting, more or less reduces itself [thus producing metallic lead] when heated to relatively 
low temperatures.' Actually, nature itself often produces in the caps oflead deposits the mixture of oxidised and 
sulphide ores that so facilitates reduction; Read (1933), p. 237. Contrast, however, Patterson (1971), p. 310, which 
argues that the ease with which early metallurgists could have smelted lead from galena has been exaggerated. 

'" Aitchison (1960), p. 43. 
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It could be that, before the widespread use of coinage beginning around the 
middle of the -1st millennium, the need for lead was relatively small and the acci
dent of discovery accounted for the use of other ores.258 It is still not clear whether the 
lead found in pre-Chou bronzes (and there are many bronzes that have no lead in 
them) was added intentionally or, as some would argue, entered accidentally from 
copper ores that contained small quantities oflead.259 Only when the percentage of 
lead rises above 8 per cent can we be quite certain that the lead has been added 
intentionally;260 in China, it is only with the late Shang or early Chou period that we 
have a number of bronze objects where the lead content approaches or surpasses 
this leve[.261 In addition to bronzes with relatively high lead content, we also have 
by at least the late Shang or early Chou objects made oflead, including a dagger
axe (ko ::1<;) of 99.75 per cent pure lead.262 Most of these were likely non-functional 
ritual objects but they do suggest that it was probably around the late Shang that, 
in addition to having been recognised as a useful component of bronze, lead was 
now coming into use as a metal in its own right. 263 

From perhaps Han times on, Chinese were using pewter, the lead/tin alloy, for 
a wide variety of utensils. Lead was likewise combined with tin to form a solder, 
though we do not know when this use was first discovered; it was probably not 
before the Han.264 

Apart from the use oflead in alloys (especially for coinage)265 or as a metal for 
making a wide range of utensils, the lead oxide litharge was an important compon
ent of paints and varnishes, and was also used in external medicines, as was lead 
carbonate (cerussite).266 Lead, along with other poisonous minerals such as mer
cury and arsenic, was not infrequently a part of elixirs to be taken internally.267 As 

258 Barnard & SatO (1975), p. 22. 
259 Barnard & SaW (1975), pp. Ig, 22. Since cupellation was still unknown, about the only significant use 

for lead was in bronzes to substitute for tin (not very well in terms of the mechanical properties of the resulting 
alloy) or to contribute to finer castings by lowering the viscosity of a copper/tin alloy; Hodges (1970), p. 127 and 
Rostoker & Dvorak (1991), p. 17. One special use, though a later one, deserves mention: the bronze arrowheads 
found in the mausoleum ofChhin Shih Huang Ti ~ Ml~ W have a relatively high lead content, leading Chinese 
scholars to speculate that the maximum oflead may have been used here to encourage lead poisoning in enemy 
soldiers wounded by the arrows; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 41. 

260 Gowland(1912),p.270. . 
26' See, for example, the tables in Anon. (I978b), pp. 23-4. There is only one example of an early bronze WIth a 

very high lead content of 17%. It is one of two large square tingJffi. excavated at Cheng-chou and identifi~d as 
belonging to the earlier Shang period. Anon. (1978b), p. 20. For all the pre-Shang and early Shang lead-contaInIng 
artefacts known up to Ig80, see Sun & Han (I981), table I. (This table is omitted from Murray (lg85) as well as 
from the reprinted version in Anon. (I986), pp. 12-25.) 

262 Anon. (I978b), p. 25; Hsia Hsiang-jung et 01. (1980), p. 20. Most of whatever lead objects may have been 
made at this time will have perished because of the susceptibility of metallic lead to corrosion; Rosenfield (1965), 
pp. 147-8. . 

263 Barnard & SatO accept the late Shang as the period when lead 'first appears as an intentional ingredient 
used in bronze'; Bernard & SatO (1975), p. 70. 

264 Barnard & SaW (1975), p. 100. 
'" Except for the Han period as well as the Ming and Chhing periods after the move to brass coins, Chinese 

coins typically contained from 10 to 25010 lead though shortages of copper and tin especially in the Southern 
Sung could cause that percentage to rise to 30 and above; Bowman ,t al. (1989), p. 28, figures 2-4' 

266 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I98o), p. 280; Vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 16. 
261 Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 291-2; Vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 78, 196. 
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mentioned in Vo!. 3 (p. 651), much lead went into one of China's oldest chemical 
industries, the preparation oflead acetate which, as a white paint, was an important 
cosmetic.268 Lead also served extensively as a component of many ceramic glazes, 
as well as in munitions and fireworks. 269 Finally, lead was extensively used in coin 
alloys throughout the imperial period.270 

Since most of the silver in China was obtained from argentiferous galena, lead 
must have become widely available in China from the Thang period on, when silver 
came to play a very important role as a medium of exchange in the Chinese eco
nomy.271 The close association of silver and lead was a most convenient coincidence 
since lead was needed in the cupellation process for refining gold and silver.272 

By the Ming and Chhing periods, most of the lead used in China was obtained as 
a by-product of silver and copper mining, especially in the provinces of Yunnan, 
Kweichow, Szechwan and Kiangsi (Map 7).273 If the generalisation of Li Shih
chen is correct, much if not most of that mining was taking place very deep 
underground.2H 

(iv) Gold 

Throughout the world, either gold or copper was the earliest metal to be first col
lected (grubbed) and then mined by humans. Which of the two came to be used first 
in any particular case can be only a matter of speculation. The excitement attach
ing to large nuggets of gold - the record seems to be a 86 kg nugget from Australia
can mask the fact that larger and therefore more useable lumps of native copper 
have always occurred much more frequently than those of native gold.275 Moreover, 
as Mark Twain so rightly reminds us, gold is not always easy to recognise (though he 
is referring in this case to vein gold rather than the placer nuggets that first drew the 
attention of primitive man).276 The question then of which metal, gold or copper, 
was used first (even if only on a very small scale) remains open, all the more since 

268 White lead ink was early used for commenting on texts written in black on wood or bamboo (Vol. 5, pt. 3, 
p. 17) while lead powder dyed pink served as a kind of rouge from at leastthe Han onwards (Vo!. 5, pt. 3, p. 126). 

269 Vo!. 5, pt. 7, pp. 118, 120, 122, 124, 144. 
210 For amounts used in the +18th century, see Vogel (lg87a), IV I. 271 Kato (I926). 
212 Vo!. 5, pt. 2, pp. 36ff. which discusses the process of cupellation in which the heating of gold and silver (with 

or without other metals) together with lead in a cupe! (i.e., a vessel or shallow hearth) usually made of bone ash 
results in the bone ash absorbing the lead and the oxides of other metals, leaving behind a cake or globule of the 
precious metal. See especially the illustration from TKKW reproduced on pp. 42-3, with its large cupeL 

'" rTKM, ch. 8, p. 12; nxw; ch. 14, p. 24'; Sun & Sun (lg66), p. 252; Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), 
Vo!. 2, p. 603. 

27 .. P'TKA1; ch. 8, p. 12. 

'" For the Australian nugget, cf. Rickard (1932), p. 94. The largest nugget on record for China was found in 
the +IIth century and weighed 24,500 grams or 53.6 lbs.; in the 1980s, nuggets weighing over 2 or 3 kg were 
still occasionally found. Cr. Ho Yueh-chiao & Chu Fu-hsi (1986), p. 49; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), 
p. 261. One estimate has it that, across the entire world, perhaps 8,00D-1O,000 nuggets of gold weiglling 10 kg 
or more have been discovered from earliest times to the present; Chu Shou-Khang & Chang Po-yin (1989), p. 65. 

216 ' ... I learned then, once for all, that gold in its native state is but dull, unornamental stuff, and that only 
low-born metals excite the admiration of the ignorant with an ostentatious glitter.' Twain (1873), p. 208. Com
pare also Aitchison (1960), p. 11 and Gettens et al. (lg69). 
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there is no necessary reason to believe that the same answer applies to all places and 
all cultures. 277 

Many scholars, influenced no doubt by gold's long and widespread acceptance as 
the precious metal par excellence, have tended uncritically to read similar attitudes 
into the thinking of early peoples. This was not necessarily the case. In Africa, gold 
was little prized compared with copper, which offered a beautiful and evocative 
reddish colour, warm luminosity and a pleasing sound when struck. 278 This gives us 
perhaps a clue to help explain one of the most striking facts of early Chinese mining 
and metallurgy: the almost complete absence of gold in the archaeological record 
until the middle to end of the -2nd millenium (later Shang) or some thousand years 
or more after copper and bronze had come into use. 279 Even at this late date, gold was 
used for the most part only as foil (typically about 0.2 mm in thickness280) and leaf(as 
thin as 0.01 mm281) for decorative purposes as a facing material for metal or wooden 
vessels, implements or ornaments.282 Chang Kwang-chih, noting that Shantung 
could have been a source of significant amounts of gold, suggests that' [t] he rarity of 
gold [in the Shang] can only be read in terms of the Shang's own values. '283 

Cast or worked objects do not appear in any significant numbers for another half 
of a millennium after the Shang.284 Only around -500 can we say with some con
fidence that gold had become the luxury metal in China, a reliable indicator of the 
power and prestige of those who owned it.285 

We have discussed above (Section (d)(2)(ii)) the weathering of primary ore deposits 
which frequently transforms the original sulphide deposits into native metals. 286 

Further breakdown of the deposit and transport of its materials can produce 

:177 Here we might also note Noel Barnard's suggestion that gold may not even have been discovered by the 
Chinese until long after they had begun to produce bronzes from mixed ores, and even after they had already 
recognised the cassiterite found in placers as a source of tin; Barnard (lg8g), p. Igl, fn. 32. This hypothesis does 
not appear very promising, given the ease with which nuggets of gold can often be recognised. That gold was 
'useless for anything but ornament' may, together with the fact that it was rarely available in any quantity, help 
account for its limited use in the early stages of Chinese knowledge of metals, but that is not likely to have delayed 
its discovery. For the paucity of gold remains that can be dated to even the Shang dynasty, cf. Lu Pen-shan & Wang 
Ken-yuan (1987), p. 73. 

no Herbert (lg84)' 279 Chao Khuang-hua (1990), p. 245. 
2" Barnard & SatO (1975), p. 69, fn. 83; Franklin (1983), p. 2g0. 
,,, Anon. (1978b), pp. 34-5; Li Chung-chun (1982), p. 1. Ho Yueh-chiao & Chu Fu-hsi (1986, p. 147) speak ofleaf 

as thin as 1/10,000 ofa mm, in which case 30 grams can provide enough gold for a sheet of nine square metres. 
282 Andersson (lg35), pp. 6-7; Chang Kwang-chih (1980), p. 157; Barnard & SatO (1975), pp. 69 and 96. 

Keightley (1983, pp. 250, fn. 16 and 2g0-1) notes that metal-bearing sites in China up to the Shang at least show 
no use of gold or any otkr metals .. objects of personal ornament. Undoubtedly this w .. due to the unique import
ance attached tojade and jade-like stones in early China. 

,,, Chang Kwang-chih (lg80), p. 157. Ursula Franklin, referring to the use of gold leaf in the Shang, has sug
gested that, in early times, 'what is surprising is the almost trivial use to which [gold] was put .... gold sheets 
were [apparently] used mainly for their contrasting colour.' Franklin (1983), p. 290. She concludes that 'gold 
conveyed beauty, but not necessarily status'. Emma Bunker, on the other hand, usefully distinguishes between 
gold itself reflecting status (not the c .. e in the Shang) and the use of gold to enrich artefacts that reflected status 
(clearly true for the Shang); Bunker (1993), p. 27. That might make its use somewhat less 'trivial'. 

'" Barnard & Sato (1975), p. 68. '" Bunker (1993), pp. 29, 35· 
286 A native element is one that occurs in the free state, that is, not chemically combined with any other element. 

This means that it can be used once it is mechanically separated, if necessary, from its matrix (in the case of gold, 
typically quartz or quartzite). In alluvial deposits, this mechanical separation has often been accomplished by 
weathering, the tumbling action in the stream, etc. 
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concentrations of these native metals on hillsides and in watercourses. Native gold 
and copper, often quite easy to recognise, were thus present as nuggets in many of 
the same stream beds where primitive man chose the stones he used for tools.287 These 
pieces of gold and copper could be used just as they were found (without being smelted), 
with perhaps minor mechanical modification (hammering into shape, perforating). 

There are two basic kinds of gold deposits: vein deposits and placer deposits. 288 
From at least Warring States times (latter -1st millennium), placer gold was regu
larly referred to as 'sand gold' (sha chin y:J;1fz) while gold in veins was usually called 
'mountain gold' (shan chin Lll1k).289 Vein deposits regularly consist of elemental gold, 
almost always with at least a small admixture of silver, mechanically combined with 
quartz so that the gold can be obtained by crushing the ore and 'washing' it to separ
ate out the gold.290 Alternatively, amalgamation could be used to separate out gold 
from sands or a crushed matrix, though Edward Schafer believed that even as late 
as the Thang, this may have been a secret process known by alchemists ('Taoists') 
.but unknown to miners.291 

Placer deposits typically contain flakes, dust ('flour') or grains of native gold (sheng 
chin ~1k), often very nearly pure because most of the silver originally present has 
dissolved out. Sometimes a placer will contain nuggets of some size though typi
cally smaller than nuggets or pieces of native copper.292 On the other hand, pieces of 
gold (unlike copper) can be joined in a good weld simply by hammering the pieces 
together.293 The small size of early objects made of gold was therefore probably due 
to the limited availability of accessible pieces of gold. 294 

In China, rich gold deposits are often to be found in the metamorphosed pre
Cambrian (570+ million years ago) granite so prominent in many of China's major 
mountain ranges: the Wu-thai 11. -Et and La-liang g w:. mountains in Shansi, the 
An-shan f.t(w mountains in Liaoning, the Hei-lung-chiang ~~U mountains, the 
Thai-shan ~ W range in Shantung, the Sung-shan ~ W mountains in Honan (M;;tp 8). 

287 Easy to recognise in their own right, though it would be a long time before they would be recognised as 
components of a much larger category, 'metals'. On the important question of how early humans came to recog~ 
nise th~ category 'metals', see Franklin (1983), pp. 281-2 and Rickard (1932), pp. 163-4. Multhauf(1965, p. 142, 
n. I) pornts out that it was only around the time of Christ that the word 'metal' w .. limited in the West to those 
substances we think of as metallic. 

,.. C£ above, Section (d)(2). 
28' Shan chin W'Ii'i: was also used more broadly to signifY any gold to be found in the mountains, including that 

found in e1uvial deposits (where the weathered material or 'float' is still near or at its place of formation) and 
bench placer deposits (original alluvial placer deposits that later form dry terraces or ledges on a mountain side); 
Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 260. See Li Chung-chiin (1982a) for a discussion of traditional terms 
relating to gold mining together with a good selection of texts in which they appear. 

,go For further discussion of this process, cf. below, Section (i). The natural alloy of gold and silver, electrum, 
was called by the Chinese 'yellow silver' (huangyin jUH), 'pale gold' (tan chin ~'Ii'i:) or 'gold-silver stone' (chin yin 
,hih 'li'i:i&:fi). For Chinese methods of separating the gold and silver in electrum before nitric acid first began to 
be imported into China in the +18th century, see Chao Khuang-hua (1990). 

29' Schafer (1963), p. 251. Actually, amalgamation was in use by the end of the Han; Sivin (1978), p. 461. 
m The late +12th century Ling Wai Tai Ta speaks of gold nuggets in far southern China .. large as hen's eggs 

which the inhabitants referred to .. 'gold mother' (chin mu 'Ii'i:-Bl:); finding one made a person rich. Ling Wai Tai Ta, 
ch. 7, p. loa; Netolitzky (1977), p. 128. 

293 Also in contrast to copper, gold does not harden and thus crack easily when hammered. 
29< Hodges (1970), p. 53. 
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Map S. Pre-.oth century gold mining sites in China. 
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The data on which this map is based has been drawn mainly from Hsia Hsiang
jung ,/ al. (r98o), Yang Yuan (1982), and Chang Hung-chao (r954). For checking 
the information, Aoyama (/933) and Than Chhi-hsiang ,t al. (1991) have been 
especially helpful. 

Each site is identified by a province code letter and its own number. To facilit
ate cross6 checking, these identifications are consistent fOT Maps 3, 7, 8, 9, I1 

and 12. The code letters for the provinces are as follows: 

A Liaoning H Kiangsu P Hunan 
B Hopeh J Anhwei Q Szechwan 
C Shantung K Honan R Kweichow 
D Shansi L Chekiang S Kwangtung 
E Shensi M Fukien T Kwangsi 
F Kansu N Kiangsi U Yunnan 
G Sinkiang 0 Hupeh V Kirin 

A4 
AS 
A6 
A7 

B8 
Bn 
BI' 
BI3 
BI4 

CII 
Cl. 
C9 
CIO 
CI3 
CI4 
CI5 
CI6 

I 
I 
I 

C7 
CI7 

I 
CI8 
C4 
Cs 

D.I 
D2. 

D'3 
D24 
DI 
D25 
0.6 
DI9 
0'7 
D.8 
D'9 
D30 

E'4 
E'5 
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Caption to Map S. (cont.). 

Where useful, further information for purposes of identification has been provided, such as the administrative 
unit of which a mountain was a part, or the modern name for a place when it differs significandy from the name 
it bore in earlier times. 

For each site, the periods are indicated for which there is evidence for mining of the relevant metal at that site. 

PI Pre-Han (To -.02) 
P2 Han (-'0' to +220) 
P3 Period of Division, Sui, Thang (+ •• 0 to +g06) 
P4 Five Dynasties, Sung (+g07 to+I'79} 
P5 Yuan, Ming (+1279 to +1644) 
P6 Chhing(+1644 to (900) 

Key to Map S 

Sites 

Ta-ning :*:. 
Lung-shan hsien Il!LiJ~ 
Shuang-chheng ~:IJiIt 
Hei-shan ~LiJ 

Tun-hsing shan f;:~LiJ 
Shan-chou M#{ 
Ching-chou It#{ 
Chhien-an ~* 
Feng-jun Iliflll 

Thai-shan ~LiJ 
Teng-chou ~'Jtl 
Lai-chou ~1t{ 
I-tu jiilll 
Tzu-chou tal#{ 
Hsi-hsia hsien tl§l!l~ 
I-chou Pao shan vr#{WLiJ 
Lai-yang ~I!J 
Chiao-chou ~#{ 
Chao-yuan jtjJ! 
Wen-shang !Xl: 
Lin-chhu UJru 
CM-chou 1'l;#{ 

Ti-tushan WilIlLiJ 
Liang-chhu shan ~~LiJ 
Ku-thishan ftRliLiJ 
Thai-hsi shan ~4llLiJ 
Shao-shan yLiJ 
Yeh-lishan ~~LiJ 
Meng-men shan ~r'LiJ 
Huai-shan tlLiJ 
Huan-shan i§LiJ 
Thai-yuan *ffl!: 
Wei-chou .,tl 
Hsin-chou tfT1t{ 

Ymg-shan ~LiJ 
Chhin-mao shan ~'iii'LiJ 

Further identification 

Ning-chheng 
Ling-yuan 
Thieh-ling 

Lin-chheng 
Phu-yang 
Tshang-chou 

Thai-an 
Pheng-Iai 
Yeh-hsien 

Tzu-chhuan 

Lin-i 

Yang-kao 
Yang-kao 
Yang-kao 
Fan-chih 
Hsi-yang 
Hsi-yang 
Chi-hsien 
Wen-hsi 
Chang-tzu 

Wei-nan 
Fu-shih 

Mining Periods 

PI P2 P3 P4 

.:IJiIt 
{lilili 
Il~ 

1il:lJilt X 
~~ 
itrH 

~* X 
ii~ X 
liUi X 

Mill 

Iilvr 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

P5 P6 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
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Key to Map S (cont.). ~ Key to Map S (cont.). 

-Sites Further identification Mining Periods Sites Further identification Mining Periods 

PI p, P3 P4 Ps P6 PI P. P3 P4 Ps P6 

E.6 Shu-lishan Ik~UJ Chhien~yang Till X K.o Yi~su shan EifUJ Meng-chin ~i* X 
E'7 Lung-shou shan IUtUJ Hsi·an 2!i3i: X K.I Lu-thishan J1Iii\lUJ I-yang EI!i X 
E6 Yang~hsu shan IlIIiUJ Lo-nan ~Wi X X K •• Lou-cho shan .~W Lo-ning ~$ X 
E3 Yang-hua shan IlI.UJ Hua-yin • jIj X K23 Chan-chu shan IIti$W Lo-yang ~1lI X 
E.I Chhi-shan ~UJ Feng-hsiang J.l.m X K24 Chhang-shih shan *EUJ Hsin-an Wi3i: X 
E.S Shen~shan $W An-sai 3i:!li X K·S Tho-shan .UJ Shan-hsien ~~ X 
E20 Han-chung ;iitj:l X K26 Mo-shan !*W Chung-mou tj:I.$ X 
E'9 Hsi-chheng i1li:iJOC An-lthang 3i:JlIt X K'7 I-shan 1§!:W Cheng-chou 11111+1 X 
E30 Han-yin ;iijlj X KIO I-yang ~1lI X 
E31 Chin-chou ~1+1 An-lthang 3i:JlIt X K8 Le-an !J/!3i: Kuang-shan :l'6W X 
E3' Shang~chou iifjJii Feng-yang hsien 'lI1IIKi¥ X K.S Huai-chou ,,1+1 Chhin-yang ~C'1lI X 
EI3 Lan-thien IHB X K'9 Meng-chou ;E1+I X 
EI4 Hsien~ning ~$ X K3° Tshai-chou ~1+1 Ju-nan Tt<i'W X 
EIS Chou-chih )lij~ X K31 Kung-hsien •• X 
EI6 Chhang-an *3i: X 
E33 Hsi-hsiang i1li~ X 

LI9 Chil-yll shan £]~W Yu-yao ~~ X 
E34 Hsing-an chou ~3i:1+1 X 

LIS Hui-chi shan .1iW Shao-hsing ~1lI! X 
LI7 Lin-hai MIi X 

F3 Hui-chiang shan jlilIW Chang-yeh .,JH~ X LIS Lung-chhilan R~ X 
F3 Thien-shan ~W Chang-yeh 5l~ X 
F4 Wen-chou xiii X 

MI8 Chiang-le JI4j!J/! X 
FS Lan-chou M 1+1 X 

MI9 Hou-kuan ~-g X 
F6 Tang-chou ~1+1 Min~hsien Iti!~ X 

Mg Thing-chou IT1+I X 
F7 Su-chou .,+1 Chiu-chhilan 1IIll< X 

MS Chhang-thing ~IT X 
FS Chhii-shui i!!l* X 
Fg Huai-tao lIli X M.o Fu-an 1I3i: X 

FIO Fu-lu lItt X M.I Ning-te $1.t! X 

Fll Vii-men 3S:r~ X M •• Phu-chheng iifi:iJOC Ma-anshan jf,fliW X 

F3 Kan~chou tt1+l Chang-yeh 5l~ X 
FI. Tun-huang f{~ X NIg Yil-chang Pho-yang ltQIlI Po-yang iltlll X X 

NS Le-phing !J/!3JZ X X 

G4 Ho-chou m 1+1 Thu-lufan I!l:.~ X N8 Shang-jao .tal X 
N20 Lin-chhuan 11111 X 

GS Tha~chheng ~:iJOC X 
N.I Yil-tu fUll X 

G6 I-li ~~ Sui-ting ~5E X 
N4 Jao-chou M1+I Po-yang iltlll X X 

G7 Wu-lu mu chhi .\1l;fI.*'Il\' X 
N.o Fu-chou M!!I1+I Lin-chhuan 11111 X 
Ng Nan-anchiin Wi:mJ Ta-yll *~ X 

HI Chiang-tu lUll X N •• Hsin-chou ffiiii Kuei-hsi hsien 
_. 

X X 
HII Pao-ying WII! X N03 Lung-hsing U~ Lin-ju MTt< X 

N'4 Fu-chou M!!I1+I Le-anhsien !J/!m X 
JI6 Hsi-chou 11:#1 X NoS Hsin-chien Will X 
J I7 Hui-chou llI:1+1 X 
JIS Chhih-chou ill!.1ii Kuei-chhih _ill!. X 030 Han-shui 1J* X 

031 Ching-shan llUW Nan-chang i'W1f X X 
KI7 Ju-ho i9:ii'J X 03' Chang-shui ll* Tang-yang 'ltl!i X 
K3 Hsien-shan afW Sung-hsien :0:. X 033 Ching~shan :llI:W Fang-hsien n}fi X 
KI Thai-hang shan :;tffUJ Hui-hsien 

_. 
X 034 I-ling !/i1~ I-chhang lt~ X X 

KI Chii-jushan ilillillUJ Hui-hsien 
_. 

X 035 Chhing-chiang lItlI X 
KIS Hou-shih shan ~J:'(;UJ Yen-shih 1111li1i X 01, Shih-chou ~iii En-shih !6\\~ X 
K7 Yi-tishan ~*Lll Chen~phing j(3JZ X 036 Fang-chou .mm X 
KI9 Kao-chhien shan ~ilrIUJ Nei~hsiang P':l~ X °37 Chiang-ling lI~ X 
KI9 Chi-wang shan XilLll Nei-hsiang P':l~ X °3S Hsiang-yang Rill X 
K4 Feng-shan JlLll Nan-yang Willl X °7 Nan-chang i'W1f X X 
K4 Ya-shan fiLll Nan-yang i'W1II X 039 I-chheng It:iJOC X X 
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Key to Map 8 (cont.). Key to Map 8 (cont.). , 
f 

Sites Further identification Mining Periods ·1 Sites Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 ! PI P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 

! 
040 Chien-shih l!I!Ml X Qsg Shih-ching Em X 
01 Ta-yeh ::;I;;i'El X Q60 Chiang-yu iIiIIl X 

041 Shih-shou E1lt X Q61 Jen-shou ta X 
Q62 Chi-hsien _11 X 

P2 Chao-yao shan tflM;w Kuei-yang t!~ X Q63 Hsu-chhuan :I1§1I1 X 

P24 T ung-thing shan iiiJfj!w Yueh-yang ,sill x Q64 Lu-chhuan llIlIl X 

PI Chhang-sha ~tp X f 
Q6S Mei-chou M!ffi x 

P8 Heng-chou 1ti+11 x x QI 7 Chia-chou Jlffi Le-shan ~w X 

P25 Hsu-chou ~J+I Chhien-yang ~!!!! X i Q31 Ya-chou $ffi x 
C I 

P26 Hsiang-yuan itIliff, x 
·1 

Q66 Chien-chou lMJlj X 

P27 Hsiang-hsiang itIl. X Q67 Tzu-chou :ifffi X 

P28 Lung-piao at!! x Q68 Chhang-chou ~dH Ta-tsu ::;I;;Jil. x x 
P2g O-shan *!w X Q2g Li-chou flJffi Kuang-yuan 1Jf5i; X 

Pgo Yueh-chou ,srN Phing-chiang hsien :lJliIII x X Q6g Lung-chou ftffi Phing-wu :lJlJit X 

Pgl Yuan-chou iltJH Chih-chiang :i!iI x X Q70 Wan-chou 1itffi X 

P32 I-yang iHI X X Q71 Chheng-tu ~~ X 

P33 Ching-chou mJtl x X Q72 Chia-ting 
.:;E 

X 

P34 Chhen-chou ~Jii X Q73 Lo-lo lIlI X 

Ps Than-chou iIIIffi X QI 4 Hui-chhuan .111 Hui-li .J'I X 

P3S Wu-kang Ji\:fli\j X QI8 Chien-chhang ilia X 

P36 Pao-chhing •• Shao-yang illl~ X Q74 Te-chhang 1!!!§ X 

P37 Wu-ling Ji\:~ Chhang-te m-ll x x Q22 Pai-hsing fEi" Yen-yuan Riff, X 

P38 Yuan-ling ilt~ X X Q28 Lung-an fu ft3i:1& Phing-wu :lJlJit X x 
P39 Hsu-phu ~iifi X Q75 Ho-hsien ~II X 

P4° Chhuan-chou ~ffi X Q76 Chung-hsien !~II X 
Q77 Ta-tsu ::;I;;Jil. X 

Q3s Min-shan ~w Mao-hsien ~II X 
Q78 Wan-hsien .11 X 

Q3 Lai-shan il!w Ytng-ching ~H!!!. X Q79 Thung-chhuan till I San-thai -=:a X 

Q36 Chia-meng ~JiIi Chao-hua lIiHI: X 
Q80 Kuan-yuan ,m X 

~ Han-chia ~. Ya-an $3i: X 
Q81 Fu-ling ~It\\' x x 

Q37 Hsuan-han 1i:i'! X 
Q82 Pa-chou ~HN Pa-chung Elt:fi X 

Q38 Pa-hsi Ell1§ X Q83 Pao-ningfu .$1& Lang-chung 1HIt:fi X 

Q3g O-mei i4l1j x Q30 Chien-chou ~HH Chien-ko ~JllI'l X 

Q40 Nan-phu jilijiifi X R4 Thung-jen tai phing hsi i!t:t::lJl~ 
Q41 Lin-chiang i:llI x x 

Q42 Mien-ku imit X 
R9 Sheng-hsi ~il X 
RIO Thi-hsi tt~ Chiang-khou lID 

Q4g Hua-chheng {I:~ X 
X 

RII Thien-chu ~tt X 
Q44 Pheng-shui w* X RI2 Ssu-nan ,\!IjiI;j 
Q4S Wen-chiang lI.lI x x 

Q46 Thang-an Jl!f3i: X 
RI3 Chen-yuan M!! X 

Q47 Lung-yu ftilh X 52 Lien-shan l!I!w X 

Q48 Tung-i Jill X 539 Ssu-hui Il!!. X 

Q7 Yang-an !!!!3i: X 540 Tuan-hsi iIIi~ X 

Q49 Chin-shui i:* X 541 Hsin-hsing !fi" X 
Qso Phan-shih .E X 542 Thung-ling lilt\\' X 
QsI Tzu-yang if!!!! X 543 En-phing .I.:lJl X 
Qs2 Nei-chiang P3lI X 544 She-chheng *~ X 
Qsg Thai-teng III!: X 545 Chhiung-shan ~w X 
Q8 Lu-shan litw X 546 Ning-yuan $!! X 

Qs4 Wen-shan ttw X 547 Hun Ililli X 

Qss Tso-feng :1r:M X 548 Wan-an .~ X 
Qs6 Ting-lien 

:;E. X 549 Chhin-chiang i)(lI X 

Qs7 Wei-chheng ft~ X 550 Nan·enchou jiI;j,\l!.+N x 
Qs8 Phu-an ii~ X S51 Li-yehshan #i'Elw Ling-shan hsien IlW. x 

--~ 
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Key to Map 8 (cont.). 

Sites 

T7 Yung-chou e!1+1 
T24 Hsiang-yuan i!lIi!§( 

TI8 Shang-lin .1# 
T25 Ning-phu $iiIi 
T26 Kuei-phing f!.lf 
T07 Yung-ting ~5E 
TII Yu-lin I!# 
T28 Yang-shou Ill. 
T29 Chhang-le 'lltl!1! 

T30 Li-shan ~ill 
T31 Jung-shui 1117.1< 
T32 Po-pai ~B 
T33 Chhang-lin 'IIt# 
T34 Fu-an 1\'5i.' 
T21 Hsuan-hua lH!::. 
T6 Tshang-wu :I'm 
T3S Huai-chi 1!~ 

U43 Chi-shan • ill 
U43 Po-nan ~m 
U44 Tien ~ 
U3 Ai-lao 1i12f: 
U45 Yao-chou M.#I 
U46 Wei-chhu ~J! 
U22 Li-chiang BlI 
U4 Ta-li *ll 
Un Chin-chhih ~e 
U47 Lin-an Yi'5i.' 
U48 Chhu-ching iIIl~ 
UI8 Yuan-chiang 5ClI 
U8 Wu-sa J1l;lI'l 

Us Tung-chhuan ]It}! I 
U49 Wu-meng ,\1!;~ 

Uso Chin-sha chiang ~i:J>lI 
UIO Yung-ning ~$ 
US[ Lan-tshang chiang iM~lI 
US2 Yao-an lijt'5i.' 
US3 Yung-chhang ~~ 
U29 Theng-yueh IIIlI! 
U2[ Yung-pei ~:!t 
US4 Khai-hua Imf!::. 
US5 Chung-tien 'I'{;jJ 

VI Khai-yuan 1m5C 
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Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P2 P3 P4 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Yung-ning ~$ X 

Yung-phing ~.lf X 
Yung-phing ~.lf X 

X 
X 

Vac-an lijt'5i.' X 

Chen-hsiung Mot 

Chao-thung IIBli 

Nung-an JI* 

P5 P6 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

1r fl 
I 
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In these areas, gold and iron are often associated in shallow deposits in argillaceous 
(clays, shales, mudstones) and silica-rich rock formations. Other important deposits 
are found in Szechwan, Hopeh and Kiangsi and the gold belt to the south ofKuei-lin 
:f1** in Kwangsi.295 

Placer deposits have probably been mined in every province of China. 296 Usually, 
they are shallow and meagre. In Fukien, Kiangsi, Hupeh, Hunan, Kwangtung, 
Kwangsi, Szechwan and, especially, Yunnan and Heilungkiang, however, they have 
been of somewhat greater richness and importance.297 In the early part of this cen
tury, placer mining was so dominant in Chinese gold-mining that the ordinarily 
well-informed pioneering Chinese geologist, Wong (Weng) Wen-hao ~)(., could 
write that 'It is the gold-bearing alluvial deposits that constitute up to the present, 
the only source of [gold] production in China. '298 In many areas, extensive placer 
mining is still carried on using traditional methods,299 

In the geological processes of formation, vein deposits of course precede placer 
deposits, which derive from them. The exploitation of gold deposits, however, 
took the opposite course. Because gold is one of the heaviest metals, concentrating 
it by washing (gravity separation) is one of the easiest of all forms of mining. 300 
Placer deposits were therefore exploited long before vein deposits. 301 Archaeological 
remains reveal that the inhabitants of the Kansu area recognised and used placer 
gold at least as early as the first half of the -2nd millennium.302 But it is still an open 
question when the Chinese first began to mine primary vein gold.303 The scattered 
evidence assembled by Lu Pen-shan P *fIJJt and Wang Ken-yuan .:E:f:&ft, shows 
that the Chinese had begun underground mining of gold in some areas perhaps as 
early as the Eastern Han but, in any case, by the Sui period at the latest, 304 Actually, 
even the Eastern Han date may be too conservative. In the Discourses on Salt and Iron 

2., Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (l987a), pp. 260 and 266-7, By the Thang period, gold mining had also 
acquired some importance in Yunnan; Yoshida (l967), p. 236. For an ~xhaustive treatment of China's gold 
deposits, see Chang Chen-ken et al. (l988-I992). 

2,. Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (I98la), p. 260; Bain (1933), p. 157. This reminds us that, in China as else
where, gold is almost as widely distributed as iron (Wong Wen-hao (1920), p. 53; Rickard(1932), p. 93}. In the SHe, 
as Donald Wagner points out (1993, p. 249), gold is mentioned more often than all the other minerals combined. 
Of course, gold deposits are typically much smaller than iron deposits. Still, given the virtual imperishability of 
gold (for reasons, cf. Young (1970), p. 106), weathering of gold-bearing rock and concentration of even minute 
amounts of gold can produce economically workable accumulations. 

297 Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (I987a), p. 260; Chang Hung-chao (l954), pp. 2-$ Anon, (I978b), p, 34, 
fn. I; Torgasheff(Ig30}, p. 121. 1llW claims that, by the Ming, Yunnan was theleading placer gold-producing 
region in China: 1llW 14, p, 233 (Sun & Sun (lg66), p. 236). The Chin-sha River ~i:J>lI in Yunnan was espe
cially rich in alluvial gold so that the gold concentrated on rocks in the river could be collected even without 
washing; Chu Shou-Khang & Chang Po-yin (r989), p. 64. 

". Wong Wen-hao ([920), p. 53. For specific examples of underground gold mining, cf. Table 13 below; 
Couling(1917}, p, 369; Anon. (19IS), p. [4. By far the great majority of China's placer deposits are alluvial; eluvial 
and bench deposits are of secondary significance. Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 261. 

'" For interviews with two present-day gold miners at Phing-ku .If:a-, some 45 km southeast of Peking, as well 
as with a peasant who would have nothing to do with mining, cf. Zhang & Sang (lg87), pp. 145-9. 

300 Rickard (1932), pp. 94-5. 3')1 Cr. below, Section (g). 
302 Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (I98l), p. 73; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (r98o), p. 2g8. 
303 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I98o), pp. 304-S. 
304 Chu Shou-Khang & Chang Po-yin (I989), p. 65; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (I987a), pp. 262-3; 

Lu Pen-sban & Wang Ken-yuan (I987), p. 76. See also Chu Shou-Khang & Chang Po-yin (r989), p. 64. 
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(Yen Thieh Lun glt§"lfH), from the -1St century, the literati note that, in those days of 
growing extravagance, ' [miners] dig into mountain rocks to obtain gold and silver 
(tsuan shan shih erh chhiu chin yin • LlJEmJ*:ili:~N)'. 305 This appears to refer to at least 
shallow excavation of vein deposits rather than to the working of placers. 

An interesting early reference to underground mining of gold discusses the 
famous gold mining district on the northern side of the Shantung peninsula, centred 
on the present-day Yeh hsien:mz~ and Mou-phing hsien .$3f~. According to the 
+9th century Yuan-ho Chiin Hsien Chih :7CtD~~~ (Gazetteer of the Provinces and 
Counties of the Yuan-ho Reign-period [+806 to +8~w]): 'The electrum (huangyin 
j'i~N) mine ofChhang-yang hsien is located 140 li east of the city. In the 18th year of 
Khai-huang of the Sui (+598), the prefect ofMou-chou, Hsin Kung-i, "smelted" elec
trum (yeh chu te huangyin {-&.i~j'i~N) at this mine and presented it to the court. '306 
One wonders if this might describe an alternative to crushing and washing gold ore: 
in heating a quartz ore, the electrum (native gold containing significant percentages 
of silver) would melt before the quartz and could therefore be drained off. On the 
other hand, we may just possibly be looking at a reference to the roasting or smelting 
of a telluride ore though the recognition of gold tellurides and sulphides seems to be 
only a very recent development in Chinese mining.307 A third possibility is that the text 
refers to a process still being used for working gold in this century: the ore is heated and 
quenched to make it brittle and thus easier to grind, after which it could be washed 
to obtain the electrum. 308 Finally, this text could refer to a refining process that did 
not separate the gold and silver but removed other trace elements such as copper. 

It would be especially helpful to be able to identify the process indicated here 
because the practice of underground mining of gold does not necessarily imply the 
mining of vein ores. Miners have sometimes found buried at some depth ancient 
placer deposits of native gold that had been covered up in later epochs (Fig. 10). 
A good example was the Hsi-hsia gold mine at Teng-chou in Shantl'.ng, the larg
est gold mine of the Yuan period, where gold-bearing gravel on a pre-Cambrian 
bedrock had been covered with basalt from the relatively recent Pliocene period 
(c. 2 million years ago). 309 Thus, although we have here underground excavation, it 
did not involve the mining of vein gold. 

Given the significant increase in the use of gold beginning around the middle of 
the -1St millennium (Fig. rr) it seems likely that there was quite considerable gold 
mining being carried on in many parts of China by that time. 31o In the Han, for 
the only time in Chinese history, gold bullion was not only extensively used in com
mercial transactions311 but was even more prevalent than silver.312 Even the early 

305 Yen Thieh Lun, ch. 3, p. 21; Gale (1967), p. 21. 306 Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 265. 
307 Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), p. 73. 
308 Read (1907), p. 1297. Read notes the 'striking similarity' of this method to practices in Europe in the +15th 

century. 
309 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 304; Schurmann (1956), p. 154. 
310 Huang Yli-heng & Ai Ta-chheng (1989), pp. II- 16. 3 11 Yang Lien-sheng (1952), pp. 16,43. 
312 Dai Zhiqiang (Tai Chih-chhiang) and Zhou Weirong (Chou Wei-jung) have recently suggested that one of 

the reasons why the Chinese never developed a tradition of minting gold (or silver) coins was because the precious 
metals were still scarce in north China in the middle of the -1st millennium when coinage came into wide use. 
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Fig. 10. The mining of deep gold gravels in Ethiopia. If the ground is reasonably firm, shafts can be excavated, 
using simple methods, to reach the bedrock. United Nations (1972), p. 51, fig. In. The ThienKung Khai WU 7(IOOW, 
ch. 14, p. 233 may refer to something like this when it says, referring to the mining of 'flour-like (fine) sand gold' 
(mien sha chin ~~j>1iZ), that 'they dig shafts (ehing #) into level ground to obtain it'. (Contrast translation in Sun & 
Sun (1966), p. 236.) Such a procedure is even more strongly suggested by the remains of bench placer working in 
the I-yang:M1ll! area of Hun an and in the more than 1,000 surviving 5-6 metre deep old shafts in the Heng-yang 

~Ill! area of the same province; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 268. 
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Fig. 11. Gold coins (?) bearing inscriptions 'treasure of [the Chhu capital of] Ying' (Ying-yuan !!1~~) or 'treasure 
of Ch hen' (Chhen-yuan ~~) . Anon. (1972), pI. 70. The gold is up to 99% pure; Hsia Hsiang-jung etal. (1980), p. 40; 
Chu Huo (1983), p. 30. Such coins have been excavated in at least seven modern provinces; Chhen Erh-chiin 

(1995), p. 259· 

Han government seems to have had remarkably large amounts of gold available to 
it. 313 Thus, for example, Emperor Wu:It\ could in -123 reward troops that had been 
successful against the Hsiung-nu {gjJfrJZ. tribes to the north with something over one 
and one-half million ounces of goldp14 On the death ofWang Mang .:E # in +23, 
the central treasuries alone are reported to have amassed some 700,000 chin or about 
156 tonnes of gold, estimated to be more than all the gold available in medieval 
Europe.315 It is hardly surprising then that gold also came to be widely used among 
the wealthy and powerful for functional items such as utensils and buttons. 316 

Unfortunately, presently available information provides us with virtually no evid
ence to answer the question of most interest here: how much of the availability of 
considerable amounts of gold by Han times can be explained by advances in the 
technology of gold mining? Indeed, as suggested above, we cannot exclude the 
possibility that some, even much, of that gold may have entered China from outside, 

313 It has been suggested that the huang chin jl~ in Han sources may refer to copper instead of gold, but this 
appears unlikely; Chhen Chih (1955), p. ID1. 

314 Goodrich (1963), p. 40; Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 50. 
315 Huang Yii-heng & Ai Ta-chheng (1989), p. 25; Dubs (1942), pp. 36-9, cited in Goodrich (1963), p. 40 and 

Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 50. 
3 16 Chhen Chih (1955), p. ID1. For other examples of the availability oflarge amounts of gold, cf. Hsia Hsiang

jung et al. (1980), p. 56. Loewe is inclined to believe that the gold of the Han was produced in China and not, as 
some have suggested, imported in significant quantities; Loewe (1985), p. 263. Compare Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 50. 
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for example by way of Siberia or through the growing trade with central Asia along 
what would come to be known as the Silk Road. 317 Alternatively, extensive under
ground mining of gold veins, if it had begun by this time, could have significantly 
increased the supply of gold. Here, too, we simply do not know. In placer mining, 
a potentially important advance that could have had a significant effect on gold 
production would have been the introduction of sluices, which some scholars claim 
have been found in the Thung-hi shan ~ #!J< LlI copper mine excavations. A recent 
article even refers to 'a gravity separator chute'. 318 Given that simple panning of 
gold has remained the overwhelmingly dominant method of working gold placers 
right down to the present,319 however, the likelihood would seem to be that any 
significant increases in placer gold production occurring during the Warring States 
and Han periods owed more to discoveries of new deposits and increases in the num
ber of people engagfd in gold washing rather than to technological breakthroughs. 

Chhen Chih argues that gold became increasingly scarce in the course of the 
Han and later, attributing this growing scarcity to the gradual exhaustion of many 
of the most easily worked deposits as well as a siphoning off of much gold into the 
gilding of Buddhist statuary. 320 Kato Shigeshi also notes a post-Han increase in the 
use of gold for utensils and jewellery321 which must have very significantly increased 
demand for and therefore the value of gold. He also draws attention to Chao I 
m.'s comment in his Kai Tii Tshung Khao ~~it~ (Collected Researches While on 
Leave from Official Duties) that, from the late Six Dynasties period, gold and silver 
amounts are increasingly given in liang 'ounces' rather than in the much larger chin, 
which also suggests a rising value for gold and silver. 322 

(v) Silver 

By comparison even with gold and copper, native silver occurs very rarely in 
nature. 323 Moreover, silver combines easily with acids to form soluble compounds 
that are carried off during erosion. It is therefore rarely met with in easy-to-work 
placer deposits but must be won from underground veins. 324 Finally, what native 

3 17 For an excellent, up-to-date discussion of early contacts between Chinese and non-Chinese peoples as they 
may relate to the use of gold, see Bunker (1993). 

318 Zhou Baoquan et al. (1988), p. 127. Cf. also (g) . 
319 As of the mid-1980s, gold washing using traditional methods still accounted for more than 40 % of China's 

total gold production; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 269. The increasing use of dredges, however, is 
probably now changing this significantly. 

320 Chhen Chih (1955), p. 101; cf. also Ma Yun-kho (1932), p. 36. 32 1 KatO (1926), p. 729. 
322 Kai Yii Tshung Khao, ch. 30; KatO (1926), pp. 365-6. 
323 Tylecote (1992), p. 45. Overall, the earth's crust contains only about 0.2% as much native silver as native 

copper; Gale & Gale (1981) p. 181; Patterson (1971), pp. 296-7. Ifwe compare the amount of the metal appearing 
as useful nuggets and ignore the uniquely rich native copper deposits of the Lake Superior region, that percent
age drops to perhaps 0.15 %; Patters on (1971) p. 297, table 6. 

324 Lilley (1936), p. 597. Thao Hung-ching in the +5th century drew on this fact to contrast deposits of silver 
and gold: 'Silver is found in the same places as gold but silver grows within the earth (tan shih sheng thu chungyeh 
m~1:±~m).' Cited in PTKM ch. 8, p. 5. The idea of growth, in turn, was very likely suggested by the fact 
that native silver found at depth is often in the form offilaments; Shepherd (1980), p. 218. The Chinese pharma
cologists regularly distinguished native silver (shengyin1:~ 'raw silver') and vein silver (shuyin~~ 'processed 
silver'); PTKM, ch. 8, p. 5; de Mely (1896), p. 157. 
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silver does occur is typically in the form of delicate filaments or thin foil; in contrast 
to gold, these bits cannot be consolidated by hammering but must be melted 
together before enough is obtained to make even small objects. 325 Thus, awareness 
of the very existence of silver, not to speak of an ability to make use of it, could well 
have come to the Chinese long after they had begun to use gold or copper326 and 
native silver, though available in only small amounts, may well have been the sole 
source of the metal in China at least until the second half of the -1st millennium. 

Fortunately, what native silver does occur can frequently if not abundantly be 
found in the oxidised zones of metallic deposits. 327 This would have been especially 
important in the early days of mining in China when oxidised deposits were still relat
ively plentiful. In later periods, some native silver was also obtained from deposits of 
native gold since, as we noted above (Section (e)(I)(iv)), native gold almost always 
contains a greater or lesser admixture of silver. 328 Such deposits were especially to 
be found in the eastern, coastal regions of China (Map 9).329 

Silver had one characteristic much prized by craftsmen that made useful even 
small quantities of the metal. While silver is not as malleable as gold or tin and 
requires annealing after repeated hammering, it is extremely ductile, so that one 
gram of pure silver can be drawn out to produce more than a mile of fine wire. 330 

This encouraged the use of even small amounts of silver as decorative inlay not only 
on bronze vessels but also on chariots and other objects of wood and lacquer. 331 

It was only when the Chinese learned to mine and process underground argentif
erous sulphide ores that significantly larger amounts of silver became available. 332 

This advance occurred during the Warring States period at the earliest, and per
haps not until the Western Han. 333 In all likelihood, the Chinese turned first to the 
lead sulphide, galena. Virtually all galena contains at least small amounts of the 
silver sulphide, argentite. 334 To extract silver from mixed sulphide ores, the Chinese 

'" Gowland ([9[2), p. 28; Aitchison ([960), p. 45. 
32' Just possibly, some Chinese may have had their attention drawn relatively early to small amounts of native 

silver (yin hsingilUil. 'silver stars') that can be found in association with native copperin some parts of China. Cr. 
Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (1980), pp. 244-S; Bain ([933), p. 163. 

327 Phan Chung-hsiang ([95[), p. [42. 
". This may be reflected in the term pai chin B l'E has been used in China to indicate silver and which may be 

translated either as 'white metal' or 'white gold'. Interestingly, the ancient Egyptian name for silver can also 
mean white gold; Aitchison ([960), p. 45. 

32' Chu Shou-lthang & Chang Po-yin ([989), p. 65. The ratio of silver to gold in deposits at Lung-chhiian was 
typically around 3:7. 

'30 Wheeler & Maddin (1980), p. 105; Jones (1955), p. 172; Ho Yueh-chiao & Chu Fu-hsi ([986), p. 146. Because 
ofits lesser malleability, silver was not as suitable for use as leaf, though it was so used on occasion. Hodges ([964), 
p. 96; Cheng Te-lthun ([963), p. [95, Also, it tended to blacken over time. (I am indebted to the Denver gold
smith, Richard Kimball, for pointing this out to me.) Probably for the same reason, tinning was preferred to sil
vering when a silvery colour was desired on bronzes; Bunker ([994), pp. 75-6. 

331 Fang, Wen ([980), p. 376; Cheng Te·lthun ([963), p. 88. For the beginnings of gold, silver and copper inlay 
work in China, see Bunker ([993) p. 34 and the references cited there. 

'" Although there are some 55 well-known silver minerals, most of the world's silver occurs associated in sulph
ide deposits with the base metals lead, zinc and copper. 

'" Barnard & SatO (1975), p. 100; Bain (1933) p. 162. Silver is not mentioned in surviving pre-Warring States 
texts and few silver objects survive even from the Warring States period; Barnard & SalO (1975), pp. 6g-70; 100. 

'34 I Ping (972), p. 40; Aitchison ([960), p. 45. This close association oflead and silver appears frequently in 
early sources where the same mountain, for example, is said to produce silver and lead; see for example Thien 
Chhang-hu (987), p. 278. We can safely assume that the vast majority of these cases refer to the obtaining of sil
ver from galena. 
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Map g. Pre-20th century silver mining sites in China. 

The data on which this map is based has been drawn mainly from Hsia Hsiang
Jung et at. (980), Yang Yuan ([982), and Chang Hung-chao ([954). For checking 
the mformatlOn, Aoyama (933) and Than Chhi-hsiang et af. (Igg[) have been 
especially helpful. ' 

Each site is identified by a province code letter and its own number. To facilit
ate cross-checking, these identifications are consistent for Maps 3, 7, 8, 9, Il 

and 12. The code letters for the provinces are as follows: 

A Liaoning H Kiangsu P Hunan 
B Hopeh J Anhwei Q Szechwan 
C Shantung K Honan R Kweichow 
D Shansi L Chekiang S Kwangtung 
E Shensi M Fukien T Kwangsi 
F Kansu N Kiangsi U Yunnan 
G Sinkiang 0 Hupeh V Kirin 
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Caption to Map g. (cont.). Key to Map 9 (cont.). 

Where useful, further information for purposes of identification has been provided, such as the administrative 
unit of which a mountain was a part, or the modern name for a place when it differs significandy from the name Sites Further identification Mining Periods it bore in earlier times. 

For each site, the periods are indicated for which there is evidence for mining of the relevant metal at that site. 
PI P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 

PI Pre-Han (To -202) 
Lung-chou P2 Han (-.0. to +220) Eg 1IIIit! X 

P3 Period of Division, Sui, Thang (+220 to +g06) E20 Hsing-yuan lI'5C Han-chung ~'*' X 
P4 Five Dynasties, Sung (+g07 to +1279) E8 Shang-chou iiliit! X X 
Ps Yuan, Ming (+1279 to +1644) E21 Feng-hsiang fu lI.mlff X 
P6 Chhing (+1644 to Igoo) E36 Feng-huang shan Jl.Jl.Lll Shang-hsien iIli~ X Elg Lan-thien ll:EB X 

Key to Mapg 
EI4 Hsien-ning ,lit. X EI5 Chou-chih JiU X Eg7 Lin-tung Cil.i X 

Sites Further identification Mining Periods 
Fg Huai-chiang shan ftlILll Chang-yeh iJl~ X 

PI P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 FI Phing-liang :l]ZliJi: X FI3 Liang-tang PPi# X 
BII Feng-hsien tung ~7tifiiJ Shan-chou l'l:i'i'I X F2 Chheng-chi ~iC X 
BIS Chen-ting .:lE Cheng-ting :iE:;E X FI4 Lung-chheng 1!IlIi~ Thai-an _3i;' X 
BI6 Pao-ting l!i1<:lE X FI5 Chhing-shui rR* X 
BI7 Fengshan lilLll Chi-chou iJJi'l X FI6 Tai-chou _it! Thien-shui 7i:* X X 
BIB Yun-chou IHH Chhih-chheng W<~ X FI7 Tahuangshan ~JiLll Shan-tan LllfJ- X 
Big Wang-yun m~ X 
B20 Chu-yang shan ~IIiLll X GI Nan-erh M$C X 
B21 Hui-chou _it! Phing-chhuan :l]Z~ X G3 Khuei-tzu an X 
B.2 Chi-chen iJiti X 
B2g Yung-phing ;j<.OJZ Lu-lung Jalli X HI Chiang-tu 1I'ml X 
B'4 Ta-tu ~'ml Pei-ching shih :ltJM'i X 
B25 Lai-shui i** X ]Ig Nan-ling 1W~ X B26 Fang-shan 8i}ill X ]20 Ning-kuo .1fII!l X X B27 Yen-chhing ~J!! X ]21 Chi-hsi .~ X BIg Chhien-an .3i;' X ]8 Chhiu-phu tkJilj X B28 Fu-ning !ll\\lf! X ]9 Chhing-yang .111 X ]1 Hsuan-chheng 11!:~ X Clg Chhang-yang ~1Ii X ]22 Paotzuya f-l-T'lil Huo-chhiu hsien .!iIl. X C.o Pheng-lai illi X JI8 Chhih-chou l1!!1ii Kuei-chhih ftit!! X CIS Lin-i !ili7fi' X X 
Cl. Teng-chou lHH X KlO I-yang WI!J§ X Cg Lai-chou lilli X Kg2 Lu-shan e-Lll X C21 Pan-yang JIliIl§ Tzu-chhuan liilJlI X Kf Nan-yang Willl X C8 Chi-nan Ning hai lJ!fii.m Mou-phing $.OJZ X KS Kuo-chou ;tit! X CIS I-chou 7fi'ffl Lin-i !ili7fi' X Klo Hsi-ching ggJj( I -yang hsien WII§~ X CI7 Chao-yuan RlJi X Kg3 Hu-yang hsien iI1JlII~ Thang-chou r.flli X CI6 Lai-yang lill!! X K27 Cheng-chou lIII1ii X C4 Lin-chhu !iliDfjJ X KII Kung-chheng hsien 3f<~~ Wei-chou fiit! X Cs Chu-chou -gj+l X K34 Pien-ching itJJ;: Khai-feng IlU1 X K35 An-feng ~. Shou-hsien •• X D31 Shao-yang shan 1>lliill Chiao-chheng 5i:~ X X K30 Ju-ning &. Ju-nan &ii X D32 Lu-thai shan ft:ilill Chang-tzu :lH X K36 Lo-.han hsien mLll~ X D33 An-i 3i;'El. X K37 Chao-pao shan m)fLll I-yang E:II!! X Dg Phing-lu OJZ~ X X K22 Yung-ning 7J<. Lo-ning m. X DI3 Wu-thai liil X X K38 Lu-shih kao !sui erh .~ifljP1li$C X D34 Hsia-hsien 

I_ 
X Kg Ma-shao shan ~lILll Sung-hsien ;!l. X D35 Ying-chou 1Ji1li X 

L20 Chu-chi ~. 
E.6 Shu-lishan f{l!ill Chhien-yang 'f1!Jj X LoI Hsi-an gg:5( X 

Chhu-hsien lIifi EI6 Chhang-an ~3i;' X X Lo. Sung-yang ~1Ii 
X 

E35 Liang-chhuan ~~ X Lo3 Chien-te lt~ 
X 
X E35 Feng-chou lI.ffl X L24 Yueh-chou .Il!it! X 
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Key to Map 9 (coni.). Key to Map 9 (cont.). 

Sites Further identification Mining Periods Sites Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P, P3 P4 Ps P6 PI Po P3 P4 Ps P6 

LI6 Chhu-chou ili1t! X N3 1 Kuei·hsi .~ X 

Lll Chhu-chou ~1ii 
X X Ni1 Chhien-shan hsien fdL1!1Vl\ X 

Li1 Sui-chhang hsien l£.!llli.% Chhu-chou ~1+1 X N3' Jui chin hsien Jffii;i:!l\\ Chhien-chou Et'iH X 

L,S Wen-chou lHiTli X N33 Kan-hsien -'*' X 

Li1 Li-shui Yen chhuan shan _*;\5:jj<L1! Chhu-chou ~1" X N34 Nan-chheng hsien i¥i:ll£~ Chien-chhang chon ~.!ll. X 

LI4 Phing-yang 3f~ 
X N3s Fu-chou !l!!\iii X 

L,6 Chhing-thien .83 X N36 Mengshan IWi Jui-chou J1Iil1N X 

L'7 Ching-ning 
_. Ho-hsichen J!liJ(M X N37 An·fu ~m X 

L,8 Thai-shun 3l<'JIIIi X 

LIS Shao-hsing ~Jl! X 03 Wu-chhang Ji\:.!ll X 

LI8 Lung-chhoan ftjj< X 04' Yung-hsing 7J<Jl! X 
043 Q-chou ;lHi X 

MI Yu-hsi :;tiJ( X 04 Hsing-kuo Jl!1l Yang-hsin ~fIT X 

M7 Chien-an ~3( X 044 Te-an ti~ An-Iu ~~ X 

MIS Chiang-Ie ~~ X X 045 Tsao·yang .~ X 

M'3 Ning-hua $it; X X 

MS Chhang-thing im X P'4 Tung-thing shan iIiilLl!L1! Yueh-yang ffi~ X 

M2 Chien-chou ~1,i X P41 Yung-ming :iJ<fJIl X 

M24 Fu-chou mi,l X P4 I-chang ~. X 

Mg Thing-chou IT,il X P4' Shao-chou BB1t1 X X 

MIO Chang-chou if!,i X P, Phing-yang 3f~ X 

Mu Nan-chien chou i¥iilHt! X P43 Shao-yang !lB~ X 

MI2 Shao-wu chun /lBJi\:. X PH Kuei·yang fil!!S X 

MI3 Chhoan·chou jj<!t! X PI7 Tao-chou !Hit! X 

M,s Fu-chou chhang hsi mTlH~iJ( Hsia-phu Iliili X P7 Chhen-chou ffil1,i X X 

Mo6 Phu chheng iili:ll£ Chien-chou ~1ii X PS Heng-chou ~!ii X 

M, Chien-an m~ Chien-ou ~It X PIB Kui-yang chien filllIi: X 

M3 Chien-yang hsien ~~!l\\ X Ps Than-chou ~m X 

M'7 Chhoan-chou Chhing hsi hsien jj< 1'H 1IiJ(~ An-hsi ~~ X P4s Heng-shan ~L1! X 

M,8 Chiangle ~~ Nan-chien chou i¥iilHii X P,g Liu-yang hsien Iilllll!l\\ X 

MIO Lung-hsi hsien 1lI~1Vl\ 
X P'g Yung-chou :iJ<iii Ling-ling .I§i: X 

M,g Lung-yen hsien flHi-I\ Chang·chou 1f!,'1 X P'I Kui-yang chou filllTli X 

M, Chien-ning m$ X P46 Chhen-chou ~jii X 

M3° Yen-phing ~PF 
X PIS I-chang 1i::lit X 

MI6 Nan-chien i¥iilJ Nan-phing i¥i:ljl X P47 Hsing-ning Jl!$ X 

M3 I Ym-phing shan jRML1! Yu-hsi :t~ X 

Mo, Ma-anshan ~fJ<L1! Phu-chheng iili:ll£ X Q84 Chu-thi *~ I-pao 101 X X 

M3' Cheng-ho iEJ(l!l 
X Qg8 Pa-hsi E:l~ X 

M33 Sung-hsi fJiiJ( X QIf Hui-Ji mi le shan ."'WiIlL1! 
X 

X 

M6 Sha-hsien tJJI\ QI8 Chien·chhang m.!ll Hsi-chhang ~.!ll X 
Q8S Hsu-choufu ~mJf,f I-pin 1i:J( X 

N, Tzu-sang shan ~~L1! Chiu-chiang nIT X QI7 Le·shan !ll!L1! X 

No Hsun-yang ~~ 
X 

NS Le-phing !II!:ljl X ~ Thung-jen mt X 

No6 I-yang ""t~ X R'4 Hsien-ning Rt$ X 

N'7 Yu-shan .3S.L1! X 

Noo Lin-chhuan I!liilll X Sg Chhu-chiang !l!IIT X X 

N6 Pho-yang 11111 X SOl Khang-chou Jm1+1 Te-chhing ttll X X 

NB Shang-jao J:M Hsin-chou ~1ii X X S38 Yang-chiang IlIIT X 

N,8 Jao-chou Mm X S7 Kuei-yang filii X 

N2' Hsin-chou ~1ii X S,6 Hai-yang mill X 

NIO Chhien-chou It!t! X S40 Tuan-hsi ~~ X 

N2g Chien-chhang chUn ~.!ll. Nan-chheng i¥i:ll£ X SS2 Lung-shui iIli* X 

Ng Nan-anchOn i¥i~. Ta-yo *~ X S53 Feng-chhuan trill X 

Ngo Te-hsing hsien 1!Jl!\\l\ Jao-chou Mm X S54 Mao-ming a;~ X 

:1 
:-i 

• 
i 

,I 
',1 
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Key to Map 9 (cont.). 
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Sites Further identification Mining Periods Sites Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P. Pg P4 Ps P6 PI P. Pg P4 Ps P6 

SI Yang-chhun IIIff X 
T4S O-shih ~E X 

S4' Thung-ling jf!~ X T46 Yang-shou "'. X 

SS5 Lien-chiang _lI X TI. Than-chin .i* X 

SS6 Shih-lung ER X T47 Lung-shui 11* X 

54g En-phing ~:ljZ X T6 Tshang-wu 'i'm X 

544 5he-chheng *Jit X TI Lin-ho II~ X 

557 Hsin-i {l1;. X T48 Ma-phing Al1;:ljZ X 

558 Wu-lei ffi.l;~ X T49 Lung-phing ft:ljZ X 

54 5hao-chou fili+! X Tso Hsuan-hua 1!1t X 

55 Kuang-chou alii X TI8 Shang-lin .ti* X 

5g Ymg-chou ~ffi X TSI Ling-fang ~:n X 

56 Lien-chou l!l!+H Lian-hsien l!l!M X X TS' Ning-phu .iII! X 

5g8 En-chou ~ffi Yang-chiang IlllI X X TSg Yung-ting 7.l<JE X 

5S9 Chhun-chou ~#I X TII YU-lin W(i*) X 

518 Hsun-chou llflffi X TIg Ho-chou .#1 X 

517 Chhao-chou JIIlt1 X TS4 Chao-chou IIBffi Phing-le :ljZ~ X X 

560 Tuan-chou IiilJtl X T5S Wu-cbou mJtl X 

5 •• Nan-enchou ~I!Aii X .::. t TI4 Theng-chou I!JtI X 

5.0 Hui-chou I!ffi X TIS Jung-chou li!ffi X 

561 Hsin-hsing Ji. Hsin-chou Jiffi X X TS6 Kung-chou JUtl Phing-nan :ljZm X X 
S6. Feng-khai MJlIl Feng-chou Mffi X TS7 Hsun-chou iiffi Kuei-phing tH X 
56g Mei-chou ~ffi X TS8 Kui-chou hsien .ffi~ X 

S64 Rua-chou ftJtl X X TS9 Liu-chou ~ffi X 

56S Kao-chou itiffi X Too Pin-chou 'KtH X 
S66 Lien-chou lilH!i Ho-phu il"iII! X X T6I Heng-chou Wil+! X 
567 Chhiung-cbou !ltH Chhiung-shan !ltll X T6. Pai-chou BJtI Po-pai 1'B X X 
568 Chhang-hua chun !§ftlJ Chhang-chiang mlI X T6g YU-chou Wi+! Yil-lin zi* X 

548 Wan-anchUn .'9:'. Wan-ning •• X X T64 Chhing-yuan fu "JI!& Vi-shan Etll X 

S4 Chhu-chiang hsien II!!mJ 5hao-chou illitl X TS Nan-tan ~f.t X X 

5go Fan-yil .~ X X T6j Hsun-chou fu ~ffi!& Kuei-phing fl:ljZ X X 

S70 Chhing-yuan rJlJI X T56 Phing-nan :ljZ~ X X 

571 Tung-kuan JI(~ X TI9 Kuei-hsien .~ X 

S8 Yang-shan IIILli X Tg Lin-kuei IIfl X X 

52 Lien-shan l!l!Lli X TI Ho-hsien •• X 

S72 Weng-yuan ~~ X T66 Ling-chhuan Ill}!! X 

573 Le-chhang !JI!!§ X TI6 Ho-chhih iiiJiI!! X 

SIO Ymg-te ~1! X T67 Li-phu ;gill! X 

5g9 Ssu-hui 119. X 

SI4 Kao-yao itiJ! X X 
UgI Lil-kao ~ifIj I!!Jll 

EJit X Lu-liang X 
574 Shih-chheng Ug. Pen-ku Jti5 Chien-shui lil!* X 
57S Tien-pai liB X X 

fa'E X U.6 5huang-pai ~~ X 
576 Hsin-i Ug3 Tien • Khun-ming EBIjIJ X 

jl.:ffi X 
5n Chhin-chou 

X Ug Ai-lao :\l{2f: X 
578 Feng-shun • .vi U46 Wei-chhu EiIt~ Chhu-hsiung ~ht X X 
579 Mei-hsien .~ Chia-ying chou aBiHi X 

U4 Ta-li *;m X X 
Un Chin-chhih ~II!:I X 

T36 I-chou Effi I-shan KLli X X U47 Lin-an 11'9:' X 

Tg7 Li-shan ftLli X UI8 Yuan-chiang 5ClI X 
Tg8 Lai-pin *- X US3 Yung-chhang 7.l<!§ Pao-shan 1*Lli X X 

Tg9 Wu-lang JB:1l~ X Us Tung-chhuan Jilt}!! X 

T40 Phu-ning ff. X U48 Chhu-ching i!!l~ X 

T4I Nan-liu ~li1t X US' Yao-an 1iII5'9:' X 

T4' Lung-hua Bft X US6 Chen-juan .tit X 

T4g Fu-an .'9:' X U.6 Nan-anchou ~'9:'ffi Shuang-pai ~~ X 

T44 Tshen-hsi :!i-ii X US7 Yun-nan .m Khun-ming EBIjIJ X 
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Sites 

Hui-tse 
Yung-shan 
Lu-tien 
Chen-hsiung 
Hsin-phing 
Shun-ning 
Li-chiang 
Khai-hua 
Yung-pei 
Ko-chiu 
Chien-shui 
Nan-an 
Ta-yao 
Cheng-chhuan (chhen) 
Ho-chhing 
Chung-tien 
Meng-tzu 
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Further identification Mining Periods 

Wen-shan 

would have had to rely on cupellation. Cupellation is a process that takes advantage 
of the chemical fact that certain metals such as lead and copper oxidise readily 
when heated in an ample supply of air while the noble metals, gold and silver, do 
not. In the cupellation of an argentiferous lead ore such as galena, the lead oxide 
(litharge) thus formed could (I) be carried away in the air blast used to raise the tem
perature of the fire, or (2) be absorbed by a porous substance such as the clay, brick, 
bone ash, etc. of the crucible (cupel) in which it was heated, or (3) remain as liquid 
litharge in the cupel, in which case the unoxidised silver floated on top of it. 335 This 
is a topic that has been discussed previously (c£ especially Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 36-43, 
55-62) and will come up again in the discussion of non-ferrous metallurgy in Sec
tion 36c. At the present state of our knowledge and given the paucity of evidence, 
we can at best guess that cupellation made a rather late appearance in China some 
time just before or during the Warring States period (-6th to -3rd centuries). 336 

The question of when cupellation came to be applied on any scale to the separa
tion of gold, silver and copper from other metals or materials is even murkier. To 
judge by the distribution of artefacts recovered by archaeologists, silver does not 
appear to have become available in any significant amounts until the Han period. 337 
Barnard and Saw would even go so far as to suggest that pre-Han silver in China 
was imported from beyond her borders and that it was perhaps only as late as the 

'" Hodges (lg64), pp. 92-g; Craddock et al. (lg89), p. 59. Cupellation could even be carried out in an open 
hearth provided some kind of wall or screen or hood was constructed to retain the fire in the face of the air blast 
and to condense as much as possible the lethal litharge fumes; Craddock et al. (1989), pp. 59-60. 

336 Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 39-40; 48-9, fn. e; 55-67; Barnard & Sato (1975), pp. 22, fu. 33; 100. The earliest use of 
mercury amalgams for goldplating can also be traced to the Warring States period; see below, Section (e)(I)(vi). 
Cupellation seems to have been known in western Asia by about -2000; Tylecote (1992), p. 45. 

'" Compare the two maps 3a and 3b in Barnard & SaW (1975), p. 102. 
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Han that the Chinese learned and applied the techniques, including cupellation, 
for obtaining silver from sulphide ores.338 In any case, we do not begin to have texts 
clearly describing cupellation in any detail until the Thang (+619 to +906) or Sung 
(+960 to +1279).339 

Throughout Chinese history, silver seems to have been relatively scarce com
pared to gold. The first hint of this phenomenon is a hoard of coins found in 1974 at 
Fu-kou tk~ in Honan; in this hoard, gold coins outnumbered silver coins by more 
than 20 to I. 340 Later surviving data suggest that the value of silver was typically 
much closer to that of gold than has usually been the case in most other parts of 
the world. There is evidence to suggest that the ratio of silver to gold in the Han was 
I:IO or lower.341 Marco Polo gave a ratio ofl:S in the late +13th century. 342 At least up 
to the end of the +17th century, gold was not uncommonly worth only 4-8 times as 
much as silver.343 It was only from the late +17th century and the vast influx of silver 
from Spanish colonial America that Chinese gold/silver ratios entered the 1:14 to 
I: 16 range.344 

V. K. Ting and W. H. Wong attribute the scarcity of silver in China to poor 
deposits. 345 While this is surely part of the explanation, other factors may also have 
played a role, including the possibility that the demand for silver was especially 
high in China because of silver's important place in commercial transactions from 
Thang times onward.346 Moreover, Ting and Wong probably underestimate the 
peculiar metallurgical problems involved in smelting silver sulphide ores. 

From the Three Kingdoms period on, we begin to have bits of data on the quality 
of available silver ores. They give silver contents of 0.045 per cent to almost 4 per 

". Barnard & Sato (1975), p. 100. A less radical interpretation would hold that pre-Han silver was obtained 
both from 'foreign trade' and also from the mining of small amounts of native silver within China. 

339 Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 57-61; Huang Sheng-chang (1982), p. 27. By this time, the Chinese had discovered that 
purified ash, beca.use of its high absorbency, was an ideal material for making cupels though the use of clay cupels 
was apparently still common; compare the second and third translations, Val. 5, pt. 2, p. 58. 

3 ... The 18 spade-shaped silver coins have been dated by various scholars anywhere from the -7th or -6th cen
turi~s down to the early Han; Anon. (19.80); Thien Chhang-hu (1987), pp. 276-8; Wagner (lg93), p. 34 and illus
tratIOn o~ p. 35, fig. :.7; LI Hsu~h-chhm (1984), pp. 30g-1O (translated with illustration differing significantly 
from the illustranon m Wagner m Ll Xueqm (lg85), pp. 378-9.) Though this find is remarkable in suggesting 
somethmg of a conn~ction between silver and currency, one hesitates on the basis of these 18 examples and with 
~o .ot~er archaeologlcal or textual supporting evidence to postulate that these were indeed circulating silver 
cams, all the ?,or~ so because, With a length of 14 cm and a blade thickness of about 2 cm, they would have been 

very heavy 'cams' mdeed! Quite possibly they were simply ingots given a coin shape to symbolise their value as a 
precIOUS metal. 

341 Huang YU-heng & Ai Ta-chheng (1989), p. 34. 
34' Brown (1923), p. 146. Actually, we know from Chinese sources that the gold/silver ratio in the Yuan ranged 

from an official 1:10 at the capital down to a market rate as low as 1:5 in Yunnan, which was a major producer of 
gold; NmgChao (1962a), p. 21. 

343 Yang Lien-sheng (1952), pp. 42, 47-8, 67; van Glahn (lgg6), chap. 4; Atwell (1982), p. 82. As Atwell's table 
shows, the ratio in the Spanish empire in the late +1 6th and early +17th centuries was typically 121t3: I. 

344 Atwell (lg82); Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 171. Throughout the Ming, silver production lagged far 
helow Sung levels; ChhUan Han-sheng (1976a). 

345 Ting Wen-chiang & Weng Wen-hao (!921), p. 32. 
, .. In the Han, gold seems to have been much more widely used in money-like transactions though silver was 

already being used as a medium of exchange and was even cast by the government into bar-shaped 'coins' or 
mf?olS; Yang Lien-sheng (1952), pp. 42-3. For a recent, encyclopedic, and lavishly illustrated treannent of silver 
cams and mgots throughout Chinese history, see Thang Kuo-yen et at. (!993). 
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cent for ores in various parts ofthe country.347 The comparability of these figures is 
questionable, however. It would appear that lower figures tend to refer to raw ore 
just as it was mined while some if not all of the higher figures refer to ore that had 
undergone at least some beneficiation or concentration (see Section (i)(I) below). 
Even the orebodies relatively rich in silver tend in China to be small and patchy.348 
It is nevertheless a striking coincidence that the recovery rate given in the Wei Shu 
ft'l= (History of the [Northern] Wei Dynasty) for silver mined around +514 in the 
Chhang-an area (Li-shan 11 L.lJ, very close to the tomb of the First Emperor of 
Chhin) works out to almost exactly the same rate (7 liang PrJ of silver from 2 shih E of 
ore or about 0.18 per cent) as the figure given by Aitchison and Bromehead for the 
average silver content of Athens' lead/silver mines (Map 10) at Laurion (60 oz per 
ton or 0.1875 per cent)!349 In any case, analysis of silver ore smelting residues from 
Hsi-an that date from no later than the Thang show only small amounts of silver, 
suggesting that, by this time at least, the Chinese were able to smelt silver ores quite 
effectively. 350 

By the late +8th and early +gth centuries, silver production centred on the mines 
ofFukien, Chekiang, southern Kiangsi and Hunan was booming. 351 It has been cal
culated that yearly production in the middle of the +gth century surpassed 350,000 
Chinese ounces (liang PrJ), or something over fourteen short tonnes.352 Probably for 
the first time, silver enjoyed wider use than gold in Chinese society.353 Increased 

,., Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 289; Chu Shau-khang & Chang Po-yin (1989b), p. 64. 
, .. Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980),P. 189; Bain ([933), pp. [62-$ Read([9[2),P' 4$ Haaver ([899-[9aa), p. 329. 
'" Wei Shu, ch. lla, p. 2857; Ma Yun-kha (1932), p. 4[; Aitchison ([960), p. [48; Bromehead ([940), p. 107. 

Modern surveys early in this century found the silver content of ores then being mined in China ranging from 
about 0.03% to 0.08%; Torgashelf([930), pp. [52-3. It is entirely possible that many richer deposits existed in 
earlier times but have long since been mined out. A case in point is the deposit at Lung-chhuan ft»: in north
eastern Chekiang which was said in the Ming to have a silver content ranging from about 0.07'/0 to about 0.7% 
(from 3-4 chhien jl! to 2-3 liang iifi for every lu. 11 or 25 chin If of ore). This text appears in both the Shu ruan lia 
Chi cited in Hsia Hsiang·jung et al. (1980), pp. 295-6 (the better version) and in Lung Chhiiml Bsitn Chih, cited in 
Ch~ng Hung-chao (1954), pp. 60-2. It has been translated intaJapanese by Yoshida Mitsukuni; Yashida (1967), 
pp. 240-5· 

350 Hsia Hsiang·jung et al. (1980), p. 296. An anonymous author in the late [9th century was struck by the 
ability of silver praducers in Mangolia to obtain pure silver 'with the simplest possible appliances.' Anan. ([888), 
p. [94· 

351 KatO (1926), pp. 503-9; Twitchett ([968), p. 76; Huang Sheng-chang (1982), p. 27. 
'52 Chu Shou-khang & Chang Pa-yin (1989b), p. 66; Elvin ([973), p. 2a8. A maximum yearly praduction of 

somewhere between [0 and [5 tonnes seems to have prevailed for the next 500 years. Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. 
(1980), pp. 106 and [3[([2+ tonnes in (328); Eberstein ([974), pp. 62-3· These data make it clear that the figures 
given by William of Rub ruck, based on his trip to Mongol China in +[253, that can be mterpreted to suggest a 
yearly production of over [,200 tonnes (Weisgerber ([986), p. (47) are wildly inflated. Rather than ten times the 
120 tonnes that Nef(1952, p. 470) estimates as Europe's annual silver production in the first half of the +[6th cen
tury, China's actual production was only about one· tenth of that figure. China's silver production w~ als.o ve~ 
low when compared with the Athenian mines at Laurion (perhaps 50+ tonnes per year), the Bawdwm mmes m 
Burma in recent centuries (perhaps 50 tonnes per year) and the Potosi mines in Bolivia ([75+ tonnes per year 
between +1574 and +1630); Bronson (1993), p. 82. 

'" Yang Lien-sheng (1952), p. 43; KatO (1926), pp. 627-96. The silver boom at the beginning of the +gth 
century drew large numbers of copper miners into silver mining, creating a shortage of copper for minting coins 
and leading to efforts by the government to prohibit silver mining; Twitchett (1963), pp. 78-g. The monograph 
on geography in the Hsin Thang Shu mentions approximately 35 silver production .ites in the Thang (Kato (1926), 
pp. 503-9; Chu Shou-khang & Chang Po-yin (1989b), p. 66), but Yang Yuan, drawing on a wide range of Thang 
sources, has discovered nearly 100; Yang Yuan (1982), pp. 1[-:13. 
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( 

Map 10. European mining regions and sites mentioned in the text. 

availability of silver may have in part resulted from the Thang miners' greater famili
arity with and better control over difficult liquation processes for separating silver 
from argentiferous copper sulphide ores. 354 In early modern Europe (c. +1450), this 
discovery was a major stimulus to the development of central Europe's mining and 
metallurgical industries355 and Hartwell may be correct to suggest that this discov
ery in China not only led to greater silver production but also gave a boost to copper 

'54 Hartwell ([963), p. 8. The apparently first clearly dated textual reference to the process dates from +1061; 
Vogel (199[c), p. 79· For the metallurgy of the process, cr. Young (1970), p. 90; Voge! (199[c), p. 79; Hoover & 
Hoover ([912), pp. 491-2, fn. [and If.; and the references in the caption for the illustration of the Chinese process 
in Vo\. 5, pt. 2, pp. 52-3, Fig. [303. 

'" Nef(1952), p. 463. The history of the process in central Europe has received considerable attention recently, 
especially from Lothar Suhling; see Voge! (199IC), p. 79 and the articles cited there. 
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mining and smelting since the silver obtained from previously uneconomical or 
marginal argentiferous copper ores now made them worth working. 356 

Although silver was almost never coined in China, it gradually became import
ant in government finances because it was used to denominate tax assessments, 
because of actual silver collected in general tax payments, and because of the rev
enues the government drew from its direct or indirect control over silver mining 
itself.357 From the Thang onwards, silver was also a normal medium of exchange in 
large transactions. By the middle ofthe +15th century, after the efforts by the early 
Ming government to revive a paper currency system collapsed, China returned to 
the basic bimetallic (copper-based coins and silver bullion) monetary system that 
dated back to the Thang.358 Strong demand for silver both in the public and private 
sectors gave silver a purchasing power twice as great as in the Sung and Yuan.

359 

Supplemented by imported silver, the metal itselffromJapan at first,360 and then sil
ver coins such as the Mexican dollar, this bimetallic system prevailed in China into 
the second half of the 19th century. 361 Chinese merchants seem to have developed 
a strong preference for payments in silver, even over gold. As a Spanish observer 
of the Chinese merchants in the Philippines at the end of the +16th century noted, 
they accepted only silver in exchange for their goods 'for they do not like gold, nor 
any other goods in exchange, nor do they carry any to China. '362 

(vi) Zinc 

Extracting metallic zinc from its ores was an especially difficult challenge for tradi
tional metallurgy. Accidental meltirrg of zinc ore in an open fire could never pro
duce metallic zinc, as was the case with lead or tin. Sirrce zinc has a boiling poirrt of 
906 "C, it is already a gas at the temperature necessary to reduce its oxide to the 

35. Hartwell (1963), p. 8. By the Northern Sung period, there were well over 60 silver mining sites of some size 
spread across the entire empire (Anon. (1978b), p. 160; Kata (1926), pp. 516-26) and Sung productlon seems to 
have peaked at 41 1,420 ounces (Chu Shou-khang & Chang Po~yin (1989b), p. 66).. . 

m Kata (1926), passim; Chhtian Han-sheng (1967); Eberstem (1974), chap. 4· For rare mstances of comage.of 
silver, cf. Yang Lien-sheng (1952), pp. 45 and 59; Eberstein (1974), p. 102, n. 3· It should be stressed th.at,. despIte 
the ever-growing importance of silver in the Chinese monetary system from Thang tunes on as well as Its mcreas
ing importance for the fiscal health of the state apparatus, the government never showed the same concern for 
silver production as it did for copper. For its limited role even in the Chhing, see Vogel (I987a), 1.2. 

358 Elvin (1973). pp. 221-2. . ' . . 
'" Chhiian Han-sheng (1967). At least in Yunnan during the Mmg, even copper, tln and Iron mmers often 

paid their taxes not in the metal they mined but in silver; Ning Chao (1962~), p. ~5· . . ,. 
360 The Ming importation of silver from Japan was made pOSSlbl: by a mmor tech~ologIcal revolutlon m 

Japan in the +I6th century that led to the opening of 14 major gold, silver and copper mmes between +1540 and 

+1700; Morris-Suzuki (1994), p. 43· . 
361 Eberstein (1974), pp. 76-8; Yang Lien-sheng (1952), pp. 66-70. Although from the +15th century on, silver 

production in Chekiang and Fukien was significandy supple,:,ented by. mines opened in other parts of. the 
empire, especially Yunnan (Eberstein (1974), pp. 79-81), domestIc productIon may well have accounted for htde 
over 10% of all the new silver being added to the economy. 

,., Cited in Atwell (1982), p. 76. This preference for silver may have been due not only to the ubiquity of its use 
in Chinese commerce but, at least in certain periods, because of differences in the silver/gold exchange rateS 

inside and outside of China; von Glahn (1996), chaps. 4 and 7· 
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metal (typically, 950-1000 "C).363 In an open fire or furnace, the vaporised zinc will 
simply escape irrto the atmosphere. Even in a closed furnace, unless the vapours 
are trapped by means of condensation equipment enabling them in the course of 
cooling to form metallic zirrc, they will combine with the carbon dioxide in the fur
nace and form zinc oxide. 364 Consequently, procedures for producing metallic zinc 
appeared only quite late in Chirra, as elsewhere in the world. 

The irrability to produce metallic zinc, however, did not preclude the use of zinc 
a~loys from a very early period. The most famous of these is, of course, the copper I 
ZInC alloy, brass.365 By means of a cementation reaction during reduction smelting 
in which gaseous zinc from a copper-zinc ore passed directly into the copper before 
it could escape or reoxidise, the Chinese actually were able to produce accidental 
brass with a zirrc content of over 20 per cent as early as the Lung-shan ~ llJ period 
(1st half of -2nd millennium).366 The next step would be the intentional irrtro
duction into the smelter charge of a zinc ore such as the carbonate, smithsonite or 
the hydrated oxide, calamine which would assure the production of brass, though 
with little control over and therefore great variety in the percentage of zinc in the 
resulting alloy. We find such variation in zinc content among the six coins from the 
Wang Mang interregnum (+9 to +23) analysed by Chang Hung-chao, but there is 
insufficient hard evidence, either textual or in the form of artefacts, to establish that 
brass was indeed being produced intentionally by this time.367 

There is, as yet, no firm concensus on when regular production of metallic zinc in 
any quantity first took place irr China. 368 This fascinating but highly complex ques
tion will more appropriately be explored in detail in Section 36c. In the meantime, 
we can briefly summarise what now appears to be the most persuasive view. 

Textual evidence can be read to suggest that metallic zinc was known and used 
by the +IOth century.369 Unfortunately, what seemed to be strong supporting evid
ence in the form of three zinc-containing coins, two from the very end of the +Ilth 
century and one from the very beginning of the +12/70 turns out not to be very 
strong after all. In the first place, chemical analysis has shown that two of the coins 

,., Experiment has shown that the lowest possible temperature at which zinc can be reduced from its oxide is 
904 ".C, just below its boiling point. Murray (1985), pp. 267-8. This ideal is unlikely to have been achieved in 
pnmltlve smeltIng efforts, however. See also Yang Wei-tseng & Liu Wen-ming (1986). 
~ The problems posed are similar to those involved in the production of mercury, the other volatile metal of 

a?tlquity. (Cf. below, Section (e)(I)(vii).) Producing metallic zinc was more difficult, however, because it required 
higher temperatures and the complete exclusion of air; Craddock (1987), p. 189. 

,., For others, cf. Vol. 2, pt. 2, pp. 199-200. 
, .. Chao Khuang-hua (1987), pp. 324-5; Murray (1985), p. 270. Zinc, along with arsenic and lead, is one of the 

el~me~ts that (I) is 'theoretically red~cible under normal conditions of copper smelting' and (2) commonly co
eXISt WIth copper m naturally occurrmg ores; Rostoker & Dvorak (1991), p. 5. 

,., ~hang !iung-ch.ao (1923,1925); Chao KhUang-hua (1987), p. 324; Murray (1985), esp. p. 270; compare also 
~e sl~ghdy different VIews m Barnard & Satl! (1975), pp. 22-3 and Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 199ff. Chao's important article 
hIghlIghts th~ danger of assuming that huang thungJij{ij in pre-Ming texts refers to brass. In the Southern Sung, 
for exam!?le, It was the term regularly used to distinguish copper produced by smelting yellow sulphide ores from 
that obtamed by means of the wet copper process (cf. (j) below). It had nothing to do with brass. 

,.. For the present state of the controversy as well as discussions of terminology from the Han on that might 
refer to zinc and brass, cf. Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 213ff.; Anon. (1978b), pp. 196-000; Chao Khuang-hua et al. (1986); 
Zhou Weirong (1993). 

,.g Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 213-15. 370 Vo1.2,p.2IO,Table98andp.213. 
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have only rather low zinc content of 1.2 per cent and 2.2 per cent respectively. The 
inadvertent introduction of the zinc from a mL"<:ed ore cannot be ruled out here. 371 

The third coin, containing 13. I per cent zinc, would seem to make a stronger case for 
the intentional introduction of metallic zinc. A recent study by Chao Khuang-hua, 
Hua Chueh-ming and Chang Hung-li, however, shows this coin to be an anom
aly.m By means of chemical and spectrographic analysis of 193 Northern Sung 
coins, they found that the coins produced during all the reign-p:riods a~d at all ~e 
different mints of the Northern Sung were of generally very hlgh quality and dis
played remarkable consistency in their metallic content, averaging 66 per cent cop
per, 25 per cent lead and 8 per cent tin. None of t~e coins con.t~ined more than tr~ce 
amounts of zinc.m Combining these results Wlth some brilllant textual detectIve 
work, Chao and his colleagues make a very strong case that metallic zinc was not 
available in China to any extent before the Ming.374 The late +14th century to early 
+15th century may be the period when metallic zinc was first produced in some 
quantity in China375 though other scholars including the admirably careful and 
conservative Chao Khuang-hua would argue for a later date, around the end of 
the +16th or beginning of the +I7th century.376 Recent work by Chou Wei-jung sup
ports this view. 377 Either date would put the Chines~ achieve~ent w~ll before 
the first production of metallic zinc in Europe (and proVlde the Chmese Wlth a good 
export market for zinc in the intervening period). Even the earlier date, however, 
places the Chinese achievement some three centurie~ beh~d developments ~n 
India that saw the world's first production of zinc on an mdustnal scale at Zawar m 
Rajasthan.378 

Although lead and zinc are chemically dissimilar, they tend to be produced 
by the same geological conditions. Thus, the sulphid~s galena and zinc~lende. as 
well as their oxidation products (cerussite and angleslte for lead and smlthsomte, 

37' Tshao Yuan-yti (1984), p. 76. 
372 Chao Khuang-hua e/ at. (1986). ..... . . 
'" /bid., p. 239. The results were consistent with recent stud,es by Tal Chih-chh,ang and Minakam, ShOSel 

(Ihid., p. 229, fns. 4 and 5). A follow-up study examining 32 Southern Sung co~s reveals.a clear declme m quahty 
of the coins (seen especially in the presence of greater percentages of feme unpunues) but still only trace 
amounts of zinc; Chao Khuang-hua e/ al. (1986a), esp. pp. 322, table I and 326, fig. 2. . . 

'" Cf. also Chao Khuang-hua (1987), p. 329, which argues that the first unnustakable wntten eVIdence for the 
production of metallic zinc in China dates from no earlier than around the be~nnin~ of the +16th century. The 
zinc in the Sung coin may well have resulted from usmg some brass as a consutuent m the mmtmg, all the more 
so if, as has been suggested, we are dealing with a counterfeit coin; Chao Khuang-hua e/ al. (1986), pp. 244-5; 

Tshao Yuan-yti (1984), p. 76. . . . . . . 
", Mei Chien-chun (1990), p. 22. One result of the availability of metallic ZInC wo.:' the productton of almost 

pure zinc coins by the very beginning of the +15th century; VoL 5, pt., 2 p. 21~, dra~g on Leeds (1955)' None
theless, it is still possible to argue that most of the Ming brass coms (and all Mmg coms afte: +1527 were ma?~ of 
brass; Bowman ,/ at. (1989), p. 27) were still made by smelting metallic copper and smlthsomte, not bY,combmmg 

metallic copper and metallic zinc; Chao Khuang-hua (1987), p. 330. It IS not until Sung Ymg-hsmg s 11U\W ~f 
+1637 that we get the first reasonably clear account anywhere of zinc metal distillation, though Sung's account IS 

not without its problems of interpretation. TKKW, ch. 14, p. 239; Sun &Sun (1966), p. 247; Hu Wen-lung &.Han 
Ju-pin (1980); Yang Wei-tseng& Liu Wen-ming (1986). (The references ID the last mclude other recent studies of 
zinc metallurgy in China.) 

", Chao Khuang-hua (1987), p. 330. 
377 Chou Wei-jung (1996); Zhou Weirong (1993)· 
378 Craddock (1987); Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 40g-1O. 
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calamine, zincite, willemite and franklinite for zinc) tend the world over to be found 
together. 379 This holds true also for China. 380 

Unfortunately, apart from scattered references to zinc deposits, there is virtually 
no information on the mining of zinc ores before the +I8th century.381 About all we 
know is that, in the early stages of zinc production, the three major centres were 
Fukien, Han-ku i?E il- in Honan, and Yang-chheng~:liJX in Shansi. 382 By the +18th 
century, however, all China's major zinc mining was occurring in south central and 
southwest China, with Kweichow 1:£1+1 clearly the major centre of production and 
significant mining also occurring in Hunan, Kwangsi and Yunnan (and perhaps also 
in Szechwan).383 Many of the deposits were shallow, permitting open-pit mining. 384 

(vii) Cinnabar and mercury 

The vermilion-coloured sulphide, cinnabar (tan ft, tan sha ftlty, chu sha *lty; modern 
term: chhen sha JFc.ltY, deriving from the famous rich deposits at Chhen-chou JFc.1i'l in 
Hunan), has from early times played a crucial role in Chinese mining. Because of its 
vivid colour, it must have been among the first of the minerals to be clearly ident
ified. Cinnabar also became China's main source of mercury (kung *, shuiyin *~)385 
and Chinese metallurgists over two millennia put much effort into trying to devise 
improved methods for extracting mercury from cinnabar.386 Both the common terms 
for mercury, one with shui 'water' as its radical and the other using shui as the first 
part of the compound, draw attention to the most distinctive characteristic of mer
cury, that it is the only metallic element that is liquid at normal temperatures.387 

Cinnabar is found either native (thu sha ± lty), usually as crystals (khuai sha :!lliP) 
or powdery depositions (mo sha * 1&), or in ore combinations with stibnite, cal
cite, quartz, bitumen or pyrites (shih sha EltY). The only major centre for cinnabar 
deposits in China was a lOO km wide belt extending in a southwest-northeast 
direction some 700 km from northern Yunnan and southeastern Szechwan across 
Kweichow into western Hunan (Map 11), with deposits that sometimes outcropped 
at the surface.388 

". Bateman (1950), p. 527. ,oo Weng Wen-haD (1919), pp. 103ff. 
'81 Hsia Hsiang-jung e/ at. (1980), p. 186. For figures on zinc production for the government in the +18th cen

tury, see Vogel(1987a), rv.1. 
'" San ruan Ta Tan Mi ruan Che. Chih, cited in Chao Khuang-hua (1987), p. 329. 
'83 Hsia Hsiang-jung ,/ al. (1980), pp. 158-g; 186-8. The primacy of this area resulted not only from generally 

superior deposits in south China but also from the fact that, while zinc predominates over lead in south China 
deposits, the situation is the reverse in the north, with lead predominating; Wong Wen-hao (1920), pp. 41, 55. 

384 Anon. (1900), p. 456. 
,8> Especially in alchemical works, mercury was sometimes known as 'liquid pearl' (liu-chu lil!.li:t<); Yoshida 

(1979), p. 55· 
386 Pure cinnabar can contain up to 86% mercury.Jones (1955), p. 126. There is also a rare black mercuric 

sulphide, called metacinnabar, which is formed from cinnabar by secondary alteration. Lilley (1936), p. 550. In 
China, it was found in Hunan and Kweichow and called wu sha ,\%l(9 'black cinnabar'; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,/ at. 
(1980), p. 310. The best discussion of methods used by the Chinese to obtain mercury from cinnabar is Chao 
Khuang-hua (1984). For a map of known 'quicksilver' deposits in Kweichow at the beginning of this century, see 
Tegengren (1920), plate I and pp. 24. 

387 For these terms, cf. Vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 4-5. 
388 Bain (1933), p. 185; Anon. (18gl), p. 96. Tegengren has succinctly summarised the main Chinese deposits; 

Tegengren (1920), p. 4-8, 11-17. 



Map 11. Pre~2oth century cinnabar Imercury mining sites in China. 

The data on which this map is based has been drawn mainly from Hsia Hsiang
jung.t at. (!98o), Yang Yuan (!982), and Chang Hung-chao (!954)- For checking 
the information, Aoyama (1933) and Than Chhi-hsiang et al. (1991) have been 
especially helpful. 

Each site is identified by. province code letter and its own number. To facilit
ate cross~checking, these identifications are consistent for Maps 3, 7! 8, 9, II 

and 12. The code letters for the provinces are as follows: 

A Liaoning H Kiangsu P Hunan 
B Hopeh J Anhwei Q Szechwan 
C Shantung K Honan R Kweichow 
D Shansi L Chekiang S Kwangtung 
E Shensi M Fukien T Kwangsi 
F Kansu N Kiangsi U Yunnan 
G Sinkiang 0 Hupeh V K.irin 

AS 

B6 

C4 

DI3 

E24 
E38 
E8 
E35 
E7 
E39 
E6 
EII 
£+0 

F3 
FI8 
FI9 
F8 
F20 

LI9 

°46 
033 
°47 

P38 
P4B 
P49 
Pso 
P31 
PSI 
Ps. 
P53 
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Caption to Map II. (cont.). 

Where useful, further information for purposes of identification has been provided, such as the administrative 
unit of which a mountain was a part, or the modern name for a place when it differs significantly from the name 
it bore in earlier times. 

For each site, the periods are indicated for which there is evidence for mining of the relevant metal at that site. 

PI Pre-Han (To -202) 
P2 Han (-202 to +220) 
P3 Period of Division, Sui, Thang (+220 to +906) 
P4 Five Dynasties, Sung (+go7 to +1279) 
Ps Yuan, Ming (+1279 to +1644) 
P6 Chhing (+1644 to 1900) 

Key to Map II 

Sites 

Pei-ching :It)ji: 

Luan-chou i!liJ~j 

Lin-chhu GiliDl!1 

Wu-thai Jifs 

Nan·shan i¥iw 
Hsing-chou JI!ri'l 
Shang-chou jjljJ~j 
Feng-chou II.Ji'/ 
Shang-lo ..ti4} 
Shang-lo jjlji4} 
Lo~nan san hsien i4}i¥i=:~ 
Ning-chhiang $5'e 
Hsun-yang ilUJ!§ 

Huai-chiang shan illlIw 
Chhin-chou _rH 
Chieh-chou J!\1ifH 
Chhushui II!!* 
Wen~hsien :z~ 

Lung-chhOan shan ftjjlw 

Ching-chou il1iTH 
Fang-hsien m,* 
Hsien-feng ~I! 

Chhen-chou ~Ji'/ 
Ma-yang lIiI'J!§ 
Ma-yang lIiltJ!§ 
Yung-shun 7l<Jm 
Yuan~chou tit1t/ 
An-hua hsien 'ti:fl:fi 
Wu-chai BI~ 
Lu-hsi I.i~ 

Further identification 

Ling-yuan 

Luan-hsien 

Wei-nan 
Lueh-yang 

Chang-yeh 

Wu-tu 
Wen~chou 

Yu-yao 

Yuan-ling 

Chin-chou 
Hsi-chou 

Than-chou 
Yuan-chou 
Lu-hsi 

Mining Periods 

PI P. P3 P4 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

tit~ X X 
X 

JlaTH X 
~ffi X 

X 
ifTH 
mTH 
iJI~ 

Ps 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

P6 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
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Key to Map 11 (cont.). 

Sites 

P54 Pao-ching ~~ 
Pg Chhen·hsi ~~ 

P55 Hsu-phu itiili 
PgI Chih·chiang lfiI 
P25 Chhien-yang ~II§ 

P56 Phing-chiang :lJZiI 
P37 Wu-ling lB:~ 

Q81 Fu-ling W~ 
if#! Q86 Hsin-chou 

Q87 Mao-chou a:rI, 
Q88 Fu-shun chien "l'JIll:~ 

Q44 Pheng·shui :lit*-
~Lll QBg Uang-shan 

Q28 Lung-anfu .~Iff 
Qgo Yu-yang i§"1Ii 

RI5 Than-chih ~m 
RI6 Ssu-chou }i!.!.'itI 
RI7 Wan-shan ;lItLll 
RI2 Ssu-nan }~m 

RIB Shih-chhien EIlf 
RIg Phu·an '1f~ 
R3 Shih-hsi 1ilIi~ 
R4 Thung-jen ilt 

!£~ Rg Sheng-hsi 
R20 Khai-chou I!IJ#! 
R21 Hsiu-wen ~)( 

R2 Ta-ting ::*;::ll:: 

R22 Wu-chou ~rI, 

S2 Uen-hsien lm~ 
SI4 Kao-yao iI!i~ 

T36 I-chou X#! 
T68 I-shan ELll 

Tung.hih shan ilELll T6g 
~fi T7° Jung-hsien 

T32 Po-pai its 
T7 1 En-chheng ~~ 
T7 Yung·chou !!!.1" 
T72 Kuei·te chou .t'!lrl' 

U43 Yung-phing 7l<:lJZ 
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Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P2 P3 P4 

Pheng-shui :lit*- X X 
X 
X 

X 
Chhien-chou ~#! 

Phing-wu 'FlB: 

Thung-tzu folW X 
Te-chiang WiI X 

Tshen·kung 2!-$! 

Uen·chou lmj" X 

X 

Jung-chou ~#! X X 

Pei-liu hsien :ftn 

P5 P6 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
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• 
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The Chinese have probably used cinnabar and mercury more extensively than 
any other people. The combination of high and consistent demand together with its 
limited availability assured that there would always be a strong market for good 
quality cinnabar. 389 In the late Ming, for example, the best quality cinnabar crystals 
could be worth their weight in silver.J90 

The use of cinnabar as a red pigment probably began very early in China. At 
least by Shang times, cinnabar was strewn in graves, perhaps to preserve the bodies 
of the dead391 or to give the appearance oflife (the rosy hue of the skin in northern 
climes) or to symbolise life (red = blood).392 Chinese of the Shang also used pow
dered cinnabar (vermilion) to give a red colour to the incised characters on oracle 
bones or to make a red ink for writing on the bones. Precious objects of jade and 
bronze were sometimes wrapped in cinnabar.393 The 1 Ckou Sku U1f (Lost Records 
of the Chou (Dynasty]) mentions presentation of cinnabar to the Chou king in 
what would have been the late -IIth or early -10th century394 and cinnabar is men
tioned as a tribute item from south-central China in the 'Tribute ofYii' section of 
the Sku Cking (Historical Classic), perhaps drawing on documents or oral traditions 
going back to the -8th century.395 

Throughout the centuries, the major use of cinnabar in China was in manufac
turing red ink for writing and the red paste used to transfer impressions from the 
carved seals that took the place of signatures and lent solemnity to documents in 
China.396 The process of obtaining vermilion from cinnabar ore through a process 
oflevigation was described by Sung Ying-hsing*B!£ in the +I7th century: 'The 
ground ore is transferred into a large crock and mixed with water for hydraulic sep
aration. [Mter settling] for three days and nights, the substance that floats on top of 
the water is poured off into another crock and called "second-grade vermilion", 
while the part that sinks to the bottom is dried in the sun and called "first-grade 
vermilion" , (Fig. 13).397 Synthesising of cinnabar was accomplished by sublimating 

"9 The same combination of limited supply and extensive demand was perhaps partly responsible for the 
Chinese discovery, at least by the +4th cenrury (Tshao Yuan-yU (1984), p. 12S; Vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 67-8, 23), that 
cinnabar could be synthesised by sublimation of mercury. with sulphur. The TKKW calls the resulting product 
'mercury resublimation cinnabar' (yinfo shmg ch. flllfTlilf'); see Fig. 12. Chang Tzu-kao stresses the importance 
of this discovery for the history of chemistry in China since it was the first time that the Chinese were able to 
manufacture a suhstance that was indistinguishable from the naturally occurring variety; ChangTzu-kao (1964), 
p. 72. Other terms for this 'artificial' cinnabar were 'silver (or mercuric)-red' (yin ch. m;fi:) or 'divine cinnabar' 
(ling sha IIltP). This method of manufacturing cinnabar is still commonly referred to in Western technical manuals 
as the 'Chinese method' (Sun & Sun (lg66), p. 288, n. 3) though essentially the same method seems to have been 
employed in Europe (in the cinnabar mines ofIdria, near Venice) as early as the first half of the +16th century; 
Valentinitsch (lg84), p. 201. 

390 Chien Chih Pien, cited in T,hao Yuan-yU (1984), p. 125. 39. Gettens ,/ al. (1972), p. 47. . 
'" Vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 2-3. This eventually developed into the practice of burying mercury with the dead, pre· 

sumablyto ward off decomposition of the body. Chao Khuang·hua (1984, p. 11, fn. 4) notes that Ko Hung (early 
+4th century) believed that this was a property of mercury. The practice continued at least into the Sung when 
we hear of emperors regularly honouring meritorious officials by giving them mercury to be included in their 
tombs; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,/ al. (1980), p. 1 I I. 

393 Vol. 5, pt. I, pp. 25, 238; Gettens ,tal. (1972), pp. 46, 65; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,tal. (1980), pp. 306-7. 
3 .. Vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 3. ,., Legge, (1865), p. "5; see also Vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 4. 
, .. Tegengren (lg20), p. 31; Read (lgI2), p. 49. 
397 nKW;ch. 16, p. 287. Trans. Sun&Sun (lg66),p. 280, slightly modified. 
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Q 
(I 

Fig. 12. Making vermilion through sublimation of mercury with sulphur. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 283. Compare 
TKKW, ch. 16, p. 293, which uses sheng'1t for sheng1:. 
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Fig .. 13. Grinding mercury ore and classifying it by levigation. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 281. (Compare with the later 
verSIon reproduced In Vo!. 4, pt. 2, p. 197 which, though artistically more appealing, is rather less precise on 

certain technical details.) 
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one part mercury and two parts sulphur in a crock sealed with an iron cover (or in 
an apparatus made up of two pots sealed together with fireclay) and then recover
ing the vermilion powder that adhered to the upper part of the inside of the crock 
(Fig. 12).398 

Only sulphur could rival the importance of cinnabar and mercury in Chinese 
alchemy.399 Cinnabar was also classified among the most efficacious substances used 
in Chinese medicine and both cinnabar and mercury are frequently to be found in 
prescriptions for a wide range of ailments. 400 

Besides its extensive use as a pigment, cinnabar also served widely as a polishing 
agent. 401 In the late Ming, high quality cinnabar for polishing mirrors, arrowheads 
and other objects was mined at Chhen-chou JN11['[ and Chin-chou ~Ffj11['[ in western 
Hunan and in western Szechwan respectively.402 Used for this purpose, the ore was 
valued in the late Ming at three times what it would have been worth converted into 
mercury. 403 

Mercury was an important substance in Chinese metallurgy. Mercury forms 
amalgams with most metals but has a special affinity for gold and silver, with which 
it combines by a unique wetting process to produce a pasty, silvery pseudoalloy 
noted for the loud mouselike squeaks it emits when squeezed (Fig. 14).404 By the 
Warring States period, liquid or pasty mercury-gold amalgams were widely used for 
gold-plating metal objects (liu chin ~~); after the amalgam was applied, the object 
would be heated, driving off the mercury and leaving the gilding. 405 A similar pro
cess was also used for silvering.406 In recent centuries, at least, mercury has been 
widely used in China as elsewhere to extract gold and silver from their ores.407 

Mercury was also used for whitening or silvering the surfaces of copper or dark 
copper-containing alloys.408 Using it to silver mirrors can be clearly traced back to 
the time ofThao Hung-ching ~5b~ (+456 to +536) but the process was probably 
discovered much earlier, perhaps by the -4th century.409 

Mercury served as a substitute for water in a number of uses, such as clepsydras 
(water clocks)41O or mechanised armillary spheres,411 to guard against freezing or 

398 TKKW, ch. 16, p. 288; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 280, 285. This may have been the first distillation/sublimation 
process systematically used by the Chinese. If so, it was followed by the distillation of vinegar, and then perhaps 
distillation of vegetable oils and mineral oils (such as naphtha or Greek fire). Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 162; Vo!. 5, pt. 7, 
p.86. 

399 Vo!. 5, pt. 3, p. 458; pts. 2-4,passim. 
400 Vo!. 3, p. 643; de Mely (1896), pp. 192-6, 198-9. In the - 2nd century or earlier work, Wu Shih Erh Ping Fang 

(Fifty-two Prescriptions for Illness), which is the earliest collection of medical prescriptions yet discovered in China, 
four of the prescriptions, including those for scabies and for burns, make use of mercury; Chao Khuang-hua 
(1984), p. 12. 

401 Tegengren (1920), p. 32; Read (1912), p. 49; de Mely (1896), p. 160 
402 For a Chinese artist's effort to picture native cinnabar from Chhen-chou, see Vo!. 5, pt. 4, Fig. 1522. 
403 TKKW, ch. 16, p. 287; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 279-80. 
404 Young (1970), pp. 93-4. 405 Lins and Oddy (1975), p. 371. 
406 Chao Khuang-hua (1984), pp. II-12; Ho Ping-yu (1968), p. 160; Vo!. 5, pt. 2, pp. 246-8; Kho Chun (1987), 

p. 239. The first clear description of this use is provided by Thao Hung Ching (+456 to +536); Cheng Te-khun 
(1964), p. 71. . 

407 Tegengren (1920), pp. 31-2; Verschoyle 1906, p. 919. In the late +16th and early +17th centuries, mercury 
was a significant export to the Spanish mining centres in the Americas; Atwell (1982), p. 68. 

408 Vo!. 5, pt. 2, p. 206. 409 Ibid., pp. 247-8; pt. 3, p. 123. 410 Vo!. 3, pp. 317; 326-7. 411 Ibid., p. 350. 
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(b) 

(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 14. The.simplest f?rm of~ercury a.m.algamation, ~s demonstrated by a miner at Thao-hua #~:rr:, Kwangsi. 
(a) M~rcury IS poured mto ~ dIsh conta~nmg gold-beanng sand. The gold is attracted to the mercury. (b) After 
washmg ~ff the sand, the mmer reaches m and collects the mercury in a small piece of cloth. (c) Then most of the 
merc~ry .IS squeezed thr~u.gh the cloth back into the water, and a small amalgam button of gold and mercury 
remams m the cloth. Or~gmal p.hotos, 1994. J. Coggin Brown describes a primitive method for processing the 
a~algam button to obtam relatIvely pure gold: 'The amalgam bead is placed in a little hole scraped out of a 
pIece of s,mouldering cow dung. This is made to glow by being blown on through a narrow tube. The mercury 

evaporates and leaves a small sphere of gold.' Brown (1923), p. 155. 

evaporation. This was also likely to have been the reason for using mercury to 
depict rivers and the 'great sea' in the map of the world constructed for the tomb of 
Chhin Shih Huang-ti *~ii.¥.*.412 

Mercury, either as cinnabar or in a chloride form such as calomel, was also one 
of the many poisonous substances mixed into the gunpowder used in fire-lance 
or flame-thrower type weapons413 while cinnabar was a standard ingredient in the 
recipe for purple military signal smoke.414 

Finally, mercury was used as the stabiliser in balancing and tumbling toys. 415 This 
brings to mind that the earliest allusion to mercury among the ancient Greeks was 
the claim of the comic poet Philippos that a statue of Aphrodite moved in a certain 
way because the sculptor Daidalos had poured quicksilver into it. 416 

412 Ibid., p. 582. 413 Vo!. 5, pt. 7, pp. 234,343-4, 489(b). 4 14 Ibid., pt. 7, p. 144. 
415 Gillan (1974), p. 297. 416 Healy (1978), p. 190. 
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To my knowledge, no one has emphasised cinnabar's probable role as an import
ant stimulus to early mining in China. As noted above, gold and copper are fre
quently singled out as important for encouraging early mining, in part because they 
were easy to recognise. Because of its conspicuous bright scarlet colour, however, 
cinnabar is even more recognisable; it can hardly be missed.4l7 Indeed, unless one 
is dealing with native cinnabar, the very intensity of the colour can be a drawback 
when prospecting since just a little cinnabar can colour rock to a degree that easily 
leads to overestimation of the grade of the ore.418 Early mining of cinnabar was 
also encouraged by the fact that deposits in China as in many other places often 
occurred close to the surface. In western Yunnan, southwestern Szechwan and 
Kwangsi, native cinnabar, which lends itself well to panning because of its heaviness 
(specific gravity of8.05), has at least in recent times even been obtained from placer 
deposits. 4l9 Very often, however, the richer deposits with the best quality cinnabar 
occurred at greater depths, and workings at go, 60 or more metres (shu shih chang 
1)(+31::) were common.420 This was true, for example, of the deposits at Chhen-chou 
which were famous from Sung times onward for the quality of their cinnabar.m 
Sung Ying-hsing 51<: JJl£ generalised that the best cinnabar was found at depths 
of about go m (one hundred feet).422 Except for some mining in Shensi, Chinese 
production of cinnabar has been largely confined to south and especially southwest 
China. In modern times, most cinnabar has come from Kweichow, neighbouring 
areas ofSzechwan and Hunan, and Kwangsi. 423 Some mining has also been carried 
on in Kiangsi, Hupeh, Kwangtung, and Yunnan.424 

We do not know the quality of the ore exploited by the Chinese in early times. 
What is clear, however, is that rather large cinnabar mines were being worked in 
south China by the end of the Warring States period (contemporary with the flour
ishing copper mining at Thung-lti shan ill til<. UJ). Thus we have the stories of the 
famous wealthy Widow of Pa ES (in present-day eastern Szechwan) whose great wealth 
came from cinnabar mines425 and the son of the ruler ofYueh ~ who feared assassina
tion and took refuge in a deep cinnabar mine, only to be forced out bysmoke.426 

In recent times, cinnabar mines using native methods sometimes had hundreds 

'" 'Black cinnabar' ore, actually dark opaque red in colour, is also easy to recognise; Brelich (19°4), p. 484. 
418 Pearl (1973), p. 340. 
... Couling (1917), p. 370; Moore-Bennet (1915),225; Hsia Hsiang-jung et aL (1980), p. 222. Tegengren (19?0, 

p. 4) notes, however, that placer mining itself, without any other kind of mining, was an indicator thatthe p'!m
ary deposits in these areas were poor. For Theophrastus' account of panning cinnabar near Ephesus m anCIent 
times, which stresses varying results depending on the skill of the panner, see Heal?, (,1978), ~p .. 19°.-1. . 

• 20 The PTKM, ch. 9, p. 51, gives a number of examples, such as Khou Tsung-shib s d~scnptron In h,s Pen Tshao 
Yen I (preface dated +1116) of the mining of large cinnabar crystals at the Old Crow Pit (laaya ch'~ ~~#) at 
Chin-chou (iliIJii) - then under the control of the Liao - which was several hundred feet deep and WIde; see (h)(6) 
below. 

'" Tshao Yuan-yii (1984), p. 125. +22 11iKW, ch. 16, p. 287; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 28o. 
m Tegengren (1920), pp. 1,7; Weng Wen-hao (1919), pp. 20'-4; Ting Wen-chia~g& Weng Wen-hao (1921), 

p. 32; Wei Chou-yuan (1946), p. 407. Generally, the mercury content of these depOSIts IS very low, often less than 
1% and seldom exceeding 3 or 4'/.; Tegengren (1920), p. 7· 

.,. Chang Hung-chao (1954), p. 32; Read & Pak (1928:1936), p. 28. For extensive historical references to major 
cinnabar and mercury mines in China, see Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t 0/. (1980), pp. 312- 17. 

'" Swann (1974), p. 431; VoL 5, pt. 3, p. 6. .26 [jj Shih Chhun CM;u, kuei sheng, cited by Yen Yu (1955), p. 187. 
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or even thousands of workers. In the 19th century, for example, 2,000 workers at 
the White Horse Mine (Pai Ma Tung EL~:ljlIJ) southeast ofTzu-chiang ~ tI hsien 
in Kweichow were producing approximately 400 tonnes of mercury a year, prob
ably not much under one-half of all the yearly mercury production in China at 
that time.427 

Because cinnabar itself was widely used in early times and because mercury seldom 
leaves archaeological traces,428 it is very difficult to say when the Chinese first dis
covered mercury and began to use it. Bits of evidence suggest that the Chinese may 
have had mercury available in some quantity by the Spring and Autumn period. m 
It was certainly widely available by the end of the Warring States period.430 The fact 
that native mercury (sheng shuiyin ~*jN, tzujan kung § ~*) is rarely to be found 
in any substantial amounts (though small deposits occurred in China over a broad 
area, including Shantung, Hupeh, Hunan, Kwangtung, Szechwan and Kansu),431 
suggests strongly that the Chinese had, by this time, discovered how to derive mer
cury from cinnabar.m The connection between cinnabar and mercury was prob
ably discovered rather easily since small globules of the native metal not infrequently 
accompany the ore.433 Moreover, blows from miners' tools can cause cinnabar to 
shed tears of mercury!34 

Chao Khuang-hua speculates that the earliest process for obtaining mercury 
from cinnabar consisted of open-air roasting of cinnabar at a relatively low temper
ature.435 Mercury will begin to form at 285 'C and the reaction will be very active by 
350 'C, just before the mercury reaches its boiling point (357 'c). Unfortunately, 
this process has many disadvantages: it is slow, inefficient in terms of the percentage 
of mercury recovered, and dangerous because of the poisonous fumes. 436 

From at least the Han period,437 the normal procedure for extracting mercury 
from cinnabar has incorporated a closed-container, distillation process in which 
moderate roasting reduces the ore and produces through sublimation a metallic 
mercury vapour which is then condensed by cooling, and collected. m As improve
ments were made in the process, they presumably broadened the range of ores that 
could be worked economically, though this is a topic that needs further investigation. 

Variations on even the earliest versions of these distillation processes have sur
vived down to the present in China and are still in wide use, especially in the south
west. Though extremely wasteful (Torgasheff estimated early in this century that as 
much as 40 per cent of the metal was lost because of the crudeness of the distillation 

427 Ting Wen-chiang & Weng Wen-hao ('921), p. 32; Weng Wen-hao (I919), p. 203; Wang Hua-lung (I960), 
p.162. 

428 But see VoL S, pt. 3, p. 57 . 
." Chao Khuang-hua (I984), p. II; Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (1980), p. 307. The excavation took place in the 

+3rd century. 
43. VoL 5, pt. 3, pp. 4-5. 
'" Read & Pak (1928:1936), p. 29; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (1980), pp. 3II-12; Chao Khuang-hua (1984), p. 14. 
432 VoL5,pt.3,P.5. 433 jones('95S),P· 126; Halleux(1974),P. 179. .,. HealY('978),P.190 . 

." As ID Europe from the +14th or +ISth century; Valentinitsch (1984), p. 201. 
"6 Chao Khuang-hua (1984), pp. 14-15. m Ibid., p. 15. 
438 This product was often referred to as shu shu;yin f.l*i&; Hsia Hsiang-jung eta/. (I980), p. 31 I. 
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equipment439), these native methods have persisted because they require little cap
ital investment, use readily available materials and fuel, are easy to carry out, and 

produce the mercury quickly.44Q 

(viii) Nickel 

Nickel was widely used in China in the cupro-nickel alloy 'white bronze' (pai thung 
Bill) exported in large quantities to the West in the +I7th and +I8th centuries, where 
it was commonly known as 'paktong'. 441 

The great centre of cupro-nickel production in China in the late imperial period 
(and perhaps earlier) was the upper Yangtze border area between Szechwan and 
Yunnan, where the source of the nickel was mainly the iron-nickel sulphide, pent
landite, which occurred as it does throughout the world associated with chalco
pyrite. In the Chhien-lung ~~ period of the Chhing, the l~rgest of the four ~ajor 
mining and smelting areas of Hui-li 1I3'!I! in Szechwan by Itself was producmg 37 
tonnes of paktong yearly from 2 I 6 smelters.442 Nickel ores can also be found in ~ther 
areas of China, such as Shensi and elsewhere in Yunnan. Because the use ofmckel 
arsenide is implied in many early texts that speak of adding 'arsenic' to get 'white 
copper', it seems likely that the Chinese were also mining kupfernickel (the nickel 
arsenide) and nickel glance (gersdorfite, the nickel arsenic sulphide).443 

In China, cupro-nickel has been in use since at least the +4th or +5th cen
tury- for coins, tea and wine pots, plates, incense-burners, candlesticks, and water 
tobacco-pipes,445 though the Chinese never moved on to isolate metallic nickel in 

traditional times.44{i 

(2) IRON 

In many early cultures, the first iron to be used came from meteorites.
447 

This was 
true also in China, where the earliest artefact so far discovered that incorporates 
iron _ ayueh ~ battle-axe mostly made of bronze but with an iron blade - dates 

." Torgasheff(1930), p. 244. Arthur Moore-Bennet, who provi~es a good description of the furnaces. used ~n 
Yunnan at the beginning of the 20th century (1915, p. 225), even clal~ed that 'f~lly one half the mercury IS lost ID 

the process.' Brelich (1904), p. 49) says 30 to 40% for the mercury mmes ofKwelchow. 
... Chao Khuang-hua (1984), p. 20. . 
44' For nickel in China, cf. Vol. 5, pt. 2, pp. 225-42 and Mei Chien-chiln & .Kho <?Mn (1989), :-vh1ch together 

provide a good entree to the earlier literature. The latter also assembles survtvmg Ming and Chhmg references. 
44' Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 232, fn. (a); Mei Chien-chiln & Kho CMn (1989), p. 65; Bateman (195°), p. 587. 
44' Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 232, fn. (a); Needham (1976), p. 284. Recent experiments by members ~f the Archaeo

metallurgy Group of the University of Science and Technology Beijing suggest that some of the Illckel came from 

nickelliferous pyrrhotite containing 1-3% nickel. . ., . 
_ Mei Chien-chiln & Kho Chiln (1989), pp. 67-8; possible evidence for earber use IS gIVen m Vol. 5, pt. 2, 

pp. 232-3. 
+15 Ibid., pp. 23

'
; 232, fn. (a); PI. CDL, Fig. '324. ... Needham(1976), p. 284; Read (1912), p. 45· 

." Rickard (1932), p. 147; Coghlan (1956), pp. 29-31; Tylecote (1992), p. 3; Rostoker & ~ro?son (1990), p. 4
2

. 
On the complex question of determining whether an iron artefact was made from meteonnc Iron, see Rostoker 
& Bronson (1990), appendix C, pp. 201-3· 
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from about the -15th century.448 But whether this or other meteoritic iron artefacts 
were actually made in any part of the area that is now China and can therefore indic
a~e some ability of ~e Chinese by the second half of the -2nd millennium to recog
m.se and work Iron IS very muc~ open to question. Noel Barnard, whose familiarity 
WIth the range of early metallIC artefacts unearthed in China is perhaps unsur
passed, argues forcefully that it is 'beyond a reasonable doubt' that these arte
facts 'could not have been fabricated by Chinese artisans with the knowledge and 
technical facilities at their command.' His conclusion is that such articles came to 
China 'as the result of occasional contacts with nomadic peoples far to the west and 
beyond the present boundaries of China' . 449 

Whether or not the Chinese themselves ever made use of the small amounts of 
meteoritic iron available to them to fabricate artefacts,450 the experience would have 
been of little help in leading them to discover terrestrial sources of iron since exploit
able deposits of native iron are extremely rare. Tapping into abundant supplies of 
iron meant that the Chinese had to learn how to extract iron from its ores. This 
was by no means an easy discovery, since iron ores in their appearance do not at all 
resemble metallic iron. 451 In all likelihood, it was only after iron itselfhad been acci
dentally produced and recognised that efforts began to identify the ores from which 
it could be produced. 452 Donald Wagner has carefully assessed the furnaces used for 
copper smelting at Thung-lii shan ill~LlJ and has concluded that (I) metallic iron 
could have have been produced accidentally in these furnaces and may indeed have 
been quite familiar to the copper-smelters as an indicator of improper operation of 
the furnace; (2) with very minor modifications, such as increasing the amount of 
charcoal charged and perhaps reducing the blast, these furnaces could have served 
adequately to produce molten iron instead of copper; (3) given the sophisticated 
level bronzecasting techniques had reached by this time, it would not have been dif
ficult for the foundrymen to work out techniques for casting iron into useful objects; 
and (4) efforts to produce molten iron could also have accidentally resulted in some 
amount oflow carbon 'bloom iron' being left behind unmelted in the furnace which 
in turn could have been worked by smithy techniques.+53 While Wagner no~es that 
there is no evidence for the smelting of iron at at Thung-lii shan in ancient times +~+ 
the important point for our purposes is that there existed in the bronzemahlng 

... ,Li Chu~g [p.seud.] (1976); Hua Chueh-ming (1982). According to Barnard (1983, p. 248, fn. I1), the site has 
been reliably radiocarbon-dated to -1498 ±I14 . 

... Barnard (1983), p. 248. 
4SO In contrast to other forms of iron, meteoritic iron is resistant to atmospheric corrosion; Aitchison (1960), 

p. 100. Therefore, the fact that so few artefacts of me teori tic iron have been discovered suggests that ifit was used 
by the early Chinese, it was at most on a very small scale. ' 

", Coghlan (1956), p. 13. 
m Including hematite, a mineral that the Chinese used as a pigment from around -17,000; Hsia Hsiang-jung 

ttal. (1980), pp. 9-10 . 
." Wagner. (1993), I?P. :1-8-9 .. This corresponds nicely with the assessment by Barnard & Satl! that '[tlhe 

emergence of lfon castIng ID Chma ... was sunply the outcome of a highly advanced metallurgical industry of a 
standard unknown elsewhere in antiquity.' Barnard & Satl! (1975), p. 61. 

". ~~gner (1993), p. 49. The same point was suggested earlier by Barnard (1989, p. 185): the traces of copper 
found In Iron tools at Thung-lu shan is lower than one would expect had Thung-lil shan ores been used. 
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industry of 'China' by about -500 at the very latest the basic technology for produ
cing either cast or bloomery iron. 455 It comes then as no great surprise that wrought 
and cast iron seem to make their appearance at least in south China at approx
imately the same time, quite possibly in the course of the -6th century or a little 
earlier.456 In the present state of our knowledge, it is not possible to say which came 
first. Indeed, it is not inconceivable that in certain areas the use of wrought iron 
preceded that of cast iron, while in other areas the reverse was true.457 Moreover, 
existing evidence at this time is still consistent with the hypothesis that iron casting 
was an invention that first took place in China. 

Once the connection had been made between iron ores and the metal, large and 
easily worked iron deposits were widely available in China from early times right 
down to the end of the imperial period (Map 12),,58 The major iron minerals459 

worked were the three oxides - magnetite, hematite and limonite - and one car
bonate - side rite (Table 9).460 In addition, pyrite (iron sulphide) was the major source 
of sulphur (cf. below, Section (4)(ii)). These minerals appeared in various kinds of 
ores: ironsand which was often very rich461 ; ore nodules at or close to the surface of 
the earth (frequently in the form of spongy bog iron462; Fig. 17); nodules in under
ground beds where they might weigh from a few to several hundred kilograms;463 
and massive deposits occurring either as outcrops or underground. 

'" Han Rubin et at. (1986). p. 12. As of yet, however, it has not been established that bloomery furnaces per se 
were ever used in ancient China; see the discussion in Wagner (1993), pp. 288-94' 

.,. Wagner (1993), p. 146 (but cf. also von Falkenhausen (1993-1994), esp. pp. 104-5 which emphasises dis
coveries of early iron objects in north and northwest China that have come to light since Wagner was writing his 
book and that, because of 'cultural-processual parallels to early iron use in west Asia' (especially the use of iron in 
what were clearly items of prestige) raise the possibility of the diffusion of wrought iron from the West into 
China.); Anon. (1982), p. 147; Huang Chan-yueh (1976), p. 68. For possibly even earlier artefacts, cf. Tsou Hou
pen (1982); Chhen Ko & Ku Mei-hsien (1990), p. 41. 

457 That a spongy 'bloom' could be transformed into wrought iron by hammering it at red-hot heat was such 
a remarkable discovery that, even today, it is difficult to imagine how it might have been made. This considera
tion, together with the small r61e of working by hammering in the early Chinese metallurgical tradition (Barnard 
(1983, p. 25 I, fn. 18) would say non-existent rMe) reinforces the hypothesis that the production and use of wrought 
iron was a technology that the Chinese imported from non-Chinese iron-using peoples. 

The same hypothesis may also be relevant when assessing a striking discovery recently made during the exam
ination of a bronze vessel from the -12th or -I ah century in the Arthur M. Sadder Collections. This revealed the 
presence of a spacer or chaplet (used in the casting process to maintain a constant space between the core and the 
mould) made of what seems to be manufactured iron. If this spacer was indeed used in the original casting, as 
appears to be the case, this would be by about 500 years the earliest evidence for the use of terrestrial iron in 
China; Meyers (1988), p. 290. 

The lack of archaeological evidence seriously undercuts the efforts of some scholars, led by Kuo Mo-jo, to 
place the earliest Chinese mining and smelting of iron in the Shang dynasty or earlier. Their suggestions rest on 
a very small body ofless-than-explicit texts as well as a certain amount of circumstantial evidence (e.g. existence 
of easily discovered iron ores in places mentioned in the texts). For a summary of these interpretations) with refer
ences, see Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), pp. 2IOff. 

4~8 For a detailed discussion of China's iron ores as they were known in the early part of this century, see the 
still indispensable Tegengren ([924). Bronson notes that the savings on labour (and he might have added, tools) 
because oflarge, high quality and easily accessible iron deposits made iron production economically attractive 
compared to, say, copper with its much higher costs of extraction and beneficiation, this despite the typically 
higher fuel costs required for smelting iron. 

'" For the useful distinction between iron minerals and iron ores, see Rostoker & Bronson ([990), pp. 42-4. 
... We know that the ore used in one of the earliest blast furnaces discovered in China - from about the -1St 

century, was a rich hematite; Wagner (1985), p. 48. 
46' Wagner (1985), p. 12; Wagner ([993), p. 49. ..., For bog iron in China, see Wagner ([993), p. 262. 
46' NystrOm (1912), p. 51. 
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Map 12. Pre-2oth century iron mining sites in China. 

:rhe data on which this map is based has been drawn mainly from Hsia Hsiang
Jun~ et al. (1980), Yang Yuan (1982), and Chang Hung-<hao (1954). For checking 
the mformalIon, Aoyama (1933) and Than Chhi-hsiang et al. (1991) have been 
especially helpful. 

Each site is identified by a province code letter and its own number. To facilit
ate cross-checking, these identifications are consistent for Maps 3, 7, 8, 9, II 

and 12. The code letters for the provinces are as follows: 

A Liaoning H Kiangsu P Hunan 
B Hopeh J Anhwei Q Szechwan 
C Shantung K Honan R Kweichow 
D Shansi L Chekiang S Kwangtung 
E Shensi M Fukien T Kwangsi 
F Kansu N Kiangsi U Yunnan 
G Sinkiang 0 Hupeh V Kirin 
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Caption to Map 12. (cont.). Key to Map 12 (cont.). 

Where useful, further information for purposes of identification has been provided, such as the administrative 
unit of which a mountain was a part, or the modern name for a place when it differs significandy from the name Sites Further identification Mining Periods 
it bor~ in earlier times. 

For each site, the periods are indicated for which there is evidence for mining of the relevant metal at that site. PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

PI Pre-Han (To -202) 
C5 Chii-hsien !l,"~ X 

P2 Han (-202 to +220) 
C32 Wu-yen _11 Tung-phing :lI!:l\Z X 

P3 Period of Division, Sui, Thang (+220 to +906) C33 Lu .. Chhii-fu I!!! $ X 
P4 Five Dynasties, Sung (+g07 to +1279) C34 Hsia~mi ""F1! Wei-hsien i!Ul X 
P5 Yuan, Ming (+1279 to +1644) CI3 Tzu-chhuan lYllll X 
P6 Chhing (+1644 to 1900) CI6 Chhang-yang I!!1.I1J Lai-yang ~flI! X X 

CI2 Teng-chou ~#I Pheng-lai 1I3rii X X 
Key to Map 12 C9 Lai-chou ~#I Yeh-hsien ~fi X X 

CS5 Hsi·hsia f!§JI X 
Sites Further identification Mining Periods CS6 Wen-teng :$(J! X 

CS7 Chi-mo IlP.II X 
PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 CID I-tu ~W X 

CS8 Fu-shan 11 ill X 
A8 Phing-kuo :lJZfIl Kai-h.ien fi,* X C5 Chii-chou !l,"Jii X 

A9 Liao-tung tu su san wan wei llBI!:WI'D ::::=JiJ; l*i Khai-yuan MlIJl{ X 
Pai-mashan sf.iirill !U AIO Liao-yang l!1I! X 036 Yang-chhuan X 

05 Wo-shan ~ill LU-liang 8~ X 
B29 Han-tan tI\l~ X 033 An-i ~El. Yun-chheng lIJiJX X 
Bso Wu-an ~'SC X OS7 Phi-shih ~.B; Ho-chin jiiJjif! X 
B31 Tu-hsiang W~ Ching-hsing #Il!l! X X 038 Phing-yang lJLlIi Lin-fen lii:S1 X X X 
BS2 Cho-hsien ~iI X 016 Chiang - Hou-ma ~f.iir X 
B33 Hsi-yang ::Y'1!i Luan-hsien i!$!,* X 039 Ta-ling ::*;:1Ii'i' Fen-hsien i:S1,* X 
BS4 Pei-phing :!t:lJZ Man-chheng i\IIiJiJX X 040 Yueh-yang ~flI! An-tse ~~ X 
B35 Phu-wu lli~ Phing-shan :lJZill X X 041 Fen-hsi i:S1l!i X X X 
B2 Thang-hsien mil X 08 l-chheng llJiJX X 
B36 Lin-.hui Ii* Tzhu-hsien litt,* X 016 Chiang - H.in-chiang ffi~ X 
Bg7 Sha-ho tpjiiJ X 042 Chi-chhang i!f1!!1. Chi-hsien i!f,* X 
Bg8 Nei-chhiu pgUll X 043 Chhang-ning 1!!1.$ Hsiang-ning lllII$ X 
Bg9 Ma-chheng f.iirJiJX Luan-h.ien i!$!,* X 044 Wen-chhUan lI.;Iit H.iao-yi ~. X X X 
B40 Yeh lIII Lin-chang 1l.l!7t X 012 YU-hsien ~'* X 
B41 She-h.ien lIP'* X 020 Chiao-chheng ~JiJX X X X 
B42 Chao-i II1lfi X D45 Mien-shang j!j!.l: Mi-Yuan ~,lJj X 
B22 Chi-hsien liJ,* X 046 Hsuan-chhih :2{it!! Ching-Ie .~ X 
B43 Tzhu-chou litt#l X 047 Hsiu-jung ~~ Hsin-hsien 11i''* X 
B44 H.ing-chou JIIl#l X 013 Wu-thai 'lits X 
B45 Shun-te .Uit'!.\ Hsing-thai JIIlts X DI5 Yang-chheng flI!JiJX X X X 
BII Shan-chou 11#1 Mi-yun 1!5 X X 048 Shao-yi lIB. Chhang-chih ~ti; X 
B46 Ching-chou 11:#1 Ching-hsien 11:'* X 049 Ho-hsi jiiJl!i X 
B47 Tsun-hua lI1t X 050 She-hsien lIP'* X 
BI3 Chhien-an lI'SC X X 051 Chin-chou if #I Lin-fen 1l.l!i:S1 X 
B48 Lu-Iung raft X X 052 Wei-sheng chUn ~JlJjlfl Chhin-hsien ~v'* X X 
B49 Ku-peikhou ~:!to X 053 Ho-tung jiiJ:lI( Yung-chi ;ii<~ X 
B50 Hsi-feng khou •• 0 X 054 Hsi-ching l!iJl'{ Ta-thung ::*;:Ji!iJ X 

055 Chi-chou i!f#l Chi-hsien i!f,* X 
C22 Shan-tung ill:ll( X -:,,.. . 028 Thai-yuan :;t1Jl{ X 
C23 Shan-yang illlI! Chin-hsiang iilllll X ! 056 Tse-chou l!Il#l Chin-chheng ifJiJX X 
C24 Chhien-chheng T~ Po-hsing 1'1_ X ~ °S7 Lu-chou ill #I Chhang-chih ~ti; X 
C2S Tung-phing ling :lI(lJLlIi'i' Chi-nan ~Wi X , 015 Chiang-hsien 

-'* X X 
C26 Li-chheng ~JiJX Chi-nan ~Wi X X X DS8 Huai-jen .t X 
C27 Tung-wu :lI!~ Chu-chheng ~JiJX X DS9 Kao-phing ~:lJZ X X 
C28 Ying lI: Lai-wu 3riiM X X X X D60 Hu-kuan ftllS X 
C29 Lin-tzu ll.l!iIl! X X D61 Yii-tzhu ~* X 
Cgo Tung-mou :!I!* Mou-phing *:lJZ X X D62 Phing-ting :lJZ1E X 
CgI Yu-chih fiIlf!l: Phing-tu lJLJ.!t X D63 Ting-hsiang 1E1I X 
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Key to Map 12 (cont.). ~ 1 Key to Map 12 (cont.). 

Sites Further identification Mining Periods Sites Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P, P3 P4 PS P6 
PI P2 Pg P4 Ps P6 

E'4 FU-yUshan Ff~0.1 Wei-nan mm x Hlg Lin-tu Itil Yen-chheng It:l!it x 
E24 Ying-shan '!R:0.1 Wei-nan mm x H2 Thang-i :li!:15 Liu-ho ~""- X X /\ '" 
E'4 Chu-shan 1t0.1 Wei-nan mm x HI4 Phei-hsien iili!li X 

E,S Chhin-mao shan ~~0.1 Fu-shih litn1li X HIS Pheng-chheng !i:ilit Hsu-chou ~1tI X x X 

E27 Lung-shou shan ~~0.1 Hsi-an e!i'Si: X H9 Kuang-ling IJ'&i' Yang-ehou liIiii x 
E21 Chhi-shan ~0.1 Feng-hsiang )J,l!jj X H8 Shang-yuan J:5C Nan-ching mg x 
EI3 Yu-shan 3i0.1 Lan-thien ii:E!l X X X HS Li-yang ~III x 
E41 Cheng lI\I Wei-nan mm x HI6 Hsu-ehou ~'iH Pheng-chheng ~:IJt X 

E4' Hsia-yang I III Han-ehheng .:iIit x x 
E21 Yung ~ Feng-hsiang J!tJ!fj X J 23 Wan ~ An-ehhing 'ti:.I! X 

E43 Chhi ~ Pin-hsien llIl!li X J6 Tang-thu .~ X 

E44 Hsia-yang IIli Mien-hsien ~~ X J I9 Nan-ling m&i' X 

E45 Mei-yang ~III Wu-kung iitm X J 24 Huai-ning l!$ X 
E6 Lo-nan mm X J8 Chhiu-phu fXiiIl X 

E9 Chhien-yuan ffi'1\ Lung-hsien 1III!!Ii X J 25 Ying-ehou ijIi'N Fu-yang ~III X 

E46 Chung-pu <p1lil Huang-ling JIi&i' X JI7 Hui-ehou l1IHI'1 Hsi-hsien t'I:'* X 

E47 I-ehun 1l:~ X J20 Ning-kuo $m Hsuan-ehheng :i[:I!it X 

E48 Ho-chhih liiIiIfl Chhao-i fil5 X J I3 Thung-ling Ji.I&i' X 

E49 Hsi gs Mien-hsien ~~ X 
E35 Liang-chhuan ~jj;, Feng-hsien JIl.!Ii X K2S Tho-shan .0.1 Shan-hsien ~~ X 
E38 Shun-cheng fflJiiBI: Lueh-yang ~III X K2S Kuo-shan ~0.1 Shan-hsien ~'* X 
E38 Chhang-ehu ~~ Lueh-yang ~f!I X K27 I-shan fi!:0.1 Cheng-chou lI\Iiii X 
Eso Hsin-phing ffi'F X K39 Shao-shih shan j>~0.1 Sung-shan *0.1 X 
E21 Feng-hsiang JIl.J!fj X K40 Mi-hsien W!Ii X X 
E22 Thung [i'f] Ta-li *~ X K24 Mi-shan W0.1 Hsin-an ffi'Si: X X 
E35 Feng-ehou .Il.it! X K34 Ta-liang *~ Khai-feng ~M X 
ESI Yao-ehou .itl X K4 Wan 7il: Nan-yang ]will X X X 
E52 Fang-chou J:,QHi Huang-ling JIi&i' X K41 Sheng-ehhih lQiIfl X 
E21 Feng-hsiang fu .Il.J!fj1ff X K42 Lung-lu f!l~ Lin-hsien #~ X 
E38 Hsing-chou .it! Lueh-yang ~III X K23 Lo-yang mill X 
E53 Hsing-yuan .5C Nan-eheng ]WlI\I X K43 Yang-ehheng 1II:I!it Teng-feng ItM X X 
EI4 Hsien-ning fii\:$ X K44 Hsi-phing e!i'F X 
EI5 Chou-chih fIII~ X K21 I-yang 1l:111 X X 
EI6 Chhang-an iit'Si: X K31 Thieh sheng kou .1'.. Kung-hsien -'* X 
ES4 Chheng-ku :l!itli\l X K4s Chu-yang *111 Ling-pao mw X 
E55 Ching-yang ~III X K46 Wu-yang .111 X 
E20 Han-chung il<p X K47 Lin-hi #LU: Lin-hsien #~ X 
E8 Shang-chou JIIi'iH X K48 Yeh-hsien Ilili* X 

fIIgs MiliE 
K4g Hsiang-chou ffi'iH An-yang 'Si:f!I X 

F21 Lung-hsi Lin-yao X K23 Ho-nan liiIm La-yang m~ X 
F22 I-chii -t:f;S Ning-hsien $~ X KS Kuo-ehou W!1t! Ling-pao m. X 
FI Phing-liang 'F~ X Kso Shan-chou ~1'11 X 
F2 Chheng-chi 1lX:*i'. Thai-an ~'Si: X KI2 Teng-ehou BIliii X 
F23 I-chou .-Hi Hua-thing ~* X X KSI Chiin-chou i!1it! Yii-hsien ,9l,~ X 
F'4 Kung-chhang .I§ Lung-hsi file!i X K6 She-hsien liP!!* X X 
F25 Ning-yuan IJlli Wu-shan iit0.1 X KS2 Chi-Yuan f.i!\'1\ X 
F,6 An-hua 'Si:{1:; X K31 Kung-hsien 'it. X 
F27 Wei-hsien ~Ul X K3 Sung-hsien ;O;~ X 

G8 Jo-chhiang nan erh m~.5G Yeh-erh chhiang ~~~ X KI9 Nei-hsiang I"lll!il X 

G9 Sha-tung tJi* X 
K16 Ju-chou &'iH Lin-ju Mi& X 

G2 Ku-mo MI1 Pai-chheng f1'.:I!it X 
LIS 0.1~ ~. X X 

G3 Kuei-tzu a.n Khu-chhe •• X Shan-yin Shao-hsing 
LI7 Lin-hai Mili X 

HI7 Hsia-phi TIll Su-ehhien 1ili1l X L2g Huang-yen 1i¥l X X 

HI2 Chhu HflJ Tung-hai *li X L30 Ning-hai $li X X 



Key to Map 12 (cont.). 

Sites 

Chhing·Yuan 
Thai-chou 
Chhu-chou 
Chhu-chou 
Lung-chhiian 
Hsien-chu 
Yung-chia 
Jui-an 
Phing-yang 
Thai-shun 
Yun-ho 
Sui-chhang 
Chhing-thien 
Chien-te 

Fu-thang 
Yu-hsi 
Shao-wu 
Chiang-Ie 
Nan~an 

Chhang-thing 
Ning-hua 
Sha-hsien 
Thing-chou 
Chien-chou 
Nan-chien chou 
Shao-wu chiin 
Chhiian-chou 
Chin-chiang 
Chien-ning 
Hsing-hua 
Chang-chou 
Min-chhing 
Fu-chhing 
Yen-phing 
Kuang-tse 
Ning-te 
Shang-hang 
Lung-hsi 
Yung-an 
Ta-thien 
Yung-ting 
Yung-chhun 

Le-phing 
An-yuan 
Shang-jao 
Yuan-chou 
Chhien-chou 
Chi-chou 
Hsin-chou 
Jao-chou 
Lung-hsing 
Fu-chou 
Jui-chou 
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Further identification 

Lin-hai 

Li-shui 

Fu-chhing 

Chien-ou 
Nan-phing 

Chhuan-chou 
Chien-ou 
Phu-thien 
Lung-hsi 
Fu-chou 
Fu-chou 
Nan-phing 

Yi-chhun 
Kan-hsien 
Chi-an 
Shang-jao 
Po-yang 
Nan-chhang 
Lin-chhuan 
Kao-an 

Mining Periods 

x 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

= 

X X 
X 

X 
X 
X X 
X X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

= 
Key to Map 12 (cont.). 

Sites 

Lin-chiang 
Chin-hsien 
Hsin-yti 
Fen-yi 
Feng-chheng 
Shang-yu 
Chhang-ning 

Ching-shan 
Ching-shan 
Pa-tung 
Kuang-chi 
Chhi-shui 
Chiang·hsia 
Yung-hsing 
Wu-chhang 
Chhi-chou 
Huang-chou 
Hsing-kuo chun 
O-chou 
Kuang-hua 
Ta-yeh 
Huang-mei 
Chhang-yang 
I-tu 
Chu-shan 
Ma-chheng 
Yang-hsin 
Huang-an 
Hsien-feng 
Yuan-an 
.Yun-hsien 
Yun-hsi 
I-chhang 
Shih-nan 

Tung-thing shan 
Chhen-hsien 
Lei-yang 
Hsiang-yuan 
Shih-men 
Pa-ling 
Yung-chou 
Yen-thang 
Yung-ming 
Li-chou 
Tao-chou 
Yuan-chou 
Than-chou 
Heng-chou 
Wu-kang 
Pao-chhing 
Yung-chou 
Chhiian-chou 
Chhang-ning 
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Further identification 

Chhing-chiang 

Hsun-wu 

Nan-chang 
Tang-yang 

Hsi-shui 
Wu-chhang 

O-chheng 
Chhi-chhun 
Huang-kang 
Yang-hsin 
O-chheng 

Yueh-yang 

Tung-an 

Yueh-yang 
Chhi-yang 
Ning-Yuan 
Chiang-yung 

Tsang-chiang 
Chhang-sha 

Shao-yang 
Ling-ling 

159 

Mining Periods 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X X 

X 
X 

X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 

X X 
X 
X X 
X X 

X 
X X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 

X X 
X X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
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Key to Map 12 (cont.). 
I 

Key to Map 12 (cont.). 

- "-i f Sites Sites Further identification Mining Periods 
i I Further identification Mining Periods 

PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
'", I PI P2 P3 P4 Ps P6 . , 

I 
P66 Chha-ling 1F-1!i'k: X X , ! Q I04 Tzu-kuan 'if'§ Jung-hsien ~l1\ X X 
P23 Liu-yang IlIJili X X QIOS Yung-chhuan 71<111 X X 
P67 Yu-hsien f!l(l\1\ X ~i Qro6 O-mei IilIGIiIl X X 
PSI An-hua ~{t. X X QI07 Liu-chiang lAElI X 
P68 Ning-hsiang $~ X -I Qro8 Hsu-chhuan It!! 11 I X 
P22 Li-ling BI!i'k: X ! Qrog Lu-chhuan .,11 X 
P8 Heng-yang ~~ X QIIO Phan-shih fiE X 
P6g Chhi-yang 1'Ilili X X QIIl Fu-ling ill'1!i'k: X 
P70 Lu-hsi 1i:~ X QII2 Ho-chou -g-1" Ho-hsien -g-III X X 
Pg Chhen-hsi ~~ X X i QII3 Tzu-chou ii1" Tzu-chung ii'l' X 
P39 Hsu-phu itlim X X '. I Q:lI Ya-chou ft1+1 X 
P7 Chhen-chou m'lH X ;;:- I QI2 Tzu-chou f!f1H San-thai =.L. X 

i 
-I'l 

P7I Yung-hsing :il<J! X 
1 

QIl4 Jung-chou ~'m X 
P4 I-chang E:. X QI8 Lo-lo 1111 Hsi-chhang tung l§~* X 
P72 Kui-yang :t1ili X ;j QJ8 Chien-chhang ltl§. Hsi-chhang l§~ X 
PI4 Chiang-hua II_ X X I Q28 Lung-chou ft!1H Phing-wu :ijl;1l: X 
P73 Yung-ming :il<aJ! X X QIIS Phu-chiang imlI X 
P74 Hsin-thien iTE!! X ; ! QII6 Yen-thing m* X 
P7S Sang-chih ~m X 

; I 
Q2I Phing-shan MLll X 

PI2 Sui-ning ~$ X Q27 Chiang-yu IIim X 
P35 Wu-kang ~1iilJ X QII7 I-pin E:~ X 
P76 Hsin-ning iT$ X I Q24 Yun-yang ~~ X 
P77 Hsin-hua iT{t. X . i QII8 Wu-shan &:Lll X ! 
P38 Yuan-ling Vi;1!i'k: X I QIIg Wei-Yuan ~Ji X X 
P78 Tzhu-li ~fiJ X 

! I QI20 Tzu-thung f!fii X 
P7g Yung-ting 71<:iE X QIg Hung-ya ~ft X 
PSo An-Cu ~tj X 
PSI Lin-wu =;11: X I R23 Kui-yangCu _ililff Kui-chu .m X X 
P3 I Chih-chiang 1t:t!: X 

I R3 Su-choufu !\:H,1ff Tshen-kung ~~ X X 

I RI2 Ssu-nanfu ,'i!.( i¥i Iff Ssu-nan ,'i!.(i¥i X 
Q8g Liang-shan ~Lll X I R24 Shih-chhien fu EIlfIff Shih-chhien EIlf X 

Q6 Lin-chhiung =JII Chhiung-lai JII~ X X I R4 Thung-jen ~t X 
Q9I Wu-yang ~Ili Pheng-shan WLll X Rg Sheng-hsi ~~ X 

QI7 Nan-an m~ Le-shan !1iI!Lll X i R2S Li.phing ~:ijl X X 
Q92 Tang-chhu, ~~ Chhu-hsien ~lf. 

! 
RIg Phu-anchou ff~1H Phan-hsien filf. X X 

Q23 Thai-teng -=~ l\ilien-ning ~$ X X R26 An-hua ~{t. X 

Q I4 Hui-wu .~ Hui-li '-lJIl. X RI Wei-ning ~$ X 

Q93 Shih-chien Milt Ching-yen :j:j:liJf X X X R20 Khai-chou ~:H, X 

Q94 Lung-shan I!.lLll Pheng-shan WLll X R2I Hsiu-wen ~:J<: X 

Q9s Feng-chieh .iIl X X R27 Tsun-yi l!Ul X 
Q96 Nan-pao mJl: Feng-tu 'lUll X 
Q2g l\ilian-ku ~.fr Kuang-yuan ~5C X S80 So-yang l'jjlll Ymg-te ~1! X 
Q97 Lin-shan ~Lll Lin-shui J\!117.f<. X X S7 Kuei-yang :t1~ Lien-hsien JlIlI\ X X 
Q98 Hsin-chin iTi$ X S8 Yang-shan IIILll X X X 
Q I7 Phing-chhiang :ijl5'e; Le-shan !1iI!Lll X S8I Lien-shan JlLll X X 
Q9g Chia-chiang ~II X S82 Chen-yang ~~ X 
QIOO Lin-hsi =~ Phu-chiang lit!: X X S3 Ying-chou ~:H, Ying-te ~1! X 
QIOI Thung-chhuan ji,lj< She-hung Mm X X S63 Mei-chou W:H, X 
Q38 Pa-hsi Ell§ Mien-yang ~~ X S66 Lien-chou Jl1" X 
Qr8 Hsi-chhang l§~ An-hsien ~l\1\ X S4 Shao-chou lllH" X 
Q I4 Chhang-ming l§.aJ! Hui-Ii '-lJIl. X Ss Kuang-chou 1Ji1H X 
QI02 Wei-chheng ft~ Mien-yang ~~ X S20 Hui-chou 1!1+1 X 
Q2 Khun-ming ~aJ! Yen-yuan mlJ.ij\ X S60 Tuan-chou !llM1H Chao-chhing Ii,tt X 
QII Shih-ching :om Ho-chhuan -€fill X S38 Nan-enchou i¥i,~"i1 Yang-chiang IIiII X X X 
Q I03 Pa-chhuan El 11 I Thung-liang ~~ X S83 Kui-shan M~ Hui-yang J§:~ X 

, I 
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Key to Map 12 (co.I.). 

Table 9. Major iron minerals of traditional China 

Sites Further identification Mining Periods 

Ma.,x. theoretical 
PI Po P3 P4 Ps Mineral iron content Comments 

S84 Chhing-hsi m~ X Magnetite 72.4% Occurs most commonly with hematite, especially 
S30 Fan-yti 1ifll, X 
S8s Chhing-yuan mli X Fe,O. in post-Carboniferous (more recently than 280 
S86 Chheng-hsiang fillll X million years ago) contact metamorphic deposits 
S37 Mei-hsien m~ X of eastern and central China. Also found abundant 
SI4 Kao-yao F.li~ X as ironsands in Fukien and Chekiang and in 
SI Yang-chhun ~~ hydrothermal deposits of the southwest. Most 
S87 Chieh-yang Ji~ magnetic of all minerals, sometimes to the point 
S88 Phing-yuan 1jtll of constituting a natural magnet with polarity 
S89 Luo-ting chou tung an lIiEJ~Hfi!3i.' Yun-fu ~i-'¥ 
S61 Hsin-hsing wrJ14 Oodestone). Lodestone was however rare and highly 

prized in traditional China. 
T3S Huai-chi 1!~ X Hematite 70.0% The most abundant in quantity and distribution of 
TI Kui-ling tUI Ho-hsien .~ X Fe2O, all Chinese iron ore minerals. Especially important 
T04 Hsiang-yuan i-IIIjJj X 
TIS Jung-chou !l!IIJj~ X deposits include (I) the relatively easy-to-work 

Tn Paochishan WllLli Jung-hsien !l!II~ X Carboniferous (345-280 million years ago) 'Shansi 
TII Yii-lin .# X type' ores consisting of nodular and mammillary 
T74 Chhiian-chou ~ffi masses ofhematite, limonite and siderite found 
TsS Wu-chou ¥.H~~ throughout north and central China; (2) the hard 

V44 Tien-chhih 7);it!l Chin-ning if. X 
and difficult-to-work but sometimes very high grade 

V6s Pu-wei 1'. Pao-shan Ili'-Lli X 
post-Carboniferous contact metamorphic deposits 

V3 Ai-lao ~2f: X of eastern and central China, especially along the 

V43 Yung-phing 7l<1jt X lower Yangtze; and (3) the riverbed irons and 
VS7 Chung-chhing <PI! Khun-ming EMF.! X deposits of southern Hunan and Fukien/Chekiang 
V4 Ta-li ::klJ. X (though here magnetite often predominates). 
VII Chin-chhih :1filli Pao-shan Ili'-Lli X Limonite 62·9% Omnibus term for a range of hydrated iron oxides 
V47 Lin-an 1:illi3i.' Thung-hai liIii X 
V48 Chhti-ching !IBm X Fe2O,'H2O or iron hydroxides, including gossan ('iron hat'), 
VI Chheng-chiang iliI. Chheng-chiang iliI. X bog iron ore, red and yellow ochres, and laterite. 
VS7 Khun-ming hsien 1!MIj~ X The first two especially were important in the iron 
V64 Ho-hsi ji'iJ"l1§ X industry of Kwangtung in late imperial times, 
V6s Hsi-o ~~ O-shan dl&Lli X especially since the Kwangtung deposits were 
V36 Hsin-hsing chou wrJiffi Yii-hsi .31~ X largely free of impurities such as sulphur and 
V66 Meng-hua fHG X phosphorus. Many of the Shansi iron deposits were 
V31 Lu-liang ~ffit X 
VI2 Hui-tse 1f~ X mainly limonite. 

V67 Chan-i r5~ X Siderite 48.3% The iron carbonate which, unweathered, would be 
V8 Wu-sa .!il;jf£ X (chalybite) indistinguishable from limestone to early miners. It 
V68 Chen-nan .J1M Hua-nan .J1M FeCO, weathers, however, to easily recognisable limonite 
V69 Ma-lung £ft nodules. In rich deposits at Tang-yang in Hupeh. 
V7° Shih-phing Em. 
V29 Theng-yueh !lA!! Theng-chhung !til! Pyrite FeS2 46.6% The hard iron sulphide used in China mainly for 
VIS Ta-kuan ::kllll the production of sulphur (it can contain up to 
U62 Ho-chhing &Ii! 54.24 % sulphur). Known as 'fool's gold' because it 
VI9 I-men ~m can easily be mistaken for gold by inexperienced 
V26 Nan-an J1M~ Shuang-pai ~:IS miners and prospectors . 
U7' Wei-yuan ~ll Ching-ku ... .f:i. 
V07 Ting-yuan iEll 

Based on Hsia Hsiang-jung elal. (1980), pp. 004 If.; Tegengren (1924), pp. 7-1 I and 302-3; Rastall (1923), pp. 313 If; 
Bauman (1976), p. 121; Read (19IOa), p. 199; Dolbear et al. (1949), pp. 1003-4; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan 
(1987a), pp. 066-7. For the extensive Chinese terminology for these minerals, see Vo!. 5, pt. 2, pp. 160 If. 
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Map 13. Areas in China proper for which there is evidence of iron industries based on ironsand at one or another 
time in Chinese history. Based on Wagner (1985), p. 29 (sources given on p. 28). 

Donald Wagner has constructed a map of all the areas in China for which he was 
able to find evidence of an iron industry based on ironsand at one time or another in 
Chinese history (Map 13). As he points out, ironsand ore was rather uneconomic by 
comparison with other kinds of iron ore, but it served well as the basis of a sideline 
occupation for peasants during the slack seasons in the farming cycle.464 Since an 
iron concentrate could be obtained by panning or sluicing, this mining required 
little in the way of special skills and only minimal expenditures for tools, sluices 
and the like (Fig. 15). An industry could emerge in any place where certain economic 
and geological conditions were met: large placer deposits and an absence of easily 
mined (and therefore more efficient) ore outcrops; a sufficient local demand that 
could not be met by other sources, perhaps because of transportation costs that also 
made alternative sideline or full-time local industries uncompetitive; and sufficient 
water for washing the ore as well as fuel for smelting. 465 

464 Wagner (1985), p. 28. See also Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I98o), p. 230; Tegengren (1924), pp. 302-4. 
465. Wagner (1985), p. 28 . Early references specifically to the mining of ironsand are surprisingly rare, with 

nothmg at all before the early +I6th century; Ibid., p. 31. The Japanese tatara iron-smelting process, used until 
1921, also made use of irons and; Ibid., p. 32. 

Fig. 15. Concentrating iron ore by washing. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 249 (original illustration; see TKKW, ch. 14, 
p. 257 for the same illustration redrawn more skilfully but with no furt?er technological detail). Donald Wa~.er 
(1985, p. 31) notes that panning ironsand in still water would have reqUIred enormously more labour than sluzc:ng 
by means of running water, and suggests that this illustration may not have been based on actual practIce 
but may rather be the imaginative portrayal by an artist who was familiar only with gold pannin~. Another 
possibility suggested by gold washing practices still in use today is that what is being panned here IS actu.ally 
ironsand that had already undergone preliminary beneficiation or concentration by means of sluicing. SkIlful 
panning can produce a much higher grade of concentrate than sluicing. (On the face of it, this does not appear to 
be a very likely explanation, a conclusion reinforced by Tegengren's description of ironsand washing in Hopeh 
which seems quite clearly to indicate that only sluices were used, with no fU.rther pann~ng; Tegengren (I92~), 
p. 180.) In any case, both the original and the redrawn illustrations for the Thzen Kung Khat WU ~IOO~ ar.e still 
misleading in two ways: (I) in suggesting that the washing box is nearly full of ore, which woul~ render It ~oo 
heavy to be manipulated effectively; and (2) in having the washer in a standing rather than m a squattmg 

position, which would be very hard on the back (cf. Fig. 31 below). 
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. Much of China's iron ore had not only been enriched but also rendered soft and 
even crumbly through long periods of weathering. China's iron deposits were so 
abundant that, after more than 2,000 years of exploitation, Sung Ying-hsing *b!£ 
was still able to write at the beginning of his discussion of iron in the TKKW: 'Iron 
mines are found everywhere. Iron outcrops at the earth's surface rather than being 
found in deep cavities. It is plentiful on low, sunny hillsides but not to be found on 
high and precipitous mountains. '466 Actually, Sung was engaging in a bit of over
generalisation here. In suggesting the absence of deep iron ore deposits in China, he 
was quite mistaken.467 Such deposits were not even all that rare. In Shansi, for example, 
iron ore or at least the best iron ore was usually found below the coal measures.468 

Even these deposits, however, tended to consist of soft and easily mined ores.469 

China also had iron ores that were so highly resistant that they could not be 
mined using traditional methods470 or were ignored in favour of less rich but softer 
and therefore more easily worked deposits.471 Some of these resistant deposits, though 
~~~n-known, survived into this century as durable features in the Chinese landscape 
(Fig. I6). Even in the case of recalcitrant ores, however, the eroding action of nat
ura~ forces over a long time often produced a surface or near-the-surface rubble 
corisisting of pebbles of a size that could be directly used in smelting furnaces and 
t,herefore made possible the use of these deposits from a very early period.472 

The archaeological remains available in the late I980s and early I990S enabled 
Donald Wagner to make a persuasive case that Chinese iron production could 
have developed first in southeast China.473 Interestingly, this hypothesis echoed the 
views expressed by one of the pioneers of modern geology in China, Wong (Ong) 
Wen-hao,474 in the early decades of this century.475 In the light oflater archaeological 
evidence, however, Wagner has now abandoned this hypothesis.476 He and many 
other scholars would now incline to the idea that iron smelting arrived in northwest 
China from the West by means of Scythian intermediaries. In any case, wherever 
the first iron production took place, there is no denying its rapid and extensive 

466 TKKW, ch, 14, p. 239, translation following Yabu'uchi (1969), p. 269 rather than Sun & Sun (1966), p. 248. 
See also Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 230. On the other hand, very little mining of irons and was taking place 
in China by the beginning of the 20th century. In part, this may have been due to the increasing availability of 
cheaper iron, domestic or foreign (Wagner (1995), pp. 139-42), but may also have resulted from the working out 
of ironsand deposits over some two and one-half millennia. 

467 Of course, Sung would only have known about deposits already exploited, either in the past or in his day, 
and the economics of iron production for the most part precluded the exploitation of iron ores deep under
ground. The same would tend to be true for deposits on high mountains, which also existed. 

468 von Richthofen (1875), p. 15; Read (1939-1940), p. 128. 
469 Tegengren (1924), pp. 302-3. As Wagner notes (1993, p. 258), deep-mining is seldom necessary to obtain 

the amount of ore required for typically small scale premodern production levels, say a few hundred tonnes of 
pig iron per year. 

470 Tegengren (1924), p. 240. 47l Rostaker & Bronson (1990), p. 44. 472 Tegengren (1924), p. 323. 
473 Wagner (1993), esp. chapters 2 and 3. This book is now the indispensable reference for surviving pre-Han 

iron artefacts in China. 
474 Bain (1933), p. 86; Golas (1982a), p. 37; Yang Zunyi etal. (1986), pp. 3-4. 
475 Weng suggested that the quality and ease-of-working of the iron ore deposits in south China as well as the 

abundance of wood to be used as a fuel in smelting spurred a more rapid development of iron production there. 
Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 216. 

476 Personal communication, August, 1995. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 16. Examples of China's very tough iron ores: (a) A protuberant cliff of iron ore at Thung-kuan shan, Thung
ling~~ hsien, Anhwei; (b) Iron ore outcrop at YU-phing shan, O-chheng~~ hsien, Hupeh. Tegengren (1924), 

pIs. xxiv, xxvii. 

spread throughout China in the following centuries.477 To be sure, it was some time 
before Chinese smelters were able to produce iron (and steel) of a quality that made 
possible a general substitution of iron for bronze in weapons.478 Even a poorer qual
ity of iron, however, was more than adequate for most agricultural and craft tools, 
provided it was cheap. Here one sees a rapid spread in the use of iron during the 
-3rd century.479 

477 Anon. (1978b), pp. 44-6; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), pp. 29- 30; Chang Kwang-chih (1977), p. 3~2: On 
the controversy over whether the rise of the state ofChhin in the -3rd century owed a great deal to an abilIty to 
produce technically superior iron weapons, see now Wagner (1993), pp. 255- 6. 

478 Resistance to corrosion and the fact that bronze swords could be cast into semi-finished form while iron 
swords could not may also have led sometimes to a choice of bronze over iron swords; Rostoker & Bronson 
(1990 ), pp. 3, 10. 

479 Wagner (1993), pp. 244-5. 
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The archaeological remains demonstrate that, as more iron became available, 
the Chinese preferred cast iron for most everyday uses (such as shovel or hoe blades, 
ploughshares, axe- and arrowheads) but used wrought iron extens~vely for bladed 
objects (for example, swords and knives) an~ luxuIj prod~cts.480 ThIs co.ntrasts d.ra
matically with the situation in the West, whIch relIed until t~e late medIeval penod 
(+Igth and +14th centuries) almost exclusively on wrought Ir?n. The. cheapness of 
the implements produced by casting - a major step forward m the hIst.ary of mass 
production481 - encouraged a level of iron usage among the populatIOn at la~ge 
that would have been unthinkable if China had had to rely on the more expensIve 

smithy-produced wrought iron. . ' 
Increasing familiarity with iron led in the later Warnng States penod (at the lat-

est by the -grd century) to two extremely important discoveries: (1) how to pr?duce 
by means of annealing (heating briefly to a red heat, followed by sl?w co?lmg.to 
reduce brittleness) a malleable cast iron that was 'a cheap and only slIg~tly mfenor 
substitute for steel in many applications';482 and (2) how to produce steel Itself as well 
as how to harden it by quenching (plunging the red- or white-hot steel into a cooling 
liquid) and then to reduce its brittleness by tempering (reheating the object to a 

lower temperature).483 
Demand triggered by much improved iron and steel led to the fu~er ~evelopment 

of iron mining. For example, we know that, at the famous -1st ~illenmum co~p.er
mining site at Thung-hi shan jfolJ *JJ<. 0J (see above, Secti?n (e)(I)(I)(O)), the transIt~on 
from bronze to iron tools was well under way by the mIddle or end of the Warnng 
States period.484 We have another reflection of the rapid spread of iron mining in 
the Kuan Tzu which says that at that time (-3rd or -2nd century [?]) there were g,609 
mountains that produced iron but only 467 that produced cop~er. 485 . 

By the closing years of the first century of the Western Han, Iron produ.ctron ha~ 
become a major industry of sufficient concern to the govern~ent that, m - I17, It 
became, along with salt, one of the first two products over whIch the Han gover~
ment attempted to establish a 'monopoly'. Exactly how t~is m~nopoly worked IS 
difficult to ascertain with any certainty since the texts refernng to It conSIstently lack 
precise details. In any case, the Han iron monopoly set a precedent for large-scale 

480 Hua Chueh-ming (/987), p. 68; Wagner (1985), p. 45. In later periods, Chinese increasingly used wrought 
iron for objects which had previously been made of cast iron; Anon. (/978g). 

,,' Gernet (1982), pp. 6g-71; Barnard& SatO (1975), p. 67· 
.. , Wagner (1989), p. 3; Wagner (1993), p. 406; Rostoker (1988).. . . 
'" Wagner (1993), pp. 277, 279. Just possibly,. it may also have been m the Warrmg Stat~s penod that the 

Chinese began to use anthracite coal for smelting lfon m crUCIbles (Hartwell \1~66)! p. 52, Hartwell (1967), 
p. 119), thus opening up an important new source offuel for smelung. However, It IS still a matter of dISpute a: 
to whether crucible smelting was practised even as early as the Han, not to speak of the Warnng States penod, 

Wagner (1993), pp. 289-90. 
... Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. V98o), p. 25· . 
• B> Kuan ~u, ch. 23, p. la; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. V98o), p. 31; Than Po-fu ~t al. (1954), p. 145· Thela.'t mlS~ 

takenly has 3,690 iron-producing mountains. One would hardly want to overesumate the. acc~racy of thIS cou.nt 
but the general impression of very extensive iron mining undoubtedly reflec~s the re:u SltuaUon m lat~ Warring 
States ClUna. Given the abundance of easily worked iron depoSIts, lfon mlnmg contmued to predommate over 
copper mining in terms of number of mines and miners throughout Chinese history; for the Sung (+roth to +13th 

centuries), see Hino V935a:I983), p. 321. 
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government intervention in mining activities, a precedent which Chinese govern
ments would follow time and again over the next 2,000 years to meet their needs for 
revenue or for supplies of metals. 

This was certainly the case in the Northern Sung (+960 to +1126) when both gov
ernment and private demand for iron rose dramatically.486 The government needed 
vast amounts of iron for weapons and armour to equip the largest standing army in 
the world, for its iron currency, for cast iron pans to evaporate salt, and for many 
other industrial uses. 487 From the second half of the +I1th century and in the follow
ing century, large quantities of iron, some even smelted specifically for the purpose, 
were used in the cementation process for producing copper from vitriol waters 
and earths.488 Peasants and craftsmen used a wide range of iron and steel tools and 
implements, including knives, hatchets, chisels, adzes, drillbits, hammers and mal
lets, ploughshares, hoes, spades and shovels, harrows, rakes, sickles, wheelbarrow 
axles, horseshoes, wheels, cooking pots and pans and kettles. Iron was also to be 
found in bells,489 chains (including those for chain suspension bridges), armoured 
gates, watchtowers, bridges, nails, needles, rulers, printing frames and type, wire, 
mirrors, and religious images.490 To meet its own needs and the growing pop
ular demand, the government for the first time lent strong encouragement to the 
exploitation ofthe vast iron ore deposits ofShansi where the ore was not only easily 
mined but had the advantage of being accompanied both by abundant coal seams 
that could serve as fuel for smelting operations as well as by a variety of clays and 
sands also useful for smelting.491 

Scholars have disagreed about the levels of iron production reached in the Sung 
and afterwards. Robert Hartwell has suggested that the amount of iron produced in 
the Northern Sung was 'probably greater than in any other period in pre-19th cen
tury Chinese history'. 492 Hartwell's estimates, however, quite possibly exaggerate 
iron production during this period.493 They probably underestimate the production 
oflater centuries, and are certainly unreliable for the 20th century.494 It is more likely 

+86 Overseas demand was also a factor, though we cannot say how great. We do know that, until recent times, 
China provided virtually all the cast iron used in southeast Asia; Bronson (1993), p. 89. 

.. , Hartwell (1962), pp. 155, 157-9; Hartwell (1966), pp. 37-8. As Alexander Hosie points out, the manufacture 
of these pans required a great deal of iron. The largest were 1.5 to 1.75 m in diameter and could weigh IIp to 725 
kg! They constandy had to be replaced, and even allowing for the iron recycled from old pans, that meant sub
stantial consumption of new iron on a regular basis; Hosie (1922), p. 169. 

... Section (J) below. ... RostokeretaI.(1984) . 

... Hartwell (1962), pp. 154-9; Tegengren (1924), pp. 311-12; Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (r985), p. 124, Wang 
Chung-shu (1982), pp. 123-4; Hartwell (1963), p. 44. By Sung times ifnot earlier, there was a great deal of regional 
and local specialisation in the production of iron products; Chhi Hsia (r987-1988), Vo!. 2, pp. 553-5; Hartwell 
(1963), p. 28. 

•• , Tegengren (1924), p. 306. 
.., Hartwell (1962), p. t54- Compare Wagner (1993a, p. 306) which makes the important point that we will 

have to know much more about the administrative apparatus that produced the figures on which Hartwell bases 
his estimates before we can decide with some confidence how much credence to lend to them . 
. "'. Chhi Hsia, on the other hand, thinks Hartwell's figures too low. He would 'guestimate' maximum produc

Uon ID the late +IIth century of up to 700,000 tonnes per year! (Chhi Hsia (r987-1988), Vo!. 2, pp. 553, 555·) 
Unfortunately, he provides us with no evidence for his key assumption, namely that each farm family at that time 
used, on the average, ten chin (about 6 kg) of new iron each year. 

... Personal communication from Donald Wagner who has checked HartweU's source and its source, and found 
the latter to be very unreliable. 
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that iron production in China increased from the Sung period on, though at noth
ing like the twelvefold rate of growth that Hartwell estimates for the two centuries 
between +850 and +1050.495 We are probably on safer ground then to conclude that 
the peak in iron production during the traditional period was probably reached 
in the 18th century, followed by a significant decline because of the unsettled con
ditions in the 19th and early 20th centuries. 496 

In the larger context of the history of technology in China, it is important to 
stress that, from a very early period, iron mining and smelting frequently took place 
on a scale seldom if ever seen in other contemporary societies, or in other Chinese 
industries, at least until the Sung. In part, this was surely the result of the quantities 
of iron that could be worked into weapons and tools and coins in the mass pro
duction casting operations.497 Even before the nationalisation of the industry by 
Emperor Wu of the Han, a private mine could employ a thousand or more miners 

4" Hartwell (1962), p. 155. The earlier pace is reminiscent of the quintupling of silver production in central 
Europe between +1450 and +1550; Suhling (1977), p. 571. 

This is not the place for a detailed dissection of Hartwell's estimates. We might simply note a few caveats: (I) 
That Hartwell himself can make his estimate no more precise than from 75,000 to 150,000 tonnes of total yearly 
iron production around +1078 should alert us to the limitations of his data. A major problem is tbat we simply 
have no real idea how much private iron production occurred outside the taxing system whose receipts form. the 
only basis we have for iron production estimates. My own guess is that such untaxed private production was 
widespread but very small-scale, meaning that the total amount of iron produced in this sector was relatively lim
ited. In per capita terms, it was surely very small, though there may have been fairly siguificant variations from 
region to region. Yoshida rvlitsukuni stresses the low overall per capita production in rejecting the idea that the 
increase in iron and coal production in the Sung constituted a 'revolution' (Yoshida (1966), p. 521). Looking nar
rowly at the technology used, the undoubted advances that occurred also hardly seem to add up to revolutionary 
change. (2) The estimate of7s,ooo tonnes of taxed iron production around +1078 compares strangely witb the 
90,400 tonnes of total taxed production (not total production as Hartwell presents it) estimated for +1064 to +1067 
(Hartwell (1966), p. 32). Was there really a 17'/' decline in taxed iron production between +1067 and +!O78? If so, 
what accounts for it? (3) At tbe heart ofHartwell's estimate are certain assumptions for which the evidence is any
where from meagre to altogether absent. An example is tbe existence and geneTal enforcement of a 10% rate for each 
of the two taxes the government assessed on iron. Indeed, it is far from certain that the surviving figures do repres
ent two different taxes, an idea rejected by Hino and Yoshida. (Hino (I935), p. 292; Hino (I935a), pp. 326-:33; 
Yoshida (I966), pp. 519-21.) On the other hand, there is evidence that the Yuan had a separate tax system for 
privately owned mines (Schurmann (1956), pp. 147-g), and it would not be surprising tbe find that it derived from 
Sung practice. (4) As Tim Wright has pointed out, Hartwell's suggestion that gross iron production declined 
after the Sung would imply a very sharp decline in per capita consumption of iron (because of the quadrupling of 
population between +1000 and +1800). For this too, there is little evidence_ In addition to the possibility that he 
may have overstated Northern Sung production, Hartwell may also not have allowed sufficiently for the extent 
of growth of iron production in other areas of the country even as it declined in some of those places that 
flourished during the Sung (Wright (1984), pp. 7-8). For example, the really great development of the productive 
capacity ofShansi, ofTa-yeh:;k:iEl (just south of the Yangtze), and ofFo-shan ~ ill (in Kwangtung) was in Sung 
times still in the future. (w. Smith (1926), pp. 48-g;Jameson (18g8), p. 365; Read (1912), pp. 25, 29""33; Nishizawa 
(1912-1913), p. 1022; Hartwell (1966), pp. 35-6, fn. '7; Hartwell (1963), p. 567; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), 
pp. 121, '49-50). Hartwell is of course aware that mining sites should be expected to shift over time because of, 
among other reasons, exhaustion of the ores (e.g. Hartwell (196g), p. 170). He even notes later major centres of 
production that were hardly exploited in the Sung (Hartwell (1963), p. 57). The question is how much these new 
sites compensated or even more than compensated for lost production at certain mines that had been important 
in the Sung. 

4" Waguer (1984), pp. 103-4' Possibly relevant here is the fact that, by the early Ming, the government had so 
much iron on hand that it abolished state-run iron smelting throughout the empire; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. 
(I980), pp. 28, '47, '72-3. 

.., True mass production of metal objects may even have begun as early as the Shang if, as Wagner contends, 
the dagger-axe (the main weapon of Bronze Age China) was indeed 'clearly designed for mass production'; 
Wagner (1993), p. 405. 
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and many of the great private fortunes made at that time were based on iron mining 
and smelting.498 In the Sung and Yuan periods, it was not uncommon for hundreds 
or even thousands of households to be assigned to a given area to mine and smelt 
. 499 B . 
Iron. ut even m those cases where there were large numbers of iron miners 
engaged in major iron mining and smelting operations the characteristic methods 
of mining, if not necessarily smelting, tended to be small-scale in both organisation 
and technology. 

Because m~st of China's iron mining focused on shallow deposits of soft, easily 
:-"orked ores, It pose~ fewer technological problems than many other kinds of min
mg. ':"hat was effectIVely 'ore gathering'500 could easily be carried on by peasants 
working the deposits with very simple tools as a by-employment during the slack 
seasons for agrIcultural work. 501 It is worth noting that both of the illustrations in 
TKKW dealing with iron ~ining involve very simple surface operations: the picking 
up of small. chun~ of bog Iron ore detected while ploughing fields (Fig. 17) and the 
concentratIOn of Iron ore by washing (Fig. 15).502 
. It is t~erefon~ the smelting rather than the mining of iron that is of paramount 
~nte:estm the history of technology in China. 503 That story will be told in the exam
matlO~ of ferrous ~etallurgy in Section 36b. Iron mining will concern us in the 
followl~? pages ~aI~ly to illustrate certain practices that were widely used in much 
of tradlllonal Chma s small-scale metal mining. 504 

(i) Minor ferroalloy and non-ferrous metals 

Evid:~ce for any Cinese mining before the end of the 19th century of metals and 
t~ansltlOn metals such as tungsten, antimony, bismuth, manganese or magnesium is 
Virtually non-existent. ~ noted ~bove, 505 some of these metals were ignored by one 
of our best sources for informatIon on early Chinese mining, the pharmaceutical 

4" Needham(1964), p. 7. 

4" Collins (1922(, pp. 21-2; Schurmann (1956), pp. '47, '57-g. The texts ordinarily do not make clear what 
!,ropomon of these smelter households' (yen nu iil)5) were involved in mining and what proportion were involved 
m smeltmg. Some probably alternated between the two activities. 

500 Wagner (1993), p. 258. 

'01 ~ the early 20th century, boulders of ore containing 50% iron could still be picked out of stream gravels in 
Shan.S!, ~ead (191Oa), p. '~9. <;:oghlan felt tbat the same situation of 'the ore being merely collected from surface 
w~~~gs probably prevailed In the first mining of iron in Europe; Coghlan (1956), pp. 16-17. 

503 For the same phenomenon m England, cf. Clark(19S2), p. 201. 
For example, the first water powered bellows in China were used in iron smelting at least by the beginning 

of the Eastern Han; Anon. (I978b), pp. 101-2. 

W'" In connection wit1.' small-scale mining, one should also note tbe recent thesis propounded by Donald 
srn agner that one of the ~portant advances in iron smelting in the post-Han period was the development of 
waaU-scale smeltmg techmques such as smallblast furnaces and crucible smelting; Waguer (1995), p. '55. If this 
a: ~he case, It would have h~d at least t~ree.1mporta!'t results: (I) an increase in the exploitation of small and not 

Far ucularly good 1ro.n d,epoSlts, (2) makmg Iron mmmg and smeltmg an attractive full- or part-time activity for 
o ge numbe,rs ofChma s peas.ants and, at the same time, (3) assuring a great deal ofiron production beyond tbe 

g vernment S control or. even Its ~owledge. This last could even include extensive local private minting of iron 
co~,s such as was very WIdespread In Kwangtung in the Chhing; Kuo Yun-ching (I984), p. 79. 

Vo!. 5, pt. 2, p. '90. 
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Fig. 17. Ploughing up pieces of bog iron ore; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 249· 
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natural histories (pen tshao :Ljs:1j.!), because they had no known medical value. More
over, although they were not in common use, these metals may well have been known 
to alchemists who had a professional stake in keeping their knowledge secret. Thus, 
despite China's dominance of the world tungsten market after World War 1,506 no 
mention of a tungsten ore seems to appear in earlier literature.507 The sources are 
also silent on bismuth. 

Terminology is a problem here as elsewhere. The ores of some of these metals 
may well have been known by folk names in the areas where they were found and 
where perhaps even local industries based on them may have grown up. These and 
other names may have been lost or may be very difficult or impossible to identifY 
when they appear. One example is the antimony sulphide, stibnite, which may be 
what is referred to by the terms hsi fin chih ~:gr ij\jj or hei shih chih ,rE ij\jj in the +r6th 
century Pen Tshao Kang Mu :Ljs:1j.!f.liGJ El (The Great Materia Medica). 508 

The case of stibnite reminds us, moreover, that ores containing small amounts of 
these metals were sometimes used without the metals being recognised. This could 
happen even with major ores of these metals. Antimony is easily processed from 
stibnite, of which there are major deposits especially in Hunan, but it is easy to con
fuse antimony and lead.509 

In contrast to the metals discussed above, we are able to identifY fairly accurately 
the beginnings of cobalt mining in China, though we have few specifics about pre-
20th century mining.5lO The Chinese began to use cobalt as a pigment for glass 
beads as early as the Warring States period. Afterwards, it came to serve widely as a 
pigment for ceramic glazes and underglaze colours. Before the Ming, however, all 
the cobalt pigments used contained copper or arsenic as associate elements but little 
or no manganese. Ores that would provide such pigments are characteristic of the 
cobalt ores ofIran, Iraq, Syria and Turkey. With the Ming, however, we begin to see 
cobalt glazes where the manganese is extremely high, which is typical of Chinese 
cobalt ores, especially absolite, which can contain three times as much manganese 
as cobalt. This has led scholars to conclude that pre-Ming cobalt used in China 
probably came from Persia or other western Asian sources,Sll and that it was not 
until perhaps the +I5th century that Chinese cobalt ore was first discovered. 

S06 Lilley (1936), p. 432 • 

'" The most likely reason is that the recognition of tungsten was inhibited by its very high melting point of at 
least 3,390 'C, the highest of any metal . 

'os Vo!. 5, pt. 2,p. 190 and p. 267, fn. f. 
509 Wei Chou-yuan (1946), pp. 445-6; Lu Hsueh-shan (/984), p. 20; nerry & Williams (1960), p. 141; Forbes 

(1954), p. 85· Even some references to silver mines in the Chinese sources may actually refer to antimony ore; 
Hsia Hsiang-jung.t al. (1980), p. 209. The barium ores ofbarite (the sulphate) and witherite (the carbonate) are 
present in north China and in Korea, and barium is frequently present in Chinese glass of the Warring States 
period, but whether the Chinese glassmakers introduced it intentionally is still an open question; cf. Vo!. 4, pt. I, 

pp. 101-3· 
510 The general concensus on the beginnings of mining for cobalt in China can be seen by comparing Young 

& Garner (1956) and Zhang Fu-kang (1988). 
'" Not surprising, since commercial contacts between China and that area began as early as the -11th cen

tury; Zhang Fu-kang (1988), p. 122. 
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(3) JADE AND GEMSTONES 

(i) Jade andjade-like stones512 

The Chinese had begun fashioning objects of jade at least by about -5000.513 By 
the end of the N eolithic period, jade had clearly established its primacy among the 
semi-precious stones suitable for 'carving' and it would continue to grow in import
ance in the succeeding centuries.514 One testimony to this fascination with jade 
itself and to the emergence of jade as a standard for judging other stones is that 
the original Han dynasty (Hnd century) Shuo H1en Chieh Tzu (Analytical Dictionary of 
Characters) contains some 126 characters with the jade radical (the component of 
the Chinese character that is related to its meaning), many of which are identified as 
kinds of jade (yii.33.) or as stones resembling jade. 515 The SHC also mentions a great 
variety of jades and jade-like stones identified by the Chinese at least by Warring 

States or early Han times. 
Very little jade was found in China in traditional times. Some tremolite (of which 

nephrite is a compact variety) and actinolite were mined in the Lake Thai (Thai Hu 
::t:mJ) region in Neolithic times.516 It has also been noted that a number of the jades 
discovered in the excavations ofShang An-yang~~ seem to be very similar to the 
jade mined at Hsiu-yen Ibm:E in Liaoning while a smaller number are similar to jade 
found at Nan-yang mlWi in Honan.5I7 Nevertheless, virtually all the jade used by 
Chinese stoneworkers at least from the Chou onwards518 and until quite recent 
times came from rivers and mountains of Khotan (Ho-thien fD EEl) and Yarkand 
(So-chhe tJ)$) in present-day Sinkiang.519 Until perhaps the Thang or Sung per
iod, it seems to have been obtained exclusively by collecting jade pebbles or larger 
rocks from river beds. Later it was quarried, using firesetting to produce cracks and 
fissures into which wedges could then be driven to break up the stone.520 

Because of the rarity of jade deposits in the Chinese heartland, jade played no 
significant direct role in the history of Chinese mining. It was important indirectly, 
however, in two ways: (I) its combination of prestige and rarity led Chinese to search 

SI' An excellent, up-to-date starting point for what is known abo~t the history of jade not o~ly in China but 
throughout the world is Keverne (1991). It is lavishly illustrated (ALL illustratIOns m colour) and Its ~seful, annot· 
ated bibliography (pp. 356-67) includes a number of Chinese works. It also proVldes (p. 31) a detailed chart gIv, 
ing the properties of jade and its simulants. . . 

'" Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 416; Ho Yueh-chiao & Chu Fu-Hsi (I986), p. 22. For the modern distmc· 
tion of jades into nephrite (juanyii '-i:.3i, chenyii Jt.3i) andjadeite (yingyii 1iJ!.3i), cf. Keverne (1991), pp. 22-7; 
ChengTe-khun (1960), pp. IIH.; Clark (1986), pp. 33-4· . . . ' 

'1+ Cheng Te-khun (1976), p. 48. The Chinese shared thIS hIgh estee~ of Jade WIth three othe~ groups of 
people: the Neolithic inhabitants of much of temperate Europe; the Maon of New Zealand; and the mhabItants 
of Mexico from Mayan times onward. Clark (lg86), p. 34· 

m Hansford (1950), p .• 6. In its common, broad usage,yii could mean any stone suitable for carving; Keverne 

0~~~~· . .' 
'16 Chang Kwang-chih (1986), p. 255. Chang uses 'jades' loosely here to include also chrysotile (whIch 15 a ser-

pentine) and agate (which is a variety of chalcedony). .., 
'" Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I980), pp. 420, 428-9' '18 HSIa HSlang-Jung et al. (I980), p. 430. 
51' Vo!. 3, p. 665; Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (1980), pp. 42Iff.; Dana (1971), p. 389. 
'" Hansford (1950), pp. 38, 41. 
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widely for other stones that most resembled jade;521 and (2) the Chinese love of 
'carved' jade, which is not carved at all since jade, either nephrite or jadeite, is too 
hard to be cut even by steel tools alone, led the Chinese to search for the most effect
ive abrasives that could be used for shaping it (ti-li cho li!£Ji11(~).522 

Neolithic stone carvers used many other minerals and stones along with jade 
to make ornaments. 523 A very early example comes from the Ho-mu-tu rnrm:ilt cul
ture south ofHang-chou tt 1+1 Bay where fluorite was used along with jade to make 
ornaments.524 At another site, near Nanking, jade and agate were used together.525 

Especially popular, apart from coal, which we shall discuss below, seem to have 
been serpentines, various chalcedonies, especially agate, pyrophyllite (a kind of 
talc), and steatite (soapstone).526 

(ii) Other precious or semi-precious stones 

The mining of other precious or semi-precious stones requires no detailed treat
ment here.527 Even in the West, where many kinds of gemstones seem to have exer
cised a much greater attraction than among the Chinese, they commonly could be 
and were obtained from placer or surface deposits or through trade from border 
regions and beyond.528 Only a few such as turquoise were sought in underground 
deposits or obtained as by-products of other underground mining. 529 

521 Chinese returning home after having worked as miners in 19th century Califorrtia often brought with 
them greenstone pebbles they had collected along the Fraser River; Clark (1986), p. 53. 

522 By Shang times, jade carvers could work with stones even harder than nephrite and jadeite; Cheng Te-
khun (1960), p. II3. 

'" Jade and jade-like stones were occasionally also used as tools; Ibid., pp. 94-5. 
'" Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 416. '" Ibid., (I980), p. 416. 
'" Hansford (1950), p. 26; Rawson & Ayers (1975), p. 14; Loehr (1965), p. 77; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. V98o), 

pp. 414-15. Serpentine, stealite and agates in particular were relatively abundant at least in certain parts of 
China. Hansford (1950), p. 26; Becher (1887), pp. 37-8; TKKW, ch. 18, pp. 308-9; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 3°4, 307. 
Sung Ytng-hsing claims that agate is neither stone (shih:O) nor jade (yii.3i) but does not indicate why he believes 
thIS or to what other category of materials it might belong. 

'" For some general discussion, cf. Vo!. 3, pp. 66g-70. 
'" naw, ch. 18, p. 306; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 299--:300; above, Vo!. 3, p. 670. Much of Sung Yi~-hsinis 

treatment of gems, such as his apparent belief that they regularly give off a misty vapour (paa cMiju wu ."!lIUI) 
that is particularly dangerous for miners, suggests that he had little more first-hand knowledge of gem mining 
than of jade prospecting which, he tells us, could be especially effective in the autumn moonlight since the lustre 
of jade derives from the shining essence of moonlight! 17iKw, ch. 18, p. 307. Sun & Sun (1966) mistakenly have 
the jade itselfbeing formed by moonlight; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 300. 
. 52' Forbes (1963), p. 108 .. Turquoise seems to have been highly regarded especially in early China, though 
It was never as popular as Jade; Rawson & Ayers (1975), p. 6. Besides being shaped into ornaments from the 
Neolithic period on, it was also, unlike jade, often used for inlay work; see examples in Cheng Te-khun (1976), 
p!. Id; Chang Hung-chao (I927), p!. IT; Chang Kwang-chih (1986), p. 316 and White (1945), pp. 98,198-9. Perhaps 
the earliest piece of inlay work so far found in China is an oracle bone from the reign of the Shang king Ti Hsi. 
\'il''$ (-mh century); the bone is prepared from the humerus ofa tiger, presumably the one taken in the hunt 
referred to on the bone, and the inscription is inlaid with turquoise. SeeJacobsen (1984), p. 43. There seems to be 
very .little information available on the mining of turquoise in traditional China, probably because most ofit was 
obtamed from copper mines. (Turquoise is a hydrated copper aluminium phosphate.) For a general discussion of 
turquoise in China, focusing mainly on terminology and areas of production, see Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (1980), 
pp. 430-42. Grahame Clark is quite mistaken in saying that the Iranian plateau was the nearest source of 
turquoise for the Chinese at the beginning of the Shang period; see Clark(1986), p. 35. 
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(4) MISCELLANEOUS NON-METALLIC MINERALS 

(i) Arsenic 

Most of the arsenic used by the Chinese in imperial times was obtained from the 
bisulphide realgar and the trisulphide orpiment which are frequendy associated 
one with the other.530 The major production areas were Kansu in the northwest, 
Hunan in the south, and the southwestern provinces ofKweichow, Szechwan and 
Yunnan. Unfortunately, we have virtually no information in the written sources on 
arsenic and its ores before the Han period. For example, it is not until the -2nd cen
tury that we can be certain that orpiment was even distinguished from other yellow 
pigments.m The first reference we have to the mining of arsenic sulphides (in this 
case realgar) dates only from the +4th century,532 though orpiment is mentioned as 
a medicament in the ShenNung Pen- Tshao Ching fill JPi;:1jt~~ (Classic of Pharmaceutics 
of the Heavenly Husbandman), a reference that could be as early as the -1st century.533 

Most arsenical ores were excavated from shallow workings. 'The material which 
can be calcined to produce arsenic oxide looks like earth but is firmer; and resembles 
rocks, but is finer in size. It is obtained by digging a few chhih (a metre or two) 
beneath the earth.'534 In Yunnan, however, orpiment outcrops tended to appear on 
the sides of mountains at some height above the water level and thus could be 
worked to greater depths than many of the outcrop mines in the area.

m 

Arsenic was a powerful poison widely used in Chinese agriculture as an insecticide 
and a parasiticide. m Calcining it was extremely dangerous. As Sung Ying-hsing 

*Ji!£ stresses:537 

During the process of calcination, the workers must stand some 10 chang (about 30 m) 
upwind of the kiln; all grass and trees close to the downwind side of the kiln will die. Workers 
engaged in calcining arsenic must switch [to other work] after two years; otherwise all their 

hair will fall out. 

Despite the danger, arsenic powder was freqendy produced from arseno-pyrites in 
small primitive furnances by the population at large.538 In later times at least, there 

". Schafer (1955), p. 76. Other sources of smaller amounts of arsenic were arsenolite (the arsenic trioxide; 
de Mely (1896), p. 117; Vo\. 5, pt. 2, p. 166) and, in Yunnan, the mineralogical rarity, native arsenic (Mathieu (1924), 

pp. 462-3). 
m Schafer (1955), p. 75· 
'" Ibid., p. 82; Vo\. 3, p. 651. It could be that the Chinese had also learned to produce metallic arsenic by this 

time; Vo\. 5, pt. 7, p. 114, fn. f. 
53' Schafer (1955), p. 77-
'" TKKW; ch. 11, p. 205; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 210. According to Sung Ying-hsing, deposits of arsenic often 

(chang 1li') were found beneath pools of turbid green water, but this sounds like an overgeneralisation from certain 

deposits with which he was familiar. 
'" Moore-Bennet (1915), p. 225· 
". TKKW; ch. 11, p. 206; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 212; Bray (1984), p. 476. See also Vo\. 3, pp. 651- 2, which notes 

that arsenic was also used to accelerate the growth of silkworms, presumably because the silkworms were less 

susceptible to its poisonous effects than their viruses. 
'" TKKW; ch. 11, p. 206, my translation, assisted by Sun & Sun (1966), p. 212. ". Torgasheff(193°)' p. 284. 
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were also operations of con.siderable size such as the works at Heng-yang 1tj ~ in 
Hunan at the end of the Ming (+I7th century) which produced almost 200 tonnes 
(presumably yearly). 539 

Arsenic was also us~d. in smo~e and other bombs,540 and realgar provided yellow 
smoke as well as the brilliant whIte stars in fireworks displays 541 Dealg . • • • J:'\! arwasrmport-
a~t m medIcal presc~ptions and w.as even used to make medicine cups which pro
VIded a dose. of arse~lc fro~ the dIssolution of their inner face. 542 It served also to 
ad~!:e~ate cmnabar. 43 Orp~ent was :requently used as a pigment, realgar less 
so. Fmally, both were very Important m alchemy.545 

(ii) Sulphur 

We know nothing abo~t the very early use of sulphur in China. With the exception 
of one refere.nc~ to .'bnmstone' (shih liu-huang E 1ii\EJi) dating perhaps to the -4th 
century a~d mdicatmg only that it came from Han-chung 1Jr:p (present-day south
ern S?enSI ~n? northwestern Hupeh),546 there appear to be no references to sul
phur m SUrVIVIng pre-Han texts (before -200).547 

By the Han pe~od, sulphur was apparently in wide use as a medicine' the Shen 
N.u~g Pen- Tshao Chzng places it into the middle of the three categories int; which it 
diVIded all ~rugS.548 Its i~portance as a treatment for skin diseases, malnutrition 
and other ailments contmued throughout the imperial period.549 By Han t' 
sulphur wa al . . al h unes, . . s so rmportant m c emy where, along with mercury, it came to be 
Widely VIewed as one of the two most important substances.55o 

O~her. uses of su.lphur .in imperial times were in matches;551 for fumigation;552 as 
a whltenmg agent m baking;553 as a bleach in the textile industry·554 and to be ~ure 
as one of the three essential components of gunpowder. 555 Vitri~l, a sulphur com~ 
pound, was used as a mordant for dyeing cloth black (the colour of clothes for the 
co~m~n people) at least as early as the Han dynasty.556 

SIgn~cant deposits of native sulphur are rare in China. Where they did exist, 
n~tably m Shantung557 and Taiwan (see below), the sulphur bearing earth or rocks 
(FIg. 18) could be collected easily from surface or shallow deposits. In Yunnan, pure 

'39 17(1(W ch'S association with i:~(t .205, ~n & S?.:1 (1966), p. (210. Because any significant deposits of arseno-pyrites occur in 
on parallel with tin '.~c an despecIl. y tID ores cassltente), most larger scale production of arsenic was carried 

,.. mmmg an sme tmg; Torgasheff(1930), p. 284. 
V~\' 5, p. 7, pp. 2, 180, 187, 267. S+l Schafer(I955) p.87. '42 Ibid pp 83 87 

,., Ibid P 82 ,4+ Ibid 8 5" ' ., , , . ... "", :' p, 3. See the many references in VD\. 5, pts. 2-4. 
54' AnFan 1i

h
Zu Ch.]an, ch. hsia, p. 2b; Vo\. 5, pt. 3, p, 14; Zhang Yunming (1986) P·487 

ot er early te fo ul h d' fI ' . WE~)' Zh .rm or spur, atmg rom at least the +3rd century, was 'vitriol liquid' Uan-shih eh 
>IS f;' dang Yunmmg(lg86), p. 48.8. Zhang's 1986 article is an English rendering ofChang Yun-ming (19b) 
". or a ISCUSSlon of the Ideas behmd this classification, see Unschuld (1986), pp. 23-5. . 
551 ~o:. 5, pt. 2, p. 286; Zhang Yunming (1986), p. 487; de MelY(1896), pp, 246-7, 550 Vol 5 pt 4 P 458 
555 0·4, pt, I, pp. 70-1. 55.' l:in Chhao-chhi (r969), p. 115. 55' Ibid. ". Hosie (19';)' ,; ~' . 

to Sulphur ~t first lowers the IgnItIon temperature of the mixture, then raises the temperatur; ~n ~o~bustion 
~e ~u~lOn ~mtofsaltpetre, and generally helps to increase the speed of combustion' Vol 5 pt 7 P III 

ang IUnmIng (1986), pp, 487-8. ' "',. , 
551 Gan Zu el at ( ) bk I I . grade averagm·YUg only' a~94t' '/1 ul' co

h
' '!;LiZyhang Yunmmg (1986), pp. 492-3. The Shantung deposits are low 

, DU 10 • spur, ti-weIeI al. (1993), p. 261. 
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Fig. 18. 'Stone' sulphur (shih liu·huang) from Kuang-chou (top) and 'earthy' sulphur (thu liu.huang)fromJung·chou 
(present.day Jung-hsien) (bottom). Probably an attempt to 'portray the two forms of e.lemental sulphur. The 
bottom illustration nicely conveys the hot spring type of envIronment ill whIch .sulphur IS so often found. From 

the +13th century Chhung Hsiu Cheng·Ho Pen Tshao, ch. 4, p. 6b; reproduced m Unschuld (1986), p. 187. 

sulphur was available as a deposit at the. mouth of man~ hot springS.~58 But mo~t 
Chinese sulphur over the last two millenma has been obtamed from pyntes (met~lhc 
sulphides), especially troilite, pyrrhotite a~d marca~it:. 559 Ancient ter~s for pyr~te~ 
such as 'mineral outside coal' (mei-than wal khuang-shlh mJR:1i-~E) and coal vItnol 

>0' Moore·Bennet (1915), p. 226. . ' . . 6 ) 
". Dolbear et al. (1949), p. 1003. Simple heating is sufficient to derIve sulphur from pyrItes, Checkland (19 7, 

P·23· 
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(mei-khuang shao-fan-shih m~m~E) suggest that the Chinese were early aware of 
the common association of pyrites with coal deposits.560 

Pyrite deposits are widely distributed throughout China and sulphur mining thus 
was practised extensively. 56 1 Though the sulphur content of pyrite could be relatively 
high (Torgasheff gives a figure of 47.54 per cent for Honan562), the current average 
of all pyrite ores in China is only 17-79 per cent.563 Also, the extent of individual 
deposits was generally limited. 

A technique for extracting sulphur from pyrites seems to have been known by the 
Chinese at least by the +3rd century.564 Sung Ying-hsing *J!!£ gives in his TKKW 
a good description and an illustration (Fig. 19) of the distillation process as it was in 
use in Kiangsi in the +17th century.565 Zhang Yunming (Chang Yun-ming) estimates 
that, during the Chhing, between 200 and 400 tonnes of sulphur were being pro
duced yearly from pyrites, using a variety of processes that culminated in 19th cen
tury furnaces that could handle a charge of about 100 tonnes.566 

The only part of China that seems to have had extensive deposits of native or 
elemental sulphur, i.e., sulphur associated with fumaroles and solfataras (volcanic 
vents) and the transport conditions that made possible economic working of the 
deposits was Taiwan. The main sulphur deposits of Taiwan lie in the extreme north 
of the island, with easy access to the harbour at Keelung.567 The first Chinese notices 
of sulphur as an important product of Taiwan date from the Sung and Yuan.568 By 
the end of the Ming, the natives were capable of producing substantial amounts of sul
phur for trade: in +1645, two Dutch traders managed to obtain some 100,000 chin !T 
(or about 65 tonnes) which they in turn sold for a substantial profit.569 

Most of that sulphur was probably produced in a process whereby sulphurous 
earth or rocks impregnated with native sulphur were first collected in surface opera
tions.570 The earth or rocks were heated in pans or cauldrons to a temperature high 
enough to melt but not volatilise the sulphur. In this process, lighter impurities 
came to the surface in a frothy slag and could be skimmed off while heavier mater
ials sank to the bottom. The sulphur could then be poured off and allowed to cool 

560 Zhang Yunming (1986), pp. 488-g. Another term for pyrites was 'copper coal' (thung.than jjiiJli#t). 
561 See the maps in Zhang Yunming (1986), p. 490, fig. I and Li YU·wei et al. Cr993), p. 256. Also, Ting, V. K. & 

W. H. Wong(1921), p. 35; Torgasheff(1930), p. 370; Shockley (1904), p. 867. 
562 Torgasheff(1930), p. 370. It is not stated on what this figure was based. 
563 Li YU-wei et al. (1993), p. 260. ,... Chang Yun·ming Cr982), pp. 32-3. 
565 11lKW, ch. 11, pp. 204-5, 213; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 208-10. Chang Yun·ming (/982, pp. 34-5) discusses 

the process in detail. Actually, this primitive process was probably well on its way to being replaced by more 
advanced indirect distillation methods, devised perhaps as early as the Sung, that took advantage of the fact that 
sulphur could be made to condense more efficiently in receptacles below the furnace. Meng Nai·chhang (1982), 
pp. 582£[; Zhang Yunming (1986), pp. 494-5. For similar European processes of the +16th, see Smith & Gnudi 
(1959), pp. 88-g0; Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 578ff. Cremer(1913, pp. 47,48) describes the process used early in 
this century in Szechwan. 

566 Chang Yun·ming (1986), pp. 492-7. '" Davidson (1903), pp. 495-6. 
". Chao Khuang.hua & Kuo Cheng·i ([984), p. 58; Lin Ghhao·chhi (1969), p. 110. 
569 Lin Ghhao·chhi Cr969), p. 104. 
5>0 Actually, there was usually no other option. As Biringuccio noted for +16th century Europe: '[Sulphur 1 is 

excavated from open mines because if the miners should try to extract it in any other way they could not endure 
to stay inside the mines on account of the great heat and unendurable odour that it gives out.' Smith & Gnudi 
(1959), p. 88. 
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Fig. 19. Primitive furnace for slow burning of pyritic rocks in order to distill their sulphur, as illustrated in the 
Thim Kung Khai Ku 5':IIlll~. The sulphur-containing rocks were mixed with coal briquettes in equal propor
tions (Sung Ying·hsing says 1,000 chin each) and the whole pile was then enc~osed in. packed earth to form ~ 
furnace (the earthen shell is not shown either in this illustration or in the later illustratIon dearly b~sed upon It 
[T~, ch. ll, p. 2131 which is aesthetically more pleasing but tech,:olog1c~lly no more mformauve). On top 
was added residue from previous firings and the whole was capped Wlth an mverted porcelam bowl to serve as 
a still-head whose turned· under edge caught the sulphur condensation as it flowed down from the bowl and 
enabled it to flow out through an aperture into a small tank where it crystallised into sulphur. TKKW, ch. ll, 

pp. 204-5; Sun & Sun (;966), pp. 208-10. 
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Fig. 20. Extracting sulphur from sulphurous earth by means of an oil bath in Taiwan. Source unknown. 

and solidify. 57 1 The problem with this process was that it was extremely wasteful and 
failed to recover much of the potentially available sulphur. Moreover, the sulphur it 
produced was relatively impure.572 

To meet these problems, some miners on Taiwan had developed by the +I7th 
century573 an alternative process that seems to find no counterpart in other pre
industrial societies. This process was described in some detail by Yii Yung-ho filhkroJ 
in his PhiHai Chi Tu ~*c~ (Record ofa Voyage Across the Small Sea). Yiijour
neyed into the mountains of northern Taiwan near present-day Pei-thou :! t 19: in 
the fifth month of +1 6g7 and arranged for the production of a considerable a'mount 
of sulphur by this process. 

According to Vii, sulphurous earth (which was abundant in this area574
) was 

pounded into a powder and thoroughly dried. Some of the earth was then added 
into a cauldron of heated oil (probably rape-seed oil575

) and stirred (Fig. 20). More 
oil and earth were then added alternately until the cauldron had been filled with 
800-goo chin (a little over half a tonne) of earth and an appropriate amount of oil, 

'" Davidson (1903), pp. 501-2. '" Ibid., p. 502. 
,,, Chao Khuang-hua & Kuo Cheng-i (1984), pp. 59-60. 
s" Klaproth (1826-1828), Vol. I, p. 328. m Ibid., p. 60. 
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depending on the quality of the earth.576 From time to time the workers would 
take out some of the liquid to test its fluidity (? li thu phang chha chih ~~5'r~ ~) and 
adjust the mixture accordingly. Depending on the quality of the sulphurous earth, 
one cauldron could produce anywhere from several tens to as much as 400 or 500 
chin of'pure' sulphur (ching-liu ¥*AAE).577 

Yii's description of the process raises a number of questions that have been elucid
ated in a study by Chao Khuang-hua and Kuo Cheng-i who have demonstrated by 
experiment with sulphurous sand the feasibility ofthis process. The low density of 
the ground sulphur powder and its affinity for oil cause it to form a suspension 
(emulsion) when mixed with the rape-seed oil. When the stirring process is inter
rupted, the heavier quartz sand sinks to the bottom of the cauldron. The oil! sulphur 
suspension can then be ladled into another cauldron where it is reheated. Because 
the melting point of sulphur (between 1I2.8 ·C and about 120 'C) is far lower than 
the boiling point of the oil, the sulphur particles will first amalgamate in the oil and 
then, as the temperature of the oil rises, will liquefY and sink to the bottom of the 
cauldron. On cooling, the liquid sulphur at the bottom of the cauldron will solidify 
into a mass of quite pure sulphur which can be retrieved after first pouring off the 
oil. Virtually all of the oil can be recovered for re-use. 578 

AB a vital component of gunpowder, sulphur drew considerable attention from 
Chinese governments. Already in the Northern Sung (+IIth century), the govern
ment was faced with the dual problem of trying to maintain a monopoly on gun
powder weapons while at the same time assuring that large quantities of sulphur 
were available for its military needs. This led to prohibitions on trade with the Liao 
regime on its northern border in sulphur (and saltpetre)579 as well as the importation 
oflarge amounts of sulphur. In +1084, for example, an imperial decree ordered the 
purchase of 500,000 chin (over 300 tonnes) of sulphur fromJapan. 580 In the Southern 
Sung (+12th and +13th centuries), the official Pao Hui B'F.!J( (+1182 to +1268) sub
mitted a memorial suggesting that trade with Japan in such 'useless' products as 
wood and shellfish be forbidden because it caused an outflow of bronze cash from 
China. He was willing, however, to allow trade in sulphur because it 'satisfied a 
military need' (kung chun-hsu ~]J~).581 

During the Chhing (+1644 to 19lI), there were repeated prohibitions on the pri
vate mining of sulphur.58z Though the government's efforts to prohibit small-scale 
mining of sulphur could hardly have been very effective in most cases/83 they may 

576 Yu emp hasises the importance of using just the right amount of oil but it is not clear just why this is 80 

crucial. 
'" Phi Ha; Chi n, pp. 1 a, 16a. 
518 Chao Khuang-hua & Kuo Cheng-i (1984), p. 60. In the experiments ofChao and Kuo, approximately 80% 

of the sulphur present could be recovered by this process, the exact amount being determined in part by the 
fineness of the powder to which the sulphurous sand had been ground. 

579 See above, Vo!. 5, pt. 7, p. 126. ." HCP, ch. 343, p. 6a; So (1982), pp. 146-7. 
"I Shiba (1968), p. 226; Elvin (1970), pp. 94-5. 
582 un Chhao-chhi (1969), pp. 1l1-14 By this time, the Ryukyus had become a further source of sulphur; 

Murray (1994), p. 99. 
'" un Chhao-chhi (1969), pp. [[3-14. 
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well help account for the relatively infrequent use of gunpowder in mining in the 
late imperial period. 

(iii) Abrasives 

The use of abrasives had begun already in N eolithic China, at least partly as a result 
of the Chinese fondness for jade (jadeite, nephrite) and similar rocks. These rocks, 
because of the toughness of their feIted crystalline structure ('a seemingly haphaz
ard arrangement of crosslaid skeins or filament bundles'584) could not be 'carved' 
in the normal sense but had to be shaped and decorated by means of abrasion, 
which mean t the use of abrasive sands. At the same time, they also invited abrading 
because ofthe sensuous surfaces that could be obtained through polishing. 

Quite possibly, the earliest experiments with abrading made use not of sands, 
as would be the case later, but of suitable rocks such as sandstone and schist.585 By 
the Shang period, quartz powder was in use and Shang bronzes show evidence of 
several kinds of abrading: 'filing' away of mould joints, sharpening and polishing. 586 

Thereafter, progress in this area meant finding ever harder substances to serve 
as abrasives. It is interesting that, by the latter part of the -1st millennium (in the 
Warring States period), the Chinese frequently carved agate, a stone that is harder 
(7 on the Mohs scale) than any pure metal. It would just barely be abradable using 
quartz sand (hardness also 7) though the task would have been significantly easier 
with crushed garnet sand (hardness 7-8) or emery (crushed corundum; hardness g). 
But there is no evidence for the use of garnet sand before the Thang587 or of emery 
before the +12th or +13th centuries. 588 With all the placer mining that took place in 
China from early times, Chinese miners and craftsmen could be expected to be 
familiar with what sands served best for abrasive purposes, but it is somewhat sur
prising to see how long it apparently took before the idea arose to crush various 
kinds of stones and experiment to find out the abrasive qualities of their resulting 
sands. 

Two other abrasive substances were also used in traditional China. The ferric 
oxide 'rouge' (hungfen fo.\IfS) is first referred to by Kuo Phu W~ (c. +300) in his com
mentary to the SHe. At about the same time, we find what may be the first mention 
of diamonds (chin kang~JlJU) in a Chinese work, and it has been suggested that they 
were at that time an import into China along with Buddhism. 589 In later times, most 
Chinese diamonds were found in Shantung where farmers often ploughed them 
up in their fields. 590 The diamond was never used as a gemstone by the Chinese but 
rather as the hardest abrasive they knew. In the Chhing, for example, the rough 
stones were regularly used in Shantung to drill holes in pieces of cracked porcelain 
so that they could then be wired back together591 and in Canton for glass cutting.592 

584 Keverne (1991), p. 53. ." Leakey (1954), p. 139. lO6 Barnard & SaW (1975), p. 71. 
lO7 See above, Vo!. 3, p. 668; Rawson & Ayers (1975), p. 7. ". Rawson & Ayers (1975), p. 7. 
lO9 Lu Hsueh-shan (1984), p. 5. For earlier works on diamonds in China, see Vo!. 3, pp. 669""71. 
>90 Anon. (1898-1899), p. 642 . 591 Ibid. '" Gillan (1962), pp. 295-6. 
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(iv) Potassium nitrate 

The most important nitrate in the pre-industrial Chinese economy was potassium 
nitrate (KN03), commonly known as saltpetre. The terminological problems sur
rounding potassium nitrate are very complex, and have been discussed in some 
detail previously.593 For our purposes it is sufficient to note that the most common 
Chinese term to indicated potassium nitrate or saltpetre was hsiao-shih W~E 'solve
stone'. The first surviving mention of hsiao-shih, without any discussion of its proper
ties, dates from the -4th century Fan Tzu ChiJan :mTIT~ (The Book of Master Chi, 
by Master Fan).594 By the +1st or +2nd centuries, extraction of saltpetre was sufficiendy 
widespread to give rise to a prohibition by the central government against saltpetre 
purification operations in the summer season.595 

Deposits of potassium nitrate are found in at least half the provinces of China, 
though most of the major deposits occur in the north.596 The deposits occur almost 
exclusively in the form of a white crust or powder on the surface of the ground. 
Bedded underground deposits seem to have been unknown in traditional times. 
Collecting the saltpetre was very easy. As Torgasheff describes it:597 

The present method of production is the same as in ancient times. When saltpeter is detected 
as a faint white veil-like patch of crystal formation, it is scraped off with spades, brooms, or 
shovels. It is mixed with water in brick tanks, and forms a brownish lye, which is boiled. The 
solution obtained, 'saltpeter water,' yields needlelike crystals of yellowish white crude salt
peter, which, after being refined, is sold in the form of small cakes.598 

The two main uses of potassium nitrate in China were as a fertiliser and as a 
constituent of gunpowder.599 Continuous cultivation over the centuries has led to 
mineral deficiencies (nitrogen, phosphorous and! or potassium) in nearly all the 
agricultural regions of China.6OD Although no chemical fertilisers were known in 
traditional China601 potassium nitrate was, along with lime, one of the two mineral 
fertilisers widely used before this century. 

From the government's point of view (always an important consideration when 
assessing developments in traditional China), potassium nitrate was primarily import
ant at least over the last 1,000 years of the imperial period as a constituent in gun
powder. There is some evidence that the development of gunpowder weapons could 
have been slowed in some periods by a shortage of saltpetre. This might particularly 
have been true in the Southern Sung (+12th and +13th centuries) when north China, 
where the best deposits were located, was under the control of the non-Chinese Chin 

093 Vol. 5, pt. 4, pp. 5,1791£.; Vol. 5, pt. 7. pp. 94-6. 
,,. Also know as the ChiNi Tzu; Vol. 5, pt. 7, p. 96. 595 Ibid. 
,go Torgasheff (1930), pp. 380-1; Wei Chou-yuan (1946), p. 407. Sung Ying·hsing in his TKKW also lists 

Szechwan as one of the three most important sources in the +17th century; 11J(W, ch. 15. pp. 267-8; Vol. 5, pt. 7, 
p. 103; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 269. 

", Torgasheff(I930), p. 381. 
, .. Compare the very similar account from the +973 Klzai Pao Pen Tsluro (Materia Medica of the Khai-Pao 

Reign-Period), quoted in PTKM, ch. H, p. 54; trans. Vol. 5, pt. 7, p. 99. Vol. 5, pt. 7, pp. 102-6 has a great deal of 
information on processes used to purifY saltpetre and criteria to test its quality. 

, .. It was also widely used along with borax in Chinese metallurgy, as in the refining of gold and silver; Hosie 

(1922), pp. 161, 163. 
600 Bray (1984), pp. 25-6. .., Ibiti.. p. 298. 
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and then the Mongols.602 Not much evidence has yet been discovered, however, 
about just what policies the government implemented to assure itself a steady and 
adequate supply. 

Because of the ease with which it was obtained, potassium nitrate plays no 
significant role in the history of mining techniques in China. On the other hand, 
its identification was an important part of the difficult problem in traditional times 
of distinguishing various salts. Here, an important advance was the early recogni
tion of the distinctive purple potassium flame of saltpetre. Such flame tests were an 
important part of the arsenal of Chinese mineral identification techniques that we 
shall discuss in some detail below ((1)(5)). 

(v) Building materials 

Shortages of wood in many parts especially of north China meant that stone, earth 
and clay had to substitute for wood in a host of uses ranging from structures (houses, 
walls) to a limestone slab over a creek where a board would have done just as well.603 

By the beginning ofthis century, Thomas Read could write that building materials 
were first among all types of 'mineral production', even though building stones were 
used only to a limited extent.604 The main materials needed, apart from stone,605 
were the soil that from early times was tamped to form walls of all kinds,606 the mud 
that was moulded and at first sun-baked but from Han on generally fired to produce 
the soft bricks out of which so many houses and walls were made, and the clays that 
formed the raw material for the fired tiles that made up the house roofs at least for 
those who could afford them. In addition, from the late Neolithic period at the latest, 
lime was used as a plaster in Chinese buildings.607 

(vi) Clays 

Apart from roof tiles, clay was also needed in large quantitites for making earthen
ware, stoneware and porcelain objects. Since clays vary considerably in their suit
ability for ceramic production, it is not surprising to find that, even as early as the 
Neolithic period, potters had learned to select the more appropriate clays and to 
avoid those that did not work well. 608 This included identifying those special clays, 
above all the kaolins (kao-ling thu ii1l.i ~±), that made possible the hard white that 
became the forerunners of Chinese porcelains.609 

GO, Lu Gwei-djen et al. (Ig88), pp. 603-4. "3 Bain (1933), p. 7. 604 Read (1907), p. 1296 . 
.. , Including the rubble stone that was regularly used, without binding material, to serve as the foundation for 

walls; Vol. 3, pt. 4, p. 39. 
606 Vol. 3, pt. 4, pp. 38-40. 
60' Sun &Sun (1966), p. 212, fn. 2;An Zhimin(I988),p. 757. Limestone, in its many forms such as mar! (bog lime), 

chalk, travertine, dolomite and marble, was ubiquitous in China, frequently at shallow depths (Sun & Sun (Ig66), 
p. 202). Together with the lime derived from it bycalcinatioD, it came to be very widely used as a soil sweetener or 
fertiliser, a flu:' in iron smelting, an ingredient in smoke bombs, a pesticide, an ingredient in the processing offibres 
m papermaking, a mortar and a waterproof sealant, as well as an adulterant and colourant of rice and flour. 

... Hsia Hsiang·jung et al. (I98o), pp. 342-5; ChengTe-khun (1974), p. 222. 
609 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (/980), pp. 345-6. Kaolin also drew attention because it could serve as an antacid; 

see above, Vol. 3, p. 65!. For 54 major kaolin production sites throughout China, see Ho Yueh-chiao & Chu Fu
hsi (/986), p. 207. 
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(5) FUELS 

(i) Coal 

(a) Coal deposits in China 

China was the only ancient civilisation that possessed abundant coal resources.6lO 

Coal deposits of at least modest size are found in every province of China (}Jap 14 
and Table 10).611 Major deposits are concentrated, however, in two areas: in north 
China, centring on the province of Shansi, where one finds the world's largest de
posit of coal, and in the southwest, including large parts of the provinces ofSzechwan, 
Yunnan and Kweichow. Except for the great anthracite deposits of eastern Shansi, 
however, most of China's coal occurs in deposits that have undergone extensive 
faulting or intrusions of igneous rock. The resulting disturbance of the coal strata, 
though facilitating the discovery of coal,612 has produced poor and discontinuous 
coal seams, especially in south China but also in much of the north.6l3 An example 
is Wei-hsien It.t~ in eastern Shantung. Because of extensive volcanic activity in the 
geological past, the coal deposits have been so greatly altered that it took Western 
mining engineers at the beginning of this century almost a year to find a continuous 
seam. 614 

Except when occurring at or close to the surface, irregular deposits require 
considerable dead work or excavation of enclosing materials in order to get at 
the coal. 615 This of course increases the cost of the coal although cost of coal at the 
minehead has usually been far less of a brake on consumption than the expense of 
transporting the coal to population and industrial centres.616 

Extensive faulting also facilitates the seepage of water into mines. Even 'a little 
water causes a lot of trouble' in coal miningGI7 but this problem was compounded in 
China by the fact that much of her coal lies associated with bedded limestone that 
frequently contains enormous reservoirs of water. Because of the extensive folding, 
these reservoirs are frequently breached in the process of mining.618 In the worst 
cases, this can create serious dangers for the miners. The fear of water was vividly 
expressed by coalminers in Shansi at the beginning of this century who claimed that, 
underneath the nine or ten strata of coal that they had identified, lay 'water reaching 
to the sea; full of dragons and dangerous to disturb!'619 At best, it has made water 
removal perhaps the biggest and most widespread problem in Chinese coal mining. 

610 Read (1939-1940), pp. 131,133. 
611 For a detailed discussion of the geology and distribution of Chinese coal deposits, see Chhen Ping-fan 

(1954), pp. 31- 83. 
612 Especially in the loess-covered plains of north China; Drake (1902), pp. 4'g-3. 
613 von Richthofen (IB7ob), p. 8; von Richthofen (1871), p. 18; Bain (1933), pp. 48--g; Shimakura(1967). 
61. Anon. (1908), p. 170. 
615 Bain (1933), p. 64. Carlson has noted that the depth of coal mines in the famous Kaiping [#j3f field was lim

ited in part by the increasing likelihood of encountering at depth seams of limestone that were difficult to cut 
through; Carlson (1971), p. 9. For discussion of near-surface deposits or outcrops of coal, see (f)(I) and (g)(.). 

616 This is discussed further in (')(5)(i)(£) below. 617 di Villa (1919), p. 92. 
618 Bain (1933), p. 64. 619 Shocldey (1904), p. 851. 
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Map 14. Major coal deposits of China as known in the mid-19th century. (I) Szechwan; (2) Yunnan; (3) 
Kwangtung; (4) South Hunan; (5) Central Hunan; (6) Fukien and Chekiang; (7) Shansi and Shensi; (8) Honan; (9) 
Kansu; (10) Shantung; (Il) Northern Shami; (12) Shih-men-tsai; (13) Khai-phing; (14) Smaller fields in Chih-li 
and Sheng-ching. Map by von Richthofen in Hochstetter (1876), reproduced in Wang Hongzhen et al. (1991), 
p. 97· Compare more detailed maps in Cressey (1955), p. 134; Geelan & Twitchett (1974), pp. xxx-xxxi; Ho Yueh 

chiao & Chu Fu-hsi (1986), p. 61. 

Some of China's coal beds, especially in the north, are notable for their thickness. 
A striking example is the deposit at Fu-shun tfi!\ff~ just east of Shen-yang tt ~ in 
Liaoning. There, seams over 200 m thick rank among the thickest seams to be found 
anywhere in the world.620 In Shansi, the anthracite seams averaged a very workable 

620 Wang K. P. (1982), p. 134; Bain (1933), p. 65. 
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Table 10. Coal reserves in China (as estimated between 1934 and 1945)" 

Reserves, in millions of tonnes 

Province Anthracite Bituminous Liginite Total Rank 

Anhwei 60 300 - 360 24 
Chahar 17 487 - 504 20 
Chekiang 22 78 - 100 29 
Fukien 147 6 - 153 28 
Heilungkiang - 5,000 3,980 8,980 4 
Honan 4,455 3,309 - 7,764 5 
Hopeh 975 2,088 2 3,065 9 
Hunan 741 552 - 1,293 14 
Hupeh 45 309 - 354 25 
Jehol - 4,714 - 4,714 7 
Kansu 59 997 - 1,056 16 
Kiangsi 271 420 9 700 18 
Kiangsu 25 192 - 217 27 
Kirin - 5,581 478 6,059 6 
Kwangsi 45 I,ll! I 1,157 15 
Kwangtung 59 274 - 333 26 
Kweichow 822 1,696 - 2,518 l! 

Liaoning 36 2,606 - 2,642 10 

Ningsia 173 284 - 457 22 
Shansi 36,471 87,985 2,671 127,127 I 

Shangtung 26 1,613 - 1,639 13 
Shensi 750 71,200 - 71,950 2 
Sikang 3 501 27 531 19 
Sinkiang - 31,980 - 31,980 3 
Suiyuan 58 396 22 476 21 
Szechwan 293 3,540 - 3,833 8 
Taiwan - 440 - 440 23 
Tsinghai 240 584 - 824 17 
Yunnan 77 1,539 694 2,310 12 

TOTAL 45,870 229,782 7,884 283,536 

• Though these are modern estimates, the mining done in traditional times is unlikely to have modified 
significantly the relative importance of deposits in the different provinces. 
From Cressey (1955), p. 137, citing Nelson Dickerman, 'jI.,Iineral Resources of China,' in Foreign Minerals Survey, 11, 
No. 7 (1948), pp. 178 and 202. (Anthracite total is corrected from 25,870.) For a somewhat different estimate that 
suggests rather less dominance by Shansi and Shensi, er. Wright (1984), p. 80, Table 26. Compare also Wang Hua
lung (1960), p. 60, Table 5. 

thickness of about 7 m.62l Although thick seams are generally desirable, they do 
pose special problems of providing adequate support for the excavations. 

The modern classification of coals is an extremely complex topic but, in general, 
we can say that the two most useful and used coals are anthracite and bituminous 

." Shockley (1904), p. 847; Read (1912), p. 14. Coal seams worked today in China average a little over 2 m; 
Wang K. P. (1982), p. 139. 
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coal.622 Anthracite ('hard coal' or 'stone coal') has a high carbon content and little 
volatile matter; it burns with a clean flame. 623 Bituminous coal contains more tar 
and impurities, but many bituminous coals can be transformed into a cleaner fuel 
by coking, a process of roasting comparable to the process of making charcoal from 
wood.624 Before 1949, between one-tenth and one-fifth of China's known reserves 
consisted of anthracite, about four-fifths bituminous coal.625 A negligible propor
tion of low-grade lignite was also being mined.626 

The earliest detailed Chinese classification of coals that has come down to us 
is provided by Sung Ying-hsing *Ji!£ in the 71IXW and serves as an excellent 
example of how, in the absence of modern chemical understanding, easily observed 
characteristics such as size, friability, and character of the flame had to serve, if 
inadequately, as a basis of classification. According to Sung, 

There are three kinds of coal: 'bright coal' (ming mei S)31;lt), 'broken coal' (sui mei W:W), and 
'coal dust' (mo mei *:W).627 The large pieces of bright coal are about the size of a one tou lI
(c. 10 litres) measuring box ... Even without using a bellows, they can be ignited with a 
small amount of charcoal and will burn through a whole day and night without going out. 
The smaller fragments found with the large pieces can be mixed with clean brown earth 
and water, formed into briquettes, and burned as fuel. There are two kinds of broken coal ... 
That which burns with a high flame (yen leao ehe ~ ~~) is called 'rice coal' (fan than ~!!R) 
and is used for cooking. That which burns with a low flame (yen phing ehe ~.3JZ~) is called 
'iron coal' (thieh than .!!R) and is used for smelting and forging. This coal is moistened with 
water before being placed in the furnace and it is essential to use a bellows to bring it up to 
red heat. Coal must be continuously added as it burns. Coal dust is like wheat [flour] and is 
called 'automatic wind' (tzu laifeng § *J1.). It is mixed with mud and water to form a bri
quette. When placed in the furnace or stove and ignited, it is like bright coal in that it will 
continue burning for a complete day and night.628 Half of this kind of briquette is used for 
cooking, half for smelting, calcination and the making of cinnabar by resublimation of 
mercury. As for burning stones to produce lime, as well as alum and sulphur, all three coals 
can be used.629 

." Much less useful are peat and lignite which contain considerably more moisture and volatile materials and 
thus burn less effectively. 

623 Anthracite results when the original carbonaceous vegetative materials have been subjected to consider
able heating; Whitten & Brooks (1972), pp. 87-8. 

." The availability of extensive deposits of bituminous coal that could be processed into coke gave the 
Chinese an important alternative fuel for iron-producing blast furnaces when the decline in timber resources 
became serious in many parts of China during the Thang and Sung; cf. Section (e)(5)(i)(r). 

." Cr. Table 10. These figures, given in Cressey (1955), contradict his earlier statement (p. 134) that 'China's 
reserves fortunately include large amounts of anthracite - one-sixth of the total.' According to current estimates 
b~tumino~s coal constitutes over 70% if China's reserves, with anthracite and lignite each accounting for 12%~ 
Li Yu-wel el al. (/993), p. 59. 

52' Couling (1917), p. 368. 
627 Shansi miners early in this century were still using a similar classification that divided coal into lumped, 

mixed and fine; Shockley (1904), p. 862. 
6" Actually, the briquettes tended to produce little heat and lasted for only a short period; Kovanko (1838), 

p.212 . 
• ,. 11G'("l¥, ch. 11, p. 202; translation drawing on Yabu'uchi (1969), pp. 21g-20; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 205. Less 

interestingly, Sung's contemporary Tshui Hsien lItiit, in his Ghang-Ie Ghih ti~;JS;, distinguishes two categories 
of coal, firm (CM !ill) and soft (juan iIiX), the first referred to as shih 15, the second as meil1li. Cited in Lu Tai-ming 
(1986), pp. 18, 189. 
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This classification coincides rather poorly with modern classifications of coal 
based mainly on carbon content and percentage of volatiles. 630 Thus, while 'bright 
coal' seems mainly to have been anthracite, the 'broken coal' probably included 
both bituminous coal (the 'rice coal' with its high flame) and anthracite (the 'iron 
coal' with its low flame).63! The coal dust of course cannot be identified as either 
anthracite or bituminous coal on the basis of Sung's description but, given the pre
dominance of bituminous coal in China and the fact that, in both north and south 
China, it is often very friable,632 most of this coal dust must have been bituminous. 

Not too much weight need be placed on the fact that Sung has nothing to say here 
about coke. In the well-forested south of China with which he was most familiar, 
there would have been little impetus to switch from charcoal to coke. In any case, 
as the Chinese did come to use coke increasingly for the smelting of iron and steel, 
they were fortunate in that there was no shortage of good coking coal in China.633 

( /3) The earliest recognition and use cif coal 

A remarkable archaeological discovery in 1973 established beyond doubt that 
Neolithic inhabitants of the Shen-yangtt~ area in northeast China around - 4000 

had begun carving ornaments from black lignite Uet or black amber), a kind of coal 
typically found intermixed with other varieties (Fig. 21).634 Mining of coal could 
begin so early because much of China's coal is quite soft and could therefore be 
excavated by primitive digging implements (Fig. 22). By the Warring States period, 
this handicraft industry was flourishing over large areas of China, including Shansi, 
Honan, Sinkiang, Kansu and Szechwan, and it continued to do so through the Han 
and later.635 It must have provided a not insignificant stimulus to the discovery, dis
tinguishing and mining of coal. 636 

630 Whitten & Brooks (I972), pp. 87-8. As the wood that is the basis of coal decays, is buried and undergoes 
increasing pressure, its volatile constituents are increasingly lost while the carbon content increases. This makes 
possible the following classification of coals: 

Type % carbon % volatiles 

Peat 57 40.5 
Lignite 70 29.6 
Sub-bituminous 80 19.0 
Bituminous 85 12.5 
Anthracite 94 5.0 

631 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 396. 632 Read (I9I2), pp. II, I8. 
633 Read (I9I2), p. I8. Such shortages have developed with the growth of the metallurgical industries since 

I949; Wright (I984), pp. I7- I8. 
634 Anon. (1984), p. 68; Anon. (1978e); Anon. (1979); Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), pp. 388- 9. Jet, a fossil wood 

that has been altered by heat or pressure, frequently preserves the grain of the wood. Because of its softness, it 
can be carved. It takes a high polish, and its high carbon content means it can be burnt. cr Rosenfield (I965), 
pp. I25-6. The Chinese were not alone in the early discovery of coal as a handicraft material. In central Europe 
during the Neolithic period, sapropelic coals (similar to lignite) were used for carvingjewelery; Shepherd (I980), 
P.232. 635 Lii Tai-ming (1986), pp. 33- 7. 

636 Anon. (1984), pp. 69- 72; Lii Tai-ming (1986), p. I90' Various archaeological reports use a variety of terms 
to refer to the lignite used for carving: mei ehing ;W;~, than ehing J;R~, mei ken ;W;:f'&, than ken J;R:f'&, mei yii;W;.:E etc. 
For a discussiop of these terms, see Anon. (1984), pp. 70- I. 
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Fig. 2 I. Early examples of carved jet from Shen-yang, Liaoning. The round beads in the top row have diameters 
from one to two centimetres; the ear-piercing ornaments (?) in the middle are three to three-and-a-half cen
timetres in length; the bubble-like ornaments at the bottom have diameters ranging from two to five centimetres. 

Anon (1978c), pI. I. 

This raises the interesting question of the amount of time that elapsed between 
this recognition of coal as a distinctive material for producing handicraft products 
and the awareness that it could also be used as a fuel. As we shall see in a moment, 
the first hard evidence we have for coal as a fuel dates from the Han dynasty. N ever
theless, Wu Hsiao-yu makes a compelling case for the likelihood of such a use much 
earlier, suggesting that the Chinese would have had many opportunities to see coal 
outcrops set on fire either by lightning or by spontaneous combustion resulting from 
oxidation.637 Moreover, since black lignite combusts rather easily, there would also 
be the possibility of accidental combustion of the carving material by sparks from 
hearth fires. 638 Even if the heating possibilities of coal had been recognised at an 
early date, there is little reason to expect that coal would have been used extensively 
for this purpose as long as supplies of firewood remained abundant. 639 Though all 
of this is conjectural, it does suggest a real possibility that evidence may yet be found 

637 Anon. (1984), p. 72 . See also Lii Tai-ming (1986), pp. 3-4. Another possibility would be accidental ignition 
of outcrops by campfires; Vol. 5, pt. 4, p . 437, fn. f. Chao Chheng-tse and Lu Lien-chheng would even argue that, 
since all coals will burn while only a small proportion of coals can be carved, it would have been far easier for 
the Chinese to discover the heating capabilities of coal than that certain kinds of coal could be carved; Chao 
Chheng-tse & Lu Lien-chheng (I978); Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 390. 

638 Chao Chheng-tse & Lu Lien-chheng (1978), p. 66. 
639 The Romans in England sometimes made use of coal but apparently only when wood was scarce and peat 

was either absent or hard to dig; Shepherd (I980), p. 232. 
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to date China'S, and therefore perhaps the world's, first use of coal as a fuel to well 
before the Han.640 

References to coal in surviving texts sometimes escaped notice by earlier histor
ians because they were couched in a changing and confusing terminology.641 On 
the other hand, texts that could refer to charcoal or even quicklime have sometimes 
mistakenly been taken to provide clear evidence for the use of coal. 642 It now seems 
beyond doubt that coal was in use as a fuel both for industrial and household pur
poses no later than the final years of the Han and possibly considerably earlier.643 It 
is much more difficult however to estimate how widely it was used at that time or 
even for many centuries afterward.644 Most of the basic texts, which are none too 
informative, have been conveniently assembled and presented by Wang Chung-
10.645 The most remarkable is a letter in which an official, Lu Yun ~~, whose dates 
(+262 to +303) are almost the same as those of the Western Chin dynasty that uni
fied China briefly after the division of the Three Kingdoms period, writes to his 
brother: 'One day I went up to San-thai '::::'!E where His Excellency Tshao (Tshao 
kung Win) stored several hundreds of thousands of chin of coal (shih mo E ~). It is 
said that when you burn this and then extinguish it, it can be reused for heating 
(yunshao tzhuhsiaoJUkhoyungjan ~m!lt1~j[OJffl 1'1.\). I do l:\0t know if you have seen 
this, brother, but I am now sending you two basketsful.'646 Since 100,000 chin at that 

... In this connection, we might note the clairo that both the Shih Chi (Historical Records) ofSsu-ma Chhien and 
the !.un Heng(Discourses Weighed in the Balance) ofWang Chhungpresent, in essentially the same words, what may 
be the first record of a coal mine disaster in Chinese history. (Lu Tai-ming (1986), pp. 21-3, which conveniently 
photoreproduces the original texts.) The passage in the !.un Heng has been translated by Forke as follows: 'A 
younger brother of the Empress Dowager Tou. [wife of Emperor Wen (r. -179 to-156)] aod mother of Emperor 
Ching (r. -156 to -140), by the name ofKuang Kuo "I!i!l, was at the age of 4 or 5 years stolen from his poor family 
and sold. His people knew nothing of his whereabouts. More than ten times he was resold to other families, until 
he came to I-yang :§:!J}. There he went into the hills to make coal (tso than f'FJ;R) for his master. When it grew cold 
at night, over a hundred people lay down under the coal (wo than hsia IV..J;RT). The charcoal collapsed and all 
were crushed to death except for Kuang Kuo, who managed to escape.' (Forke (1907), p. 179, slightly modified.) 
Forke's thus twice uses 'coal' to translate than although it seems actually to refer to the charcoal the men were pro
ducing. This interpretation is supported by a briefer version of the same story that appears in a later chuan (10) 
of the !.un Heng and says explicitly that the men were sleeping under 'piled-up coal/charcoal' (chi than fi!1J;R); 
Pei-ching Ta-hsueh Li-shih Hsi (1979), p. 600; Forke (1911), p. 431. Lu Tai-ming, however, takes Iso than to mean 
'mine coal' and wo than hsia to meao that the men slept in a coal mine (pp. 21, 23). The latter reading seems incon
sistent with the reference to 'piled-up coal/charcoal'. Moreover, this interpretation suggests coal mining on a scale 
very large for the -2nd century (a mine large enough to accommodate 100 sleeping miners). Lacking any other 
evidence for coal mining on a similar scale at this time, it is preferable to see this story not at all as a reference to 
coal mining but rather as a episode involving the making of charcoaL 

641 Chang Hung-chao (1927), pp. 201-5; Wang Chung-Io (1956); Chhen Chih (1955), p. 104; Lu Tai-ming 
(1986), p. 21. For similar terminological tangles in early English usage regarding coal, charcoal, coke, cinders, 
etc., cf. R. A Mott's comments in Read (1939-1940), pp. '31-2. 

'42 Wang Chung-Io (19560), p. 24; Read (1939-1940), pp. 126-7. 
.. , Chang Hung-chao (1927), pp. 203-4; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 390; Chao Chhing-yun et al. (1985), 

p. 106; La Tai-ming (1986), pp. 21-1. Hartwell even speculates that anthracite coal may have been used occasion
ally as early as the Warring States period in the smelting of iron by the crucible method; Hartwell (1966), p. 52. 

64. Wright (1984), p. 5; Wang Chung-lo (19560), p. 24. The first surviving reference to coal in south China dates 
from the middle of the +5th century Hou Han Shu; Lu Tai-ming (1986), pp. 37-9. 

"5 Wang Chung-Io (19560), p. 24. See also Chang Hung-chao (1927), pp. 201-5; Read (1939-1940); Hsia Hsiang
jung et al. (1980), pp. 43, 39off. For the first textual reference to the use of coal in smelting iron, in the 'Comment
ary on the Waterways Classic' (Shui Cking Chu), written in the +5th or +6th century, cf. HuaJueming (1989), p. 2. 

... Thai-piling ru!.an ch. 605, emended by reversing positions of hsiao aod shoo, as in Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I980), 
392. This seems clearly to be a reference to coke; my thanks to Graham Hollister-Short for pointing this out to me. 
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time would be equivalent to about 25 tonnes, Lu Yun is clearly talking about a sub
stantial amount of coal. Thomas Read makes a persuasive case that this letter was 
written in the early years of the +4th century when the two brothe~s had g~ne to 
Szechwan to serve the prince ofChheng-tu RlG$. Since they were natIVes ofKiangsu 
and seem to have seen much of south China, it is noteworthy that they apparently 
had not previously seen coal used a fue1. 647 There is also literary eviden:e (the first 
textual mention of the use of coal in iron-smelting) to suggest that, later m the same 
century, coal was used by the people of what is now Kucha (Khu-chhe )!j[:&i) in the 
Tarim valley ofSinkiang in processing iron.648 . . 

Further evidence for some use by the +ISt or +2nd century of coal m Iron produc
tion may have been found in the exc~vations ofth~ major Later Han iron produc
tion centre at Thieh-sheng-kou if.j::,¥f:ij in Kung-hsIen ~~, Honan. Coal a~d coal 
briquettes are reported to have been discovered close to each of the 18 ~meltmg fur
naces at this site.649 Coal briquettes are also reported at another Han Iron pr~duc
tion site in Honan, Ku-hsing chen 1l~. near Cheng-chou 1\.1'1'i. ~50. If the ?hmese 
had already by this time learned to use coal dust by incorporatmg It mto bnqu~ttes 
with a binding agent, this may indicate that significant use of coal dates back qUlt~ a 
bit earlier though there is no reason a priori why this might not have been a qUlte 

recent invention. 
There is also other archaeological evidence that strengthens the case that the 

Chinese were using coal in the production (perhaps the s~elting) o~ iron by about 
this time or just a little later.651 There is always the temptation ~o POSIt a sh~rtage of 
wood perhaps because of deforestation, as a reason for the sWitch to coal m ~etal
lurgy.~52 But allowance must also be made for the possibility that coal m~y slIDply 
have been cheaper even where wood was plentiful. Thus, once the Chmese had 
developed techniques to cope with c~al's impurities w~e~ using it a.s a fuel fo::3melt
ing iron, demand for coal must have mcreased .greatly m Iron-~aking areas. 

By the beginning of the Sui dynasty, an offiCIal noted that wme could be warmed 
and meat cooked over coal charcoal, bamboo, grass or hemp roots, and the taste 
would be different in each ~ase. 654 Again, we have no evidence to indicate just how 
widely coal may have been used for cooking at this time. 

,+1 Read (1939- lg40), pp. 125-6. LIl Tai-ming (1986, p. 31) gives a slighdy ear.lier dating. 
... Read (lg3g-1940), pp. 123-4; Hsia Hsiang·jung ,t al. (1980), pp. 393-4; Lu Tal-mmg (1986), p. 30. h 
,+9 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 43; LIl Tai-ming (1986), pp. 2']-8. But note that the members of t e 

Chinese Archaeometallurgy Study Group argue that the coal was not used as fuel m the blast furnaces for smelt

ing; Anon. (1978d). Cf. also Anon. (1978b), p. g8. 
'50 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (/980), pp. 3g1- 2. ..' 
651 LIl Tai-ming (1986), pp. 26-30 . HuaJueming feels that ~e coal was used for roastmg the Iron ore to dnve 

off impurities but was not used for the further process of smeltmg; Hu~Juemm~ (1989), p. 2. . h 
652 It is estimated, for example, that smelting of one tonne of cast Iron requlI'ed anywhere from four to elg t 

tonnes of characoal; LIl Tai-ming (/986), p. 26. . ., h d I 
'53 IfDonald Wagner is right and a major development in the post-Han Chmese I~on mdustry was t e eve op-

ment of effective small-scale techniques for producing iron (cf. (')(2) above), mc~udmg small blast furnances an~ 
cible smelting this must have encouraged the working of smaller coal depoSIts that could not have supporte 

~r::jor iron prod~ction. But note another point made by Wagner (lg8S, p. 37), namely, that charcoal normally 

had an economic advantage over coal. 
". Wang Chung-lo (/956a), p. 24· 
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(r) Thejlourishing coal mining of the Sung 

Coal came into increasing use in China during the Northern and Southern dyn
asties, the Sui, and the Thang, i_e. from the +4th to the +lOth centuries. It is possible 
that growing reliance on coal was encouraged by the increasing availability of bet
ter quality coal. Coal is unstable to some degree in the presence of the atmosphere 
or of meteoric (atmospheric) waters.655 The result is that outcrop coal, the first coal 
that would have been used, is seldom very desirable for high burning tempera
tures.656 The same would have been true for coal buried under only a slight overlay 
of porous soil or rock and thus still subject to the action of meteoric waters.657 Unless 
we have a parallel here to early flint mining in Europe where the miners sometimes 
skipped the less good layers closer to the surface to mine the better flint at depth,658 
it would have only been after the first two kinds of deposits had been exhausted and 
the miners had had to turn to deposits deeper underground that they would have 
come to appreciate the full heating power of coal_ 659 

Coal production underwent explosive growth in north China in the + 11th century, 
especially in what are now the provinces of Shansi, Shensi, Honan and Kiangsu.660 

In this case, we know that much of the stimulus to greater production came from 
a shortage of timber on the north China plain.661 By the latter part of the century, 
coal had become the exclusive fuel used in the well over 100,000 households in the 
capital, Khai-feng ~M.662 Marco Polo, at the end of the +13th century; noted the 
ubiquitous use of coal throughout Cathay or north China especially in cooking stoves 
and for heating baths, either in public bathhouses or in the homes of the rich.663 By 
this time, coal was also widely used for industrial purposes, such as firing ceramic 

'" Lilley (1936), pp. '40-1. 
'56 von Richthofen (.872b), p. 18; Shepherd (lg93), pp. 378-9. On the other hand, certain weathered coals 

wer~ highly regarded for h~me hea~ing. becau~e they ga",: 0H.'litde or no odour ~d burned with a gende heat 
(cM. cMou ph.ng chh. huo wen 'Jou :ltJlPF}l; ;k.::Zj;)~); LIl Tal-mmg (1986), p. 208, Cltmg the +17th century Yen Slum 
Tsa Chi. Such gendy burning coals were often referred to as 'dead' (ssu ~), as opposed to the more volatile 'lively' 
(huo iI5 ) coals; Ibid. 

65' At the beginning of this century, the rule of thumb among anthracite coal miners in southern and eastern 
Shansi was that one had to sink shafts to a depth of 50-70 m before obtaining top quality coal; Shockley (lgOO), 
p. 603. In some cases, where the best coal could not be mined because it lay below the water table, the Chinese 
had no choice but to make do with partially decomposed 'slack coal'; Hoover (lgol-'902), pp. 426-7. See also 
Carlson (1971), p. 27; Williamson (1867), p. 65. 

'58 At Spiennes, Neolithic miners crossed 12 seams onesser quality flint in order to work the very good quality 
flint at the 13th level; Shepherd (lg80), p. 71. 

'" The possibility of a parallel with early flint mining was suggested to me by Graham Hollister-Short. By the 
early Chhing, Sun Yen-chhllan notes in his y", Slum Tsa Chi (MiscellaneousJottings from Yen Shan) that the colour
ing of coal differs, with shallow layers being 'dull' (? meng I!) and deeper layers being lustrous (chingillr; Lu Tai-ming 
(1986), pp. 18g-g0), a recognition that may have encouraged miners to go after the deeper and thus better strata 
of coal. By the beginning of the 20th century, go% of China's coal was produced from underground mines rather 
than opencast workings; Wright (1984), p. 37. That high percentage was in large part, of course, the result of the 
establishment of modern coal mines with high production capacity. 

660 Hartwell (1962), pp. 160-1; HuaJueming (lg8g), p. 2; Chhi Hsia (/987-1988), Vo!. 2, p. 548. 
661 A condition that continued down to the end of the imperial period. See, for example, the 1740 memorial by 

Chao Kuo-lin M I!!lllll , cited in Lu Tai-ming (/986), pp. II2-13. 
66' Wang Chung-lo (J956a), p. 2S; Kracke (lg75), p. 66. Coal was also widely used in silkworm huts to maintain 

the warm temperatures necessary for the production of quality cocoons and for heating the water in which the 
cocoons were boiled to release the silk. 

66' Polo (1961), pp. 207-8. 
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kilnS.664 Indeed, Hartwell hypothesises that premodern use of coal in China may 
actually have peaked in the second half of the +Ilth and first quarter of the +12th 
centuries.665 This conjecture loses much of its persuasiveness, however, when one 
recalls that coal still was barely used throughout southern China, not only because 
of the more moderate climate but mainly because of the easy availability of wood 
and bamboo, greatly preferred fuels in traditional times.666 . 

It is clear that, in the course of the Sung, coal and coke came to play an Iffiportant 
role in iron smelting, although we do not have evidence to tell us just how important. 
Moreover, we know very little about how the technical problems of using coal and 
coke were solved.667 The first archaeological evidence for the use of coke, as opposed 
to coal, in the smelting of iron comes from Hsin-hui ft in Kwangtung and dat~s 
only from the +I2th century.66B Coking was necessary before the commonly avail
able bituminous coal could be used for many smelting operations.669 Coke also has 
another advantage over coal: it burns hotter. As the early Chhing official and scholar 
Sung Yen-chhiian wrote in his Yen Shan Tsa Chi ~ W 'ilUa (Miscellaneous Jottings 
from Yen-shan): 'Calcined coal will become harder, so it is called chiao li! (coke). 
Chiao comes from coal, but it is more violent in burning than coal. '670 

(S) Coal in late imperial China 
The size of the Chinese coal industry in the centuries following the Sung has been, 
as suggested above, the subject of some debate. Though it remains possible that 
per capita consumption for all China may never again before our own century h~ve 
reached +1 Ith century levels, absolute production remained high through the Mmg 
and Chhing and many specific areas continued to enjoy an abundance of coal for 
both home and industrial use. One mining expert estimated early in this century 
that coal mining was five to ten times as 'important' as all the other mining in China 
combined.671 In Shansi at that time, per capita coal consumption may have been as 
high as one quarter of a tonne or more yearly.672 If so, that would be a significantly 
higher figure than that of Russia or Italy orJapan in the same period.673 As had been 

56' Lit Tai-ming ([986), pp. So, 58; Yit Ming-hsia ([99[), pp; '7-'9. The latter source mrutes a good case that 
the single mine (field?) at P.i-thu chen B ±jJI near Hsu-chou f*1t1 In KIangsu was producmg over 1,500 tonnes 

of coal yearly in the late +lIth century. 
665 Hartwell (lg62), p. 160. 
'66 Chhi Hsia ([987-[988), Vol. 2, p. 548; Wang Chung-lo ([956a), p. 26; Read (1939-1940), p. 13?· 
661 Hartwell (lg62), pp. Isg-62; Hartwell (lg66), pp. 50-8. The earhest firm archaeologIcal eV1den~e for the 

use of coal in smelting iron is the high sulphur content of nine ingots of cast iron excavated at An-yang m Honan 
and dating from the Han; HuaJueming (lg8g), p. 2. . 

668 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (r98o), p. 394. Knowledge of the process seems to have been lost later; Elvm (I 97S) , 

~gl. A 
'69 China had a great deal of bituminous coal that made very good coke; Hoover (lgOI-lg02), p. 422. R. . 

Matt discusses the difficulry of smelting iron with coal (Read (1939-1940), pp. 132-3) but he overstates the 
difficulry, probably influenced by the late discovery in England (only. at the. begmmng o~the +I8th centu~y) that 
coal could be used to smelt iron;Jensen & Bateman (1979), p. 386. It IS posSible to smelt Iron WIth anthracIte and 
with certain kinds of smokeless brown coals; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (r98o), p. 39

" 
610 Cited and translated in HuaJueming (1989), p. 2. Translation slightly modified. 
67' di Villa (Iglg), pp. 48-9. . ., . 
612 Shockley (1904), pp. 842, 870. For the history of the coal mdustry ill Shansl, see Hu Chung-kueI ([988). 
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the case at Khai-feng at the end of the +IIth and beginning of the +I2th centuries 
~eking residents were highly dependent on coal and assuring its supply was a per~ 
slstent concern of the central government.674 It was during the Ming period that 
the production and use of coal first became widespread throughout south China.675 

In the +I8th century, massive population growth increased the demand for fuel. 
Although timber resources were dissipated as greater numbers of people moved into 
the highlands of north and central China, certain of these areas such as southern 
Shensi offered abundant coal deposits to substitute for the increasingly scarce tim
ber.676 By the 19th century, China was probably producing several million tonnes of 
coal annually, some of it in pits as large as anything to be found in +17th century 
Europe.677 

Much more important than the use of coal by households, however, was its use in 
industry, much of it rural and located near coal mines.678 The major use in terms of 
tonnage was in the iron industry. Sung Ying-hsing *JJ!£ in his TKKW estimates 
that, in the forging of iron objects, coal provided 70 per cent of the necessary fuel 
and charcoal only go per cent.679 By the late imperial period, coal was also being 
used for calcining lime/80 producing sulphur by calcination of pyrites/8i boiling salt 
brine,682 the fermenting of alcoholic beverages and the manufacture of ceramics, 
bricks (Fig. 2g) and glass.683 The (accidental) burning of underground seams of 
coal was a source of sal ammoniac (ammonium chloride) which was known by the 
Chinese perhaps as early as the later Han.684 Also worth recalling is that it is in the 
Ming, with Li Shih-chen's association oflignite (i~) with amber and his discussion 
of both in a chapter dealing with plants and plant materials instead of one dealing 
with minerals, that we find the first surviving written recognition that a kind of coal 
might have a plant origin.685 In no way, however, could this idea have had any prac
tical use for Chinese miners. 

673 Bain (1933), p. 37. As always, however, the bulk of coal and the limited purchasing power of most Chinese 
made cheap transport, i.e. water transport, the key to its availabiliry to people living any distance from the mines; 
Wang Chung-lo ([956a), p. 28. 

674 W~ng.Chung-lo (:956a), p. 28; Wright (1984), p. 8. Their task was made relatively easier by the fact that 
Peking Sits VIrtuallyastnde a major coalfield. On the use of coal in homes, see the charming account of coal-fired 
khangs (:/;ti;, heated brick or tile sitting areas/beds) by theJesuit Gabriel de Magalhaens; Vol. 4, pt. 3, p. '35' 

675 PTKM, ch. 9, p. g$ Wang Chung-lo ([956a), p. 27; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. ([980), p. 396. 
6'6 Wright (1984), p. 8; Ho Ping-ti (1959), pp. '49-53, esp. pp. 15'-3. 
677 Wright (lg84), pp. 5, g. 6" Ibid., p. 67. 
6" n:xw, ch. 10, p. Igl; Sun & Sun (lg66), p. 189. Wright (1984, pp. 7-8) mislakenly trutes this text to refer to 

the ~1/Ulting of iron. Occasionally, in Yunnan, coal was used for the roasting and smelting of copper ore; Vogel & 
ThelSen-Vogel(lggl), p. 49. 

680 n:xw, ch. 11, p. 210; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 200; W. Smith (1926), p. 74. 
68' n:xw, ch. 11, p. 213; Sun & Sun (lg66), pp. 208-10; Cremer (1913),PP· 47, 48. 
682 Huc (18Sg),p. '90; Zelin (lg88), p. 82. 
68, Wrigh.t (1g84), pp. 8, 64-6; Carlson (1971), p. 27; Smith (1926), p. 47. The main ceramics production centres 

of.north Chma tended to be in coal mining areas (Wright (lg84), p. 64), suggesting a significant dependence of 
thIS mdustry on coal. 

.... Vol. 5, pt. 4, pp. 43%; Vol. 3, pp. 654-5. 
68' Vol. 5, pt. 3, pp. 96-7, fn. cc. Actually, Li cites a text that suggests this recognition may even go back as far 

as the Three Kingdoms period (+3rd century). 
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coal briquettes. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 141; compare TKKW; ch. 7, p. 14 . 
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Table I I. Approximate dairy coal output per miner using native methods" 

Tonnes daily Source Comments 

0.1 Torgasheff(1930a), p. 658. Proposed as average for all native coal 
mines in China with production at most 
primitive mines as low as 0.05 tonnes per 
man/ day (p. 518). 

0.25 ]unghann(1911),p.16. 150 miners producing 40 tonnes daily at 
Tsching-Tsching (?) in Hopeh. 

0.25 Wright (1984), p. 205, n. 21. Miners in traditional mines at Kaiping 
in 1880s. 

0·33 Elkins (1867), p. 248. At Chai-thang, west of Peking, 40 miners 
producing 200 piculs or c. Ig tonnes per 
day. 

0·4 Steward (1930), p. 888. At Men-thou-kou west of Peking, each 
miner producing six loads per (normal) 
12 hour shift, about 100 chin (catties) per 
load. 

0·5 Anon (1861), p. 207. Fayune coal fields, 60 miners producing 
500 piculs or c. 30 tonnes per day. 

<1.0 Sun (1967), p. 62. Workers working a 24 hour shift at 
Chia-wang ming near Nanking in early 
20th century. 

1.0 Shockley (190g), p. 860. Maximum production in a well-run 
native mine . 

• These figures can be taken as suggestive only. One problem is that the authors usually do not make explicit 
whether the average per capita production figures include only the underground workers or hewers, or rather the 
total labour force. 

(e) Limitations q/traditional coal mining technology 

Compared with metal mining, coal mining posed fewer technological challenges. 
The frequent appearance of outcrops in easily accessible areas facilitated the find
ing of coal and its exploitation in surface workings or relatively shallow mines using 
the simplest of traditional methods.686 The output per miner might be very low 
(cf. Table I I) but, given the low cost oflabour, so too was the price at the pithead. 
Finally, coal was usable, with perhaps a bit of sorting, just as it came from the mine; 
it did not need further processing such as the smelting required to extract metals 
from their ores. The coal might be of very uneven and generally poor quality,687 but 
that was usually offar less concern to consumers, whether household or industrial, 
than its price. 

Thus the key condition limiting the development of coal mining in premodern 
China was extrinsic to the mining itself. Because of the costs ofland transportation, 
the price of coal rose steeply the farther it was carried overland from the mine . 

... An excellent discussion of these native methods is presented in Tezuka (1943). 687 Wright (1984), p. 52. 
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In late 19th century Hopeh, for example, coal sold 50 km away from the mine 
might cost five times as much as at the minehead.688 At Tientsin in 1875, coal from 
Tse-chou ~1i'l in Shansi that could be bought at the mine for $0.90 to $1.20 the 
tonne cost $14" in other words, as much as IS times the mine price.689 Much the 
same ratio prevailed for at least some of the coal on the Peking market. 

Only where good water transportation was available did the situation change 
dramatically, making it economically feasible to ship coal even hundreds of kilo
metres. In the mid-19th century, at least 150,000 tonnes were shipped yearly (often 
on returning salt boats) from Lei-yang *~ in southern Hunan up to Hankow rl D 
and then down the Yangtze as far as Shanghai 1:&.690 At Nan-yang fu m~!J1 in 
Honan, coal brought 1,300 km by water from Hunan sold for the same price as coal 
that had been mined 50 km away but transported to the city overland.69' Because 
of the widely varying costs of water transportation and of various kinds of land 
transport (in ascending order of cost: cart, pack animal or wheelbarrow, coolie port
age),692 it is impossible to generalise with anything like precision about the relative 
costs of the two forms of transportation. In general, however, we can say that land 

. fi L"' • t t t 693 transport typIcally was ve to lorty times as expensive as wa er ranspor . 
Since most areas of China, especially in the north, had no access to nearby water 

transport, coal usage was largely limited to areas quite close to the mines in the 
absence of special circumstances such as government concern to see that sufficient 
coal was available in the markets of the capital or where a sufficiently prosperous 
industry could afford a higher price for coal than the populace at large.694 To some 
extent, the number of people benefiting from the availability of coal was augmented 
by the frugality displayed in its use. As S. Wells Williams noted: 'Anthracite is pow
dered and mixed with wet clay, earth, sawdust or dung, according to the exigencies 
of the case, in the proportion of about seven to one; the balls thus made are dried in 
the sun. The brick-beds (khang m) are effective means of warming the house, and 
the hand furnaces enable the poor to cook with these balls - aided by a little char
coal or kindlings - at a trifling expense. This form of consumption is common north 
of the Yellow River, and brings coal within reach of multitudes who otherwise would 
suffer andstarve.'695 Though this frugal usage might produce very great benefits in 

68. Ibid., p. 9. .89 Carlson (1971), p. 18 . 
• 90 Wright (1984), p. 9; Rowe (1984), p. 57. The trade was encouraged by the fact that Hunan produced good 

quality anthracite; Smith (1926), p. 48. 
69' von Richthofen (1875), p. 23. ." Wright (1984), pp. 43-4, 8~. . ., . 
'9' van Richthofen (1875), p. 7; Brown & Wright (1981), p. 62. It IS m:portant to keep m ~md when readmg 

19th century accounts of transportation conditions that the state of Ch ma's roads at that tune had apparendy 
seriously deteriorated when compared with the quality of e~rlier roads, for eXru;'ple, in the Sung; Hue ,(1859): 
pp. 12~; Williamson (1867), pp. 52-4. Even III the best oftlm~s,. however, n<:>thing much III the way of roads 
was likely to be found in the out-of-the-way areas where most mmmgwas carned on; Read (19 12), pp. 3-4· 

... Thus it was not uncommon for more coal to be easily available than the market could absorb. As von 
Richthofen'described Tse-chou fu (present-day Chin-chheng hsien ffJiilJlif<), Shansi in 1870: 'Coal mines are of 
so little value, that legal conceptions, such as right, tide and property, ~o n<:>t apply und.erground. Whoev?r wants 
to mine can do so. He makes a tunnel or sinks a shaft, at any place whIch IS not occuPIed already by a mme, and 
produces as much anthracite as he can profitably sell .. .'; von Richthofen (187?), pp. 16-17. 

'9' Williams (1883), Vo!. I, p. 306. Briquettes were also used III southern Chma; cf. e.g. Cremer (19 13), pp. 23, 

34. 130 . 

I 
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human terms, it only reinforced the very limited character of the market for coal in 
most of China. 

We have noted above that, in coal mining as in so much other underground 
mining, water was the most pervasive enemy of the miner. We shall discuss in more 
detail below the techniques developed and relied upon by the Chinese to rid mines 
of water. Here we might simply note that these techniques all fit effectively into one 
of two types: (1) various methods for lifting water out of the mines; and (2) excavat
ing into a hillside an adit inclining more or less upwards so that water could flow 
downward out of the mine. Unfortunately, whatever methods were used, the tradi
tional Chinese miners' ability to deal with large or even relatively small amounts of 
water was very limited, especially where, as in the mining of coal throughout China, 
the workings were typically small-scale and minimally capitalised. There was little 
chance of any significant expenditures for water management.696 The result was 
that excessive water most often led to abandonment of mines. Nowhere was this 
more true than in coal mining where there was so often another deposit nearby 
waiting to be exploited. 

(ii) Petroleum and natural gas 

The oil [in Szechwan brine wells 1 is reckoned by the Chinese as a necessary evil. 

They hate the touch or smell of it, and it is run out to soak back into the sands, with 

the exception of a small quantity used for lighting the works. H. W L. W'!f97 

Little need be said here about petroleum (shihyu E7!13 'rock [mineral] oil'; shihnaoyu 
E ~~nE 'mineral-brain oil'; shih chhi E ¥* 'stone lacquer'; shih chih shui E ~~* 'rock
fat liquid') in connection with mining in traditional China.698 Since petroleum 
was present in many areas of China (e.g. Kansu, Szechwan, Shensi, Yunnan, and 
Kwangsi) either floating on bodies of water or seeping out of the ground, it is hardly 
surprising that the Chinese recognised it as a combustible substance as early as the 
Han.699 In time, it came to be used for lighting, as a lubricant for cart axles and the 

.96 Read (1912), p. 14. Boris Torgasheff, writing around (1930), suggested that even the smallest native coal 
mines typically had 20-30 miners with most having more than 100 and the largest 200 to 300; Torgasheff(I930a), 
p. 658. I doubt that coal mines were this large on the average in earlier periods when demand for C()al was 
significandy less than it was in this century. Moreover, even in the 1920S and 1930s, there must have been large 
numbers of very small mines of the kind described by Cressey in the selection given at the front of this volume, by 
Raphael Pumpelly (1870, p. 292), by Maxwell Stewart (1930) and others. Pumpelly's comment that no mine in 
the Chai-thang.;lit area (now in the southwest corner ofPei-ching shih :!tJll:lP) in the 1860s could produce as 
much as 2,000 tonnes of coal per year was probably true of most Chinese coal mines at that time. 

'" WaY(1916), p. 20. 
698 Interesting!y, the term shill yu, first coined by Shen Kua in the +IIth century (Shen Li-sheng ([981), 

pp. 9-12) but whIch only recently has become the universally used term for petroleum in China, has the same 
etymology ":' 'petroleum', which was coined in the Middle Ages from the Greek words for 'rock (pelros), and 'oil 
(elawn)'; LucIer (1991), p. 57. (For a convenient table, chronologically arranged, of the various terms used by the 
Chinese to designate petroleum, see Shen Li-sheng ([984), pp. 12-13.) For terms that have been used to designate 
natural gas, ef. Chang Hung-chao (r927), pp. 20sf!'; Wang Chung-Io ([956), p. 22; Tai I-hsuan ([983), pp. 66-g. 

.99 F?rdiscussions of petroleum in China before the 19th century, cf. Vo!. 3, pp. 608-9; Vo!. 5, pt. 7, pp. 73ff.; 
Shen Li-sheng ([981); Wang Chung-Io ([956); Anon. ([9750); Tai I-hsuan ([983). 
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bearings of water-powered drop hammers, as a source of carbon for inksticks, and 
as a medical remedy for sores on humans and mange in animals. 700 Nevertheless, with 
one exception, there was never a large market for petroleum and limited demand 
could easily be met by collecting surface deposits. 70' That one exception seems to 
have occurred during the Sung dynasty when the government required considerable 
amounts of naphtha (distilled petroleum essentially the same as present-day petrol 
or gasoline) for its remarkably sophisticated flamethrowers.1°2 This was the fam;lUs 
'Greek fire' in the West, called by the Chinese 'fierce fire oil' (meng huo yu 'iii.'k nil). 
But even in this case, demand was hardly sufficient to trigger the emergence of a 
significant petroleum industry in China703 though it is interesting to note that this 
period seems to have witnessed the first drilling of oil wells in China. 704 

Natural gas had a much greater but localised importance in Szechwan where, 
from at least the +3rd century, it was obtained from 'fiery wells' sunk alongside 
brine wells to a depth of up to 200 m.705 The gas collected was used to boil salt 
brine. The obtaining and use of natural gas, however, is so intimately connected 
with the development of the salt industry that detailed discussion of it is reserved 
for Section 37. 

700 Vo!. 3, p. 609; Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (I98o), p. 134. Abbe Hue relates two further uses: 'The Mandarins, by 
order of the Prince, sometimes buy thousands of jars of it, in order to calcine rocks under water, that render the 
navigation perilous. When a shipwreck takes place, the peo!,le make a kind oflamp of this oil, which they throw 
into the water near the spot; and then a diver, and oftener still a thief, goes down to search for any artIcle of value 
that he can carry away, the subaqueous lamp Iightiog him perfectly.' Huc (1859), p. 190. 

701 A small amount was also obtained while drilling for salt brine m Szechwan; Anon. (1902), p. 893· 
According to the writer of this notice, no flowing oil well ha~ been fou~d in Szech~~n u!' to that time. 

7 .... Vo!. 5, pt. 7, pp. 81-g1. It is not clear how early the Chmese pracrned such distillaoon, conceivably as early 
as the +7th century but certainly not later than the +lOth century. Vo!. 5, pt. 4,!,' 162, fn. a; Vo!. 5,Pt. 7, pp. 92-4. 

,., Information on just how large the demand might have been has notsuTVlved, u.ndoubtedly m part because 
this was national security information treated in something like the fashion of clasSified documents m modern 
governments; Vo!. 5, pt. 7, pp. 92-4. . . 

",. Shen Li-sheng (I984), pp. 13-14. The first illustration ofa Chinese oil well dates from +1762; see Shen Li· 
sheng (1984), pp. 14 and 16, figs. 1-2. . . . 

7.' Vogel (199Ib); Liu Te-jen & Liu Chia-shou (1982). In the first half of the 19th century, Chmese drillers, sol! 
using native techniques, completed the first 1,000 metre natural gas well; Vogel (1993). 

(1) PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION 

(1) VEIN-LIKE VS. BEDDED DEPOSITS 

To appreciate the range of techniques employed by prospectors, it is essential to 
distinguish between vein-like ore deposits and bedded (stratiform, strata-bound) 
deposits (Fig. 24).1 Ore deposits are typically sporadic and scarce. Because they are 
also usually small by comparison with their enclosing rock as well as difficult to 
recognise, their discovery can require a high degree of expertise. Bedded deposits, 
of which coal is by far the most important, are usually more widespread (at least 
within a given region).2 They tend also to be larger and more regular than most 
ore deposits.3 Where bedded deposits have not been seriously disturbed by geolo
gical forces, it is often relatively easy to find new deposits, at least in an area where 
the desired substance such as coal is known from previous mining to be present. 
In China, however, most of the coal deposits, except for the anthracite deposits 
of eastern Shansi, were anything but undisturbed and had undergone consider
able faulting or intrusions of igneous rock. 4 Although this made the discovery of 
coal more difficult where the beds remained covered by significant overburden, 
it not infrequently aided prospectors by making the coal seams visible in outcrops.5 

A good example was noted by Joseph Edkins around the middle of the last century 
in his description of the situation at Chai-thang l!f1lt, some 50 km west of Peking: 
'Experienced miners go out to look for marks of coal in the limestone rock. They 
notice a wedge of coal with limestone on each side of it, or sandstone or slate on 
one side and limestone on the other. Observing its inclination they commence 
digging at a few tens of yards distant, where they are likely to meet the coal not too 
far from the surface by digging to it in a slanting direction. '6 Bedded iron ore, too, 
was widely available and easy to find in Shansi; the rule of thumb for the miners of 
Yin-chheng in the southeast of the province was that, of ten shafts sunk, eight would 
find exploitable ore.7 

Because finding vein-like deposits of metal and mineral ores posed the greater 
problems for prospectors, most of the following discussion will focus on the tech
niques used in this area of prospecting. Unfortunately, there is no aspect of mining 

I Shepherd (1980), pp. I(}-II; Torrens (1984), p. 89. Under 'vein-like' desposits we include also irregular intru
sions of various kinds. 

, For example: 'The only portion of Yunnan in which coal is not found is the extreme Southeast corner. 
Elsewhere in Szechwan, Kweichow, and Yunnan, it is impossible to travel 50 miles in any direction without 
finding either coal outcrops or workings .. .'; Moore-Bennet (1915), p. 217. 

3 Also very important in this context, though they are discussed separately in Section 37, were the salt brine 
deposits ofSzechwan. Sce Vogel (199Id) and (1993)' 

• Shockley (1904), p. 848; Bain (1933), p. 64; Couling (1917), p. 368 and (e)(s)(i)(a) above. 
, United Nations (1972), p. 41; Shockley (1904), p. 848. 
• Edkins (1867), p. 246. It should be noted that this procedure leads the miners to begin excavating deeper, and 

therefore probably better quality, coal; cf. above Section (e)(5)(i)(1). 
7 Shockley (1904), p. 849. 
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Fig. 24. Types of deposits: (I) Bedded deposit tslung-chuang khuang-thai IIl1*liIlIft (conforming cheng-ho khuang-thai 
l!:€l-lilJU!!); (2) Vein deposit mai-chuang khuang-thai l!IitJtl:iift (non·conformingpu clung·ha khuang.thai ::flf~:€l-lillll!; 
(3) Quasi-bedded deposit ssu khuang·chuang khuang.thai 1t(liIiIlI*liJIllI; (4) Lenticular deposit thau.ching·chuang khuang
Ihai ~~lI*lilft; (s) 'Beaded' deposit chhuan-zhu·<.huang khuang.thai $,*lI*liJIm; (6) 'Pocket' deposit nang-chuang 

khuang-thai AlI*lIJllll. Ho Yueh·chiao & Chu Fu-hsi (I986), p. 4· 
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where it is more difficult to determine just what 'expertise' consisted of at any given 
time or place, no area where the gap was greater between the many who did and 
the few who wrote. Even if the miners had been capable of writing, they could not 
have described effectively in words the intuitive understanding that plays so great a 
role here. 

(2) ACCIDENTAL DISCOVERY OF l'vhNERAL DEPOSITS 

The discovery of deposits of minerals or other useful substances is by no means 
always dependent on conscious prospecting. Chance discoveries are a staple in the 
lore of most areas where substantial mining has been practised and they have fre
quently played a significant role in the development of mining. 8 China is no excep
tion. Indeed, there is every reason to think that accident played a greater role than 
active prospecting in the discovery of most of China's deposits in traditional times, 
perhaps even greater than in other mining areas. Just as China's population and 
agriculture overwhelmingly were concentrated in approximately the eastern third 
of today's China (roughly the area east of the lOoth meridian), it was also there that 
virtually all of China's mining took place. From very early times, much of this area 
was continuously settled with a dense population. The chances of accidental dis
covery of ore deposits were therefore correspondingly greater than would be true for 
more thinly populated mining areas. Agriculture itself made a significant contribu
tion, with many outcrops being discovered by accident in the process of ploughing. 
Potters digging for clay could hardly avoid occasional discovery of ores. In north 
China, the digging of wells probably brought to light many a coal deposit at depth 
for which there was no outcrop indication.9 

The Chin Shih Pu Wu Chiu Shu Chiieh ~E?tlifLi9:~ (Explanation of theInventory 
of Metals and Minerals According to the Numbers Five and Nine) provides a nice 
example of how discoveries of mineral deposits were often made by those who were in 
no way engaged in prospecting as such. In +664, an Indian (Indo-scythian?) whose 
Chinese name was Chih Fa-lin ~~;f;t brought to China some Buddhist sutras to be 
translated from Sanskrit into Chinese. He was granted his request to visit the Wu-thai 
liiE W mountains to observe the Buddhist customs there. On the trip, he first noticed 
saltpetre in the Ling-shih liE district of Fen-chou t$HI'I. On testing, however, it 
was found to be of poor quality compared to that ofWu-chhang ,l;¥,;;R (Ludhiana, 
northwest India). Later in the trip, when his party came to Tse-chou ~HI, some
thing in the terrain (though surely not the beautifully-treed mountain mentioned in 
the text) indicated to him the presence of saltpetre. The saltpetre was found and 
tested both by burning it (whereupon it produced the purple flame characteristic of 
potassium) and by using it successfully as a flux in smelting. Its properties were thus 

• Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. 37, fn. 19; p. 36, fn. 16. Stoces (1958), Vol. I, p. 18; Nef(1952), p. 437. Sinkankas 
(1970, p. 79) would even say: 'Up until the beginning of the 19th century, mineral deposits were found aJrnost 
entirely by accident.' Something of an exaggeration, but perhaps not a very large one. 

9 Hommel (1937), p. 3. 
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found to be the same as those of the saltpetre from Wu-chhang ,~~ though it was a 
little softer. 10 

For an example of accidental discovery closer to the present, we have the story of 
how mining began in an area of Kwangsi some six hundred km up the West River 
(Hsi Chiang gg ¥I) from Canton: 'Many years ago a native was on his way to the vil
lage store carrying a small load over his shoulders. As he passed down the valley, he 
sought, as is the Chinese custom, a stone with which to balance his load. Having 
picked up one of suitable size he adjusted his burden, doubling its weight, and went 
on to the store. A stranger, a Hunanese was at the store and as the farmer put down 
his burden, the stranger's eye was caught by the unusual colour and lustre of the 
stone. He opened a conversation with the farmer, who at first was reluctant to tell 
where he got it, but was finally persuaded to tell that and also to lead the Hunanese 
to the place where it was picked up. The stranger soon located the vein and returned 
home for his provincials who were to assist in its development. The natives, or 
Hakkas, soon became jealous and suspicious of the Hunanese, of their dark holes 
and fire furnaces on the mountainside, and tried to drive them away. A compromise 
was made and the Hakkas were persuaded to learn the business. '11 

In some cases, even prospectors had little but chance to depend on. Many import
ant ore deposits were found in places that could never have been predicted even by 
the best of modern, scientific prospecting techniques. To this day, the appearance of 
mica remains highly unpredictable. 12 The same can also be true of tin, which is still 
a challenging puzzle for mineralogists; as one Cornish mining engineer summed up 
the problem: 'Where it is, there it is.'13 Silver lodes are also known for their unpre
dictability, displaying a tangled structure where random explorations stood about 
as good a chance of turning up a big strike as any other method. 14 

(3) DILIGENT AND SKILFUL PROSPECTING vs. WEAK EXPLORATION I5 

Moving from accident to intent, we find that Chinese miners have shown them
selves through the centuries to be diligent and skilful prospectors. Of course, with 
the limited techniques available to them (digging shallow exploratory shafts and 

\0 IT 900, pp. sb-6a; the passage is translated in Vo!. 5, pt. 3, p. 139. A very similar discovery, important in the 
history of mining in Europe, occurred around +1462. A certain Giovanni da Castro was looking for mineral 
deposits in Italy. (He may have been accompanied by an astrologer, perhaps the equivalent here to a Chinese 
geomancer!) In the area of Tolfa, he recognised plants, especially holly, that he had previously seen in the alum 
rich mountains of Asia Minor. When white rocks in the area were tasted, they turned out to be salty. They were 
then boiled and produced alum, marking the first exploitation of this major alum deposit; Delumeau (1962), 
p. 20. (I am grateful to Graham Hollister-Short for drawing this incident to my attention.) 

11 Anon. (lg05), p. 1l86. 
" A consequence is that even modern mica mining is mostly small-scale; Sloane & Sloane (lg70), p. 46. 
\3 Penhallurick (1986), pp. 1-2. Actually, there was in China a fairly strong association between tin deposits 

and biotite granite; Phan Chung-hsiang (I951), p. 140. 
" Young (1970), p. 86. 
" Though there is no universally agreed terminology to describe the finding and evaluation of mineable min

erals and materials, a common usage refers to the earliest stage oflooking for ore deposits as 'prospecting', to the 
further confirmation and determining the extent and nature of the deposit as 'exploration', and to the assess
ment of the commercial viability of the deposit as 'evaluation' (United Nations (1972), p. 35). Where useful, we 
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trenches, tracing float, panning), Chinese prospectors could not discover deposits 
other than those that lay close to the surface or that were at least suggested by some 
kind of surface indications (Fig. 25 and Fig. 26). These were limitations they shared 
with miners elsewhere. Nevertheless, the sheer scope of mining throughout Chinese 
history is in part testimony to vigorous and intelligent prospecting. 

The map (Map 4) reproduced in our discussion of early copper mining indicates 
some 126 copper mining sites, and is far from exhaustive. As we have already noted, 
the KT mentions that some 467 mountains were already known by that time (per
haps as early as the -4th or -3rd century) to contain copper deposits. 16 Even that 
figure is dwarfed by the figure of 3,609 iron-producing mountains given in the same 
source. Hartwell has argued, overstating perhaps just a bit, that' [e ]very single occur
rence of iron ore worked in modern China or reported by 20th-century geological 
surveys had been located by Chinese prospectors by the end of the IIth century.' 17 
The well-informed Thomas Read would extend that assessment to mining in gen
eral, arguing that most of the deposits capable of profitable exploitation given the 
existing technology had indeed been worked. 18 

The often desperate economic straits of the populace in China also encouraged 
miners to discover and exploit deposits that would have been ignored in many 
other parts of the world. Thus, by the 19th century, Chinese were mining gold in 
probably every province of the country, though few of the deposits paid well. As 
von Richthofen noted: 'The number of places in which gold occurs in the various 
hilly countries of Europe is probably greater, on an average, than an equal area's of 
China [sic]. But no notice is taken of them, because nobody could be induced there 
to wash gold with so little returns as are generally obtained in China ... ' 19 The very 
nature of mining as a wasting activity, that is, constantly using up the ores available, 
also encouraged continued prospecting in order to find new deposits to take the 
place of those that had ceased to pay. 

Skill in finding and recognising mineral deposits, however, does not necessarily 
translate into an equal ability to determine the scale of a deposit, whether it is worth 
mining (i.e., evaluating the deposit), or how to go about the mining (i.e., exploration 
of the deposit). Failure to carry out exploration and evaluation can lead to egregious 
mining errors. One of the most striking examples in China was the attempt, as late 
as Ming times, to work the Ta-yeh */f:i iron deposits on the central Yangtze as a 
copper mine, this despite the fact that the average copper content of the ore was 
only from 0.05 to 0.25 per cent!20 The same mistake was also made at Thung-kuan 

shall adhere to that distinction. Another usage, however, would use 'exploration' to characterise the technologic
ally highly sophisticated modern techniques used in the search for well-concealed minerals while reserving the 
term 'prospecting' for more traditional techniques; Ibid., p. 36. Exploration in this sense is then followed by 'evalu
ation'; West (lg78), pp. 106-8. 

16 Cf. above, Section (e)(2). 
17 Hartwell (lg66), p. 33. We shall discuss below (in Section (k)) the role of mining experts in traditional China. 

These roving specialists must have done much to spread mining (including prospecting) knowledge and thus 
have been responsible for the discovery of many deposits that would otherwise have remained unrecognised. 

18 Read (1920), pp. 2g8-g. See also Yang Li-hsin (1988), p. 182; Chou Wei-chien et al. (1990), p. Ig. 
19 von Richthofen (1872b), p. 75, fu. 2<l Read(lgI2), pp. 30, 33; Read (19IOa), p. 202. 
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Fig. 25·. Eva~uating and washing ore ~t a 19t~ century ~ine in Yun.nan. Wu Chhi-chun (1845), Illustrations, p. 4b. 
The ~mer~ m the upper part of the Illust:atlOn are usmg small pIcks about the size of the average prospector's 
samphng pIck (Drap.er (1931), p. 184) t~ dIg out o.re s.amples that will be washed and evaluated by the miners in 
th: lower half of the il!ustratlOn. For thIS task, whIch mvolved washing only small amounts of ore, the miners are 
usmg a wooden washmg pan whose shape seems to resemble one kind of washing pan found at Thung-Iu shan 

m#.fLl!; cf. Fig. 30 (a). 
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Fig. 26. Someone with expertise (holding the umbrella) directing a miner prospecting for iron ore, perhaps 
the only existing illustration of this kind of reliance on an expert or specialist to guide prospecting efforts. 

Anonymous album, c. mid-19th century. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris: Oe II9, pI. I. 

shan ~1rIJ rg LlJ in Anhwei. 21 The error in both cases was more than likely due, as Wong 
[Ong] Wen-hao suggests, to localised concentrations of copper far in excess of the 
average concentration for the ore body as a whole, a fact that good exploration and 
evaluation would have revealed. 

In a general way, Chinese miners were aware of the need for at least minimal 
exploration and evaluation to determine the extent and quality of ore deposits. 
Hence the pithy sayings such as the proverb cited in the introduction: 'For every 
mountain with a workable deposit, a thousand mountains have only veinlets (i shan 
yu khuang, chhien shan yu yin - LlJtpjfJJ. ' -=fLlJ tpjiJ f). '22 

Nevertheless, for Chinese miners as for miners in most pre-industrial societies, 
ease of access and working was usually of much greater concern than the ultimate 
richness of the deposits. 23 'Efficient' or 'rational' exploitation of deposits tended to be 
neglected. Boris Torgasheff, commenting on gold mining operations in Manchuria 
well into this century, noted the reluctance of Chinese mining companies to engage 
in systematic exploration of deposits. As a result, '[i] t often happens, that the dis
covery of gold in one place results in an entirely wrong location of the works on the 

21 Wong Wen-hao (1920), p. SI. 
22 Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. SI. Tin 51 was regularly used to designate fibrous veinlets. 
23 Clark (1952), p. 186. 
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property in question, and the richest part of the placer escapes attention. Once the 
gold is discovered, the Chinese are anxious to begin the washing immediately on 
the spot discovered, and they can hardly be persuaded first to invest some money in 
prospecting [i.e., exploration and evaluation], to see what kind of works and from 
which end of the property they should start. '24 If this was the practice oflarge com
panies that presumably could dispose of a certain amount of working capital, one 
can imagine the small likelihood that impoverished individual miners or small 
groups of miners could or would practise sound exploration of deposits. 1-1oreover, 
the costs of exploration, whether in time, energy or capital, are much lower in the 
case of placers than for underground deposits. If anything, careful exploration must 
have been even less likely at underground workings. 25 

Mark Elvin has commented very astutely on the overly practical approach that 
often typified technology in China. He notes that 'experiment with its attendant 
errors and reflection with its consumption of time to little apparent profit were lux
uries that were not easily afforded. '26 Although mining in China was in many ways 
'a technology apart' (see Section (a) above), there is no doubt that the kind of think
ing Elvin describes was all too prevalent in Chinese mining, especially in prospect
ing and exploration. The failure to properly explore deposits before working them 
condemned the Chinese miners to a great deal of 'experiment with its attendant 
errors'. Only to some extent could Chinese miners compensate for shortchanging 
exploration by very skilful ore selection in the process of mining. Faced with a vari
ety of ores of varying tenor (metallic content), Chinese miners typically relied on 
their practical experience to select the most promising ores. The archaeological 
remains of even early mines confirm that the miners must have had at least reason
ably effective rules of thumb that enabled them to work only the best ores, leaving 
behind those that would pay only poorly. 27 Even today, goldminers in Kwangsi find 
the presence of a particularly smooth country rock (hua shih 11l:5) bordering a gold 
vein to be a useful indicator that the vein is likely to be a good one. 28 

Nevertheless, lack of more systematic exploration led to many a mine being 
opened, perhaps at significant expense, only to be closed soon after because the eco
nomically workable ore gave out. 29 The absence of exploration activities can also 
be seen as one aspect of the generally unplanned character of Chinese mining. We 

" Torgasheff(1930), p. 31. The same problem could occur with easily visible outcrops; the richest part of the 
deposit was not necessarily that which was easiest to find; Phan Chung-hsiang (1951), p. 14!. 

" Cf. Draper (1931, p. IS2) commenting on lmderground work at the Ko-chiu tin mines: 'No ore is ever 
blocked out and it is unusual to see development work progress beyond the vicinity of a good working stope.' 

" Elvin (1975), p. roS. "Chhueh Liang-chhing (1978), p. 103. 
28 Such kua skih was frequently pointed out to me by Professor Hu Chhu-yen mJl!1!l( during our visit to these 

mines in the summer of 1994. 
,. Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), Vol. 2, p. 62S. It should be noted that the example given here from 

the Yunnan mines, where 137 Of175 mines opened between +1644 and 1838 had to be closed, does not by itself 
establish what is still a sound point because the authors do not tell us the average length oftime a mine was in 
operation, whether it was really the exhaustion of good deposits that led to the closing of the mines (instead of, 
say, water problems that could not have been anticipated), etc. Over a period as long as two centuries, one would 
expect a high proportion of mines to be exhausted even if good techniques of exploration were employed in the 
early stages. 
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shall discuss in Section (h)(2) below the common practice of Chinese miners to fol
low carefully the windings of veins in order to minimise the amount of material to 
be excavated. The result was that, in addition to no plan from the start, there was 
also at any sizeable working little clear knowledge at later stages of the mining of 
just what had already been done. Thus, accidental breaking through to previous 
workings was not uncommon and could be dangerous, as when the earlier workings 
had been abandoned because of excessive water. 30 

(4) PROSPECTING IN PRACTICE 

Many of the techniques used by traditional prospectors have not yet been and prob
ably never will be put on a truly scientific basis. Even today, an experienced pro
spector or assayer can often look at a mineral specimen and pronounce it 'lively' or 
'dead', indicating its degree of mineralisation.31 Or, as one mining entrepreneur 
put it: 'There's a tremendous romance in this business. One person can look at a 
rock or a mountain and see one thing. When I look at a rock, I try to see inside and 
wonder if there is any gold hiding there. '32 Boris Torgasheff remarked how, in 
Chekiang and Fukien, 'local experienced miners of the old school' were able to tell 
at a glance whether an alunite deposit was of sufficient tenor to be economically 
workable. 33 And if the texts cited by Lii Tai-ming and his colleagues are a fair 
reflection of thinking among coal miners, they had considerable confidence in 
their ability even to judge the likely depth and quality of prospective deposits.34 Of 
course, the problem with such skills, especially insofar as they are intuitive, is that 
they vary widely in different individuals. One Western observer, writing in 1887, 
described what happened when he asked some natives of Shantung to bring him 
coal samples. He received three: a rotten basalt, a clay stained with manganese and 
an impure graphite.35 

Regardless of its limitations, it was essentially intuition supplemented by experi
ence on which the prospector relied in deciding where to look for minerals. His first 
step would probably be to try to get a 'feel' for the area by observing the terrain. 36 

He would not know the geology behind the formation of igneous and sedimentary 
formations but easily observable differences in surface texture and colour intensity 
would tell him these were different kinds of rock. And ifhe had enough experience 
of the right kind, the prospector for metals would look for the acid (light) igneous 

30 MolIer (1902-1903), p. 134. "Young (1970), p. 5. 
" Interview with Arden L. Larson, president ofSaratoga Mines, Inc., in Business Trends (Denver, Colorado), 

May-June (1984), p. 9. 
" Torgasheff(1930), p. 3BB. "Lil Tai-ming (1986), pp. 188ff., esp. p. 192. 
" Becher (IBB7). Hollister-Short suggests, given the extremely low level of skill these samples seem to reveal, 

that the Chinese were perhaps not trying too hard for the sake of this foreigner. (Personal communication.) 
,. Any good prospector had to develop 'an eye for the country'; United Nations (1972), p. 37. Prospectors look

ing for metal ores especially tended to pay attention to rugged areas of significant igneous activity with acidic or 
granitic rocks and to avoid areas with dense vegetation or with undisturbed sedimentary strata that could be eas
ily recognised by their matte surface and pastel colouration. For a general discussion, cf. Young (1970), pp. 5-B. 
In Szechwan, land forms were the key determinant of where wells were sunk in order to obtain salt brine; Vogel 
(1991d), pp. 95-6· 
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rock that was glossy or vitreous from heat and perhaps showed some brilliant shades 
of colour that were one of his best indicators of mineralisation. 37 Contact meta
morphic zones, especially where limestone met light-coloured igneous rocks such as 
granite and diorite, were very good prospecting environments.38 They often revealed 
themselves by their general appearance and by the presence of certain rocks char
acteristically found in them, such as staurolite, kyanite, andalusite, cordierite, etc.39 

Gossans or masses oflimonite or hematite could be a good clue to an underground 
ore deposit though experienced prospectors would know that this was not a conclu
sion to be drawn hastily since the weathered gossan material, through drainage or 
other means, could sometimes be displaced from its original location thus creating 
the deceptive 'false gossans'''o Chinese coal miners also relied on types of rocks as 
indicators of the presence or absence of coal, very often drawing on local experi
ence. Thus, Sun Yen-chhuan noted in his Yen Shan Tsa Chi (Miscellaneous Jottings 
from Yen Shan) that shale (shu shih ~E) was often a good indicator of coal while 
limestone (chhing shih ~E) and sandstone (sha shih \i;!/E) were not.41 It was also 
recognised that blackened rock and soil could be the result of a shallow coal deposit 
and, in Yunnan, a deep reddish shale was often a good indicator of a coal deposit. 42 
A terrain where the earth had subsided could also be a sign of coal depositsY 

As metal miners accumulated an increasing store of experience, they would soon 
learn that the most promising prospects were usually to be found not in low coun
try but in back country highlands. 44 Having arrived there, the Chinese prospector, 
perhaps in part influenced by what he knew about geomancy, would begin to look 
carefully at the forms ofmountains.45 Here he sought in the first instance rugged 
and jumbled and powerful formations (shih chuang chhi hsiung~!tl:*"Ht) where water 
courses twisted and turned rather than running straight and placid. A section of 
a now lost but presumably Ming edition of the gazetteer of Lung Chhuan (Lung
chhuan Hsien Chih ~* lI!*it:) cited in the provincial gazetteer (Chhih Hsiu Che-chiang 
Thung Chih JI& ~Wf rrim it:), reveals the kind of general knowledge on which virtu
ally all prospectors relied: 'Ore deposits of the five metals appear (sheng ~) in places 
where the mountains are interlaced with rivers and streams, where the peaks are 
lofty and the ridges precipitous. '46 In an effort to systematise these observations, 

" Young (1970), p. 5. "Anon. (1971), pp. 101-2. 
" Phan Chung-hsiang (I951), p. 138; Stoces (1958), VO!. I, p. 38. 
.. Sinkankas (1970), pp. 206-7; Checkland (1967), p. 27. 'By oxidation the ferrous iron (Fe++) is altered to the 

ferric (Fe+") state, thus yielding the reddish minerals, limonite and hernatite.' Checkland (1967), p. 24. 
+I Cited in Lii Tai-ming (I986), p. 191. Of course, in some areas, sandstone was associated with coal deposits; 

von Richthofen (1875), p. 19. 
., Lii Tai-ming (I986), p. 191; nxw, ch. 11, p. 202; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 95-6. 
" Anon. (I971), p. 100. To be sure, this could also be a sign of previous mining, coal or otherwise, in the area or 

the corrosion of sulphide deposits underground; Ibid., pp. 100-1. 
H Young (1969), p. 132. 
45 As we noted above (Section (c)), prospectors and miners were undoubtedly at least as capable of acute and 

accurate observation of geological forms as Chinese painters whose renderings of geological structures can often 
be quite precisely identi6ed. 

.. Chang Hung-chao (1954), p. 61; Yoshida (1967), pp. 239-40. Compare the similar text in Shu ruan na Chi, 
ch. 14, p. Bb. 
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however, arbitrary rules of thumb, probably as often as not misleading, were also 
introduced, such as the idea that long-lived deposits were found where the moun
tain facing the mountain to be worked was of equal height (chhao tui chih shan le yu chu 
shan ping kao che, chhang shih yu chiu $j fj-z. Ll! mw j: Ll!:iJ:fL ~:ff JWi ~1~ 7..).47 

The prevalence of geomantic ideas in China also probably helped in at least a 
very general way to sensitise miners to certain characteristics of terrain and stimu
lated early generalisations about what kinds of terrain were or were not likely to 
offer good mining possibilities. 48 For example, the whole objective of the prospector 
was usually just the opposite of that of the geomancer. Where the geomancer was 
looking for sites in which the yang ~ or male force of nature was concentrated, 
the prospector sought sites rich in the yin ~ or female force, sites that instead of 
being 'exposed' promised hidden treasures within (kueiyin chiyang, kuei tshang chi tu 
:Jt~,~llffi}itiU!s;ii). 49 

Meteorological indicators, especially clouds and vapours, also were carefully 
observed, though prospectors presumably varied considerably in the amount of 
weight they attached to them. 50 

Mter having found what he considered the right kind of terrain, the prospector 
then went searching for indications of the presence of mineral deposits. 51 These 
might be pieces of promising rock on hillsides (eluvial float) or bits of gold or other 
minerals in current or former stream beds (alluvial or placer deposits), as we have 
discussed above (cf. Section (d)(2)(ii)). Or perhaps one or more actual outcrops might 
be visible and invite investigation.52 Quartz, for example, often signalled the pres
ence of gold, silver, copper, tin, lead or zinc.53 SungYing-hsing*H!Lij!. speaks of 
turgid green water as often being found above deposits of arsenic ores. 54 Prospectors 
would also be on the alert for 'blossom', the colour that metallic salts sometimes 
painted on an outcrop: brown to yellow for iron; blue and green for copper; light 

., 17zung Cheng Chhiian Shu, cited in Wu Chhi-chiin (I845), ch. I, p. 38a. 

.. At the same time, geomancers had their own reasons for making use of what prospectors and miners had 
discovered; see Yang Wen-heng (1992), p. 374 . 

.. Wu Chhi-chiin (I845) ch. I, p. 38b; Yen Chung-phing (I957), p. 50; Wang Hongzhen (Wang Hung-chen) et al. 
(1991), p. 10. Compare, however, the widely accepted tradition of the discovery of the great Ko-chiu tin deposits 
which were first made at a place that a geomancer, with none too great a speci6city, had earlier predicted was 
capable of bringing riches to the whole area; SuJu-chiang (I942), p. 15. 

50 Yen Chung-phing (I957), p. 50. Edward Schafer (1955a, pp. 265-7) notes that mica was thought to be 'the 
veritable womb from which clouds were born'. That this was really a useful clue for prospectors 'who might dig, 
with reasonable hope of success, at some craggy spot above which the clouds were seen to rise' is open to question. 

" Experienced prospectors also knew, at least intuitively, that prospecting often went better on sunny days 
since clouds signi6cantiy impair the ability to detect 'floal'; Young (1970), p. 6. AsJohn Sinkankas (1970, p. 140) 
points out, ' ... most mineral deposits do not advertise themselves except by very small signs which take a keen 
eye to discern.' 

" Wu Chhi-chiin (I845), ch. I, p. 38a. The most commonly used term for outcrop was miao S3 with an ori
ginal meaning of 'seedling' or 'sprout' (another reflection of the basically agricultural perspective of the Chinese 
miners.) Miao was also used sometimes in a more general sense of any kind of indicator of the presence of min
erals, including plants. (Vo!. 3, p. 675.) Huan tI could also be used to designate outcrops though it sometimes 
meant the deeper vein; Wu Chhi-chiin (I845), ch. I, pp. n-b; Table 5 above. 

" Anon. (I971), p. 102 . 
" TKKW, ch. 11, p. 205; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 210,212. For other examples of mineral deposits indicated by 

coloured waters, see Anon. (I971), pp. 99-100. 
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yellow for lead; rusty for some gold-bearing quartzites; and the dingy yellow or 
greenish white of silver 'glance'. 55 A good indicator of copper deposits, as we have 
seen, was the 'cap' or gossan of oxidised iron ore left after the highly soluble copper 
minerals had been leached out. 56 In the case of coal, as we also noted above, deposits 
with only a thin overburden might reveal their presence by imparting a dark colour 
to the soilY Blossom could be especially helpful for discovering mineral outcrops 
since they are often not very noticeable. As Arthur Raistrick explains: 'Mineral veins 
are normally very narrow fissure deposits, nearly vertical and of a lateral extent 
that may be a few hundred yards up to a few miles. Their outcrop at the surface, 
therefore, is a long narrow ribbon, a few feet wide, needing considerable skill and 
sustained search for its discovery. '58 

At some point, Chinese propectors discovered that it was possible to find hidden 
outcrops by tracing eluvial or alluvial deposits back to the outcrops from which they 
derived.59 'liVe are, however, quite in the dark as to when or under what circum
stances this discovery might have been made.60 Sung Ying-hsing *JJ.l£ in his TKKW 
has a passage that hints at how it might have occurred accidentally: 'The inhabit
ants of Nan-tan recover the tin ore from the river by first working from the south 
northward, and then from the north southward alternately at ten-day intervals .... 
Panned in this way, the ore supply will continue without exhaustion [!J. '61 If such 
a practice was at all common, it would almost certainly have led in some cases to 
the discovery of the outcrop from which the placer metal derived. On the other 
hand, this technique could well have been discovered rather late62 since it is far less 
dependable than one might expect. Because weathering and erosion over a long 
enough time can produce quite rich concentrations of gold or other minerals even 
from insignificant veinlets, a rich eluvial and alluvial deposit is no certain indication 
of the existence of an important outcrop. Alluvial gold has frequently been mined 
successfully in districts where there were no veins or lodes worth exploiting.63 One 
wonders if there is not perhaps a hint of the frustrations of miners who failed to 
find their expected outcrop in the statement of Chou Chhti-fei of the Sung in his 
'Information on What is Beyond the Passes' (Ling Wai Tai Ta ~5'\-fi;~) that: 'Gold 
does not come from ores but naturally congeals in sandy soil (fan chin pu tz:.u khuang 
chhu tz:.ujanjungchiehyu sha thu chih chung JL:#i/fEllilltf:\ El ~/M!fo.la1it¥~±Zg:t).'64 

" Young (lg70), p. 20. Cr. also Lung Tshun Ni ([986), p. [[g. "See above, Section (d)(2)(ii). 
" di Villa ([g[g), p. 57. ,. Raistrick([972), p. 20. 
,. In the case of eluvial 'float', rough and angular rocks were a good sign of a relatively nearby source since 

they had not undergone the smoothing abrasion that would have occurred had they travelled some dIStance; 
Young ([g6g), p. [26. 

60 Cf. Fig. 7(b). For a description ofthis technique, see Pearl ([973), pp. 109-lOo 
61 T](1(W[4, p. 24[; Sun &Sun ([g66), p. 25[. 
62 The ancient Greeks were apparently unaware ofit; Healy ([978), p. 7[. 53 Rickard ([932), p. 93· 
64 LWTTch. 7, p. lOa; Netolitzky ([977), p. [28. Sce also Yoshida(!967), p. 237 and compare the legend told of 

the early miners in California: lacking experience with anything except placer gold, they were puzzled when 
they first became aware of vein gold how the gold from the placers could have migrated to form these trouble
some veins of solid rock! Paul ([963), p. 30. 
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In an area of proven mineral deposits, it might be worthwhile for prospectors to 

dig shallow trenches and shafts in an effort to find deposits that did not reveal them
selves on the surface. The presence at Thung-lti shan i!l #jLlJ of extremely narrow 
vertical shafts (less than a half metre square), many of them off by themselves in 
places where no extensive mining was carried on, has been interpreted by Chinese 
archaeologists to indicate that they were dug for prospecting purposes. 65 Within the 
Thung-hi shan workings themselves, shallow vertical shafts descending from drifts 
have also been interpreted as having perhaps been exploratory shafts. 66 

Prospecting trenches were but a short step away from seeking or exploratory 
adits, which also brought the prospecting underground. By contrast, there was little 
recourse to prospecting by means of bore hole drilling in traditional Chinese min
ing. This might seem at first surprising, given the broad experience with wells and 
even underground canals for irrigation in north China.67 Moreover, the Chinese 
in the +1 1th century discovered deep drilling as a means of obtaining salt brine in 
Szechwan. At that time, narrow shafts lined with bamboo pipes were sunk to depths 
of more than lOO m. In the 19th century, a bore hole salt well (the Hsin-hai well) was 
ten times as deep.68 

This drilling capacity did not, however, necessarily translate into effective bore
hole drilling for prospecting purposes. With percussion drilling for water or salt 
brine, it made no difference if the extracted material was fragmented, crushed, or in 
a pulp. But such material was very difficult to assess for prospecting purposes. Indeed, 
it was not until the Irish mining engineer,james Ryan, invented at the beginning of 
the 19th century a device that worked on the principle of the trepanning saw and 
made possible the cutting of true cores that could be recovered in proper sequence 
from the borehole that borehole drilling acquired the potential to serve as a truly 
effective tool for the prospector.69 Such a tool was never available to traditional 
Chinese prospectors. 70 Given the unreliable results that would typically have been 
obtained from more primitive forms of bore hole drilling (especially when applied 
to China's irregular deposits (Fig. 27)), potential problems such as the possible 
flooding of adjacents mines with water introduced from the surface,71 as well as a 

" Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981), p. 86. It is sometimes difficult to imagine how such shafts could be 
entered, but they were. An unidentified but obviously first-hand observer of Shansi iron and coal mines early in 
this century comments on 'small shafts, seldom more than 14 in. in maximum diameter, and usually just large 
enough to allow a man to go down'; Anon. (1910), p. 761. Presumably the miners were lowered by a rope to the 
working level where the galleries would have had to be a least somewhat larger. An interesting contrast is provided 
by the anthracite coal mines in the same area. There the shafts were typically 2-2.5 m in diameter; Ibid. 

" Hsia Nai & Yin Weizhang ([982), p. 38. 67 Cr. above, VoL 4, part 3, pp. 257-8; 333-5. 
.. Vogel ([99[c), pp. 84-90; Vogel ([993), It is from the famous literatus, official and poet, Su Shih 1*$1'; (+1036 

to +[[01), that we learn that wells no wider than a drinking bowl could be sunk to depths of [20 m or more; Vogel 
(1993), p. [[9· 

.. Torrens ([984), pp. 90-1. Interestingly, the notoriously conservative British coal mining community was 
very slow to appreciate the potential of the new device. 

" John Nef's description of the limits of the very crude boring rods available to English coal miners in the 
+[7th century probahly applies in a general way to the results available to Chinese miners before this century; 
Nef([932), VoL [, p. 353. 

'1 Galloway (1882), p. 60. 
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Fig. 27. Three possible interpretations of the same borehole drilling results. Stoees ([ 958), Vo!. 2, p. 4
2
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ready supply of cheap labour that made prospecting and exploration by ~e~ns of 
trenches or shafts economical, the Chinese not unreasonably opted for t e atter 

method.72 

(i) Indirect aids in the searchJor ore deposits 

In the absence of surface indications of deposits or a history o.f succe~sful mining in 
an area Chinese prospectors often had to read between the lmes as It were, and be 

alert fo; indirect indications of deposits. 

f th th century Chinese tin miners in Malaysia 
" There were exceptions. At least as early as the first part o. e [9 6 '. tin John Crawford writing 

consistendy used drilling ~ a prospecting t~chmque; ';;ong ~!f:: ~1~J~:~;Z~~~e sfnce Malay mining tech
in 1820. It is extremel~ unlikely that the Chmes~ were I e;e:'le early 20th century, there was no unanimity on 
niques lagged far behmd those ~f the Chmese. ut as ~; ex loration at the Malaysian tin deposits. By the time 
the relative value ofbormg vs. plttmg for prospectmg d P ort of pitting (Ibid., p. 59). The regular use of 
of World War I, however, a general concensus had emerge m supp rillin waS not erhaps used somewhat more 
the practice in Malaysia rais~s the qu:stion of whether bo:e~~~:~ction g we have ~n interesting statement by the 
frequendythan presendy avaIlable eVIdence sugge~ts.ln th s fb" drilll'ng is said to have been intro-

. d Will' F C II' . 'P peetmg by means 0 ormg or 
often well-mforme lam. 0 ms. ;os . b bl riginated' Collins ([922) p. [5. Unfortunately, 
duced into America from Chinkin~' ;hre'd e pr~ctl~;t:t:m;n~ The subject awaits further clarification. What 
Collins gives no source or any 0 eVl ence or .' Euro eans and led to a series of imitations 
is clear is that by 1828, 'reasona~ly detailed flrep?br~ ~er~ a~~ab;~~r that rigid 'rods).' For a full and fascinating 
and tests of [percussion deep drilling usmg eXl e e t ca es r 
discussion, see Vogel (199IC), pp. 84-90. (The citation comes from p. 84·) 
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Table 12. Mineral associations in the Kuan Tzu 

Cinnabar above, gold (huang-chin ~:ili:) or gold ore 
(chu-chin tt:€z) below. 

217 

Magnetite/ copper 
Ling shih~:q /lead, tin, 
red copper 

Magnetitite above, copper (thung-chin iIT:ili:) below. 
Ling-shiha above, lead and/ or tin and/ or red copper below. 

Hematite/ iron 
Lead/silver 

Hematite (che~) above, iron below. 
Lead above, silver or silver ore (chu-yin tt~) below. 

• Amano (I953, p. 236) identifies ling-shih as calcite (fong chith shih nl!lrEi). But cf. fn. 75· 
Based on KT, ch. 23, pp. [b-2a. 

(a) Mineral/mineral and mineral/rock associations 

The tendency of certain minerals, because of patterns of geological depositions, 
to be found together or close to each other was an especially valuable aid to tradi
tional prospectors. 73 Though these associations were far from infallible, they could 
be learned easily from experience and contributed at the same time to a more sys
tematised mining lore with potential for further development. Chinese miners from 
very early on seem to have paid particular attention to mineral associations, not 
only recognising them but seemingly even taking them for granted. 74 The KT con
tains two well-known (and very similar) passages, each giving several mineralogically 
reasonable examples of surface or shallow deposits (referred to simply as 'above' 
shang 1:.) that can be taken to indicate deposits of metals at depth (c£ Table 12).75 

The same attention to mineral associations pervades the SHe; associations such as 
gold and jade, jade and copper, silver and gold, gold (copper?) and iron, cinnabar, 
iron pyrites and alum are frequently noted. 76 By contrast, less evidence appears 
in the surviving sources on the recognition of the other great class of associations 
so essential to modern prospecting, the associations between rocks and minerals. 77 

7:J Information on such associations is presented in all books on mining that discuss prospecting, handbooks 
for prospectors and mineral collectors, etc. A very handy table of common rock-mineral associations is presented 
in Sinkankas ([970), pp. [79-80. 

" Tu Fa-chhing & Kao Wu-hsun (1980), p. 94. 
75 KT, ch. 23, Ib and 2a; Vo!. 3, p. 674; Yang Wen-heng (I978), pp. 303-4 (trans. in Yang Wen-heng ([983), 

p. 262). Vo!. 3 above presents a translation of the first of the two passages, while Yang Wen-heng transl .. tes the 
second. See also Huang Yii-heng & Ao Ta-chheng (1989), pp. 17-18 which suggest that the term ling shih &i:E 
refers to the 'iron hat' (gossan) as well as a zone ofbrecciated rock. 

76 SHe, passim; Cheng Hsiao-chieh et al. ([985), pp. 1-146, passim; Yang Wen-heng (1978), p. 30[; Lu Pen
shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 266; Vo!. 3, pp. 614-5' 

77 In the West, too, the importance of these associations was not fully appreciated until the [9th centurywhen 
miners came to understand that 'mineral deposits didn't just "happen" and that actually there were important 
connections between kinds qf rocks and kinds qf minerals.' (Sinkankas ([970), p. 79, italics in origina!.) Put this 
way, however, Sinkankas' point is perhaps somewhat misleading. It fails to distinguish clearly between the rock! 
mineral associations that prospectors and miners were well aware of through their practical experience and 
the understanding of why those associations occurred, on which they were completely in the dark; Rastall ([923), 
p. 87. Forbes is undoubtedly correct in suggesting that prospectors from a very early period were aware of the 
connection between igneous rocks and ore deposits and also knew that the ores they sought were likely to appear 
in acidic rather than in basic rock; Forbes ([963), p. 1l0. 
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Perhaps this is more a reflection of the interests of the authors of our source$ than of 
the practice of prospectors and miners in the field. Rocks were oflittle medical or 
alchemical use. They were also generally less striking in appearance than many 
minerals. Hence, they would tend to be neglected by the authors of the pharmaco
logical natural histories or of the many surviving alchemical works that provide 
so much of our information about traditional Chinese mineralogical knowledge. 
On the other hand, particularly striking rock/mineral associations did draw the 
attention of miners in the field, and were sometimes recorded by the bookmen. As 
mentioned above, cinnabar was associated as early as the Sung with a white rock 
(pai shih sE"), probably quartz, on which it was said to grow; thus the rock was 
sometimes called the 'bed' (chu sha chhuang *1i'Y"*) or the mother of the cinnabar.78 
The quartz/ gold association was very dependable atleast in certain parts of China, 
and was surely used by miners all the more since quartz is so recognisable.

79 
The 

association between coal and China clays also seems to have been recognised at 
least as early as the Sung, and was frequently written about in later centuries.

80 

Nevertheless, we can assume that less striking associations of rocks and minerals 
were often missed by miners in China as elsewhere.8\ 

There was, to be sure, rarely any attempt to explain why any of those associations 
should exist. 82 Indeed, the very frequency with which we read of certain associations 
such as gold and jade for which there is no mineralogical basis suggests that these 
somehow quite early on became stereotypic ideas that then ceased to be tested 

against actual observation. 
Mineral associations were often especially useful for more effective prospect-

ing in a limited area where certain associations tended to prevail. For example, 
miners in Hunan learned that fluorite was a relatively reliable indicator of good 
tin deposits nearby, an association that was not especially important in other places 
where arsenopyrite was the best indicator: of the presence of tin.83 In southwest 
China, copper, silver and zinc were regularly associated.84 In Kwangsi, there was 
a very strong association between limonite (formed from the weathering of the 
iron carbonate, siderite) and gold.85 There were also useful negative associations. 

78 cr. Section (h)(6) below; Vol. 3, p. '648; Vol. 5, pt. 4; de Mely (1896), p. 90; :rraw, ch. 16, p. 287; Sun & Sun 
(1966), p. 280. The quartz/cinnabar association is common in China; Tegengren (1920), p. 3· . . 

79 Wong Wen-hao (1920), p. 53. Diodorus Siculus in the -1st century described quartz as 'usually white and m 
brilliancy surpasses everything else which shines brightly by its nature .. .'. Cr. Healy (1978), pp. 84-5' 

80 Lu Tai-ming (r986), p. 194. The coal/ alum and coal/pyrite associations were also well known; Ibid. 
., Sinkankas (1970), p. 79· 
.2 Explanations that are stated or implied, such as the presence of gold on the yang \Ii side of mountains and 

iron on the yin ~ side, were not likely to help miners very much. Cr. Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (r987a), 
p. 266. The same would be true of the many 'birth associations' where one mineral or material was be.heved 
to give birth to or produce another, as with the idea that potash feldspar (yang cM. shih I\lB €':O) gave birth to 
mica; Schafer (1955a), p. 266. While this may seem at first sight to resemble the modern concept ofparageneslS, 
whereby certain minerals over time derive from earlier minerals (cf. Whitten & Brooks (1972), p. 337), these 'birth 
associations' in China were almost entirely imaginary, without geological or mineralogical foundation. 

83 Weng Wen.hao (1919), pp. 191-5. 84 Moore-Bennet (1915), p. 218. 
• , Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (r987a), pp. 266--7· 
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FO.r example, miners in ~u~an found that the presence of galena, the lead sulphide 
mmeral, was usually an mdlcator of at best poor tin deposits.86 

We ?ave seen. that the thinking of those who wrote about mining was often coloured 
by agnculturalldeas. Thus, even mineral associations are often spoken ofin terms of 
miao i33 'outcrops' or, literally, 'sprouts' or 'shoots'. Tuku Thao, the +IOth century 
author of the T ~ Fang Chzen Yuan (The Mirror of Alchemical Processes (and Reagents); 
a Sour~e-bo~k) IS cited in PTKM: 'Yin phing chhien ~¥jli (perhaps cerussite)B1 is pro
duced ill Chlen-chou AAU11'i (present-day Chien-ko hsien AAUOO~ in Szechwan) and 
is a "sprout" (miao) of copper and iron.'88 In the same way, the PTKM also quotes the 
Pao 1!ang Lun .Yl~ .(Discourse on the Precious Treasury), a pre-Sung work of un
~erta8~ d~te., as claImmg that a certain ~ea~ ore (fo pan chhien ~~i'd) is a 'sprout' of 
lIon. ThIS IS another case where the thinking of the bookmen and that of the miners, 
most of who~ also came from a farming background, may well have overlapped. Still, 
such analogical concepts often leave us less than clear about just what the author had 
in mind. Sometimes, nothing more than a very general meaning such as 'indication' 
or. 'in~cator' ~eems to be implied by miao.90 In any case, there was nothing in the 
mmers expex:e,:ce that would necessarily contradict such parallels between agri
culture and mmmg. On the other hand, we have Ko Hung writing in the early +4th 
century: '!he Manu~s of the Immortals say that the essence of cinnabar produces gold 
... Tha~ IS why gold IS generally found in the mountains below cinnabar deposits. '91 
Here, mmers would know that this was less than a highly reliable association.92 

( /3) Plant associations 

The Chinese use of geobotanical prospecting has been discussed at some length 
above.93 It is a practice with a very long history in China. At Thung-Iu shan jligf.lllll 
early prospectors must have been drawn to its rich copper deposits not only by the 
specks ?f verdigris that appeared in its soil after a rainstorm but also by the plant 
elshotzla (thung tshao hua jlig1jr:ffi) which, in copper-bearing soil, produces beautiful 
blue flowe~s. 9: In southern ~hwei, there is a consistent association between cop
per and a Similar flower, the copper rust flower' (thung hsiu hua ill M) which, in the 
~utumn, has blue flowers shaped like a toothbrush, leading to its local name as the 
toothbrush flower'.95 

8 •• Weng W~.n-hao (1919), p. 193. By contrast, and a further example oflocal variations, we have seen above 
(Secuon (e)(I)!ll)) that the !p"~at tin deposits of Ko-chiu were discovered as a result of the working out of the 
galena depoSits that had ongmally drawn miners to the area. 

:: Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 279. .. nxM, ch. 8, p. 12; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I980), p. 277-
" nxM, ch. 8, p. 12; Val. 5, pt. 2, pp. 213-14. 90 Vol. 3, pp. 649, 675. 

Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 67. 92 Cr. Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 277-
" Vol. 3, pp. 67sJf. For brief but more recent discussions, cr. Yang Wen-heng (1978), pp. 304-5 (trans. in Yang 

Wen-hen~ (1983), pp. 262-3) and Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken.yuan (1987a), p. 266 (on botanical indicators of gold)' 
and Ho Pmg-yii (1981), (1982) and (1982a). ' 

.. Anon. \197~)' p. 98 (with illustration); Anon. (lg80), n.p. 
" Yang L.-hsm {I988J: p. 187. Other Chinese plant indicators of mineral deposits are the Asiatic plantain (cMe 

chh ... Ish .. .!IiilfJ:1it) ~r zmc ores, t!'e meadow pine (wen eking Ishoo rc,JIlj:1it) for gold ores, and the Chinese milk 
vetch (tzuyunyU!!J ~z;;~) for uranIUm; Anon. (1971), pp. 99-100 (with four line drawings of these plants) . 
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Of course, one of the best signs of mineralisation was not any particular kind of 
plant but rather the absence of greenery. Mineral outcrops with pyrite (iron sulph
ide) as a significant component will be completely devoid of vegetation. Since pyrite 
is the most abundant primary vein material, barren areas in otherwise wooded 
regions provide a most important clue for prospectors.96 But here too, even relatively 
well-informed observers were sometimes prone to over-generalise. For example, 
Sung Ying-hsing *H!£ wrote in his 1KKWthat 'In the south, coal is found in bare 
mountains that lack vegetation and trees' and 'coal does not appear in areas where 
vegetation and trees abound'.97 This is a case where geobotanical factors are of 
limited use in prospecting; surface vegetation or its lack are far from a reliable clue 
to the presence or absence of coal underground.98 In part, Sung may have been 
misled by the fact that it is easier to discover outcrops in denuded areas than in those 
places where vegetation hides them from sight. Even ~01: likely, however, Sung was 
probably thinking of the coal deposits in the Kao-an r.IJ 'fi: and Shang-kao J:.~ area 
ofKiangsi, right next to his birthplace, Feng-hsin *if. There the ubiquitous lime
stone does inhibit vegetation.99 There are, however, many areas especially in south 
China but also in the north where coal is present along with luxuriant vegetation. 
Indeed, the Shansi provincial gazetteer even notes that: 'Coal is relatively abundant 
in the prefectures of Shansi. Where it [appears to be] lacking, it is because collect
ing firewood from the mountains is easier than digging coal.' 100 

(5) ROCK AND MINERAL IDENTIFICATION 

Well before the appearance of Homo sapiens, the ancestors of today's Chinese were 
already honing their ability to distinguish nature's inorganic products when they 
chose certain stones to serve as tools and implements, while rejecting others.

lol 
As an 

increasing variety of rocks and minerals, some of them not easy to recognise in their 
natural forms, came to be used for different purposes, the ability to identify these 
materials increased in importance and skills ofthis type improved accordingly. 

Even in those cases where identification of a mineral is relatively easy, it is rare 
that it can be identified by a single physical or chemical property. The Chinese early 
came to understand this and typically identified minerals by using a package of 
characteristics, such as various aspects of their appearance (colour, shape, lustre), 

" Healy ([978), pp. 7[ and 24. Such clues were even clearer when accompanied by waters that had been 

coloured by mineral deposits; Anon. (1971), pp. 99-100. 
" 11J(Wll, pp. 202-3; Sun &Sun ([966), pp. 205-6 . 
98 Lu Tai-ming (986), p. [92. 99 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (980), p. 397· 

100 Shan Hsi Thung Chih, cited in Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (980), p. 321· . 
'0' Remains as early as those of Peking Man at Chou-khou tien )j\j D!i5 reveal a clear evolutIOn toward the 

increased use of better quality rocks for tools; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 8 .. In the top layers ofth: Ch,?u
khou tien excavations, green standstone virtually disappears as a tool x:natenal while ther~ IS a great prohferatlOn 
of flint implements. In later times. the toolmakers of today's north China probably expenmented WIth as great a 
variety of stones as any other early people, from some [3 kinds used in the Paleolithic period (Yang Wen-heng 
(978). p. 300) to almost 50 different kinds by the end of the Neolithic period (Cheng Te-khun ([959). ([960) and 

([966)). See also Hu Sung-mei ([992 ). 
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their hardness, how they broke, and the like. Moreover, with the Chinese bent for 
analogical thinking, they frequently tried to describe minerals in terms of some
~ing else that they resembled. And since they did not draw modern chemistry's sharp 
lllle be~een organic and inorganic materials, they often turned to living things 
to descnbe what a given mineral was 'like'. As an agricultural people, they quite 
naturally borrowed from common plants an array of appearances that could be used 
to describe minerals, such as bran-like gold flakes (ft.-chin JZ~). Animals could also 
serve for comparision. Perhaps one of the best examples is the reference to gold 
nuggets as 'dog's head gold' (kou thou chin 3!iJ ~ ~). 102 Anyone who has observed a 
fair number of dog snouts and gold nuggets will hardly care to challenge the com
parison, even though it rests in part on a very subtle sense of resemblance difficult 
to put into words. ' 

However accurate or subtle these identifications might be, they relied in all 
cases solely on properties that could be perceived with the unaided senses. 103 As 
was true ~or al! peoples in premodern times, Chinese efforts to identifY, describe 
and claSSIfy mmerals were frustrated by lack of understanding of chemistry and 
crystallography. 104 The problem was less serious with those minerals that have a 
fixed. chemical co~p.osition that gives them consistent, relativelyeasy-to-recognise 
phYSIcal charactenstIcs. But there are many other minerals which consist of a series 
of related compounds where one metallic element may replace another wholly or 
in part. This will sometimes result in specimens that appear quite different but are 
chemically very similar. By contrast, minerals similar in appearance may often be 
quite different ID chemical composition, though that would be very difficult to deter
mine with the tests available to Chinese miners, alchemists, and pharmacologists 
before the 19th century. 

In the discussion that follows, we shall try to isolate from among all the methods 
of identification described mainly in the alchemical and pharmacological works 
those methods that were of potential use to miners ID the field and likely to be 
kno~ by them. Unfortunately, as we have already noted above ((C)(2)), the things 
that mterested miners regarding minerals were often quite different from what 
concerned alchemists, pharmacologists and doctors. For example, miners naturally 
had to focus on the main markets for their production. Thus certain minerals of 
some importance in the making of medicines and elixirs might have had much larger 
~arkets for other purposes. Mica is a good example. Thao Hung-ching, consider
Ill? the medical po.ssibilities of mica, was especially concerned to distinguish those 
~Icas.that were edIble, and at what season of the year. 105 Most of the mining of mica 
III Chma, however, was not for medicinal but rather for ornamental purposes, as a 
surface for paintings, for lantern windows, and for ordinary window panes. J06 Now 
there was no difficulty in identifying mica in general; its appearance in 'books' with 
unique perfect cleavage into very thin elastic plates made it unmistakable. Beyond 

'0' Cr. above. Section (e)([)(iv). IQ' Wheeler & Maddin ([980). p. 99. 
:: Hoover & Hoover ([9[2). p. 594; Bandy & Bandy ([955). p. vi. 10> Vo!. 3. p. 648 . 

di Villa ([9[9). p. 89; Anon. ([898-[899). p. 743; Schafer([955a), p. 277-
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that, however, the main market for mica emphasised aesthetic and practical consid
erations: was it of good colour? was it clear or cloudy? could it be made into sheets 
large enough for practical use?107 

Our discussion will be further hampered by the paucity of hard evidence relat
ing to actual techniques used by miners in the field. On the other hand, if we allow 
that at least some of the 'knowledge' of the alchemists and pharmacologists was 
informed by the practical experience of men in the field, and further keep in mind 
those skills that miners everywhere inevitably acquire in the practice of their profes
sion, we can construct a reasonable inventory of techniques that were probably 
used by at least some Chinese miners to help them identify what they found. 

(i) General appearance and shape 

In considering what surviving documents reveal about the many methods used in 
China for identifying minerals, we must remind ourselves that miners also acquired 
over long experience intuitive skills that seldom found reflection in the written 
records. Particularly when it comes to the ability to identify the minute specks that 
indicate the presence of a metal or its ore, nothing substitutes for long, one might 
say 'eyes-on' training and experience. This helps account for the great amounts of 
time people in hardrock mining communities spend looking at and discussing rocks 
(Fig. 28).108 

General appearance was often at least a good clue for identifying a mineral, as in 
the case of the flat scales of some placer gold, the sometimes rusty-coloured honey
combed dinginess of gold-bearing quartz, the waxy, horn-like look of cerargyrite 
(silver chloride), the fibrous or thread-like structure of asbestos and some native 
silver, and the scaly character of mica. 109 Some examples above (Section (1)(4) ) have 
shown how experienced miners could not only identify a specimen just by looking 
at it but could also, in some cases, judge its richness. On the other hand, as we also 
noted, such identifications could also be way off the mark. Again, experience was 
the key, as Mark Twain points out in describing miners in the American west: 'I 
will remark here, that although to the inexperienced stranger all the quartz of a par
ticular "district" looks about alike, an old resident of the camp can take a glance at 
a mixed pile of rock, separate the fragments and tell you which mine each came 
from ... '110 

107 Chinese deposits of mica do not seem to have produced anything like the sheets 3 m across that could be 
found in India. The largest sheets I have seen reference to were a mere 15 cm across; Torgasheff(1930), p. 401. 
This helps account for the relatively small importance of mica mining in China. 

108 Even with the advances of modern science and technology, such skills have by no means lost all of their 
importance. One need only think of the lab. specialist or doctor examining a tissue sample for indications of can
cer. These skills, to some extent taken for granted by those who possess them, are seldom very well understood by 
people to whom they are foreign . 

109 We have earlier referred to the appearances that lay behind some of the terms used to designate the copper 
carbonates malachite and azurite; cf. Section (e)(I)(i)(a). 

110 Twain (1873), p. 277. Compare the miners at Yin-chheng, Shansi, a locale with nine or ten seams of coal, 
who said they could easily tell from what seam a hand-specimen had come; Shockley (1904), p. 851. 
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Fig. 28. A favourite pastime of hardrock miners: carefully examining and discussing rock samples for clues to 
ore deposits. It is a skill that words can capture only crudely; it can be mastered only by long practice. (The rock 
and magnifying glass are in the hands of Hu Chhu-Yen ~ ~ HI, Professor of Geology at Kuei-lin Institute of 
Technology ;f1*I'¥~, who was my guide during a very fruitful field trip in August-September, 1994 to gold 

mines south of Kuei-lin in Kwangsi.) Original photo, 1994· 
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Chinese mineralogical terminology is replete with colourful descriptions of min
erals based on their general appearance. "Ve have just mentioned above 'dog's head 
gold' (kou thou chin foJ~31Z). There was also 'old ma~'s beard' (lao weng ~su :6~~) 
for a fibrous appearance, 'worm excrement' (chhiuym nz iJUi!l!5l VB) for bits of natlve 
gold, and 'dragon sprouts' (lungya ~~) for dendritic silve.r. Despite th: impression
istic character of many of these terms, they could sometlffies evolve mto a rough
and-ready standardisation of usage. This happened in the case of grains. o.f native 
placer gold. Today, Chinese r~fer to P'a~s with a diamet~r of ~.25-2:00 mill~etres: 
with approximately 2,200 grams welghmg one ounce, as me~lUm-s:z.ed gral~ ~old 
(chung li chin '* *-lL~); this size grain was commonly referred to m traditIOnal wntmgs, 
and probably among miners as well, as 'bran gold' (ju-chm ~31Z). Somewhat larger 
grains, today called 'coarse-grained gold' (tshu li chin ~:f.fl31Z) were ~o~merly k,n~wn 
as 'melon seed gold' (kua tzu chin m T31Z). Finer partlcles, now hsz lz chm #.Ill *ll. ~, 
were regularly known as 'chaff gold' (khang chin .~). III In conditions where min
erals are able to develop freely, they tend to grow in more or less regular geometric 
forms called crystals. If not in crystal form, minerals are massive or amorphous, 
that is, entirely irregular. The shape of a mineral is called its ha.bit.II.2 Even before 
the advent of modern inorganic chemistry, crystal structure, whIch direcdy reflects 
the organisation of the molecules of a mineral, was a very important tool for the 
identification if not the understanding of minerals. As has been noted elsewhere 
(Vol. 3, p. 648), Chinese works on minerals paid a great deal of atte?tion to cr:stals. 
The +1 Ith century Pen Tshao Thu Ching describes quartz crystals of SIX faces (mzen (0), 
thus identifying their hexagonal system. I 13 Early in the following century, Khou 
Tsung-shih Jt&*~ in his Pen Tshao Yen r2js:1j!i:ID~ (Dilations upon Parmaceutical 
Natural History) described phu sa shih :g:~:ci, a form of quartz. 114 He remarked that it 
was six-sided, with its end coming to a point (liu-leng erhjui-shou I\~ jffi ~§), that i~ 
a hexagonal pyramid. liS The description in the Pen Tshao Thu Ching;if 1jt iI #&1. 
(Illustrated Materia Medica) of calcite crystals as 'square and angular' (jang-leng h~)116 
seems to point to their rhombohedral system which has three axes of equal length 
('square') but, in contrast with the hexagonal system, an angle other than go 0 between 
them ('angular'). The description in the Lei Kung Yao Tui m-0~!1 (Answers of the 
Venerable Master Lei (to Questions) Concerning Drugs) of cinnabar crystals with 
14 sides may well refer to twinned rhombohedra, as suggested above. 117 A text from 
the middle of the +I2th century mentions that the best quality Wu-chhang ,\%~ 

". Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken·yuan (1987), p. 75. Compare also Sung Ying-hsing's catalogue of distinctive 
terms used for the gold from different kinds of deposits; nI\W, ch. 14, p. 233; Sun & Sun (1966), p. 236. . . 

." Probably the most widely used text on crystals is Dana's Manual oJlvfmeralogy. I have used the 18th editlon, 

revised by Cornelius S. Hurlbut,Jr. (Dana (1971)). . . 
'" Vol. 3, p. 648. For a very detailed discussion of Chinese wrItmgs on crystallography, see Lu Hsueh-shan 

(I984)· . ' '14 But here probably not aventurine quartz as suggested by Remusat and accepted by de Mely (Read & Pak 
(1928:1936), p. 26, No. 42) because aventurin" is a cryptocrystalline quartz whose crystals would be so small that 
they could be seen only through a microscope; Sorrell & Sandstrom (1973), p. 208. 

.15 Lu Hsueh-shan (I984), p. 3. 116 As cited in the Thu ChmgYen I Pen Tshao, ch. I; see Vol. 3, p. 648. 

'" Vo!. 3, p. 649· 
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(Ludhiana) saltpetre is shaped like little goose quills, perhaps a reference to prismatic 
crystal form. 118 

Although crystal form could be a great help in the identification of minerals, it 
was by no means infallible. The Chinese in traditional times had not worked out an 
objective method or system for describing crystal forms. All too often, they fell back 
on analogical descriptions such as prickle-shaped (mang c), tooth or horse-tooth 
shape (ya ;f, ma-ya ,~.!f) that were none too clear. 119 Moreover, they may have some
times given too much weight to crystal form while underplaying other properties, 
though miners with their working knowledge of the minerals may have been less 
prone to this error. 120 

(ii) Colour and lustre 

Colour and lustre must have been the first characteristics of minerals to draw 
the attention of primitive man, in China as elsewhere. 121 The pleasing colour-and
lustre combination of stable, shiny metals like gold and silver have caused tllem to 
be prized down to the present. 

Minerals are typically allochromatic, that is, they can appear in a range of col
ours because of the presence or absence of pigmenting materials. Even if colourless 
themselves, they can take on one or more colours from their impurities. 122 For 
identification, then, a particular lustre is likely to be a more reliable indicator of 
a given mineral than a certain colour.l23 Nevertheless, because of the far broader 
range of identifiable and nameable colours compared with lustres, there was a 
strong tendency for early identifications of minerals and their ores to be based in 
the first instance on colour. 124 . 

Moreover, certain exceptions to the allochromatic rule proved very important in 
the earliest stages of mining. In particular, malachite and azurite, with their charac
teristic green and blue respectively, are ideochromatic. Dependably recognisable, 
easy to mine and easy to smelt, these two copper carbonates were the two most 
important early copper ores. 125 

.18 Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 188. .19 Vol. 5, pt. 7, pp. 99-101. 

.20 Vo!. 5, pt. 7, pp. 101-3. Confusion could arise in those cases where the crystal forms of different minerals 
were sim~ar ?r, conversely, where the same mineral might display different crystal forms. Potassium nitrate, for 
example, IS dunorphous and can form rhombic crystalline plates or needle-like rhombohedral (trigonal) crystals. 

12. Wheeler & Maddin (1980), pp. 99-100. 
. '" Some minerals even change colour on exposure to light. For example, deep-red realgar gradually changes 
mto yellow orpunent; Bauer (1974), p. 23. 

'" There can also be variations in the lustre of a mineral; Sorrell & Sandstrom (1973), p. 56; Bauer (1974), 
P·24· 

." Bromehead (1945), p. 113. 

.2> O~er important ideochromatic minerals are sulphur (yellow), graphite (black), galena (silver to lead
grey),.pynte (pale brass yellow, tarnishing to brown) and chalcopyrite (the copper iron sulphide that is now the 
most unportant copper ore: pale brass yellow, tarnishing darker). Cinnabar, though it could on occasion appear 
as grey to black (or, with Chinese precision, as the colour of the unopened lotus; PTKM, ch. 9, p. 52), typically 
announced Itself clearly because of its bright, scarlet colour. On the other hand, it could be and was mistaken for 
the silver arsenic sulphide prou,tite (ruby silver, light red silver) which could have both the same colour and the 
same streak (cf. below); HsiaHsiang-jung et al. (I98o), p. 311. 
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Throughout the traditional period, the Chinese continued to place very great 
emphasis on colour in the identification of minerals. 126 As the 'Ta Yeh Fu' :kf&lIlil: 
of Hung Tzu-khuei ~~~ notes: 'Experienced miners can also distinguish copper 
ores by viewing them. In water, the ores give off different appearances. Those with 
intermixed hues of red and white are the best. Purplish ores with reddish markings 
are also quite good. '127 To some extent, the association of the five metals with the 
five colours in Chinese cosmological correspondence theory (gold/yellow-brown; 
silver/white; copper/red-scarlet; iron/black; tin-Iead/caerulean) may have rein
forced the emphasis on colour for identifying minerals among scholars, alchemists 
and pharmacologists,128 but it is hardly likely to have had much influence on pro
spectors and miners. As for the problem of allochromaticism, it was ordinarily dealt 
with, though with limited effectiveness, by associating various colours of what was 
recognised to be the same mineral with deposits in different locations. 129 

Colour was also relied on to distinguish variations of a given mineral. Mica offers 
a good example. In the +sth century, Thao Hung-ching 1I1iD~~ cited an earlier 
work, the Hsien Ching 1111 ~~ (Manuals of the Immortals) 130 which distinguished eight 
different kinds of mica, primarily by their colours.131 Unfortunately, the range of 
colours within a given type of mica makes this a tenuous categorisation at best and 
today we are able to make more or less tentative identifications of only four of the 
described micas. 

Jade and certain precious or semi-precious stones were sometimes identified by 
the play or change of colours when they were viewed from different sides. Thus, 
a certain kind of agate (lai thai ma nao *MlJl,:£~) was white when viewed head-on 
but became the colour of coagulated blood when seen from the side. 132 

To use colour for identifying a mineral, it is ordinarily important to check the 
colour on a freshly broken surface. Chinese miners must have been aware of this 
from very early times, but the first explicit textual reference does not appear before 
the late +16th century PTKM: '[The cinnabar ofHsin-chou ffi'1'I'I] is similar to that 
produced at I -chou 1i 1'1'1 but it partakes of the chhi ~ of arsenic and, when broken, is 
frequently the colour of raw arsenic.'133 

Lustre, the sheen or gloss of a mineral's surface, varies depending on the amount 
and kind ofreflection and refraction oflight and also on the nature of the surface 
of the mineral. Apart from metallic lustres, there are many kinds of non-metallic 
lustres, including (with some examples): earthy (hematite); vitreous or glassy (quartz); 
pearly (opal); resinous (sphalerite); greasy (talc); silky (serpentine) and adamantine 
or diamondlike (diamond). 

'26 This was true also for gemstones. Sung Ying-hsing, in the +17th century, classified the major gemstones 
familiar to Chinese into two groups: the red/ yellow gems and the blue/green gems; TKKW IS, p. 306; Sun & Sun 

(1966), pp. 299-300. 
'" Phing Chai Wen Chi, ch. I, p. sa. 128 cr. Vol. 5, pt. 4, p. 225· 
129 Wang Chia-yin (1957), p. 61 and see, for example, the various cinnabars discussed in PTKM, ch. 9, pp. 51- 2 • 

130 Supposedly available to Liu An 11 *, the prince ofHuai-nan jjEJilii in the --2nd century. 
13' Thu Cking Yen I Pen Tshao, ch. 1, p. Sa; see Vol. 3, p. 648; Lu Hsueh-shan (1984), p. 4· 
'" Lu Hsueh-shan (1984), p. IS. '" PTKM, ch. 9, p. 52, italics added. 
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Most of the discussion of lustre in Chinese writings on minerals seems to have 
focused on jade, jade-like minerals and jade-bearing rocks. Thao Hung-ching, for 
example, described these minerals as having the glossiness of pork fat. 134 A test one 
could perform to see if a rock contained jade was to hold it up to a lamp; if a gleam 
like that of the rising sun appeared inside the rock (because of its translucent fluor
escence), that indicated that there wasjade in the rock. 135 

Through experience, Chinese miners must have recognised that the richness of 
silver-lead ores could be inversely related to the brightness of their lustre, though 
we cannot know whether they accepted Sung Ying-hsing's explanation for this phe
nomenon: 'The more the [silver] ore glitters, the more its essence (ching-hua ~¥) 
dissipates and the less silver will be obtained from it.'136 This seems to refer to cases 
where a lead-grey silver ore such as argentite is found in galena. These ores are typ
ically darkened on the surface so that a brighter lustre results from a greater propor
tion of galena and correspondingly less silver ore. 137 On the other hand, in Yunnan 
early in this century, 'ores of a fine granular appearance, compact and massive, and 
exhibiting glittering facets on the broken surface of a fractured specimen [were] con
sidered to be the richest in silver.'138 

An anonymous author has suggested that lustre was used in assaying the quality 
of tin ore at Ko-chiu mli in Yunnan: 'To determine the metal content of the ore, 
water is poured into a bowl containing a handful of ore. The bowl is shaken with 
jerks, thus separating the earth, and causing the metal to glitter. From the brilliancy 
of the metal, one is able to form an opinion as to the quality of the ore. This practice 
explains why bowls are found in such numbers on the Ko-chiu ore market.'139 My 
observation of this process at Ko-chiu in the summer of 1990 did not confirm this 
interpretation, however. Though one can make out the tin along the upper edge 
of the washed material, as can just barely be seen in Fig. II7(d) below, it appeared 
black in this demonstration, without any particular lustre and certainly displayed 
no 'brilliancy'. 

One of the most useful colour tests for identifying many minerals is the streak 
test. Streak refers to the colour of a mineral in powdered form, which is often quite 
different from its normal colour. A powder sample is most easily obtained by rub
bing the mineral against another surface, nowadays normally a plate of unglazed 
porcelain. 140 Many minerals leave a white scratch, which is of no help. But all 
hematite, whatever its surface colour, leaves a blood red to brownish-red streak. 
The Chinese in traditional times were probably aware of this identifying character
istic: the PTKM noted that, by breaking a piece ofhematite (tai che shih {i;iJlfEi), one 

,3< PTKM, ch. 8, p. 36; Wang Chia-yin (1957), p. 59. 
'" PTKM, ch. 8, p. 36; de MeJy (1896), p. 52; Wang Chia-yin (1957), p. 59. 
'36 TKKW14, p. 236. Cr. also Sun & Sun (1966), p. 241. 13' Hsia Hsiang-jung etal. (1980), p. 290. 
'38 Brown (1923), p. 134. Emphasis added. 139 Anon. (1926), p. 155. 
'40 Since porcelain has a hardness of5.5-6.5 on the Mohs hardness scale (see note 156 below), the hardness of 

the mineral must be below that level or the scratching will produce only white porcelain powder. This limitation 
can be circumvented by first grinding or crushing the mineral to a powder and then rubbing the powder on the 
streak plate. 
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could obtain red fragments with which one could punctuate or annotate books or 
other writings (tien shu ~~~} 141 Experimenting with various hematites could easily 
have led to the discovery that even hematite that was not red left a red streak. Li 
Shih-chen explained how to apply the streak test to orpiment: the highest quality 
material would leave an attractive colour when rubbed on the fingernail. 142 Apart 
from hematite and orpiment, we can also note the greenish-black streak of yellow 
pyrite, the brown streak of black tungsten and the almost colourless streak of black 
cassiterite. 143 Generally, it is minerals of a metallic lustre that show the greatest 
difference between their visible colour and their streak. 

The Chinese may also have been the first to use what might be called the hot 
streak test, also to test the purity of orpiment. The PTKM explains that if orpiment 
drawn across a hot iron leaves a reddish-yellow steak, it is of good quality. 144 The 
PTKM also notes that this test was used for distinguishing alum. 145 

A variation of the streak test is the use of the 'touchstone' for assaying alloys of 
gold (and silver). As noted above, the touchstone was an important forerunner of 
the colorimetric and nephelometric methods so important in modern chemistry 
and biochemistry.146 In contrast to streak plates which are light in colour, touch
stones are typically a lustrous and black or blue-black cryptocrystalline variety of 
quartz (chert) or basalt (basanite) (Fig. 29).147 The material to be tested would be 
rubbed across the touchstone and its streak compared with the streaks made by one 
or more bars or needles of standard compositions so as to find the closest match. 
The differences in colour and reflectivity became more pronounced by the fine 
dividing of the metal on the abrasive surface of the dark stone. The touchstone 
was used by the Chinese possibly as early as the Later Han. Chang Shu 5:&~f of the 
Chhing, in his Shu Tien 1]$, cites a statement from the commentary by Kuo Phu 
~~ ~ (+276 to +324) to the SHe in which he says: 'Electrum (huang chin Ji ~) is 
mined in Szechwan. [In outward appearance (?)] it is indistinguishable from gold 
(yii chin wu i W~~:W) but when [rubbed] on a [touch] stone, its colour (i.e. streak) is 
white (tan shang shih tse se pai {ELl:EJW{S B).'148 It seems quite clear that the touch
stone was in wide use by the Sung. Schafer notes that Tu Wan of the Sung describes 
the touchstone in two places, without having a special name for it.149 Another 
Sung author, Fang Shao 11"1 (+1066 to after +II41), in his Po-chai Pien 1Bt~ 
(A Compilation from Po-chai Village), 150 stressed streak colour as a more dependable 
means of determining the purity of gold than its outer appearance, where a certain 

141 PTKM, ch. 10, p. 6; de Mely (1896), p. 109. 
142 PTKM, ch. 9, p. 70; de MeIy (1896), pp. xxxviii and 13; Schafer (1955), p. 76. 143 Cf. Bauer (1974), p. 23 . 
144 PTKM, ch. 9, p. 70; Wang Chia-yin (1957), p. 60; de Mely (1896), p. 81. 145 Lu Hsueh-shan (1984), p. 17. 
146 Vol. 3, pp. 672-3, See there for use of the touchstone in the West at least as early as the - 6th century. 
147 Schafer (1961), p. 76; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), pp. 76-7. 
148 This text is cited in Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), p. 76; I have followed their interpretation. See 

also Chao Khuang-hua (1990), p. 249. Unfortunately, this passage tells us nothing of the kind of stone used or its 
colour. Nevertheless, it would not have taken very much experience, once the streak test had been discovered, 
to realise that darker stones were more effective in some tests than lighter stones, and that certain darker stones 
like basanite were better' for this purpose than others. For the kinds of stones used as touchstones in China, see 
Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), p. 78. See also Vol. 3, p. 673. 

149 Schafer (1961), p. 76. Contrast Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 48. 150 On this work, see Balazs & Hervouet (1978), p. 290. 
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Fig. 29. A touchstone currently used at the gold mines ofThao-hua tI~:fE, Kwangsi. The marks on the touch
stone were made by the various needles on the left, each of which was labelled with the percentage of gold 
contained in the sample. A skilled miner or metallurgist, however, could quite accurately estimate the gold 

percentage without looking at the labels. Original photo, 1994. 

amount of silver may bring no noticeable change in the colour. 151 By the +14th cen
tury, the term 'gold testing stone' (shih chin shih ~~E) had come into use. 152 Miners 
surely knew of such tests, though it is not likely that they often made use of them in 
their daily activities. Especially when it came to assaying the purity of gold, the task 
was in all likelihood put into the hands of assay experts. 

(iii) Opacity 

Whether a mineral was opaque, translucent or transparent was sometimes useful 
not for identification but for helping to distinguish the quality of different specimens. 
Both lustre and opacity were important for ranking different kinds of cinnabar 
according to their suitability for use in medicine or alchemy. Chhen Shao-wei, in 
his extensive and detailed discussion of cinnabar in perhaps the early +8th century, 
makes the following distinctions: 'Of (the purple numinous cinnabar) produced in 
Chiao-chou 5t 11[\[ and Kuei -chou ff 11[\[, only that which occurs in throne formations 

151 Po-chai Pien, ch. 6; cited in Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), p. 76. 
152 Schafer (1961), p. 76; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), p. 77· 
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or which is found inside rocks when they are broken open, and is shaped like lotus 
buds and lustrous, is also included in the highest grade. That which is granular in 
form and translucent (thung ming JmSJl), three or four pieces weighing a pound, is of 
the middle grade. That which is laminar in form and transparent (ming chhe IY3W) is 
of the lower grade.' 153 This passage reminds us that Chinese miners must have been 
influenced at least to some extent by the identification criteria of pharmacologists, 
doctors and alchemists even when they had no knowledge of or concern for the 
theories that lay behind these criteria. After all, these people represented a not 
insignificant market for certain minerals like cinnabar. Successful miners would 
know what their customers wanted and would pay for. 

(iv) Properties of cohesion: hardness, cleavage,jracture and tenaciry 

As a result of the structure of their crystals, minerals can be distinguished according 
to their cohesion properties, that is, the way they resist or submit to breaking, crush
ing, bending or tearing. 154 

Tests for hardness offered a rather rough but easy technique for helping to identify 
minerals. Perhaps one of the earliest hardness tests was invented by a prospector 
who, knowing gold should be much softer than 'fool's gold' or pyrite, took a sus
pected gold nugget in his mouth and bit it. Though our first written evidence for a 
Chinese use of this easy test dates from the Thang,155 it was undoubtedly known 
much earlier. 

Today, the most common in-the-field test for hardness consists of determining 
what minerals or objects (e.g., a copper coin) of known hardness will scratch or be 
scratched by the mineral being examined. 156 The accuracy of hardness tests is lim
ited because weathered minerals may have been softened on their surface, because 
some minerals are harder in one direction than in others, because intergrown soft 
aggregates in harder minerals can sometimes lead to widely varying and difficult 
to interpret hardness readings, and because the angles and edges of a crystal are 
sometimes harder than its internal cleavage planes. Then, in the case of earthy, 
needle-shaped and fibrous minerals, as well as efRorescences and fine grained aggre
gates, simple hardness tests are useless. 157 Nevertheless, hardness tests have long been 
popular among miners and prospectors because they do not require any special 
equipment and are easy to perform. We seem to lack any evidence, however, of just 
what hardness tests were used by Chinese miners. 

'" Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 238. 
15' Bauer (1974), p. 19; Pearl (1973), p. 220; Healy (1978), p. 28. Most mmerals are brittle, but a fe~ cohere in 

special ways: for example, chlorite is flexible, gold is malleable, mica is elastIc, metals tetId to be ductile. 
'" Schafer, (1963), p. 251. . . . 
'56 Nowadays, hardness is most frequently described in terms of the Mohs scale w~lch consIsts often mmerals 

of increasing ardness: (I) talc; (2) gypsum; (3) calcite; (4) fluorite; Cs) apatIte; (6) mlcrolme; (7) quartz; (~) topaz; (9) 
corundum; and (10) diamond. A mineral that can be scratched by microline but not by apatite is saId to have a 
hardness between 5 and 6. 

157 Bauer (1974), pp. 20-1. 
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We are a little better able to assess the extent to which Chinese miners identified 
minerals by considering fracture (the breaking of a mineral in irregular fashion, i.e., 
not along even planes)158 and cleavage (the regular breaking of certain minerals 
along surfaces that are related to their internal crystal structure). 159 

One of the most distinctive forms of fracture is conchoidal or 'shell-like' .160 Con
choidal fracture was well known from very early times to those Chinese who were 
fortunate enough to discover that flint, chert, chalcedony and obsidian (rhyolite), all 
stones with conchoidal fracture, are capable of being nicely flaked or chipped into 
tool shapes. 161 This intimate connection between the kind of fracture that occurred 
and the usefulness of the stone for fabrication into a tool assured that fracture would 
be a primary means of identifying rocks (as opposed to minerals) at least until stone 
tools came generally to be replaced by iron tools in the second half of the -1st mil
lennium. Conchoidal fracture continued to be familiar to miners in later periods 
because of the importance of cinnabar mining in China. Su Sung ii~ describes the 
conchoidal fracture of certain native cinnabars in his Pen Tshao Thu eking *1j!fi~ 
(Illustrated Materia Medica): 'Upon breaking the lumps of the mineral, it is seen 
to form precipitous slopes (with surfaces) like walls, as smooth inside as plates of 
mica ... .'162 

A prominent form of cleavage is the perfect one-directional cleavage of mica 
and orpiment, usually referred to as micaceous or lamellar cleavage. Although our 
first explicit reference to it dates only from the +5th century,163 the use of both of 
these minerals from very early times undoubtedly led to early recognition of this 
characteristic by Chinese miners. Particularly in the case of orpiment, it presumably 
helped miners distinguish it from sulphur, the other yellow mineral found in similar 
environments (low-temperature hydrothermal veins) but which lacks the very good 
one-directional cleavage of orpiment as well as its flexible cleavage flakes. 16'; 

The tenacity characteristics of minerals (malleability, brittleness, sectility, ductil
ity, flexibility, elasticity) could hardly fail to be noticed by miners in the course of 
their excavations, but there seems to be little or no reference in the surviving sources 
to their use in the mines to identify minerals. 

10. Some forms of fracture are: even, uneven, conchoidal, hackly (jagged), fibrous or splintery, blocky and 
prismatic. 

10. Four characteristics of cleavage can be observed: (I) the number and direction of the cleavage planers) (e.gc, 
the tendency of galena or halite to break in three directions at right angles to each other and thus form cubes vs. 
the basal, one·directional cleavage of mica and gypsum); (2) ease of cleavage, from perfect (e.g. mica) through 
good and fair to poor or obscure (that is, lacking in identifiable cleavage, such as beryl, apatite); (3) the regularity 
of the break; (4) the lustre ofthe break surface. 

'60 It 'takes the form of a curved, concentrically ribbed surface, not unlike the shells of some lamellibrancbs.' 
Whitten & Brooks (1972), p. 97. 

16' Cheng Te·khun (1959), pp. 20, 35, 42, 45, 48, 55, 62, 105, 120, 137, and 141. The absence thus far in the 
archaeological record of any evidence for the mining of these stones suggests, though it hardly establishes, that 
China's deposits were rather limited when compared with many other stone-tool cultures. Cr. Section (g) below. 

162 Vo!. 3. p. 649. 
163 PTKM, ch. 9, p. 70, citing the shadowy physician, pharmacologist and alchemist, Lei Hsiao 'iI'1*; Schafer 

(1955), pp. 75-6. The term used here and elsewhere for 'cleavage' was clu (~ff or f1f); Lu Hsueh·shan (1984), 
P·15· 

16. Sorrell & Sandstrom (1973), p. 84. 
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(v) Density 

Minerals vary in their density, or weight per unit volume. Today, the common 
measure of the density of minerals is specific gravity, or the weight of a given amount 
of the mineral in air compared with its weight in water. The calculation of specific 
gravity is complicated by the influences of temperature, porosity, crystal structure, 
impurities in the sample, etc. The experienced prospector or miner, however, learns 
how to distinguish densities at least approximately by simply hefting a specimen in 
the hand. Indeed, the varying densities of different materials were necessarily 
understood intuitively by the earliest miners long before they could have put the 
concept into words. Once miners working placers began to replace grubbing with 
panning (cC below, Section (g)(J)(i)), they were relying on the difference in density 
between the minerals they sought and associated waste materials. 

The Sun U;U Suan Cking 1*rJHJ£ (Master Sun's Mathematical Manual), which 
dates from between +280 and +473, gives a list of the densities of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, iron, jade and 'stone', expressed in the weight of a cubic tshun -;f. 165 Li Ti has 
converted the figures given for gold, silver, copper, lead and iron into specific gravities 
and compared them with the currently accepted figures. Although Sun's density 
figures are not as accurate as those of the Arabs some eight centuries later, they were 
close enough to serve as a standard in China for some J ,500 years. 166 Interestingly, 
the largest error in both the Sun u;u Suan Ching and in the ']](](lV more than a thou
sand years later is in the making of gold only slightly more dense than silver. 167 

(vi) Touch, taste, smell and sonority 

In those cases where touch provided a means for identifying a mineral or the quality 
of an ore, it could be an especially useful test in the darkened conditions of an under
ground mine. In the early days of California mining, one Cornish miner acquired 
the nickname of ' Old Velvet Thumb' because he was supposedly able to detect the 

I.' Vol. 3, p. 33. 
lOO Li Ti ([984). Li discusses some practical uses of the concept of density (dating back to a float test for che.ck

ing wheels in the Warring States period) but surprisingly has nothmg to say about th~ most common !,r~ctical 
use of density variations: the process of washing (or panning) to select out heavy rnmerals from therr hghter 
gangue. For other examples of early Chinese awareness of varying de?~ities, see Vol. 4, pt. I, P: 39. . 

1.7 In the Sun Tzu Suan eking, however, the ratio between the denSIties of copper and gold IS relatively accur
ate while the silver/copper ratio assigns too great a density to silver. In the 71iXW, on the other hand, the 
copper/gold ratio is far off because the silver/ copper ratio is relatively accurate; Li Ti ([984), p. 123; 71iXW 14, 
p. 234 (Sun & Sun (1966), p. 236). De MeJy (1896, p. xxxi) pointed out what he considered to be a remarkable 
lapse in the generally good powers of observation of the Chinese: they app~f!:ntly did not note that: of all the 
metals, only gold would sink in mercury. In fact, the PTKM (ch. 9, p. 57) explicItly says Just the oppoS1te~ that all 
the metals would float on mercury. Yabu'uchi ([969, p. 262, n. 2) suggests that the 71iXW discrepancIes were 
largely due to impurities in the samples but one wonders why the ratio of the ~ensities of ~opper and silve: is 
quite accurate while that of silver and gold, in obtaining pure samples of whIch the Chmese had extensIve 
experience, is so far off. The sizes of the specimens may also have posed a problem. In the case of gold and silver, 
we can assume that they were relatively small. Weighing them with the necessary accuracy must have been 
extremely difficult if not impossible (cf. Hodges (1964), pp. 208""9 and Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. ([980), p. 301.) Of 
course, miners had no need to deal in such precision. 
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pockets of higher grade ore in the darkness of a drift merely by their feel. 168 There 
were undoubtedly Chinese miners who shared the same ability. Unfortunately, this 
is an especially good example of a skill 'hat could be developed only by miners 
working in the mines and was unlikely to be conveyed to outsiders, not least because 
it might provide the miner working especially in gold and silver mines with an 
opportunity to increase his income by pocketing bits of higher grade ore. 

The pharmaceutical works have extensive information on the taste and odour of 
minerals, as one might expect from their medical focus. Taste and smell, however, 
played only a very small role in miners' efforts to identifY minerals. On occasion, 
miners may have been led to nitre beds because of their distinctive odour169 or to 
deposits of kaolin because of its earthy odourYo Taste was especially useful in dis
tinguishing certain water-soluble salts, such as halite (salty), sylvite (bitter or sour) 
and the very important alum (drying). 171 The characteristically very sour and bitter 
taste of chalcanthite (copper sulphate, shih tan 15 !l1i), as noted for example in the 
Thang Pen Tshao F,!f~, 172 was well-known to miners at the copper precipitation works 
in the Sung and they used variations in the taste to judge the quality of different 
waters. 173 

When considering taste, it should also not be forgotten that the tongue was a 
most convenient tool for miners in another way, that is, for removing dust and dirt 
from mineral samples so that their appearance could be analysed more accur
ately.174 Of course, this practice in turn would have given the mining community 
good familiarity with at least that limited repertory of taste characteristics that could 
help in the identification of a given mineral sample. 

Sonority probably played a significantly larger role in China as a technique for 
the examination of minerals than in other areas of the world. The roots of the tech
nique go back to N eolithic times and those miners who searched for jade and other 
stones to be used in sets of chiming stones and who therefore paid special attention 
to the acoustical properties of the rocks they examined. 175 The ubiquity of chime
stones in early China - stone regularly figures in listings of the four or eight main 
materials from which musical instruments were made 176 - undoubtedly provided 
an important stimulus to prospecting and mining as well as encouraging a growing 
empirical knowledge of rocks in general. Many passages from surviving early works, 
starting with the KT, refer to striking the jade and using the sound to determine its 
authenticity or quality. 177 

In later times, the pharmaceutical natural histories continue to record sound 
tests for identifying minerals or for distinguishing the quality of a given specimen. 

168 Todd (1967), p. 56. 169 Vol. 5, pt. 4, pp. 187-8. 
17. Mottana et al. (1977), p. 46. The fact that it stuck to the tongue also helped in the identification ofkaolio; 

Anon. ([97[), p. 26. 
171 Mottana etal. (1977), p. 46. 172 Lu Hsueh-shan (I984), p. 17. '73 C( below, Section (j)(!). 
174 Young (1969), p. 129. As Young comments: 'Indeed, the stigmata or the prospector might well have been a 

calloused tongue, since this organ was most prominent within his armentarium.' 
m Rastoker et al. (1984), p. 750; Hsia Hsiang-jungetal. ([980), p. 424. 17. Vol. 4, pt. I, p. 145. 
177 For a selection of these texts, cf. Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. ([980), p. 424; Lu Hsueh-shan ([984), pp. 5, 16. 

On chimestones in general, see van Falkenhausen (1993). 
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We have no information on which of these tests may have been used by miners. One 
good, if distasteful, candidate would seem to be the testing of sulphur by grinding it 
with the teeth. Ifit did not crackle, it was thought to be of good quality. 178 Similarly, 
one could test sulphur-bearing earth by squeezing it between the fingers: only a 
swishing sound like the wind indicated that the sulphur was of first quality.179 

Miners may also have sometimes used the sound made on a touchstone to identify 
metals or ores. For example, Tshao Chao of the Ming, in his 'The Essential Criterial of 
Antiquities' (Ko Ku Yao Lun ~ i:iJ!ID!li) noted that gold containing copper would make 
a noise when rubbed on a touchstone or scratchplate (shih shih yu sheng E~1[~).180 

(vii) Heat tests 

Although miners in traditional China could not benefit from modern chemical 
understanding of rocks and minerals, they nevertheless did make use of a number of 
simple tests that involved heat-induced chemical reactions. One group of tests relied 
on the fact that different minerals when introduced into a flame will colour the flame, 
the colour depending on the metals present. Thus, in Yunnan during the Chhing, 
miners used flame tests to distinguish ores from gangue, with a white flame indicat
ing gangue, a green to blue flame ore. 181 These tests also helped them distinguish 
between ores and to determine the quality of ores, with a red flame considered an 
indicator of the highest quality ore. 182 Flame tests also helped in the distinguishing 
of various salts, sometimes a difficult problem. For instance, there was the problem 
of differentiating potassium nitrate from other salts such as sodium or magnesium 
sulphate. This was crucial especially for use in gunpowder because of the import
ance of the quality of potassium nitrate (saltpetre) in the mixture. 183 But even when 
the potassium nitrate was used as a flux in smelting or as an element in processes for 
bringing insoluble mineral into solution (Vol. 5, pt. 7, p. 96), it was important that 
the substance used be true potassium nitrate of reasonable purity for it to be able 
to perform its task effectively. 184 By the end of the +5th century, Thao Hung-ching 
describes the purple potassium flame of saltpetre, as well as its strong deflagration 
on charcoal. 185 In fact, the potassium flame test probably goes back at least to the 
+3rd century, which would place it among the oldest references to a flame test in 
any civilisation. 186 

178 PTKM, ch. Il, p. 6$ de Mely (1896), p. 143. 
119 Phi Hai Chi ru, p. 16a; Chang Hung-chao (1954), p. 441; Meng Nai-chhang (1982), p. 587. . 
180 Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), p. n. Cf. also PTKM, ch. 8, p. $ de Md~ (1896), p. 13. ~erclval 

David (1971, p. 134) interprets this to mean the sound made when the gold was. struck ~gamst a stone. ThiS read
ing, however, is undercut by the following phrase which speaks of the gold leavmg grams on the touchstone. 

181 Copper oxides will colour the flame green, chlorides blue; Pearl (1973), p. 227. 
182 Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 54. 183 Golas (1982), pp. 455-6. 18< VD!. 5, pt. 4, pp. 186-7: 
185 VD!. 5, pt. 7, p. 97. For a good later description (probably Thang or Sung but pOSSibly earher), cf. Vo!. 5, 

pt. 4, pp. 186-7· .. .. . 
lOO VD!. 5, pt. 4, p. 185. In Europe, the earliest reference to a f1a?,e test, m thIS c"."e to identifj the punty of 

iron ore, seems to be that of the Mittelalterische Hausbuch manuscnpt of +1480; Smith & Gnudl (1959), p. 66, 
fn. Biringuccio refers to determining the quality of saltpetre 'by burning it'; Ibid., p. 413. 
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Without use of a spectroscope, flame tests are rather crude. Yet, like so many of 

the other tests that were in fact most practical for use by working prospectors and 
miners, they had the advantage of being very simple. 187 

Another group offlame tests relied not on what happened to the flame but rather 
how the specimen itself reacted to heat. As early as the Eastern Han, Wei Po-yang 
ft18~ in his Chou I Tshan Thung Chhi f,lij ~~II"U3)g (The Accordance of the Book of 
Changes with the Phenomena of Composite Things) noted that gold, even when 
subjected to firing at a high temperature, would maintain its colour and its gleam. 188 
Such tests were useful for distinguishing gold from pyrite which, when roasted in a 
charcoal fire, not only gave off a cerulean smoke but also at sufficiendy high tem
peratures turned black and formed flecks of iron on its surface. 189 Ko Hung 1! r# 
notes in his early +4th century Pao Phu Tzu m;fJr that mica cannot be destroyed even 
by a blazing fire. 190 Su Sung f.iill remarked in the +1 Ith century that arseno-pyrite 
could be distinguished from white gypsum (wang li shih .:E1!.E) because the latter 
would burn into ash on heating while the former would only break Up.191 Chinese 
tin miners in 19th century Malaysia knew that the tin ore cassiterite could be distin
guished from the virtually identically appearing zircon because the colour of the 
cassiterite would not be affected by heat up to 1000 ·C while the brownish zircon 
would turn colourless. 192 Chinese miners in traditional times were also undoubtedly 
aware of the garlic smell emitted by arsenic ores when heated. 

(6) THE LIMITS OF TRADITIONAL PROSPECTING 

KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNIQUES 

We have discussed at some length above (Section (c)) the limited value for working 
miners of most traditional theorising about minerals. In particular, we noted the 
tendency of the alchemists and pharmacologists who did most of this theorising to 
focus on highly generalised and arbitrary theories explaining how minerals came 
to be rather than where they were likely to be found. Their theories also gravitated 
to anthropological and agricultural analogies that, as often as not, were misleading 
rather than helpful. Finally, they seldom tested their ideas by careful observation of 
the phenomena they purported to explain. 

It would be wrong, however, to conclude that theories or, perhaps more accur
ately, widely accepted general ideas about minerals exercised no influence at all on 
mining practice. For example, in the Yunnan copper mines, the miners apparendy 

187 The modern descendant of the early flame tests, the blowpipe test, is still recognised as one of the most 
useful tests for rapidly identifying minerals in the field. Of course, flame tests constitute only a small part of the 
range oftests that are now performed by means ofa blowpipe; see Pearl (1973), pp. 224£. 

188 Cited in Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (r987), p. 79. Below 1063 ·C, gold will neither melt nor change 
colour. 

189 Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987), p. 79, citing Ku Thai's Po Wu roo £an, but, followirig a common mis
attribution, giving Ku Ying-thai as the author; ef. Hummel (1943), Vo!. I, p. 426. 

190 Ch. 11, p. 8b, cited in Vo!. 3, p. 647 (trans. in Feifel (1946), p. 16). 191 Ho Ping-ytl (1968),p. 166. 
192 United Nations (1972), p. 38, fn. 37. 
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believed that the natural native copper (thien sheng thung ~1:.iiJ) found in the cracks 
of the rock was the 'mother' of copper and should not be removed. 193 What we have 
here is an example of an organic analogy used to explain the appearance of minerals. 
Minerals 'grow' in the earth not as a result of physical processes such as deposition 
but rather much as a plant grows from a seed or many animals grow inside their 
mothers. 

There was another theoretical perspective that was shared by miners prob
ably because it accounted for one of the great frustrations of underground mining. 
Yunnan miners generally believed that water in a mine was a good sign of extensive, 
high-quality deposits because 'metal and water mutually produce each other' (chin 
shui hsiang sheng :!fi*;J:§ 1:.).194 In fact, the association of water and rich deposits of 
copper has a good scientific basis: many rich copper deposits are found in the so
called zones of secondary enrichment that lie just below the water table (cf. above, 
Section (d)(2)(ii) ).195 Though Chinese miners could not have understood the cause 
of the association between water and rich deposits, recognition of it perhaps gave 
them some comfort as they struggled with what was one of the curses of the under
ground miner. 196 

For the most part, however, Chinese prospectors would find litde of use in what 
was written in books about the location of ore deposits. Their prospecting is bet
ter seen as a kind of 'informed guesswork', supplemented by plenty of hard work 
and persistence. Michael Fores makes a similar point about even contemporary 
engineering: 'Engineering is not primarily to do with what is said in books. The pro
cess of most engineering work is not observed, set down on paper and recorded for 
others to read about; the knowledge used by engineers in the course of their work is 
characteristically informal and unrecorded ... '197 Another parallel can be seen in 
agriculture where 'theory is still very far removed from practice' and even laboratory 
results are far from infallible predictors of what will happen in the field. 198 Contem
porary geological understanding of ore deposits certainly helps to predict where 
ore deposits mqy appear. Even now, however, theory can hardly be counted on to tell 
where they will appear. As Otis E. Young puts it in what he calls the 'greatest of all 
rules' of mineralisation: 'mineralisation will probably notbe in certain places; it mqy 
be in others; it will be only where it is indisputably found, and nowhere else.'199 

'" Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 53. 194 Li Chung-chtin (1982), p. 3; Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 59. 
195 I am grateful to Lung Tshun-ni of the Industrial Technology Research Institute in Taiwan for this sugges

tion. It was a point well understood by European miners at least by the +[6th century, as seen in the words of 
Biringuccio: ' ... I had always understood that water was the primary and peculiar companion of minerals ... ' 
from which he drew the unwarranted conclusion that 'all mountains from which abundant waters spring also 
abound in minerals'; Smith & Gnudi ([959), pp. 20-1. 

196 Cr. Section (h)(1 [) below. 197 Fores (lgB[), p. [26. 
198 As noted by Francesca Bray in Vol. 6, pt. 2, p. xxiv. 
199 Young ([970), p. B. Eastern Shantung provides a particularly vivid example of an area in China that offered 

much less in the way of certain deposits than its rock formations seemed to suggest. As H. M. Becher noted in 
[887: 'In easten~hantung there are rock formations that look as if they would be productive of metals but are 
not. Examples include gneiss similar to the normal gneiss which had rich silver lodes of the Saxon Erzgebirge; 
granite which often carries gold or tin; crystalline schists and limestones which are often the country rock onead, 
copper, iron and other metalliferous ores. All of these are disappointing here.' Becher (1887), p. 29. 
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While recognising then the limitations imposed on traditional prospecting by 
inadequate geological and mineralogical understanding, we should not exaggerate 
the extent to which the absence of such knowledge hindered prospecting by Chinese 
miners. As late as the 1920S, many Chinese tin prospectors were very confident 
that their intuition and experience put them on a par with foreign engineers and 
their science!200 We should also perhaps modify the statement made above that 
'[ wJithout knowledge of the chemistry of rocks, the search for minerals could never 
have been put upon a rational basis. '201 Rational here might better read 'scientific'. 
The most skilled prospectors and miners in traditional China actually had quite 
an inventory of practical knowledge and techniques that allowed them to prospect 
'rationally' and often even quite effectively. 

'00 Jarland (lg2[), p. 375. 201 Vol. 3, p. 673, fn. g. 



(g) PLACER AND SURFACE MINING 

In China as elsewhere, the first steps toward mining long pre-date the appearance 
of Homo sapiens. Apes and other animals sometimes discovered how to use stones for 
simple tasks, such as crushing nuts or shells, or as weapons (usually without mod~
ing their shape or dimensions).' The distant ancestors of modern humans carned 
this discovery further by seeking out with greater care those stones whose h~rdn:ss 
or shape lent them particularly well to certain uses. ~oreover, as somethm~ like 
human thinking and sensibility began to emerge, certam stones came to be hIghly 
appreciated for their beauty or for their supposed numinous qualities. . 

In this early period, with desirable rocks abundant at the earth's surface and lIttle 
or no digging needed to gather them, we are still at a pre-mining stage perhaps best 
thought of as 'grubbing' since it had far more in .common wi~h gru.bbin~ ~or nuts, 
tubers and the like than with the kinds of excavatIOn we assocIate With mmmg. But 
this long experience of selecting rocks appropriate for different purposes2 certa~y 
nourished the motivation that would lead to true mining, as well as honing the abil-
ity to distinguish between more and less useful rocks. . 

The early Chinese experiments with a wide variety of rocks testIfy to a pro
nounced willingness to explore a broad range of available natural resources. They 
may also reflect the relative shortage of rocks such as flint, chert and obsidian that 
were so important as tool materials in other primitive societies because of the ease 
with which they could be shaped by flaking. 3 In China, for the most part, other 
rocks had to be found to take their place.4 This search for usable rocks led by one 
route to placer mining, by another first to open-pit mining and quarrying, and then 
to true underground mining.5 

1 ChengTe-khun (1959), p. 19. .. 
, Few ifany kinds of stones were not experimented With at o.ne tune o~ another. Leakey (1954), p. 12g. 
, Although a major site for producing flint tools has been dIScovered m the area ~fHu~ehot (Hu-ho-hao-the 

Il'J'liJl'l!r!li'f) in Inner Mongolia (SuJung-yti et al. (lg95), p. 25), we have no evidence m Chma of deP?"ts offlmt 
comparable to that of Rijckholt in the Netherlands whose estImated 41,000 cu. m of excavated flmt nod~les 
could have provided sufficient material for 153 million axe heads! Shepherd (lg80), p. 16~. For two other faIrly 
substantial deposits offlint, see Reid (1901-lg02), p. 27 (over Honan coalfields) and von Rlchthofen (1871)~ p. 14 
(at Chi-chou l!IE m on the Yangtze between Han-khou and Chiu-chiang). There was also chert present m the 
limestone of southwest Manchuria, but it was not a good tool matenal; chalcedony found ID the caVltles oflava 
rocks in the same area, on the other hand, was; Andersson (1934), p. 192: . . . 

4 Chang Kwang-chih (1977), pp. 41, 45, 54-5. The remarkable capaClty of the Chmese for tediou.s processmg 
of materials, as seen later for example in the carving of jade, may have been encouraged from earliest tlmes ~y 
their relatively greater reliance on quartzite. Flint and chert are brittle so that they can be chIpped or flaked qUlte 
easily; they also fracture in such a way as to give sharp edges. QuartZIte, o~ the other han?, lSboth very hard and 
also very resistent. In early periods, it could be shaped only by l~bounously hammenng Its surface; Hodges 
(1970), p. 98. Among the seven earliest stone tools found m Chma (m Yunnan), four are scrapers made of quart-
zite; SuJung-yti et al. (1995), p. 25.. . . . 

, For an interesting recent discussion of the contributlons not only of the Pre-metal Age hthlc mdustry but 
also other industries such as ceramics to early mining and metallurgy, see Barnard (198g)~ pp. 145-~2: Unde~
ground mining was perhaps encouraged by techniques developed for digging wells, a pracnce. that ongmat~d m 
south China by about the -4th millenium and in the north dunng the Lung-shan Im UJ penod (c. -2000), see 
Fang Yu-sheng (I986) and Shih Chia & Kho Shui (I987). 
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(I) PLACER MINING 

(i) Placer deposits and their mining 

Placer mining boasts arguably the longest history of any human technology. Its 
origins go back in a straight line to the discovery by pro to-humans that river and 
stream beds were especially good sources of useful stones. Flints, quartzites and 
schists that had survived the rolling and battering of river waters were likely to be 
tough as well as resistant to corrosion, and therefore ideally suited for use as tools.6 

Cheng Te-khun claims, without a source, that the inhabitants of what is now south
ern Shansi were searching in this way mostly for quartzite pebbles some 600,000 

yearsago. 7 

Besides learning to recognise those hard rocks and pebbles that could be used for 
implements, early prato-humans could hardly have failed to note other 'rocks' that, 
because of their softness and malleability, were singularly unsuited for most uses as 
implements and tools. They might be very useful, however, for special purposes. 
Native copper, for example, was difficult to work in nodule form but could be trans
formed relatively easily into blades when it appeared in thin plates.8 Moreover, 
because of their colour or glitter, gold and copper both invited use as ornaments.9 

True placer mining begins, however, with efforts to obtain minerals in the form 
of very small particles, some even at first invisible. Such deposits result from the fact 
that mineral-bearing rocks at or near the surface of the earth are subject to weather
ing which leads to erasion and disintegration. These detrital materials can then 
be transported quite easily by water, wind, glaciers or gravity. Materials that are 
transported mainly by water and collect in river beds, pools, lakes, deltas or the like, 
are known as alluvial deposits. Detrital materials that collect relatively close to their 
point of formation, as on the slopes below an outcrop, are called eluvial deposits, or 
float. Both groups together constitute placers or placer deposits. 10 

Only resistant, non-weathering minerals will be found in placer deposits since 
they are not subject to oxidation and to the action of the atmosphere. lI In China, 
only gold, tinstone (cassiterite), magnetite (an iron ore), native copper and some 
precious or semi-precious stones constituted important placer deposits. Of these, 
gold was far and away the most important, followed by magnetite and cassiterite.12 

The mining of placers is one of the easiest of all mining operations. In the first 
place, not all eroded materials are transported at the same rate. Mineral-bearing 
materials, typically heavier than other materials, tend to be concentrated in the placers 
after many of the lighter materials have been transported farther downstream or 

• Rosenfield (1965), p. 195. 7 Cheng Te-khun (lg66), pp. 3-4. • Forbes (1954), p. 585. 
9 As noted above (Section (e)), nuggets of gold and pieces of native copper, even of considerable size, were far 

more abundant in early times than they are today. 
10 Cr. above, Section (d)(2)(ii); Stoees ([958), Vol. I, pp. 53-4; United Nations (1972), p. 44. 
11 Stoees (1958), Vol. I, p. 54- . 
12 Much placer mining has been and continues to be carried on in China. We can also assume that, especially 

in early times, there were many placer deposits that were eventually exhausted and forgotten. Hoover & Hoover 
(1912), p. 412, fn. For the history and present situation of the exploitation ofironsands, cf. Wagner(lg85), pp. 28-32. 
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downslope. The result of this natural process of conce?tration .is that minerals th~t 
originate in primary deposits where their occurrence IS too mmute for the de~osIt 
to be economically workable may come together in these secondary depOSIts to 
form workable or even relatively rich placers. 13 

A second reason why placers are relatively easy to mine has to do with the results 
of what we might call nature's milling (or crushing). Placer deposits ?ormally c~n
sist of uncemented or unconsolidated gravels, sands and clay, or resIdues, making 
unnecessary the breaking of rock that requires much time and effort in under
ground mining operations. 14 The minerals can be obtained by relati~ely simple and 
inexpensive processes that separate them from the unwanted matenals. Moreover, 
placer deposits are normally surface or shallow deposits, requiring little excavati?n. 
Consequently, though the mineral content of placers may be small, ease of working 
will often encourage their exploitation. 15 There are, however, cases where surface 
placers have later been covered by overburden, someti~es to a ?reat dep~h. I.n ~e 
case of such buried placers or 'deep leads' with thelT depOSIts of cassItente In 

Yunnan, getting at the deposits was not especially difficult because they still lay well 
above the water table. In Hopeh, however, the covering gravel could be up to 100 m 
thick. That, and problems with water, prevented the Chinese from reaching the 
layers just above the bedrock where the highest concentrations of placers are often 

to be found. 16 

(ii) Gravity separation techniques 

Learning to use water in a 'washing' process to separate minerals. from their sur
rounding matrix constituted a major step forward from dry grubbmg and opened 
the way to placer mining on a significant scale. Often this was the. only way to 
obtain the tiny particles that are typically the object of the placer mmer's efforts. 
Certain deposits, especially those characterised by cohesive, clayey soils, were ~ery 
difficult if not impossible to work by grubbing. Water, however, could be used ~ a 
puddling process to convert clay into a more fluid. form that coul~ then be bail~d 
away. The remaining material, perhaps after drymg, could be pIcked over or, m 

later times, panned. 17 

Nature must have provided the important clue here. The potentially useful role 
of water could have been noticed any time it flowed into a previously worked dry 

13 Tegengren (1924), p. 179. In practice, however, the mineral content of placers is generally small; Stoees 

(1958), Vol. 1, p. 54. 
.. United Nations (1972), p. 44· . ' 
15 Stoees (1958), Vol. 1, p. 54- For example, in Chekiang, ironsands that consisted only of a very low 5-6% tron 

were worked not only because the sands were easy to collect but also because they could be e.aSlly washe.d to pr~
duce a concentrate of 45-50% magnetite; Tegengren (lg24), p. 255. In Hupeh m the 1950~, :,ver sand WIth 2-7 Vo 
ironsandcontained 61-63% iron (corresponding to 84-87% magnetite) after only ?ne slUlcmg;Wagner (lg85), p. 
52. In southern Henan it was said in 1958 that sluicing ironsand was the pnnclpal Sldehne.act~V1ty of th~ peasants 
and '[pjractically all the peasants ... , young or old, male or female, know how to slUlce rron sand; Wagner 

(1985), p. 8. 
I. Hoover (189g-lgoo), pp. 327-9. 17 Young (1970), p. 59. 
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deposit or even down a mountainside, washed away some soil or sand, and thereby 
revealed previously unseen mineral deposits. Under proper circumstances, placer 
mining came to resemble a 'harvesting' operation, with a new 'crop' each year. la In 
+18th century Taiwan, for example, there was at least one area where the natives 
relied on heavy eighth-month rains t9 erode part of the mountainside, collecting 
the eroded soil as well as water in receiving pits dug specifically for that purpose 
at the foot of the mountain, and then washing the soil for gold. 19 A much earlier 
account from the Thang, the +9th century Man Shu it. (Book of the Barbarians) 
of Fan Chho ~~, provides a more detailed description of natives in Yunnan using 
a trenching process to obtain native gold (sheng chin 1:.1iZ):20 

In the period between spring and winter, they first dig [receiving] pits (kheng flL) a chang 1:. or 
more deep (three or more m) and several tens of pu '* across (one pu = c. r'h m). In the sum
mer months, when the rain comes down in torrents, it carries mud into the pits. The natives 
then spread out this alluvium and pick over the sand and rock [for gold] (chi}ii thien thu chih so 
sha shih chungphi chien flP T~±ZPfT1;P E t:p ~t*). They may get flakes or nuggets. The 
larger nuggets weigh up to one or two chin (c. 500-roo grams). The smaller pieces weigh 
three to five liang(c. roO-200 grams). 

Also from the Thang comes another example of a 'harvesting' kind of mining 
that supposedly occurred at a certain 'Gold Pond' (chin chhih 1iZi'ili) near present-day 
Canton.21 Peasants there raised ducks and geese in great numbers and carefully 
washed their faeces for gold flakes they had presumably ingested when drinking the 
gold-bearing water. Successful peasants were reputed to be able to recover between 
a half-ounce and an ounce of gold per day.22 Sung Ying-hsing, in his TKKW, con
siders this story as probably apocryphal (khungwangchi !~~#.c.) but Hsia Hsiang-jung, 
Li Chung-yun and Wang Ken-yuan accept its authenticity. 23 

Most processes using water to separate placer minerals from their matrix rely 
on the differing specific gravities of the minerals and of the unwanted gangue in 
which they are contained. The average acidic (i.e., light-coloured, siliceous) gangue 
is little more than two and one-half to four times as heavy as water while desired 
minerals are much heavier. Gold, with the highest specific gravity of all minerals, 
is more than 19 times as heavy as water. 24 

The simplest method for separating the heavier minerals from their lighter sand 
or gravel or clay or crushed rock matrix is by panning or washing (thao hsuan #i!)3E). 

18 Placer mining was thus the one area of mining where its 'wasting' character could be counteracted by 
processes of replacement, provided the placering was practised on a small enough scale. This was the case for 
example in the gold placers of the Han River ~iI in Hupeh. Each year the waters brought down new gold 
to repla~e what had been taken out in previous mining. As von Richthofen noted in the 1870s, however, any 
mechamsed process to work the gravels on a more extensive scale would have soon destroyed the deposits" van 
Richthofen (1874), p. 4. ' 

19 Lin Chhao-chhi (r969), p. !D3; Davidson (1903), p. 463. 
" Man Shu, ch. 7, cited in Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (r987a), p. 268; my translation, assisted by Luce & 

OeY(1961), pp. 70-1; cf. also Yoshida (r967), pp. 236-7. 
21 ling Piaa I.u I, shang; cited in Hsia Hsiang-jung e( al. (1980), p. 298, fn. 4. "Schafer ('963), p. 251. 
." TKKW", ~h. 14, p. 234; Sun & Sun (lg66), p. 236; Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (1980), p. 288. Sung also notes that 

mmers someUrnes stole gold by swallowing it. 
" Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 267; Young (1970), p. 58. 
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Most typically, the gravel is swirled in a wide, usually flattish dish or pan. 25 This 
causes the heavy particles to settle to the bottom while the lighter materials remain 
suspended in the water and can be allowed to flow off with the water over the edge 
of the pan. The process can be used not only for separating minerals such as gold, 
copper, iron and tin from the sands and gravels of placer deposits but also for isol
ating native minerals embedded in hard rock by first crushing the rock and then 
panning it. 26 

We do not know when the process of panning was discovered. It is hardly likely to 
have occurred much before the late N eolithic period since the very small particles 
normally found in panning would be oflittle use before it had been discovered that 
small bits of metal could be combined by melting to form a larger piece, something 
probably not known before then. 27 

The earliest washing pans or bateas so far discovered in China come from the 
Thung-lii shan i!I#~w excavations. Of the three that have been illustrated (Fig. 30) 
in the excavation reports and other discussions of the site, two are identified as 
dating from the Spring and Autumn period (c. -7th and -6th centuries), the third 
from the Warring States period (-480 to -221). Interestingly, they reveal three quite 
different shapes, suggesting that the miners experimented to find what shapes would 
be most effective. Such experimenting must have continued at least on a small scale 
since, at some point between the late Warring States period and the Ming, a quite 
different washing implement (though still made of wood, and presently called a 
po chi ~~) (Fig. 15) came into use, with a bottom consisting of two pieces of wood 
that come together at an angle, forming a trough. 28 In some mining operations, this 
triangular box (unique to Chinese mining?) was used for a final stage of washing 
(Fig. 31) after a preliminary washing in some kind of sluice (cf. below).29 

It was in the various techniques of washing ore that, more than in most areas 
of mining, human manual skill was the key ingredient. 30 For instance, miners who 
were used to washing lode tin, which tended to be quite angular, would need some 
practice before they could equally effectively wash the more rounded alluvial or 

25 As we shall see, the three basic actions that can accomplish this separation are swirling, reciprocal shaking 
and vertical agitation. 

26 This technique has been important not only for production but also as a means by which prospectors could 
assay the quality of hard rock deposits. They would simply crush a sample of a prospective deposit and then pan 
the results to estimate the richness of the ore. 

27 In addition, melting metals together is sometimes more difficult than one might expect, as Tylecote has 
pointed out for the case of fine particles of gold; Tylecote (1992), p. 5. 

28 Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (I987a), p. 268. I have found no early use of the term po chi to designate this 
washing device, which we shall refer to as a 'washing box'. (One would not want to call it a 'batea' because bateas 
are usually made from one piece of wood, resemble in at least a general way a pan or dish, and are shallow; Fay 
(1920), p. 68.) 

29 Shu Yuan Tsa Chi, ch. 14, p. 9a; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), pp. 270-1. What looks to be a 
'streamlined' version (Fig. 32) seems to have been used by silver miners in Mongolia in the 19th century, but this 
is the only illustration of it I have found. Chinese miners also used closely woven bamboo baskets for washing 
(Fig. 98) though this was a very wasteful implement when dealing with finely disseminated ore; Brown (1923), 
pp. 144-5· 

30 Along with patience. 'In alluvial-gold washing the Chinese is second to none. He has a maximum of 
patience and requires a minimum of remuneration.' Reid (1901-1902), p. 36. 
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Fig. 30. Wooden washing pans (bateas) from Thung-lu shan iJiIl Mt. W. (a) Round pan (phan fi): Spring and 
Autumn Period (Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 269). (b) Rectangular pan (thao chhih #fiJ~ ) : Spring 
and Autumn Period (Ibid., p. 270; Lu Mao-tshun (1974), pI. 8). (c) Boat-shaped pan: Warring States Period, 35 cm. 

long (Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 269; Anon. (1975), pI. 5)· 

placer tin.3I When the panner is expert at his task, however, astonishing results can 
be achieved, especially when dealing with a very heavy mineral like gold. Richard 
Pearl relates a championship performance in which a 75-year-old panner was able 
to recove all 20 pinhead-sized flakes of gold from one tonne of crushed rock in less 
than twenty minutesp2 Not surprisingly, given the patience and manual dexterity 
that have marked so much of Chinese handicraft production, the skill of Chinese 
panners drew the admiration of those Westerners who took time to look closely at 
their work. As Baron von Richthofen commented in regard to the gold panners 
along the Han River .iI in Hupeh: 'In the handling of the pan the Chinese of this 
country have acquired a skill that would excite the envy of a practised California 
gold-digger. '33 

31 Collins (1909-1910), p. 205, comment by O. J. Steinhort. 
32 Pearl (1973), p. II3. 33 von Richthofen (1874), p. 4. 
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Fig. 31. A miner at Thao-hua#~:.fE in Kwangsi demonstrates the washing of gold with the wooden 'box' that has 
been used by Chinese miners for at least four centuries (cf. above, Fig. 15). Original photo, 1994. 

Fig. 32. A 'streamlined' washing pan used by miners in Mongolia. Woo (1902), p. 757. 
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Fig. 33. Miner in Montana, USA washing gold-bearing sand and gravel; Sloane & Sloane (1970), p. 19. 

But whatever the shape of the washing pan, whatever the skill of the panner, 
panning is a wearisome task. This lends particular interest to the fact that, in con
trast to the predominance of metal (tin and, especially, iron) washing pans in recent 
centuries in the West, the Chinese seem to have had a clear preference for wooden 
devices. In part this may have been due to the cost of metal pans. On the other 
hand, it may also have been because of a slight difference in panning techniques. 
While panners in the West frequently swirled their pans with the top edge at most 
barely submerged in the water (Fig. 33),34 the Chinese seem to have taken advant
age of the buoyancy of water to help support the weight of the box and its contents, 

34 Young (1970), p. 109 and fig. 30. 
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allowing the box to float on the water35 and thus easing strain on the back, shoulders 
and arms of the panner. 36 

An even better solution to the rigours of panning ore was to use sluicing instead 
of or in addition to panning. Provided there is an adequate source of water, one can 
set up an inclined trough of some kind (a sluice), put the ore-bearing dirt or gravel in 
the sluice, and allow water to flow over it in a continuous stream. While the lighter 
gangue flows off, heavier particles will tend to sink to the bottom of the sluice where 
they can later be collected and either picked over or washed in order to select out 
the desired mineral or ore. 

The earliest sluices, drawing on the example provided by nature, may well have been 
simply inclined trenches dug in the earth. These would have certain disadvantages, 
however. In many cases, collection of the particles that had been deposited must have 
been very clumsy, requiring the scraping up of at least a small amount of the earth at 
the bottom of the trench in order to be sure to get as many as possible of the particles 
present. This would mean extra washing of non-paying dirt. In some. cases, it wo~ld 
also presumably cause increasing deepening of the trenches over tIme, .rendenng 
them harder to use until eventually they would have to be abandoned. Still another 
serious limitation was the inability to adjust the angle of the trench to regulate the 
velocity of the water flow in order to compensate for different kinds of wash -dirt. 

Excavations of early copper mines have unearthed evidence that suggests that 
Chinese miners may have begun constructing and using wooden sluices as early 
as the Western Chou (-IIth to -8th centuries). At the Thung-ling ~~ mines in 
Jui-chhang lffij &t , a 3.43 metre long wooden trough carved from a log and fitted 
with a removable crossboard at each end and dating perhaps to that period has 
been judged by excavators to have been a sluice through which the flow of water was 
controlled by the crosspieces. 37 At the Thung-hi shan ~ #!J< LlJ mine, five wooden 
troughs, varying in length from 65 to 260 cm, have been found (Fig. 100). In contrast 
to the opinion of the original investigators that these were simply troughs, for get
ting rid of mine waters, Lu Pen-shan, Wang Ken-yuan and other expe~ts on early 
Chinese mining have concluded more recently, apparently on the basIs of gashes 
found in at least one trough, that these actually were sluices for ore separation. 38 

One hesitates on the basis of the descriptions in the reports to give unqualified 
acceptance to the idea that these troughs were indeed used as sluices. 39 If they were, 
it may well be that Chinese miners in a very early period not only discovered how 
to use sluices for mineral separation but were also working, by means of gashes, 
toward a solution to the problem of recovering lighter mineral particles that either 
fail to sink all the way to the bottom of the sluice or, having done so, are later washed 
away by the flow of water. 

35 Wu Yang-tsang (1902), p, 757· -f+ •• • 

36 My own brief experimenting with a wooden panning device at the Thao-hua ;fJ~{~ gold mmes m Kwangsl 
confirmed that the device did have, as expected, considerable buoyancy. 

37 Chou Wei-chien et al. (1990), p. 20. 38 Anon. (1975), p. 8; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 267. 
39 There do not seem to be any reports of radiocarbon dates for these troughs. 
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Fig. 34· Miner preparing a wooden sluice box for washing gold by scraping gashes in the board to serve as riffles. 
Thao-hua ;fJHt, Kwangsi. Original photo, 1994. 

. These gas~es are a primitive form of'riffies', the term commonly used for cross
WIse obstructIOns on the bottom of a sluice designed to trap the heavier mineral 

-particles. The first clear textual reference to the use of this technique in China dates 
from over a th~sand l~ars later, toward the end of the Northern Sung. In the Phing
chou Mo Than i¥11[fr:tJ w< ofChu Yu *~ (+1075? to after +IIlg), we read:40 

To obtain gold in Szechwan, they collect sand along riverbanks and wash it in a wooden pan 
(mu pha~ *M). A great deal of effort is expended for a meagre return. In Teng(-chou) J!11['[ 

and LaI(-cho~) "*1H [along the northern coast of present-day Shantung], the miners use 
only a large ,PIece of wood that has been hollowed out, leaving blademarks [on the bottom 
to se~e as r~ffies]. They place the gravel at the top [of the inclined sluice] and pour water 
over It, causmg the sand to flow away while the gold [particles] collect in the gashes where 
they are very easy to recover. (Fig. 34) 

That .the Shantung area was by far the most important region for the washing 
of gold In the Northern Sung was undoubtedly due in part to the use of sluices 
with riffles.

41 
But riffles were not the only means to assist sluice concentration and 

40 Ch. 2, p. 14b. 

~l SHT:SH 34, 14a [1~26];. Lu Pen-shan. & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 267. In the Chhing period, sluices 
(chm chhuang ~'*) were m ~ldespread use m Yunnan where the government levied a tax of one chhien ~ (3.73 
gra~s) o~ gold on each slUIce per mo-?th~ Ch,an? Hung~chao (1954), p. 215, citing the Yun-nan Thung Chih. In 
Hellungklang, the current term for slUIce IS chm lzu tzu ~ li' r and, for riffles, liu ko tzu li' ~ r; Lu Pen-shan & 
Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 270 . 
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Fig. 35. A sluice board covered with a piece of cloth about the thickness of a towel to substitute for riffles in the 
sluicing of gold. Thao-hua :fgt1E in Kwangsi. Original photo, 1994. 

recovery of metal particles. Another technique, as old as Jason and the Golden 
Fleece, relied on an animal hide or a piece of cloth placed on the surface of the 
sluice. The rough texture trapped the metal particles, which were then recovered by 
burning or washing the material. The earliest reference to using some kind of cloth 
at the bottom of the sluice seems to come from the +8th century Pen Tshao Shih I 
which speaks of obtaining 'bran gold' (fu chin ~~, i.e. fine gold particles) by wash
ing it on felt (chan shang thao chhii lLl::#ifJ1&)42 and it is still widely used by Chinese 
miners (Fig. 35). 

In most cases where gashes or riffles are used instead of a cloth to trap the par
ticles, the sluicing process will produce not isolated particles that can be relatively 
easily collected but rather an enriched mud that must then be panned to separate 
out the particles (Fig. 36 and Fig. 37).43 Something of an intermediary between 
wooden slot riffles and the use of cloth was to be found at least in some gold washing 
operations in Yunnan during the Chhing. There, instead of wood slots, the miners 
used split lengths of bamboo. The rough interior of the bamboo functioned like 
cloth to catch gold particles.44 

42 Cited in Huang Yu-heng & Ai Ta-chheng (1989), p. 74; see also Schafer (1963), p. 251. 
43 Another way to achieve the effect of riffles was to use rocks in the sluice (Fig. 37). 
44 Moore-Bennet (1915), p. 224. 
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Fig. 36. A miner collecting enriched mud from a sluice to pan it in a washing box where the actual particles 
of gold will be separated out or the mud will be further concentrated. Thao-hua :fgt1E in Kwangsi. Original 

photo, 1994. 
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A notable improvement in the efficiency of sluices with riffies (riffie boxes) could 
be achieved by transforming them into cradles or rockers. The American version of 
the cradle was perhaps invented in California by a certain Alexander Stephens.45 

Otis Young describes its construction and use:46 

In principle, the cradle was an abbreviated rime box mounted upon transverse rockers. 
Atop one end was a removable hopper equipped with some sort of mesh screen or perfor
ated iron 'riddle' of punched plate. A slanting canvas apron ran from the 'low' side of the 
hopper down to the 'high' side of the rime box. While two men dug, the third dumped the 
pay sand into the hopper, following it with buckets of water, as the fourth partner vigor
ously worked the rocker handle to and fro. The riddle scalped off the gravel, while the water 
and agitation worked the sands down the apron, over the rime bars, and out the end of the 
cradle. From time to time the hopper was lifted, and its accumulation of gravel was dumped 
to one side. At appropriate intervals the canvas apron (which acted as a sort of catch blan
ket) was washed out, 'and the rime bars were cleaned with a horn spoon. It was a crude 
device, but it worked, and even an unskilled ribbon clerk would cobble a rocker together in 
short order. It eliminated squatting haunch-deep in icy mountain streams for hours on end, 
as panning had required. 

The earliest piece of evidence clearly suggesting that rockers may have been 
independently invented in China comes from a travel account published in 1862 
in which Thomas Blakiston describes the rockers used at that time for gold wash
ing on the upper Yangtze: 'The cradle or rocker is simply a shallow wicker basket 
resting on a frame that has a joint [?], and allows of an oscillating motion to and 
from the washer ... '.47 What Blakiston describes seems to be exactly the same 
device still widely used for ore or native metal washing today (Fig. 38 and Fig. 39).48 
As observed by him, the cradle was operated by one man who formed a team with 
four others: two to bring sand and gravel for washing, one to bring water, and one to 
collect the washed sand and pick over the shingle (gravel and pebbles). The form of 
the cradle (as best we can make it out), the date, and the location all suggest that this 
was probably a Chinese invention. By contrast, the cradles that appear at placer 
deposits in Taiwan in the late 19th century (Fig. 40) were most probably introduced 
by Chinese returned from the goldfields of California and Australia.49 

Traditional gravity separation is an inherently inefficient technique, usually 
capturing only about half of the potential metal. 50 Only larger or 'dimensional' 
flecks of metal will sink to the bottom of the pan or be trapped in riffies; the very fine 

45 Young (1970), p. 110. Could he have been inspired by having seen Chinese miners using something similar? 
46 Young (1970), p. 113. 47 Blakiston (1862), p. 159. 
48 For an idealised and unrealistic illustration, showing both the rocking and the pouring of the water being 

accomplished by a single (very muscular) miner, see Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 195. 
49 Davidson (1903), pp. 464, 473. Until the late 1870s, most of the Chinese who had come to the western 

United States were engaged in working placer mines, using the same simple techniques that had been developed 
in China; Lingenfelder (1974), p. 3; Paul (1963), p. 95. For a description and illustration, neither very satisfactory, 
of rockers currently used in China, cf. Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), pp. 269-70. 

50 According to an estimate made at the Han-ta-chhi '!f!. Ji ~ placer works in Heilungkiang, the max
imum efficiency of traditional Chinese wooden sluice boxes was 70%; Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (l987a), 
P· 27°' 
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Fig. 38. Contemporary miners using a 'basket rocker' at Thao-hua #51E in Kwangsi. Original photo, 1994· 
Cf. Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 195· 
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Fig. 39. A drawing of a 'basket rocker' by Eric Nystr6m, unidentified as to place and date. Presumably shows 
that this washing device was also used in north China, the main area ofNystr6m's work, by the beginning of the 
20th century. (Since Nystrbm also worked for a time in Hunan [Wang Hongzhen etal. (1991), p. 87], the drawing 
may just possibly have been made there.) The construction seems to be essentially the same as the Kwangsi 

, version (Fig. 38) though with a steeper angle to the sluice. The two pits in the foreground, connected by a trench, 
probably served to re circulate the water. (Note also the Chinese style triangular washing box which apparently 
was used not only in the south but also in north China; cf. Fig. 15, Fig. 31 and Fig. 36.) Erik Nystr6m archives, 

Ostasiatiska Museet (Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities), Stockholm. 

so-called flood or flour will escape in the water. Many methods involving a variety 
of materials have been tried to trap as much gold as possible before it was washed 
away. The legend of the Golden Fleece probably refers to the use of raw sheep fleece 
where the wool and lanolin trapped gold particles that could later be recovered by 
washing the fleeceY We have seen that felt was similarly used in Thang China. In 
the case of gold, the overwhelmingly dominant object of placer mining in China, 
the use of mercury in the washing process has been the most effective solution to 
this problem. If the gold-bearing water is made to flow over a pool or film of mer
cury, the mercury will seize and amalgamate with particles, however small, that 
come into physical contact with it. Only this combination of gravity separation 

51 Young (1970), p. 57. 
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Fig. 40. A Chinese family washing gold in the Keelung £I\i River, Taiwan at the end of the 19th century. They 
are using a 'washing cradle' introduced into Taiwan some years earlier, according to Davidson, by Chinese who 
had learned to use cradles in the goldfields of California and Australia. Davidson (1903), pp. 464,468,473. This 
is entirely possible since most if not all indigenous rockers made use of a basket shaken in a forward-backward 
motion relative to the sluice (Fig. 38 and Fig. 39) while this photograph illustrates the side-to-side rocking of the 
sluice itself (hence the name 'cradle') which was very common in Californian and Australian goldfields in the 

19th century. 

and amalgamation can lead to the capture of most of the gold particles in a given 
deposit. 52 

We have suggested above (Section (e)(I)(vii)) that mercury may have been known 
by the Chinese as early as the Spring and Autumn period and was surely widely 
available by the end of the Warring States period. There is a good chance that it was 
in gold plating that the Chinese first made use of the amalgamating properties of 
mercury. Numerous excavated objects from the Warring States period have been 
gold-plated by a process in which gold was mixed with mercury, the resulting liquid 
or paste was applied to a metal surface, and the object was then heated to volatilise 
the mercury, leaving behind the gold plating. 53 Written references to amalgamation 
survive at least from the Han (Vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 243) and Ho and Needham have iden
tified a number of amalgamation processes involving not only gold and silver but 
also copper, tin, iron, zinc and lead described in the Tshan Thung Chhi Wu Hsiang Lei 
Pi laD ~[PJ ~.li*§~W~ (Arcane Essentials of the Similarities and Categories of 

52 Young (1970), p. 96. Even with this technique, certain ores such as gold tellurides (black gold) or rusty gold 
particles with films of iron silicates or manganese would not be captured by the mercury; see Young (1970), p. 98, 
which also stresses the necessity of absolutely avoiding any presence of oil or grease. 

53 Chao Khuang-hua (I984), p. lI. 
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the Five (Substances) in the Kinship qfthe Three), a work probably compiled between 
the +3rd and +7th centuries. 54 None of this, however, gives us much of an idea of 
when mercury first began to be used as an aid to the more effective recovery of gold 
or silver particles from a sandy or gravelly matrix. 

On occasion, when water was not available, minerals could be separated from 
their gangue by crushing the ore very fine and then using a process of air winnowing 
similar to that used in agriculture. 55 The fine ore would be tossed in the air from a 
blanket or similar cloth, and separation would be achieved by relying on the faster 
fall of the heavier mineral. Such a process was in use early in this century in the 
foothills of the Altai range in Sinkiang where the miners obtained gold by winnow
ing auriferous sand. 56 The process, however, is basically slow and wastefup7 and, 
judging from what seems to be a complete silence in the traditional texts, was 
seldom if ever used in most parts of China where water would be available at least 
for part of the year. 

(2) OTHER FORMS OF SURFACE MINING58 

Apart from placer mining, surface mining can refer to a variety of methods by 
which miners, colliers, potters, quarrymen, builders and others procured useful 
minerals and materials found at or near the surface of the earth. Throughout 
Chinese history, vast amounts of building materials (such as stone, clay, lime), clays 
for ceramic production, and minerals such as iron, silver, copper, cinnabar, sulphur, 
arsenic and coal have been obtained through various forms of surface mining. One 
might also discuss here dredging (actually a form of placer mining) and, indeed, 
dredging for gold is today very important in some parts of China as I was made aware 
by the more than 100 dredges I saw in 1994 along the Li River lEiI in Kwangsi 
between Ku-phao ttfEi2 and Wu-chou m 1'[\[ . I have discovered no references to 
dredging in pre-I9th century mining, but it is possible that it may have occurred in 
some places using a dredge more or less similar to the one illustrated in Vol. 4, pt. 3 

(P·338). 
What might be considered perhaps the simplest kind of surface mining occurred 

by serendipity when farmers ploughing their fields chanced to dig up pieces of native 
metal, or some ore that they were able to recognise and use. Later, a great deal of 
bog iron and coal and lesser amounts of metal ores, such as those of copper and sil
ver, were obtained in this way (Fig. 17).59 

H Cf. Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 317. By the +IIth century, the Chinese were even using for amalgamation mercury 
derived from a kind of purslane plant; Vo!. 3, p. 679, fn. c. 

55 Sloane & Sloane (1970), p. 20. Sometimes, even a bellows could be used; Ibid. 
56 Torgasheff(1930), p. 125. 57 Young (1970), p. 109. 
58 For a very useful attempt to provide a systematic overview of various kinds of surface mining and related 

activities, see Cranstone (1994). 
59 It has been suggested that there is an etymological relationship between this primitive kind of surface 

mining and the character chu. 'to smelt'; Needham (1980), p. 514. Cf. Karlgren (1964), pp. 280-1; Hua Chueh
ming (I987), p. 66. 
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Even where surface operations developed into excavations of some depth, they 
usually tended to remain small-scale,60 for a number of reasons. To begin with, 
there was the problem of removing large quantities of overburden with the tools 
available to the miners. 61 Water was another obstacle. In any area where there was 
significant rainfall, especially in an extended rainy season, considerable rainwater 
would accumulate in large pits, requiring major drainage efforts before mining 
could begin again. This problem would not arise in the case of adits and could be 
easily minimised at shaft workings by the simple expedient of covering the openings 
during rainy periods. Many shafts in any case had permanent protecting structures 
over the shaft opening (Fig. 1 and Fig. 87) or were even located inside the miners' 
dwellings. 62 

Given the small scale of the workings, it is only to be expected that weathering 
over the centuries as well as human modifications of the landscape have largely 
obliterated their traces. Moreover, the usually simple techniques employed were 
not likely to draw much attention from the small number of earlier Chinese writers 
who showed any interest in mini~g t hniques or, more recently, from archaeolo
gists working on mining remains. rface workings have rarely been the subject 
of archaeological excavation rep tS.63 The result is that the history of this area of 
Chinese mining has barely begun to be explored.64 

The small scale of most Chinese surface mining by no means meant insignificant 
production totals. Because such mining was so extensively practised throughout 
China, the product of small-scale surface mining, in terms of total tonnage, over
whelmingly dominated traditional Chinese mining (see Table 2).65 The major pro
ducts obtained by means of vast numbers of small, shallow surface operations were 
building materials, decorative rock such as marble, clays for ceramic production, 
coal and iron.66 Particularly in the case of iron, deep-mining was seldom necessary 
to obtain the amount of ore required for typically small-scale premodern produc
tion levels, say a few hundred tonnes of pig iron per year.67 Even larger operations 
could often be supported by surface mining: Tegengren has estimated that open-pit 
works averaging only 4 m in depth produced at Li Kuo-i flj I~LW, the great North
ern Sung iron-production centre located in the northeast corner ofKiangsu, some 

60 This was certainly true for the early 20th century; Torgasheff(1930), p. 53!. 
61 By contrast, the powerful earth-moving equipment used in modern mining often makes open-pit mining 

less expensive than underground mining; Larson (1984), p. 8. 
62 Where shafts went down to the water level (which would rise during the rainy season), accumulated water 

could become a serious problem. In Shantung coal shafts at the turn of this century, it took two months of 
drainage efforts after the rainy season before mining could begin again; Anon. (1898-1899), p. 642. 

63 Cf. above, Section (e)(I). 64 See, e.g., Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (I98o), p. 357.:.. 
65 Even as late as the Ming and Chhing, the frequent use of khuang-ehhang II ~ 'mining field/ ground/place' 

instead of tung m 'adit/underground passage' or ehing if 'shaft' to refer to silver and copper mines probably 
reflect the fact that most of these mines were shallow workings; Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (I987), Vol. I, 
p.239,n·429· 

66 In Kweichow, cinnabar was often turned up just in the ploughing offields; von Richthofen (1872b), p. 81. In 
Anhwei, especially where rich ores outcropped or were covered by only a shallow layer of earth, copper mining 
was carried on even down to the Thang and Sung periods (+7th to +13th centuries) in pits typically 2Q-30 m in 
diameter and IQ-15 m in depth; Yang Li-hsin (I988), p. 182. 

67 Wagner (1993), p. 258. 
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Fig. 41. A miner in the Thao-hua#tn area south ofKuei-lin, Kwangsi collecting soil from which he will later 
wash the disseminated native gold. Original photo, 1994. 

500,000 tonnes of iron ore in traditional times.68 At the Ko-chiu OOlJ tin minesjust 
before World War II, the largest pits had a vertical depth of over 200 m (1,000+ 
pu ti7); ore haulers might have to walk well over three km to exit the pit. 69 Surface 
workings on that scale required miners with special expertise that was recognised to 
be different from the expertise of underground specialists. 70 

In many cases, where native metals or ores were disseminated in the earth, mining 
consisted of the simple process of collecting earth and washing it to obtain its min
erals. One can still see such activity, on a very small scale, at places like Ko-chiu where 
peasant miners collect disseminated cassiterite (Fig. 98) or in the Thao-hua ;fj~1E area 
in the gold belt south ofKuei-lin t.!# where, besides underground mining of veins, 
there is a small amount of surface mining of disseminated native gold (Fig. 41). 

Such operations could often continue for long periods of time essentially un
changed. In the right conditions, however, surface mining could lead to more com
plex operations. This was especially true where outcrops of either metals or coal 
were worked. In recent years, archaeologists have begun to provide information not 

.68 Tegengren (1924), pp. 237-8. The ultimate depth of the pits was, according to Tegengren, apparently deter
mmed by the level of the ground water. 

69 SuJu-chiang (I942), p. 66. At Ko-chiu, 5pu was about equivalent to I m; Draper (1931), p. 178. 
70 Ibid., p. 25. 
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only on larger surface excavations but also of how they could develop into under
ground mines. 

The most extensive remains of very early surface mining, in this case of copper, are 
those found at Ta Ching::k# in Lin-hsi #iffi hsien, Inner Mongolia with its more 
than 100 trenches over an area of 2 sq. km. These workings date to the early Chou 
period, --9th to -7th centuries, and are a particularly good example of the working 
of an outcrop to the point where the workings verged on underground mining. One 
trench that reached a length of about 500 m and a depth of 10 m is reported to have 
been only 0.6 m wide.7\ The largest single early open-pit working, dating to about 
the middle of the -1st millennium, was found in 1957 at Nu-la-sai t\)(lli:JI in Ni-lo
kho ~1glr5'l county in Sinkiang. No excavation report seems to have yet been pub
lished on mining at this site,72 but we know that two open-pit workings were found, 
the largest of which was 100 m long and reached a depth of 50 m.73 Interesting 
remains have also been found at what is presently China's earliest underground 
mine, at Thung-ling iFo.l~ inJui-chhang lffijl§, Kiangsi. 74 Here, a mine identified by 
the excavators as 'number Il' and dating back to the mid-Shang or about the -13th 
or -14th century shows not only a surface working but also how it developed into an 
underground working. The miners began with a trench excavation that, because of 
the weathered and broken character of the rock, required on each side a retaining 
wall of wooden stakes to hold back the earth and rock. At the end of this trench, 
(because they had gone as deep as they were able with trenching?) they sank a 
vertical shaft, from the bottom of which they then extended a working gallery. 75 
Open pit mining was also pratised at Thung-lii shan j[ilJ#jHIJ, commonly to depths 
of 20-30 m,76 and we have a carefully drawn view of one of the workings where the 
excavated pit is flanked by two mounds of gangue (Fig. 42). 

A final method of surface mining, much used by the Romans in Spain, Wales, 
Bosnia and Hungary,77 was hydraulicking or hushing whereby a strong current 
of water is used either to remove waste overburden or to break down softer beds of 
ore or earth impregnated with native metals. Though this practice is reminiscent 
of beneficiation or concentration methods used at the tin mines of Ko-chiu (see 
Section (i)(2) below), it seems seldom if ever to have been used to any significant 

71 Chou Wei-chien et al., (1990), p. 18; Liu Shizong et al. (1993), p. 58. 
12 Li Yen-hsiang & HanJu-pin (1990) deals exclusively with the smelting technology employed here. See now, 

however, Md Chien-chun & Li Yen-hsiang (1995)' 
73 Chou Wei-chien et al. (r990), p. 19; Liu Shizong et al. (1993), p. 61; Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (1993), 

P·34· 
" See above, Section (e)(I)(i)(8). 
" Chou Wei-chien et al. (1990), pp. 19-20. Excavators at the Chin-niu tung 1i<4=-l\iiJ mine in Thung-ling j(iiJ~, 

Anhwei hypothesise that mining began there in essentially the same way after open pits had reached a depth of 
some 8 m; Yang Li-hsin et al., (1989), p. 917. 

7' Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981), p. 88; Barnard (1989), pp. 170-1. 
17 Forbes (1963), p. 203. Davies (1935), pp. 18, 100lf., 110,204. Some questions have been raised about whether 

the evidence of hushing at Dolaucothi in Wales actually dates from the Roman period; Cranstone (1994), 
P·14S· 
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Fig. 42. An ancient open-pit working (.tu lu-thitn tshai-chhang E!lJl5'C*:IiJiI) at Thung-Iu shan ilif Lli. The work 
started from 24.m ab~ve Sea leve~ and proceded into the ore body (khuang /hi liIlI) to a depth ofl9 m (5 m above 
sea level). On eIther SIde are ancIent mounds of excavated waste (.tu phai /hu cbhang E!ll!lF±:IiJiI) rising to heights of 

35 and 32 m above sea level. Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981), p. 88. 

extent for mining in China. 78 The reason may well have been that this pre-eminently 
labour-saving technology, requiring heavy capital investment up front, hardly 
recommended itself in the context of Chinese mining where labour was cheap but 
capital was at a premium (see Section (k)(s) below). 79 

78 H. Louis does describe Chinese gold miners in Malaysia using hushing together with heavy iron-tipped 
crowbars to remOVe earth and surface rock from quartz reefs: 'A small water furrow is first brought in at the high
est possible level On a suitable hillside. The principal tool used by these Chinese miners is a heavy long wooden 
crow-bar, shod with a long strongly made chisel-pointed iron socket. With the help of this and of the stream of 
wa~er, whIch rarely exce~ds 50 cu. ft. per minute, the surface soil and weathered country rock are loosened and 
,Iulced away. No trouble IS taken to save any of the gold washed down, except in one or two instances where rude 
riffles have been inserted in the tail race; the sluice is, however, carefully searched for bits of quartz showing 
VISible gold, whIch are pIcked out and put on one side. The surface of the shales is thus stripped, and any veins of 
gold that may be laid bare are then worked .. .'; Louis (1891), p. 640. 

" Rodman Paul (1963, p. 30) also points out that one seldom encountered the combination of natural condi
tions (extensive shallow deposits, abundance of water, and hilly terrain capable of giving the water a sufficient 
'fall') that made USe of this process feasible. 



(h) UNDERGROUND MINING 

Tis his to find the glittering ore 

For ages hid in earth's dark womb, 

To creep and climb, to dig and bore 

And build himself a living tomb 

Some six feet high, some four feet wide 

And reached o'er depths that few would stride. 

'The Oll!)lheeAvalanche', Raise, Idaho' 

(I) BEGINNINGS OF MINING UNDERGROUND 

The same grubbing for surface rocks that evolved into placer mining (cf. Section (g) 
above) undoubtedly also led in some cases by imperceptible steps to the first true 
underground mining. 2 No great imaginative leap was necessary for proto-miners 
who were already digging out rocks partially embedded in the earth to come up 
with the idea that useful materials might be found completely covered over and 
perhaps even at some depth.3 In some areas, such as western Europe and England, 
the search for high grade flint required mining at some depth4 but we have as yet no 
evidence that flint played any significant role in early Chinese mining. On the other 
hand, once the usefulness of metals had been discovered, the search for pieces of 
native copper certainly encouraged digging underground.5 

An alternate route to true underground mining, as we have seen ((g)(2)), was the 
progressive working of relatively well-defined outcrops that led miners bit by bit to 
push deeper into the earth, a process that might well develop into the digging of 
shafts (Fig. 62). In all of this, we should not ignore the likely role of potters. As Cheng 
Te-khun reminds us, 'the Neolithic potter was a keen explorer of natural resources'. 
Different clays result in very different kinds of fired bodies and the early potters 
carefully selected those clays that were best for their purposes. Moreover, iron, 
copper, manganese and other ores were a source of pigments for decorating pots.6 

Even for repairing broken vessels, a paste prepared from lime concretions was used. 

, A Boi,e newspaper, cited in Todd (1967), p. 6g. 'Barnard (lg8g), p. 148. 
3 As happened in other areas also, such as North America: ' . .. in North America quite a number of "mines" 

are known, where large pebbles and boulders were dug out oflightly consolidated ancient gravels by digging pits, 
and even small chambers, into the deposit. The tools were frequently roughed out on the spot.' Rosenfield (lg65), 

P·lg5· 
, Shepherd (lg80), p. 112. 
, Hsia Hsiang-jung ,I al. (I98o), p. 6. It could well be that Europe had more flint available in workable horizons 

(Shepherd (lg80), p. 167) than did China, while the opposite was true for copper and copper ores. 
6 ChengTe-khun (lg74), pp. 222-3. The red/brown colours on the famous Yang-sha?jqlllll p.ots, for ex~mple, 

were produced by pigments made mainly from hematite; the black pigments were denved mamly from !Ton or 
manganese ores; Hsia Hsiang-jung el al. (I980), p. 12. 
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In any case, Chinese miners by the late Neolithic period were not only exploiting 
outcrops by means of open-pit workings but had already moved on to true under
ground mining. 7 

(2) MINIMISING EXCAVATION 

The ideal underground ore deposit for traditional miners was enclosed in country 
rock that was soft enough to be worked without too much difficulty but was com
pact and strong enough so as not to be prone to collapse. There were, unfortunately, 
few ideal deposits. In the early stages of mining, before timbering techniques had 
been developed, a strong country rock not susceptibie to caving was especially 
important for the safety of any excavations at depth. But without power tools, 
breaking through such rock was an arduous and extremely slow process. If the rock 
was relatively soft, traditional miners could perhaps advance at the rate of 15 cm 
every 24 hours. Progress through hard rock might not exceed 10 m a year.8 

It is not surprising, then, that Chinese miners avoided unnecessary breaking of 
rock whenever they could.9 The result was a kind of mining in which the miners 
carefully followed wherever the veins led, while doing everything possible to avoid 
excavating surrounding country rock or poor tenor ore. IQ An interesting example 
is seen in the Warring States copper mine at Ma-yang )jjiji Iljj in Hunan. Here, by 
carefully selecting good ore for excavation while leaving in place poorer quality 
ore, the miners produced two-level drifts or galleries where the foot of the upper 
level and the roof of the lower level were formed by a layer of poor quality ore (Fig. 43). 
At least by Ming times, the Chinese themselves referred to mines that closely fol
lowed the windings of the ore as 'worm eaten wood' (chhung tu mu fi. * ) 11 or 
mouse holes (shu-hsueh M7\),'2 Later foreign observers typically disparaged it as 
'rabbit warren' mining or 'burrowing' or 'gophering' (Fig. 44).13 Those who had a 
better understanding of the context of Chinese mining were slower to deride the 
practice.Japanese observers in the 19th century, for example, were impressed by the 
ability of the Chinese miners to work in extremely cramped drifts, recognising how 
this minimised excavation labour. 14 There were also other constraints over which the 
miners had no control and that sometimes forced them to follow far from optimal 

7 Lu Pen-shan (I990), n.p. Though we as yet have no direct evidence of underground mining in Neolithic 
China, the excavation capabilities of the Chinese at this time are well attested by storage pits, wells, tombs, 
moats and reservoirs; Barnard (lg8g), pp. 148-50. 

• Neuberger (1930), p. 4; Hollister-Short (1985), p. 56. 
• Slessor (1927), pp. 60-1. They were hardly alone here. As Paul Craddock puts it so well: '(E]arly miners 

everywhere were very reluctant to dig anything that was not ore.' Craddock (1987), p. 183. 
'0 Coal seams were often worked only where they were thick enough so that the miners did not have to cut into 

the walls; Pumpelly (1866), p. 20. 

11 Shu Yuan Tsa Chi, ch. 14, ga; Hsia Hsiang-jungelal. (1980), p. 2g5. "YangLi-hsin (1988), p. 187. 
" For a fine illustration of the same kind of mining at the great Kutna Hora silver mines in Bohemia in late 

medieval Europe, see Gimpel (t977), p. 71. 
" Davidson ('g03), p. 465. 
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Fig. 43. A two-level inclined shaft from the Warring States copper mine at Ma-yang Jjjijj[~ in Hunan. The layer of 
ore (white in the photograph) forming the foot of the upper level and the roof of the lower level consists of a 
greyish white feldspathic quartz sandstone 0.4 m in thickness and containing only about 0.2% copper. Hsiung 

Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985), p. 119 and pI. 2, no. 5. 

mining practices. The owners of mining tracts in China, just as their counterparts 
in modern Bolivia, had potentially much to gain by granting prospecting and mining 
rights to a maximum number of miners and thereby increasing chances of a strike. 15 

This, too, encouraged labyrinthine workings marked by a maximum of small excava
tions heading in all directions according to the vagaries of the ore or the skill or luck 
of the miners. 16 

(i) Excavation tools 

It seems to be a characteristic of premodern mining anywhere that most of the 
tools that come to be used widely in a mining tradition make their appearance relat
ively early. From then on, their forms persist largely unchanged, except for perhaps 
becoming larger and heavier. In Europe, the tools used by the +I6th century miners 
commonly differed little, if at all, from what had been available to their counterparts 

15 Godoy (1985), p. 153. 
16 An important result of this kind of working was that it often left the mines unsuitable for exploitation at a 

later time; Furth (1970), p. 60. 
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Fig. 44. A large 19th century underground copper mine in Yunnan. At the lower right, a two-m~n team is 
excavating ore with one man holding a gad or chisel and a second wielding a heavy hammer that weIg~ed from 
three to five chin or about one-and-a-halfto three kilograms; Wu Chhi-chtin (1845), ch. I, p. 4a. The thIrd man, 
sitting and resting, will haul the ore away. The lamp he is holding, after being stuck into his head cloth,. will light 
his way as he crawls to the surface; see the crawling miner on the left side just about to reach the openmg of the 
mine. That miner is using two 'crawling sticks' well described by Draper (1931, p. 184) as 'a T-shaped stick 12 in. 
long by 6 in. high (?) which, grasped at the middle, serves as a sort of hand c~utch to keep o~e hand ~ff th~ rou~h 
slimy floor of the incline, and as a support for the back sack w?en the coohe stops to rest . The artIst tnes .~Ith 
limited success to illustrate various kinds of shafts and gallenes. In the background on the left are the hvmg 

quarters for the workers. 

in classical antiquity. 17 In China, even the miners at large-scale operations, such as 
the copper mines of Yunnan in the +I8th century, still relied overwhelmingly on 
mallets and chisels, mattocks and hoes in form much like those of their fore
runners who attacked the copper ores ofThung-lu shan ~*~LlJ in the Spring and 
Autumn period. 18 

17 Bromehead (1956), p. 8; Smith (1967), p. 143. Some scholars would go even further. Shepherd (198~, p. 182) 
argues that the 'tools and other equipment used by the miners [in the prehistoric copper mines of Austna] were 
the ancestors of tools used in the industry up to a decade ago.' 

18 Wu Chhi-chtin (1845) (several examples in illustrations); Sun (1964), p. 63. The mallet/chisel combination 
was so much the norm that the miners frequently referred to the left side as the 'mallet side' because the miner 
wielding the mallet worked on that side, while the right side was the 'chisel side'. 
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Like other workers and craftsmen, miners in China worked with a small number 
of simple but effective and flexible tools. 19 Despite the widely varied types and con
ditions of mining, the tools used show little change over time either in shape or, after 
the introduction of iron, in material of which they were made. This also holds true 
surprisingly often across different kinds of mining. 20 

In early times, as the materials used for making mining tools advanced from 
stone, wood and bone to bronze or copper and iron, evolution of better tools 
making full use of the potential of each new material was probably slowed to some 
extent by the phenomenon seen in all cultures of skeuomorphism or the tendency 
to fashion new materials into shapes more appropriate to earlier materials until the 
potential of the new material had come to be better understood. 21 In later times, 
specialisation of tools may have been impeded in some measure by the universal 
pride of the craftsman in his own personal skill, his 'knack'. 22 

But conservatism and cost were almost certainly the decisive considerations here. 
The roots and expressions of Chinese conservatism may be complex and its impact 
may be hard to measure, but it coloured in one way or another every reaction of the 
Chinese to their environment.23 It was a powerful force for the preservation of the 
old, whether ways of doing or ways of thinking. 24 In Chinese mining, that conser
vatism consistently hindered change of any kind, including the introduction of new 
tools and mining methods. 

The inhibiting effect of conservatism was abundantly reinforced by the hard 
reality that most Chinese miners, struggling just to meet their basic needs, could 
hardly afford any but the cheapest and therefore most primitive tools. In the case of 
many who engaged in mining only as a part-time supplementary activity, general 
purpose tools that could be used, say, in both farming and mining would be pre
ferred to more specialised tools. 

19 One thinks of professional chefs in China who still do all of their cutting and chopping with a single cleaver. 
The very flexibility of the tools poses its own problems for modern archaeologists and historians who study them: 
while the uses of some of the tools are obvious at a glance, it can be very difficult to know how others were used; 
Wagner (1993), pp. 41, 209. Hence the lack of standardised terminology in the archaeological reports which 
makes careful study of the tools themselves (even if only in photographs and drawings) more important than 
reliance on the names the excavators apply to them; Wagner (1993), p. 150. 

,. This phenomenon is by no means limited to China. For example, Ricardo Godoy notes of contemporary 
tin mining in Bolivia: 'The mining equipment and tool kits are uniform across mines regardless of differences in 
mineralised reserves.' (Godoy (1985), p. 151.) What may be unique to China (this is a topic needing further study) 
is the extent to which similar tools prevailed despite not only the variety of the deposits of any given mineral but 
also the range of minerals and materials mined. 

21 See Basalla (1988), pp. 106-7 and Sayee (1963), esp. pp. 8<>-93, which provide many examples from ancient 
as well as modern cnltures. For a group of examples from China, see Barnard (1961), p. 60, fig. 16 which shows 
a number of Shang bronze vessels and their pottery prototypes. I am grateful to Graham Hollister-Short for 
drawing my attention to this phenomenon, for the reference to Sayee, and for the comment, important for what 
follows, that 'skeuomorphism is not conservatism in the sense of there being any conscious volition involved'. 
(personal communication) 

" Cf. Vo!. 2, pp. 121-7. 
" In this, China was by no means alone among traditional societies; see Mokyr (1990), pp. 154-5. 
2. Modernisation efforts over the last two centuries, of course, repeatedly stumbled over this same rock of 

conservatism. To be sure, those persons to be Imodernised' can sometimes recognise explicitly or intuitively that 
the new ways of doing things will bring unwanted changes or risks to their lives. But often it was a generalised 
satisfaction with things as they were that mitigated against changes of any kind. For such thinking among con
temporary Bolivian miners, ,ee GOOoy (1985), pp. 150-1. 
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Fig. 45: :arliest (?) bone pick discovered in China in connection with a mining site, in thi, case at Ta-ching *# 
Lin-hSl i1!i county, Lia~nmg. It dates from the first half of the -1St millennium (Late Western Chou - Sprin~ 

and Autumn penod). Barnard (1989), p. 169, fig. 9; Wu Chia-chhang (1983), p. 143, fig. 9, no. 6. 

Fig. 46. Recon~tructions ~fWarring States iron implements from Ku-wei village, Honan. Cheng Te-khun (1963), 
p. 247· On the difficulty of IdentifYIng early tools and the possibility that one implement might have served as more 

than one kind of tool, See Rostoker e/ al. (1983), p. 198, but note also Wagner's comment (1993, p. 218, fn. 11). 

Finally, we noted in the introduction that one of the unique elements of mining 
as a te~hn?logy was its heavy reliance on brute strength and endurance. Nothing 
could. slgni1?cantly change that in the traditional context, certainly not tools with 
margmally lffiproved designs.25 

Up to the mid or lateShang, Chinese miners relied chiefly on relatively small 
to?ls made of bone, ,:ood and stone (F~g. 45). Only very gradually did they begin 
usmg larger and heaVIer tools,26 and to mcorporate bronze in their manufacture. 27 
Among these, axes (Fig. 46), chisels or wedges (Fig. 46 and Fig. 47), and gads (Fig. 48) 
that have been excavated from pre-Han and Han mines were probably some tools 

. 2~ This of course did not preclude at least small improvements in tools and even a certain amount of special-
ISa~o~:~oo! forms; Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (:993), p. 35. . 
. . en shan (1990), n.p. One axe from the Spnng and Autumn penod excavated in Hupeh weighed an 
III1posmg 16.3 kg. 

27 Vogel (1982), p. 145. 
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Fig. 48. Three bronze 'pig's tongue' (chu-she ~%) gads (pen~) from Thung-hi shan ~f,:~ill, length 7.0-9.2 cm. 
All have eyeholes for a pin to secure their handles. Lu Mao-tshun (1974), pI. 9. Yang Yung-kuang, Li Chhing
yuan and Chao Shou-chung speculate that these gads, widely used in the Western Chou period, were hafted in 
such a way that, like an axe, the cutting edge was parallel or near parallel to the handle. They provide no evid
ence for this reconstruction, however. Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981), pp. 88-9. It seems equally possible that 
they formed the head of a digging stick essentially like those still used in Chinese coal mining in the 19th 

century; and perhaps even today; see Fig. 22. 

that were used only in mining.28 Nevertheless, throughout the history of Chinese 
mining, the norm was considerable overlap of mining tools and the tools of other 
occupations, especially agriculture (Fig. 49).29 

More than the design or modification of tools to meet the special needs ofmin
ing, it was the materials from which the tools were made that largely determined 
their effectiveness. The unique requirements in mining for the application of brute 
force make great demands not only on the miners themselves but also on their tools, 
where strength and durability are essential qualities. 30 Keeping this in mind, it is not 
difficult to appreciate why wooden and stone tools remained dominant in Chinese 
mining right into the Warring States period. 31 Once shaped, tools made of hard 
stone would possess considerable durability. Even wood, where it was available in 
hard and strong varieties or where it could be treated to increase its hardness, was a 

28 Interestingly, no implements that can be unequivocally identified as picks or pick-axes seem yet to have 
been discovered in pre-Han mines. They were, however, already a part of the Chinese toolkit; see Wagner (1993), 
p. 37, Fig. 1.8 for two examples. 

29 One tool typically found in a miner's version is the straight pick, apparently a modification of the curved 
pick, which in most if not all cases probably derived from the use of the horns of animals for prying actions. Cf. 
below and Raistrick (1972), p. 24 . 

30 It is easy to miss the toll that mining takes on tools. Bromehead has provided one of any number of possible 
examples, noting that 'in the salt mines at Hallstatt a modern miner uses ten steel picks in an eight-hour shift'; 
Bromehead (1942), p. 196. 

3 1 Vogel (1982), p. 145. And they continued to be used in mining or other occupations right down to this cen
tury. Hommel in the 1920S found stone hammers still in use to drive wedges in a 'primitive oil press'; Hommel 
(1937), p. 2. In parts of Europe, flint and wooden tools continued to be used in mining until the Middle Ages; 
Forbes (1963), p. 192. 
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Fig. 49. Peasant(?)-miners using the same kind of mattocks as used in farming to dig for copper and lead ores. 
Sun & Sun (1966), p. 243. The curiously shaped basket in the lower left, seen in Fig. 60 and perhaps also in Fig. 82 
and in Wagner (1985), p. 7, fig. 2 and p. 9, fig. 3, served as a kind of basket Is hovel and seems to have been widely 

used especially in coal mining; Anon. (19IO), p. 76I. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 50. Iron scrapers (gouges(?), rakes(?)) identified as pa ~ from Thung-hi shan m#.f< Ill. (a) 50 cm long, with 
12 cm wide blade. Lu Mao-tshun (1974), pI. 9. See Anon. (1980) for colour plate. (b) Cast iron scraper, 50 cm 

long with 9.3 cm wide blade. Anon. (1975), fig. 12 and pI. 4. 

very serviceable ~aterial for mallet heads, crowbars, etc., as well as being an obvious 
choice for handles of all kinds. 32 Of course, wood ordinarily also had the advantage 
of being easier to shape than stone. 

It is hardly surprising then that metal came only very slowly to be used for mining 
tools. The first candidate, copper, was in reality not an option, being too soft for most 
purposes. Much of early bronze would be only marginally better, though here the 
main impediment was undoubtedly cost, which not only limited the number but also 
the size of the bronze tools used. 33 For example, bronze tools excavated at Thung-lii 
shan ~#9<UJ, expecially those said to date from the first half of the -1st millennium 
(Western Chou and Spring and Autumn periods), tended to be small in comparison 
with tools from the following centuries. 34 This helps account for the extreme narrow
ness of the shafts and galleries in this period. These small bronze tools were limited 
not only in their ability to break rock but also in their efficiency in cutting and shap
ing timbers for supports, thus further encouraging openings as small as possible. 

The picture changed dramatically, however, with the availability of both cast and 
wrought iron in the Warring States period. Now metal began to replace wood and 
stone extensively in certain tools. This occurred not only with the tools mentioned 
above but also with others such as scrapers (or rakes or gouges) and hoes (Fig. 50). 

32 Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985), pp. 119-20. The strength of wooden implements was frequently max
imised by carving them out of single pieces of wood. Stresses on such implements were much more evenly dis
tributed across their entire surface than would be the case for implements assembled from two or more pieces; 
Chou Pao-chhuan (1984), p. 72. 

33 Bronze, however, was used to some extent for ordinary tools throughout China and neighbouring areas, though 
perhaps not extensively for agricultural tools except in the lower Yangtze region; Wagner (1993), pp. 33-41; Vogel (1982), 
p. 45. Interestingly, miners at the other end of the Eurasian continent seem to have largely skipped the stage of 
bronze tools, or at least picks. The earliest metal picks in Western mining were made of iron ; Forbes (1963), p. 192. 

34 Chou Pao-chhuan (1984), p. 7I. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.5I. (a) Wooden shovel (chhan _) from Thung-hi shan ~~W, blade height 30-40 cm, width 10 cm. Lu Mao
tshun (1974), pI. 8 and p. 253. (b) Wooden spade (chhiao jfk) from Thung-lu shan, total length 76 cm. Ibid. 

Fig. 52. Wooden scoop (phiao Ill) from Thung-lu shan jlJ#~W . Anon. (1975), fig. I4, pI. 5. 

Advances in iron technology continued to provide improved tools for miners 
throughout the Warring States period and into the Han. Tools that had to be able to 
withstand shock came to be made of steel or malleable cast iron, which were pro
duced in China at least by the -3rd century.35 The easy availability of good iron and 
steel for tools may well have had an even greater effect on mining than on agriculture. 

Of course, for uses where strength and durability were less of a concern, wood 
remained the material of choice for economic as well as other reasons. Thus we find 
at Thung-lu shan ~#~LlJ wooden shovels and spades (Fig. 51), scoops (Fig. 52) and 
buckets (Fig. 53 and Fig. 54), and wooden implements outnumber all others.36 
Moreover, as Donald Wagner has astutely pointed out, the 'mechanical properties 

35 See above, Section (e)(2). 
36 Vogel (I982), p. I45. Of course, one should not read too much into this fact. We are talking about only one 

site, even if a very important one. More to the point, the cheaper and relatively less durable wooden implements 
would presumably be left behind much more frequently than metal tools and implements. Cf. also above, 
Section (g) for wooden washing pans and Yang Li-hsin et at. (1989), p. 9I6 for a wooden wedge. 
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Fig. 53. Wooden buckets (thungm) from Thung-lu shan ~#jW. Anon. (1975), figs. 9-10, pI. 5· 

Fig. 54. A 'water ladder' bailing operation in a gold mine on theJapanese island of Sa do in the +I7th century. No 
picture of a similar Chinese operation has come to my attention but the depiction in this scroll seems to capture 
equally well how it was done in Chinese mines. Illustration in colour in Wilsdorf(I987), pI. 86. (See also Fig. 83·) 
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~ ____ :l 
Fig. 55. Roes (ehhu 1fJ) used at Thung-hi shan ji)~W. (a) Piece ofa bronze hoe blade, estimated to have been the 
same size as (e). Lu Mao-tshun (I974), fig. 2 and pI. 7. (b) Indented cast iron hoe blade. Anon. (I975), fig. I2, pI. 4. 
(e) Cast iron hoe blade, I5.6 cm at widest point. Lu Mao-tshun (1974), pI. 8. (d) Cast iron hoe blade, 17.5 cm at 

widest point. Anon. (1975), fig. I2, pI. 4. 

[of wood] neatly complement those of cast iron. It has high tensile strength where 
cast iron has high compressive strength; it is springy where cast iron is hard and 
inflexible; and it is relatively light where iron is heavy. '37 Thus, for many tools, a 
basic wood construction with only a rather small cutting or scraping edge of iron 
was a very practical combination. In mines, tools incorporating the two materials 
included hoes, shovels and spades, adzes, and axes (Fig. 55).38 Of course, where 

37 Wagner, unpublished manuscript. Cf. also Gordon (1976), pp. I29-53. For a particularly striking blend of 
the characteristics of the two materials, see the quarryman's sledgehammer pictured in Rommel (1937), p. 13. 

38 Cf. also the many illustrations in Wagner (1993). 
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Fig. 56. Mallets (ehhui :00) and hammers (ehhui ~) from Thung-hi shan ji) #Jt. W. (a) 'Style l' wooden mall~t; 
Lu Mao-tshun (I974), pI. 8. (b) 'Style I1' wooden mallet. Ibid., pI. 7 and p. 252. (e) 'Style Ill' wooden ~allet. Ibzd., 
pI. 8. (d ) and (e) Poorly cast iron hammer heads. Ibid., pI. 9 and p. 253. (1) Two-handed hammer WIth 6 kg cast 

iron hammer head. Anon. (1975), p. 7, fig. I2 and pI. 4· 

weight was desirable, as with mallets or hammers (Fig. 56), iron heads would be 
much preferred over wood. 

Often, the kind of hammers, chisels and other tools used was dictated by the size 
of the working area. Thus, Kiangsi coal miners in the 1920S had one set of tools for 
working in relatively cramped areas (Fig. 57 and Fig. 58) and another set for more 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 57 .. Kiangsi coalminer's hand-gad or excavating chisel (a) and a discoidal hammer (b). These tools would be 
usable m close quarters, where both would be manipulated by a single miner, the gad held in the left hand and 
the hammer wielded by the right. The hammer consists of a IQ cm thick iron disk mounted on a wooden handle. 
Hommel calls it a 'curious hammer' though the head shape can be explained at least partly by the desire to make 
the small hammer as heavy as possible to maximise the force of its impact in a confined working area. The round 
shap~ would ~lso provide a maxi~~m of striking surfaces, all with the same 'feel'. Hommel does not explain the 
hole m the ChISel, though he exphcItly says this wedge does not have a handle. Hommel (I937), pp. 5, 8-9, figs. I4 
and I~. In I9th century Yunnan, metal miners used a hammer that seems to be very similar to the Kiangsi 
c~al~mer's ~,ammer. The hea.d of the hammer is described as 'ro.und and somewhat ft~ttened' (hsingyuan erh shao 
pt.en ~/[lJffli~ll} It ~ould weIgh anywhere from three to five chzn (llh-3 kg). Wu ChhI-chun (1845), ch. I, p. 4a. 
SlI~:lilarly, Yu~~an mm:rs also used w~at se~ms to .be the same kind of gad (c), called here an 'iron point' 
(thuh-chun .~). In thI~ case, the gad IS provIded WIth a cane handle (theng-ping ~ffl). Wu Chhi-chun (1845), 

IllustratIOns, p. I la.) For an example from an unidentified coal mine, see Fig. 58. 
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Fig. 58. Coal miner using a mallet with a rounded stone head and an iron gad with a cane handle to break rock 
in order to get at coal. Anonymous album, c. mid-19th century. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris: Qe lIS, pI. 8. 

(Compare Fig. 22 and Fig. 62.) 

spacious workings (Fig. 59). For softer matrixes and ores, Chinese miners typically 
resorted to the mattock, identical with the tool ubiquitous in Chinese agriculture 
(Fig. 49, Fig. 60 and Fig. 98). The popularity of this tool must have been in large part 
due to its flexibility: it could serve both as a pick and as a hoe. 39 Indeed, mattocks 
can be viewed as occupying one end of a continuum of tools in which the cutting 

39 Thus, Wong Lin-ken writes about the Chinese tin miners in Malaya: 'In the field of mining equipment, the 
Chinese have been credited with the introduction of the changkol, a versatile kind of hoe, which could be used as 
a pickax, a shovel, and an instrument to stir the mixture of ore and water in a sluice box.' Wong Lin Ken (1965), 
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Fig. 59. Kiangsi coalminer's handled wedge or gad and long-handled gad hammer. Used in larger working 
areas by two miners, one to hold the point of the gad against the coal seam, the other to drive the point in by 

striking the flat face of the gad with the hammer. Rommel (1937), pp. 7-8, figs. 12 and 13. 

blade increasingly narrows (Fig. 46, Nos. I-3) until one arrives at a true pick where 
at least one (and in Chinese mines usually only one) end comes to a point (Fig. 6I). 
Here again, the use of the tool must often have been inhibited by a lack of working 
space. One answer was very short-handled picks that did not require a great deal 
of space to use (but which were correspondingly limited in their effectiveness).4o 
Another solution was the short, single-point pick where the opposite, flattened end 
could be struck by a hammer, thus converting the pick effectively into a handled gad 
(Fig. 57, Fig. 59 and Fig. 6I).41 

p. 48. Wong must be referring here to something very close to a mattock, though it is hard to see how this tool 
could have served well as a shovel. Unfortunately, the one picture he provides of changkols is insufficiently distinct 
to show just what shape they had or how they were constructed. It is probably these tools that R. Louis refers to 
as 'broad hoes', also noting that they take the place of shovels; Louis (1891), p. 640. 

40 Tegengren notes that the 'picks' used by Shansi iron miners were only about 0.15 m long but does not make 
clear whether he is referring to head or handle length; Tegengren (1924), p. 164. Rommel notes that coal miners 
he was familiar with were similarly prevented from using even their approximately 75 cm sledgehammers under
ground for lack of space; Rommel (1937), pp. 5 and 6, fig. lO. (I have estimated the length of the sledgehammer 
according to the scale of the picture.) 

4 1 Chinese miners do not seem to have used tongs or pincers to hold gads as was the common practice, for 
example, at theJapanese gold mine on Sado Island in the +I7th century; Bromehead (1942), p. 195. 
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Fig. 60. Excavating iron ore (no further information given.) Anonymous Chinese album, c. mid-19th century. 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris: Oe II9, pI. 3· 

Fig. 61. Coalminer's pickaxe, just over 60 cm long, used for digging and enlarging shafts. From Kiangs~ in t~e 
I920S. Rommel (1937), p. 7, fig. 11. A similar pick, weighing about three kg (six pounds), was use by coal mmers m 

Taiwan. Brown & Wright (1981), p. 66. 
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Fig. 62. Miners opening a new coal mine. Note the miner on the leftwith a dig~ng stick who is probably working 
on relatively soft earth while his fellow miner on the right is attacking rock WIth a gad a~d mallet. ~onymous 

album, c. mid-19th century. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris: Oe 117, pi. g. (Compare FIg. 22 and FIg. 58.) 

(3) SHAFTS, ADITS AND DRIFTS 

In the earliest stages of underground mining, the technique of working down from 
the surface by means of vertical or steeply inclined shafts seems to have predomin
ated in mining everywhere. The nature of the deposits was the key determinant 
here: the outcrops that the early miners discovered at the surface and then followed 
underground were typically more vertical than horizontal (Fig. 62).42 Even when 
the ore appeared in basically horizontal deposits, as with the flints at Grimes Graves 
in England, a relatively level terrain might make mining by means of vertical shafts 

" Thus, Slessor (1927, p. 60) notes that true 'vertical openings' were extremely rare in Chinese native work
ings since shafts typically followed the ore wherever it led. 
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followed by horizontal excavation in the ore-bearing stratum the only optionY It 
was only when relatively horizontal deposits were accessible from hillsides that 
the miners could work deposits directly from the surface by means of a more-or-Iess 
horizontal adit. 44 In China, such conditions were relatively common in the case of 
coal deposits45 but extensive underground mining of coal occurs in China only long 
after the development of earlier forms of underground mining. 

The strong reliance on vertical shafts in early mining can be seen very clearly at 
Thung-Iu shan jfaJ#!kLl! where we find a multiplicity of such shafts with relatively few 
and only short horizontal drifts leading offthem.46 As long as the miners were still 
working shallow deposits (and had not yet worked out effective ways of supporting 
excavations against collapse), it was apparently easier and safer to rely on many 
shallow shafts that might be worked for as little as 100 days or soY This tendency 
may also be reflected in the prolific use of vertical shafts within the mine, at least at 
Thung-lti shan. Besides the shafts that connected directly with the outside, there 
were also a large number of vertical shafts that led down from the floors of the 
galleries. These shafts originating underground (mang ehing 11f#, literally 'blind 
shafts') or winzes could have served a number of purposes: exploring the extent of 
the deposits, searching for new pockets of ore, storage of water. In some cases, they 
may have connected galleries on two levels, but the excavations have not yet estab
lished this clearly. 48 

The procedure of working steeply downward from the surface was largely un
avoidable,49 but it got mining off to a bad start: most of the tasks of mining become 

., This method was frequently used thoughout Chinese history especially but not exclusively with bedded 
deposits such as those of coal and iron. Vertical shafts with galleries radiating out from them seem to have 
been the norm at the tin mines ofKo-chiu in the 1870s; de Kergaradec (1877), p. 540. Tegengren (1924, pp. 164, 
(68) described the typical practice in the iron mines of southern Shansi early in this century: 'The method of 
mining may be briefly described as follows. From the bottom of the shaft, being about 1.(}-1.5 m in diameter, 
drifts are started in various directions, following the ore bearing layer which mostly lies nearly homontal. 
The drifts are very narrow and the height is only from less than I m to 1.2 m. The homontal width hardly 
allows a broad-shouldered man to enter. The forming of large open rooms is generally avoided owing to the 
danger from a caving roof; as a rule the drifts are winding according as the best ore has happened to be struck. 
The length of a drift depends on the lateral extent and quality of the ore; it seldom exceeds 100 m owing to 
the increasing difficulties for a creeping man in hauling the ore baskets to the shaft. Several drifts are started 
from one shaft and when the mining becomes too difficult or unprofitable the mine is abandoned and a new 
shaft sunk.' 

.. 'Adit' is commonly used to refer to a tunnel with only one opening to the surface. Typically, an adit is 
not completely homontal but slopes downward toward the opening in order to facilitate haulage and drainage. 
But conditions were not always right, and many Chinese 'adits' (using the terminology commonly employed by 
Western observers from late in the last century to the early part of this century) slanted down from the opening by 
as much as 45·; Anon. (1910), p. 762. Tegengren (1924, p. 164) writes of 'inclined adits with steps modelled out in 
the clay-shale' in the coal mines of southern Shansi. 

.. Treptow (1918), p. 174. Hosie, writing about Szechwan coal mining, comments that '[v)ertical shafts are 
unknown, horizontal galleries being simply driven into the hillsides.' Hosie (1922), p. 171. 

.. Yang Yung-kuang ,t al. (r98o-1981), p. 88. "Ibid., p. 82 . 

.. In places, there could be as many as three blind shafts or winzes sunk into less than ten m of gallery; Hsia 
Nai & Yin Wei-chang (r982), p. 4. 

49 At the western Han Chin-niu ~ '* mine at Thung-ling, where excavations disclosed two working levels 
separated by about two metres, the excavators are convinced that the lower level was worked first, and was then 
used for debris from the upper level; Yang Li-hsin et al. (r989), p. 917. 
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significantly easier if one starts from the bottom and works up. 50 R.]. Forbes argues 
for a general shift in mining techniques among the 'ancients' (in the West) in which 
the tendency was for adits to replace shafts as the standard method of mining excava
tion. 5 I By contrast, Biringuccio distinguished mining by means of adits driven deep 
into the lower levels of a mountain, as practised by 'the modems' of his day (early 
and middle +16th century), from that of the ancients who 'began the mine in the 
upper part of the mountain where the ore appeared in light of day at the surface, 
and digging down as in wells ... followed it to the bottom, now here, now there, 
as it appeared.'52 In any case, where working a mine by means of adits replaced 
reliance on shafts, it undoubtedly resulted from the many clear advantages of adits, 
especially in haulage and drainage since adits eliminated the need for costly hoist
ing equipment.53 Adits also allow for easier entry and egress of the miners and turn 
out to be somewhat easier to ventilate than shafts. 54 There is some evidence, for 
example, at the Thung-lti shan and Thung-ling copper mines, that the Chinese were 
beginning to discover and act on these advantages of adits at least by the Warring 
States period. 55 

Nevertheless, adits were not without their shortcomings. One had to be fairly 
confident in hitting a deposit that would pay at depth in order to incur what could 
be the considerable costs of driving an adit through non-paying rock. 56 Except in 
the case of large, regular deposits (such as the coal beds of Shansi),57 such confid
ence did not come easily in China with its preponderance of irregular, and therefore 

,. Smith ([g67), p. [43; Young ([970), pp. [55-6. The choice here is not limited to shafts OR adits. Inclined or 
even vertical shafts could be driven to the bottom or at least a lower point in an ore deposit, after which working 
could commence from the 'bottom' up. 

" Forbes ([g63), p. [[5. Note however that Forbes speaks of'driving horizontal adits ... following the veins'. 
Again, this would be possible only in the minority of deposits where an outcrop on a rocky slope would lead to a 
mainly horizontal vein. 

" Smith & Gnudi ([959), p. [g. 
" Vogel ([99[c), p. 77; Young ([970), p. [54. Quite possibly, some of the inspiration came from the use of 

tunnels even in open-pit workings where they could be useful in connecting one trench or pit with another 
(Bromehead ([940), p. 102) though I know of no evidence as yet that such tunnels were actually used in early 
Chinese open-pit mining. 

54 Smith & Gnudi ([959), p. [g; Anon. ([g07), p. [220. The flowing water of drainage adits draws air with it, 
thereby assisting ventilation; Morrison ([992), p. [24. 

" Yang Wen-heng (I97lJ), p. g06; Yang Li-hsin et al. (I989), p. 9[8. Cr. also Yang Yung-kuang ,t al. (I98o-198I), 
passim which suffers however from idealisation in the sketch drawings and a tendency to read modern mining 
practices back into the Thung-lii shan evidence. This leads them, for example, to overstress the distinction 
between vertical and inclined shafts, seeing the latter as a major technological advance (p. 8g). It is more likely 
that we are dealing here with a continuum where the general adoption of technological improvements - as 
opposed to practices devised ad hoc to respond to the particular challenges of a specific excavation - occurred 
very slowly, not to say imperceptibly. 

56 This principle is still relevant in modern prospecting. As a standard manual on mining notes: 'If the 
prospector wishes to do some development work, it is a good rule to follow the ore. Where the topography 
permits, it is a temptation to drive a long adit to cut the vein at depth. Such a procedure is costly and time con
suming, and the vein at the adit level may pinch out, be faulted or barren, and little or no information is gained. 
By sinking a small shaft in or along the vein, definite information regarding the deposit is obtained.' Lewis ([g64), 
P·278. 

" Shockley ([g04), p. 865, notingadits that had been worked for 70 or 80 years and extended 7-81i(c. g-4 km) 
into the mountain; Reid ([90[-[902), p. 3[, describing an adit in a coalmine near Chungking that was more than 
6kmlong. 
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Fig. 63- Diagrammatic section of strata in southern Shansi. Large and extensive deposits were not synonymous 
with accessibility by native methods of mining, as shown by the ubiquitous iron ores of Shansi. Because of the 
hilly terrain with the iron formations frequently covered by thick layers ofloess or coal measures, only narrow 
strips along the slopes or hills were typically accessible to mining by pits, shafts or adits. Based on Tegengren 

([924), p. [62. 

highly unpredictable, deposits. 58 Indeed, even with the most sophisticated modern 
geological knowledge, it is impossible to predict on the basis of general ideas what 
will happen to a vein at greater depths. 59 Even where one could be quite certain of 
the existence of a substantial deposit, as in the case of many coal mines, the highest 
anticipated profit from the sale of the mineral might well fail to justifY investment 
in the digging of an adit.60 The late 19th century reformer, Chang Chih-tung, who 
had a great deal of hands-on experience in establishing modern enterprises in areas 
under his jurisdiction,61 even generalised that: 'The major failing of native mining 
methods is that excavation by means of sloping [adits] precludes mining at depth 
(hsieh chhuan erh pu neng shenju #4 ~mFf ~~~A. ).'62 The idea seems to be that the cost 
of driving adits limited the depth to which they could penetrate. Tegengren has pro
vided an excellent illustration of how native mining methods limited access even to 
large and extensive deposits (Fig. 63). 

" Interestingly, von Richthofen in describing mining in the area east ofThai-yuan::tmt shows how even the 
rich coal depOsits ofShansi could present what in effect were ideal conditions for the use of shafts in preference to 
adits: 'Experience has taught the inhabitants, that a good sort of anthracite can only be got in those places where 
it is covered by at least a rew hundred feet of rock. Notwithstanding the numerous out-croppings oftoal b,ds on the hill sides, 
the mines (at least all those which I have seen) are therefore worked by vertical shafts. They descend to the depth 
of from 50 to goo feet, and some of them are said to have been in use for upwards of a hundred years. All the 
mines are dry, as the coalbeds are naturally drained. The thickness of the coal varies ordinarily from [2 to 20 feet, 
and in some mines attains go feet. Mining is very easy and cheap. The roof of that coalbed to which most shafts 
descend is a hard sandstone; a few pillars and walls of coal are sufficient to sustain it. All the rest of the coal is 
extracted.' van Richthofen ([875), p. [g, italics added. 

" Pearl ([973), pp. 274-6. 
60 Thus Shockley: 'The Chinese nearly everywhere prefer the sinking of a shaft to the driving of an adit more 

than a rew hundred feet long.' Shockley ([904), p. 849. Contrast this, however, with Tegengren's account of 
cinnabar mining in Kweichow and neighbouring parts ofSzechwan and Hunan where steep escarpments as well 
as the presence of mercury not far from the surface made adits the exclusive method of excavation (Tegengren 
([g20), p. [7), and with the adits into the coal beds ofShansijust mentioned. 

61 His efforts at Wu-han won for that city the sobriquet of a 'Chinese Chicago'; Teng& Fairbank([9S4), p. [66. 
" Wu Cbbeng-ming and Hsu Ti-hsin (I987), Vo!. 2, p. 677- Actually, a great deal of coal mining in China at this 

time was carried on by means of shafts rather than adits; Anon. ([898-[8gg), p. 642; Shockley ([g04), p. 84g. 
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Fig. ?4. Ladd~rs in ~ 'blind. shaft' of a gold mine at Ku-phao il fig, Kwangsi. Rope ladders seem to have been 
relatIvely rare m Chmese mmes. Certainly, there is no evidence for anything as elaborate as the ladders used in 
t~e +16th ~entu~y Bolivian silver mines of Potosi, 15-20 m long 'with three twisted leather ropes like hawsers, 
WIth steppmg stIcks placed between them, so that at the same time, a man can go up and another down it.' For 

this citation and an illustration, see Crozier (1994), p. 3. Original photo, 1994. 

Lack of timber could also preclude the use of adits. According to von Richthofen's 
19th century account, the mines that lined the hillsides along the river at Po-shan 
in northern Honan (and which were therefore well situated for working by means 
of adits) were almost exclusively shaft mines because of a lack of timber to provide 
supports for adits.63 

More than true vertical shafts or very slightly inclined adits, Chinese miners in 
actual practice seem to have opted particularly often for shafts inclined at an angle 
of around 40 -45

0

•

64 These could be found in a great many mines across China, from 
the coal mines of Shansi and Hopeh to the tin mines of Yunnan. 65 Such inclined 

63 vo~ ~ichthofen (18g8~, p. 444; Wright (lg84), p. 6. By contrast, the similarly situated gold mines of western 
~wangsI m the gold belt lymg between Kuei-lin ft# and Wu-chou m1'I'[ have been ordinarily worked by adits 
m part because the hard country rock tends to minimise the need for timbering. 

64 Inclined shafts were also preferred in central Europe in the time of Agricola; Hoover & Hoover (lgI2), 
p.120. 

65 di Villa (lglg), p. go; Edkins (1867), p. 246; Collins (lg0g-lglO). 
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Fig. 65. Stulls used as a ladd:r in a gold ~ine ~n western ~wangsi. Origina~ ph?to, 1994. <?f. the stat~ment in ~he 
Tien-nan Hsin Yii (p. 6) refernng to salt mmes m Yunnan: They enter by chmbmg down tImbers set m place like 

ladders (chia muju thi erh hsia chi ~*tlo~rnrf&)'. 

shafts offered shorter distances to be excavated in order to arrive at the coal or the 
ore body. At the same time, they could be finished with steps for easier entry and 
egress and, possibly, haulage.66 Von Richthofen described an interesting variation 
on inclined shafts that he saw in the Ta-thung"* [QJ coal field in Shansi. The shaft 
was 'in the curious shape of a spiral, and provided with stairs. It is used for the 
extraction of coal, and large enough that one line of men coming up with coal can 
conveniently pass the line of others who go down with empty buckets.67 

Insofar as one can generalise, then, about the use of vertical shafts, shafts of 
greater or less incline, and adits in Chinese mining, it is probably safe to say that any 

66 de Villa (lglg), p. go; Dawes (18g1), p. 335; Treptow (lgI8), p. 174; Tegengren (lg24), p. 1?4 ('inclined adits' = 
'inclined shafts'?) . Dawes noted that stulls (individual timber props) could also be placed m shafts to serve as 
ladders, a method he found to be better than the notched poles used by Mexican miners both fo~ speed of move
ment and for allowing the carrying of heavy loads. Neither advantage would seem to hold for t~IS m~thod as. one 
sometimes sees it employed in the gold mines of western Kwangsi (Fig. 65) . For ladders used m Ch~nese mI~es, 
see Fig. g6 where the lung i Iou thi :Jijr~lI~ looks as if it just might be a notched tree trunk and FIg. 64 whIch 
shows both a rope ladder with wooden cross members and, below it, a regular wooden ladder. 

67 von Richthofen (1872b), p. 18. Such spiral shafts were also to be found in the coal mines west ofPeki~g: '1.'he 
descent into the pit is by a spiral shaft, about a hundred yards down, and through a trap-door, used for dIvertIng 
currents of air.' Mossman (1867), p. 210. Compare the shaft at Schemnitz described by Agricola where t~e h~rses 
used to power three pumps went down into the mine by means of ' an inclined shaft, which slopes and twIsts like a 
screw and gradually descends.' Hoover & Hoover (lgI2), pp. Ig4-5. Spiral shafts have also been found in Roman 
mines; Forbes (lg63), pp. Ig4-5. . 
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preference by Chinese miners for the use of one or another of these possibilities 
answered to a whole range of geological, economic and technological considerations, 
among which the first two tended to predominate. But whether the miners opted 
for shafts or adits, even the limited information on the depths reached in traditional 
mines demonstrates impressively their ability to work deposits deep underground 
(Table 13 and Table 14). At Thung-lii shan m #!J< 0..J in Warring States times, for 
example, miners began to use a 'cut-and-fill' technique in which vertical or inclined 
shafts were driven directly to the base of the ore body. Two-level drifts were then 
excavated and timbered, with the somewhat smaller upper drift sitting on the larger 
lower drift. Ore could be cut, sorted and dressed on the upper level, with the lower 
level used for waste filling and transport of the dressed ore.68 It has been suggested 
that this practice 'greatly improved the safety of mining'69 but one may be permit
ted to wonder whether such complex excavations could not, at least under certain 
conditions, just as easily have made mining more dangerous. 70 

Deep underground mining also raises formidable problems of underground sur
veying.71 Although surveying could be important both for establishing clear owner
ship boundaries as well as for the organisation of mining operations, it was 'one of 
the most recondite and demanding of engineering arts, and it is hardly too much to 
say that celestial navigation or topographical surveying is virtually child's play in 
comparison.'72 In Europe, the sources have nothing to say about mine surveying 
until the time of Agricola, the early +r6th century.73 From that time on, however, 
mine surveying made great strides forward: descriptive geometry was used from 
early in the +16th century in the drafting of mining maps; trigonometry was incorp
orated into surveying methods toward the end of the century; and, throughout the 
century, the compass was used increasingly in mine surveying though it is hard to 
say how extensively. 74 

The silence of traditional Chinese sources on techniques for underground sur
veying together with frequent accounts of miners' disputes over who had the right 
to work a given section of a deposit suggest that surveying was rarely if ever used 
in Chinese mines. 75 Conflicting claims underground were ordinarily solved on an 

.. Alternatively, where fire,etting was employed, the upper drift could also be used as the exhaust path for the 
smoke, thus enabling the miners to return to their work in the lower drift more quickly. 

.. Zhou Baoquan et al. (1988), p. 126. 
7. In the case ofThung-lu shan, the absence of evidence of cave-ins that trapped or crushed miners suggests 

that these mines were in fact quite safe, especially given their depth and extent. It is surprising to find this to be 
the case so early in the history of major mining excavations. 

" The first Chinese maps to indicate the location of deposits and mines date from at least the Han and per
haps the latter part of the Chou; Biot (1851), VO!. I, p. 37]; Huang Yil-heng &Ai Ta-chheng (1989), p. 18. This was 
only one of many kinds of maps that were already in use in China at this time; Vo!. 3, p. 534. 

" Young (1970), p. 80. 
n Checkland, in commenting on the 'dog's-leg irregularity' of a 1,310 m Roman adit in southern Spain, sug

gests that 'the Romans, working without the magnetic compass, seem to have had difficulty [with surveying]'; 
Checkland (1967), p. 46. 

7+ Vogel (199IC), p. n; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 43; Palme (1990), pp. 40-1. Palme notes that the paucity 
of references to the compass in the texts of this period can be partly accounted for by the risk run by those who 
used it that they would be accused of practising magic or witchcraft. 

75 This seems to have heen true for native mines well into the 20th century; Tegengren (1921), p. 15. 
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Table 13. (COllt.) 

Max. 
Location Type Period Depth (ft.) Reference Comments 

Chekiang Silver Ming 400+ Chhueh Liang-chhing (r978), 
pp. 102-3· 

CENTRAL EUROPE SILVER/COPPER c.+1500 600+ PACEY (1992), p. 105; NEF (1952), MAX. DEPTH REACHED AT 

P·467· SCHNEEBERG IN SAXONY. 
MOST SILVER OR COPPER 
MINESATTHISTIMEONLY TO 
DEPTHS OF c. 75-80 ft (25 m). 

ROHRERBUHEL SILVER/COPPER +1618 2,906 KELLENBENZ (1974), HEIUGER GEISTSHAFT, AT 886 
(KITZBUHEL) pp. 201-2. m~ FOR THREE CENTURIES 

DEEPEST IN THE WORLD. 
Hunan, Ma-yang Cinnabar Chhing c·3500 Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (r98o), 

P·313· 
Taiwan Gold 19th 130 Davidson (1903), p. 465. 
Kwangtung, 'Koo-teen' Iron 19th 120 Gray (1878), p. 357. Private mine worked for some 
(90 mi. NE of Canton) two centuries. 

Yunnan, Kung-shan Lead/Zinc 19th-20th 800 Bain (1933), p. 165. 
Honan, Chhang-sha Lead/Zinc 19th-20th 800 Bain (1933), pp. 164-5. 
Mongolia Silver 1900 400 Woo (1902), pp. 755-6. Dynamite introduced in 

1889. 
Yunnan, Ko-chiu Tin 1900 3,000+ Collins (1909-1910), p. 188. 
Kweichow, An-nan Cinnabar 1900 4,500 Weng Wen-hao (1919), p. 203; T. cites Leclere that this was 

Tegengren (1920), p. 17. an adit and, at 1500 m, the 
limit for native methods. 

Hopeh, 'Mi Yun' (NE Gold 20th 300 diVilla (1919), p. 86. Gold with silver and 
of Peking) copper pyrites. 
Hopeh(?), 'Ku Shan Tsu' Silver 20th 850 Bain (1933), p. 163. Citing Hoover. Native 

methods, using modern 
pumps. 

4 Selected depths achieved in non·Chinese mines added in caps for comparative purposes. 

Table 14. Shqft alld adit depths ill traditiollal Chinese coal mines' 

Max. 
Location Period Depth (ft.) Reference Comments 

Honan, Ho-pi shih Sung c.15° Anon. (I96o). 46 m Round shaft, 2.5 m diameter. 
Honan, Chang-te Ming 3,000(?) Wang Chung-lo (1956a), p. 2g. As deep as several hundred chang. All coal 

below the water table. 
Kiangsu,I-hsien Late Mingl 600 Chao Chheng-tse (1985), p. 63. 30-60 chang. 

early Chhing 
Hopeh, Feng-jun Late Mingl 450--600 Chao Chheng-tse (I985), p. 63. Vertical shafts. If coal was not found after 

early Chhing exploratory shafts reached 300-450 ft 
(100-150 m), the shaft was abandoned. 

ENGLAND c.+1700 c·350 WRIGHT (lg84), p. 6; C. 120 m MAXIMUM DEPTH IN BRITISH COAL 
HOLLISTER-SHORT (1976), p. 163. MINESATTHISTIME. 

Anhwei +18th c.25° Wang Chung-lo (1956a), p. 2g. 
Chiekiang, +18th 
Chhang-hsing 

1,000+ Lii Tai-ming (I986), p. 129. Reached by adits up to a mile long (2-3Ii). 

ENGLAND c.1800 goo WRIGHT (lg84), p. 6. 300 m. SHAFT DEPTHS MADE POSSIBLE BY 
APPLICATION OF STEAM POWER TO 
PUMPING. 

Hopeh, 'Mun-ta-kau' 1863 8,500 (!) Pumpelly (1870), p. 2g6. ' ... worked to a horizontal distance of8,500 
(Men-thou-kou?) feet'. Equipped with 'a very large fan-blower'. 
Shansi Igth-20th 150--300 von Richthofen (1875), p. Ig; Shaft depths typically under 100 ft (30 m). 

Shockley (lgOO), p. 603; Shockley (Tegengren). Adits up to 3,000 ft 1000 m 
(lg03), pp. 849, 865; Tegengren or more. 
(1924), pp. 165-6. 

N. Hopeh-Liaoning Igth-20th 200-400 Moller (lgOg-lgIO), p. 473. No' mechanical means' used. 
Hopeh, Men-thou-kou 1930 400+ Steward (1930). No mechanical power whatsoever. 
Shantung, Po-shan Igoo 240 von Richthofen (18g8), p. 444. About the maximum possible with existing 

winding gear. 
Shantung, Wei-hsien Igoo 180 Anon. (lg08c). 

• Selected depths achieved in non-Chinese mines added in caps for comparative purposes. 
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ad hoc basis as they arose, drawing on generally accepted rules that had nothing to 
do with the drawing of boundaries. A5 V K. Ting summarises the situation early 
in this century: '[In most Chinese mines,] underground boundaries were entirely 
unknown ... Once the mineral has been found, the miner follows it up without the 
slightest idea of its direction. The very general rule for settling disputes is that 
"when two miners, each working in his own shaft, see each other's light, they should 
both leave off the communication and change their direction of working". '76 

Only occasionally do we get some idea of what the Chinese were able to accom
plish when they made the effort to develop a mine according to a plan. For example, 
Alexander Reid, writing at the very beginning of this century, tells of a mine that 
had been opened more than go years earlier and later abandoned: 'The timbering 
was intact, the props and bars in line as if they had been laid there but recently, and 
under the superintendance of a keen mathematical surveyor.' The result was an 
absolutely straight tunnel more than 1,500 m in length.77 It would be interesting to 
know whether a compass was used in this or any other excavations. So far, we seem 
to have no evidence at all for the use of compasses underground. 78 This could be an 
even more striking example than gunpowder of the failure of the Chinese to apply 
one of their great inventions to the task of mining. If so, it would be all the more sur
prising given at least a certain amount of interaction between mining and geomancy. 79 
Geomancers, of course, made extensive use of the compass in recent centuries.80 

(4) SUPPORT OF EXCAVATIONS 

Once mining proceeds underground, the likelihood is that some kind of wall or roof 
support will be needed before long. This was true even in the relatively shallow 
excavations of early mines since the very areas where mining was likely to be most 
feasible and successful were precisely those areas where unsupported underground 
workings would be most dangerous and perhaps even impossible. Rocks with the 
cracks and fissures that provide pathways for ore-bearing solutions will not typically 
be strong enough to be entirely self-supporting. Moreover, the movement of faulted 

76 Collins (1922), p. 248 . One can appreciate the potential for conflict in a mining area like that of southeast
ern Shansi where Tegengren found in an area of some 2,000 square m a total Of]2 shafts, or one shaft for every 
28 square m! Tegengren (1924), pp. 165-6. 

" Reid (19°1-1902), pp. 33-4. 
18 At least by the mid-19th century, compasses were in use inJapanese mines (Treptow (1904), p. 5), though we 

do not know how often. 
79 See below, Section (k)(4). 
eo One probably important reason for the Chinese lag in developing surveying, though not for the failure 

to use the compass, was that geometry overall played a small role in traditional Chinese efforts to understand 
the natural world; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 44. Moreover, there is also a significant question of attitudes 
that deserves to be explored here. Ziegenbald (1984, p. 48) makes the important point that people of the middle 
ages in Europe (and presumably in much of the early modern period as well), the period when mine surveying 
was making great advances, still did not expect the kind of exactitude we are familiar with .. ~retty close v.:as 

good enough. There is much to suggest that the Chinese felt even 1:" any need to define mml~g cl",,?s WIth 
any kind ofprecision. (There was a stark contrast here to the emphasIS that farmers placed on haVIng thelT fields 
well-defined and marked.) To the extent that such an attitude prevailed, it hardly encouraged the development 

of surveying. 
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or folded areas, which also creates likely sites for ore deposits, tends at the same time 
to break up rock by crushing or grinding. Among other results, this leads to greater 
pressure on the mine roof than in undisturbed areas.81 

Furthermore, early miners were limited by the simple tools at their disposal, and 
thus tended to focus their efforts precisely on those areas where the rock would be 
more friable and easier to excavate. One sees this pattern in many of the surviving 
remains of early copper mines in south central China, such as Jui-chhang Jffij ~ in 
Kiangsi, Thung-lii shan ~~jLlJ and Kang-hsia ~T in Hupeh, and Ma-yang *~ 
in Hunan (Map 5).82 Indeed, in part because of its geological conditions, south 
China seems to have been the stage for some of the earliest development of timber
ing techniques anywhere.83 A5 early as the final centuries of the -2nd millennium, 
from about the mid-Shang, one can perceive the beginnings of a standardisation of 
timbering techniques that would lead not long afterwards to the prefabrication of 
support timbers outside the mines, after which they would be assembled in shafts 
and drifts that had been prepared for them.84 

Such developments were preceded, however, by what must have been a slow and 
almost imperceptible evolution of shoring techniques beginning with efforts to prop 
up a weak wall here or a sagging roof there by jamming pieces of timber (stulls) 
rather erratically between roof and floor or wall and wall. Even these first, primitive 
efforts must have encouraged miners to experiment with simple ways of making the 
supports stronger and more durable. For instance, use of a headboard between the 
roof and the supporting pillar distributed the pressure more equally on the end of 
the pillar, helping to prevent splitting and therefore making for a stronger support. 
Evidence for this particular practice has survived from the Warring States period 
but it may well have been in use much earlier.85 

In the narrow, somewhat inclined shafts of the kind that predominated in early 
underground mining, it is also good practice not to place stulls perpendicular to the 
dip but rather at an angle somewhat above the perpendicular so that downward 
movement of the hanging wall (the rock on the upper side of a vein or deposit) 
will not loosen but rather tighten the stull in place. It is just possible that Chinese 
miners of the Warring States period were beginning to comprehend this principle 
(Fig. 66).86 Finally, the use of single timber props enabled miners to become familiar 
with the particular advantages of using wood, and certain kinds of wood, for sup
porting mine openings (timbering). 87 Wood, besides being readily available in most 
early mining districts, can easily be cut to fit as needed. It also possesses great 

SI Stoles (1958), Vo!. I, p. 43. "Li Thien-yuan (i988), p. 33; Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (i993). 
83 Pheng Shih-fan & Liu Shih-chung (1990), p. 26. .. Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (i993), p. 35· 
as Lewis (1964), p. 40; Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et af. (1985), p. 119; Yang Yung-kuang et at. (1980-1981), p. 8g. 
.. On the other hand, this practice has not been noted at Thung-hi shan where, however, there was some tend

ency for inclined shafts oflesser gradients to have their vertical timbers set a right angles to the horizontal plane 
while the vertical timbers of inclined shafts with a steeper gradient were set at right angles to the ceiling and 
floor; Barnard (1989), pp. 176-7. 

" The miners had already begun acquiring familiarity with the strength and durability of different woods 
when selecting them to make their mallets, spades, ladles and other tools. 
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Fig. 66. Props or stulls in the Warring States copper mine at Ma-yang JjfujL~, Hunan. Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. 
(1985), pI. 2, no. r. ~ot all the props in this shaft were set at the same angle. There is a IO degree angle of deflection 

. between the prop m the centre and the one on the left. Although the team excavating this mine interpreted this 
as the result of the two props having been installed at different times, in between which the roof had shifted 
somewhat, Chinese miners may also have been in the process of discovering the value of placing props at an 
angle above the perpendicular to the dip so that a downward movement of the hanging wall or a sideways/ 
downward movement of the roof would further secure the prop in place instead of loosening it. For a similar 

development at Thung-lii shan m~Li1, see Yang Yung-kuang et al. (198o-198J), p. 8g. 

strength and stiffness relative to its weight. Finally, it has some built-in safety factors 
such as its tendency to fail gradually and to warn miners of imminent failure by its 
audible cracking. 88 

As we shall discuss below, miners were by no means restricted to wooden timbers 
for supporting excavations. Other methods such as leaving unexcavated pillars of 
rock or ore, using bricks and stones to prop up roofs, and the filling in of worked-out 
areas with broken rock and low tenor ore have also been important, in China as 
elsewhere. 89 But it was clearly in timbering methods that the ingenuity of Chinese 
miners revealed itself especially clearly, and at an early period. 

88 Lewis (r~64), pp .. 3~-9. Some long-gr.ai~ed woo~s such as aspen, fir, spruce, oak and chestnut are especially 
~alued for theIr du:abilIo/ and/ or for proVIdmg warmng as they split under pressure. Miners atJui-chhang lffij If§ 
m the late -2nd millenmum preferred oak and nan mu (;fl¥J*), a wood similar to cedar. Chestnut was also much 
favo.ured by early Chinese miners, and for good reason. In the copper mines of central China, chestnut timbers 
p~t m place as early as the Chou have often survived in good shape down to the present; cf. e.g. Hsiung Chhuan
hsm et at. (1985), pp. II3-r4. By contrast, resinous woods such as pine decay rapidly in mines; Ure (r860), VoI. 3, 
P·30 7· 

89 Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et at. (1985), p. r r3; Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 36; Robertson (rgr6), p. 26g. Cf. Section 
(h)(5) below. These methods had the advantage of requiring little or no maintenance. Maintenance of timbers 
could be a costly problem, leading in worst cases even to the abandonment of workings that had not yet been 
fully exploited; Louis (r8gr), p. 640. 
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Successful timbering, as we have suggested, relied on considerable expertise 
that could be gained only by long experience. Judgements on whether support was 
needed, and how much, were often highly intuitive. Mistaken judgements or sloppy 
workmanship, perhaps resulting from excessive concern to keep costs down, could 
lead to cave-ins, with their resulting injuries and deaths, and perhaps even an end to 
further exploitation of the mine. Inefficient timbering could also increase the diffi
culty of mining operations, as when miners dared not replace old timbers but had to 
place new timber underneath or inside them, thus narrowing the openings through 
which they had to pass. 90 On the other hanq, $kilful excavation and support of a 
deposit could lead to long-term trouble-free mining. In the Warring States copper 
mine at Ma-yang JIfvff.~ in Hunan, the miners left in place a stratum of the orebody 
about 0-4 m in thickness, thus forming a strong roof that has largely resisted cave-in 
right up to the present. 91 

Many remains of timbering even from very early mines have recently come to 
light in China. They display a remarkable variety of techniques and have drawn 
considerable attention from archaeologists and historians of Chinese mining. A 
full and detailed account of all the various methods used could itself be the subject 
of a not-necessarily-small book. Here, we shall focus on the growing sophistication . . 

of timbering techniques during the -1st millennium, using as our prime example 
the especially rich and well-reported remains of the copper-mining complex of 
Thung-Iu shan ~#j(LlI. Where necessary, the Thung-Iu shan picture will be supple
mented with information derived from other excavations, especially those at the 
Kang-hsia mine some 60 km southeast of Thung-Iu shan and, increasingly in the 
years just this before this was written, atJui-chhanglffifl§ in the same area.92 In this 
way, we shall be able to highlight the major developments out of which emerged the 
patterns that Chinese miners would return to again and again during the following 
two millennia. 

In the earlier phase (before c. -500) of mining at Thung-Iu shan, inclined and ver
tical shafts were generally quite small in cross-section, on the ~verage approximately 
50-60 cm square.93 By contrast, shafts atJui-chhang with a rectangular cross-section 
and dating from about the -14th century were already somewhat larger, measuring 
about 70-80 X 90-92 cm.94 In some of the earliest shafts, which would have been 
inclined rather than vertical, weak areas were undoubtedly supported from time to 
time by round timber props (stulls) which ~ight have pointed ends that fit tightly into 

90 Pumpelly (r866), p. rg. 91 Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et at. (1985), p. II3. 
92 For Kang-hsia, see Vogel (lggr), based on Li Thien-yuan (1988) but calling into question (p. r62) the narrow 

and precise temporal range of -gth to -8th centuries proposed by the Chinese archaeologists. For Jui-chhang, 
see Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (1993) and Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990)' both of which include good 
illustrations; and Chou Wei-chien et al. (1990), p. 20. 

93 Ho Ping-chang (1984), p. 644; Zhou Baoquan et at. (rg88), p. r26. One finds similarly narrow shafts in the 
Neolithic flint mines ofSpiennes in Belgium where, in spite of depths up to r6 m, the shafts seldom exceeded 0.5 
to 1.0 m in width (Shepherd (rg80), p. r6) and in Cyprus where shafts regularly were only 0.5 m square (Shepherd 
(rgg3), p. r7)· 

94 Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990), pp. 3, II; Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (1993), p. 35. Narrow shafts 
had the advantage that, if one side were provided with hand and toe holes, they could be climbed without a lad
der by bracing the back against the opposite side; Checkland (rg67), p. 44. 
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Fig. 67. Reconstruction of shaft and gallery timbering used atJui-chhang in the early -1St millennium and 
showing the alternating mortise and tenon squares of the shaft as well as the use of both mortise and tenon (for 

roof timbers) and 'bowl· mouth' (for floor timbers) joints. Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (1993), p. 36, fig. 6. 

indentations made in the walls of the shaft.95 When true vertical shafts came into 
use, more elaborate supports were needed that would brace all four walls of the shaft. 
This led to the invention of the first four-piece sets in Chinese mining. One version, 
from Thung-lii shan, consisted of two timber boards, about 10 cm across and pointed 
at each end for wedging into the walls. Not far from each end, a square mortise was 
carved out. Into these fit tenons fashioned on the ends of two round timbers about 6 cm 
in diameter that served as the crosspieces.96 A variation on this method (Fig. 67) is seen 
in an undated but probably pre-Warring States (before -500) shaft atJui-chhang. 

" Rounded timbers are usually preferred for mine supports because they maintain the full strength of the 
piece of timber, some of which would be lost in squaring. On the other hand, the outer bark is usually removed 
since, by retaining moisture, it hastens the decomposition of the wood; Vre (1875), Vol. 3, p. 307. Chinese miners 
were regularly removing bark from timbers at least by about -500, and perhaps much earlier; Hsiung Chhuan
hsin ,t at. (1985), p. 119; Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990), p. 4. 

96 Essentially the same method appears at the Jui-chhang mines in the early part of the -1st millennium; 
Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (r993), p. 36. There, however, a different kind of joint, probably from a slightly 
earlier period, is also seen where tenons at both ends of the roof timbers fit into open slots at the top of the 
vertical timbers; Ibid., pp. 36-7, esp. fig. 7. 
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Here, timber boards finished flat on the side facing the wall but left rounded on the 
inner face, and with a diameter of 12 cm, each had a mortise carved on one end and 
a tenon on the other so that four of the boards were formed by a kind of alternating 
interlocking system into a set. 97 Typically, these sets were separated one from the 
other by about 25-40 cm and were sometimes joined by means of smaller upright 
members tied to the sets by bamboo or rattan ropes (Fig. 68(a) ).98 

During the period after c. -500, the depth of shafts at Thung-lii shan increased 
from the earlier maximum of 20 or 30 m to as much as 50 and more metres. Pairs of 
shafts were sometimes sunk to serve a single mine, thus facilitating hoisting of men 
and materials as well as probably promoting better ventilation.99 Both shafts and 
drifts also became slightly more 'spacious', averaging 100 x 130 cm and 130 x 150 cm 
respectively. 100 Improved tools in the Warring States period thus not only made for 
more effective excavation at the work face but also improved the working condi
tions of the miners by giving them more space in which to move, allowing them for 
example to walk from one part of the mine to another instead of crawling. 101 

The larger shafts were supported by stacking sets one on top of another. The 
sets themselves became more robust, using round timber about 15 cm in diameter. 
Instead of mortise and tenon joints or a method sometimes called 'bowl-mouth 
joints' wan-khou chieh ~ D#.Iti used atJui-chhang and in the Kang-hsia mine in which 
the ends of crosspieces were fitted into indentations gouged out of the timbers to 
which they were joined (Fig. 68(b)), 102 the later Thung-lii shan set timbers were joined 
in an overlapping or tongue-in-groove fashion by removing half of the ends of each 
timber and laying the downward facing indentations of one timber on top of the 
upward facing indentations of its two mates (Fig. 68(c)). 103 

A type of shaft timbering not seen at Thung-lii shan but important at the Kang-hsia 
mine represented another effort to provide adequate support for larger shafts. Instead 
of being square, the shaft opening was rectangular and a cross timber was added in 
the middle for further support (Fig. 69).104 This structure would seem to be well 

97 Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen·shan (I990), p. 4. 
.. Anon. (1981), p. 20; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 2; Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990), p. 3. 
.. Tu Fa-chhing & Kao WU-hsun (r980), p. 95. On the value of paired shafts for ventilation, see below, Section (h)( IQ). 

100 Zhou Baoquan et al. (1988), p. 126. In general, the shaft dimensions at Thung-lu shan tend to be somewhat 
smaller than those of other, contemporary copper mines; Lu Pen-shan (1990), n.p. The dimensions of the largest 
drift or gallery found at Thung·lu shan were 1.6 m high by 1.95 m wide (mistakenly given as 1,950 cm in Zhou 
Baoquan et at. (1988), p. (26). This is significantly larger than the contemporary Greek mines such as Laurion 
where the galleries were never more than I m in height and were typically less than I m in width; Healy (1978), 
p. 81. The Thung·lu shan galleries are comparable to the larger galleries of Roman and medieval mines in the 
West which reached a maximum size of about 1.25 m by 2.5 m; Forbes (1963), p. 195. 

101 Ho Ping-chang (1984), p. 644; Chou Pao-chhtian (I984), p. 71. 
102 Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (r990), p. 3; Vogel (1991), pp. 156-8; Li Thien-yuan (1988), pp. 34-5,39. 

Bowl-mouthjoints were also used to join crosspieces to pillars in galleries and stopes, as at the Ma-yang mines; 
Hsiung Chhuan·hsin et al. (1985), p. "9; pI. n, fig. 3. 

103 At the Chin·niu tung ~4jfoJ mine (Thung-ling m~, Anhwei), essentally the same method was used. From 
the illustration provided by Yang Li-hsin, Yeh Po and Lu Pen·shan, it would appear that only the ends of /wo timbers 
from each set were cut away to join with the still rounded end of their mates; Yang Li-hsin etal. (1989), p. 913. The 
text says clearly, however, that 'the ends offourround timbers were cut to form step·likejoints .. .' (chiang ssu ken 
yuan mu ti bum tian (chith-tian) /dum chheng thai-chith chuang chith-khou ~11!l~1I*I¥.J!IiIi!l;(iP!I;)liXJiX:-E1I!\11It;1;:~D); 
p. 911, italics added. 

104 Li Thien-yuan (1988), pp. 33-4. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 68. Various methods for supporting shafts in early underground mining in China (not to scale). (a) Earlier 
method at Thung-Iu shan J!/~0J. (b) Typical system used at the Spring and Autumn period mine at Kang-hsia 
~T, Yang-hsin ~*, Hupeh. The photograph (Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985), pI. II, fig. 3) shows a support pil
lar (chih chu sttt) locked by means ofa 'bowl-mouth joint' (wan khou chieh ~Dt.6) into the horizontal roof beam 
(hengpan ;fl:t&). (c) Later tongue-in-groove method at Thung-Iu shan. (For descriptions and references, see text.) 
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Fig. ~9: Shaft sets with central reinforcing timber; from the Western Han copper mine at Kang-hsia ~T, Yang
hsin ~*, Hupeh. Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 34, fig. 5; Vogel (1991), p. 158. Chinese archaeologists have christened 
this style as 'sets in the shape of the characterjih "sun, day'" (jih t;;"u hsing B =f:%). The same 'bowl-mouth joint' 
(wan khou chieh ~Dt.6) construction was used by the end of the - 1st millennium at the Thung-ling mines outside 

of Jui-chhang, but without the central reinforcing timber; Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (1993), p. 34, fig. 2. 

adapted to raising and lowering material or water simultaneously in each half of the 
shaft, but the excavation report gives no evidence suggesting this was actually done. 105 

The sets used to support roof and walls of level or almost level drifts or galleries 
were at first similar or even identical to those used in vertical and inclined shafts. 106 

At Thung-Iu shan, they tended to be spaced about a metre apart. 107 Gradually, how
ever, significantly different methods of set construction began to appear, two of which 
are particularly striking. The first was the appearance of three-piece sets whose 
uprights could be sunk as deeply as necessary to obtain a firm footing. Here, the 
floor of the mine effectively took the place of the fourth, floor crosspiece (Fig. 7o(b) ).108 
A second method, to be found only in upright sets, depended on the fact that the 
main pressure on these sets would normally fall vertically on the cap or roofbeam. 
Chinese miners therefore sometimes secured the cap timber by placing it in the 

105 It should also be noted that the excavators of the Chin-niu yung mine found a hint of the use of a middle, third 
prop to help support a cap beam that had probably been almost 3 m in length; Yang Li-hsin et at. (1989), pp. 911-12. 

106 Compare Fig. 68(a) and Fig. 69(a); see also Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990), p. 3 for the same phe
nomenon atJui-chhang. 

107 Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 39; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 4. 
108 Depending on the solidity of the floor, the depth to which these posts were sunk at the Ma-yang * ~ mine 

varied from 20 to 30 cm; Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 36. No matter how deep the vertical posts were sunk, however, 
these three-piece sets were weak compared with full four-piece sets. 
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(a) 

(b) 

[~ "'1l 

(c) 

-

Fig. 70. Methods of supporting galleries or drifts in early Chinese underground mining (n?t to s.cale). (a) Earlie~t 
method at Thung-hi shan ~#jW. (b) Three-piece sets used at the Spring and ~utumn penod ~me at Kang-hsla 
~T, Yang-hsin ~~, Hupeh. (c) 'Duck's bill' method used at Thung-hi shan m the later Warrmg States or early 

Han period. (For descriptions and references, see text.) 

crotch ('duck's bill'ya tsui ,,~~) at the upper end offorked timbers specially selected 
to serve as vertical posts (Fig. 70(c)). The notched sills would resist inward pressure 
at the bottom of the vertical posts while the ends of the cap timber would perform 
the same function. 109 Because of the greater pressures typically borne by drift sets, 
their timbers were often of a significantly greater diameter than the timbers in shafts. 
At Ma-yang .. ~, timber diameters in drift sets averaged between 22 and 25 cm. 110 

Another approach to providing more substantial support for larger drifts that 
might be up to 2 m wide and over 1.5 m high, III was used both at Thung-lu shan and 
at Ma-yang, where a second horizontal timber was added for further support of the 
roof (Fig. 7 I ( b) and (c) ).112 This procedure was especially to be seen at the junctures 

109 Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 36; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 4. 
110 Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 36. 111 Vogel (1991), p. 161. 112 Anon. (1980), n.p.; Anon. (1975), p. 5, fig. 7. 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 71. 'Horse-head [i.e. 90 degree angle] entrances' at the juncture between shafts and galleries (not t.o s,cale). 
(a) Early version (Spring and Autumn period?) at Thung-hi shan ~#j W. (b) Method us~d.at Kang-hsla ~T, 
Yang-hsin ~~, Hupeh. (c) Later method (Warring States) at Thung-Iu shan. (For descnptIOns and references, 

see text.) 

of shaft bottoms and galleries (the 'horse-head entrances' ma thou men J~.\:ijr5) where 
a great deal of ingenuity went into the building of strong systems of supports. 113 The 
earliest type of juncture to be found at Thung-lu shan simply separated the lowest 
two sets of the shaft with vertical posts at each corner, linking the posts to the sets 
mortise-and-tenon fashion. These were possibly the earliest square sets in Chinese 
mining (Fig. 7I(a)). Later versions of the juncture sometimes relied on what we might 
call an incomplete square set with only two rather than four floor sills (Fig. 7I (c) ).114 
A more primitive version, used at the Ma-yang mines, did not employ anything 
resembling a square set but simply supported the lowest set of the vertical shaft with 
upright timbers as the miners judged necessary (Fig. 7 I (b) ).115 

Along the roofs and walls, in the spaces between supports, various kinds oflagging 
were used to hold back rubble: boards (Fig. 67), branches, woven mats of bamboo or 
rattan. At Thung-lu shan, the walls were sometimes 'plastered' with a mixture of kaolin 
and straw. 116 Walls made of wooden boards were also used to seal off worked-out areas. 117 

At its best, the timbering in Chinese mines could be of a very high quality.118 
Indeed, Tu Fa-chhing and Kao Wu-hsun have commented on the regularity of 
the timbers excavated at Thung-lu shan and suggested that they must have been 

113 Ma thou men is a modern term; it does not appear in any dictionaries or traditional texts I have seen. 
Barnard suggests it is probably a local mining term; Barnard (1989), p. 175. Tu Fa-chhing and Kao Wu-hsun 
speak of two-tier horse-head entrances having been found, where the sill of the upper level forms the cap of the 
lower. They do not indicate, however, where they were found; Tu Fa-chhing & Kao Wu-hsun (1980), p. 95. 

114 Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 40 . 115 Ibid. 
11 6 Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990), pp. 3-5; Vogel (1982), p. 142. Cf. below, (h)(II). 
117 Li Thien-yuan (1988), p. 36. 11 8 Brown (1923), pp. 47, II4, 130, 131; Reid (1901-1902), pp. 33-4. 
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prepared outside the mine and then brought into it for assembly. 119 The rarity of 
human remains found even in early mines of some depth testifies to the effective use 
of timbering so that few miners seem to have lost their lives in cave-ins. 120 On the 
other hand, there were many cases where timbering was needed but was not used 
or was flimsy and insufficient. 121 Lack of skill does not seem to have been the prob
lem; rather, it was the pressure exerted by extreme poverty to make economies of 
all kinds that was probably the main reason for taking dangerous shortcuts. Cost, 
including the cost of bringing timber in from ever greater distances, also helped 
stimulate experiments with other support methods, such as supports constructed of 
spoil,122 that were less expensive, and which might also be easier to implement, 
more dependable and more durable. 123 

(5) ROOM AND PILLAR (PILLAR AND STOPE) METHODS124 

In the long and very slow process of rationalisation of mining techniques, there is a 
clear tendency for excavations, be they shafts or drifts or stopes, to increase in size. 
We have seen one example in the shafts at Thung-lu shan. Larger working areas 
meant not only improved working conditions for the miners but also new oppor
tunities to apply better methods. For example, once inclined shafts became large 
enough, the right kind of rock structure might permit miners to substitute pillars of 
rock or ore left in place during the course of excavation for more costly and perhaps 
less strong and durable timbering. 125 Chinese miners were experimenting with this 
practice at least as early as the second half of the -1st millennium. At the Ma-yang 

lE' Tu Fa·chhing & Kao Wu-hsun ([980), p. 95. For an illustration of a pre-fabricated Roman mine-drainage 
wheel, meant to be assembled on site or even inside the mine, see Healy (1978), pI. 27 (between pp. 112 and 113). 
Also Weisgerber (1979), p. 75. 

12. Li Thien-yuan ([988), p. 38; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang ([982), p. 4. 
12I E.g., Brown & Wright (1981), p. 67 (19th century coal mines in northern Taiwan); Tegengren (1921), p. 17 

(20th century antimony mines in Hunan); Dawes (1891), p. 335 (19th century silver mines in Mongolia). It should 
also be noted that the Chinese apparendy never devised a system of true square sets in which 'timbers were mor
tised and tenoned at the ends so that they could be fitted together to form hollow cubes, each cube interlock.ed 
with the next in endless series.' Cr. Paul (1963), p. 64, which notes, in any case, that this was a late (mid-19th 
century) mining invention in the West. For a contemporary illustration of this method, developed by PhiJip 
Deidesheimer, see Sloane & Sloane (1970), p. 31. 

12' As was also done, for example, by the Greeks at Laurion; see the excellent photograph in Healy (1978), 
pI. lIb. 

'23 A strik.ing examE'e of how the provisioning of timbers grew increasingly cosdy is theJui-yang iilill!!8 silver 
mine in Sung-chhi f£~ hsien, Fukien, a deposit that was discovered in the first half of the +12th century. Within 
20 years of the start of mining operations, the rich forests surrounding the mine had been completely denuded 
for a distance of 40 li (c. 20 k.m) from the mine in all directions; run Lu Man CMao, ch. 2, p. 48. 

12' Although use of 'room' and 'stope' synonymously serves well enough for our purposes, this is actually a 
loose usage. A stope (probably a corruption of'step') is, stricdy speaking, an excavation above or below a level in 
a series of steps. It therefore refers usually to a highly inclined or vertical vein. By contrast, a room is a wide work
ingplace in a flat mine; hence, it is used most often in connection with coal mining where the coal beds tend to be 
more or less horizontal; Fay (1920), p. 652; Lewis (1964), chap. 16. In English coal mining especially, the common 
term is bord and pillar. 

12' Or pillars of coal; Reid (1901-1902), pp. 28-9,36. Cr. also the von Richthofen citation in fn. 58 above. In 
general, whether using timbering or pillars of coal for support of excavations, methods in coal mines seem to 
have been very similar to those used in other kinds of underground workings; Lo Tai-ming ([986), p. 199. 
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copper mine in Hunan, rock pillars flaring at the top and bottom are used together 
with timbers to prop up excavations.126 

In time, this evolved into the room and pillar (or pillar and stope) method that 
came to be used widely, especially in Chinese coal mines. We have good evidence 
for the use of this technique in the remains of a Sung/Yuan (c. +13th century) coal 
mine at Ho-pi • ~ in Honan (some 25 km southwest of An-yang). 127 The miners 
first dug a main vertical shaft about 2.5 m in diameter and with rounded walls to a 
depth of abouq6 m. Galleries were then dug in various directions to access and tra
verse the seam. The galleries near the main shaft were just over 2 m high and about 
2 m wide but typical galleries (including four long ones that together totalled more 
than 500 m in length) were found to be something over I m high with a cross-section 
in the shape of a trapezoid I m wide at the roof and I -4 m wide at the floor. Mter 
dividing the seam into small sections, excavation was carried out in two stages. In 
the first stage, coal was excavated from the remotest sections towards the main shaft, 
and from one of every two neighbouring sections, leaving the intact sections as nat
ural props for the whole roof(the 'alternate squares method' thiao ko shih Wt~~). In 
the second stage the remaining sections were excavated with great care, again from 
the remotest towards the main shaft. 128 

By the later imperial period, when the cost of scarce timber led Chinese miners 
generally to an ever greater reliance on brick and stone for support of excavations,I29 
room and pillar mining in one or another of its variations was the norm in most larger 
Chinese coal mines where it was especially suitable for working thick seams. 130 

We are not well informed on the actual techniques used by Chinese coal miners 
in connection with room and pillar excavations. One of the most important tech
nical advances in coal mining built on the discovery that, by excavating coal at the 
foot of the seam, one could cause the coal above, now deprived of its support, to 
cave in of its own weight, thus greatly saving on the amount of cutting that had to be 
done by the miners. Some observers at the beginning of this century held that this 
practice was absent in Chinese coal mines. W A. Moller claimed that miners in 
Manchuria had 'no idea of the advantages resulting from deep holing under the 
coal.'131 The usually well-informed Herbert Hoover was adamant that 'to under
cut the coal is a thing [the Chinese miner] has ever refused to embrace, preferring 
to cut straight from the face'.132 Statements such as this make a good case for the 
claim that such excavation techniques could not have been common, at least in the 

'26 Hsiung Chhuan-hsin ,t al. ([985), p. 123. The same procedure was also sometimes used at Thung-IO shan; 
Yang Yung-kuang et al. (I98o-[98[), p. 83. 

'" Anon. (r96o); Yang Wen-heng ([978), p. 310; translated and slighdy elaborated in Yang Wen-heng (lg83), 
p. 310. The excavating teams estimated that this was a large coal mine by Sung and Yuan standards, perhaps 
employing several hundred men. 

'28 Graham Hollister-Short suggests that this appears strikingly similar to coal mining practices in England 
(private communication). I suspect that might also be true for practices in other coal mining regions as wt:ll. 

129 von Richthofen (18g8), p. 444; Bain (lg33), p. 65. 
'30 Wright(lgB4), p. 38; Reid (lg01-lg02), p. 27; Shockley(lg04), p. 862. Thicker coal seams also led to the greater 

popularity of the room and pillar method in the United States than in Europe, where the seams tend to be thinner. 
'31 Moller (lg02-1g03), p. 144. "2 Hoover (lgo\-1902), p. 427. 
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Sandstone 

'ma shan' solid coal 

'than' hard coal 

'mei' soft coal 

Limestone 

Fig. 72. Reconstruction of the coal seam at 'Ch'uan Tai Shan' near Tse-chou l!:!H1 (Chin-chheng1f:llil(), Shansi. 
Based on Shockley (1904), p. 862. (Shockley speaks of the jagged edge that separated the 'ma shan' and 'mei' 

layers, but he mllst mean 'than' instead of'mei'.) 

areas with which their authors were familiar. But the fact is that some excavation 
of this sort was practised as least as early as the Ming. 133 At the same time Moller 
and Hoover were writing, William Shockley described in some detail a coal mine at 
'Chhuan Thai Shan' near Tse-chou ~1'1'1 in Shansi: 

A series of rooms, separated by from IQ to 20 ft of solid ground [coaD is opened. The size of the 
rooms varies from 15 by 20 ft up to 35 by 60 ft, depending on the character of the coal and of 
the sandstone roof, being larger with the harder coal. There are over a hundred of these rooms 
in the mine. The dimensions of the room having been decided on, a cut is made completely 
around it and is carried up to the 'ma shan,' [?] 16 ft from the floor (Fig. 72); at the same time 
the soft 'mei' [presumably:J;lit 'coal'] is taken out under this by a series of cuts 46 in. by 38 in. 
high. When the coal begins to crack - to 'talk,' as the miners say - they stop work in these drifts, 
and the block soon comes down, parting at the 'ma shan' seam, which is taken down later. 134 

Larger excavations also posed the question of what to do with worked-out areas. 
Where the development of mining operations permitted, they were frequently filled 
in with waste rock and low-grade ore. 135 This process had advantages that went 
beyond simply preventing cave-ins. It was a use for waste rock that obviated the 
need to hoist or haul it out of the mine. Filled in areas also automatically increased 
the ventilation of other areas where it was needed. 

(6) F1RESETTING 

We have stressed above (Section (a)(2)(iii)) the rigours of hardrock mining, with 
unremitting brute labour as often its most distinguishing characteristic. At its worst, 

133 Lu Tai-ming(1986), p. 197. 13+ Shockley (1904), p. 862. 
'35 For a schematic illustration of how this was done at Thung-Iu sban, see Lei Tshung-yun (1983), p. 392 , 

fig. 7. For a modern example, see Verschoyle (1906), p. 919 (turn-of-the-century gold mines on the northern coast 
of Shantung). Early uses of this method are discussed below in Section (h)(IO). 
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hard and compact rock can be invulnerable to breaking solely by means of simple 
tools and muscle power. To get at the minerals in such ore bodies requires supple
mentary techniques that draw on the energy of natural forces. 

The first of these techniques and by far the most useful in traditional times was 
firesetting. As Agricola commented, firesetting could make 'the rock ... , however 
hard it may be, ... so softened as to be the most easily breakable of all'. 136 Fireset
ting was as important for mining as the harnessing of water or wind power in other 
technologies. Not only did it permit a considerable saving of human energy but, 
apart from gunpowder and dynamite (which can in any case be seen as an extension 
of the firesetting technique), it was the only such development before massive mech
anisation of mining in modern times. 137 

Firesetting appears early in the history of mining. In western Eurasia, miners 
had discovered its possibilities even in prehistoric times. 138 Chinese miners may have 
begun using fire setting as early as the later Neolithic period. At the large Neolithic 
stone toolrnaking site at Hsi-chiao shan iffl:tr!:\ W in N an-hai i¥i $ county, Kwangtung, 
which extended over some 12,000 square m, a number of pits have been found, 
the deepest of which was excavated to a depth of 8.3 m. Because the stone into 
which the pits penetrated was extremely hard and compact, because the walls bore 
extensive signs of scorching, and because the bottom of the pits had considerable 
deposits of ashes, pieces of rock (some of which had scorch marks) and slivers that 
had peeled or been peeled off the wall rock, Huang Wei-wen and his colleagues 
concluded that firesetting must have been used extensively at these pits. 139 As Paul 
Craddock notes, firesetting is a technique that could easily be discovered by 'anyone 
who had observed the fate of a hard rock incorporated in a hearth' .140 In any case, 
firesetting was certainly used extensively in Chinese mines by the Warring States 
period or the middle ofthe -1st millennium. 141 

Firesetting consists of heating the resistant rock face by building up a fire under or 
alongside ofit and then either allowing the heated rock to cool naturally or subjecting 
it to rapid cooling by dousing it with a liquid (usually water, sometimes vinegar). 142 

'" Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. 119. Indeed, quartz subjected to even a relatively low-temperature fire, could 
sometimes become so friable as to be disintegrated into a granular sand simply by crushing it between thumb 
and finger; Holman (1927), p. 221 and passim. 

137 For perhaps the best scientifically detailed overall discussion offiresetting, see Willies (1994). 
13, For earliest evidence of the use offiresetting in the West, cf. Shepherd (1993), pp. 20-4; Timberlake (1990), 

p. 52; Healy (1978), p. 85; SandstrClm (1963), p. 28; Clark (1952), p. 189; Davies (1935), p. 21; and Vo!. 5, pt. 7, p. 533. 
139 Huang Wei-wen et al. (1979), p. 292. Only with the advent of metal tools would the quarrymen have some 

chance of extracting stone blocks from solid rock (as opposed to the earlier practice of using stone tools to shape 
natural boulders); Hodges (1970), p. 148; Hommel (1937), p. 12 (with illustration of Chinese quarryman's ham
mer, chisel and wedges). 

140 Craddock (1992), p. I. 
'4] Lu Pen-shan (1990); Liu Phing-sheng (1988), p. % Hsiung Chhuan-hsin et al. (1985), p. 122; Ho Ping-ti (1975), 

p. 189; An Chih-min & Chhen Tshun-hsi (1962), p. 140; Anon (1959), p. 69; Vo!. 4, pt. 3, pp. 26, 278 and Vo!. 5, pt. 7, 
pp. 538-40. By the late -ond century, if not earlier, it was also used in the excavation oflarge, underground tombs. See 
the photograph in Wagner (1993), p. 337, fi~ 7.1.1 which almost certainly shows the results of excavation byfiresetting. 

,., For the largely though probably not entirely mythical special effectiveness of vinegar in this process, cf. 
SandstrClm (1963), pp. 28-9 and Shepherd (1993), p. 24 but also Vo!. 5, pt. 7, pp. 534-5 and Young (11)70), p. 61. 
The key point made in these latter references is that w~ cannot determine whether or not the vinegar might 
have added to the effectiveness of the technique unless we know the nature of the rock involved. N. a weak acid, 
vinegar might effectively attack basic (alkaline) rock such as limestone or dolomite. Acid rocks such as quartz or 
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Fig. 73. Agricola's illustration of fire setting in a hardrock mine in +16th century Saxony. Hoover & Hoover 
(1912), p. 120. Note the shaving of the sticks and logs to facilitate kindling (top) and the miner leaving the working 

(lower right) while protecting his eyes and nose from the smoke of the wood that has just been set ablaze. 

As a result offiresetting, 'a combination of the differential thermal expansion in the 
rock itself and of the vaporisation of entrapped water ensure [s] the disintegration of 
the rock into fracturallayers ... ' (Fig. 73 and Fig. 74).143 In optimal conditions, the ore 
subjected to this process can even be removed afterwards by hand without tools. 144 

porphyry would be immune to any special reaction to vinegar. Use of vinegar in place of water seems to have 
appeared independently in China, with the earliest surviving record dating to Thang times; VoI. 4, pt. 3, p. 278, 
fn. f. Paul Craddock, who has himself carefully studied firesetting and is familiar with recent experiments in this 
area, feels that 'no further useful shattering could be induced [by vinegar] after a night of burning.' (Personal 
communication, Jan. 20, 1992). Bj0rn Berg strongly agrees; Berg (1992), p. 16, fn. 4. 

143 Craddock (1989), p. 183. See also Penhallurick (1986), pp. 71-5, which draws effectively on Collins (1892) 
(mistakenly referred to as 'Collins, (1973)' in n. 3, p. 78). Firesetting can also be used in quarrying (as it still is in 
Madras, India; Skinner (1969), p. 96); as a technique still used for miningjade when the toughness ofjadeite ren
ders more modern methods unsuccessful (Keverne (1991), p. 24); as an aid to the crushing of ores in the bene
ficiation process (as practised by Chinese gold miners in the 19th century; Louis (1891), p. 640). 

144 This was noted in a remarkable informative passage by the -2nd century Greek geographer Agatharchides 
in which he describes gold mining in Egypt; Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 279-80, fn. 8. 
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Fig. 74· Large gall~ries in Zawar Mala, Rajasthan, India excavated by fire setting and showing the smooth, non
angular walls that typically result from use of this technique. Craddock (1989), p. 184, pI. 8.5. Smooth walls resulting 
from firesetting could even impede the effectiveness of further use of the technique, requiring the walls to be 

roughened up before being fired again; cf. Penhallurick (1986), p. 74. 

Firesetting had become a standard procedure in the copper mines of Chhu
chou ~1\1\1 (present-day Li-shui 87j() in Chekiang by the Ming, 145 and is succinctly 
described by LuJung~?G in his Shu Yuan Tsa Chi ~ ~~~2 (Miscellaneous Notes 
from the Garden of Pulses) of +1475: 

In mining the copper, they first take large pieces of firewood of various lengths, stack 
them up against the ore-bearing earth, and set fire to them, letting them burn through the 
night. This renders the veins soft and brittle. Only on the following day, when the smoke 
has dissipated somewhat, can the miners enter the mine. With hammer and gad, they dig 
out the ore. 146 

Chhueh Liang-chhing, who has carefully studied the Yellowstone Pit (Huang-shih 
kheng]ii:fi:f1L) of the silver mines at Sui-chhang ~~ in southwest Chekiang, a mine 
that dates back at least to the Sung but which was most extensively mined in the 
Ming, gives a somewhat more detailed account (unfortunately, without any illustra
tions or photographs) of firesetting and its results as they can be seen in the remains 
of that mine: 

The miners used brick and rocks to build up a makeshift oven right against the working face, 
... in this way guaranteeing that the full force of the fire would be concentrated against the 
working face .... Because of the limited heat generated by the firewood, the area affected by 

145 Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (1980), p. 296. 
146 Shu Tuan Tsa Chi, ch. 14, p. 9a. As suggested in this text, firesetting does not have to actually shatter the rock 

in order to be very useful to miners. Simply by inducing fractures, it could make the use of gad and hammer 
much easier and more effective. Cf. Barnard (1989), p. 158 for an example at the Ma-yang mines of the Warring 
States period. 
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each firesettingwas only abouLl,-5,000 square cm. The fissures generated by the heat reached 
a depth of 2-5 cm .... One can still see clearly a large number of elliptical depressions in the 
shape of half an egg cut sideways .... These depressions came about because of differing 
temperatures produced in different parts of the wall by the heat of the fire; those parts of the 
wall opposite the centre of the fire fissured more deeply, those facing the edges of the fire less 
so .... Temperature variations in the firing produced not only these distinctive elliptical 
shapes but also considerable variation in the size, direction and depth of the elliptoids. 147 

Paul Craddock is not inclined to accept the interpretation that the small areas 
affected by the firesetting were determined by the intrinsic limitations of the pro
cess, especially the heat of the fire. He notes that experiments he has conducted with 
colleagues show that firesetting can 'easily penetrate 20-30 cm into the face' and 
remove several tonnes of material at a time. He would argue that, when we find 
small firesets like this, it was probably because the miners wanted to remove only a 
small but very specific quantity of rock and/ or ore. 148 

Firesetting also served in China as a prospecting and as a beneficiation or concen
tration technique. Khou Tsung-shih a:*~, writing in the early +I2th century just 
before the fall of the Northern Sung, described the use offiresetting in prospecting 
at the cinnabar mines ofChin-chou illl1'I'1 which was at that time under the control 
of the Liao: 

The Old Crow Pit (Lao ya ehing ~ ~ #) of Chi-liao thung is several hundred feet wide 
and deep. Firewood is placed in the pit and set ablaze. This causes the greenstone (ehhing shih 
~:O) to split, forming small niches (vugs). In the niches there may appear a bed of jade-like 
white rock on which the pieces of cinnabar are found. 149 

In beneficiation, or the dressing of ores (see Section (i)(I) below), ore that had been 
heated and quenched was rendered brittle, making it easy to grind in native stone 
mills. 150 

What is very difficult to determine, not only for earlier periods but for later times 
too, is how widely Chinese miners resorted to firesetting. Evidence for its use is limited 
to a small number of literary references, such as that of the Shu Yuan Tsa Chi cited above, 
occasional stone inscriptions,151 some scattered archaeological evidence l52 as well 
as some eyewitness accounts from very recent times. 153 In some cases oflarge-scale 

1<7 Chhueh Liang-chhing (1978), p. 103. Using this technique, the miners at the Yellowstone Pit eventually 
excavated an area of 70-80,000 cubic m. 

1 ... Craddock (1992), p. I. Experiments suggest that smaller fires, at least in some circumstances, make more 
efficient use offuel than larger fires; Ibid., p. 5. 

I" rTKM, ch. 9, pp. 51-2; de Mely (1896), p. 190. Cf. Vol. 5, pt. 4, p. 241; see also Cibot (1786a), p. 307 which 
describes the same practice in Shansi 'and elsewhere'. The Fang Tu Sheng fAn seems to refer to firesetting during 
the +13th century at the famous Chen-chou cinnabar mines near present-day Ma-yang in Hunan; Hsia Hsiang· 
jung el al. (I98o), pp. 313-14. 

150 Read (1907), p. 1297. See also the comments by S.]. Truscott in Holman (1927), pp. 251-:3. 
1'1 E.g. Li Ching·hua (I981), p. 79 (Ming (?) gold (?) mines in Chi-yuan, Honan); Tshao Theng-fei & Than 

Ti-hua (1985), p. 120 (Ming iron mining in Kwangtung). 
1" In addition to Chhueh Liang-chhing's report, cf. Hsiung Chhuan-hsin el al. (I98S), p. 122 (Warring States 

copper mine at Ma-yang in Hunan); An Chih-min & Chhen Tshun-hsi (1962), p. 520 (Eastern Han copper mine 
at Tung-kou, near Yun-chheng, Shansi); Li Ching-hua (1981) ~[ing gold mines in Chhin-ling, Honan). 

1" E.g. Read (1907), p. 1297 (gold mines in Manchuria); Vol. 3, p. 665 Uade mines in Sinkiang). 
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mining of recalcitrant ores, such as the iron ores at Li-kuo chien ffj ~!lKi:, we can 
probably assume with some confidence that firesetting must have been in use. 154 
These, however, hardly add up to any kind of overall picture of the extent offireset
ting in Chinese mining or any suggestion that it was a commonly used technique. 

Indeed, firesetting may have been used less than the effectiveness of the technique 
might suggest. 155 Certain conditions had to obtain to make fire setting necessary, or 
desirable, or even possible. Often, they were absent. To begin with, firesetting is a 
'prodigal' technique that consumes wood voraciously. 156 A mine of any size would 
soon use up nearby timber resources, at which point the costs of bringing in wood 
from farther afield would increasingly undercut the economic viability of the rnine. 157 

Another possible restraint on the use of fire setting was the wide availability in China 
of very cheap mining labour hardened to abominable working conditions. Where 
firesetting was resorted to out of choice rather than out of necessity, it was probably 
often mainly because of the cosdy wear and tear on tools when excavating tenacious 
rock, rather than because of any concern to use labour power more efficiently or to 
improve the working conditions of the miners. 

Specific conditions of individual mines might also restrict the use of firesetting. 
Firesetting varied considet"ably in effectiveness depending on the rock being excav
ated. 158 For example, quartz-rich rocks would probably react much better than 
shales. 159 Reasonably good ventilation was also necessary if smoke, possibly sul
phurous where pyrites or other sulphides were present, was not to render the mine 
uninhabitable for extended periods after the use of firesetting, or even cause fatal 
accidents. 16O The smoke problem was compounded in those areas where several 
mines were being worked in close proximity, since smoke from one mine might 
filter into neighbouring mines, hindering or preventing work there toO. 161 In ores 
with a high sulphur content, firesetting could set the sulphur on fire. (Hence the 
word 'pyrites'.)162 In silver mining, the fire setting process could produce corrosive 

15' Tegengren (1924), p. 237. Even after the invention of dynamite, firesetting continued in use in European 
mines where the country rock was particularly hard; Timberlake (1990), pp. 49, 50. 

155 The absence of written references to firesetting (or even blasting) in Chhing mines is quite striking. Even 
Wu Chhi-chlln's ~ Illustrated Account of the [Copper and other] Mines and Smelters ofYunnan', the most 
detailed treatment of Chinese mining technology in traditional times (though limited, of course, mainly to the 
copper and silver mines ofYunnan), makes no mention of either technique; Wu Chhi-chlln (I84S); Wu Chheng
ming & Hsu Ti·hsin (I987), Vol. 2, p. 628. 

156 Tegengren (1920), p. 10. Bj"rn Berg calculates that, in the Kongsberg silver mines in Norway during 
the latter half of the 19th century, it required 11.3 cubic m of wood to break by firesetting 3 cubic m of solid rock; 
Berg (1992),PP. 2 and 7, and fig. 2. 

1" The Chinese government sometimes, as in Yunnan in the +18th century, charged officials with the respons
ibility of encouraging regular planting of rapidly growing trees so as to meet the needs of the mines and smelters; 
Voge! (1987a), Y.2. (Vogel's examples deal with the need for wood for the production of charcoal to be used in 
smelting the copper ore.) 

158 Fortunately for the miners, firesetting was especially useful in attacking just those hard, recalcitrant rocks 
that were least able to absorb the stresses induced by differential expansion and the vaporisation of entrapped 
water; Craddock (1992), p. I. 

". Timberlake (1990a), p. 53. 
160 Forbes (1963), p. 202; Healy (1978), p. 85; Timberlake (1990), p. 51; Berg(1992), p. 13: Li Chung-chiin (I982), 

p. 2. Recall LuJung's comment above (p. 303) that miners had to wait until the next day to enter the mine. 
161 Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 118, 120. 162 Young (1970), p. 61. 
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vapours from the rocks that in turn destroyed the silver in the ores. 163 Ores contain
ing arsenic could release arsenical fumes, threatening the miners with arsenical 
poisoning. 164 The heat of the fire could also sometimes alter the ore so as to make it 
difficult to concentrate. 165 Finally,although skilled miners could control fire setting 
quite precisely, the technique could become dangerous when employed by less skilled 
(or less careful) miners. Its use in improper conditions could lead even to collapse of 
the workings. This problem would be especially serious in just those mines where 
fractures in the rock would assist in dissipating the smoke from the fires. 

(7) BLASTING 

In Europe, firesetting had long been an established practice by the time the first 
attempts were made to attack recalcitrant rock with gunpowder. The story of those 
first efforts in Italy at the end of the +16 century and in the German-speaking mining 
centres early in the +17 centuries has become much clearer thanks to the recent work 
of]. Vozar, R. Vergani, Karl-Heinz Ludwig and, in English, Graham Hollister
Short. 166 What is sometimes not sufficiently emphasised is that gunpowder was 
first used in central European mining only to a very limited degree, largely because 
of technical problems that had to be solved before it could be used effectively. 167 

Unfortunately, we remain largely in the dark regarding the early uses of gunpow
der in mining in China. Given the flourishing state of mining in the Sung dynasty,168 
it might be expected that miners were experimenting with this new technique at 
least by the +llth century. However, the evidence for its use at that time is very 
tenuous at best. 169 Even for the succeeding several centuries, we have only very rare 
indications of blasting as a mining technique. One is the Ling-pao hsien 11 Jf ~ 
gold mining district in the western tip of Honan where the Yellow River makes its 
sharp bend to begin flowing eastward to the north China plain. Some 800 old pits of 
varying size have been found here. Many if not most date from the Ming when, 
according to stone inscriptions, gold mining flourished in this area. In a number of 
medium size and larger pits (some penetrating 100 or more m into the mountain
side), obtuse angle, cone-shaped indentations accompanied by radiating cracks 
seem to indicate the widespread use of blasting with gunpowder. 170 

16' Hollister-Short (1985), p. 54. 164 Taylor (1957), p. 25. 165 Young (1970), p. 61. 
166 Vozar (1978); Vergani (1979); Ludwig (1986); Hollister-Short (1983), (1985). The last is especially good on 

the considerable inventiveness that had to be applied before the full effectiveness of gunpowder could be real
ised. Cr. also Vol. 5, pt. 7, pp. 535-8. For a straightforward set ofinstructions for miners, stressing the need for high 
quality ingredients and that the miners working with blasting powder should not become overconfident of their 
skills, see Kern (1779), p. 61. 

161 Molenda (1988), p. 66; Read (1933), p. 244. See also HoUister-Short (1985) and Ludwig (1986). Read properly 
stresses that imaginative leap required before gunpowder, long familiar in its military applications, could be seen 
as an aid in mining. After all, the drilling required in order to set the charge was the first example of the use of 
drilling underground. 

168 Golas (1989); Hartwell (1963), (1966), (1967); Hsia Hsiang-jung ,t al. (1980), chap. 5. 
169 VoIS, pt. 7, pp. 542-:3. It is worth noting that, despite a flourishing mining industry inJapan, it may well be 

that blasting with gunpowder was not used until the second half ofthe 19th century; Anon. (1909), 23. 
110 Li Ching-hua (1981), p. 79. For possibly another Ming use of gunpowder in mining, in this case in Hopeh, 

cf. Anon (1978h), p. 185. 
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When we look at the more abundant information for the 19th and early 20th cen
turies, mostly provided by Western observers, it is quite clear that potential advant
ages of using gunpowder such as the saving on firewood and the ability to continue 
working immediately after the blast were ordinarily not sufficient to induce Chinese 
miners to resort to blasting. 17I Nevertheless, the statement (Vol. 5, pt. 7, p. 543) that 
the use of gunpowder is attested only for quicksilver mining needs revision. Gun
powder was also used in the mining of antimony by native methods, 172 in Szechwan 
coal mines l73 and in Mongolian silver mines. IN Even with this paucity of references, 
their variety strongly suggests that blasting must have played a role in many other 
mines, toO.175 

Some of the reluctance of Chinese miners to use gunpowder probably derived 
from the disadvantages of gunpowder blasting in the Chinese context. 176 One serious 
problem was the frequently inferior quality of gunpowder available. As an anonym
ous author described the situation at quicksilver mines in Kweichow at the begin
ning of this century: 'The powder used is made at the mine. Owing to the defective 
mixing of the ingredients of the powder and to the inferior quality of the nitre the 
explosive force is not very great ... '.177 Then there was the cost of shothole-drilling; 
the danger of igniting fire-damp (methane) in coal mines; the possibility of damage 
to timbering; the danger of delayed charges when workers, as all too often happened, 
paid insufficient attention to safety practices. 178 Moreover, where either firesetting 
or blasting was called for, firesetting was sometimes the preferred technique either 
because it was more effective than blasting against certain tenacious ores l79 or 
because the ready availability of timber made it a cheaper technique, or because it 
required less expertise on the part of the miners, or because it posed a lesser threat 
of damage to or collapse of the workings. 180 Chinese miners must have faced many 

111 Hollister-Short (1985), p. 50; von Richthofen (1872b), p. 76; Bain (1933), p. 65; Robertson (1916), p. 267; 
Louis (1891), p. 640. 

'" Cole (1916), p. 370: 'Native-made black powder is used .. .'. 
'" Reid (1901-1902), p. 33. I" WOO Y. T. (Wu Yang-tsang) (1902), p. 756. 
I" Tegengren, whose opinions must always be taken seriously, says explicitly that' ... explosives ... probably 

were hardly used in China for mining purposes' before the Igth century. Cr. Tegengren (1921), Vol. 2, p. 237. 
Unfortunately, he does not tell us on what he based this opinion. 

116 Gunpowder was also adopted only with reluctance by European miners in the +16th and +17th centuries. 
For a discussion of why this was the case, see Ludwig (1982), p. 152 and Ludwig (lg86), especially the colourful 
example describing the injuries suffered in +1642 at Gastein in Salzburg by the blasting master, Obman ain 
Khnapp, who had a charge spontaneously ignite on him. 

111 Anon. (lg07a), p. 152. Hommel describes the gunpowder used by Kiangsi quarrymen in the Ig20s as 'ill
triturated and lumpy'. Hommel{(937), p. 10; see also Carlson (1971), p. 46. For a+16th century text on the tedious 
pounding and grinding necessary to produce good quality gunpowder, see above Vol. 5, pt. 7, pp. 35B-g. Even 
for a high priority use such as weapons, the government found it difficult to assure the quality of gunpowder; 
Gillan & Cranmer-Byng (1962), p. 301. 

118 Golas (lg82); HoUister-Short(1983), p. m; Ludwig(lg86); Berg(1992), p. 4. 
119 Penhallurick (1986), p. 73; Ure (1875), Vol. 3, p. 315; Ludwig (lg86), p. 120. 
180 Golas (lg82);Tegengren (lg20); pp. 17-8; VolS,pt. 7, pp. 543-4; HoUister-Short(1985), p. 42; Mumford(1934), 

p. 68. Young (1970), p. 187, describes some orthe problems that made the ignition of gunpowder so dangerous in 
early mining in the United States: 'From the employment of gunpowder for the first time in blasting until [the 
invention of the safety fuse in J1831, ignition was a chancy and terribly dangerous problem. The military slow match 
of saltpeter-impregnated cord was not suited for blasting, since it burned entirely too s1owl),. Miners devised vari
ous metal tubes, hollow wooden rods, and even split reeds cleaned of their pith and bound back together with 
string to contain their igniting composition, all tending either to misfire or fire too quickly.' Firesettingwas still in 
use in the great Rammelsberg mine in the Harz mountains as late as 1878; Shepherd (1980), p. Ig. 
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of the same problems as the miners who first experimented with gunpowder in Italy 
and Germany. 181 

Lastly, the generally poor quality of ore deposits in China probably discouraged 
the use of blasting. Thin and irregular deposits especially invite working in a way that 
attacks only the ore, thus minimising the breaking out and hoisting of waste. Such a 
procedure becomes even more rational when, as often happens, the ore is relatively 
friable and easily broken while the country rock encasing it is recalcitrant. 182 

(8) HAULAGE AND HOISTING 

Robert P. Multhauf has WTitten: 'The history of the technology of mining, as dis
tinguished from metallurgy, is largely a history of mechanisation, and that mechan
isation has until the last century consisted principally in the development of what 
Agricola calls tractoriae - hauling machines.' 183 Multhauf's view of what constitutes 
'technology' in mining is obviously rather narrower than ours. Insofar as we try to 
apply it to hauling activities, it must be noted at the outset that most of Chinese min
ing saw little more mechanisation in the area of hauling than in other mining activ
ities. The major exception was the windlasses that, at least from the Warring States 
period, could be found at some, probably relatively larger mines. 184 Indeed, Vogel 
would argue that it was the very low level of mechanisation of haul age and drainage 
in Chinese mines that constituted 'one of the most conspicuous differences' between 
Chinese and European mining. 185 The point seems valid, but only if one contrasts 
Chinese mining with European mining from the Renaissance onward. For earlier 
periods, the contrast would be much less marked. 186 

(i) Minimising haulage 

It is well to remember that, in the typical mining operation, the miners will be excav
ating not only ore but also a certain amount of waste rock or gangue materials. 

,., Vol. 5, pt. 7, p. 535,fn. b; Hollister-Short (lg85), passim.; Ludwig (lg80), p. 152. 
,.2 Young (lg70 ), pp. 81-0. Of course, Chinese miners did not invariably follow this logic. In the cinnabar 

mines of southeastern Szechwan, gunpowder fabricated by the miners themselves was used at least in recent 
times on rather poor deposits worked on a very small scale. 

,., Multhauf(lg59), p. 114. Agricola makes a further distinction between those machines that 'raise not only 
dry loads, but also wet ones, or water' and those that are used only to draw water, i.e. various kinds of pumps; 
Hoover & Hoover (lgI2), pp. 16g-70.· The same distinction works for the hauling and drainage machines of 
Chinese mining, though I know of no Chinese author who drew such a distinction. 

'84 If one includes water pumps as 'hauling machines', they would constitute a second exception, as we shall 
see below, though also not a very widely used one. 

,., Voge! (lggIC), p. 76. 
, .. After establishing that many of the mining innovations attempted even in the +15th and +16th centuries 

failed, Danuta Molenda (1988, p. 83) argues that the 'main cause offailure lay in the lack oflechnical expertise 
and ignorance of the elementary principles of engineering. This was why it frequently happened that machines 
which functioned well as models failed to work at all when installed in the mines. Too little account was taken of 
the different geographical, geological and hydrographical factors which might affect the performance of the 
machinery, so that machines that worked well in one mine proved useless in another or kept breaking down.' ]oel 
Mokyr, for his part, would stress 'the constraints of workmanship and materials' (1990, p. 58). In any case, tech
nical impediments to the introduction of greater mechanisation in mines were, if anything, all the more daunting 
in China where skilled engineers were even scarcer than in late medieval Europe. 
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Insofar as the waste materials could be disposed of within the mine rather than 
by removing them, the need for haulage was reduced. For this reason, the miners 
frequently practised at least a preliminary process of ore dressing or concentration 
right at or close to the working face. As far as possible, only pieces of ore would be 
carried out of the mine. The waste materials would then be disposed ofin the easi
est and most convenient way, by using them to fill in already worked out areas. 187 

Miners were already using this practice in the most extensive mining operations of 
the Chou period, such as that ofThung-lii shan m #~Ll1. 188 

Sometimes, especially where timber was readily available, the miners went to 
surprising lengths to avoid hauling gangue. At the Sui-chhang ~ I!§ silver mine in 
Chekiang which was worked during the Sung and Ming, miners actually built simple 
platforms against the walls of the mine. On these platforms, supported by China fir 
props, they piled up the useless gangue. The platforms, with their loads of rock, 
were still in place when the mine was discovered in 1966.189 

(ii) Carrying or pushing / pulling ore 

Some of the traditional Chinese mines excavated in recent decades have been found 
to have galleries that are noticeably tall and narrow. Because of this, and because 
archaeologists have found what appear to be hooks used to suspend baskets from 
shoulder poles, it has been suggested that this very much easier hauling method was 
used in these mines. 190 In more recent times, we know that, in the mercury mines of 
Kweichow for example, miners used shoulder poles and baskets that had a capacity 
of 40-50 catties, which meant that a full load consisted of some 50-60 kilograms. 191 
Moreover, we have a mid-19th century illustration from Yunnan showing haulage 
of ore using shoulder poles (thiao-khuang ~ii) (Fig. 75), though the scene takes 
place outside the mine so that it does not tell us that this method of haulage was also 
used inside the mines. 192 Shoulder poles were also used in the native coal mines of 
Manchuria at the beginning of this century (Fig. 78) and by Chinese gold miners in 
Malaysia. 193 

The same Yunnan illustration also shows workers carrying ore in baskets slung 
over the shoulder and resting on their backs (pei-khuang 'Wii)_ These baskets appear 
to be very similar to baskets with large looping handles that miners in Hopeh used 
in the same period (Fig. 76). 

,.7 This could have the further advantage of preventing cave-ins in abandoned areas, with their unpredictable 
but potentially lethal effects on areas where the miners were still at work. 

'88 Vogel (1982), p. 143. ". Chhueh Liang-chhing (1978), p. 104. '911 Ibid.; Su]u-chiang (1942), p. 66. 
,., Tegengren (lgOO), p. 18. Von Richthofen gives another setoffigures for the coal mine with steps in the form 

of a spiral referred to above «h)(3))' It was worked at a depth of80 m and, though von Richthofen does not say so 
explicitly, it appears that the haulers used baskets suspended from shoulder poles. According to his calculations, 
each man would make 20 haulage trips per day, bringing up 25 catties each trip. The 120 men employed in 
haulage would be able, by his calculations, to bring up some 14,000 tonnes yearly; von Richthofen (1872b), p. 18. 

192 Su]u-chiang (1942), p. 66 reports the use of carrying poles at the open pit mines ofKo-chiu. 
'93 Louis (18gl), p. 640. A pair of baskets held 'at least 70 lbs.' and could be 'easily carried up steep grades by 

a Chinese miner'. 
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Fig. 75. Hauling ore at a 19th century mine in Yunnan. The haulers are 'backing' single baskets (pei-khuang) or 
carrying pairs of baskets slung on shoulder poles (thiao-khuang). Wu Chhi-chun (1845), Illustrations, p. 5a. 
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Fig. 76. Chinese miners in Hopeh in the 1860s, photographed by the Scottish photographer John Thomson. 
Clayre (1985), p. 167. Note the two differently shaped baskets for hauling ore, as well as the mattock, one of the 

most popular tools of Chinese mining. 

Only a small minority of underground mines, however, had walking and work
ing areas large enough for the miners to stand upright. 194 As a result, much of the 
haulage in Chinese mines was accomplished in the most difficult fashion, by haulers 
crawling along the ground and pushing or pulling an ore basket to the place where 
it could be emptied (Fig. 77, (a) left and (b)). 

Alternatively, as at coal mines in Manchuria (Fig. 78) or at the Ko-chiu tin mines 
(Fig. 79), double baskets or sacks of ore were carried over the shoulder while walking 
or crawling. In the latter case, the total weight of the load reached as much as 80 or 
90 chin or not much less than ~5 or 50 kg. Haulers were expected to bring up a 

194 This was also a major reason why animals were so little used in Chinese mining though the relative 
shortage of animals and the extreme cheapness of human labour power may well have been equally or more 
important. . 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 77. Bamboo baskets used by coal miners in Kiangsi in the early part ofth~s century: (a) left and (b) are bas~ets 
pushed or pulled along the floor of the mine to eit.her th~ mo~th or to the pomt where the ore was dumped.mto 
the windlass basket (a) right. The basket (c) was lmed WIth OIled cloth and used to haul water from the mmes. 

Hommel (1937), pp. 4-5, figs. 5- 7· 
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Fig. 78 . Miner hauling coal in a pair of baskets in northeast China (Manchuria). Note that, for balance, the front 
basket is about half the size of the rear basket. Treptow explicitly describes the baskets as being hung from a 

carrying pole though that is not clear from the photo alone. Treptow (1918), p. 175. 

Fig. 79. A double sack made of hemp or leather and used to haul ore inside 19th century mines in Yunnan. 
Wu Chhi-chun (I845), Illustrations, p. rra. 

certain total weight or a certain number ofloads each shift, typically something like 
500 chin. 195 In the copper mines ofYunnan in the 19th century, it typically took four 
or five haulers to dispose of the ore and gangue excavated by one miner, making the 
haulers by far the largest segment of the labour force. Theirs was also the most 

195 SuJu-chiang (I942 ), pp. 66-7. Draper (1931) says the average was 30 kg (67 pounds). At Ko-chiu, a hauler on 
average could make about 5 trips a day down a 300 incline 650 m long. By contrast, a hauler at a deep Szechwan 
coal mine early this century 'entered the mine at 8 a.m. with his empty trolley and emerged therefrom at 2 a.m. 
on the following day, bringing out one load of about 10 cwt of coal as his day's work.' Reid (1901-1902), p. 31. 
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Fig. 80. A young boy hauling coal in Taiwan at the beginning of this century. Davidson (1903), facing p. 472. 

difficult and perhaps most unhealthy work at the mines, 196 but since it required no 
skill, it was compensated at the lowest possible rates. Often, because of the narrow
ness of the shafts and galleries, young boys were hired for this work (Fig. 80). At Ko
chiu, the slogan was 'the smaller, the better' (yuehhsiaoyuehhao ~/J\~ff). Of all the 
workers in the mines, their working and living conditions were the most dismal. 197 

(iii) Sledges and carts on rails 

Even in mines where the best of native techniques were in use, sledges drawn by 
men were often used. 198 Sometimes, ties of wood were laid down to aid the glid
ing of the sledges (Fig. 8I).199 Small wooden carts with four wooden wheels were 
also used (Fig. 82)200 though we cannot yet say when such carts were first used in 
Chinese mines. 201 

196 Their bodies were repeatedly subjected to rapid changes in temperature as they entered and left the mines; 
Draper (1931), p. 184. 

197 Yen Chung-phing (1957), p . 57; SuJu-chiang (1942), pp. 64,66. 
198 Shockley (1904), p. 860. We seem to have no evidence of sledges or carts propelled by winches, as was 

sometimes seen in European mines; Molenda (1988), p. 66. 
199 Junghann (191 I), p. 12. Pumpelly (1870, p. 292) mentions 'sleds' being dragged over 'smooth round sticks' in 

the Chai-thang~~ coal mines to the west of Peking. 
200 Andersson (1934), p. 81. The carts (Andersson calls them 'trolleys') used in excavations for 'dragon bones' 

(i.e., Shang oracle bones) measured 1.3 m in length, 0.6 m in breadth and 0.35 m in height; they were drawn by a 
crawling man with the hauling rope passing over a shoulder and through his legs. 

20 1 Wheeled haulage carts, sometimes referred to as 'mine dogs' (chiens de mines) made their appearance in 
European mines at least by the late Middle Ages; Braunstein (1983), p. 587. 
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Fig. 81. Entrance to a coal mine in Szechwan with a steelyard arrangement for weighing the coal and wooden 
tracks for either a cart or sledge. Reid (19°1-1902), p. 31. Note the steps between the tracks that provided a 

foothold for the haulers. (See also Ibid. p. 33.) 

Fig. 82. Ore haulage cart at a mine in north China, probably Shansi. Erik Nystrom archives, Ostasiatiska 
Museet (Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities), Stockholm. 
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At least by the early 20th century, some Chinese mines hauled ore or coal on small 
carts running on rails. In the 'baby track railways' found in the mercury mines near 
Thung-jen i1Jt, Kweichow, bamboo baskets with a capacity of some 60 kg - about 
what one man could carry in two baskets suspended on a carrying pole - and mounted 
with wooden wheels were trammed along wooden rails. 202 At least one coal mine in 
Szechwan had a similar system.203 Unfortunately, we do not know at this stage whether 
the use of tracks was an entirely indigenous development or whether knowledge 
of railroads or even mine tramways in the West might not have been a stimulus. The 
earlier history of the use rails and carts in mine haulage is just as murky. We have so 
far turned up no references to the practice in traditional Chinese sources. 

(iv) Hoisting without windlasses 

Hoisting material out of a mine, as opposed to carrying it out, is of particular inter
est in the early history of mining because it was one area that held out the possibil
ity of substituting mechanisation for brute energy. Hoisting probably began with 
a basket attached to a rope and one or two men raising the basket by pulling the 
rope up hand-over-hand. With some kind of waterproofing of the basket, the same 
method could also serve for drainage. It has been suggested that this was how hoist
ing was implemented in the early, Western Chou stages of mining at Thung-Iu shan. 
The fiat, square baskets found in the excavations could have served this purpose. 
They would have held about 20-25 chin (some 13 kg) of rock, just about what could 
be hauled up from 20-30 m shafts by one or two men working without mechanical 
aids. 204 On the other hand, such baskets could also have served for a human-chain 
kind of hoisting where each basket was passed up from one miner to the next until it 
reached the surface (Fig. 83). 

A great advance occurred when the pulley was introduced. We cannot be sure 
when that was. 205 However, pulleys would have been so obviously useful that we can 
only assume that it must have been around the same time (late Warring States or 
Han) as they began to be used on wells. 206 

For shallow excavations, a well-sweep (counterbalanced bailing bucket) could 
also have been of use. Very recently, the remains of what have been interpreted to 
be possibly the remains of a primitive well-sweep were discovered at theJui-chhang 
Riff ~ Thung-ling copper mine. 207 

202 Tegengren (1920), pp. 13, 18. ,.3 Wright (1984), pp. 6-'). 
204 YangYung-kuangetal. (r98o-r98r),p. 85. ,.5 On the pulley, see above, Vol. 4, pt. 2, pp. 95-6, 266-7. 
206 It is interesting in this context that the most commonly used word for 'shaft' is indeed the word for 'well' 

(eking #). By the 19th century, pulleys (?) were perhaps used in combination with animal or wind (!) power. Von 
Richthofen noted this in the Po-shan W 0.1 coalfields of central Shantung: 'Round shafts 15 ft in diameter, and 
lined with brickwork, are sunk to a depth of about '40 ft, and the coal is brought to bank in hide skips [baskets], 
raised by a cable mounted on a pulley and worked by wind-power or cattle. Each skip contains about 400 lb. of 
coal, and as a full one is raised an empty one is lowere.;! into the shaft.' von Richthofen 1898, p. 444. One wonders 
if von Richthofen meant a windlass here, especially since Drake (1900, p. 275) describes the raising of coal with a 
windlass having a drum 1.5 m C5 feet) in circumference and powered by four or five men, but where each basket 
brought up about 140 kg. 

,.7 Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (r993), p. 38. 
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Fig. 83· Miners hoisting coal in a human-chain fashion. Anonymous album, c. mid-19th century. Bibliotheque 
Nationale, Paris: Oe 117, pI. 11. 

(v) Hoisting by means of windlasses 

Among the more remarkable discoveries at Thung-Iu shan were two windlass 
axles. 208 At 2.5 m in length, they could easily have spanned even the largest shaft 
openings, although this may not have been necessary if, as Barnard suggests, the 
windlasses were located at the side of the shaft with the rope passing over a pulley or 

,.. A number of Chinese sc~olar~ have felt that windlasses were used in mining at the latest by the -7th or-6th 
centunes; see, for example, Liu Shlzong ,/ al. (1993), p. 62 and Chou Wei-chien e/ al. (r990), pp. 2(}--1. There is 
now some hard evidence to support that view. Remains of a Shang period wooden windlass are reported to have 
been found at the Thung-ling copper mine excavations. According to Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (r993, p. 
37): 'The wmdlass [axle] was formed from a single piece of wood. It is 43 cm long and has a diameter of 42 cm. At 
each ~nd, there are five evenly-spaced protrusions that could have served as levers for turning the windlass or for 
restrammg [the s!leed of] the rope.' If this is indeed the remains of a windlass and the dating is sound, it would 
clearly be the earhest WIndlass found m China. (The first use of windlasses in mining in the West seems to have 
occurred in Roman time,; Shepherd (1980), p. 20; Coghlan (1956), p. 22.) 
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Fig. 84. Wooden windlass axle found at Thung-lii shan ~ #j W, dating from the Warring States to early Han 
period, 250 cm diameter. At each end, a tongue of 28 or 35 cm has been carved out, pr~sum~.bly to loc.k the axle 
firmly between two uprights on which it rested or into which the tongue was fitted. (No IdentIfiable upnghts have 
been discovered.) At either end are two rings of notches. The outer rings, about 45 cm from the ends of the axle, 
consist Of14 closely spaced rectangular notches about 8 cm long, 3 cm wide and 2-3 cm deep, with 1-2 cm separat
ing the notches. The inner rings are about 25 cm closer to the centre. Each ring has six rectangular notches 8-9 cm 
long, 3-4 cm wide and 6-8 cm deep, with each notch separated from its ~eigh?our~ by 8:-10 cm. Anon. (1980); 

Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980--1981), p. 86; Vogel (1982), pp. 148,150; HSla NaI & Ym Wel-chang (1982), p. 7· 

similar assembly located directly above the opening. 209 One of the axles, perhaps 
because something had gone wrong in its construction, had been scrapped before 
completion and used as a roof support. The other (Fig. 84) presumably served its 
purpose and survived sufficiently well so as to provide the basis for more than 
one possible reconstruction. 210 Probably the best version (Fig. 85) was inspired not 

209 Barnard (1989), p. 184, fn. 23. Cf. also Vogel (1982),147-8; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), pp. 6-8. Since 
this is about the same period for which we have the earliest evidence for the use of pulleys, it is by no means cer
tain that the use of pulleys preceded the invention of windlasses, as suggested above in Vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 335· 

210 One of the more ingenious was worked out by Noel Barnard in 1981. Barnard (1989), p. 182, fig. 15; repro
duced in Penhallurick (1986), p. 42. For a number of reasons, however, it is not very persuasive, and Barnard him
selfno longer holds to it; Barnard (1989), p. 184. 
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Fig. 85. Reconstruction of the Thung-hi shan ~ #j W windlass as proposed by Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang. 
(For discussion, see text.) Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 7, fig. 8. 

only by illustrations of windlasses in the Ming TKKW (Fig. 86) but also by those in 
Agricola's slightly earlier De Re Metallica. 211 In this version, the two inner rings of 
larger and deeper notches are provided with spokes or levers by means of which 
presumably two miners turned the axle. 212 Into the outer, smaller and shallower 
notches would be fitted smaller spokes to which would be attached horizontal rods 
or slats to build up a drum of significantly greater diameter than the original axle 

211 TKKW, ch. pp. 316-17; Sun & Sun (1966), pp. 297,301-2. The drawings reproduced in Sun & Sun are from 
the original set of illustrations for TKKW; the drawings in the Shih-chieh edition of TKKW which I have relied 
on are in this case later versions, and it is interesting that one of these later illustrations of raising and lowering 
divers from a boat (pp. 3 I 2-3) completely omits the windlass that is portrayed in the original as seen in Sun & Sun 
(p. 297). It is also worth noting that none of these Ming windlasses is portrayed with a crank, even of a primitive 
kind such as Hommel found used by the coalminers of Kiangsi (Fig. 87). By contrast, some of the windlasses in 
De Re Metallica use cranks (e.g., Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 161,202), others use spokes of the kind proposed in 
this reconstruction (e.g., ibid., p. 171), and still others use both (e.g., ibid., p. 162), apparently a common practice 
in +16th century central Europe. 

212 Tu Fa-chhing & Kao Wu-hsun (1980, p. 95) suggest the windlass could have been powered when necessary 
by four men. Because the shaft openings at Thung-lii shan, especially in the Warring States - Han period, were 
probably larger that the opening ofthe gem pit pictured in TKKW(Fig. 86), it would not have been feasible for 
the Thung-hi shan miners to apply their pushing or pulling efforts directly to the axle of the windlass as por
trayed in Sung Ying-hsing's work. 
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Fig. 86. A Ming gem miner being raised or lowered by means of ~ ,:indlas~ turned by ~hree men appl!,ing po,:er 
to the rods or slats forming a kind of drum built up on the axle. Ongmal Thten Kung Khat Wu ~If7Wlo/.] Illustra~lOn 
reproduced in Sun & Sun (1966), p. 301, fig. 18- 3. The pit or shaft was clearly deeper than su?,gested here smce 
the author, Sung Ying-hsing, speaks of a 'gem vapour' (pao-chhi lf~) that regularly attacks mmers and can even 

kill them after prolonged exposure. TKKW, ch. 18, p. 306. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 87· Traditional windlasses still in use in this century. (a) A sketch of a windlass with a rudimentary crank of 
the type used by Kiangsi coalminers in the 1920S. A piece of wood is mounted obliquely into the axle, and to this 
is tied a curved tree branch. ( b) A photo of a windlass from the same coalfield. (For a general view of this coalfield, 
see Fig. I above.) This windlass is provided with two ropes, one for lowering and one for raising a basket at any 
given time, the so-called 'balanced hoisting', which could also be accomplished with a single rope. Rommel 

(1937), pp. 2- 3· 

but still relatively light. Hsia N ai and Yin Wei-chang reported that a replica built 
according to this reconstruction with a diameter twice that of the original axle could 
accommodate twice as much rope as the axle alone and worked twice as fast. 213 

Possibly, as suggested by the Chinese archaeologists, the miners at Thung-lii 
shan were also already using a system of ' balanced hoisting' whereby the rope of the 
windlass was coiled about its axle in such a way that the weight of a descending 

213 Rsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 8. It had earlier been proposed that the outside notches had been 
used in some kind of braking system (chih tung chia jjjUIIJ~, 'damper brake') but that seems improbable not only 
because no one could come up with a persuasive suggestion of how the braking would have worked but also 
because it does not appear that there would have been any need for a special braking device; ibid., p. 7; Yang 
Yung-kuang et al. (1980- 1981), pp. 85- 6. 
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Fig. 88. Grooved stones found at Thung-hi shan jfilI#! W that have been interpreted by Chinese archaeologists 
as having served as windlass counterweights, as illustrated in Fig. 102, for lifting water. Anon. (1980), n .p. If the 
well windlass illustration in the Thien Kung Khai Wu 7(I~1o/J is to be believed (though its clumsiness gives rise to 
doubts), such counterweights could also be used in quite different fashion on crank-powered windlasses. Sun & 

Sun (1966), p. 25, fig. 1- 14; Vol. 4, pt. 2, p . 336, fig. 574. 

empty basket or even a stone used as a deadweight would make it easier to haul up a 
basket with its contents (Fig. 88 and Fig. 89).214 

Even with the best available windlass design and construction, a single windlass 
and shaft could not handle haulage from the deeper Thung-lti shan workings. 215 The 
miners may have begun solving this problem as early as the Spring and Autumn 
period as the 'blind shafts' we described above evolved into single shafts divided 
into stages, each equipped with its own windlass (Fig. 89).216 

Apart from the illustrations in TKKW, information on the use of windlasses in 
Chinese mines from the later Han to the 19th century is practically non-existent. 
One would like very much to know if there were any improvements in wind
lass construction such as the windlass equipped with a flywheel that Agricola 

214 Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 8. Alternatively, two ropes coiled in opposite directions could have 
been used; Barnard (1989), p. 181. 

215 Thung-lu shan miners worked as deep as 50 m and more below the surface (Table 13) while, even in the 
early 20th century, ha~lage stages in native mines were commonly only about 20 m in depth;Junghann (19II), 
p. 13. In many cases, thIS :nust have been the practical limit of windlass hoisting, though Braunstein (I g83, p. 584) 
says 15 m. But Tu Fa-chhmg and Kao Wu-hsun (1980), with seemingly no evidence apart from the diameter of the 
drum, claim that these windlasses could have hoisted water or solid matter from depths of more than 50 m. 

216 Yang Yung-kuang et at. (1980-1981), p. 85. 
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Fig. 89. Hoisting in stages as it may have been implemented at Thung-lu shan jfilI #! W during the Warring 
States-Han period. Anon. (1980), n .p. 

describes. 217 We also lack information on the use of animals to power windlasses. 
This must have occurred from time to time at the pithead though few Chinese 
mines were spacious enough to make it feasible underground. 218 Besides, there was 
all that cheap human labour available, leading to another interesting contrast 
b~tween Europe and China. In the central European mines described by Agricola, 
wIndlasses seem most often to have been turned by' [t]wo robust men'. 219 In China, 
however, the little evidence we have suggests that windlasses were seldom worked 
by as few as two men. The windlass at the gem pit in TKKWis manned by five men, 
three of whom are actually working it. 220 Junghann suggests that the most com
monly used windlass in Chinese mines early in this century was manned by three 
m.en on ea~h side and ~ically brought up something under 100 kgs. 221 Larger 
wIndlasses In the ShansI coal fields, about 1.5 m in circumference and m anned by 
four or five men on each side, could hoist about 135 kg of coal. 222 

217 .Hoover & Hoo~er (lgI2), p. 162. Other possible areas of improvement would have been the construction 
a~d SIze of the con tamers, the kinds of cables, chains or pulleys used, and the overall size and strength of the 
wmdlasses; Molenda (1988), pp. 66-7. 

218 We have at least one instance from Shantung early in this century where horses powered a windlass; 
Junghann(lgll),p.13· 

219 Hoover & Hoover (lgI 2) , pp. 160- 1; 171. 220 Sun & Sun (lg66), p. 301. 221 Junghann (lgll), p. 13. 
222 Drake (lg00), p. 275;Jameson (18g8), p. 366. The largest windlasses found at Chinese mines might hoist as 

much as 225+ kg;Junghann (I 9 I I), p. 13. This seems also to have been the norm at the Almaden mercury mines in 
Spain; de Betancourt (lgg0), pp. 32- 3. 
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Fig. 90. Overhead tra:nway ~sed at a coal mine on the upper Yangtze in the mid-19th century. From Blakiston 
(1862), as reprodu~ed m Wdhams (1.883), Vo!. 1, facing p. 306. Robertson (1916, p. 270) notes that 'Where there 
are ledges of any wIdth below the mmes they have to operate the cable-ways in sections, as the sag is so great that 

the baskets could not clear the ledges.' 

(vi) Aerial tramways 

Where conditions were particularly favourable, the Chinese sometimes used an 
aerial tramway to transport product from the mouth of the mine. Thomas Blakiston 
described one of these aerial tramways used at a coal mine on the upper Yangtze in 
Szechwan (Fig. 90): ' ... thick hawsers, made of plaited bamboo, are tightly stretched 
from the mouth, or near the mouth, of the working gallery, to a space near the water 
where the coal can be deposited. These ropes are in pairs, and large pannier
shaped baskets are made to traverse on them, a rope passing from one over a large 
wheel at the upper landing and down again to the other, so that the full basket going 
down pulls the empty one up, the velocity being regulated by a kind of break [sic] on 
the wheel ~t the top. '223 S. Wells Williams, after citing this passage, makes the com
ment, apphcable to so much of the native practice in Chinese mining: 'With such 

223 Bl~kiston (1862), p. 265. Robertson (1916, p. 270) adds some important details: 'The track cables are plaited 
of flat stnps of~amboo (I?~ch .like the towing. ropes used by the boatmen) and are about 4 inches in diameter. At 
the lower termmal, provIs~on IS made for taking up the slack by taking a hitch on the track cable with a smaller 
rope, ~so of ba:nb?o, wh.Ich passes around a roller log. This log is turned by capstan bars and blocked when 
the desIred te~1Sl0n IS obtamed. [For an ex:ample .of th~s same technique applied to a frame- or bow-saw, cf. Vo!. 4, 
pt. 2, P: ~4, FIg. 362 .J The haulage rope IS 0.75 m. dIameter, also of bamboo, but twisted in three strands. One 
end of It IS at.tached to a bamboo bas~et on each of the track cables. At the upper terminal it makes several turns 
round ~ ver~lCal drum. and the speed IS controlled by other bamboo ropes acting as friction brakes on this drum. 
. . . ThIs paIr of ropes IS said to cost 40,000 cash ... and lasts one year.' 
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inexpensive methods of getting coal to the water-courses, foreign machinery can 
hardly be expected to reduce its price very materially. '224 

(9) LIGHTING 

In western Asia and Europe, mine lighting typically progressed from the use of 
torches of various kinds to the use of lamps.225 What little evidence we have for 
Chinese mines, together with some reflection on the limited options open to the 
miners, suggests the same general development took place in Chinese mining. One 
tantalising bit of evidence, from Thung-hi shan, is the lengths of bamboo found to 
show traces of burning on one end. Chinese scholars have not been able to agree 
that these were indeed torches for lighting. Those who reject that interpretation 
argue that the oxygen conditions in the Thung-Iu shan mines would have made the 
use of torches for lighting highly unlikely. Hans Ulrich Vogel, on the other hand, has 
come up with the reasonable suggestion that such bamboo torches may have been 
used only occasionally, when necessary.226 

This reminds us that much traditional Chinese mining - we cannot say just how 
much - was actually accomplished in the dark, as it were. We know, for example, 
that +I3th century miners excavating the rocks that would provide the raw mater
ial for the famous Tuan-chhi fIffij 1~ inkstones worked in complete darkness. They 
selected the stones by feel but did not know whether they were truly good until they 
examined them in daylight. 227 We shall return to this question shortly when we note 
that lack of oxygen sometimes left miners with no option but to work in darkness. 228 

In recent centuries, and probably earlier too, most of the lighting in Chinese 
mines was provided by oil lamps (Fig. 91). In the Yunnan copper mines during the 
Chhing, where typically one lamp holding one-half a chin (about 300 grams) of oil 
provided lighting for four or five miners, the two major expenses in mining were 
food for the miners and oil for the lamps, with the cost of oil running at as much as 
half the cost of food. 229 Economic considerations thus strongly encouraged holding 
lighting costs to an absolute minimum. 

Oil lamps were so widely used in Chinese mining because they met well the needs 
of the miners. They were simple, relatively inexpensive and dependable. Even when 
electric lamps became available, miners frequently continued to prefer the old oil 
lamps. They found the electric lamps too heavy and clumsy, and unable to provide 
as good light as oil. Moreover, the electric lamps were costly and had to be recharged 
after every 24 hours of use. At the Ko-chiu tin mines, recharging required a trip to 
the town of Ko-chiu, which might be several hours away from the mine. Finally, 

224 Williams (1883), Vo!. 1, p. 306. 225 Bromehead (1954), p. 566. 
226 Vogel (1982), p. 143. 227 Tii Thang Chia Hua, ch. 5, pp. 3a-b. 
228 Bad or no lighting can afflict miners with a disease called nystagmus ('stag's eye') which not only can 

produce partial or even total blindness but also, because it represents a nervous condition, can lead to mining 
accidents; Shepherd (1993), p. 40. I have not seen any references in traditional texts to this disease though it must 
have afflicted Chinese miners too . 

229 Yen Chung-phing (1957), pp. 58-9. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.91. The 'standard' Chinese miner's lamp of recent centuries. A version (a) used by copper miners in yunn~n 
in the mid-19th century (Wu Chhi-chun (1845), Illustrations, p. IIa) and anoth~r (b) use? by. coal mmers I? 
Kiangsi early in this century (Hommel (1937), p. 3). The bowl could be refilled durmg the shIft wIth vegetable oil 

the miner carried in a bamboo container. 

a very practical consideration at least for the miners at Ko-chiu, oil lamps could do 
double duty in the evening for lighting opium pipes, saving the miners the expense 
of costly opium lamps that were also difficult to protect against thieves. 23o 

The main case where non-economic conditions precluded the use of oil lamps 
was in those coal mines plagued by methane gases and where the use of any kind 
of flame ran the risk of triggering an explosion. At least by the end of the +r6th 

230 Jarland (1921),347,374-5; Anon. (1926), p. 154. 
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Fig. 92. A +16th century Chinese coal miner working by the light of two lamps with enclosed flames. PTKM, 
thu chUan shang 1II:ff J:, IIa. 

century, Chinese coal miners attempted to mitigate this risk by using lamps in :vhi~h 
the flame was enclosed (Fig. 92). Chinese miners also found workable alternatives In 
rotton wood or resins (perhaps mixed with sawdust) that burned without a flame,231 
though we do not know how early these were used. 

231 Huc (1859), p. 190; Hommel (1937), p. 4. 
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(IQ) VENTILATION 

For the considerable amount of Chinese mining carried on at relatively shallow 
depths, ventilation posed no serious problems.232 Though fetid, the air ~rovided 
by natural ventilation usually contained at shallow depths at least sufficIent oxy
gen to enable the miners to keep working. Breathing foul air was simply another 
misery of work as a miner. In the worst of conditions, miners continued to work in 
the dark because of insufficient oxygen to keep the flames in their lamps lit. 233 
This phenomenon is not as unlikely as it might seem. Air at the surface of the 
earth contains 21 per cent oxygen by volume. Life may be just barely sustained with 
10 per cent oxygen in the air, but breathing becomes laboured for a man at w~rk 
if oxygen drops down to about the 15 per cent level. On the other hand, a mm
imum of 17 per cent oxygen is required to keep an oil or candle flame burning.234 

Thus the oxygen level in these mines must have been around 15-17 per cent. 
Throughout Chinese history, such conditions probably have occurred in many 
small mines even though they failed to draw the attention of the WTiters of memor
ials or books.235 

As mines became larger and excavation proceeded ever deeper,236 ventilation 
became an increasingly acute problem. Even if lack of oxygen did not entirely pre
clude mining, as it did for example in many coal mines in Yunnan,237 it might force 
seasonal work stoppages. In Manchurian coal fields early in this century, miners 
worked only from September toJune, partly because of the lack of ventilation in the 
hot summer months.238 The problem was compounded especially in metal mines by 
the miners' frequent practice of following closely the twists and turns of orebodies 
in order to avoid as far as possible unnecessary excavation. The resulting narrow, 
winding workings minimised the effects of natural ventilation, decreasing even fur
ther the limited supply of oxygen. 239 

Besides the lack of oxygen, the possible presence of carbon dioxide was a further 
threat to miners. Carbon dioxide is a product of complete combustion and can be 
created by respiration (exhaled breath contains 4 per cent carbon dioxide), the flames 
oflamps, the rotting of timbers and the oxidation of coal and coal dust. It can also 
enter the mine in emanations from the rocks or by escaping from certain mineral 
waters. 24O Three per cent carbon dioxide causes breathing to become difficult while 

,,, Even into this century, smaller Chinese coal mines typically relied on natural ventilation; Wright (lg84), 
p. 39. For general discussions of ventilation in mining, see Stoees ([958), Vo\. [, Chap. XX and LeWIS ([g64), 
chap. xx. . . 

'" Co11ins ([gog-[9IO), p. 2. This was hardly a problem UnIque to ChIna. In the early [gth century, candles 
barely stayed lit in the foul atmosphere of Cornwall tin mines; Morrison ([gg2), p. [4. 

'34 Stoees ([958), Vo!. [, pp. 5[g-20; Lewis ([964), p. 694. 
'" One scholar has put the loss of life from anaemia in the -5th century Laurion mines at [2 to [4'/' of the 

labour force per year; Shepherd ([993), p. 8g. 
,,. Recall the depths presented in Table [4. '" Brown (1923), p. 79· 
,,. Moller ([902-[903), p. 139. ,,, Slessor ([927), p. 61. 
'40 Stoees (1958), Vo!. [, pp. 520-1. In the case ofsulphide ores, highly noxious sulphur dioxide gas could result 

from the oxidation of sulphur as it reacted with air and dampness; Checkland (1967), p. 46. 
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suffocation and death occur at 18 per cent. Since this gas is odourless, special meas
ures are needed for its detection.241 

By the Sung at the latest, Chinese miners were taking at least simple precautions 
against dangerous gases. As Khung Phing-chung :rLlfLfrf:! (2nd half of the +1 Ith cen
tury) describes one of them: 

At Tshen-shui chhang~ *~, Shao-chou iH'i'I [present-day Shao-kuan lm mm in Kwangtung] , 
copper was discovered some years back at a depth of something over 60 m. Now, because 
of the progressive exhaustion of the copper, [the miners] are forced to go as deep as 250 

and more mettes. The miners say there are many evil apparitions underground. If they 
encounter 'cold smoke vapours' [lengyen chhi ~it\I$\., probably carbon dioxide], the miners 
can die. Therefore, when they first enter an excavation, the miners have to test the air using 
a long bamboo tube with a flame at the end. If the flame turns blue-greenish, this is a sign of 
cold smoke vapours. They then withdraw in all haste without going any farther, and avoid 
that excavation in the future. 242 

In coal mines, ventilation was of special concern because of the potential pres
ence of methane or marsh gas which might explode without warning.243 Interest
ingly, bad ventilation was sometimes a protection against the explosion of methane 
gas. Methane must combine with oxygen to form an explosive mixture (firedamp) 
and, since poor ventilation meant much less circulation of oxygen to combine 
with the methane, the likelihood of explosions was much diminished. Moreover, 
when explosions did occur, they were likely to be far less powerfuJ.244 Thus, Sung 
coalminers knew that, if an explosion occurred, they should hurl themselves face 
down (chi i mien ho ti 9l&PJrmilti!!), making it possible for the fire to pass over them 
without causing serious injury.245 This technique was used in recent times in the 
West to prevent unexpected explosions. A miner who wore only the protection of a 
well-moistened coat and a mask with glass lenses crawled into the working holding 
out a stick with a candle on it in order to set off the methane gas before the rest of 
the miners entered.246 

Chinese miners at least by the Ming were also aware that newly opened coal was 
especially likely to liberate dangerous quantities of gas.m There is an interesting 
illustration in TKKW showing a long bamboo pipe let down into a coal pit to draw 
off noxious fumes (Fig. 93). Tim Wright comments that the 'illustration suggests that 
this method was primarily useful in small bell-type pits'.248 But Sung Ymg-hsing's 
description does not seem to fit that interpretation very well. Sung writes: 

'" Lewis (lg64), p. 694. Carbon monoxide, a product of incomplete combustion, is extremely poisonous. It 
rarely occurs naturally in mines, however, though it can be a special danger after an explosion. 'Miners unharmed 
by an explosion have attempted to walk out of the mine, only to be overcome by the carbon monoxide, which 
may persist in a fatal quantity in the mine atmosphere for some time after the explosion.' Ibid., p. 697. 

'" Than rwm, ch. I, cited in Chhi Hsia (I98;-1988), vo\. 2, p. 546; Yang Wen-heng (19;8), p. 307. There issome 
question whether the Than ruan was actually written by Khung; C£ Miyashita (r96;), p. 154, n. 40. 

'" Freshly exposed coal can rapidly liberate a great deal of methane; Lewis ([964), p. 695. 
'44 Rushmore ([g[2), p. 3[4. Concentrations of methane between 5 and [4% are explosive; Lewis (lg64), 

P·6g5· 
,4> Chhi Hsia(198;-I988), vo\. 2, p. 547, citing Than ruan, ch. [. , .. Rushmore ([9[2), p. 3[4' 
,41 Lewis (1964), p. 695. The high levels tend to deC\inefairly rapidly. '46 Wright ([g84), p. 7. 
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Fig. 93. Venting poison gases from a coal mine in south China. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 204; compare with TKKW; 
ch. II, p. 209. 
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Coal can [generally] be obtained only by excavating to a depth offive chang (about 15 m). 
When the coal seam first appears, a poisonous gas burns [the lungs] of the miners (tu chhi 
chojen $~1'1A). Sometimes, a gigantic bamboo trunk with its nodes hollowed out and one 
end shaped into a sharp point is thrust into the coal seam, allowing the gas to escape upward 
through the bamboo. The miners can then use their mattocks to excavate the coal under
neath. Sometimes, from one main shaft, the coal radiates out in several directions. In that 
case, the miners follow the seams in their excavations, supporting the roofs of the galleries 
with timbers in order to prevent their collapse.249 

In most cases, good general ventilation was probably the best protection against 
methane explosions. As E. H. Parker wrote in 1904, describing the coal mines of 
Hupeh and Szechwan: ' ... the coolies wore ordinary oil-lamps made fast round 
their foreheads. 250 The foremen, who seem to understand something of the prin
ciple of fire-damp, said that these lamps were perfectly safe so long as the ventil
ators were kept active.'251 Actually, the lamps themselves, in addition to serving as 
a rough indicator of the amount of oxygen in the air, could also serve as warning 
devices for methane since a burning halo of gas appears above the flame when 
methane is present. 252 

Good ventilation could also help preserve the timbering of mines and cut 
down the incidence of pulmonary diseases such as silicosis. Long experience must 
have taught some miners that timbers tended to hold up better in well-ventilated 
mines but there seems to be no trace of this recognition in the surviving records.253 

Silicosis, on the other hand, was much easier to recognise. As Khung Phing-chung 
iVfft:ft noted: 'Rockdust injures the lungs of those who gather rocks in the Chia-ku 
:w 1::1- hills; many of them die from dried-out lungs. '254 It is highly unlikely, however, 
that concern for miners' long-term health ever had much influence for the provi
sion of better ventilation in the mines. 

The three major means used by Chinese miners to improve ventilation were the 
differential pressure method, the 'furnace' method, and airpumps. 

Already at Thung-Iu shan JFoJ t!l<. LlJ during the Warring States period, Chinese 
miners used the differential pressure created by sinking shafts from different levels 

24' TKKW ll, p. 202. My translation. Compare Sun & Sun (1966), p. 205; Anon. (1983), pp. 268-g; Yabu'uchi 
(r969), p. 220. What Sung seems to be saying and illustrating is that, given the danger of the release of poisonous 
methane gas especially when the coal seam is first breached, this method will lessen the danger regardless of how 
large the mine may eventually become. 

>so Presumably what we see with the two men on the right in Fig. 82. 
m Parker (1904), p. 258. Hommel, writing around 1937 about the coal mine at 'Kong Tong' village in Kiangsi 

where the coal seams were 3D-50 m below the surface, notes that: 'When coal is reached the seam is taken out, 
but not much lateral digging is done on account of the danger of inflammable gases, against which the Chinese 
do not know how to protect themselves.' Hommel (1937), pp. 3-4. Whatever the situation in these Kiangsi mines, 
Hommel has clearly overgeneralised here. 

,,, Stoces (1958), Vo!. I, p. 525. This was an advantage that oil lamps and oil safety lamps had over the electric 
lamps that replaced them. Oil lamps would also be somewhat less dangerous than one might think because there 
is a time lag before a flame ignites methane. Thus, in mid-19th century coal mines west of Peking, the gas from 
the coal regularly extinguished the flame of the lamps withoutigniting; Edkins (1867), p. 246. 

'" Ure (1875), Vo!. 3, p. 307; Godoy (1990), p. 54. Actually, it was sometimes better if the ventilation was not 
too effective. A certain amount of dampness in a mine can help preserve timbers, keeping them from drying out, 
rotting and breaking; Godoy (1990), p. 143. 

'" Than ruan, ch. 2, cited in Miyashita ([96;), p. 150. Trans. Elvin (1973), p. 187, modified. 
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to produce a natural airflow. 255 The flow was sometimes further aided by smoothing 
the walls of the mine with kaolin mixed with straw or by lining them with thin strips 
of wood or bamboo. 256 The air could also be more efficiently directed toward the 
working face by walling off part of a shaft or gallery to form an air duct,257 or by 
filling in or closing off worked-out drifts, as was also done already at Jui-chhang 
}jffi {§ and at Thung-lti shan i!J #!t. LiJ .258 Despite all of these measures, however, the 
differential pressure method clearly worked better in the atmospheric conditions 
of autumn and winter; many Chinese coal mines in particular had to close in the 
summer because of insufficient atmospheric pressure.259 

Separate ventilation shafts were much used in Chinese mining throughout the 
traditional period. 260 Airflow, however, was sometimes a problem, especially in those 
seasons when there was little air move'ment at the surface. In these cases, the draught 
might be assisted by lighting fires at the bottom of the exit shaft in order to create 
an up draft, the su-called 'furnace' method (Fig. 94).261 

The 'furnace' method had a number of disadvantages, not the least of which was 
the danger the smoke created for ascending and descending miners.262 Alternat
ively, fans could be used to circulate air (Fig. 95). This method was not much used 
by Chinese miners, however, probably because of its inefficiency. 263 In those rare 
operations where fan-powered ventilation was to be found, the fans were norm
ally of the same type as in the enclosed rotary fan winnowing machines ubiquitous 
in Chinese agriculture. 264 The effectiveness of the fans was sometimes increased 
by the use of air ducts. There is an illustration of this kind of installation in the 
Tien-nan Khuang-Chhang Thu Lueh (r¥n¥Hi.~illBfi) ofWu Chhi-chtin ~~~ which, 

255 Anon. (1983), p. 265; Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981), pp. 85-6. Typically, the main hoisting shaft 
served as the outlet shaft for ventilation since it would have the strongest uplifting stack draft (Young (1970), 
p. 175) but temperature conditions sometimes led to a reversal of the air flow; cf. Stoces (1958), Vol. I, pp. 526-7. 

256 The spaces between the strips might be filled with kaolin; Vogel (1982), p. 143. Straw continued as a pop
ular liner for mine walls. In the late 19th century, at the Thung-shan (Kaiping mines), 'The shaft is lined with 
native straw to a thickness ofl2 in. all around, the straw being plaited into ropes 4in. thick.' Anon. (1897a), p. 117. 

257 Lti Tai-ming (1986), p. 201 (Ta-thung coal mines). Various materials were used for this purpose: cloth, reed 
mats, wooden planks and bamboo; Ibid. 

258 Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (1993), p. 37; Anon. (1983), p. 265; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), pp. 5-
6. Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine when early miners first understood that this practice improved vent
ilation. When one encounters in excavations of early mines evidence of filled-in drifts, the first assumption must 
be that it was done to minimise haulage to the surface. Only when there is evidence that an area has been inten
tionally sealed off can we fairly confidently hypothesise that this was done to improve ventilation. 

259 Lti Tai-ming (1986), p. 202. 
260 The earliest textual reference to separate ventilation shafts and galleries seems to be in Sun Yen-chhtian's 

+1666 Ten Shan Tsa Chi; cited in Lti Tai-ming (1986), p. 201. For other examples, see SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 30 
(Ko-chiu tin mines); Woo Y. T. (Wu Yang-tsang) (1902), p. 755 (silver mines in Mongolia); Wu Chheng-ming & 
Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), Vol. 2, p. 677 (coal mines in Shantung); Edkins (1867), p. 246 and Pumpelly (1870), p. 292 (coal 
mines west of Peking). 

261 Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981), p. 86 (Thung-lti shan); Chhueh Liang-chhing (1978), p. 104 (the 
Yellowstone Pit silver mine in Chekiang, worked from the Sung to the Ming); Shockley (1904), p. 860 (describ
ing well run native coal mines at Ta-yang, some 15 km east ofLin-fen ~~ in Shansi). The furnace method may 
have been discovered accidentally through the use offiresetting which can assist ventilation since the less dense 
warmer air will tend to rise, thereby creating an air flow. 

262 Edkins (1867), p. 246. 
263 Kovanko (1838), pp. 208-9. (I am indebted to Donald B. Wagner for drawing my attention to this article 

and providing me with a copy.) 
26~ Wu Chhi-chtin (1845), ch. I, p. 4a; Pumpelly (1870), p. 292. For discussion of these winnowing machines, 

with illustrations, cf. Vol. 4, pt. 2, pp. 15Iff.; Vol. 6, pt. 2, pp. 366ff. and Temple (1987), pp. 23-5. 

Foul air 

Fresh air 

Fire 

Fig,,94. A schematic dra:wing showing air flows that the. furnace method might have produced at Thung-lti shan 
~ ttf< ilJ , with its multitude of shafts and short gallenes. Yang Yung-kuang et al. (1980-1981), pp. 85-6. The 
evidence for the use of this method at Thung-lti shan is less conclusive than one would like, consisting of short 
bamboo sticks, some of them showing signs of having been burnt, that were found during the excavations. One 
cannot be certain, however, that these sticks were not used for illumination, as discussed above (see (h)(9)) ' Hsia 

Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 8. (This point is missed in Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 39·) 

Fig. 95. A circular fan installation used for ventilation in a gold mine at Sado island in Japan as shown in a 
mid-19th century scroll. Treptow (1904), p. 22. See also Winkelmann (1957)· 
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Fig. 97. A cylinder-and-piston ventilation pump used in Yunnan in the 19th century. Wu Chhi-chiin (1845), 
Illustrations, p. I la. 

unfortunately, is poorly rendered and raises as many questions as it answers (Fig. 96). 
The illustration apparently represents an attempt by the artist to show the use of the 
circular fan (feng hsiang /OO.;ffi) together with square wooden air ducts (feng kuei /00.111) 
though the ducts appear as discrete, unlinked sections.265 By linking a number offans 
at 25-30 m intervals, air could be forced along more than 100 m of shaft or drift, 
though about 150 m seems usually to have been the practical limit. 266 Such ventila
tion installations were of course limited to larger shafts where there would be enough 
space for the fans and the men who manned them. 267 Moreover, these shafts or gal
leries would have had to follow a fairly regular course; otherwise, any air flow would 
quickly be dissipated in twists and turns just as in the case of natural ventilation. 268 

Curiously, Wu Chhi-chun's work also includes an illustration of another kind 
of ventilation pump called a 'small wind box' (hsiaofeng hsiang ,J\/OO.;ffi) (Fig. 97) that 

265 The ducts could also be made of bamboo or of brick. Chhueh Liang-chhing (1978), p. 104; SuJu-chiang 
(1942), p. 30. It should be noted that, in a not rare occurrence in Wu Chhi-chiin (1845), there is a clear discrepancy 
between the labelling of the illustration, which clearly denotes the fan as afeng-hsiang and the text (p. 4a) that calls 
the fan afing-kuei, explicitly noting that its form is similar to the back half of the box (hsiang) used in granaries for 
winnowing (feng-mi), and does not mention any feng-hsiang. 

266 On the other hand, Alexander Reid (1901-1902, pp. 31-2) describes a much grander and perhaps even unique 
pumping operation in a native coal mine near Chungking. The main adit, as we noted above (Section (h)(3)) was 
6,5 km long; it was divided into 11 lengths, each with its 'separation door' where a fan 2.5 m in diameter forced 
fresh air into the next section. 

267 There seems no be no evidence suggesting that the motive power for the fans was ever anything but human muscle. 
268 Rocher (1879-1880), Vol. I, p. 243. 
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unfortunately is not mentioned in the text. It is clearly a cylinder-and-piston pump 
and resembles in its general outward form the 'dragon pump' used for pumping 
water (Fig. 106, insert).269 In contrast to the latter, however, it was equipped with 
what appear to be metal reinforcing bands and its outlet, in this case for air, is shown 
though it is surprisingly small. On the basis of the illustration alone, we cannot 
know how big this pump was or how it worked. 

(11) WATER MANAGEMENT 

The presence or absence of water can be crucial in mining. Insufficient water can 
cripple mining operations or restrict them to certain seasons. Placer workings, for 
example, regularly came to a halt during those seasons when the streams were dry. 
In underground mines, water accumulations during the rainy season frequently 
brought an end to mining, which could resume only after the rains stopped and the 
accumulated water had been drained.270 At the Ko-chiu tin mines in Yunnan, it was 
not mining but the concentrating of the ores that depended on the arrival of the 
annual rains in April or May.271 By then, the miners would have excavated most of 
the ore to be processed for that year. 272 

Lack of water for mining or the concentration of ore was sometimes dealt with by 
diverting water from a nearby source. Sung Ying-hsing*JJ!;£ provides an example 
in the TKXW(Fig. 98): 

Mountain tin at Nan-tan 1¥i fl- [Kwangsi] is found on the shady north side of the moun
tain.273 As there is no water at the site for washing the ore, they join together a great number 
oflengths of bamboo into a flume (chim shui m7.l<) and transport water from the south side of 
the mountain .. Y' 

It was too much rather than too little water, however, that was by far the greater 
problem for Chinese miners. Literary records as well as the remains of old mines 
reveal numerous cases where mining came to a halt because of excessive mine 
waters (Fig. 99).275 

,.9 Indeed, E-tu Zen Sun mistakenly identifies it as a water pump; Sun (19%), p. 122. 
270 As, for example, at the copper and the lead/silver mines in Szechwan; Robertson (1916), p. 269. At the 

remains of the Han copper mine at Kang-hsia in Hupeh, archaeologists have been able to conclude that the 
mine was worked for five or more years by identifying layers of debris brought in by water alternaring with debris 
produced by the miners; Li Thien-yuan (1988), pp. 36-7. 

271 Scarcity of water, at least seasonally, was typical of Chinese tin mining districts; Watson (1930), p. 283. 
'" Golas (1991), pp. 263, 269. When the rains came too early, bringing to an end all open.pit and most under

ground mining, the miners would not have had an opportunity to excavate all the ore that could be processed; 
the result was less than optimal levels of production. 

'" 'Mountain tin ... consists ofrin melons and tin granules. Tin melons are about the size of small gourds 
while tin granules are the size of individual beans. Both can be obtained close to the surface with a minimum of 
digging.' 7K1\W 14, p. 240, my translation, assisted by Sun & Sun (1966), p. 251. 

274 TKKW14, p. 241, my translation, assisted by Yabu'uchi (I969), p. 272 and Sun & Sun (1966), p. 251. Cc. also 
the irrigation flume illustrated in Vol. 2, pt. 2, Fig. 421. 

275 For just a few examples, cf. Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (I987), Vol. 2, pp. 678-<); Li Ching·hua (1981); 
Elvin (1975), p. 106; Couling (1917), p. 368; Shockley (1904), p. 855. As we ,hall discuss below, the importance of 
water problems as a brake on Chinese mining must be recognised but not exaggerated. 
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Fig. 98. Washing 'mountain tin' ore in baskets at Ho-chhih i"Jit!J, Kwangsi. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 254. This was 
an effecnve method C.0r separatmg earth and cla~ from. the ore and was probably used from an early period, for 
exam~e, at T~ung-Iu shan j!ijt!j, L1J ; HSla Nal & Y ID Wel-chang (I982), p. 8. The insert from a later version of the 
same ustranon (TKKW, ch. 14, p. 260), suggests the flume (chien shui) by which the water was diverted was 

constructed of bamboo. 

~he pro?lems pose~ by water are illustrated by the rough and ready distinctions 
~hmese mmers sometimes made between different kinds of mine waters. Miners 
m ~e copper .mines ofYunnan, for example, called water originating from a source 
outsIde the mme, such as a nearby river or stream, 'male water'yang shui IWi *' It was 
generally accepted that there was no way of handling this water effectively. Water 
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Fig. gg. Coal miners fleeing a mine where work will have to cO.me to an end beca~s~ the!' have br?ken throu~~ 
to substantial underground water. Anonymous album, c. mId-lgth century. BIbhotheque NatlOnale, Pans. 

Oe 117, pI. 16. 

originating inside the mine was 'female water' yin shui ~7..K. If it constituted a major 
flow, it too was beyond control. Only moderate amounts of 'mineral nourishing 
water' yang khuang chih shui .~Z7..K could perhaps be managed in such a way as ~o 
permit continued mining. 276 

To some extent, drainage operations could be minimised by measures to block 
the flow of water into a mine or a working area. Early in this century, miners in 
Hopeh near the border with Shansi used wooden partitions made watertight with 
wool rags to keep out small amounts of groundwater.277 Already in the Warring 
States period (- 5th to -3rd centuries), miners at Thung-hi shan ~#i<LlJ were using 

276 Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 59. We have discussed above (Section (1)(2)) the associati:)fi C?i.ne~e mine~s 
made between the presence of water and rich mineral deposits, an idea that may have had Its ongm m expen
ence with zones of secondary enrichment that occur below the water table. 

277 Junghann (lgII), p. 12. 
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Fig. 100. Wooden drainage trough from Thung-hi shan ~ #t lU , 1.6 m long, c. 0.3 m wide and c. 0.2 m deep. 
Anon. (lg80), n.p.; Vogel (lg82), p. 148. Other troughs ranged from 0.65 m to 2.6 m in length. They w,ere 
sometimes linked in series with clay to make the joints watertight. Clay was also smeared along the bottom for 
the same purpose. Stabilising stakes were inserted alongside some of the troughs. Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang 
(1982), p. 6; Anon. (1981), p. 22. Four similar troughs (not illustrated) along with stabilising stakes (?) were found at 
the Thung-ling~~ mines; they ranged in length from 205 to 234 cm and were 28 to 32 cm in width. Liu Shih
chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990), p. 6. (Not all Chinese scholars are convinced that these were drainage troughs. 

Some argue that they were used for concentrating ores. See Chang Chao & Wang Kung-yang (1988), p. 70.) 

kaolin or a clay and oil putty as a sealant for their wooden drainage troughs 
(Fig. 100).278 Similarly, a putty of clay and oil kept sumpboxes watertight in 19th cen
tury silver mines in Mongolia. 279 Though various other sealants and ways of using 
them must have been tried from time to time, they could hardly have been effective 
against any but the smallest amounts of water. For the most part, miners probably 
simply put up with a certain amount of water just as they endured the foul air of the 
mines. It was simply one more element contributing to their more or less abomin
able working conditions. 

Natural conditions sometimes cooperated to alleviate the need for drainage 
efforts. In some mines, such as the Fu-kho shan 1f= f~ LlJ mine at Tuan-chou ll#ij 11[\[ 
(some 50 km west-southwest of Canton) which was famous for its Tuan-chhi ll#ij~ 
inkstones, temperatures at the great depths in which mining was already being 

278 Vogel (lg82), p. 143; Hsia Nai & Yin Wei-chang (1982), p. 6; Anon. (1981), p. 22 . Such troughs were also 
apparently used at theJui-chhang mines; Lu Pen-shan & Liu Shih-chung (1993), p. 37. 

279 Dawes (18gl), p. 335. 
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carried on by the late Sung (+13th century) fell low enough in winter and spring to 
freeze· the water and thus permit mining. 280 Because the Yellowstone Pit silver mine 
in southwest Chekiang was driven into a steep slope of more than 500, seepage of 
gound water into the mine could be minimised. 281 

Just as the actual mining itself, most water drainage efforts in Chinese mines 
relied above all on human muscle power. The most primitive means, suitable for 
dealing only with relatively modest amounts of water, employed boys or men to 
carry the water out of the mines in wooden buckets (Fig. 53), willow baskets, leather 
bags and the like. 282 Similarly, bucket brigades were sometimes organised, perhaps 
using a series of sumps. 283 These methods, similar to the way farmers above ground 
sometimes irrigated their fields, must have come into use very soon after Chinese 
miners first began to encounter underground water. 284 

Where the water had to be raised out of the mine, so-called 'water ladders' were 
sometimes used. These consisted of a series of sumps spaced vertically I to 1.5 m 
apart with the water ladled from one sump to the next (Fig. 54). W A. Moller at the 
beginning of this century saw a mine in Manchuria where, he claimed, 150 men 
wer.e raising water 150 m at the rate of 285 litres a minute or 17,000 litres an hour. 
This appears, however, to be very high. H. F. Dawes gives figures that work out 
to only 15,000 litres a shift, presumably the typical eight hour shift.285 The same 
method was used (employing blind men) in Hopeh coal mines,286 in the silver mines 
of Mongolia, 287 and undoubtedly in other mining operations in China. We can see 
essentially the same process in operation at an opencast tin mine in Malaya oper
ated by Chinese miners where, however, it was used to raise ore sludge to the 
concentrating floors (Fig. 101).288 

Probably the most common method of removing larger amounts of water from 
underground mines was to lead the water along inclined trenches or wooden troughs 
to a sump at the bottom of a shaft. 289 The water was then raised to the mouth of 

280 Yii Thang Chia Hua, ch. 5, p. 3a. 281 Chhueh Liang-chhing (1978), p. 104. 
282 Vogel (lg8'2), pp. 148-9 and Anon. (1975), pI. 5, nos. I and '2 (Thung-hl shan); Woo Y T. (Wu Yang-Tsang) 

(lgO'2), pp. 755-6 (silver mines in Mongolia); Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 59 and Li Chung-chun (1982), p. 3 (cop
per mines in Yunnan). The erratically winding excavations that typified so much of Chinese mining severely 
impeded the removal of water. Buckets could be brought out only very slowly. Moore-Bennet (1915), p. '215. For 
widespread use of this practice in late medieval and early modern Europe, see Braustein (lg83), pp. 579, 583. 

283 Woo Y T. (Wu Yang-tsang) (lgO'2), pp. 755-6. 
284 Lu Pen-shan (1990) and Vogel (lg8'2), p. 143, for drainage techniques at Thung-hi shan, where Warring 

States shafts penetrated as deep as '20 m below the water table; Zhou Baoquan et al. (lg88), p. 1'27. Raising water 
may sometimes have been carried out by means of well-sweeps or swapes (chieh kao taW) (Chang Ying-chhang 
(1864), ch. '25, p. g'26; Elvin (lg75), p. 106) but it is difficult to imagine many situations where this would have been 
both possible and useful, given the space they required. Furthermore, Alexander Reid (lg01-lg0'2, p. '2g), describ
ing a Honan coal-field, notes: 'They have small water-tanks, carrying about 15 gallons (57 litres), running on guides, 
and so arranged that they tip and empty themselves automatically, when they reach the top of the shaft.' This is 
less clear than one would like, but it seems to describe a method to which I have seen no other reference. 

285 Moller (lg0'2-lg03), p. 139; Dawes (18gl), pp. 335-6. 286 Pumpelly (1870), p. '2g'2 . 
287 Dawes (18g1), pp. 335-6 and Woo Y T. (Wu Yang-tsang) (lg0'2), pp. 755-6,1038, which notes that the num

bers of men used could make this an expensive method even with cheap labour. 
288 Wong Lin Ken (lg65), p. '283. 
289 For early mines in which such troughs (or what seem to be drainage troughs) have been found, cf. Li Thien

yuan (1988), p. 36; Anon. (1981), p. '2'2; Zhou Baoquan et al. (lg88), p. 1'26. At Thung-lu shan, the miners used 
worked-out galleries and specially excavated small dimension galleries for drainage; Ibid. 
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Fig. 10 I. A Chinese open-pit tin mining operation in Malaya showing a long square-pallet chain-pump (centre), 
the ore concentrating installation (upper left corner) and the raising of the ore slurry from the bottom of the mine 

through a series of basin-shaped indentations cut into the wall of the mine (left); Wong Lin Ken (lg65), p. '283. 

the shaft by means of bucket and windlass (Fig. 102).290 Unlike in central Europe 
where, in the late +15th century, mechanised windlasses powered by horses or by 
waterwheels were the harbingers of a wave of mechanisation that would soon trans
form much of European mining,291 windlasses in Chinese mines overwhelmingly 
continued to be powered by human muscle right into this century. 292 

In some mines, especially in south China, the 'water dragon' (shui-lung 7..K ij'~) or 
square-pallet chain-pump, ubiquitous in the rice growing regions of China, was 
used for pumping water from underground mines though its size often prevented its 
use in narrow galleries (Fig. 101 and Fig. 103).293 

If circumstances permitted and especially where there were large amounts of 
water to be disposed of, the galleries themselves or drainage tunnels and adits 
(shui hsieh tsao tung 7..Kamfill) might be driven slightly to the rise (i.e., at a slight angle 
upwards), allowing for a downward flow of water out of the mine.294 Especially in 

290 Thus the same installation that brought ore or coal to the surface could be used for raising water. In the late 
Igth century, at the famous Khai-phing OO.lJl coal mine in Hopeh, three buckets of water had to be raised for 
every bucket of coal, probably the maximum effort that could economically be devoted to drainage; Wright 
(lg84), p. 6. Excavators at Thung-hi shan have claimed to be able to distinguish shafts where no water was raised 
and shafts devoted exclusively to raising water, but their evidence appears to be insufficient to support such a 
clear distinction. Cf. Anon. (1981), p. '23. 

29 1 Braunstein (lg83), pp. 584-6. 
292 For raising water, the Chinese seem always to have preferred windlasses, where the axis of the drum was 

horizontal, to whims with their vertical drums. Cf. Young (1970)' p. 64, fn. 14. 
293 Lu Tai-ming (1986), p. '206; Slessor (19'27), p. 56; Brelich (lg04), p. 487. 
294 Wu Chhi-chun (1845), ch. I, p. '2lb; Kovanko (1838), p. '210; Pumpelly (1870), p. '2g'2; Elvin (lg75), p. 103; 

Brown & Wright (lg81), p. 66. 
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Fig. 102. Water-raising at Thung-lii shan JliiI#J<LiJ using a windlass and bucket. Anon. (1980), n.p. 

Yunnan, the widespread mining of copper by means of adits (drifts) rather than 
shafts may have considerably eased drainage problems.295 In certain kinds of mines, 
especially coal mines with well-located, thick seams, it was easy to drive workings at 
an incline so as to provide for natural drainage. Where adits had to be specifically 
driven for drainage, the savings they produced in the costs of water removal had to 
be balanced against the costs of driving the adit. Depending on the terrain and the 
location of the coal or orebody, those costs could be very substantial, even allowing 
for the considerable supply of cheap labour. 296 Just to repair a silted up adit some
thing over 2 km in length at the Men-thou-kou F~lm ~1i] coal fields west of Peking, the 
Chhing government in 1801 appropriated 50,000 ounces ofsilver.297 One can only 
speculate on the costs of driving a drainage adit at one Szechwan coal mine that ran 
for 6.5 km!298 1-'loreover, as Hollister-Short remarks, 'even the deepest adit could 
offer no more than a stay of execution against flooding.'299 

. ", Vogel (1991C), p. 77. 
296 To some extent, the chronic shortage of capital in mining balanced out the advantages of cheap labour. 
'" Lii Tai-ming (1986), p. 206. 
."8 Wright (1984), P: 6, drawing on Reid (1901-1900). Drainage adits were also used in the Yunnan copper 

mmes; Yen Chung-phmg (1957), p. 59. Of course, drainage adits could serve as well for hauling ore from the 
mine, possibly though not certainly resulting in further savings. 

m Hollister-Short (1991), p. 192 . 
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THE "CHIN CHIA" OR WATERWHEEL AND Pli;VIP 
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Fig. 103. A square-pallet chain-pump powered by an overshot waterwheeL Used by Chinese miners in Malaya. 
Note the clever combmmg of the stream of water powering the waterwheel and the drainage water in a single 
race whose water mIght well III turn pow~r the waterwheel of another mine farther down the slope. Wong Lin 
Ken (1965), pp. 48-9 and p. 284, reproducmg a diagram from P. Doyle, Tin Mining in Laru!, London, 1879. Slessor 
(1927, p. 56) notes that, although these pumps could be as long as 5 m (15 ft), they had an effective lift of only 2-

2.5 m (7-8 feet) maXlffium, smce they had to be used on an incline. Their capacity was also limited to less than 
1,900 litres (500 gallons) per hour. 

In some cases, though apparently not very extensively, Chinese miners installed 
dr~i~age pumps of various kinds.30o For the most part, these were pumps that had 
ongmally been developed for other, especially agricultural, purposes. They were 
usually applied to mining without significant modification. This was true especially 
for the square-pallet chain-pump (Fig. !Ol and Fig. !O3), already mentioned above 
and perhaps the most widely used pump in Chinese mining. Mining operations as 
far flung as the Ko-chiu tin mines in Yunnan and the coal mines in northern Taiwan 
used square-pallet chain-pumps identical to those found on the farms in the same 
areas. 301 Three or four men working these pumps could raise water at a maximum 
rate of 13,600 litres per hour under the best conditions, but around 5,500 litres 
an hour was probably the norm. The maximum lift was 25 m but their efficiency 
dropped off significantly with lifts over !O m302 and the ideal lift was probably only 
about 3 m.303 In Chinese tin mines in Malaya, waterwheels regularly provided the 
necessary power (Fig. !O3). 

30~ Mark Elvin has assert~d an 'almost unchanging state of hydraulic technology' in the late imperial period 
(Elvm (1975), p. 86), suggestmg that one reason was the relatively high cost of the materials such as metals and 
even :"ood necessary for their construction (Elvin (1973), p. 301). The general absence of pumps in Chinese mining 
even mto the 19th century does seem to support his idea of cost constraints though he himself, in his later article 
(Elvm (1975), p. 86), appears to back away from assigning key importance to this factor. 

301 Hsieh Hsiao-chung (196~), p. 188; Brown & Wright (lg81), p. 67, fn. 25. For details on these pumps, cf. 
VoL 4, pt. 2,. pp. 338-50 and Wong Lin Ken (1965), pp. 4&-g, citing P. Doyle's account of 1879 that may be the 
earlIest detailed descnpnon of a square-pallet chain-pump in English. 

302 Wong Lin Ken (1965), p. 56; Brown & Wright (1981), p. 67, fn. 25. 
303 Robertson (1916), p. 261' Reid (1901-1902), p. 35. 
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The absence of advances in pumping technology in late imperial times is under
lined by the complete absence in Chinese mines of several kinds of pumps that 
played an important role in mining in the "",,'est. The first is the Archimedean screw 
or water-screw (cochlea) which was apparently in wide use at least for a time in the 
mines of Roman Spain. 304 Despite the availability of information on this pump (and 
even illustrations) by the +17th century at the latest as well as the clear belief of cer
tain Chinese in the +18th and I9th centuries (e.g. Tai Chen jjG. and Chhi Yen-huai 
~~m) that it was more efficient than the square-pallet chain-pump, there seem to 
have been no Chinese efforts to test its effectiveness in mining.305 

The second kind of pump, what we might even better call a pumping machine, 
was also absent in traditional Chinese mines: the 'paternoster' or 'rag and chain' 
pump. As an explicit comment by Agricola and the several pages of De Re Metallica 
devoted to them attest, these pumps, which date from about +1430,306 were very 
popular in +I6th century central European mines, especially when large quantities 
of water were to be dealt with.307 In these pumps, an endless chain pulled spaced 
pouches ofleather filled with rags (or metal balls or discs) up the vertical barrel of 
the pump, with each of them acting as a one-way piston driving the water ahead of 
it to be discharged at the top (Fig. I04).308 The efficiency and convenience of this 
kind of pump led to its displacing square-pallet chain-pumps throughout much of 
rural China in the I950S but we have no evidence of its ever having been used in 
Chinese mines.309 

In Europe, some 40 years after the rag and chain pump, the waterwheel driven 
bag hoist also made its appearance. It represented a whole new level of drain
age capacity. Huge leather sacks made from the hides of four oxen could be drawn 
up from depths of well over 50 m by iron chains wound around a water-powered 
windlass. 31 0 

Related to the paternoster pumps in concept (though not necessarily in actual 
development) are various forms of cylinder and piston pumps which pulled water 
up through a vertical closed flume or cylinder. Here, however, instead of the endless 

30' Davies (1935), pp. 27-8. 
3<" Vo!. 2, p. 516; Vo!. 4, pt. 2, p. 122; Elvin (1973), pp. 302-3; Elvin (1975), pp. 104-5. Hollister-Short is of the 

opinion that water screws probably were not used in post-Roman mining in Europe even though they are dis
cussed in Renaissance books dealing with machines (personal communication). Bromehead (1942, p. 207) makes 
the same point, noting that there is no mention of them in Agricola's De Re Metallica (+1556) or in Kirchner's 
Mundus Subterraneus (+1664). This may partly have been because the Roman versions of the pump were clumsy 
and not very effective, being limited to a lift of only 1.5 m; Coghlan (1956), p. 21, citing Rickard. (Shepherd (1993), 
p. 40 says less than 2 m and suggests a water loss of80%.) 

306 Hallister-Short (1991), p. 192. 307 Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 175-6; 188--<:J7. 
$08 An alternative version) from a century earlier than Agricola

j 
is presented in lVlariano Taccola's De Ingeneis 

of +1433 (Fig. 105) where the pouches are replaced by links similar in shape to mushrooms made of wood or thin 
and tinned iron; Prager & Scaglia ('972), pp. 76-7. 

309 Perhaps the 'chain' was the crucial problem here. If rope were used, as was sometimes done in Europe 
(Holiister-Short (19771, p. 131), the pump would Le suitable only for light-duty lifting. If made of wood, it would 
probably not have been very durable. Metal chains, on the other hand, may simply have cost too much. 

310 Braunstein ('983), p. 585; Hollister·Short (1977), p. 129. In contrast, the 'limits of human forces applied to a 
windlass were reached at about 15 metres depth\ Braunstein (1983), p. 584-
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Fig. 10+ A simple paternoster pump (Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. (94). A drum (B) is mounted on an axle (A) that 
has been fitted WIth crOSSWIse clamps (E) to catch the balls (D) attached to the endless chain (C). The water is 
emergrng from a slot cut mto the top of the pipe. This version is operated by two men, one at either end of the 
axle: Just as the contemporary Chinese triple paternoster pump illustrated in Vo!. 4, pt. 2, Fig. 585. Other 
verSIOns deSCrIbed and illustrated by Agricola are powered by men in a treadmill, by horses and by waterwheels. 

chain provided with balls or similar objects, a piston or disk or cone is attached to a 
rod by means of which the water is pumped upward with a reciprocating motion. 
These pumps too were very popular in Agricola's time, in part because at least some 
versions combined efficiency of operation with economy of manufacture. 311 

, 1lI Ho.over & Hoover (I9I~), pp. ~76-88, esp. p. I~4. Suc~h pumps first came into practical use in the mining 
mdustry m Germany some Ome before +!527 (ShaplfO (19°4), pp. 571-2) and, at about the same time, as bilge 
pumps on ships (Oertling ('g8g), pp. 58+ and 594-5). 
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Fig. 105- An alternative to the rag and chain pump but using the same principle. From Mariano Taccola's De 
Ingeneis of 1433. hager & Scaglia (1972), pp. 76-7. Taccola, after noting that this pump is 'in the manner of the 
Tartars', described it as follows: 'As you can see, [it has] a wheel placed over the well, with hanging attachments 
similar to mushrooms. The more [rapidly] it is driven, the more water is obtained. The links here, similar to 
mushrooms, or as we may better say, similar to spinning tops, must be made of rather strong wood, or of thin and 
tinned iron .... The wheel should be made six feet high. The spinning tops must pass through this pipe and be 
neither tight nor loose but must, throughout their motion, readily rise with the water.' Ibid., p. 77 (with facing 

Latin text). I am indebted to Graham Hollister-Short for drawing my attention to this work. 

None of these pumping machines lay beyond the reach of contemporary 
Chinese technology. Rather, their absence from Chinese mines seems due to non
technological obstacles such as the lack of the considerable capital necessary to 
construct them. It is only with the next advance in European mine pumping, the 
rod-engine (Stangenkunst)312 that one sees a pumping machine that not only would 
have been prohibitively expensive at Chinese mines but also one whose mechanical 
complexity, at that time on the very edge of European capabilities,313 was and may 
well have remained beyond what Chinese mechanics could have built and maintained 
at any time before this century. 

Given the generally sparse useage of pumps in Chinese mining as well as the 
fact that traditional Chinese technology made abundant use of piston air-pumps, 
especially the well-known and ubiquitous box-bellows,314 but rarely used cylinder 
and piston pumps for liquids,315 it is not surprising that we find almost no evidence 
for the use of cylinder and piston pumps for mine drainage.3lG This is equally true 
whether one looks for force pumps, where the water is entirely or mainly forced 
upwards by mechanical action, or suction pumps where it is primarily atmospheric 
pressure that raises the water. 317 Indeed, there seems to be nothing before the 

'" Hollister-Short (1991). 313 Ibid., p. 194. ,I< Vol. 4, pt. 2, pp. 135ff. 
m The most dramatic exception is the very sophisticated flamethrower devised in the Sung; Vol. 4, pt. 2, 

pp. 144--9; Vol. 5, pt. 7, pp. 81ff. 
". S. Wells Williams (1840, p. 90) could comment at that time that the 'lifting-pump is not known to the 

Chinese', a statement that we need not take literally (he is not likely to have been in many, if any, mines) but which 
does suggest rather strongly that they were not common. 

317 Shapiro(1964), pp. 566---7. 
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mid-19th century31B when \-Vu Chhi-chtin not only describes the use of cylinder 
pumps, called 'dragons', in the copper mines ofYunnan but even provides us with 
two illustrations of them (Fig. 106);319 

The dragon [pump] is made of bamboo or wood and is eight to sixteen feet long, hollow 
inside, and with [an inner?] diameter of four to five inches. There is also a wooden or iron 
rod [i.e. plunger] of the same length to which is joined a piece ofleather that has been cut to 
form a 'cushion' (lien ~).320 For each dragon, there is for each shift one pumper and one 
alternate .... 

This is, of course, a less than complete description.321 A crucial question is whether 
these force pumps, like the flame thrower mentioned in note 315, were also partially 
vacuum or suction pumps.322 Conceivably, a partial vacuum was created on the 
upstroke (the leather fitting tightly against the walls of the cylinder). The vacuum 
drew water into the lower part of the cylinder through one or more flap-valves in an 
otherwise sealed bottom. On the downstroke, the water somehow (perhaps using 
another flap-valve) passed through to the upper chamber, where it was raised by the 
mechanical action of the following upstrokes. The result would be a combination 
force/suction pump. This explanation can only be tentative, however, since neither 
ofWu Chhi-chtin's illustrations shows flap-valves. On the other hand, if the leather 
cushion exited the cylinder on each downstroke, as shown in the insert illustration 
of Fig. 106, the cylinder would have had to contain some kind of sleeve or other 
guide arrangement through which the rod moved. Otherwise, the free movement 
of the rod when the cushion exited the cylinder would have made operation of the 
pump extremely if not impossibly clumsy. There is, however, no suggestion in the 
illustration or the text of a sleeve assembly.323 Moreover, the rod in that case would 
have had to be longer than the cylinder and not the same length, as the text expli
citly describes it, thus directly contradicting the insert illustration that shows a rod 
clearly longer than the cylinder. On the basis ofWu Chhi-chun's description, then, 

118 Lil Tai-ming (1986, p. 205) argues for the likelihood that water pumps were used in coal mines in Szechwan 
as early as the Sung, given the use of bamboo tubes equipped with a flap-valve that were used to lift brine out of 
salt wells there by at least that time. He also cites the well-known description of the same use in the +17th century 
TKKw. This interpretation, however, fails to distinguish clearly between lowering and raising a kind of container 
in order to extract a liquid and the use of a true pump. 

'19 Wu Chhi-chiln (1845), ch. I, p. 4b; my translation, assisted by Elvin (1975), p. 101 and Sun (1964), p. 64. 
Elvin calls these pumps 'pulling dragons' after the label (la lung tllft) in the illustration, but the text makes clear 
that they were simply called dragons (yueh lung 8 rm) so that la lung refers to the activity of working the pumps; cf. 
Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), Vol. 2, p. 630; Wu Chhi-chiln (1845), ch. I, p. 21b. 

'" For examples of such 'cushions' from +16th century European suction pumps, see Oertling (1989), pp. 590-4' 
]21 One point on which it is clear, however, is the exclusive use of wood or bamboo to construct these pumps. 

Cylinder and piston pumps did not need to be made of metal, as suggested by Elvin (1973, p. 302). 
'" It is significant that a German observer of what seem to be very similar pumps calls them 'suction-pressure 

pumps' (Saug-Druckpumpen); Esterer (1929), p. 148. Vogel takes similar pumps inJapanese mines to be true suction 
pumps and suggests that this may also have been the case for the Yunnan pumps, though that is by no means cer
tain; Vogel (199IC), pp. 77 and 95, fn. 20. Contrast Elvin (1975), p. 100, fn. 

~23 However, when we compare this illustration with the illustration of a ventilation pump that we saw above 
(Fig. 97), we note that the opening for the plunger at the top of the cylinder in the ventilation pump is much 'maller 
so that it could have served as a guide for the sliding plunger. One more similar piece at a suitable point on the 
inside of the cylinder might have been able to keep the rod in line when exiting the cylinder at the bottom. In the 
absence of any evidence to support such a reconstruction, I consider it an unlikely possibility. 
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Fig. ro6. Two 'dragon' pumps in a Yunnan copper mine; Wu Chhi-chiin (1845), illustrations, pp. 3b-¥. (The 
illustration is meant to portray the insidt of the mine.) In contrast to the description in the text, the pumps 
prob~bly mIstakenly appear here to have a diameter significantly greater than [0-12 cm. Also, the larger 
draWing shows only one of the men in the two-man teams that alternated in working each pump. The insert 
drawing (Ibid., p. lIa) is probably incorrect in suggesting that the leather cushion exited the bottom of the 
~linder o.n the downstroke. Note further than the 'water outlet' (shui hsith) in the lower right Corner together 
With the.distance between the two pumpers suggests that, in contrast to Fig. [07, the water here is being pumped 
di~ectly mto a drainage adit rather than being raised in steplike fashion until it reached the level ofthe drainage 
adit. It Seems unlikely that there could have been many circumstances where the conditions of the mine would 

have permitted such a procedure. 

and without further data, it seems impossible to decide precisely how these pumps 
functioned. 324 

Where large quantities of water had to be drained, up to 13 or 14 pumps might 
be deployed in a row at the same level. Depending on the height that the water had 
to be raised, it might be pumped through many levels. The maximum in Yunnan 
seems to have been 50 or 60 levels325 though we have one +18th century Japanese 

'" The kind of analysis one might undertake with better quality evidence is brilliantly exemplified by Graham 
Hollister-Short's examination of the origin of the suction pump in Western technology; Hollister-Short (1993). 

'" TNKC, ch. 1, pp. 4b-5a; Sun (1964), p. 64; Elvin (1975), p. 100. 

TI' "' ;!~.1_.·'ii: -
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example where the water was pumped through 130 levels (Fig. I07)P26 Such pumps 
also appear to have been used in mines in Hunan at least by the beginning of this 
century. m Judging from the description given by Maximilian Esterer, the pumps 
were apparently very similar to those used in Yunnan except that their handles 
were somehow outfitted so that the pumpers could, 'in a rowing motion' (einArt von 
Ruderbewegung) , accomplish eleven 40 cm strokes a minute while sitting down!328 
Moreover, four or five pumps were regularly linked in parallel and brought up about 
13 litres of water with each stroke, or about 120 litres a minute, which was just 
marginally better than a single square-pallet chain-pump. 329 Esterer is not clear on 
how many men worked these four or five pumps. However, since they seem to have 
been about the same size as the pumps used in Yunnan (Esterer gives 3-4 m for their 
length), the best guess would probably be one or two men per pump, making this 
installation seemingly less cost-effective than the old standby square-pallet chain
pumps. Why then were these pumps used so extensively in the Yunnan copper mines? 
We seem to lack any hard evidence on this point; perhaps Wu Chheng-ming and 
Hsu Ti-hsin are correct in suggesting that it was both because the Yunnan mining 
environment made it difficult to set up square-pallet chain-pumps and because the 
ore deposits were sufficiently rich to justify the cost of cylinder and piston pumps.330 

Where mining came to a halt because of drainage problems, the real cause was 
not always an inability to handle the amounts of water involved. Chinese miners, 
even with their relatively primitive techniques, were sometimes capable of dealing 
with quite substantial quantities of water. For example, the virtually unlimited coal 
resources in Chang-te fu ~1mJff, An-yang *' ~ hsien (Honan) were exploited at 
considerable depths (up to several hundred chang;t, that is, perhaps 1,000 m) dur
ing the Ming even though all the coal lay below the water level, thus necessitating 
water removal before it could be mined.331 As early as the Warring States period, 
the workings at Thung-Iu shan iiJ #! LlJ were pushed to 20+ m below the water 
table. 332 Large quantities of water, however, could be countered only by major and 
continuing investment of labour power, whose costs could easily outrun what the 
production of the mine could support. 333 This was precisely the case in certain Yunnan 

". Smith ([983), p. 4; this BesshillU'T mine, on the islandofShikoku, exploited the largest copper ore deposit 
inJapan; Kroker (1984), p. 9. 

'" Junghann ([911), p. 12 and Esterer (1929), pp. 148--g. 
". For suggestions of how this might have been done, cf. Vol. 4, pt. 2, Figs. 575 and 580. 
,,. Compare Vol. 4, pt. 3, p. 666. 
3,. Wu Chheng-ming& Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), Vol. 2, p. 630; Robertson (1916, p. 267) notes the use of what seem 

to be simiJarpumps in Szechwan mines early in this century and found them 'good for lifts up to 24 feet'. 
331 Chang-It Chih, cited in Wang Chung-lo (1956a), p. 29. 
'" Zhou Baoquan et al. ([988), p. 127; Ho Ping-chang (1984), p. 644. The earlier report, Lu Mao-tshun (1974), 

gave a more conservative ID ffi. 

333 In late medieval and early modern Europe, by contrast, the much more limited availability of cheap labour 
led to a great burst of innovative use of machines to deal with mine waters between the +14th and the +16th cen
turies. Of the more than [50 mining innovations identified by Danuta Molenda for this period, 90% were designed 
to improve the drainage of water from mines; Molenda (Ig88), p. 73. Interestingly, once most of the mechanical 
and gravitational devices for handling water had been devised - mainly by the middle of the +I6th century, there 
seems to have been little need felt for improvements in other areas of mining, and technological innovation 
declined sharply; Ibid., p. 74. 
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~. I07. A woodblock illustration from theJapanese 'Illustrated Book on the Smelting of Copper' (Kodo-zuroku l'ttm 
III~) showing a copper mine, c. 1800, where pumps similar to the Chinese dragon pumps (cf. Fig. I06) were used 
in series to raise water to the level of a drainage adit. Smith (1983), pp. 34-5, pI. 4; cf. Kroker (1984), pp. 28-9; 
Anon (1909), pp. 13-14. Note that the pump frames here are made of wood and not bamboo though the caption 
explicitly says that either could be used. The artist also portrays two curious protrusions near the top of each 
pump. They are not mentioned in the caption and it is difficult to imagine what their purpose might have been. 
For a +1769 illustration showing 27 of the 130 piston pumps and pump operators that raised water 220 metres to 
a drainage adit in the Besshi mine, see Smith (1983), p. 4. Here, the pump operators were paid 4.9 sen for each 

thousand strokes or about 7,500 litres raised; Ibid., p. 15. 
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copper mines where over 2,000 workers might be used daily in the drainage of a 
single mine, leading the miners to petition the government for a subsidy to help with 
drainage costs (shui hsiehfei 7j(~Jf). 334 Eventually, these subsidies were regularised 
and, after +1772, were tied to the production levels of individual mines. In 1807, the 
eight mines for which we have figures received from 522 ounces of silver (based on a 
production of 80,000 chin or just over 50 tonnes of copper) to 4,915 ounces of silver 
(based on a production of 2,900,000 chin).335 

Discussions of the inability of traditional miners to handle large amounts of 
water regularly seem to presume that, had this problem been solved, mining could 
have continued in essentially the same manner to ever greater depths.336 This is 
far from universally true, however. Otis E. Young catalogues a number of ancillary 
problems that Mexican silver miners encountered as they began working below the 
water table, including: a harder quartz gangue that had been protected by the water 
from weathering and decomposition; a sharp decline in the tenor of the ore because, 
again, the water had protected it from weathering and the natural concentration 
that weathering produces; a change in the nature of the ore from relatively easily 
processed chlorides to sulphurets (sulphides) of silver that were complicated and 
costly to smelt. H~ notes that, even in modern times, 'wherever ore persists in depth, 
striking the water table automatically ends bonanza [the relatively easy and profit
able mining of naturally concentrated oxidised ores] and necessitates complete and 
costly revision of the whole operation. '337 Though Young is discussing silver mining, 
many of the same or similar problems will be met with in other kinds of mining that 
penetrate below the water table. We should therefore avoid overstressing water 
management as the only reason for abandoning mining operations while at the same 
time recognising that the inability to handle the water probably more often than 
not saved Chinese miners from encountering these ancillary problems. 

H. Foster Bain argues from another perspective that the inability of miners in 
China to handle water problems has been overemphasised as an explanation for the 
abandonment of mines: 

... one who has crawled and squirmed through old Chinese workings to depths of 600 or 
800 feet can hardly escape conviction that mining ceased in depth often for the same reason 
it has elsewhere; namely, impoverishment of the particular ore shoot followed from the sur
face and failure to find another by a limited amount of cross-cutting. In most cases the won
der is not that the miners have stopped where they did but that they were able to penetrate 
so far and won so little from their efforts. 338 

334 Chang Ying-chhang (I869), ch. 25, p. 930; Elvin (1975), p. I06; Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 60. 
335 Vogel(1987a),V3.c. 336 E.g.,Read(1912),P.4I. 337 Young (1970), pp. 73-4· 338 Bain(1927),p.218. 



(i) ORE DRESSING 

(I) THE ORE DRESSING PROCESS 

Before being sent to the smelter, most excavated ores require an intermediate pro
cessing that can range from very simple to quite complex. The main goal is to separ
ate the desired material from the waste materials, the 'gangue', associated with it, 
thus producing a 'concentrate'. The waste materials discarded after processing are 
generally referred to as 'tailings'. 

Sometimes, ore dressing must separate two ores that cannot be metallurgically 
treated together (e.g. lead and zinc ores). In the case of metallic ores, it can be espe
cially important to produce as pure a concentrate as possible or economically feas
ible so as to maximise the results from traditional smelting procedures that were 
often very inefficient. 1 Rendering the pieces of ore roughly the same size was also 
necessary for even relatively efficient smelting methods. 

The complex of processes used to accomplish these ends is most commonly 
referred to as ore dressing, beneficiation, ore concentration, ore processing or min
eral separation.2 I have tended to use, interchangeably, the first three of these terms 
when referring to these processes. In China, ore dressing (hsuan khuang m lil) was 
commonly viewed as an integral part of mining and was usually carried on at or 
near the mine site, or even inside the mines.3 

The various steps that can make up the ore dressing process are presented in 
Fig. 108. The mix of steps will vary according to the nature of the ore being dressed, 
and seldom will all the possible steps be used for a single ore. 

The first step in ore dressing was frequently a rough sorting or hand-picking of 
the ore, perhaps after washing it to remove earth and clay. In underground mining, 
rough sorting at the working face had two advantages: (I) it minimised the amount 
of material to be removed from the mine; and (2) it provided a ready supply of waste 
material that could be used to fill in and shore up abandoned workings where neces
sary.4 It is such an obvious first step in ore dressing that it must have been practised 
from the beginnings of open pit and underground mining, in China as elsewhere.5 

The remains at one of the excavated Thung-ling ~ ~ mines of what has been 
identified as a wood(-lined) chute (mu liu-tshao *~jt) together with a tailings pond 
(wei-sha chhih ~ li'}1!!l) (Fig. 109)6 and which has been radiocarbon dated to about 
-600 may well have been used for some kind of ore washing. 

I Sun (1964), p. 65. Accomplishing the smelting using a minimum of costly fuel was always a high priority. 
Ludwig (1978), p. 140; Molenda (1988), p. 88. 

, The various processes such as breaking, milling and crushing which aimed at reducing the size of the ore 
pieces are sometimes called 'ore reduction'. 

3 Dawes (1891), p. 335. • Verschoyle (lg06), p. 919. 
s Brown (1923, p. (32) found the Chinese in Yunnan 'very expert' at this task. 
, Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (I990), p. 6. 
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Fig. 108. Basic steps in the ore dressing process. 

Cobbing, too, either in the mine or nearby, was a part of the mining process. It 
consisted of breaking larger pieces of ore with a stone or hammer in order to facilit
ate the removal of gangue. 7 Washing might also be used before or after this step to 
get rid of clay or mud. These were processes frequently performed by women or 
children. For certain products, such as coal, dressing was completed with this step; 
the coal was now ready for sale. 

Once ores had been visually sorted, they were ready for the next step, one of the 
most costly in the whole mining process.8 This involved crushing or grinding the 
ore into pieces of a standard size that could be sent to the smelter or pulverising it 

, Not surprisingly, these sorters often became very skilful at their task; Slessor (1927), p. 62. 
B United Nations (1972), p. 34. 
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Fig. 109. ~ wood-lined chute (mu liu-tshao *iil~) together with a tailings pond (wei-sha chhih ~li'j)rt!!) excavated 
at Th~ng-.lmg m~ an? dated to approximately -~oo. Liu Shih-chung & Lu Pen-shan (1990), p. 6. Noel Barnard 
descnb~s It as follows: The. ch~te ... was faced WIth large round timber and formed a [semi-] circular structure 
3.4~ m.m length, 34~1:.2 cm I.n wldt~, and was covered with cross-pieces (fi:t!it tang-pan) 2 cm thick and 10 cm wide 
~ttmg mto grooves (ffi~ hszang chhten) along the easter~ sides of the chute wall, and dovetailing into the western 
sIdes. At ~he end (~ w,ez) of the chut~ was a removable (?I511J huo-tung) retaining cross-piece of semi-circular shape 
(42 cm WIde, 1.5 cm thIck). It was set m grooves in the western sides of the chute wall and fitted precisely against the 
curvature of the eastern wall of the chute .... The tailing pit was located at the end of the wood-lined chute the 
b~ttom of the pit and the end of the chute were connected by a terrace upon which wooden planks of IO-I~ cm 
wIdth were spread, but there was no such wood covering on the pit bottom. The eastern southern and western 
walls of the pit .were held in pl~ce by facings of round timber. The depth of the pit was 76 cm with sedimentary 

layers ofmamly red-brown Iron clay and a glossy earth.' Barnard (1995), pp. 16-7; Anon. (1990)' p. 6, fig. g. 

into even smaller particles that could be concentrated by washing. Crushing and 
pulverising iron ore was in use at least as early as the Han, and in all likelihood earl
ier. Excavations at a Han iron mining and smelting site discovered on the northwest 
outskirts of Cheng-chou ~ 111'[, Honan, revealed one heap of iron ore 'broken up 
and sifted to a grade of 2.5 cm' and another of crushed ore.9 

Most of the crushing and pulverising was carried out using a range of tools and 
machines the same as or similar to those that had been developed for the grind
ing of grain or other agricultural tasks: mortars; horizontal millstones powered by 
men, by animals or by water; and edgerunner or Chilean mills. 10 Stamp mills, some 

9 Actually, this is just one of many Han sites where evidence for the sifting and crushing of ore has been 
found; Anon. (1978e), p. 10. 

10 Verschoyle (lg06), p. gIg; Read (lg07), p. 12g7; Louis (18gl), p. 641; SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 33; Draper (1931), 
P· 185· 
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Fig. IIO. Ty?ical foot-powered quartz-crushing mill used by Chinese gold miners at Tomoh in Malaysia from 
about th~ mld-Igth century. It was constructed entirely of wood with the exception of the hammer head, which 
was. fashIOned out of hard ~uartzite. With a falling weight of about 20 kg (45Ibs), a distance offall of about 50 cm 
(20 m) and a rate of ?peratIOn of between .15 and 20 blows per minute, a single mill could crush from 31 to 62 kg 
(70 to 140 Ibs) per eIght-hour day, accordmg to the hardness of the rock. Louis (18gl), pp. 640-1; Louis (18g2), 
p. 62g. Pottery tomb models from the Han dynasty (-2nd to +2nd century) include virtually the same machine. 

Cf., for example, Needham (lg64a), pI. 23, facingp. 278. 

foot-powered (Fig. IlO),l1 some consisting of several hammer heads powered by a 
waterwheel (Fig. Ill), were also used. There seems to be no evidence to indicate 
whether Chinese miners shared the general preference of 19th century California 
miners for the faster stamp mills in preference to Chilean mills. 12 

The crushing of ore could be facilitated by the application of heat. Firesetting 
could be as helpful here as in the mining process itself. 13 Roasting, which was often 
necessary to rid a 'harsh' ore of sulphur, arsenic, antimony, etc. in preparation for 
smelting, also servedto make ore brittle and therefore easier to crush. 14 Mter crush
ing, the ore might be sifted to provide a finer product that would permit more 
effective concentration by washing. Chao Yen-wei, writing in the first decade of the 
+I3th century, describes the dressing of silver ore in Fukien: 'The ore is obtained as 
gravel-sized rocks which are crushed in a mortar. These pieces are then ground. The 
resulting powder is sieved through silk, and what passes through is washed. The brown 
powder is gangue and is discarded. The black powder is silver concentrate ... '.15 

Washing or panning was often the final step in ore dressing. The purpose and 
methods of this washing were essentially the same as in the washing process at placer 
deposits. 16 Here, however, much larger quantities of material were frequently dealt 
with and the washing methods and facilities were correspondingly more elaborate 
(see Fig. 38; Fig. 40; Fig. 101; Fig. Il3; Fig. Il4). For example, the Chinese tin miners 
in 19th century Malaysia used very large sluices 6-10 m in length, 6o-go cm wide and 
30-60 cm deep. An operation of this size required seven men to operate it: three to 

11 Slessor (1927), p. 62. " 
12 Paul (lg63), p. 32. For a discussion of Chinese pounding, grinding and milling tools and machines, see 

VoI. 4, pt. 2, pp. 183-204. 
13 Read (lg07), p. 12g7; Louis (18gl), p. 640. Cf. also Section (h)(6) above. 14 Smith (lg67), p. 146. 
15 YunLuMan Chhao, ch. 2, p. 48; HuaJueming (lg8g), p. 3. 16 Cf. above, Section (g)(I)(i). 
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Fig. Ill .. Water-powered quartz crushing mill with six stamps used by Chinese gold miners at Pacho near Tomoh in 
Mala,Y"a,Iate Igth ce!'tury. The number of heads varied according to the availability of water, but six were com
~on m thIS area. LouIS points out that 'the construction of the water-wheel is extremely crude - the water, which 
IS sometimes bro~ght do~ very steep hills from considerable heights in small, steeply-inclined ditches, strikes 
the flat buckets WIth conSIderable velocity, so that the wheel is partly an impact and partly a pressure wheel; the 
buckets are never more than half-filled at the best, and the wheel is sometimes allowed to wade in tail-water to the 
f~ depth of the shrouding: Much power is accordingly wasted, the amount of water consumed in driving one of those 
mdls bemg from 80 to 100 cu. ft per mmute. The average number of drops of each head varies between 28 and 32 
per mmute; the le,;,gth of the drop is about 2 ft, and the effective falling weight of the head is about 70 Ibs. Thus 
?nly about on~-t~urd of the theoretical ~ower of the machine is utilized, but of course much of this loss of energy 
IS due to the fnctlon of the whole machme, notably between the straight cam and the tail-piece of the hammer.' 
The hamn,>ersh.ad to?e replaced after anywhere from a week to a month. Louis (1891), p. 641; Louis (18g2), p. 62g. 
For a detailed disCUSSIOn ofa Roman waterwheel used at the mines in Rio Tinto in Spain, see Weisgerber (lg79). 
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feed it and remove debris, and four to agitate the tin dirt by rakingY The scale of 
washing for purposes of ore dressing also introduced another difference: where 
placer deposits ordinarily (though by no means always) had more than enough water 
for washing available in the immediate vicinity, providing sufficient water for the 
washing oflarge quantities of ore from open cast or underground workings has, from 
earliest times, been one of the most prevalent problems of mining the world over. 

(2) TIN ORE DRESSING AT Ko-CHIu 

Nowhere was water more crucial to mining than at the m~or tin production centre 
of the Chhing (+1644 to 1911), Ko-chiu Mll. Most of that water was required for 
the elaborate ore dressing processes employed there. 

Besides the cassiterite present in crystalline form, much of the Ko-chiu ore con
sisted of very fine granules. 18 Separation of these granules from their surrounding 
matrix of worthless materials was especially difficult. This helps to account for the 
elaborate repertoire of washing devices and procedures which represent a kind of 
culmination of Chinese technological practice using premodern capacities based 
solely on long experience. 19 

The rainy season at Ko-chiu usually began some time around the fourth lunar 
month (May) and ended around the eighth month (September). Important for the 
miners and smelters was not only the length of the rainy season but also how much 
rain fell and the nature of that rainfall. If the rain came too early, production would 
be hurt because the miners would not have had time to amass as much ore as could 
be concentrated during the rainy season and afterwards. Too heavy rainfall could 
damage the reservoirs and the ditches through which the water flowed into them. 
In a year oflight rainfall, ore dressing might have to be curtailed for lack of water. 

The dressing of lode ore from underground workings began with sorting and 
cobbing. Large pieces of ore and waste were first broken up with clubs or flails 
or iron hammers. Most of the ore disintegrated quite easily into a granular, sandy 
product ready for washing.20 For the remainder, which might be about IQ percent of 
the total ore, sieves were used to select out the pieces small enough for crushing and 
milling while what was left over would be returned for further hand breaking. The 
crushing and milling were accomplished with horizontal millstones, foot stamps, or 
edgerunner mills powered by animals or by the miners themselves. 21 

" Wong Lin Ken (1965), p. 50. 18 Chhen Ping-fan (1954), p. 185. 
i' Even with this elaborate technology, certain deposits could not be worked because they contained con

siderable amounts of clay and would therefore require too much water to remove the clay by puddling; Collins 
(lgog-lglO), p. 20g. 

,. Draper (1931), p. 184. 
21 SuJu-chiang(1942), p. 33. Draper describes these 'Chilean' mills with their wheels 'composed ofa centre of 

granite about 9 ft. in diameter, and 8 in. thlck at the centre [hence much larger than the wheels on the edge-runner 
mills in Vol. 4, pt. 2, Figs. 453 and 454], tapering to an edge on which a cast iron rim 6 in. thlck and 6 in. wide is 
wedged and leaded. The weight of such a wheel is about two tonnes. It is placed in an upright position and has a 
horizontal axle coupled to a vertical post .... The race, 20 ft. in diameter, is lined with heavy stones and some
times iron castings. A water bull ala, harnessed to the outer end of the horizontal axle, furnishes the motive 
power. The crushing is well done but is slow and expensive.' Draper (1931), p. 185. 
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The many different processes or combinations of processes used to further separ
ate and concentrate the granular or milled ore all relied on the high specific gravity 
(6.8- 7.1) or weight per unit volume of cassiterite which meant that, in water, the 
cassiterite would tend to sink to the bottom while its associated materials would 
remain suspended or float to the top. The simplest method of separating out 
the cassiterite was panning or washing. We have seen above (Section (g)(I)(ii)) that 
panning can be a remarkably effective technique for separating grains or flakes 
of metal from the gravel accompanying them and we shall see below its very skilful 
use for assaying tin concentrates. On the other hand, the technique is more effective 
for some metals than for others. For example, the specific gravity of gold is almost 
three times that of cassiterite, making its panning easier and more efficient. At 
Ko-chiu, panning tended to be the preferred method for concentrating relatively 
rich ores. 22 

A quite different method was frequently used for poorer ores, especially from 
opencast workings. W F. Collins provides a good description: 

At the approach of the rainy season, the grass is rooted from the surface in favourable places 
and the ore-bearing ground is carried to the sides of reservoirs connected by means of 
canals with washing floors at lower points, sometimes a mile distant on the steep hill-side. 23 

When the reservoirs are filled by the rains, the ore is thrown in, and when a consistency of 
sludge is reached, the contents of the reservoir are allowed to pass into the canal. 24 On the 
way down, water from the other reservoirs is allowed to pass into the canal so as to assist 
the 'run.' Somewhere near the washing-floors the 'run' of ore passes into a series of short, 
parallel-walled, canal-like ponds arranged grid-wise. A considerable quantity of fresh 
water is here run in so that the tin-stone [cassiterite] sinks in the diluted sludge and the light 
waste can be run off with the water. 25 

This is the method that was called at Ko-chiu chhung khuang chien # :fJl SR and 
which can be described as ground sluicing. Collins omits, however, a major point. 
As the ore sludge was washed down the channels (sluices; the Chinese term was 
lung kou ~M) cut into the mountainside, a certain amount of concentrated ore was 
deposited en route in a process duplicating nature's method of creating alluvial 
deposits. 26 This ore would be periodically shovelled out of the sluices and assembled 
for the next step in the concentration process. 27 

22 Collins (1909- 1910), p. 190. 
23 Reservoirs were extensively used at Ko-chiu to maximise the amount of rainwater, the only significant 

source of water in that area, that could be harnessed for mining operations. Depending on the terrain, reservoirs 
could be up to 3li or a mile in length; Huang Chu-hsun (1930), p. 55. The ditchworks to the washing floors below 
might actually be as much as several miles long; SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 22. 

U This is reminiscent of a native method used in Yunnan as early as the +9th century in which pits were dug to 
collect gold-containing alluvium during the rainy season. Cf. Lu Pen-shan & Wang Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 268 and 
Yoshida (1967), pp. 236-7. 

25 Collins (1909-1910), p. 191. 
26 Controlling the amount of water introduced into the sludge was a crucial skill for controlling the flow and, 

presumably, optimising the deposit of ore in the process; SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 31. 
27 This is essentially the same process described by Agricola in his seventh and eighth methods for washing 

tin; Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 346-7, with two illustrations. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. II2. Buddles for concentrating tin at Ko-chiu. The buddle at the left (a), faced with brick, was used in a 
first washing process that produced coarse and fine concentrate. The wooden buddle on the right (b) was used 
to further concentrate the fine concentrate from the first process. Although buddles at Ko-chiu varied in size 
and the inclination of their faces, all were of this same basic design, seemingly unique to this area. Collins 

(1909-1910), p. 191. 

The next process for treating the concentrates obtained either by panning or 
settling involved the use of inclined troughs, called buddIes or, from Mexican 
mining practice, planillas. These buddIes differed widely in size, in the inclinations 
of their faces and and in the materials from which they were made (brick, stone 
or wood). 28 Collins describes the buddIes he saw at the beginning of this century as 
being generally of two kinds. The first (Fig. I I 2( a) and Fig. I 13) was made of brick 
and used for coarse ore. It had an incline of about 20

0

•
29 One load for this buddle 

usually consisted of about 2,500 chin or one-and-a -half tonnes of ore. 30 This ore was 
mixed with water to form a thin pulp, and two men on either side of the buddle 
agitated the pulp with wooden or iron rakes. The pebbles were raked up to the back 
(top) of the buddle. This gravel concentrate (hui men sha IHir,G~1ij», generally a relat
ively rich ore,3I was then put through one or more washings for further removal of 
matrix materials. The gravels were also separated by size using sieves. Depending 
on the quality of the ore, anywhere from 500 to well under 100 chin of concentrate 
might ultimately be obtained.32 

28 For some examples, with their names, dimensions and methods of use, see SuJu-chiang (1942), pp. 33-4. 
They differed from sluices in being much larger, permanently installed, and usually having a curved trough. 

29 Draper (1931), p. 185. 30 SuJu-chiang (1942), pp. 31,33-4. . 
31 Collins (1909--1910), pp. 191-2; SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 33. 
32 SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 31; Draper (193 1), p. 185. Identifying the quality of ores was one of the more import

ant and highly developed skills among the miners. Su lists ten qualities of ores, each with its own name and 
expected production of concentrate. For a similar breakdown of copper ores in Yunnan, based on Wu Chhi
chtin's Tien-nan Khuang-Chhang Thu Lueh (Wu Chhi-chtin (1845)), see Chhen Lti-fan et al. (1980), p. 37. In Yin
chheng, Shansi, coal miners showed a similar ability to make fine distinctions in the quality of different coals, 
identifying some nine or ten different coal series and claiming to be able to determine easily what seam a particu
lar specimen came from; Shockley (1904), p. 851. 
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Fig. 113. Miners using buddles to concentrate tin ore at Ko-chiu in the 1930S or 1940s. Anon. (1944), VoI. 3, pI. 39· 

Fine ores, by contrast, were treated in a buddle with a somewhat more steeply 
inclined wooden face, up to 45 0 (Fig. I I2(b)). 33 Gradually drawing the ore down over 
the face, the dresser, seated cross-legged on the seat provided, would throw small 
amounts of water over it. In this way, a hard bed of concentrates would form, with 
the richest concentrates at the top, followed by poorer ore in middlings and tailings. 

BuddIes are still in use in Ko-chiu on a small scale. The buddIes today are made 
of concrete and typically there are several in a row (Fig. 114). Where running water 
is available, hoses are used to spray the ore, obviating the need for a pool of water at 
the foot of the buddle. It appears that this process can at best produce a concentrate 
consisting of about 20 per cent tin. 34 

To increase the amount of tin in the concentrate, miners often had recourse to 
another process making use of large, circular iron pans up to 1.5 m in diameter 
and 30 cm deep (Fig. 115). The earlier concentrate would be thoroughly stirred in 
these pans and then a differential settlement would be effected by tapping the sides 
of the pans with a mallet or a pair of pounding sticks. 35 This process too is still in 

33 Draper (1931), p. 185. 
34 Information provided by Li Yu-chhun, a mining engineer who worked at Ko-chiu for over 40 years. I am 

very grateful to Mr. Li for arranging my inspection of these processes and for providing me with a great deal of 
information on Ko-chiu tin mining. 

35 Collins (1909- 1910), p. 192. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 114. Photo (a) shows buddIes at the headquarters of the Ko-chiu Geological Team (Ko-chiu ti chih tui 00 fi 
:f:tQ~~) w?ere a ~mall amount of tin concentrating (of ore brought in by truck from some distance away) was 
bemg car.fled on m 1990 to provide revenue for the work of the team and also work for some people from the 
s~rroundm? rural area. Ph~o (b) shows buddIes (somewhat longer and with a less steep angle) at New Cap 
VIllage (Hsm kuan tsh~n ~Jttt1), formerly' known. as Bullshit Slope (Niu shih pho 41*~), where the villagers 

mme and concentrate tm as a sIde-employment. Original photos, 1990. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. lI5. Pan method of producing a higher concentrate. A mixture ofl~wer concen.trate ~s agitated in a ~arge 
pan by pounding the side of the pan with either a mallet (a) or a paIr of poundmg stIcks (b). The hIgher 

concentrate forms on the bottom and may contain up to about 40% tin. Original photo, 1990. 
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Settling Pond 
about J(h/d -:"""'""":"--.. ........... ":""":"",.:.e;.....-,..~ 

Fig. lI6. Concentrating tin ore by washing. Ko-chiu, Yunnan. Concentrating works used recycled water. Note 
the two buddIes, one lined with brick and the second made of wood. Screening was also sometimes used in the 

concentration process. Collins (1909-1910), p. 191. 

use at Ko-chiu and can bring the amount of tin in the concentrate up to about 
40 per cent. 36 

Collins provides a drawing (Fig. 116) of a typical washing installation at the begin
ning of this century. It includes a buddle for coarse ores ('rough washer') and a 
buddle for fine ores set up next to the settling pond, together with a square-pallet 
chain-pump to keep the water and slimes circulating. 

(3) CHARACTERISTICS OF TRADITIONAL ORE DRESSING 

As the example ofKo-chiu makes clear, traditional ore dressing was able to absorb 
large amounts of the cheap labour available in China. In general, traditional tech
niques, no matter how carefully employed, could not remove all the waste or recover 
all of the ore. 37 Hence, there was always the temptation where labour was cheap, 
as it usually was, to repeat processes yet one more time in order to get a still higher 
concentrate or to recover even quite small amounts of ore that would otherwise be 
lost in the tailings. 38 Still, even when the Ko-chiu tin ores passed through repeated 
processing in a total effort that might involve as many as 70 dressers before the 
ore was bagged for delivery to the smelters,39 the miners found it very difficult to 

36 Draper(1931,P. 185) says up to 50-55% tin. 
37 At Ko-chiu, lead in the concentrates from placer deposits sometimes made them unsaleable because of the 

problems the lead caused in smelting; Draper (1931), p. 186. 
38 Even slag from smelters was often collected and dressed for the metal it might still contain. 
39 Collins (1909- 1910), p. 192; Draper (1931), p. 185. 
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produce a concentrate of sufficiently good consistency to satisfy the smelters. As 
late as the I920S, the tin content of dressed ore delivered to the smelters in Ko-chiu 
could be as low 35 per cent, with typical fineness only between 45 and 50 per cent.40 
The result was that the smelters in the city, if they wished to produce a tin of high 
purity, had to maintain their own dressing facilities to rework further much of the 
ore that they purchased from the miners.41 

To be sure, there were cases where traditional ore dressing techniques made 
such effective use of skilled or semi-skilled labour that, even apart from the costs 
of machinery, there was little if anything to be gained by mechanisation. Bohuslav 
Stoces, in his mining manual first published in English in I954, comments in regard 
to hand sorting and picking: ' ... a great quantity of ore can be picked per day. 
Whole railway trucks can be filled by one worker. This is therefore a cheap dressing 
method, though to the layman it looks very unmechanised; sometimes such hand 
work is better and cheaper than mechanisation.'42 But hand dressing had advant
ages that went beyond the picking and sorting stage, particularly with certain kinds 
of ores. For example, where the ore was present in very fine particles (as with much 
of the cassiterite at Ko-chiu), mechanical processing tended to be difficult and 
inefficient at least until flotation processes became the norm - which happened 
even in the West only in this century.43 

It should also be noted that ore dressers, through long experience, sometimes 
developed a level of skill difficult for the layman to comprehend. Even at Ko-chiu 
today, a skilled washer / assayer can place a handful of concentrate in an assay bowl 
(Fig. II7(a)), mix it with some water (Fig. II7(b)), swirl the mixture while allowing 
lighter material to run off(Fig. II7(c)) and then, by observing the amount of tin col
lected on the outer edge of the concentrate (Fig. I I7(d)), estimate even to an accur
acy of within I per cent how much tin is contained in the concentrate.44 Here is 
how LuJung describes a similar process, this time involving silver ore, in his +I475 
Shu Yuan Tsa Chi: 45 

No matter how much the ore, on excavation it is pounded by pedal tilt-hammers46 until it 
becomes a very fine powder called' ore powder' (khuang mo Wl *). After that, a large bucket is 
filled with water and the ore powder. This mixture is agitated several hundred times in a 

40 Anon. (1926), p. 155; Torgasheff(I930), p. 212. 
41 SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 36. Kellenbenz (1974, p. 203) claims that, in general, the limitations of traditional 

smelting techniques placed greater requirements on the preparation of ores for smelting than would often be the 
case later. Donald Wagner (personal communication) questions this, suggesting that the reverse could very well 
be true, namely, that the limitations of traditional ore dressing methods made greater demands on the smelting 
processes. 

42 Stoces (1958), Vol. I, p. 581. 43 Ibid., pp. 582, 588. 
H In this demonstration, which took place at the headquarters of the Ko-chiu Geological Team (Ko-chiu 

ti-chih tui 00 fOt!tit ~), I had overheard the older of the two women who were pounding the iron pan from 
which this concentrate was taken say to the other that the concentrating was not yet finished. Given that the 
finished concentrate could be expected to be in the 40% tin range, the estimate of 34 % appeared reasonable. 
Slessor (1927, p. 96) also remarked that the 'Chinese are very expert in judging the quality of the concentrate by 
the eye alone.' 

45 Ch. 14, pp. 9a- b. 46 I.e., stamps; see Vol. 4, pt. 2, pp. 183- 4. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. II7· Assaying the tin content of a concentrate. (a) A handful of concentrate is placed in the assay bowl. 
(b) Some water is added. 
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(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 117. Assaying the tin content of a concentrate. (c) The concentrate and water are swirled, allowing lighter 
material to flow off, until a tongue forms on the far side of the concentrate. (d) By observing the amount oftin 
collected in the tongue, an estimate can be made of the percentage of tin in the concentrate; in this case, the 

estimate was 34 % Original photos, 1990. 
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process called 'agitating the mud' (chiao chan mrt5). The mixture in the bucket separates into 
three parts: that which floats on top of the water, called 'fine mud' (hsi chan ~rt5); that which 
remains suspended in the water, called 'plum sand' (mei sha fi~Hij;); and that which sinks to 
the bottom, called 'coarse orebody' (tshu khuangjou m1v.l~). The fine mud and plum sand 
are washed in a washing box with a pointed bottom (chien ti thao phen ~~f.iD:@)47 so that the 
gangue (tshu m) is allowed to float off over the edge of the box while what rem,ains in the 
box is the concentrate (chingying ~::9!f). The coarse orebody is washed in the same way in a 
wooden pan shaped like a small boat.48 Essentially, the purpose is to get rid of the rock 
(gangue) particles and preserve the real ore. This is then stirred in a bucket. Glittering flecks 
like stars will be seen. This is called 'orebody' (khuang jou 1v.l ~). 

The advantages that came from developing such skills to a maximum led some 
miners to specialise solely in ore concentration. At Ko-chiu, for example, there 
were the 'buy ore ¥lines' (mai khuang chien m :fj'f~) where miners bought raw ore, 
concentrated it, and then sold the concentrate (hung E~). 49 

Nevertheless, even the highest development of labour skills still left abundant 
opportunities for improving tools and machines in order to make ore dressing more 
efficient or effective. Even a cursory examination of Agricola's extensive descrip
tion of ore dressing in Book VIII of De Re Metallica arouses one's admiration for 
the extreme ingenuity central European miners of the +I6th century expended on 
even very modest improvements to basically simple traditional techniques. To take 
just one example: the use of sluices for washing ores and metals relies in part, as 
we have seen, on their having indentations or obstructions to help trap the heavier 
particles. Agricola describes for us an astounding variety of indentations and 
obstructions, including several kinds of 'pockets' that ,might be carved or burned 
into the sluice planks, that might be round or square, that might be as large as eggs 
or as little as 2 cm across. Obviously, there was something of an obsession for experi
mentation at work here that continued until the miners were satisfied that they 
had found the very best way for washing a certain kind of metal-bearing sand or a 
particular ore. 

China seems to present a contrast here. Admittedly, we are greatly hampered in 
assessing traditional ore dressing techniques (as well as all the other aspects ofmin
ing) by a paucity of evidence and the still preliminary state of the analysis to which 
that evidence has been subjected. But insofar as our present knowledge permits 
generalisation, it appears that nothing like the degree of inventiveness Agricola 
describes was to be found at pre-20th century Chinese mining sites, large or small. 
If this is indeed true, it calls for explanation, given the considerable ingenuity one 
finds in other areas of traditional Chinese technology (including metallurgy). Could 
part of the reason be that Chinese miners, generally relegated to so much lower a 
status than most miners in early modern Europe, were correspondingly less inclined 

47 See Fig. 31. 48 See Fig. 30(b). 49 Chhen Lti-fan et al. (£979), p. 3, fn. 2. 
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Fig. 1I8. An overshot waterwheel powering a pair of tilt-hammer stamps for crushing galena at a lead mine in 
southwest Yunnan. Brown (1923), pI. 5. (Compare TKKW, ch. 4, p. 88, reproduced in VoI. 4, pt. 2, Fig. 617.) As 
noted in VoI. 4, pt. 2, pp. 392ff, the Chinese used recumbant stamps only, and not the vertically acting type so 
prominent in late medieval and early modern mining in Europe. (Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. ~8~-7, and 2~9 
for some examples.) The Chinese horizontal installations may have had two advantages: (I) permIttmg a heaVIer 

installation, much to be valued when crushing rock; and (2) cheaper construction and maintenance. 

to take pride in their profession and in their work? Did this lead to correspondingly 
less interest in ways to do their work better? 

One also finds in Agricola the same passion for improvements in that area of 
ore dressing most susceptible of mechanisation in traditional times, i.e., crushing 
and milling. 50 To be sure, where economic conditions made it possible, Chinese 
miners made use especially of waterwheels to power tilt-hammer stamps, usually 
two stamps to a wheel (Fig. lIS). Such waterwheel-powered wet stamping opera
tions are to be seen in China even today, their machinery still almost entirely made 
of wood (Fig. IIg)Y Striking, however, is the very primitive nature of the machinery 
and its operations which incorporate few if any of the many improvements that 
were being applied at the +16th century mines described by Agricola. Here, cost 
was undoubtedly a major factor. No significant advances in the application of 
mechanisation could occur without the kind of capital investment that was rarely 
to be seen in Chinese mining. 

50 Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 267-351. See also Ludwig (1978), pp. 150-5. 
5l Wet stamping was a major improvement over dry stamping in that it limited the loss of metal through 

pulverisation; Kellenbenz (1974), pp. 203-4; Ludwig (1979), pp. 77ff.; Vogel (199 IC), p. 78. It seems to have been 
invented at Schwaz in the Tirol in Austria, the largest mining operation in Europe in the early +16th century, 
some time around +1512; Ludwig (1978), p. 152; Ludwig (1979), p. 77. We do not know when it was first used in 
China. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. I I~. Details of a waterwheel powering a pair of stamps at a gold mine in Thao-hua ~~1E, Kwangsi. With the 
:xceptlOn of (~) the pivot and its housing, (b) reinforcing plates and the end of the stamp arms where they come 
mto c?ntact wIth the cams on the ex~ended axle of the waterwheel, and (c) metal heads on the stamps, the entire 
machm:r!, was made of wood. (ThIs was one of about a dozen waterwheels still in operation at this mine.) 

Ongmal photos, 1994. Brown (1923, p. 133) found this to be a 'rough but none the less useful machine.' 



(j) THE COPPER PRECIPITATION PROCESS 

The copper precipitation process, sometimes referred to as the wet copper or vitriol 
copper or copper cementation process, occupies a unique place in the history of 
Chinese mining.! As a production technique that made use of chemical reactions 
but not heat to separate copper in solution from unwanted accompanying mater
ials, it lies on the border between ore dressing, which can be seen as the final step in 
mining, and metallurgy, in which heat plays a prominent role. The application of 
this process on an industrial scale in the +IIth and +I2th centuries opened up new 
sources of copper that at least for a time provided a significant supplement to the 
declining output of previously rich copper deposits. By +II05, about 660 tonnes or 
some 18 per cent of China's recorded copper production came from this source.2 

Ten years later, at what seems to have been the peak of vitriol copper production in 
traditional China,3 1,200 tonnes or some 26 per cent of copper production at that 
time came from this source.4 In the mid-+II60s, vitriol copper output had shrunk to 
140 tonnes annually, a figure that nevertheless accounted for 80 per cent of a much 
shrunken recorded production!S 

(I) PRECONDITIONS 

The nature of copper deposits assures that their associated waters and earth will 
typically contain a certain amount of disseminated copper. Most copper deposits 
originate as hydrothermal depositions of copper iron sulphides (bornite and chalco
pyrite) (Fig. 120). Since the copper sulphides are highly unstable, those relatively 
close to the surface of the earth are easily oxidised over time by the action of water, 
air and ferric salts in solution, and are transformed into carbonates (malachite 
and azurite), oxides (cuprite and tenorite), and sulphates (brochantite and chalcan
thite).6 These so-called secondary deposits are very soluble and are ordinarily 
leached out of the upper levels of a copper deposit, leading to the formation of an 
enriched oxidised ore zone between the leached-out upper levels and the water 
table. 7 This enriched oxidised zone can contain both earthy matter impregnated with 

1 I have previously dealt with this topic more briefly in Galas (1995). 
2 Chhiln Shu Mao Suo, hou-chi, ch. 60, cited in Nakajima (1940), p. 409 along with several other texts relating to 

these figures. 
3 Wei Thai-ph. Wen Chi, ch. 10, p. 12a, and discussion of post-Sung developments below. 
; Nakajima ([940), pp. 410-12. 
, Ibid. These figures refer only to south China (actually, about two-thirds of the territory of the Northern 

Sung), the region more or less under control of the Sung government from +1127 onwards. This area included, 
however, all of China's major copper-production sites in that period. 

6 Cr. Table 6 above. Deposits of native copper can also be produced by the precipitation process we are con
sidering here; Searle (1938), p. 55. 

1 Tylecote (1992), p. 10; Rosenfield (1965), pp. 133-4; Sinkankas (1970) pp. 159-67. 
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copper (in the traditional terminology, 'vitriol earth' tan thu IDt± or thu tii ±~jJ(8) as 
well as copper-bearing mine waters (variously called 'vitriol waters' tan shui IDt*, 
'alum waters'fan shui ~*, 'vitriol alum waters' tanfan shui IDt~* or 'yellow alum 
waters' huangfan shui J!'i~*).9 There was no way in traditional times to extract 
the finely disseminated copper directly from vitriol earth. By leaching the vitriol
containing earth, however, what the Chinese called the 'leach copper' (tin thung ~iTI) 
method, miners obtained vitriol water that could then be dealt with in the same 
way as naturally occurring vitriol water. IO It was vitriol water, then, that offered a 
potentially new source of copper, sometimes even where economical ore deposits 
had been exhausted. The detection of this potential and the working out of tech
niques for extracting significant quantitites of copper from vitriol waters constitute 
a major achievement of traditional Chinese mining. II 

Efforts to extract copper from vitriol waters had to be preceded by a recognition 
that there was indeed something special about these waters. That recognition was 
not difficult to come by, at least in certain circumstances. Colour was a major clue. 
Just as miners were drawn to the striking green and blue tones of rocks containing 
malachite and azurite, so too vitriol waters often announce themselves by staining 
the rocks over which they flow a vivid blue-green or dark red colour. 12 In addition, the 
colour of the water itself, its bitter taste or foul smell, its inability to support aquatic 
life could all have served as clues that there was something worth investigating here. 13 

Possibly as early as the Thang, if not earlier, alchemists or others had learned that 
boiling this water until it had all vaporised left behind a powder that came to be 
called tanjan !J.i~, now referred to as copper sulphate, blue vitriol or chalcanthite. 
If this powder was then heated to a high enough temperature, it became metal
lic copper. The evidence that such experimenting was actually going on by the 
Thang is sketchy. Kuo Cheng-I cites a text from the Thang work Tan Fang Ching Yuan 
Il!mi!¥!* (The Mirror of the Alchemical Elaboratory; a Source-book) referring to 

• Kuo Cheng-i (1981), p. 68. • Chang Hung·chao (I954), p. 33. 
10 CMing P. Ea Chih, cited in MCPT, ch. 25, p. 793; TSFYCr, ch. 85, p. 28a; Chang Hung-chaD (I954), p. 33; 

Lung Tshun-ni (I986), p. I,D; Nakajima (1940), pp. 401-2. Kuo Cheng-i notes a passage in the 'Ta Yeh Fu' :;I;:dlM 
of Hung Tzu-khuei m~lf (chin-shih, +1208) that shows that this term could also refer to a process whereby low
grade sulphide ores were excavated and exposed to weathering which produced solid egg-yoke yellow clumps of 
vitriol that were then ground and, presumably, added to water to make it vitriol water; Phing Chai Wen Chi, ch. I, 
p. ,b; Kuo Cheng-i (1983), pp. 60--1. Lin thung was shorthand for 'soaking iron to produce copper' (tin thieh chheng 
thungil*.IiJ(JI~). 

11 In modern chemical terminology, this is a hydrometallurgical cementation or precipitation process. A3 
Lung Tshun·ni notes: '''Cementation'' is the term used in hydrometallurgy to describe the electro~chemical 
precipitation ofa metal from a solution of its salts on a more electropositive metal.' Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. 113· 
A common modern industrial application of the cementation process is the use of zinc dust to precipitate gold 
and silver from cyanide solutions. 

12 Yen Yti (1957), p. 69. This was brought home to me when I witnessed the phenomenon at Chin-kua-shib 
(>tiJJlE) in northern Taiwan in the summer of 1988; the bright blue-green of the stained rocks was easily the 
most striking characteristic of the entire landscape. My guide on this trip was Mr. Lung Tshun-ni, who has pro
vided invaluable help to me at a numher of points in this study. 

I' MCPT, ch. 25, pp. 792-4. Skilled miners later were even able to distinguish the quality of vitriol waters 
for precipitating copper by observing their colour, smell and taste. Blue-green, pungent and bitter (cMing se 
/chu 1Irl.l'lS') waters were supposedly best, followed by yellow-brown, vinegary (huang hsi suan jillftl1) waters; Phing 
Chai Wen Chi, ch. I, pp. 4b-,a; Kuo Cheng-i (I983), p. 60. For much information on what European miners noticed 
about vitrol waters in the +17th century and tests on different waters, see Searle (1938), chapter IIIpassint. 
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such a process but Chao Khuang-hua and his fellow researchers make a good case 
that the text cited is a later addition. 14 The Lung Hu Huan Tan Chueh fm&E3ift~ 
(Explanation of the Dragon-and-Tiger Cyclically Transformed Elixir), that some 
would date to the middle of the +8th century,15 has a number of passages referring 
to the boiling of vitriol water in an iron cauldron to produce 'red silver' (chhih yin 
~~), i.e., pure copper. Kuo Cheng-I interprets the process as a kind of combina
tion of precipitation and amalgamation where mercury in the water would immedi
ately trap the copper ions released through precipitation so that a mercury / copper 
amalgam would form, after which heating volatilised the mercury, leaving behind 
the pure copper. 16 In his Pen Tshao Kang Mu ;;$:1j!f.iIlijj El (PTKM), 17 Li Shih-chen '$ if-fB 
cites a text from the [Hsien YuanJ PaD Tshang [Chhang WeiJ Lun ff~.~~~rnB (The 
Yellow Emperor's Discourse on the [Contents of the] Precious Treasury [of the 
Earth] ), a work completed in +gI8 and perhaps containing materials from the Thang, 
which may refer to a boiling-followed-by-refiningprocess to produce copper, though 
the text is almost certainly corrupt. But even if the surviving texts are far from con
clusive, there is nothing inherently improbable about the possibility of such experi
ments having been carried on in the Thang, or even earlier. 

The PaD Tshang Lun (Discourse on the Precious Treasury), in a passage that may 
be Thang or earlier, also introduces the term 'iron copper' (thieh thung_iTI),IB and 
this is interesting because it suggests another discovery that was necessary before 
any substantial amounts of copper could be derived from vitriol waters. Even 
without relying on amalgamation, a process using vitriol water that depended on 
boiling away the water in order to get the small residue of copper powder had no 
chance, because of fuel costs, of ever being used on anything but a very small scale for 
experimental or other special purposes. 19 There was a potential alternative process, 
however. It would make use of the fact that copper lies near the end of the electro
chemical series and can therefore easily be displaced from salt solutions by a metal 
such as iron. 20 

Some Chinese from at least Han times onward had begun to notice the effects of 
this kind of reaction. The extensive mining of copper since the Shang together with 
availability of iron or iron-tipped tools from the beginning of the Warring States 
period provided abundant opportunities for Chinese miners to observe the trans
formation that took place in iron when it came into contact with copper salts. 21 

Pharmacologists and alchemists in their laboratories noted the same reaction. 
In the Chhin or early Han Huai-nan Wan Pi Shu 1'iEi¥if.iHiHfg: (The Ten Thousand 

I. Kuo Cheng-i (I981), p. 67; Chao Khuang-hua et al. (1986a), p. 327. 15 Kuo Cheng-i (I981), p. 68. 
I. Kuo Cheng-i (1981), p. 68; Kuo Cheng-i (I983), p. 59. The use of mercury would make this amalgamation 

process, apart from its difficulty, far too expensive for obtaining copper on any scale, but it did have the advant
age of producing a purer copper than was ordinarily obtained from simpler and less costly methods, making its 
refining easier. 

17 P1J(M', ch. 8, p. 8. I. Yang Ken (I98o), p. 2. 

I. Hartwell, perhaps misled by Shen Kua, failed to realise this; Hartwell (1962), p. 156. 
2<1 Vo!. 5, pt. 2, pp. 245-6. 
21 The frequent association of iron and copper deposits was also familiar to early Chinese miners and may 

have encouraged them to be alert to a special relationship between the two metals; Wu Tzu-chen (I958), p. 2. 
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Infallible Arts of (the Prince of) Huai-nan), we read: 'When azurite (pai chhing B W) 
contacts iron (le thieh mit), the iron turns into copper.'22 Similarly, the ShenNung Pen 
Tshao Chingt$J!::<$:1j§:#Jl!: (Classic of Pharmaceutics of the Heavenly Husbandman), 
dating in its final form (now lost, but much quoted in later pharmaceutical works) to 
about the +2nd centrury, has: 'Shih tan :0 JJi can turn iron into copper (neng hua thieh 
wei thung ~~{t..~~). '23 Although very laconic, these statements are more precise 
in their reference to salts of copper than the slightly later reference to the same 
reaction by Pliny.24 

Several more references to this reaction have survived from the period between 
the Han and the Sung. Ko Hung l!et, writing about +300, distinguishes what he 
sees as true transformations, such as when cinnabar is transmuted into gold, from 
'counterfeit' (cha rF) transformations, as when iron is rubbed with malachite. In the 
latter case, the change occurs on the outside but not on the inside; i.e., the copper is 
no more than a coating on the iron.25 Thao Hung-ching, the great Taoist physician 
and alchemist (+452 to +536), was even more explicit on this in his Pen Tshao Ching 
Chi Chu ::<$: 1j§: #Jl!: ~ tt (Collected Commentaries on the Classic of Pharmaceutics of 
the Heavenly Husbandman) where he denotes the rubbing of iron with a mixture of 
'bird droppings alum' (chi shihJan J!t~~), vinegar and refined copper as 'plating' 
(thu ~).26 Not long after, or perhaps even earlier than Thao's comment, the San Shih 
Liu Shui Fa -=-+1\1l<r:t (Thirty-six Methods for Bringing Solids into Aqueous Solu
tion) provides a very detailed description of how to concoct an aqueous solution 
ofjan shih ~:o for rubbing on iron to induce this reaction.27 

22 Nakajima (/94/), pp. 499-503; Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. 114, slighdy modified; cf also Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 202. 
Pai chhing (lit. 'white or pale green') indicates a weathered blue-greenish material, probably the basic copper 
carbonate, azurite (Vo!. 5, pt. 2, p. 166, no. 23) where its colour has been paled by efflorescence; Lung Tshun-ni 
(/986), p. 141. 

" Nakajima (I94/), pp. 497~; Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. "4. Shih tan 'stone gall', just as tanfan above, is chal
canthite (hydrated copper sulphate) or blue vitriol. Chalcanthite was so-called because it resembled the gallblad
der in its bitter and astringent taste as well as sometimes in its colour; Lung Tshun-ni (/986), p. 141. For another 
possible reference to this reaction in the entry for malachite (khung-chhing'!if.f/f), cf. Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 202, fn. (n). 

,. Cf. Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 202, fn. (n). 
" For a translation of the full passage, cf Vo!. 5, pt. 3, p. lD4; cf also Vo!. 5, pt. 4, pp. 202-3. Ko Hung tells us 

specifically that if one 'uses malachite (or azurite) to coat (smear) iron, the iron [will acquire] a red colour like 
that of copper (i tseng-chhing thu thith, thith chhihseru thung j;) 'lil'1i'j!!'HIUlij};-E!r. ro:IjIiiI).' The statement in Vo!. 5, pt. 2, 
p. 67 that this clearly refers to the wet copper process is probably incorrect. The coating that forms in the wet 
copper or precipitation process is in appearance typically like a rust and not like the metallic surface that seems 
to be called for in this context. Cf. however the puzzling passage in Emmanuel Swedenborg's very important 
Treatise on Copper which suggests that miners in Falun determined that 'certain rust of a reddish-brown colour' 
deposited by precipitation was not copper; Searle (1938), p. 51. Immediately afterwards, a copper deposit by pre
cipitation is referred to as a 'crust'. 

" Vo!. 5, pt. 3, pp. 129-30; Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. "5. Lung Tshun-ni takes the chi shihfan to be some kind 
of copper mineral. The same term may sometimes be used to designate a ferrous sulphate (me1anterite, green 
vitriol, copperas); cf. Vo!. 5, pt. 2, p. 172, no. 77. Presumably, it would not need to be a copper mineral since 
refined copper is added to the solution. Note that Thao does not seem aware that it is really the copper that causes 
the colouring of the iron. 

" The San Shih Liu Shui Fa is a pre-Thang work included in the Tao Tsang which could date at least in part from 
as early as the Western Han; cf. above, Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 169; Chhen Kuo-fu (/982), pp. 315-16. See also Lung Tshun 
Ni (I986), p. 115, which would place the work tentatively in the Eastern Han. The text makes sense ifwe follow 
Lung in taking thefon shih here to be not a reference to alum, as is normally the case, but to a copper-bearing iron 
sulphate mineral; cf. Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 20I; pt. 2, p. 246. For Lung's translation, cf. Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. "5. 
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We are now back at the Thang and ready to examine how recognition of the 

special nature of vitrol waters together with awareness that iron underwent interest
ing changes in contact with copper became the two key elements in the emergence 
of the wet copper process. The Tan Fang Ching Yuan Ilt m j! rJj, referred to above, 
follows its description of the boiling of vitriol waters to obtain a copper powder 
with the statement: 'The iron cauldron in which the vitriol waters are boiled after a 
long time also changes into copper (chu tanfan thiehfu chiu chiu (chih?) i hua wei thung i 
;W JJi~ .~~~ (~?):Jj\{t.~ ill ~ ).'28 In other words, after the cauldron had 
been used for a certain period of time to boil vitriol waters, its surface presumably 
developed a plating of copper, encouraging the belief that these waters could trans
form iron into copper.29 

It is not beyond the realm of possibility that some information on what the 
alchemists were doing was known in mining circles. Yet there is no evidence to 
suggest that the eventual successful development of a process for obtaining copper 
from vitriol waters on an industrial scale, finally achieved at the end of the +IIth 
century, had anything to do with those experiments. Rather, the one piece of evid
ence explicitly referring to the key discovery suggests quite a different stimulus. A 
story already very old when we find the first reference to it in Chou Hui fflJ .'s 
+1 192 work, Chhing Po Tsa Chih ~ibtm'iit (Miscellaneous Notes [by One Living near 
the] Chhing-po Gate), tells of a man who lost his (iron) keys in some vitriol water. 
When he returned to the spot the next day and found the keys, they had turned to 
copper.30 Whether this particular story is true or not, it could well have been an 
experience like this (rather than experiments in the laboratories of alchemists) 
that alerted miners, especially at copper mines in well-watered south China,3l that 
pieces of iron placed in vitriol waters and left there for a time acquired on their 
surface a coating, often in the form of a dark red powder, which could be scraped off 
and fired to a high temperature in order to produce metallic copper. 32 

Chou H ui does not tell us when the story of the lost keys is supposed to have taken 
place. Though some would argue that the wet copper process was already used by 
miners in the Thang,33 the evidence for this is far from persuasive. More likely, the 

28 17'595; Kuo Cheng-i (l98/), p. 67. Ail Kuo notes, this is the source for the first part ofShen Kua's descrip
tion of copper cementation in the MCPT. The point is important because it shows that Shen derived his informa
tion not from actually having witnessed the process or talking to someone who had, but rather from his broad 
reading. Both Hua Shan and Yen Yii recognised the difficulty ofmaking technological sense out Shen's descrip
tion; Hua Shan (I9B2), p. 120 and Yen Yii (/957), p. 68. They did not realise, however, that Shen was actually 
drawing on an earlier work. I would like to express my thanks to Mei Jianjun ffii.!lE. of Peking University of 
Science and Technology's Archaeometallurgy Group who generously provided me not only with a copy the Yen 
article but also of a number of other articles I have used in writing this section. 

" What actually would have happened could and should be tested by experimentation. 
30 Chhing Po Tsa Chih, ch. 3, p. 39b (ch. 12, p_ 3b); Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 204, where the whole passage ofwhich this 

forms a small part is translated. 
31 Hsia Hsiang-jung et at. (/980), p. 258. 
" The appearance of the iron coated with copper powder was sometimes compared with the appearance of rotted 

wood (hsiu mu f'j*); cf. TSFYcr, ch. 85, p. 24'1; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (l980), p. 255. This analogy probably rein
forced the 'common-sense' view of most Chinese observing the process that somehow the iron itself was trans
formed into copper, a view that was held also, at least for a time, by Isaac Newton; see above, Vo!. 5, pt. 2, p. 35, Ih. (a). 

" Wu Tzu-chen (/958), p. 3. 
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crucial developments for at least smaller-scale production using precipitation of 
copper on pieces of iron occurred after the founding of the Sung, perhaps in the 
late +roth or early +IIth century. The earliest reference to the process in a Sung 
work may be the entry in the Thai-phing Huan Yii Chi j:+:Jt~~c (The Universal 
Geography of the Thai-phing [976-983] Reign-period) that mentions the presence 
of vitriol water on Chhien Mountain (Chhien-shan ~fi ill) in Hsin-chou 113 1'1'1 from 
which one can make copper by soaking iron in it. 34 There seems to be no further 
reference to the process until well into the second half of the following century. 35 

(2) THE SUNG BREAKTHROUGH 

Once it had been recognised that the reaction between vitriol waters and iron could 
produce copper, implementation of the wet copper process, most commonly referred 
to in the texts as the '(vitriol water) steeping copper method' ( [tan shui] chin thungfa 
[!l!*H~~1t) might seem to have been quite simple (Fig. 121). Certainly the texts 
describing the process have a straightforward, matter-of-fact ring to them. 36 

First take cast iron (sheng thieh 5£it) and·hammer it into thin strips.37 They will look like the 
iron used in pots.38 Place the strips in a vitriol water trough, arranging them like fish scales. 
Soak them for several days. The iron pieces will be made thinner by the vitriol water and a 
reddish rust will form on their surface. Collect the rods, scrape off the iron39 rust, wash it, 
and fire it in a furnace. Only after it has been refined all of three times will it become copper. 
The iron that has not been transformed can be added to new iron strips and arranged again 
in the trough for soaking. 40 

" The text is cited in Chhi Hsia (/987-1988), Vol. 2, p. 560. It does not seem to appear in my edition of the 
Thai-phing Huan ru Chi. 

" Two possible references from the +1030S are both highly suspect. The first concerns a certain Hsu Shen 
~$, an official in the Tax Section of the State Finance Commission, who suggested during the Ching-yu:\il:t;ti 
reign-period (+1034 to +1037) of Emperor Jen-tsung t* that the government 'use medicines! drugs (= vitriol (?)) 
to transform iron into copper (iyaohua /hith chheng /hung J:.U4HI:;Il]jJGjlJ). Sung Shih, ch. 181, p. 4380; Ibid., ch. 299, 
9928; HCP, ch. II6, p. 2718 [+1035]. Although these texts have been accepted by many scholars as referring to the 
copper precipitation process, Nakajima Satoshi many years ago argued quite persuasively that this is a garbled 
tradition and that Hsu was advocating a proce .. intended, through the use of some chemical reaction or other, to 
make possible the substitution of iron for lead and tin in bronze coins, an effort that failed at the outset because of 
the difficulty of casting the resulting alloy. (On Hsu Shen, see also Wang Sheng-to (1996), p. 20.) The second 
episode involves a certain official by the name of Ch hi en Hsun ~li who had memorialised that the same Chhien 
Mountain in Hsin-chou produced shih-tu:oit (ordinarily meaning a copper carbonate) that could be decocted 
(pheng lien ~1;1R) to make copper; HCP, ch. 120, p. 2837 [+1037]; Chhi Hsia (1987-1988), Vol. 2, p. 561. Without 
either a clear mention of vitriol or any use of iron, it seems most doubtful that this can be taken as a reference to 
the precipitation process. Finally; a text in the +17th century Tu Shih Fang rii Chi rao can be read to suggest that 
officials were involved in implementing a wet copper process in Chhii-chiang hsien i!IJ n:~ of Shao-chou llil HI 
in Kuang-nan east circuit as early as the beginning of the Sung; Yen Yil (1957), p. 69. The absence over the next 
century of any other evidence for successful use of the process in producing copper in quantity argues for a conser
vative reading of the text, which would leave open the date when the process was first implemented in this area. 

" The most complete Sung description occurs in SHr:SH, ch. I I, p. 3a. Somewhat different (and briefer) ver
sions of this text appear in SungShih, ch. 180, p. 4394 [+1143?] and WHTK, ch. 18, p. 181a. 

" Because of the hammering, Donald Wagner suggests that the meaning here of shmg thith may not be cast 
iron but rather some kind of 'crudely smelted iron', for example, from the c~cible smelting process; private 
communication. 

38 Kuo Cheng-i stresses this phrase, contending that it indicates that the iron strips used in the industrial applica
tion of copper precipitation evolved from the iron pots earlier used to heat the vitriol solution; Kuo Cheng-i 
(1981), p. 68. 

" Reading /hit" for chhien ~. .. Compare Vol. 5, pt. 4, p. 203; Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. II9. 
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Fig. 121. Flow chart of production and utilisation of precipitated copper in China during the +IIth and +12th 
centuries. Based on Lung Tshun-ni (1986), p. 123. 

In fact, the process was much less straightforward than this would suggest. In the 
first place, as Swedenborg's Treatise makes clear, the results obtained from precipita
tion attempts could vary considerably depending on the copper and other mineral 
content of the waters, whether the precipitation was attempted in stagnant or flow
ing waters, the rate of flow in the latter case, and undoubtedly other factors as well.41 

But when it worked, the process had a number of clear advantages. Not needing 
fuel until the refining step, it could be implemented anywhere the vitriol water and 
sufficient iron were available.42 At its simplest, it required no great investment in 
equipment, and labour costs were low. With a relatively small investment of capital, 
the efficiency of the procedure could be significantly improved by building holding 
ponds with sluices and gates to control inflow and outflow of the water. Placing the 
iron pieces in gently flowing waters fed by these ponds would not only increase the 
amount of copper precipitated out of the water but would also speed the process. 43 

'I Searle (1938), chapter 3 passim. One set of modern experiments suggests that a minimum of about 3g!1 of 
soluble copper is necessary to produce a high quality metal; Rostoker & Shen (1984), p. 19 and passim. 

" Transporting the copper-containing precipitate for refining, if necessary, would be far easier than trans
porting ore for smelting. 

., Thus, Chao Fan (+1143 to +1229) begins his description of the process with the words: 'Dike up a spring to 
form a pond.' Chang-cMuan Kao, ch. 5, cited in Chhi Hsia (1987-1988), Vol. 2, p. 561. At Rammelsbergin the Harz 
mountains during the +17th century, it was generally accepted that 'water corrodes iron better when it is flowing 
than when stagnant .. .' and Swedenborg recounts an experiment by Swedish miners in which, after leaving iron 
in stagnant vitriol waters for 14 days, 'not the smallest amount of copper had been precipitated ... '; Searle 
(1938), pp. 61; 50-I. (I am thankful to Donald Wagnerwho drew my attention to this work and provided me with 
a copy of the chapter on copper precipitation.) 
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Of course, without the understanding provided by modern chemistry, Chinese 
miners could never really comprehend what was happening in this process. Thus 
the +17th century Tu Shih Fang Yu Chi rao ~'5t:1J ~H2~ (The Essentials of Geo
graphy for the Reading of History) , apparently citing a Sung text describing in detail 
the wet copper process at Hsin-chou ffi 'H'I, makes the statement that 'the water 
[that has been used] and is left over cannot be used again' (yu shui pu kho tsaiyung 
~*1'i:iJ¥}m) but attempts no explanation why this is SO.44 The lack of this kind 
of understanding, however, did not keep Chinese miners from working out appro
priate processes by trial and error. For example, variations in the percentage of 
copper in different vitriol streams meant that longer or shorter precipitation times 
had to be determined in order to obtain the maximum of copper powder while still 
moving the process along as quickly as practicable!5 Thus, according to Wei Su's 
'Preface to the Essentials of Steeping Copper (Chin Thung rao-Lueh Hsu) , , written in the 
Yuan, the various springs atJao-chou ~jHI'1 in the late +1 Ith century were classified 
according to whether their precipitation period was 5,7 or 10 days.46 

Implementation of this process on a significant scale came very slowly. Part of the 
reason may have been that, because of the nature of the vitriol waters made use of 
by the Chinese miners, large-scale works could produce only very impure copper 
containing high levels of iron. 47 Some officials even doubted whether this was 'real' 
copper (chen thung ~iIJ) equivalent to that produced by smelting.48 When high levels 
of iron were present in the minting alloy, they made casting difficult, resulting in 
coins that were poor both in metallic quality and in appearance.49 Because of the 

.. TSFrCr, ch. 85, p. 28a; Chang Hung-chao (1954), p. 33. Investigation of the process employed in Kiangsi in 
the early [980s revealed that the vitriol waters contained on average 70-80 mg of copper per shmg (litre) though 
the content could range as high as 200 mg. After precipitation, it had dropped to only about 10 mg; Kuo Cheng
i (1983), p. 61. We know that, in the Sung, a single sluice ([Iin thung] phen-tshao M;jfil~.fI) for precipitating copper 
typically produced on average about 400 chin of copper per year; Nakajima (i940), pp. 403-4. If the vitriol water 
processed contained an average of 80 mg of copper per litre, of which 70 mg could be recovered, that would 
require the processing of some 3,500,000 litres of water yearly . 

., Here, too, colour was a helpful clue: streams with greater amounts of copper will often be more bluish than 
greenish, a point noted in +17th century Europe by JoachimJungius; Pagel (1969), p. 103. I know of no Sung 
writer, however, who makes this observation . 

.. Wei Thai-phu Wen Chi, ch. 10, p. 12a; Lung Tshun-ni (i986), p. 149; Hua Shan (1982), p. 120; Hsia Hsiang
jung et al. (1980), p. 255, fn. I. The work for which this preface was written, the Chin Thung 1izo-Lueh i'lB,l~1BI\ (The 
Essentials of Steeping Copper), was written in the Shao-sheng f.,g~ period (+1094 to +1097) of the Sung by a cer
tain Chang Chhien~m and was apparently the first manual to describe this process in detail. Unfortunately, it 
was lost in the Vuan or not long after; Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. 120. Swedenborg includes precise results from 
many experiments with precipitation times ranging from 24 hours (for iron the thickness of a knife blade) to half
a-year, but typically measured in weeks and not days, as in theJao-chou case; Searle ([938), chapter 3, pp. 58, 59 
and passim. For the copper precipitation process at Te-hsing1!!;\JI!, Jao-chou, see also Sun I-kang (1990), pp. 40-1. 

., This is certainly not always the case. Even though Swedenborg notes similar problems with certain copper 
precipitation efforts in +17th century Europe ('the precipitated copper appeared to be defiled, insomuch that it 
could with difficulty be separated and purified from [impurities it contained] .. .'; Searle ([938), p. 5[), at other 
places it is clear that the process produced copper of extremely high quality, typically very malleable and ductile; 
Ibid., pp. 52, 56, 57, 58 and 60. 

.. Chao Khuang-hua et al. (1986a), p. 329. Even as late as the +13th century, the Emperor Li-tsung JlI! * 
claimed that copper produced by the wet copper process was 'really iron' (shih thieh erh 1f~:EJ:)! Hsu Wen-Hsien 
Thung Khilo, ch. 7, p. 2840b; Ven Vii (r957), pp. 70-1. 

+9 Sung Shih, ch. 180, p. 4380. Conceivably, the artisans may even have tried using the copper powder directly 
without refining it. But it seems clear that, even with repeated refinings, it was difficult to produce top quality 
copper from the wet copper process. Though the 'Official Sung History' (SungShih) speaks of three refinings as 
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difficulty, widely recognised at the time, of producing a good copper-iron alloy, 
these coins were also less durable than coins made with purer copper and were held 
in poor repute by the people. 50 

In +1068, Su Chhe ~., brother of the famous Su Shih ~ ~ (Su Tung-pho 
~ *:iBi:), was serving as Vice-Director in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu fo. shih 
P$~IjUE). A merchant came to the ministry to report a 'secret method' (mifa ~$) 
by which one could 'rub' iron with gall vitriol and turn it into copper (nengi tanfon lien 
thieh wei thung che fig~)J1i!r~~~~iIJ~). After his colleagues expressed doubt that 
the method would work, Su had an experiment run using the merchant's explana
tion. It failed to produce the transformation.51 Not many years later, Shen Kua's 
account in his 'Brush Talks from the Dream Brook' (Meng Chhi Pi Than ~~*~) 
(MCPT) of how copper was obtained from vitriol at Hsin-chou ffi 1'1'1, an account 
borrowed directly from the Tan Fang Ching Yuan )$ m£.lYlffi (The Mirror of Alchem
ical Elaboratory, A Source-book),52 talks only of boiling vitriol water and makes no 
mention of precipitation on iron. 53 Both of these examples suggest strongly that the 
wet copper process was not yet well known or in wide use in the +1060s to +1080s. 
This makes reasonable the later tradition that the first implementation of the process 
by the government, making use of 32 springs of vitriol water, occurred in +1086.54 

Even in thelast decade of the +IIth century and into the first decade of the +12th, 
however, the wet copper process may well have continued to retain something of 
an experimental character. By the mid- to late +1090s, under the direction of an 
official by the name ofYu Ching VfH~_ who had developed a special interest in this 
process, copper precipitation works had been established at Hsin-chou,Jao-chou, 
Shao-chou oom and Than-chou 'iiJ1i'l (cf Map IS) and production was increasing 
rapidly. When Yu Ching then resigned to go into mourning, not only did the expan
sion of the process to new sites come to a halt55 but production at existing installa
tions rapidly slumped to half or less of its previous highs. Only when Yu Ching 
returned to office did production not only recover but also resume its earlier 
rapid growth.56 

the norm in the +1140s, the evidence from the metallic content of Southern Sung coins suggests that the relat
ively high percentages of iron (compared to the coins of the Northern Sung) resulted from the extensive reliance 
on copper obtained by means of this process; Cr. Sung Shih, ch. 180, p. 4394 and Chao Khuang-hua ,t al. (1986a), 
pp. 327-<). Be that as it may, the Southern Sung coins, with their maximum iron content in the 4 % range, con
tained far less than the well over 10% or even 20%+ iron content occasionally found in ancient currencies else
where; Craddock & Meeks (1987). 

50 HCP, ch. 40, pp. 9'3-4; Ven Vii (1957), p. 70; ChangHung-chao (!927), p. 3[7; KueiErn Chi, hsia,citedin Ven 
Vii (!957), p. 71. The above hardly represents the last word on this subject. An internet discussion among a num
ber of members of the Arch-metals group, carried on in August/September 1995, made it clear that there 
remained much work to be done on of the effects of iron, especially> 2%, in a copper-iron alloy. 

" Lung Chhuan Lueh Chih, ch. 5, p. 3a; Lung Tshun-ni (1986), p. [52; Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. "7. Lung specu
lates that the experiment 'failed' because it was not given enough time ('the reaction ... between a copper 
sulphate mineral and an article in physical contact is very slow and not easily noticed') and that the use of an 
aqueous solution instead of the mineral itself, where the reaction would have taken place much faster, 'must have 
been the merchant's secret not mentioned to the officials'. 

" Kuo Cheng-yi (r98I), p. 67. "MCPT, ch. 25, p. 792. 
" Wei Thai-phu Wen Chi, ch. 10, p. [n. "SHr:SH, ch. 34, p. 25a. 
" The story is well told, with references to all the primary sources, in Nakajima (1940), pp. 398-400. 
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Map 15· Main vitriol copper production centres in the Sung (+llth and +IZth centuries). ~ 3 largest producers. 
• Other producers or possible producers. (present·day province names and boundaries.) Based on SHT:SH, ch. 33, 

pp. 18b-Igb (1l66); ch. 34, p. zlb (1l65) and p. 25a (1l0I); WHTK, ch. 18, p. 181a; Lung Tshu-ni (lg86), p. 12l. 

This episode reveals one of the most important aspects in the story of the imple
m~ntation of industrial-scale production of copper by precipitation in the Sung. 
WIthout the efforts of officials who came increasingly to look upon the produc
tion of copper from vitriol waters as a way to supplement the declining amounts 
of copper available from regular deposits, it is extremely unlikely that the process 
would .have been developed and become as prominent as it did in the SungY Like 
all Chmese governments since the political unification of China by the Chhin in 
-221, the Sung government relied mainly on copper alloys to mint the coins that 
were the major component of the currency system. The Sung, however, witnessed 
an unprecedented monetisation of government finances, especially in the +Ilth 
century.58 In part because of the new fiscal demands, the government had to vastly 
expand its minting activities. It has been estimated that from +960 to +Il25 the 
Northern Sung government minted some 200,000,000 strings of cash which, at the 
normal rate of770 cash coins to the string, would have totaled 154 billion coins.59 If 
this estimate is correct, it suggests that the government needed a minimum of some 

57 SHT:SH, ch. 34, p. 25a. As early as +lOg8, the government had already decreed a monopoly on all copper 
produced from vitriol waters; SHY:SH, ch. 34, p. 25b. 

" ehhen (lg65) esp. pp. 618-lg. 
5. Gernet (.lg82) p. 324; Shimonaka (1959-1962), Vol. 5, pp. 315b-316a. For the Sung government's copper 

needs and poliCIes, see Galas (lg8g), esp. p. 414. 
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380,000 tonnes of copper to meet its coinage needs during the Northern Sung.60 

This is not an unreasonable amount when we recall that copper production in the 
Northern Sung reached a peakofl5,000 tonnes yearly in the 1070s.61 Of course, not 
all of that copper needed to be newly mined; much of it was metal obtained by melt
ing down old coinS.62 Nevertheless, there was a large and steady demand for copper 
on the part of the government (and, to a much lesser extent, among the populace). 

Successful efforts on the part of the government to stimulate copper production 
culminated in +1078 in the mining and smelting of more than three times as much 
copper as in +997, an amount that one scholar has estimated to be ten times the 
copper produced in China in 1930!63 In +1073 and again in +1080, the government 
minted some 6,000,000 strings of cash, the highest single year totals in the entire 
imperial period, not excluding the Chhing. H 

China's extensive but not especially large copper deposits could hardly bear up 
indefinitely to that kind of exploitation. 65 Already by the middle third of the +1 Ith 
century, exhaustion of existing mines had led to shortages of copper at the govern
ment mints. 66 The shortages became even more serious by the end of the reform 
period. The most dramatic evidence of declining production was the cessation of 
mining operations in +1085 at Tshen-shui ~ 7.1<. mine at Shao-chou 00 1'1'1 in Kwang
tung,67 the mine that, nine years earlier, accounted for 87 per cent of all China's 
recorded copper production! Overall copper production declined by almost one
third between +1078 and +II06.68 It was these circumstances that made the efforts 
ofYu Ching so welcome. 

Over at least the next several decades, vitriol copper production increased to 
the point where as much as one-quarter or more of China's now shrunken overall 
copper production may have derived from this source.69 Moreover, the government 

60 Allowing a weight of 3.73 grams for each coin (Hartwell (lg67), p. 280, fn. 5), 5g6.82 grams to a chin, and 
I520 chin to a short ton. I have also assumed a very conservative 60% average copper content in the coins (Chao 
Khuang-hua e/ al. (1986), pp. 230-7). For the year +I080 alone, the mints would have required just under 10,000 
tonnes of copper; Golas (lg8g), p. 414. 

51 Section (e)(I)(i)(e) above; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 57. 
" Cf. for example Sung Shih, ch. 180, pp. 4394-5. 
63 Golas (lg8g), pp. 412-13; Hino (1935a:1983), p. 295; Ma Yun-kho (1932), p. 54. (The estimate is Ma's.) 
... Gernet(1982), p. 325; Pheng Hsin-wei (1954), p. 281; Huang (1974), pp. 75-6; Vogel (lg87), p. 10. We have no 

total figures for the intervening years of the Yuan and Ming. 
65 Yunnan, with its rich deposits that would provide most of the government's copper in the latter Ming and 

the Chhing dynasties, was not part of the territory controlled by the Sung state. 
.. HCP, ch. 120, p. 2837 [+1037]; Kuo Cheng-i (1983), p. 59. 67 SHY:CK, ch. 42, p. 11gb; Nakajima (1940), p. 396. 
68 Hino(1935a:1983), p. 2g5. This sharp decline in production is reminiscent of a similar boom-and-bust cycle 

in Europe several centuries later. In the first half of the +16th century, when European copper mining and smelt
ing flourished, average yearly production was not much under 5,000 tonnes. In the second half of the century 
and into the first years of the +17th century, the total sank to 2,000 or fewer tonnes per year; Vogel & Theisen
Vogel (1991), pp. 6-,. 

69 Chhi Hsia (1987-1988), Vol. z, pp. 560-1; Hua Shan (1982), pp. "9-21; Hsia Hsiang-jung ./ al. (1980), 
pp. g6-,. For production figures, see SHY:SH, ch. 33, p. IBb; CITe, chia, ch. 16, p. 8b; Lung Tshun Ni (1986),P' 12l. 
By the middle ofthe +12th century, government documents commonly distinguished between copper produced 
by smelting (usually huang thungJHliiJ, sometimes shih thung:om) and copper produced by precipitation on iron 
(tan thungMiil'l); CITC, ch. 16, pp. 8b-gb (.s02-4). The wet copper process even brought new life to mines that 
had been closed either because the deposits were worked out or had ceased to be economical. For at least a 
time, the famous mines at Chhien-shan hsien ifhDfi ofHsin-chou m HI (present-day Shang-jao hsienJ:.S@fi in 
Kiangsi) and Te-hsing hsien l!JI!fi ofJao-chou ~m (present day Po-yang hsien i1!i:~fi in Kiangsi) produced 
copper only by means of precipitation of vitriol waters; Kuo Cheng-i (1983), p. 59. 
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also found that the cost of copper production by the wet copper method was con
siderably less than that for copper produced by normal mining and smelting; in 
+1102, for example, it was estimated that the mints could save more than 600 cash 
on each string minted by using copper produced from vitriol waters. 70 The process 
could also produce useful side products such as 'gall (bitter) alum' (tanfon ~~), i.e. 
copper sulphate.71 As suggested above, however, the corollary of these savings seems 
to have been a lower quality copper. 

The spread of the wet copper process in the +12th century testifies not only to a 
need for new sources of copper but also to the ready availability of inexpensive iron 
in the large amounts necessary to make the process economically feasible. At a min
imum, it appears that 2.25 chin of iron were consumed for every chin of copper pro
duced. 72 On the other hand, the ratio of iron to copper could, according to Chang 
Tuan-i ~ iJffij ~ 's early +13th century Kuei Erh Chi 1ft £j: ~ (Collected Notes of an 
Invaluable Ear), be as high as 5: 1. 73 Actual site figures from around +rr65 suggest 
that it typically took at that time from 3.25 to 4.25 chin of iron to produce one chin 
of copper, figures very similar to the experience at copper cementation works in 
Kiangsi in the early 1980s.74 

At peak production, just under 2,000,000 chin or about 1,300 tonnes of copper 
were being produced yearly by the cementation process.75 Using a 4:1 ratio, that 
would have required something over 5,000 tonnes of iron, not an especially large 
demand for an industry than could produce as much as 100,000 tonnes of iron and 
more every year. 76 Thus, in the texts that have come down to us, there is no hint that 
availability of iron was at all a concern for the officials during the Northern Sung 
or in the early Southern Sung. Indeed, instead of using scrap iron as in modern 
implementations, the government seems to have found it easier and perhaps even 
more economical to use thin plates of newly cast iron to maximise the efficiency 
of precipitation. Whole ironworks came to be specifically charged with supply
ing the iron needed. 77 In +1116, the entire 2,890,000 chin of iron bought up by the 
officials in Kuang-nan-tung J1i i¥i -* circuit (roughly present-day Kwangtung pro
vince) was used exclusively for the copper precipitation process. 78 In the course of 
the +I2th century, however, the general decline of the mining industry (or at least 

70 SHT:SH, ch. 34, p. 25b. See also the calculations in Chhi Hsia (l987-1988), Vo!. 2, p. 562. Even the produc
tion of copper from vitriol-bearing earth, though 60% more costly than starting with vitriol water, was still far 
more economical than normal mining and smelting; SHr:SH, ch. 34, p. 25b. 

" MCPT, ch. 25, p. 794. 
72 C1TL, ch. 59, p. 1980 [+1132]; Sung Shih, ch. 180, p. 4394 [+1l43]. Modern chemistry confirms this as a 

reasonable ratio. According to Lung Tshun-ni: 'Theoretically, the amount of iron required to precipitate I kg 
of copper is 0.88 kg, but in practice iron consumption is much higher, between 1.5 and 4.0 kg per kilogramme 
of copper. The excessive consumption of iron is induced by side reactions; for instance free acid and ferric ions 
can react with iron too. So an iron consumption ratio of 2.25 . .. is reasonable and falls in the normal range.' 
Lung Tshun Ni (1986), pp. 119-20. 

73 KueiErh Chi, ch. hsia; cited in Hua Shan (1982), p. 135, n. 22. 
74 SHr:SH, ch. 33, pp. 19a-23a; Kuo Cheng-i(1983), p. 61. 
"LungTshunNi(1986),p.121. 76 Cf.above,Section(e)(3). 
77 SHr:SH, ch. 34, p. 26a [+1178]; Sung Shill, ch. 180, p. 4394; SHT:SH, ch. 33, pp. 19a-23a; Lung Tshun-ni 

(1986), p. II; Nakajima (r940), p. 408. 
" Sung Shill, ch. 185, p. 4528; Nakajima (1940), p. 407. 
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the government's control over it) brought dramatically changed conditions so that, 
by the end of the century, shortages of cast iron imposed severe limits on the use of 
the precipitation process. 79 

(3) POST-SUNG DECLINE 

Lack of iron might well be part of the answer to the intriguing question of why there 
are so few ref~ences to use of the copper precipitation process after the Sung.80 In 
the Tuan Shih 71:1: (Official History of the Yuan Dynasty), for example, there is no 
mention of it at alI. 81 Actually, we do know from other sources that there were at 
least two attempts (the second in +1352) to reimplement the process in the +14 cen
tury. In botI;t, the ,Yuan court was responding to presentations by descendants of 
Chang Ch~Ien ~m, the first and perhaps only author of a manual describing the 
process. NeIther case led to successful production, for reasons that are not clear from 
the. sour.ces available to US.82 In the +17th century, Sung Ying-hsing in the TKKW, 
whIch gwes a rather good description of much of the technology of his day, seems 
not t~ have unde~st~od the process: :a.. heated iron article quenched in an aqueous 
solUtlon of gall VitrIol becomes the colour qf copper. '83 We also have explicit evidence 
from the same period that at Kuang-hsin fu J1iffifi" (the former Hsin-chou -lam of 
the Sung), the officials had taken over the areas in Chhien-shan hsien i'cttuJii suit
able for copper precipitation and forbade the people to use the process.84 From the 
late Ming through the Chhing (+16th to 19th centuries), a fair amount of evidence 
suggests that, while awareness of the earlier use of the process was maintained 
especiall~ ~n a number of geographical works, it pretty much died out in practice. 85' 

In additIon to perhaps a lesser availability of iron and therefore its higher cost, one 
can suggest other reasons for the apparent demise of the copper precipitation pro
ces~ after the Sung. Perhaps the best sources of copper-bearing mine waters had, in 
theIr turn, been exhausted by the extensive production of the Southern Sung. It has 
also been speculated that the Yuan government may have been unable to manage 
effectively the extensive precipitation works and the accompanying refining furnaces.86 

79 Hsia Hsiang-jung ,/ al. V98o)? p. 100. Thus, in the early +13th century 'Ta Yeh Fu' *~M, Hung Tzu-khuei 
sUli,gesls that the use of scrap Iron m the,Process had become the norm; Phing Chai Wen Chi, ch. 2, p. 5a. 

" Vo!. 5, pt. 4, p. 204; Lung Tshun NI (1986), PP'.120 and 124; Chang Hung-chao V954), p. 53. 
In the chapte~s o~ fiscal ac;!mmlStratlOn, there IS one surprisingly incomplete listing offive places producing 

copper, none of whIch IS a locau?n known for use of copper precipitation in the Sung; ruan Shill, ch. 94, p. 25412a; 
Schurmann (1956), p. 15J; N~lma V940), p. 415. 

82 Nakajima (1940), p. 4 t5. 

." TJtXw, ch. 11, p. 204, translated in. Sun & Sun (1966), p. 209, emphasis added. Hsia Hsiang-jung, 
LI Chhu.ng-.ch~n and Wang Keng-yuan pomt out that Sung's silence on any use of the process in an industrial 
cont~xt .IS sIgnificant .. We kno,,: from the HWHTK (Continuation of the C""'prehensive Study qf (the History qf) 
C'm.llSa~on) and the Mmg Shill (HIStory of ~e !\;fms: Dyuasty) that the process was revived for an unknown period 
of t~me m the early +15th century at Te-hsmg If,JM! and Chhien-shan j',J- LiI in Kiangsi. Since Sung was a Kiangsi 
natIve, he would pres~mably have known of it if this kind of copper production was still being carried on at those 
places; HSIa H~lang:Jun.g ,/ al. (198o), pp .. 150--1; Chang Hung-chao (1927), p. 317. (In +1428, the production of 
co!,-per by l'reclpltal!o~ In these two CountIes totaled 250 .~onnes; Zhu Shoukang (1986), p. 9.) 

Ta '!1mg I-thung lvhng-Sheng Chill, ch. 6, CIted In NakaJlma (r940), p. 417. 85 Nakajima (1940), pp. 416--20. 
.. HSIa HSlang-Jung ,/ al. (r980), p. 127. 
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Perhaps over time improvements in copper smelting, especially the ability to pro
cess sulphide ores, narrowed the cost advantages of the precipitation method. In 
the Yuan and early Ming, currency changes, foremost of which was the use of paper 
money, greatly reduced government demand for copper. Even later, after the gov
ernment had restored bronze coinage as a key part of its currency system, the use of 
coins was greatly supplemented by the vast increase in the availability and use of 
silver in economic transactions. The change began with the domestic silver mining 
boom in the early +15th century and was spurred on by the massive inflows offoreign 
silver in the +16th and early +17th centuries, and again in the +18th century.87 The 
increasing reliance on silver did not mean that the government was now immune to 
periodic copper shortages, for example in the +17th century.88 But in the changed 
circumstances, it may well have been that these were less severe than the shortages 
of Sung times. Certainly, the consistency of copper output over much of the Chhing 
was in marked constrast to the striking fluctuations that marked the Sung.89 

This raises the question of whether and to what extent we are dealing here with a 
real abandonment of the copper precipitation process or merely with the appear
ance of decline emanating from the silence of texts almost all of which emerge to a 
greater or lesser extent from the official milieu. It is perhaps of some significance 
that later centuries witnessed at least one major development related to this process. 
By the +15th century, the Chinese had discovered that metallic lead or tin could 
substitute for iron in the wet copper process.90 It could well be, as Yen Yu suggests, 
that the government lost interest in the process - hence the general silence of the 
texts - but that it continued to be of some importance at small private mines.91 

Finally, it comes as something of a surprise to discover that this process had a 
rebirth in China in the post World War II period. It was used from 1944 to 1982 by 
the Taiwan Metal Mining Corporation at the Chin-kua-shih ~mE mine on the 
coast of northern Taiwan (Fig. 122). With methods much the same as those of the 
Sung, Chin-kua-shih production averaged around 600 tonnes per year in the 1970S 
and, until the declining copper content in the waters dropped below an econo
mically workable level, it was the least expensive method available for producing 
copper.92 The process was also promoted by the government of the People's Repub
lic in certain areas during the Great Leap Forward of the late 1950S and, as we have 
seen, was still in use in some places into the early 1980s.93 

87 Atwell (1982), esp. pp. 76- 7; Atwell (1986), Eastman (1988), p. 129. 
88 Vogel&Theisen-Vogel (1991), PP. 19-20. 89 Ibid. , p. 14. 
90 Shih Thien Tsa Chi, cited in Lung Tshun-ni (r986), pp. 16- 17 and translated in Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. 124; 

Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (/980), pp. 269- 70. A variation on the normal wet copper pro!=ess employed straw mats at 
the bottom of the sluices through which the vitriol waters flowed. Here too, small pieces of iron would be placed 
in the sluices but the process would be allowed to continue until the iron had completely disintegrated. The cop
per powder could then be collected from the straw mats. Unfortunately, we have no idea when this process was 
first used; TSFrCr, ch. 85; Chang Hung-chao (r954), p. 33; Lung Tshun-ni (/986), p. 149. 

9 1 Yen Yu (r957), p. 71. Nakajima (r940, p. 421) does not agree. 
92 Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. 124; (r986), p. 153. Again through the kindness ofMr Lung Tshun-ni, who had 

formerly been in charge of the installation, I was able to visit in 1988 what little still remained of those works. We 
were even able to find a few pieces of scrap iron with precipitated copper powder on them. 

93 Chang Tzu-kao (/964), p. 107; Hsia Hsiang-jung et al. (/980), p. 271; Kuo Cheng-i (r983), p. 61; Lung Tshun-ni 
(r986), p. 153· 
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Fig. 122. Installation at Chin-kua-shih ~mE, Taiwan for precipitation of copper from mine waters. Photo
graph by Lung Tshun-ni. Anon. (1970), pp. II-12; Lung Tshun-ni (/986 ), p. 18. 

The earliest commercial use of the wet copper process in northern Europe seems 
to have occurred in the late +15th century,94 that is, some five centuries after com
mercial development of the process in the Sung.95 By the +16th century, it was an 
'established industry' in Hungary96 and Hungary seems to have remained Europe's 
major centre of production into the +18th century. Already in the early +I7th century, 
however, the process was widely known throughout Europe and was at least experi
mented with in Sweden, Norway, the German-speaking areas of central Europe, and 
the Venetian Republic. 97 In the 19th century it was also being used commercially in 
Spain (Rio Tinto), Ireland, and England. 98 Even in modern times, knowledge of the 
process did not necessarily imply economic viability. At Butte, Montana in the USA, 
it took 13 years, from 1888 to 1901, to make the process commercially successful. In 
19IO, 2279 tonnes of copper were produced there by precipitation on scrap iron. 99 

Where the process could be made to work, however, it represented a major 
advance in the technology of mining. Not only, as we have noted above, did it repres
ent the world's first industrial use of a hydrometallurgical process. It also opened the 

94 Vol. 5, pt. 4, p. 203, fn. (e). 
95 This process was also discovered by the Moors in Spain. Hassan & Hill (1986), p. 249; Read (1937); 

Bromehead (1956), p. I I. 

96 Multhauf (1958), p. 53. For Agricola's description in De Natura Fossilium of the process used in Smolensk, 
Hungary, see Bandy & Bandy (1955), p. 188. 

97 Searle (1938), chapter Ill; Kunnert (1974), p. 195. 
98 Checkland (1967), pp. 58ff.; Lung Tshun Ni (1986), p. 125. 99 Ibid. 
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way to the economical use oflow grade ores, something that became i?creasingly 
necessary after the industrial revolution had brought abo~t the exh~ust~on of many 
of the richer copper ore deposits. The process, first exper~ente~ WIth m the Su~g, 
of excavating low quality sulphide ores and then convert~ng the msoluble sulphIde 
into soluble copper sulphate by oxidation during weathermg could later be speeded 
up by setting fire to the ore which largely burned of itself through the combustion ?f 
the pyrite, though with dreadful ecological da~age caused by ~he sulphur?us ~~ld 
that passed into the atmosphere, thus .destroymg th~ s~rro~nding ~egetatlOn. It 
was this process that brought back to VIgorous exp.IOltatlOn m the,m~d-I9th centu~ 
the world's largest massive copper sulphide deposIts, the famous mmes ofTharsIS 
in southern Spain. lol 

100 This process was used at Agordo in the Venetian Republic at least by the early +18th century; Searle (1938), 

p.61. If b' th 
101 CheckIand (1967), pp. 13, 59. The fact that the ore, once ignited, was se -corn usung mea?-t at vast 

quantities of ore could be treated this way without the great fuel costs that would have been mvolved In smeltmg; 

Ibid., p. 60. 
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(k) LABOUR, CAPITAL AND MINING TECHNOLOGY 

(I) MINING LABOUR IN EARLY CHINESE MINING 

By the second half of the -2nd millennium, some Chinese mining operations had 
advanced in scale and technique well beyond the surface diggings or shallow shafts 
that characterised its earliest stages. Even without other evidence, we would be led 
to such a conclusion by the vast amount of copper that was obviously necessary 
to support the flourishing bronze industry of the Shang ((e)(I)(i)(~)). We also have, 
however, more direct evidence in the remains of early copper mines such as those 
ofJui-chhang flffi~ and Thung-li.i shan f.ll*!JW ((e)(I)(i)(o)). 

In an effort to flesh out the character of the mining industry in Shang times, 
Ursula Franklin has postulated a 'well-organised large-scale' mining industry where 
the difficulties and dangers of the work would have made it necessary to rely on 'a 
large pool offorced labour'. The major weakness in this interpretation is that there 
is not a shred of evidence, either archaeological or textual, to support it. I As William 
Meacham has pointed out, we know nothing of what incentives might have been 
offered to encourage people to work in mining or smelting. The history of mining even 
in modern times provides abundant examples of the willingness of workers, prompted 
by material or other incentives, to take up mining even where it was much more 
unpleasant and even dangerous than other occupations available to them.2 Moreover, 
we need to know much more about actual mining in China at this time, instead of 
just retreating into unfounded generalisations along the lines of'some characteristics 
of mining operations apply to the process per se - whenever and wherever it took 
place. '3 Finally, what evidence does survive suggests that the Shang 'made no special 
effort to incorporate' into its sphere of direct, regular control even the area on the 
Shensi-Honan border where copper and tin deposits were especially abundant.4 

(2) THE MINING LABOUR FORCE 

Thousands [millions!] of men have worked in mines without ever having been 
miners. Tom Momson' 

In general, four major groups made up the mining labour force in traditional 
China. 

I FrankIin (1983), p. 287; Rostovtzeff (1941), p. 287. As her citation of The Social and Economic History of the 
Hellenistic WOrld suggests, Franklin has been much influenced by Rostovtzefi's characterisation of Hellenistic 
mining. It should not need to be said that interpretations supported only by evidence from societies at a very 
different stage of development in a totally different culture are highly tenuous at best. They can even be counter
productive if they are allowed to skew the assessment of what small amount of evidence is available to us. As 
Barnard notes: ' ... there is nothing [in the written oracular records or in the archaeological evidence] to suggest 
... enforced employment in mining activities or that mining was almost solely conducted on the basis offorced 
labour.' Barnard (1989), p. 144; see also pp. 195ff. 2 Meacham (1978), p. 153. 'FrankIin (1983), p. 287. 

, Keightley (1983a), p. 551. The topic afforced labour in the Shang has been ably explored by David Keightley 
(1969). The silence of the sources is reflected in the fact that he has nothing substantial to say specifically about 
mining labour in the Shang. ' Morrlson ([992), p. 5. 
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(1) A very large segment in terms of number of workers though much less import
ant in terms of total production consisted of those peasants who owned or leased 
farmland but who did some mining in the off season to supplement their small 
incomes.6 They thought of themselves mainly as farmers, not as miners.7 Such 
side-employment mining was typically carried on by individuals, by families, or by 
other very small groups of workers. For example, groups of seven or eight men seem 
to have been very common in gold placering, one of the most common of mining 
side-employments.8 Only in rare circumstances did one see exceptions such as 
the large numbers of Fukien peasants in the ltfing, hundreds and perhaps thou
sands ofwhom migrated after the harvest to Shao-chou 'ffB 1'1'1 and Hui-chou mHI in 
Kwangtung to work as iron miners, but returned to their homes for the spring 
planting.9 

Most of the peasants who practised mining and mining-related activities in the 
off season were undoubtedly grateful for any kind of opportunity to supplement 
their meagre farming earnings. Side-employment also provided something of a 
cushion against crop failures. In some cases, as with those Shantung peasants 
who reworked already twice-treated gold concentrates, the return for their labour 
was so low that one wonders if the primary benefit was not simply something to 
do during what otherwise would have been long hours of idleness during the 
winter.!O 

(2) Another group engaged in mining, similar in many ways to the above, were 
landless or very land-poor peasants whose survival strategy usually consisted of 
hiring out as agricultural labourers but who might also turn to mining or other 
industries such as spinning, weaving and pottery making, usually in or very close to 
their home area. 11 Indeed, the same men might work part of the year as agricultural 
labourers, part of the year as miners; Teng Tho thinks that this accounts for the fact 
that the Men-thou-kou r~~m coal mines were worked only from the 8th month of 

6 In Europe, sideline mining by peasants was typically confined to iron and coal mining; Nef(1952),]>. 449. 
This may generally have been the case in China, but there were important exceptIOns, such as gold pannmg. At 
the quicksilver mines in eastern Kweichow early in this century, the .relatively strong and healthy farmers (who 
benefited from working outdoors in a healthy climate) avoided, even m the off-season, unhealthy work as mmers 
per se, even though they did some picking of ore 'from mine dumps both inside and outside the mines'; Brelich 
(1904), p. 486 . 

7 Carlson (1971), p. 44. . 
8 di Villa (1919), p. 85; von Richthofen (1874), p. 4; Lu Pen-shan & Wa~~ Ken-yuan (1987a), p. 271. 
9 Eberstein (1974), pp. 145-6. Hartwell writes of +lIth century !fon mmmg and smeltmg m eastern Shantung 

as carried on 'during the idle season by peasants whose primary occupation was farming' and suggests t~at they 
'were apparendy organised into groups that resembled the so-called arhettsgenosseTlSchajlen (SIC), or laborers assocI
ations, described by Gustav Schmoller' (Hartwell (1966), pp. 41-2). Unfort,:,nately, Hartwell pre~ents, and I kno,,: 
of, no evidence to support such speculation in this particular case. Indeed, msofar as there were ID Chma mmers 
groups such as those described by Schmoller, they would most likely be found in our fourth group, though even 
here their organisation would take on manifesdy Chinese forms. 

to Read (1907), p. 1297. But compare Scot! (1976, pp. 13-14) drawing on Chayanov's concept of the 'self-
exploitation' often found among poverty-stricken peasants. . . 

II For a full discussion of this group in the Ming, see Eberstein (1974), pp. 147ff. and Pal Shou-I (1960), p. 987. 
In the Chhing, the meagre three strings of cash a month earned by a miner at .the Men-thou-kou c~a1 mines 
west of Peking was still more than what could be earned by an agricultural labourer ID the same area; CartIer (1967), 
p.84· 
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the year to the 5th month of the succeeding year. 12 Under certain conditions such 
part-time workers might evolve into the full-time miners discussed below. ' 

(3) A third group consisted of those who were physically compelled to work 
as miners. The government, for example, at different times and on varying scales 
compelled soldiers and convicted criminals to work in mines managed directly by 
officials. 13 Under some dynasties such as the Ming, mining could be a labour service 
owed by a part of the population at large to the government l4• Then there were also 
those who ran afoul of private mine operators or headmen (through gambling debts, 
unpaid loans, hiring under false pretenses,15 or even straight impressment). Some 
of the most horrendous stories of mining conditions refer especially to these latter 
~~~ort~nates, sometimes referred to as 'dead labour' (ssll-kllng 5EI) as opposed to 
hvmg or free labour. 16 This group seems to have made up a small part of the total 

mining force, at least in recent centuries. 17 
(4) Finally, there were those who chose mining as a full-time or nearly full-time 

occupation (though they might spend only a part of their lives as miners). Lack 
of ~ny alternative ways to make a living or the burden of debts were probably the 
major, though not the only, stimuli that led boys and men to become miners. 18 Some
times ~ining offered better pay than other employment open to them, for example, 
as agricultural workers or weavers or carpenters. 19 Tim Wright notes that their 
income might even approach the income of a middle peasant. 20 Other reasons for 
taking up mining might be avoidance of military service; a shorter or more flexible 
working schedule;21 or escape from family problems.2~ 

To understand the character especially of the full-time miners, we must be care
ful not to attribute to them inappropriate similarities to miners in other cultures. 
We .h~ve spoken, for example, of their choosing mining as a full-time occupation, 
aVOldmg the word 'profession'. As we shall see below, their position was far different 
from that of the mining elite in central Europe, especially southern and eastern 
Germany, in the late medieval and early modern periods. 23 Nor do we typically find 
pr~spectors roaming over hundreds and even thousands of miles in search of the big 
strike, as was true for many miners in the 19th century American west. Because of 
the massive labour reserves of the Chinese countryside, probably the overwhelming 

" Cartier (1967), p. 84. 
\3 Soldiers were used as miners especially in lightly settled or strategically important areas and where there 

were arsenals; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 32. 
1+ Golas (1989), p. 4'4; Eberstein (1974), pp. 139-42, 162-7, 169; Pai Shou-i (I960), p. 971. The Chhing(+1644 

to 1911) rulers, appalled by the excesses of the previous Ming dynasry's forced labour policies, virtually aban
doned ~ny use ?f soldiers, prISoners or peasants on labour service in mining; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 33. 

15 Lu Tal-mmg (1986), p. '74. 

16 cr. Ebrey (1981), pp. 233-4; SHY:HF, ch. 2, pp. 147a-b; Moller (1909-1910), p. 473; Chesneaux (1968), 
pp. 60-1; Sun (1967), p. 56; Wright (1984), p. 167. Conditions in official-run mines could be equally bad' Eberstein 
(1974), pp. '41-2. ' 

17 Wright(lg84), p. 166. 

• \8 A sample of 100 miners at Ko-chiu in the 1930S had 78 giving these two as the reasons why they took up min
mg; SuJu-chlang (r942), p. 62. 

~ Carrier (1967), p. 84. 20 Wright (I 98.j.), p. 78. 21 Brelich (1904), pp. 485, 488. 
SuJu-chlang (1942), p. 62. "Nef(1952), pp. 473ff.; Eberstein (1974), pp. 138,200. 
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majority of these professional miners never found themselves more than 200- 300 
km at most from their home village or town. 24 The government, well aware that the 
small minority of highly mobile miners could cause trouble out of all proportion 
to their numbers, sometimes consciously tried to limit the miners' mobility, for 
example by punishing those who left their native area in order to work as miners 
elsewhere. 25 To be sure, its power to implement effectively such policies was very 
limited.26 But insofar as they could be implemented, such policies may have had at 
least a marginal negative impact on the spread of mining expertise and the develop
ment of mining in general. The very effort to do so stands in stark contrast to the 
policies of European governments in the late medieval and early modern period 
which recognised mobility as an intrinsic element of the mining industry and legalised 
the right of miners to travel where their opportunities took them. 27 

Mobility within large mining complexes like the tin mines at Ko-chiu '00. might 
be considerable, however. In the 1930s, far fewer than half the Ko-chiu miners had 
worked at the same mine for more than three years. 28 They might even return home 
at harvest time either because their families needed their labour or because, at that 
time of the year, agricultural work paid better than mining. 29 Some of the miners 
probably also found agricultural work a welcome break from work in the mines. In 
any case, many of them would certainly try to return home on important occasions, 
especially for the celebration of the new year. 

This retention of ties with one's native place even through long periods of living 
and working elsewhere30 gave a character to Chinese mining communities that 
differentiated them from many mining communities in other cultures. In general, 
the isolation of the mines, the working conditions that often require miners to work 
in close proximity to one another, the very danger of the work often produce in 
mining communities a highly developed sense of camaraderie. Such a heightened 
sense of community was less to be seen in Chinese mining camps or towns, not only 
among the miners but even among the resident families. A major reason was the 
persistence of native-place ties. As Shih Kuo-heng wrote about Ko-chiu in the 
immediate post World War II period: 

u Eberstein (1974), pp. 150-1. The continuing association offull-time miners with the agricultural communities 
from which they came, together with the prevalence of mining as a sideline activity of peasants, was undoubtedly 
a major reason why even full-time miners in China were typically seen and treated by the government in the same 
way as peasants rather than as a truly distinctive social group; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 53, 56. 

25 Ta Chhing Hui Tien, ch. 247, citied in Anon. (1983), Vol. I, p. 5; Collins (1922), p. 29; Eberstein (1974), p. 155; 
Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 32-3. 

26 As was the case at least in Chhing times with most of the social policies of the government, very definitely 
including those that attempted to limit geographical mobility; Naquin & Rawski (1987), pp. 16-17; 20-1. As an 
example of the considerable mobility that could exist in the mining industry, we need only look at Yunnan where, 
in the boom times from +1700 to 1850, almost all of the hundreds of thousands of miners were immigrants from 
other parts of south and southwest China (mainly Hu-kuang, Kiangsi and Szechwan) who flocked to the mines 
looking for high wages or quick profits; Lee (1987), p. 236; Satoi (1972), pp. 27-8. This is another case where it is 
impossible to determine how many of these 'miners' were actually full-time miners and how many were peasants 
or craftsmen seizing upon a good opportunity; Chang Yti-jung (1963), p. 39. Of course, many of the latter could 
well be, knowingly or unknowingly, in transition to becoming full-time miners. 

27 Eberstein (1974), p. 152. 28 SuJu-chiang (1942), pp. 67-8. 29 Chesneaux (1968), p . 5I. 
30 A topic that has been extensively explored in Skinner (1976) and Skinner (1977), pp. 538-46. 
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Fig. 123. Low and narrow gold-mining shafts at Thao-hua fg~1E, Kwangsi. Original photo, 1994. 

Although many of the resident families came to the city several generations ago, they still 
retain strong ties with family headquarters in their native villages or towns. On great occai 
sions they go home to visit their parents and worship their ancestors. If they prosper at 
tin-mining in Ko-chiu, they remit money to their family homes for the purchase of farm 
land. In the small city there are more than a dozen clubs organized on the basis of provincial 
or county residence . ... 31 

One of the great horrors of large-scale mining in traditional China was the 
frequent use of boys as miners or, more often, as ore haulers and sorters. 32 They 
might be as young as 8-10 years but typically were 12 years and Up.33 This is often 
explained as an effort to exploit the cheapest labour available, and there can be little 
doubt that this was one key motivation. But the very methods of Chinese mining 
also placed a premium on the widespread use of children in the mines. Because of 
the narrowness of the shafts and galleries, many of which were more like burrows 
that the miners had to navigate on their knees or even on their stomachs, small chil
dren had an advantage in moving around underground (Fig. 123). There were also 
many dwarfs in the workforce, most of whom probably started mining at an early 
age and were prevented by the abominable working conditions in the mines as well 

31 Shih Kuo-he~g (1947), p. 54. In Ko-chiu, in 1939, there were 3,300 resident households with 21,914 mem
bers and 84,808 mme workers recruited from the surrounding rural areas and without families in Ko-chiu. 

32 Lti Tai-ming (1986), p. 218. 33 Pichon (1893), p. 137; Draper (1931), p. 184. 
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as by their general living conditions from ever reaching their full potential weight 

and stature.34 
We have thus far spoken only of men and boys, not of women. This is because 

female labour seems to have been the exception in traditional Chinese mining, or 
perhaps we should say inside the mines, especially larger mines.3s Surviving docu
ments offer few clues as to why. We can only speculate that the very nature of the work 
provides some explanation, as do the conditions in which it was carried out. Attitudes 
toward the human body and its display may be part of the answer. Certainly, one 
can hardly imagine the society or the government in China countenancing women 
working naked from the waist up in hot mines as occurred quite nonchalantly in 
some Japanese mines. In north China, widespread use of footbinding would have 
made it still harder for women to work as miners.36 Only in surface or perhaps relat
ively shallow workings carried on by peasants as a subsidiary occupation as well 
as in ore dressing37 or other surface tasks such as converting wood to charcoal38 or 
smelting tasks39 did women sometimes play a significant role.40 

(i) Sectoral distribution of mining labour 

We have already drawn (in Section (b) above) on the detailed study of the Chinese 
mining labour force carried out by Boris Torgasheffin the I920S.41 Extrapolating 
from Torgasheff's estimates, we were able to suggest that, in the early years of this 
century, perhaps one per cent or some four million Chinese were engaged in min
ing on either a full-time or a part-time basis. Torgasheff also attempted to estimate 
in some detail the number of miners working in different sectors of the mining indus
try, and these estimates are reproduced in Table I (p. 2). These figures suffer from 
the same limitation as his estimates of the overall numbers of people engaged in 
mining, namely, that they refer mainly to full-time miners and do not adjust for the 
considerable population who engaged in mining on a less than full-time basis. If we 
look at the sectors that dominated in terms of number of miners (coal, iron, salt, the 
clays, stones and sands, and, among the metals, tin/tungsten (wolfram) and gold), 
we see that, with the partial exception of tin, antimony and salt, these were precisely 
the sectors where peasants could and did practise mining extensively on a part-time 
basis. Therefore, Table I not only reproduces Torgasheff's estimates but also con
verts them to percentages which probably give a fairly good overall picture of the 
distribution of Chinese miners in the various mining sectors. 

3+ Huang Chu-hsun (1930), P.55; Collins (1909-1910), pp. 188-9; Suju-chiang(19P), p. 64· 
" Wright (1984), p. 161; Shih Kuo-heng (1947), p. 54, fn. 2. This contrasts with a much greater role for women 

in European andjapanese mining. For example, more than half of all mine employees in Russia during the 1830S 

were women; Multhauf(1978), p. ll3· 
36 Wright (1984), p. 162. "Brelich (1904), p. 486. 
,. Moore-Bennet (1915), p. 217. "Satoi (1972), p. 28. 
40 In large part, this conclusion rests on an argument from silence, and must therefore be treated with caution. 

Nevenheless, one would expect women, had they been present, to show up explicitly especially in those writings that 
describe the hardships of miners. That they do not is strong evidence that they did not ordinarily work in mining. 

" Torgasheff(1930). 
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(ii) Miners'status and expertise 

Mining throughout the world has tended to be a low-status occupation. From 
early times, it was frequently the work of slaves, convicts and prisoners. Even the 
much remarked upon rise of miners' status in the late medieval period in Europe 
benefited only an elite of metal miners.42 No period in China witnessed any similar 
improvement in the customarily mean status of miners. In part, this was because 
most mining work was relatively unskilled; hard and exhausting but easy to learn. 
The especially close linkage between agriculture and mining'3 may also have hindered 
any view of miners as an elite. Widespread official disdain of mining, the mobility of 
some miners and their attenuated local ties, the isolation of their work which placed 
any real understanding of it beyond most of the populace, and the terrible condi
tions in which they often worked all served to reinforce attitudes toward miners that 
included strong components of contempt and fear. Such attitudes were also rein
forced by the fact that so much of Chinese mining consisted of coal mining. Coal 
mining, in addition to the minimal skills required,44 was especially dangerous in 
earlier times, and still is. One result was that coal miners found it particularly dif
ficultto get women to marry them, since the women did not relish the real possibility 
of early widowhood.4s Moreover, ifE-tu Zen Sun is correct, whatever small amount 
of respectability miners possessed often had a curiously provisional, ad hoc character, 
at least in the eyes of the government. When a mine gave out, officials tended to 
describe those who had been working the mine not as unemployed miners but 
rather as 'impoverished people without an occupation' wu yeh phin min f!I€ ~Jt ~ 
or some similar term.46 Such thinking further stressed the miners' marginality in 
society and lent support to those emperors and officials who would dispense with 
mining and miners as far as possible. It may also have contributed in at least a small 
way to a general lack of interest in labour-saving devices for use in mines. 

Yet, even in China, we find enough variation in the social relations among the 
miners themselves and between miners as a group and the rest of the society to 
warn against overhasty generalisationsY As with artisans and merchants, the two 
supposedly lowest ranking groups in the traditional Confucian scheme of society, 
there were successful miners who undoubtedly managed to enjoy considerable 
prestige.48 Furthermore, the living and working conditions of professional miners 
put a premium on cooperation.49 This in turn often gave rise to an esprit de corps 

" See, e.g., Nef(1952), pp. 477-9. 43 Pai Shou-i(196o), p. 991. 
" Cartier (1967), p. 84 (referring to conditions at the Men-thou-kou mines west of Peking.) 
" Hung Yii & Wan Chiang (I958-1959), Feb. 16, 1959, p. 3· .. Sun (1967), p. 53. 
" As ?ne 19th. century official put it, '[the miners] have their rituals,which are not the rituals of the .ages; they 

have thelT morality, whIch IS not the morality of the sages.' Chang Yii-jung (I963), p. 41. 
.. .In the few.dilapidated remains of big houses from the glory days of Ko-chiu tin mining (Fig. 124), one can 

see hints of the ~ifestyle of those few miners who struck it rich and were able to forsake working themselves, devo!
mg themselves ms!ead to the pleasures of the city; Chhen Lii-fan ,/ al. (1979), p. 6. See also the career ofWang Ko 
m the Sung; Eberhard (1957). 

" Eberstein (1974), pp. 200-1. 
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Fig. 124. The remains of one of several imposing houses still to be seen in Ko-chiu. They suggest the lifestyle that 
might be aspired to by those few miners who struck it rich in the tin mines. Original photo, Igg0. 

marked by a high degree of egalitarianism. 50 At the same time, there are also indica
tions that a hierarchy of status existed among miners no less than in all other areas 
of Chinese society. Probably at the top of the hierarchy were the mining experts 
who tended to come from a limited number of areas but who could be found 
at mines throughout China. 51 Among the best known were miners from Hunan, 
some of whom we have met above as spearheading the beginning of mining in one 
area of Kwangsi52 Much more recently, Cantonese specialists who had a strong 
sense of superiority vis-a-vis other miners were very active in the coal mines of 
north China. 53 

Usually, however, the sources do not permit us to make a clear distinction 
between those highly skilled miners with special expertise and the full-time miners 

50 Sun (lg67), p. 57. Sun argues that this egalitarianism predominated in the early stages of opening up a mine 
but then tended to be undercut as the scale of mining and the size of the mining community grew, thus requiring 
more formal organisation. On the face of it, this is persuasive but the evidence so far available to establish this as 
a general pattern in Chinese mining is quite limited. Sun's evidence consists for the most part only of rather brief 
statements (sometimes little more than concise explanations of terms and vocabulary in use) relating to some of 
the metal mining in Yunnan. 

51 Junghann (lgII), pp. SI, 53; Satoi (I972), pp. 27, 6g. Satoi notes that specialisation was more highly developed 
among those workers engaged in metallurgy (smelting, refining, etc.) than among miners whose tasks were gener
ally less complicated. 

52 Cf. above, Section (f)(2). 53 Junghann (lg II), pp. SI, 53. 
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generally. 54 This is the case with the Shansi miners who were working in Honan gold 
mines in the Ming,55 the miners from other parts China who developed metal mining 
in +18th century Yunnan,56 and the miners from Hunan who migrated to Anhwei to 
reopen coal mines after the suppression of the mid-19th century Taiping rebellion.57 

Given the generally low level of mining understanding and technology, it should 
not surprise us that the line between experience and real expertise was far from 
clear. But even officials were able to recognise the need for a certain level of skill, if 
not quite expertise, for mining to be carried on effectively. Thus, an official attempt
ing to reorganise mining in Yunnan at the end of the 19th century noted in a memor
ial that 'recruiting miners is different from recruiting militia ... [for] only those 
familiar with excavation work underground can be eligible. '58 In the Ming (+1368 to 
+1644), the government frequently distinguished those miners on labour service 
who had some mining expertise from those who did not; the former were used espe
cially in the opening of mines, after which the latter could be assigned to routine 
mining tasks.59 

(3) LABOUR-CONTRACTOR SYSTEMS 

In recent centuries at least, groups of full-time miners working at private - as 
opposed to government - mines were typically assembled, organised and managed 
by labour-contractors. 6o Though this practice is often referred to in Western writ
ings simply as the 'contract system', that term is ambiguous, in the case of mining 
at least, because other kinds of contracts besides those involving mining labourers 
were also regularly used.61 Moreover, as could be expected with any system that was 
used not only throughout China in many different kinds of mining but even among 
Chinese miners beyond her borders, there were many variations on the practice so 
that it is appropriate to refer to labour-contractor systems. Nevertheless, all of these 
systems tended to have certain features in common and it is on the common features 
that we shall focus our attention, while taking notice of some of the more important 
variations. 

54 Certainly, even by the early +1 6th century, specialisation in central European mining probably greatly sur
passed anything found in China; see Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (lggl), p. 31. In the following centuries, retarded 
specialisation in Chinese mining went hand-in-hand with general technological stagnation and the persistence 
of small-scale mining operations as the norm. 

55 Li Ching-hua (I98I), p. 78. 56 Lee (lg87), p. 236; Eberstein (lg74), p. 151. 
57 von Richthofen (1871), p. 17. 58 Anon. (I957), Vo!. 7, p. 53; trans. Sun (lg67), p. 54, slightly modified. 
59 Eberstein (lg74), p. 140. 
60 Many terms were use to refer to labour-contractors, incluing pa thou re:eJ.i ,pao kung thou -§I:eJ.i, pao fan tso 

-§f&:f'F and kuo thou ~:eJ.i. For general discussions of this system, see Imahori (I96I); Torgasheff(lg30a), pp. 533-
41; Chesneaux (lg68), pp. 57-62. E-tu Zen Sun suggests that contract labour did not play an important role in 
mining until 'toward the last years of the Chhing'; Sun (lg67), p. 61. It is not entirely clear what she means here by 
'contract labour' but it is certain that the labour-contract systems go back many centuries at least. Ku Yen-wu in 
an unprinted work that has survived in manuscript provided a good description of how labour-contract systems 
functioned in +17th century Yunnan mines; Chao Tii Chih, tshe 39, 'Yun-nan phien'; the passage is cited in Chhen 
Lu-fan et at. (I98o), p. 21. Cf. also Eberstein (lg74), pp. 142-3. 

61 In particular, there were the contracts by which a landowner leased out his property for mining as well as 
contracts by which these leaseholdings might be further subleased. We shall see examples below. 
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The three elements that more than any others tended to characterise the labour
contractor systems were: the leasing by headmen of mining sites from landowners; 
the exploitation of the mine by one or more headmen or gang bosses, i.e. labour
contractors, who were the real managers of the mine; compensation of all parties by 
shares in the production of the mine. 

(i) The leasing of mining sites by headmen 

l\lost of the mines in China, including those worked by career miners, were relat
ively small-scale.62 They seldom had more than 100 miners and supporting labourers, 
and many had fewer than ten. 63 

Ownership of these small-scale mines typically remained in the hands of the 
owners of the land on which they were found. Ordinarily, however, it was not the 
landowner who took charge of the exploitation of a deposit. 64 Either because oflack 
of capital, or a disinclination to become involved in mining, or a lack of the neces
sary expertise, or some combination of these, landowners typically leased out min
ing rights on their lands.65 Often they received a percentage of the output, less often 
a fixed rent. 66 Sometimes the landowner set up a smelting operation near the mine, 
requiring the miners to use it to process their ore and collecting a percentage of the 
final product. 

In the case of very small mines, the right to mine might be leased by one or more 
individuals, each of whom would individually work a part of the deposit. With larger 
mines however, mining rights would typically be leased to a headman or boss who 
possessed sufficient capital to organise a larger working for which he would recruit 
the necessary miners. 

(ii) The role of the headman or boss67 

For one perspective on the role of headmen, we can turn to a legend about the 
beginnings of mining at Ko-chiu that enjoyed wide currency among Ko-chiu 

" In this, they were just like most mines even in central Europe right into the early modern period; Nef(1952), 
P·476. 

63 Junghann (19Il), pp. Il-12. As we have described above (Section (t)(I)(ii)), even very large mining com
plexes, such as the Ko-chiu tin mines, were often broken up into innumerable small claims in order to preserve 
small-mine patterns of operation. 

.. Only occasionally would a group oflandowners pool their capital in order to exploit a mine; Junghann 
(19Il), p. 12. Reluctance to engage actively in mining operations seems to have been common in most mining 
areas, and not only in China; Hoover & Hoover (1912), p. 82. 

65 Satoi (1972), p. 30 views the payment of these rents or lease fees to private landowners as an unwritten law in 
mining operations. 

.. Sometimes, as at the gold mines in Manchuria early in this century, the owner might not accept a percent
age of output (which entailed a certain amount of risk as well as the necessity of keeping informed as to what was 
going on at the mine) but insisted instead on a fixed payment however well or poorly the mine did; Torgasheff 
(1930), p. 31. In the prospering 19th century coal mines in Szechwan, property owners attempted to effect a 
switch from fixed payments (for example, a ree for each worker at the coal face) to percentage rents so that they 
could share to a greater extent in the prosperity of the mines; an example of the latter would be a fixed fee either 
in cash or in a certain amount of coal for every 100 loads produced; Zelin (1988), p. 86. 

" For a detailed discussion of headmen in the Chhing, see Satoi (1972), pp. 60--74. 
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miners.6B It illustrates the key characteristic of the Ko-chiu deposits: rich as they 
frequently were, they seldom showed significant surface indications. Prospecting 
and exploration were thus necessarily haphazard, typically requiring for success 
either the support of someone with a fair amount of capital or the cooperative 
efforts of a group of miners. 69 Both coalesce in this story. 

According to the legend, the very first successful mining at Ko-chiu was the work 
of a certain Chao Thien-chueh m~Jf who was commonly referred to by the miners 
as Venerable Ancestor Lord Chao (Chao lao tsu kung m~;m0).?o Chao lived in the 
Khang-hsi period (+I662 to +1722) of the Chhing dynasty. His family originally 
were natives ofThung-hai hsien ~wlll* (just under 100 km as the crow flies to the 
northwest of Ko-chiu) but had lived in Ko-chiu for several generations. Chao, 
however, was the first to try his hand at mining.?' For 36 years, Chao and his band 
of miners worked the Sorrowful Family Mine (Min chia tung 00 * {I"J) or, in some 
accounts, the Indigo Snake Mine (Lan she tung :f;:!l!t{I"J). During the first 18 years, 
they encountered only very poor quality ore. Through all of this bad luck, Chao was 
always as considerate toward his workers as he was abstemious in providing 
for himself. When the miners ate beancurd, he ate the mash left over after the milk 
for the beancurd had been drained off. The workers were very moved by his con
cern and not only admired him but also worked as hard as they could to repay that 
concern.72 

Finally, the point came when Chao had pawned just about everything he had 
of any worth and his resources were exhausted. He suggested to his miners that 
they try their luck elsewhere but not a one would desert him. Finally, frustrated and 
depressed, Chao decided one night to sneak off, using for travel expenses a few cash 
he had accidentally found next to his pillow. Unknown to Chao, his miners had just 
hit a rich vein. 73 Men were sent out in all directions to try to find him and tell him 
the good news. 

Meanwhile, Chao was passing the temple on Pao-hua W¥ mountain when he 
saw a huge snake blocking his path and fainted in fright. It was here that two of 
the men found him and told him about the strike. Even after he had been shown 
samples of the ore, Chao was still unconvinced. But they forced him to come back 
and, after he had examined the workings, Chao discovered to his great joy that it 

.. We have two versions of this legend, one told by Emile Racher in the late 19th century (Rocher (1879-1880), 
Vo!. 2, pp. 231-2) and which has been summarised, not entirely accurately, in English by E-tu Zen Sun (Sun 
(1967), p. 57); the other recounted by SuJu-chiang on the basis of the most common version he heard in 1938 (Su 
Ju-chiang ([942), pp. 15-16,18). I have followed the much more detailed account in Su, while pointing out some 
of the major points on which it differs from the Rocher version. The legend is in any case false since the protagon
ist, Chao Thien-chueh, supposedly appeared on the scene in the Khang-hsi period, when mining was already 
well established in Ko-chiu. (See above, Section (e)(I)(ii).) The major lessons taught by the story, such as the need 
for perseverance and also for loyalty between headman and miners, are essentially the same in the two versions. 

.. Draper (1931), p. 182. 70 Neither the name nor the title are given by Rocher. 
71 In the Rocher version, the unnamed Chao had amassed a stake from previous mining success and brought 

his gang to Ko-chiu which, at that time, was a deserted, forested area. 
72 The behaviour of Chao was all the more remarkable because it was accepted that the leaders of mining 

bands would enjoy certain privileges such as eating better food than the ordinary miners; Sun (1967), p. 57· 
" In Rocher's more plausible ifless dramatic account, the ore was discovered several months after Chao left. 
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was indeed a major strike. He had the miners continue digging and the more they 
dug, the richer the ore became. They dug out chunk after large chunk of 'pure ore' 
(ching khuang 1~.) and, by the end of the day, the bags in which they hauled the ore 
to the surface were in tatters. Right in the mine, Chao immediately offered sacrifices 
of thanks to the 'Dragon King of Ore Veins' (KhuangMaiLung Wang .~~£). 

The strike made Chao an immensely wealthy man. 74 Later, after he had retired, 
he had the Pao-hua temple repaired and embellished. When the work was com
pleted in +1714, he installed a figure of the Dragon King and endowed the temple 
with lands for its support. Chao himself spent most of his time at the temple until his 
death in the following year. 

This legend vividly portrays an ideal of the headman or boss, who was the key 
figure in those mines where the labour-contract system was used. According to this 
ideal, a headman was expected to be much more than just someone who assembled 
a band of miners. It was he who selected a promising mining area, drawing on his 
prospecting experience and any mineralogical knowledge he might have. He had to 
have a certain amount of capital not only to meet the costs of recruiting miners but 
also to provide for the daily needs and perhaps even the tools of the workers at least 
until the mine began to produce. 75 He had to know mining practice either to direct 
the miners or at least to supervise one or more foremen. A Yunnan gazetteer suc
cinctly enumerated the abilities he would call into play: 

In each gallery, there is one man who searches out the vein leads and examines the colour of 
the earth; he allocates the hammer-hands [miners] to their jobs (Fig. 125), and determines 
the direction of the gallery; where the tunnel is of loose earth, he sets up pit-props. As for 
ventilation, he arranges the bellows; where there is water, he directs the use of drainage; 
when they find ore, he sets the selling price. Whenever one starts to open a mine, one 
must first get a timber chief [headman], and if one does get one, the gallery will certainly be 
successful. 76 

In theory, the obligations of the headman even extended further. He was expected 
to provide care for those workers who became sick, or a coffin and perhaps even 
transport back to his native place for a miner who died on the job. 

Of course, reality often fell short of this ideal. If TorgashefPs assessment is cor
rect, these obligations were but minimally met, if met at all, by early 20th century 
headmen. 77 As we shall see in a moment, there was no shortage of headmen whose 
relationship with the miners under them was highly exploitative. To that extent, the 
Ko-chiu legend may represent a certain amount of wishful thinking on the part 
of the miners. Still, it is hard to believe that this story could have enjoyed such wide 
circulation if the strong ties of loyalty it depicts found no echo at all in the experi
ence of the miners. 

74 In Rocher's version, both Chao and the miners become very rich. 
75 This function was so important that Wong Lin Ken has suggested the term 'advancer' to describe the head

men; Wong Lin Ken (1965), p. 60. 
76 Hsu Yun-nan Thung Chih [KaoJ, ch. 44, p. 6a; translated in Wright (1984), pp. 45-6. 
77 'As exceptions, there may be some contractors who regularly take care of their sick or injured men, but this 

is not a rule.' Torgasheff(1930a), p. 536. 
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Fig. 125. A mining contractor or foreman distributing tallies (phai.chhou ~Ftml [=.7]) that assi?TI the miner~ to 
specific tasks or areas of work. Since he has some fifty of these tallIes, thIS must have been a mme of some SIze. 
This was probably a reasonably effective response to at l~ast part o~ t~e problem alw.ays faced by the managers 
of larger mines, namely, exercising some kind of effectIve supervlSlon over the mmers. Anonymous album, 

c. mid-19th century. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris: Oe II5, pI. 1. 
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(ni) Compensation by shares qfproduction 

We have seen that the ordinary practice in the leasing of mines was for the land
owner to receive a share of the ore. 78 Miners were occasionally compensated by a 
daily or monthly wage, or on a piecework basis for certain tasks. 79 Most often, how
ever, they worked for a previously agreed percentage of what the mine produced. 
For example, if Ku Yen-wu is to be relied upon, it was common in +I7th century 
Yunnan mines for excavated ore to be divided into four equal parts, one each for 
taxes, expenses, the headman, and the miners.80 Especially the professionals who 
participated in the risky work of prospecting and opening up a mine were typically 
entitled to share compensation, which seems to have been the widely preferred form 
of compensation among Chinese miners.81 In 19th century Yunnan, a typical split 
gave 60 per cent of the profits to the headman while the miners shared 40 per cent. 82 

While one does not find at any time in pre-20th century Chinese mining a major 
movement toward wage labour that was part of the pioneering role that the mining 
industry played in early modern European industry,83 working in shifts of a fixed 
length was probably adopted more easily in Chinese mining because of the long 
history of dividing the day into a number of 'hours', a practice that did not appear 
in medieval Europe until about the end of the +I3th century.84 

(iv) Advantages and disadvantages qflabour-contract systems 

The labour-contractor system offered many advantages in the Chinese context. It 
made possible an organisation of the workplace that reflected important Chinese 
values. The almost family-type organisation that could grow up when a headman 
personally recruited a band of miners and took responsibility for them emphasised 
face-to-face relationships and paternalism. The bond among headman and miners 
was also frequently reinforced by the fact that they all came from the same native 
place.85 The labour-contract system also effectively separated ownership and man
agement, putting the exploitation of the mine into the hands of those with the 
appropriate expertise. Compensation by shares may have made the miners more open 

78 Since the person who entered into this agreement with the landowner was normally the headman, the 
word 'tributor' was sometimes used by writers in English to refer to a headman; Tegengren (lg20), pp. Ig-20. 

" Eberstein (lg74), pp. 143-4;Junghann (Igll), p. 48; Brelich (lg04); Wong Lin Ken (lg65), p. 61; Sun (lg67), 
pp. 55-6. Piecework compensation was especially practical in larger mines which constituted a singularly dif
ficult workplace to supervise continuously. 

80 Ning Chao (I962a), pp. 20-1. 
81 Wong Lin Ken (lg65), p. 61; Purcell (lg65), p. 46. In some Yunnan metal mines, those who J2.articipated 

in the early stages of opening up a mine were referred to as 'close brothers' (cMin shen ti hsiungi!.!1t5(l5[.) and were 
compensated on a share basis. They were clearly distinguished from those miners who came and went like agri
cultural labourers and were hired as needed for a monthly wage. These latter were simply 'hired miners' (chao mu 
shatingRlJJ;li9IT); Wu Chhi-chiln (I845), ch. I, pp. 48b-4ga; Sun (lg67), p. 58. 

" Wu Chhi-chiin (I845), ch. I, pp. 48b-4ga. 83 Ludwig(lg82), p. 147. 84 Ibid. 
as Torgasheff(1930a), p. 538; Chesneaux (lg68), p. 53; Wright (lg8Ia), p. 664. In some cases, especially where 

mining was strongly seasonal, this even made it possible for a single band to work part of the year as miners, part 
as agricultural workers; Wright (lg8Ia), p. 658. 
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to changes that could increase productivityB6 and was probably the most effective 
way to maximise production in the traditional context. 87 It not only linked com
pensation to work performed but also held out the possibility of striking it rich. Share 
compensation also assured that the lion's share of the return would go to those who 
actually did the work, the headmen and the miners, even if it was the former who 
often benefited disproportionately.88 The system was also quite flexible. Mines could 
grow larger by the simple addition of more bands of miners without significantly 
increasing the need for complex management structures. This made possible the 
working of some mines on a scale that would not otherwise have been possible. 

Nearly everything about the labour-contractor systems, however, opened the way 
to exploitation by headmen not hampered by scruples.89 In the stinging indictment 
by Herbert Hoover, which undoubtedly includes headmen, 'every deficiency of the 
[Chinese] workman is multiplied many times by the innate lack of administrative 
ability in his superiors and their more consummate dishonesty .. .'.90 Headmen 
could charge the workers excessively for the living costs they advanced them or for 
other loans.91 Indeed, in the versions of the system used among Chinese tin miners 
in Malaya, the right to provide provisions, necessities and loans at above market rates 
was guaranteed to headmen in their leasing agreements with the landowners.92 
Keeping the miners constantly in debt was a tool used by the headmen to maintain 
strong control over them. The isolation of many of the mines further increased 
miners' dependence on the headman and thus their susceptibility to exploitation. 

Moreover, the labour-contractor system could be a source of inflexibility as well 
as flexibility. We have noted the tendency oflabour-contractors to hire miners from 
their native place. As a result, a mine short oflabour might have difficulty adding 
miners if the labour available did not happen to be from the same native places as 
the headmen operating the mine.93 

When we examine the effects of the labour-contractor system on technological 
development, we find the same mixed picture. Functioning at its best, the labour
contractor systems could encourage the use of better technology in at least two major 

.. Chhen Lii-fan ,tal. (I98o), p. 21; Suhling(1978), p. 145. 
87 There were what might seem to us to be exceptions, however. In the modern perspective, technological 

efficiency in mining includes maximising the percentage of the desired mineral recovered. In native coal mines, 
by contrast, contract labourers regularly sought to maximise their compensation by carrying out of the mine 
only the larger lumps of coal that commanded a premium price, while leaving smaller pieces and dust to serve as 
fill; di Villa (I9I9), p. 92. From the Chinese view, however, this was perfectly reasonable given the abundance of 
coal deposits and the limited market. 

88 Tegengren (1920), pp. Ig-20; Chhen Lii-fan ,tal. (/980), p. 21; Wong Lin Ken (1965), pp. 61,219, Torgasheff 
vividly illustrates the exploitation that occurred in 20th century mines where the headman's agreement with the 
owners required not the payment of a percentage of output but rather the accomplishing of a specific amount of 
work and where the miners were paid (generally very poor) wages instead of sharing in the production. 
Torgasheff(Ig30a), pp. 533ff. 

89 One might be tempted to~ee the family-like ties between headman and miners as an important check on 
such exploitation until one recalls the extent of exploitation, especially of the young and of females, that charac
terised the traditional Chinese family system. 

90 Hoover (I901-Ig02), p. 426. 
" Bain (1933), p. 246. Loans to payoff gambling debts were among the most important, at least early in this 

century. For borrowing terms among Chinese tin miners in Malaya, cf. Collins (1910-191 I), p. 202. 
" Wong Lin Ken (lg65), p. 60. ., Torgasheff(I930a), p. 538. 
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ways: (I) It put the management of mines in the hands of those people (headmen or 
the foremen working under them) who knew the work. Since the share system guaran
teed them the lion's share of the profit, headmen were encouraged to maximise 
production in ways that would increase their profits. That could mean the use of 
better mining methods; (2) Labour-contractor systems also offered something of an 
answer to the scarcity of capital that plagued all industry in premodern China. To 
begin with, agreements under labour-contractor systems regularly arranged a split 
of capital costs between the mineowners who provided startup costs (buildings, min
ing and smelting equipment, etc.) and the headmen ('advancers', 'provisioners') 
who provided the working capital (mainly the basic necessities of the miners, per
haps some tools and loans). 94 Furthermore, the acceptance of the right of subleasing 
made it possible to supplement the capital of the headmen who were able to bring 
in further capital to keep the mine going. 

Most of the disadvantages of the labour-contractor system in terms of its effect 
on the technology used stemmed from the fragmentation it introduced into mining 
operations and from the conduct of the headmen. As we noted, even the largest 
mines were usually worked as a conglomeration of small workings, each in the 
hands of a headman and his band of workers. 95 With the mine thus parcelled out to 
small, independent groups of miners, the mining was usually carried on with the 
simplest, small-scale techniques.96 Moreover, the separate bands of miners worked 
to a large extent in competition with one another. This probably inhibited the most 
effective exploitation oflarge ore deposits. Each band of miners acted to maximise 
its own return, with no one considering the best overall exploitation of the deposit. 
If in mining, 'a bad beginning means a bad end', the labour-contractor systems not 
only led to innumerable bad beginnings but also assured bad decisions throughout 
the mining process. As Torgasheff complains of the headmen: ' ... by their irrational 
operations not a few Chinese mines have been ruined for good.'97 Indeed, one can 
make the case that the labour-contractors bore a major responsibility for the techno
logical backwardness of so much of Chinese mining (as well as the dreadful condi
tions under which it was carried on.) Certainly, if we are justified in extrapolating 
20th century descriptions of headmen back into earlier periods - and to some extent 
that is probably justified - we will hardly be tempted to idealise their contribution to 
the mining endeavour. Many of the headmen unflinchingly sought to maximise their 
own pr~fits, to the detriment of any other considerations.98 At least among Westerners, 
their exploitation of the miners they controlled was legendary. Moreover, not all 

94 Wong Lin Ken (1965), pp. 60-3. 
95 On occasion, one headman might have as many as 100 miners in his band (lmahori (1961), p. 393) but ordin

arily the group would be much smaller, probably closer to IQ or 15 miners. 
.. Thus, even in China's modern coal mines early in this century, mechanisation of coal cutting was inhibited 

by the organisation of the mines through labour contract systems; Wright (1984), p. 40. 
97 Torgasheff(193aa), p. 534. 
98 For example, as Tim Wright suggests, the fact that even in partially modernised coal mines early in this cen

tury labour contractors controlled much of the haulage probably inhibited even modest efforts at mechanisation 
(though relative factor costs - cheap labour vs. expensive capital- were probably a more important determinant); 
Wright (1984), p. 41. 
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of them by any means possessed the expertise to direct mining operations effect
ively. Mter all, the qualities and talent that went into the making of a successful 
labour recruiter were not necessarily those that produced a first-rate, or even a com
petent, mining boss. 99 Even when the headmen possessed the necessary knowledge, 
expertise and familiarity with the best technology and the best methods, their greed 
for immediate personal profit might still lead them to what was usually the most 
reliable way of maximising profits: greater exploitation of the workers. 

(4) IMPACT OF MINERS' BELIEFS AND VALUES 

ON MINING TECHNOLOGY 

'No incense, no mine' (wuhsiang,pu chhengchhang ~WTffl(;,I\\l() 
Yunnan miners' prouerb HYJ 

Most mines are haunted; it is only a question of degree. The scoffers have their 

answers, and sometimes they may be right, but a residue of experience remains, 

involving the most sober and matter-of-fact of men, which defies rational explanation. 
Tom Morrison lol 

Technological innovation can have one or more of several goals: increase in total 
production or the speed of production, reduction oflabour costs, making work easier, 
accomplishing tasks that would be impossible without the improved technology, a 
more standardised product. There was much in the value system of the Chinese 
miners, however, that greatly inhibited the introduction of new techniques. 

Ranking high in this value scheme was a general conservatism and disinclina
tion to change long-standing ways of doing things. Technological conservatism is 
reflected in the very first surviving written work in Chinese that deals extensively 
with handicrafts: the Khao Kung Chi~I~ (The Artificer's Record) section of the 
Chou Li m1t (Rites ofChou). It makes a clear distinction between the ehih-ehe 5;[]1l:f or 
sages who at an early time invented things and the chhiao-chePj1l:f or skilled craftsmen 
who came later and whose job it was not to improve things but to preserve them and 
pass them on. 102 The reluctance to adopt even seemingly simple changes in working 
practices was often noted in recent times by Westerners who were engaged in intro
ducing modern mining methods into China. For example, Thomas Webster, writ
ing about the famous north China Kaiping ~:ljZ coal mine, noted that even after 
tubs for transporting coal were introduced at the working face, '[t]he old method 
of using baskets was given up with great reluctance; even when the tub was close to 
the face they persisted in filling the coal into baskets, which in turn were emptied 
into the tubs.' 103 

.. Nor an amenable one, as foreign businessmen in China found out. H. Foster Bain summarises the situa
tion: 'The contract system makes it easy for a foreigner to do business in China as long as ~e ~ content to do it ~n 
the contractor's terms. If he has his own ideas as to times, seasons, speed of work, and SImilar matters, he will 
have great difficulty.' Bain (1933), p. 246. Today's foreign businessmen in China may be excused for feeling that 
not much has changed. 

100 Yen Chung-phing(1957), p. 55. 101 Morrisan(1992), p. 240. 
102 Yoshida (1979), p. 50. On the origins of this work, see Hsuan Chao-chhi(r993). 103 Webster(19ao), p. 697· 
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Often, however, this conservatism made good sense given the social environment 
of the Chinese miners. Warden A. Moller, like Webster familiar especially with the 
introduction of new coal mining technology into northeastern China, commented 
on how difficult it was to motivate the Chinese miners to work faster. Higher com
pensation would not work because so many of them simply preferred to earn just 
enough to get by and would therefore simply work a shorter period at the higher 
wages in order to obtain the same amount. 104 But he perceived at least two good 
reasons for this attitude: the general insecurity of personal property that made 
accumulated goods a target of robbers or even official squeeze, and the ease with 
which poorer or lazier family members could attach themselves to their better-off 
relations in bad times, thus precluding the need to plan for a rainy day. 105 One 
would not want to overgeneralise such motivations but there can be little doubt that 
they were operative at least sometimes, and perhaps even quite often. 

The economic environment also encouraged a conservative attitude toward tech
nological innovation. In an economy marked by an abundance oflabour, there could 
hardly have been much enthusiasm among the miners for 'improved' technologies 
or working patterns that promised a saving of labour. Thus another on-the-scene 
commentator at the turn of the century could speak of the general Chinese worker's 
'dread of displacing manual labour and his baseless (sic!) fear of depriving his fellow 
man of work'. 106 Those who ran the mines could often take advantage of this glut 
of workers, effectively substituting cheap labour for investment in technology. 

It was perhaps this existence of abundant, cheap labour more than anything else 
that was the chief impediment to technological advance in Chinese mining. When 
combined with other factors inhibiting capital investment (cost of transportation, 
limited markets, irregular deposits that precluded working by modern methods), it 
assured that the most economical answer to almost any mining challenge would be 
sought in greater or more effective input oflabour. More astute Western observers 
in the 19th and early 20th century saw this very clearly. For example, one mining 
engineer noted that cheap labour made the digging of exploration shafts a better 
way of exploring a deposit than the use of what would ordinarily be seen as the more 
advanced technique of borehole drilling: 'When prospecting a placer, if possible, 
sink shafts instead of drilling holes. In this country, labour is very cheap, whereas 
the cost of imported machinery is very high; less dependence can be placed on the 
result of a drill hole in regard to physical conditions and the probable gold, tin or 
platinum content than in the case of shafts.' 107 

104 Moller (I902- I903), p. I43. Others made similar comments; cf. Seltzer (I9IO), p. 547. Hollister-Short sug
gests (personal communication), that the ideas of consumerism and prudential savings that motivate so much 
of the striving for higher incomes in the modern world 'are bourgeois notions imposed on everyone else as that 
class became politically and culturally ascendant.' There is much truth in this so long as we do not ignore that the 
desire for nice things (or, among the poor, greater access to necessities) and even a certain amount of 'prudential 
saving' by those who were able to do so were hardly absent at least in premodern China. 

105 Moller (I902- I903), p. I43. On the first reason, see also Read (I907), p. I297; on the second, Bain (1933), 
pp. 242-3, but also the qualifications about the amount of help that could be expected; Perkins (I975), pp. I3-I4. 

106 Parsons (I900), p. 49I. On this point, see also Elvin (I975), pp. I08- 9; Bain (I933), p. 245. 
107 di Villa (I9I9), pp. I9- 20. 
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Fig. I26. Making an offering to the spirit of a mountain said to c?ntain coal. Anonymous album, c. mid- I9th 

century. Bibliotheque Nationale, Pans: Oe II7, pI. I. 

The religious beliefs and superstitions that were so pervasive among the miners 
were also a hindrance to greater 'rationalisation' of traditional mining practices 
and to the creation of a modern workforce. l08 There appears to have been a wide
spread propensity among the miners to attribute virtually everything having to do 
with the success or failure of a mining venture to the actions of spirits. The appear
ance, quality and pinching out of ore deposits; the presence or absence of water; 
cave-ins, poisonous gases and accidents of all kinds: all were seen as the work of 
spirits and forces that one tried ideally to win over but at the very least not to off~nd. 

One way of getting on the right side of the spirits was through the offenngs 
and sacrifices that were frequently to be seen in and around the mines (Fig. 126).109 

108 From the evidence presented below, it will be clear why we ~re unable. to ac~ept Elvin's ge?-eralisation tha.t: 
'Superstition seems to have had no inhibiting effect on economIC enterpnse, WIth the exceptIOn of geomannc 
objections to mining.' Elvin (I975), p. I09· . . . . 

109 Pai Shou-i (19 60), p. 987. Yen Chung-phing (1957, p. 55) has .suggested tha~ ~he. nsk ofmmmg, at least m 
Yunnan, was significantly increased by the cost of temples and s~cnfices to the spmts ~n ~hose hands all success 
in mining lay. It seems doubtful, however, that religious expendItures were really so sIgmficant when measured 
against the production of the mines. 
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It was no accident that one of the first things Rocher noted as he approached the 
Ko-chiu tin mines in the late 19th century was the proliferation of elaborate and 
well-maintained temples on the mountainsides with their well-cared-for goats 
destined for sacrifices to the spirits. 110 

Observing verbal taboos (hui ~) was another precaution taken to avoid inviting 
bad luck. Miners in Yunnan, instead of using for 'rock' the normal word shih 15 , 
which was a homophone for shih ~ 'lose', used hsia ~ 'gorge' instead; in the same 
way, huang:f:JrL (the word for 'wasteland' with the earth radical added) was used to 
replace thu ± 'earth' which had the inauspicious homophone thu q± which could 
also have the connotation of 'reject', 'cast aside'. Even the world 'good' (hao fJf) was 
replaced by chhe 1~ 'penetrating' so as to avoid the homophone haD ~ meaning 
'exhausted' or 'used up'. Miners surnamed Meng:tih. commonly changed it to Hun 
~ in order to avoid the suggestion of meng ~ 'dream' and the possibility that the 
ore deposits might prove as unreal (or fleeting) as a dream. III Sometimes, no words 
were best. For fear that even the mention of food might lead to there not being 
enough, hand signals without any words were used to call the miners to eat.112 

There were also actions to be avoided. For example, it was bad luck for anyone 
wearing an object of gold (or metal?) to enter a mine. And since, in Yunnan mines at 
least, ore veins were considered to be divine dragons averse to officials, no one with 
an official position was permitted entry into a mine! 113 

As we have noted above, geomantic considerations were one of the techniques 
used by Chinese prospectors (Fig. 127).114 Geomancy could also play a role in deter
mining where mining might or might not be carried on. Since it was mainly officials 
who sometimes for supposedly geomantic reasons prohibited mining in a given 
area, we shall return to this question in the following section. Here we might note, . 
however, that geomancy could also operate more indirectly to influence mining. At 
Ko-chiu, there was a story widely told about how the whole prosperity of Ko-chiu 
went back ultinlately to the statement of a geomancer (ti shih tiQgffi).115 According to 
this story, which went by the title 'First excavated Old City Gate shaft, afterwards 
opened up forty eight mines' (hsien ta laD chheng men tung, hou khai ssu-shih-pa chhang 
)'efT::t3 ~ F~ WlJ ' ~ F7fJ [9 + /\~), a family in which someone had died called in a 
geomancer to determine an auspicious site for the grave. The geomancer found a 
remarkably good site near Yellow Thatch Mountain (Huang Mao shan jf(*L1J) and 
told the head of the family: 'If you bury the body here, you can bring prosperity to 
your family. If you leave this place for another use, it will bring riches to the entire 
district.' The household head, being a very unselfish man and strongly believing 

110 Rocher (1879-1880), Vol. I, pp. 236-8. Stories were told also of miners who resorted to drastic measures 
against the ghosts of dead miners, effectively killing them a second time so that they could not spread evils among 
the living miners; Eberstein (1974), p. 204, citing a story told by Yuan Mei ~;f)(:, the +18th century literary luminary. 

111 Wu Chhi-chun (1845), ch. I, pp. 3Ib-32a; Chhen Lu-fan (1980), p. 38; Sun (1967), p. 66; Yen Chung-phing 
(I957), p. 55· For several other examples, cf. SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 16. 

112 SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 16. Or bamboo tallies: see Fig. 2. 
113 Wu Chhi-chun (1845), ch. I, p. 31a; SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 16; Sun (1967), p. 66. 
114 Section (1)(3). 115 The story is related in SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 15. 
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Fig. 127. Geomancers at the Thao-hua ;j:g~:ffi gold mines in Kwangsi. The third and fifth figures from the left are 
two geomancers who work together and are much consulted by the miners (who are also happy to get more 

scientific advice from geologists). Original photo, 1994. 

the words of the geomancer, had the body buried elsewhere. Some time afterward, 
people came and opened a mine on the site. They discovered very rich ore and this 
became the famous Old City Gate shaft, the first underground mine at Ko-chiu. 
Later, mines were opened up one after another. Thus the prosperity ofKo-chiu was 
ultimately all due to the words of a geomancer. 

It is, of course, difficult to assess how strongly miners were influenced by geomantic 
considerations, especially where they would have precluded mining in what looked 
like a promising area. 116 There are numerous examples to suggest that such consid
erations were of relatively minor importance. In Taiwan during the Chhing period, 
it was largely the local gentry who appealed to geomantic ideas when petitioning 
the government to prohibit the spread of private coal mining by miners who appear 
to have been more encouraged by an expanding market than discouraged by any 
fear of geomantic violations. I 17 In certain areas of southern Hunan, officials used 
geomantic arguments to prevent coal mining until a shortage of firewood led to a 
lifting of the ban in the +18th century, after which coal mining thrived right down 
to this century. 118 We also have examples of other cases unrelated to mining where 
geomancy was used as a smokescreen, as in the +15th century campaign against 

116 Cf. the comments ofvon Richthofen in Section (l )(2) below and Eberstein (1974), p. 203. 
117 Huang Chia-mo (196I), pp. 1,3. 11 8 Li Hua (1990) , p. 48. 
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extension of the Grand Canal waged by those with an interest in hauling and por
terage. 119 On the other hand, it is quite likely that geomantic concerns carried more 
weight for the populace at large who did not have an economic stake in mining. 120 
There were certainly at least occasional cases where generalised local opposition of 
this sort, perhaps encouraged by the gentry, hindered or prevented mining. 121 

The main focus of geomancy as it related to mining was the concern that mining 
operations might unleash subterranean forces that would disturb the peace of graves 
in the area. 122 Very likely even more influential among the miners was the reluct
ance to directly disturb graves in the course of excavations. Yet this was hardly an 
insuperable obstacle to mining. While it may occasionally have inhibited prospecting, 
most mines were located in out-of-the-way areas unlikely to be the site of graveyards. 
If a valuable deposit were found in an area containing graves, they could usually be 
moved at a modest cost in labour and in permission fees to family members of the 
deceased. 123 As Thomas Read concluded, 'it is but seldom that a regard for 'spirits' 
is allowed to operate to financial disadvantage.' 124 

The lack of a body of mining literature by or for miners (who were overwhelm
i.ngly illiterate) must have made them especially susceptible to myths that often sub
stituted for the hard, generalised mining knowledge so difficult to acquire without 
the help of the written word. 125 Their religious beliefs also dovetailed with a fatalism 
that formed an integral part of their worldview. Injury or death by accident in the 
mines was assumed to be a punishment from the spirits for past misconduct. Rocher 
recounts an incident that he witnessed personally: a miner in his twenties was urged 
on by his comrades who had discovered a rich deposit, but at a depth where breathing 
was very difficult. Before he could get out with his ore, however, he passed out for 
lack of air. That evening, his comrades noticed that he had not returned but, instead 
of organising a rescue effort, they waited until the next day when they recovered his 
body. The explanation given to Rocher was: 'Ifhe has had an accident, it is without 
question because he has offended the spirit of the mountain or because he has com
mitted some evil act or stolen from his comrades. Heaven, in its just anger, strikes 
down only the guilty. If the punishment is terrible, it is only because they have mer
ited it.'126 Western observers in China in the I9th and early 20th century were often 

11. Elvin ([975), p. 109. 12<) Nishizawa ([913-1914), pp. 898, 937. 
121 Williamson ([867), p. 66. 122 Eberstein (1974), p. 203. 
123 On the other hand, the Emperor Khang Hsi it!!!l 's 'Sacred Edict' forbade destruction or removal of 

remains of grandparents or parents 'through belief in the sinister statements of geomancers'. See Freedman 
([979), p. 316, fn. c. 

12+ Read ([9[2),p. 4. See also WiIliamson (1867), p. 56; Collins ([922), p. 40; Freedman ([979), pp. 320-1. 
1" These myths need not be especially 'religious'. For a long list of non-religious mining myths that had some 

currency among miners in the western United States (e.g. ore deposits usually increase in value at greater depths, 
veins widen below their outcrops, valuable deposits are typically marked by prominent outcrops), see Pearl ([973), 
pp. 275-7 and also Young (1970), p. 9. The combination of a lack of a mining literature in China togeth<;r with the 
great variety of ore deposits must have made it especially difficult to put to rest a myth once it had gamed some 
acceptance among miners. . 

126 &ocher ([879-[880), Vol. 1, p. 244. In a chilling comment that calls to mind thought control techmques 
used in the People's Republic of China, Rocher notes: 'Therefore, instead of deploring the fate of these unfortu
nates, they dissect their past, review their failings, comment on them, exaggerate them. Before long, legend will 
attribute the most extraordinary things to them.' 

1 
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struck by the fatalism of Chinese miners. Warden A. Moller provides a striking 
example from a coal mine in northeast China: 127 

[Chinese workmen] have an almost frightful indifference to life and danger. In one case, 
where six men were burnt, through one of them smoking on the rise side of an end-stall, the 
men working on the dip side hardly turned round, and had to be forced to leave their work 
to help in carrying out the burnt men. The man's comrades saw him smoking, and did noth
ing to prevent it, although they were fully aware of the danger. 

Such fatalism could inhibit if not preclude even the simplest measures to improve 
mining practices, even those relating to the safety of the miners. 128 

It is not difficult to see how many of the miners' beliefs had a real social utility. 
Many foreign observers emphasised the rarity of those petty crimes and pilfering 
that one would ordinarily expect in mines where large numbers of miners worked in 
relatively close proximity to each other. Rocher attributes it to a universal conviction 
among the miners that the 'hook-hearted' person (kou hsin tzu 10 {J'r) would inevit
ably suffer an accident. Thus, miners could pile up their ore and leave it unattended 
in perfect confidence that no one would dare to steal from it. 129 On the other hand, 
one should guard against over-idealising the beneficent effects of religious beliefs. 
Mining camps were usually, in China as elsewhere, rough places. There is plenty of 
evidence, for example, that robbery, fighting and homicide were common occur
rences in the Yunnan copper mines during the Chhingl30 and we know that many 
mercury miners in Kweichow early in this century lived in the mines out offear that 
their ore would be stolen ifit was left unguarded. 131 

Overall, however, religious beliefs and superstitions served to hinder sound and 
effective mining practices. As late as the early years of this century, the authorities 
prohibited the use of dynamite in bad years (?) for fear that it might disturb the 
spirits of the mines. 132 Even rocks that could have been removed either by explosive 
or by non-explosive methods were sometimes inconveniently left in place because, 
according to the miners, any efforts to remove them generated groaning or other 
terrifying sounds that indicated the displeasure of the spirit of the mountain. 133 

The most important result of the pervasive belief in the decisive role of spirits, 
however, was that the hit-or-miss, risky element of mining was for Chinese miners 
not just an inevitable part of the mining enterprise but became in their minds the 
single, overriding, universal characteristic of mining. Against this belief, any efforts 
to build up a rational, experience-based body of practical mining knowledge had 
always to compete against these essentially anti-rational convictions. Progress in 
this area was bound to be slow. 

127 Moller (1902-1903), p. 144. Inkeles & Smith ([974, p. "3) see the belief that 'prevention of accidents is more 
a matter of carefulness than luck' as a characteristic of the thinking of more 'modern' individuals. 

128 Shansi coal miners, for example, left out millet to feed the rats in the mines on the belief that they would 
provide warning of an impending accident; Shockley ([904), p. 862. 

12. &ocher ([879-[880), Vol. 1, pp. 244-5; Collins (1909-1910), p. 190 . 
1'" Vogel ([987a), "\1.2. 131 Brelich ([904), p. 485. 
1" Anon. (1926), p. 154;Jarland (1921), p. 375. Firecrackers were, of course, something different - a generally 

accepted method inside and outside of mines for driving off evil spirits; Hoover (1901-1902), p. 427. 
133 Rocher ([879-[880), Vol. [, p. 245. 
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Even when Westerners began in the last century to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of modern mining practices to Chinese miners, the miners sometimes simply modi
fied or broadened old ways of thought to interpret what they saw. They might even 
attribute to Westerners special powers of a kind that had previously been a mono
poly of the spirits. A good example is the reaction of the Ko-chiu miners in the late 
1800s as they came to realise that Europeans surpassed them in the ability to discover 
and assess deposits. Instead of attributing this skill to a better understanding of 
geology and mineralogy, they explained it by a supposed ability of the Europeans 
to see 2 metres underground, a distance that could be extended when necessary by 
using the canes that they carried with them! 134 

(5) THE SHORTAGE OF CAPITAL 

... any society, at any time, commands more potential for technological innovation 
than it can ever hope to exploit. George Basalla I3S 

There is relatively abundant evidence to show that, over the past millennium at 
least, mining in China regularly suffered from a shortage of private investment cap
ital. 136 In extreme cases, a considerable diversion of available, liquid capital to fuel a 
mining boom was capable of rapidly producing a shortage of coinage in other areas 
of the economy. 137 Even the requests that one frequently reads asking the court to 
allow the closing of mines because the deposits had been worked out often disguised 
the fact that the copper producers had run out of capital. 138 

Though pooling of private capital sometimes sufficed especially to meet specific 
technical problems such as drainage, 139 it was the government that in many cases had 
to assume the role of capital provider oflast resort, as it were, in order to encourage 
the opening or the continued working of mines. 140 This was a prominent part of state 

I" Rocher (1879-1880), Vo!. I, p. 240. On the other hand, the Chinese miners were perfectly capable, at 
least sometimes, in detecting incompetence or fraud on the part of foreign 'experts' brought to China to help 
develop modern mines. Y. K. Ting recounts the story of the Commissioner of Mines in Yunnan who, in the 
late 1880s, invited some Japanese engineers to help develop copper mines in that province. The miners were at 
first impressed by the Japanese claims that they could see through rocks with their telescope and compass and 
discover hidden ore. After more than a year in which no copper was found, the miners became suspicious. As 
Ting recoun ts it, the miners 'to verilY their suspicion, ... buried a large mass of copper ore immediately below 
the opening of the shaft. Then the Japanese were asked to inspect the spot with their telescope and compass to 
see if any ore were there. On receiving a negative answer, shouts oflaughter and contempt greeted the supposed 
experts, and the ore was dug up in their presence. This seemed to satisfy the Commissioner that the Japanese 
were imposters and they were dismissed accordingly .. .'; Ting (1915), pp. 208-9· 

m Basalla (1988), p. viii. Translated to the case of mining, one can make the point that, in two societies with 
equal mining and metallurgical knowledge, the society with better means of mobilising capital will often be able 
to exploit deposits that would remain unexpoitable in the other society. See Bronson (1993), p. 69· 

I" Vogel (1g87a),L2. m Satoi (1972), p. 38. 
". Sun (1964), p. 72; Pheng Yil-hsin (/984), p. 81. Alternatively, the problem could be that the miners could no 

longer make economic sense out of mining, given the ground-rules established by the government (above all the 
price it was willing to pay for e.g. copper). 

". Lil Tai-ming (/986), p. 16S; Cartier (1967), p. 64· 
140 Mining thus relied much more on government capital in China than, for example, in early modern 

Europe; Voge! & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 29· 
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mining policy at least since the Sung.141 A particularly striking example showing 
government effectiveness in this area is to be seen in the development and mainten
ance at a high level of production of the copper mines ofYunnan during the +18th 
and early 19th centuries. 142 On the other hand, limited availability of both public 
and private capital was a major impediment to the modernisation of the Chinese 
mining industry in the 19th and 20th centuries. 143 

In attempting to account for the general scarcity of significant private capital 
investment for mining, we do not get very far by postulating a general absence 
of capital for investment. At least since the +uth century, Chinese with even quite 
modest resources for investment had shown themselves quite able to form soph
isticated partnerships in order to generate substantial investment funds. 144 Thanks 
to the researches ofTeng Tho ~HE, we have a detailed picture of the use of such 
partnerships in the +16th to +18th centuries to pool capital for investment in the 
coal mines at Men-thou-kou r~ji., some 25-30 km west of Peking. 145 Provided 
an opportunity was seen as sufficiently attractive, mining capital could flow in from 
an area much larger than one might expect. In the early Chhing, for example, the 
government decision to establish a fixed 20 per cent tax rate on copper production 
in Yunnan and to allow free sale of the remaining production attracted merchant 
investment capital from all over south China. Basing himself on mining tax revenue 
figures, Yen Chung-phing ~ cP:if estimates that Yunnan copper production rose 
twenty times in the twenty-one years between 1685 and 1706! 146 As Madeleine Zelin 
argues, ' ... where potential profits were deemed sufficiently large, institutional 
mechanisms could be developed to overcome the weaknesses in Chinese capital 
markets.'147 It seems abundantly clear that, where there was a shortage of invest
ment capital for mines, it derived from the decision by investors that the potential 
return on an investment in mining, except under very special circumstances, could 
not begin to outweigh the risks or other negatives that argued against such an 
investment. 

We have discussed in the introduction some of the implications of the riskiness 
of mining as an economic activity. 148 Potential investors had to consider whether a 

14' Golas (1989), pp. 412, 420. '42 Voge! (1987a),12; Lee (1987), chap. 7. 
I" Read (1920), p. 301; Collins (190g--191O). 
I" Shiba (1968), pp. 451-66, translated in Elvin (1970), pp. 19H01. For a detailed discussion of many of the 

models for assembling and investing capital that were available by the late imperial period, see Zelin (1988). 
For a +1735 contract from the Men-thou-kou coalfield providing for the establishment of and association or part
nership (phi-huD jjU$) to exploit the mines in common, see Teng Tho (1956), p. 12; Carlier (1967), pp. 64-5. 

14' Teng Tbo (1956); critiqued in Thang Ming-sui et al. (1958); abbreviated translation with corrections from 
Thang el al. in eartier (1967). Pooling existing capital made all the more sense because of the cost of borrowed 
capital in this area: in +1779, the rate of interest was a staggering 30% permontlz! Carlier (1967), pp. 64-5; n; 78. 

'46 Yen Chung-phing (1957), p. 6. This estimate is accepted by Pheng Yil-hsin (1984, p. 81) though Vogel 
(/987a), Y.l) is less sanguine about the rise in production totals during this period. 

14' Zelin (1988), p. 79. See also Wright (lg81), pp. 322-4 which makes the same point for coal mining and the 
extensive discussion of various forms of mining capital in Satoi (1972). 

14. In the late imperial period, precisely when mining advanced so dramatically in Europe, it is likely thatcen
turies of intensive exploitation of deposits in many areas of China had left only relatively poorer, less accessible 
and generally unattractive or uneconomic deposits still to be exploited, thus racheting up the inevitable riskiness 
of mining. The great exception, of course, was Yunnan, where intensive mining activity began only in the Ming. 
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workable deposit would be discovered or whether a known deposit could be worked 
so that they could not only recoup their original investment reasonably expeditiously 
but also obtain a return on that investment in the form of profit. 149 The risk was all 
the greater and more unpredictable because, as in early modern Europe, investors 
were liable to be called on to supply additional capital when their original invest
ments were insufficient, either because they clearly were unable to provide at the 
beginning of the operation all the capital needed, or because expenses turned out to 
be larger than expected. 150 

The government could afford to be somewhat more liberal. In certain circum
stances such as the lending of capital at copper mines, it might be satisfied if it could 
obtain the copper it needed and not lose money. But even this lesser standard was by 
no means always easy to meet. The famous late Ming official, HaiJui l'mllffi, opposed 
the opening of mines in Chekiang in part because he estimated that administrative 
costs would outrun by ten times any profit to be made from them. 151 

All risk derives from the unknown; knowledge and understanding are thus key 
tools for coping with it. One can mitigate risk by fully understanding its ramifica
tions. But sound understanding of mining was very limited even among miners; it 
was for the most part non-existent in the rest of the society, including among poten
tial investors. 152 In such circumstances, investors were strongly tempted to rely on 
another risk minimisation strategy by demanding a very rapid return of at least 
their original investment. This strategy was certainly typical of mining investors in 
China around the turn of this century. 153 The long odds against rapid returns under 
the conditions of traditional mining must usually have precluded this option. 

An alternative strategy sought not to minimise risk but rather to seek compensa
tion for it in a very high rate of return on investment. In the context oftraditional 
Chinese mining, however, one would have to be very optimistic indeed to anticipate 
such returns. For one thing, traditional mining offered abundant opportunity and 
temptation for those at the mining site to steal ore, falsifY books, and engage in other 
surreptitious practices, all of which robbed investors of their returns. 154 Moreover, 
few mining operations of any size were likely to get started without the approval and 
at least tacit cooperation of the officials. Such approval came only at a cost, some
times a very significant one. If the operations should prove successful, it was entirely 

1<, This attitud< carried over into the first decades of this century, as described by Nishizawa Kimio: 'It is the 
established custom in [China 1 that a new company must pay dividends to its shareholders from the first year 
of its existence, and this forms invariably a clause of the articles of association. Some concerns which hav< failed 
to realise a profit have to contract a high inierest loan in order to pay dividends in full.' Nishizawa (1913-1914), 

P·90 3· 
150 Nef(1957), p. 476. In some cases, it was probably determined explicitly at the outset that investors would be 

called upon for monthly payments to meet running expenses until the mine had become profitable, as we know 
was the practice at the Fu·jung 1I ~ salt yard in Szechwan; Zdin (1988), pp. 99-100. In this same article (pp. 84-5), 
however, Zelin suggests that, at least in some areas by the 19th century, an added increment of security was <njoy<d 
by mining entrepreneurs because of an increasing separation of miner all mining rights and land rights. 

151 Cartier (1973), pp. 149-50. 
15' Read (1920), p. 301; Yen Chung-phing(!957), p. 56; Shih Kuo-heng (1947), p. 56. 
'" Brelich (1904), p. 487; Hoover (1899-1900), p. 325. 
15. Shih Kuo-heng(1947), p. 56; Nystrom (1912), p. 86. 
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predictable that the formal or informal demands of the officials would escalate, 
though it was highly unpredictable by how much!,55 The best chance of avoiding 
the notice and interference of officials was to keep operations as small and unobtrus
ive as possible.ls6 To the extent that this option was chosen, the need for mining 
investment was reduced, as was the possible return on investment. 

Investors also had to weigh the risk/return ratio of mining investments against 
the possibilities in other forms of investment. Simple money-lending was ordinar
ily at least as lucrative, and a good deal less risky, than investment in mining. For 
example, in the early decades of this century, before the arrival of modern banks, 
the native money shops (kho haD '1f~) at Ko-chiu charged as much as 4.5 per cent a 
month to borrow money. 157 Rather than directly investing in mines, some investors 
found it more attractive to lend money to the mining headmen, though the risk of 
default here could be considerable. 158 Moreover, abundant opportunities for invest
ment were available in other areas of trade or finance (which did not carry the same 
stigma as mining), not to speak of 'investments' in culture that brought their own 
rewards if not in money then certainly in status. Across China, such investments 
tended to be more attractive to wealthy merchants than investments in any kinds 
of industrial enterprises, above all mining. 159 

There were thus plentiful reasons why significant amounts of private investment 
capital was generally in short supply in traditional mining. It does not automatically 
follow, however, that the shortage of mining capital was the major brake, or even a 
major brake, on improvements in mining technology, at least before the 19th century. 
We have stressed above that small-scale operations using very simple technology 
were the norm in traditional Chinese mining. Such operations could be relatively 
easily brought on line using either the funds accumulated by headmenl60 or by 
contributions (tanfen 15 71-) from all the miners in a working group whereby they 
acquired the right to a share of the profits (hung chang #t=ll*) based on how much they 
had contributed in money and in work. 161 Even those mining centres with high levels 
of production tended to be divided into many small, independent workings, as at 
Ko-chiu with its 1,000+ tin mines spread over some 1,150 square kml62 or in Shansi 
where the largest coal deposits in the world were worked by means of innumerable 
small mines l63 or in Yunnan copper mines where single 'mines' might be divided 

'" Anon (1861), p. 207; Eberstein (1974), pp. 1914; Williamson (1867), p. 67; Satoi (1972), p. 68. One can hardly 
overstate her< the contrast with European mining in the early modern period with its well-established mining 
law that ffTmIgovernment autlwritiesfelt obliged to observe; see the discussion below, Section (1)(2). 

156 Dawes (1891), p. 335. 1>7 SuJu-chiang (1942), p. 13. ". Dawes (1891), p. 335. 
15' Vogel (1987a), 1.2. There were of course exceptions. In the +17th and +18th centuries, Yunnan was a mag

not to rich merchants from all over south China who came to invest in mining operations there; Chang Yil-jung 
(1963), p. 38. Ev<n in this case, howev<r, it was only the richest of these merchants who could assemble as much as 
two or thr.e years working capital in advance; Lee (1987), p. 209. Nevertheless, the general Chinese view toward 
mining investment, especially in the most recent centuries for which we have better evidence than earlier, con
trasts dramatically with the positive attitudes toward this kind of investing that prevailed in central Europe in the 
late +15th and in the +16th centuries; Suhling (1977), esp. p. 575. 

160 See above, Section (k)(3)(ii). 
161 Pheng Yu-hsin (1984), p. 79. Pheng explains tan] .. as i§[j;tjffi 'burden shares'. 
162 Shih Kuo-heng (1947), p. 53. 163 von Richthofen (1907), p. 498. 
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into as many as 40 or 50 separate and independent workings. 164 It was an organisa
tion of production that served to minimise the need for capital investment because 
it relied on maximum use of plentiful low-cost labour.165 Many an early attempt 
to introduce modern machinery into Chinese mines floundered on the failure to 
understand that, in the Chinese context, more advanced technology and large-scale 
9perations did not always add up to economic efficiency. 166 As Maxwell Steward, 
writing as late as 1930, noted: 'There are still many aspects of mining in which hand 
labour is more economical than machine work, and for the time being the engineer 
must carefully study the problem lest in his zeal for modernization, the cost of pro
duction be made unduly high.' 167 

Given the decentralised, labour-intensive character of most Chinese mining, the 
small capital needs of even larger workings could normally be met at least in a min
imal fashion by the headmen who do indeed seem to have been the most prevalent 
providers of capital for the opening and working of mines. 168 But most of their very 
limited amounts of capital seem to have gone mainly to subsidise the living costs of 
the miners in their group. 169 Except in rare cases of an especially lucky strike, even 
those headmen who proved particularly adept at exploiting the miners they con
trolled were unlikely to accumulate amounts of capital that would have enabled them 
to increase significantly the scale of the workings they operated. And in those excep
tional cases where headmen disposed of more substantial capital, it was typically 
a more logical choice to expand the scope of operations by adding low-cost labour 
rather than attempting to introduce improved (but more expensive) technology. 

Contemporary figures comparing investment levels in traditional vs. modern 
mines are rare. We do have a very telling example from tin mining, however. Wong 
Lin-ken in his study oflate 19th century tin mining carried on by Chinese miners 
in Malaya notes that: 'In 1880, the capital cost of opening a mine worked by 600 
labourers, with no Western machinery, and a productive life span of five years, was 
estimated at $4,272 or about the cost of a Gwynne centrifugal steam pump.' 170 At 
China's major tin-producing centre, Ko-chiu, even the largest mines had far fewer 
than 600 labourers.171 If roughly similar costs prevailed at Ko-chiu, initial capital 

1&1 Hsu run-nan Thung Chih [KM}, ch. 44; Kuo Yun-ching (1984), p. 235. 
165 Lee (1987), Chap. 7. Centres like Ko-chiu also often benefited from especially favourable natural conditions 

such as rich and easy·to-work deposits or absence of mine waters, all of which encouraged small-scale workings 
that hardly required the use of advanced technology; Collins (1909-1910), p. 190. Cf. also the discussion above in 
Section (e)(I)(ii)(5). 

166 King (1965), p. 236; Wong Lin Ken (1965), p. 236. It is worth remembering here that it is still very uncertain 
how many of the very numerous innovations in European mining from the +14th to the +17th centuries actually 
brought real technical advance and greater levels of productivity; Molenda (1988), pp. 8t-3. 

167 Stewart (1930), p. 891. 
168 An interesting example of the modest amounts of capital normally needed is provided by the well

documented Men-thou-kou coal mines west of Peking in the Chhing. Accounts there were kept in terms of coins 
and strings of coins, though throughout the economy silver was in regular use for large transactions; Cartier 
(1967), p. 62. 

169 A suggestive example is provided by the +18th century headmen entrepreneurs in Yunnan who made the 
rounds of households that had a surplus of rice and offered to exchange shares in their new mining venture for 
contributions of rice; cf. below, Section (1)(2). 

170 Wong Un-Ken (t965), p. 63. 171 SuJu-chiang (I942), pp. 19-20. 
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costs for opening even a large-scale mine using native techniques would have been 
much less than the price of a single steam pump. Moreover, besides its initial cost 
the steam pump would have brought with it regular maintenance costs as well as th~ 
costs of repai~s and spare p~rts. 172 Finally, when a mine failed, it was easy to disband 
l~b~urers whil.e any machmery that had been introduced might well represent a 
SignIficant capital loss. 173 

172 Nystrom (1912), pp. 86-7; Vogel (t99td), p. 116. 173 Shih Kuo-heng(1947), p. 59. 



(l) THE STATE AND MINING TECHNOLOGY 

Under the last Dynasty gold mining produced a certain amount of revenue, but as time 

went on the financial strength of the people failed, with the result that there was much 

suffering in the gold mining districts. Continued mining must sooner or later exhaust 

the country's mineral resources. Mining officials do not report exhaustion of the 

deposits, and insist on undiminished taxation. Consequently, however benevolent my 

intentions may be, hardships are unwillingly inflicted upon my people. For these 

reasons I reject the petition [to open up silver mines in Honan]. 
TheHung-wu8!iii\:; EmperorqftheMing' 

(I) EARLY INVOLVEMENT OF THE STATE IN MINING 

Some involvement of Chinese political authorities in mining may well date from at 
least the Shang dynasty in the second half of the -1st millennium. Given the num
ber and crucial importance of bronze weapons and ritual vessels produced in state 
foundries, together with its economic system relying very heavily on forced labour,2 

it would have been uncharacteristic of the Shang government not to make use of at 
least some force to ensure production and delivery of the requisite materials for this 
key industry. Unfortunately, as noted above ((k)(I)), the surviving evidence does not 
allow us to say anything precise about these early activities. 3 

Evidence of a state role in mining improves little for the Chou period. It is only in 
the Kuan Tzu, and therefore very late in the Warring States period (perhaps c. -300) 
at best, that we get the first serious discussion of the government's role in regard to 
a mineral, in this case, iron. The general policy advocated is that the government 
treat mountains with ore deposits as sacred places where entry by the public should 
be restricted. On the other hand, the KT also seems explicitly to reject direct opera
tion of the mines by the government. 4 The focus, as in much oflater policy-making, 
is on fiscal policies and their use to encourage production, as for example by setting 
an artificially high price for iron. 

At times, however, ambitious governments or emperors were willing to engage 
in more direct control over production itsel£ The first fairly clear example of this 
seems to be the establishment of an iron (and salt) monopoly by the Han court in 
~II7.5 In this case, the government established 48 iron offices (thiehkuan .'§") across 

, Collins ([g22), p. 26. This is more of a paraphrase than a literal translation, for which see Eberstein ([974), 
pp. 66-7· 

2 Keighdey ([g6g),par...m. 
3 One would like to know, for example, whether the desire of the state to increase its supplies of copper and tin 

had any link with the emergence of bureaucratic forms of government able to promote mining production, as 
was the case with the German-speaking states of the late medieval and early modern period in Europe; Suhling 
([977), p. 576, fh. 27· 

• Than Po-fu et al. ([954), pp. 3[0-[5. 'See Section (e)(2) above. 
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the country, 6 some with a labour force of hundreds of workers or more. Many of these 
'offices' must have included foundries and mines; otherwise, there could hardly be 
a need for so many workers.7 Since many of the labourers were convicts, and since 
some of the administration was entrusted to men who had been successful in the 
iron industry (i.e., without a background as officials),8 it seems reasonably certain 
that the government was taking an active role in administering the production of 
iron and iron tools. 

For the rest of the imperial period, government mining policies would fluctuate 
between more and less direct involvement by the government. This would be true 
even in the period from the mid-Thang (late +8th century) onward when there was 
a clear long-term trend for the government generally to back away from attempts 
to manage directly not only commerce but also productive activities such as min
ing. 9 ~ter the sorry experience with state control over mining during the Ming, the 
Chhmg State showed considerable, if not unfailing, willingness to accept private 
operation of mines.lO The Yunnan copper mines, so essential to the currency sys
tem, were something of an exception though even here the long-term trend was 
for greater private operation. ll Generally, however, the State increasingly limited 
its role to exercising general administrative supervision, collecting of revenues and 
attempting to maintain law and order in the mining regions. 12 

(2) OFFICIAL AMBIVALENCE TOWARD MINING 

Just as mining has tended to be a conservative technology, changing slowly when it 
changed at all, so a relatively limited number of perspectives tended to characterise 
official attitudes toward mining over the two millennia of imperial rule. In contrast 
to mining technology, however, government policies changed frequently and often 
dramatically, depending usually on the perspective of those officials who dominated 
court politics at any given time. 13 

• Swann ([974), pp. 27[-2; 275-7; Watson ([993), Vo!. 2, p. 8g. 
7 It is onl~ by such reasoning that we can even connect mining with the iron monopoly. Nothing in the surviving 

sources on thIS episode deals with mining explicidy. 
8 Chhii Thung-tsu ([972), pp. [[g, 352. • McNeill ([g82), Chap. [; Feuerwerker ([g82), p. [52. 

10 At ~e very beginning of the dynasty, the state adopted policies very hostile to mining in general, but these 
were mamly part of a? effort to restore the devastated agricultural sector in north China; Pheng YU-hsin (I984), 
p. 78; Hu Chung-kuel (1988), pp. 20-[. 

11 Lee (lg87), Chap: 7; ,:"ogel ~ Theisen-Vogel ([gg[), e~p. p. 54. General administrative supervision might, 
however, go as far as dictatmg which areas would be supplIed by which coal mines, as was the case in Shansi in 
the second half of the [gth century; von Richthofen ([875), p. [7. 

" Eberstein ([974); Vogel & Theisen-Vogel ([gg[), p. '5. 
13 When forceful emperors were on the throne, it was their attitudes that were most decisive. For example 

the Khang-hsi.liml emperor in +[707 rejected proposed mining tax increases in Yunnan because the court w~ 
already collectmg sufficient amounts to cover the military rations to which these funds were applied and because 
he personally felt the increase would impose an excessive burden on the miners; Voge! ([g87a), v.[. His son and 
successor, th~ Yung-cheng liIE emperor, was strongly opposed to mining, feeling that it was his obligation to 
pr0n.'0te agnculture and that mining had exacdy the opposite effect. Satoi (1972), pp. 26-7. His grandson, the 
Chhlen-Iung ~ III emperor, often had lilde patience with geomantic or public order arguments proposed by 
those who would limit mining. Sun ([g8[), pp. [2[-2. 
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The scope for policy shifts was all the greater since government policy was not 
restricted by a well-established body of mining law, as was the case in late medieval 
and early modern Europe. 14 As E-tu Zen Sun sums up the situation: 'Government 
policy ... reflected a body of principles that served as guidelines for coping with 
each individual situation as it arose.' 15 It needs only to be added that those principles 
were often contradictory one with another. 

The resulting policy fluctuations reflected in part a deep ambivalence that char
acterised much of official thinking in regard to mining. That ambivalence sprang not 
only from the variety of mining activities but also from very different assessments, 
from the government's point of view, of the importance of different kinds of mining. 

There was much about most mining enterprise that caused uneasiness even 
among officials who were willing to accept mining as a legitimate occupation and 
perhaps even to lend it some kind of government support. 16 Some of that uneasiness 
arose from political rather than economic considerations. Mining often appeared 
as a potential threat to the kind of control over the populace at which Chinese gov
ernments always aimed or, to phrase it more favourably, the kind of order that was 

I. Mining law in China, both formal and customary, is a subject much in need of further study. The effort of 
V. K. Ting (1917) to summarise mining legislation in traditional times suffers from over-generalisation and some 
inconsistencies. We can certainly say, however, that the lack of a firmly rooted and well-elaborated body oflaw 
protecting rights of miners and mining communities vis-a-vis the government added to the instability and unpre· 
dictability of mining. We have here a dramatic contrast with Europe where an important element of mining law 
was the granting of a high degree offormal autonomy to mining communities, similar to the autonomy granted 
to cities and towns; Nef(I952), pp. 448 and 454. Nothing of this sort, or indeed any recognition of miners as aper
manent, distinctive social category, was to be found in China; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 53. On the other 
hand, the lack of a specific body of formal mining law does not seem to have been a serious impediment in 
day-to-day mining. Many activities such as the leasing of mining concessions tended to be handled on the pat
tern of practices in the agricultural sector. Above all, at least since the Sung (+960 to +1279), the Chinese eco
nomy benefited from an effective system of informal or customary contract law where contracts were to a large 
extent self-enforcing in an atmosphere of general trustworthiness (Jenner (1992), pp. 139-41; Naquin & Rawski 
(1987), p. 102) though the magistrate's court could be counted on to enforce customary practices when disputes 
could not be otherwise ftsolved (Zelin (1988), p. II6). Contracts were usually relatively simple and straight
forward but they could also contain necessary provisions to meet the special needs of an activity such as mining. 
Thus we see, for example, mining leases that remained in force until a mine had been exhausted (often qualified 
by the condition that the mine be kept in continuous production). Zelin (1988), pp. 84-5. The general principle 
that disputes be settled wherever possible by local communities without interference from the officials, together 
with the location of many mining operations in out-of-the-way areas where the power of the officials was limited, 
meant that many if not most mining communities in practice enjoyed a considerable degree of autonomy that 
enabled them to organise mining operations pretty much as they saw fit. Indeed, sometimes there was no need 
for organisation at all. As von Richthofen, commenting in the 1870S on the mining of the extraordinarily rich 
coal deposits ofTse-chou ~TH in Shansi, noted: 'Coal mines are of so little value, that legal conceptions, such as 
right, title and property, do not apply underground. Whoever wants to mine can do so. He makes a tunnel or 
sinks a shaft, at any place which is not occupied already by a mine, and extracts as much anthracite as he can 
profitably sell from this extraordinary coalbed of thirty feet in thickness.' 

For a more extensive comparison of mining law in Europe and in China, with references to important recent 
studies on medieval and early modern European mining law, see Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), pp. 34-8. For 
Greek and Roman mining law, a good starting point is Healy (1978), chap. 5. See also the very suggestive discus
sion of mining law from earliest times (mainly in Europe) in Hoover & Hoover (1912), pp. 82-6. 

15 Sun (1981), p. "9. The arbitrary changes in government policy that could occur at any time were mirrored 
in the fluidity and uncertainty that often marked the power alignments in out-of-the-way mining communities 
like Ko-chiu and further added to the risks of mining; Shih Kuo-heng (1947), p. 59. 

I. For one concise summary of the kinds of problems that plagued Chinese mining and caused concern to 
dedicated officials, cf. the +1597 memorial ofYao Ssu-jen; HWHTK, ch. 23, p. 3003a, translated in Eberstein 
(1974), pp. 96-7· 
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univ~rsally seen as a prime responsibility of the government. 17 Mining operations, 
particularly those on any scale, tended to be located in out-of-the-way and border 
areas over which the officials typically exercised tenuous control in the best of times. 18 

Often, tasks such as lending funds to the miners or the collection of taxes had to 
be farmed out to what were usually referred to as 'merchants' (shang lfti) but who 
must have constituted a group with widely diverse backgrounds. In any case, they 
often worked as much or more for their own enrichment as for the interests ofthe 
government. 19 

Then there was the problem of maintaining at least a modicum of order in the 
mining districts. Even with the superior military force at the government's disposal, 
bands of miners, enjoying a high degree of mobility, could be exceedingly difficult 
to deal with when they took up arms against the authorities or against the local 
populace.20 In this, they were not unlike guerrilla forces in our own century. 

The general character of the miners themselves also came into play. The anthro
pologist Thomas Greaves and his collaborators have eloquently summarised this 
character. Though they base their comments on the observation of modern miners, 
much of what they say applies with little modification to miners in earlier times, 
including those in China: 

Miners the world over have been noted for their solidarity, their readiness to assert and 
defend their collective interests .... One can, with reasonable security, suggest that miners 
everywhere are prone to a strident and stormy character. In our literature such aggressive 
labour unity has often been attributed to the work environment, which isolates teams of 
men who must depend on each other for their very survival, while counterposing them to a 
management that appears (and often is) unmoved by the brutalising nature of the toil and 
omnipresent mortal danger.21 

In China, 'professional' miners often came from the roughest and rowdiest ele
ments of the society. Many owned no land and thus lacked even the minimal status 
conveyed by landownership. Their mobility attenuated their ties to any locality.22 

17 As in late medieval Europe, part of the regale (the right of political authorities 'to dispose of mines under pri
vate lands subject to their authority') was the obligation to set up an imperial administration for regulating 
labour and community life of the miners; Nef(1952), p. 442. 

I~ Es~e~ially ~ the so~t!'west, oppo~ition by non-Han peoples meant that Chinese miners could not carry on 
theIr actiVItIes WIthout military protection by the government; see, e.g., Hosie (1922), p. 160. 

19 cr. Satoi (1972), pp. 54-61 for a good discussion of this group in the Chhing, especially in Hunan. 
20 Eberstein (1974), pp. 74, 152-4, 157. For an example ofa proposal that explicitly allowed for mining where 

the government could maintain some control over it but advocated 'as a precaution' the prohibition of mining in 
out-of-the-w~~ 'border territories where the I [minority] people congregate', see the memorial of +1737 by the 
ProVInCial Military Commander ofKweichow; Anon. (1983), Vo!. I, pp. 60-1. 

21 Greaves.~ al. (1985), p. 171. Interestingly, among the circumstances that affected the degree of punishment 
metedout to mme~s who VIOlated government prohibitions against private mining in the Ming was the size of the 
group mvolv~d. Mmers from those groups of over 30 were punished more severely; Eberstein (1974), p. 157. 

" Eberstem (1974), p. 154; Sun (1967), p. 46. As Su Tung-pho in the +I1th centu~escribed the workers at the 
36.large-scale mining and smelting complexes (over 100 workers each) at Li-kuo 'f1J1!!l chien, they were 'destitute 
drifters, ~trong and fierce' (chi ha. wang ming chhiang-li chih-jen M~t:t,;II;iJ.JI?,). Ever objective, however, Su 
also admItted that SOme of them were 'able and reliable' (yu tshai-lierh chung-chin 1i;f;t;iJi!iili!\iiI); Su Tung-ph. Chi, 
Mu ch., ch. II, Vo!. 13, pp. 51-2. 
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At the same time, their living conditions and the dangers of their work placed a high 
premium on cooperation in order to survive.23 Such people, especially when they 
congregated in large numbers, could threaten public order at any moment but were 
seen as especially likely to cause problems when mines gave out, leaving them with
out work, or in bad years when there was insufficient food. 24 Some officials, such as 
the famous HaiJui @:Effil of the Ming or the governor-general in +1735 at Canton, 
O-mi-ta ~IB~~, attempted, probably without much success, to maintain a clear 
distinction between more easily controllable local people and more troublesome 
'vagabonds' working at the mines. 25 Others, such as Lin Tse-hsu **~U~ of Opium 
War fame, argued that the whole idea of the great difficulty of dispersing miners at a 
mine that had given out was nothing but a canard perpetrated by those who knew 
nothing of the real situation at mines. 26 Still, the government did sometimes find 
itselffaced with bands of marauding miners that could number in the thousandsY 
Ray Huang would even argue that the major rebellion by the mining entrepreneur, 
Yeh Tsung-liu ~ ~f:fi1, which took the government five years from +1444 to +1449 
to suppress, left so strong a fear among the officials that it 'proved a constant hind
rance to the government's efforts at silver mining in the sixteenth century. '28 In the 
right (or wrong!) circumstances, especially where good prospects of plunder (another 
way of striking it rich) presented themselves, miners could also be enticed into becom
ing mercenaries, lending their support even to uprisings that had nothing to do with 
mining conditions per se. 29 

Even at peaceable working mines, security could become an important concern 
of the officials. Prosperous but out-of-the-way mining operations served as an attract
ive target for bandits.30 In extreme cases, the bandits might even take over an entire 
area of mining operations and thus deprive the government of all control over the 
mines as well as the revenues they produced. By the Ming period at least, it had 
become common practice for the government to station troops to protect mines in 
which it had a special interest.3 ! 

" Eberstein (1974), pp. 200-1. 
" Miners sometimes caused another problem when, in a period of rising grain prices caused by bad harvests, 

they were able to pay the higher prices and thus siphon grain away from the more settled areas where the people 
relied on agriculture for a living; Anon. (1983), Vo!. I, pp. 60-1. 

" Carrier (1973), pp. 149-50; Sun (Ig67), p. 48; Eberstein (1974), pp. 158-g. 
26 Sun (1967), pp. 48~. Perhaps also in the canard class were the frequent statements by officials that gold 

and silver (and thus their mining) were of no use to farmers or to the people in general; Huang YU-heng & 
Ai Ta-chheng (I989), p. 64· 

" Eberstein (1974), p. 151; Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (I987), Vo!. I, p. 198. The miners were relatively 
easy. to organise in part because, like the 'patricians' in the urban disorders during the late Ming in Chiang-nan 
iTjiiij, they tended to share a narrow set of well-defined interests; cf. von Glahn (1991). 

28 Huang (1974), p. 242. For a good discussion of the Yeh uprising, cf. Eberstein (1974), pp. 148-50. 
29 Eberstein (1974), p. 153. The populace of an area might look on miners' bands quite differently, even help

ing them on their arrival to get settled, in the hope that the opening of a mine would offer side employment for 
the natives of the district; Eberstein (1974), p. 146. Also, the argument could be and was made that, given the fact 
that so many of the miners were rough types with no other ~egal) means of livelihood, allowing them to work as 
miners could lead them eventually to abandon their bad ways; Anon. (1983), p. 74. 

30 Eberstein (1974), p. 96. 
31 Eberstein (1974), pp. 97, 153ff., 201. The troops of course could also come in handy for controlling the 

miners; Huang (1974), p. 24'. 
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Apart from security, few officials, whatever their perspective on mining in general, 
would deny the ultimate responsibility of the government for maintaining at least a 
modicum of peace and order at existing mining sites. Hence local officials might be 
drawn into disputes over mining claims where rules well established for agriculture 
often provided little help even for surface workings and much less for underground 
mines. The surviving sources, however, do not provide enough information to enable 
us to generalise about the circumstances in which officials might be expected to inter
vene. At least by later times, we can assume that the miners themselves had already 
worked out most of the principles or rules necessary for solving most commonly 
occurring disputes. 32 The miners were in most cases far more likely to have the 
understanding of mining operations that would lead to workable rules, in contrast 
to government officials who only very rarely knew or cared about how mining was 
actually carried on.33 

The physiocratic orientation of all Chinese governments, with its unswerving 
emphasis on agriculture as the basis of a sound economy, also led many officials 
to fear mining as a possible drain on labour power that could more productively 
be expended on the all-important activities of cultivation and harvest. Agriculture 
might also be hurt if mining led to the poisoning of waters needed for irrigation.34 

The congregating oflarge numbers of miners who produced no food also in gen
eral tended to drive up food prices not only for themselves but also for natives of the 
district. 35 A memorial by Grand Secretary Yang Ying-chii in +1765 attributes part 
of the problem to clever but less-than-honest entrepreneurial types: 36 

As more mines are opened in Yunnan province, so have larger numbers of miners congreg
ated, at some places reaching hundreds of thousands of persons. This has led to an expanded 
consumption of rice and an over-demand for its transport, which in turn have caused a rise in 
food prices at the mining sites. Furthermore, there are some worthless fellows who, alleging 
that they have discovered copper in a certain mountain, present their claims, collect a group 
oflike characters and begin to test-mine. They begin by approaching households that pos
sess [surplus] rice and borrow food from them, calling this 'rice portions.' The amount of 
rice portions donated in this way will be used in future to determine the proportion of the 
mining profits to be paid to the donor. When after a few years it is seen that the mine yields 

" We have given above (Section (h)(3)) an example of such a rule: when two miners approaching from 
different directions saw each other's light, they were to break off and start working in another direction. Von 
Richthofen provides another example. In the late 19th century, at the gold placers along the Han River in 
Hupeh, the miners (who practised farming during much of the year) came together at the beginning of the min· 
ing season each year to subdivide and stake off working areas, each of which was assigned to a particular miner; 
von Richthofen (1874), p. 4. 

33 Even when officials made on-site inspections of the mines, their primary concern with maintaining order 
meant that they were much more likely to check that the registers providing details on the miners employed were 
well maintained than to concern themselves with actual mining techniques. It was this information that they regu· 
larly required in reports from the operators of mines; Lu Tai-ming{I986), p. 161. It was also mainly from checking 
the records of the number of miners actually at work that they tried to keep up with actual production activity at 
the mines and smelters; SHr:SH, ch. 34, p. 24 a-b. This should be kept in mind when reading Vogel's contentions 
('987a, V. .) that officials charged with mining responsibilities in +18th century Yunnan took a significantly 
greater interest even in technological matters than their predecessors in the Ming and even in the early Chhmg. 

,. Vogel & Theisen-Vogel ('991), p. 26. 
" Eberstein (1974), pp. '54-5; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel ('99')' p. 26; Li Hua (I990 ), p. 52. 
.. Tun·nan Thung Chilr, ch. 74, p. 22; Sun (1964), pp. 59-60· 
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nothing, they will move to another locality, and again borrow rice from the householders. In 
the end the mines remain an empty plot while the food is simply wasted. 37 

One wonders what proportion of these 'worthless fellows' were really dishonest, as 
implied, and what proportion were simply themselves victims of deposits that did 
not pan out. 

A real concern not to violate geomantic (.feng shui .@.i*) prescriptions also made 
some officials wary of mining, though there is no lack of evidence that such concerns 
sometimes served as a subterfuge to mask less noble motives, one that could be very 
effective precisely because widespread acceptance of these ideas made them difficult 
to refute.3a In the Ming and Chhing, probably the greatest geomantic impediments 
to mining were to be found in the Peking region where coal mining was often pro
hibited because of possible disruption of the geomantic forces affecting the imperial 
tombs39 or even because at least some of the emperors themselves were believers in 
geomancy. 40 For the situation elsewhere, at least in the late Chhing, the comments of 
Baron von Richthofen, who travelled extensively if rather rapidly through many parts 
of the empire, are perhaps only slightly too cynical: 'The mandarins are well aware 
that, though those who pay for mining enterprises may fail, they, themselves can only 
gain. In all the mining districts which I have visited, they have acted in accordance 
with this principle, and I never met with any instance where the Feng-shui superstition 
did interfere with extraction of minerals, provided it could be done with profit.'41 

Those officials who took seriously their responsibility to promote good morals 
among the people looked askance at the spirit of greed that mining often seemed to 
encourage. Ifwe are to believe the HuaiNan Tzu l1EWFf when it tells us that the sage 
'Shen hid gold deep in inaccessible mountains in order to prevent a spirit of greed 
among the people', 42 such thinking dates back to the dawn of Chinese history. 

Finally, mining was a notorious target of fiscal exploitation by local officials or other 
agents of the government.43 One of the most prevalent practices, found in virtually 
all periods, required miners, after paying a fixed percentage of their production as 

" For background on these problems, in particular the Burma war which caused shortages of both rice and 
transport facilities, cf. Vogel (1987a), V. I. 

38 Van Richthofen notes that, like most other things in China, sincerity and depth of belief in geomancy 
varied greatly in different regions of the empire; van Richthofen (1872), p. I. For belief on the part of the elite in 
geomancy, see Freedman (1979), pp. 315-17. 

39 Wang Chung-lo (I956), p. 27; Lii Tai-ming (1986), pp. 1.)4ff. 
"" In the area of Fu-shun ltlllli, the major coal producting region of Liaoning province, there was still in the 

late 1950S a widespread tradition that the early Chhing emperors had forbidden coal mining on a particular 
seam because the seam was interpreted to be a 'black dragon' (hti-Iung ~ft) that had come upriver to enter the 
earth at Fu-shun; Hung Yii & Wan Chiang ([958-[959), October 31, (1958), p. 5. On the other hand, as E-tu Zen 
Sun has noted, the Chhien-lung ~I!i emperor most emphatically did not share those beliefs: in +1787, when he 
heard that officials were using geomantic arguments to prevent the opening of a sulphur mine near Peking, he 
rejected those arguments as 'fantastic' and 'preposterous'; Sun (1968), p. 832 (also Sun (1981), p. 121). 

" Von Richthofen (1871), p. 16. It must of course be kept in mind that evidence from the unsettled second half 
of the 19th century can only with great care be drawn on to support generalisations about earlier periods of 
China's imperial history. 

42 Ma Yun-kho (I932 ), p. g. 
43 Williamson (1867), p. 67; Gray (1878), p. 357; Anon. (1861); Golas (lg8g), p. 420. In the late Ig30s, one of the 

informal titles of the provincial governor ofYunnan, given to him by businessmen in the tin industry at Ko-chiu, 
was 'head of the local bandits'; Shih Kuo-heng (1947), p. 55. 

.. 
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a tax, to sell most if not all of their remaining production to the government. 
Often, the prices were set so low that they precluded any profit or even the covering 
of expenses. In borderline cases, the result might mean that the miners could work 
only very high-grade ores. This was the case, for example, in Tung-chhuan *I! I in 
Yunnan in the 1890S when only ore that contained IQ per cent or more copper was 
economically exploitable. 44 Many mines that might otherwise be viable were thus 
forced to close.'; This must have had at least some negative effect on the develop
ment of mining technology insofar as it made economically unviable deep workings 
where the greater challenges, in the right circumstances, could spur on inventions 
and innovation.46 

In a period like the late Ming, the difficulties for the miners could be further 
exacerbated by more direct interference from the capital than was usually the 
norm. In the reign of the Wan-li f.itlff emperor (+1573 to +1619), a central govern
ment strapped for funds relied heavily on eunuch mining inspectors who were 
sent out from the capital to the mining districts. Though their commission was 
to increase the central government's take from mining, they became notorious for 
devising creative ways of siphoning off mining revenues for themselves.47 

Even without any particularly evil intent, local officials often found themselves 
forced to press miners hard for revenues. They frequently had to contend with 
inflexible revenue quotas imposed on them by the central government, quotas that 
failed to take into account the inevitable fluctuations in mining production that 
were well beyond the control of the miners and mining entrepreneurs.4S Where 
the officials, not content with simply taxing production, actually took over direct 
control of mines and miners, their efforts to make the mines pay often led to brutal 
treatment of the miners, driving many of them to abscond or, where that was not 
possible, to commit suicide.49 Thus many officials as well as some emperors (see 

.. Ting, (1915), p. 210. 
" A letter by a Chhing official, Li Fu *'*, commenting on copper mining in Yunnan, describes the problem 

very accurately: 'The fixed copper price paid by the government is not sufficient to meet ... expenditures. That 
is the reason why mine owners often report that their mines are old and deposits are depleted. This is merely an 
excuse to escape; actually the mines are not old, nor are the deposits depleted.' Pheng Tse-i ([957), p. 345; trans
lated in Sun (1964), pp. 71-2. Another tactic used by local officials was to require miners to buy their tools from 
the government, at inflated prices; Eberstein (lg74), p. 73. For uprisings ofYunnan miners against official exactions, 
c( Chhen Lu-fan et al. (r98o), pp. 24-8. 

.. Circumstances such as those that prevailed in central Europe during the Renaissance, and to which the 
writings of Agricola, among others, give abundant testimony. Interestingly, the inability to solve these problems 
was one of the reasons, along with the decimation of the population by the plague of the mid-+14th century and 
the devastation of the Hussite Wars in the first half of the +15th century, for the century of depression in the cent
ral European mining industry from about +1350 to +1450 that immediately preceded the great boom that began 
in the late +15th century; Long (Iggl), pp. 323-4. 

" For example, one technique was to levy 'protection' fees on landowners who wished to avoid having their 
property explored for ore deposits; Peterson (lg79), p. 7$ Eberstein (lg74), pp. 8.fr. and passim. 

.. Golas (lg8g), pp. 415-17; Huang (1974), p. 241; Carlier (lg73), pp. 149-50; Voge! (lg87a), V. I. A creative 
answer (or at least partial answer) to the problem of meeting steady quotas despite fluctuating production 
emerged in the +18th century with the designation of new mines as 'branch mines' (t~u-chhan 7-11) belonging to 
a 'parent mine' (mu-chhang BJ:;\!!). Administratively, the two were handled together. Vogel thinks that the branch 
mines were originally taxed but that the taxes later ceased so that production from the branch mines could make 
good quota shortfalls of the parent mine; Vogel (1987a), V. I. 

.. Sun (1967), p. 56; Eberstein (lg74), pp. 96-7. 
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the words of the Hung-wu emperor at the head of this section) came to the con
clusion that the only effective way of preventing the abuse of miners that was so 
often the norm in both private and government mines was to prohibit mining 
wherever possible. 

On the other hand, the potential benefits of mining, not only for the government 
but also for the miners and for the people at large, assured that it would not lack for 
vigorous defenders in officialdom. As Mark Elvin has noted, government attitudes 
'were generally benign toward anything that had a positive effect on the people's 
welfare.'5o One of the major concerns oflocal officials in China was that there be 
work available for the people under their jurisdiction. 51 Mining was therefore often 
advocated because it provided supplementary income for farmers in the off-season 
or, an even more persuasive argument, provided work for those who had no other 
means of support. 52 The government also recognised that mining could provide work 
relief for populations that had met with natural or man-made disastersY Indeed, 
the government effectively had its own definition of 'small-scale' private mining 
toward which the officials ordinarily were quite tolerant. 54 As long as mining was 
carried on mainly by natives of a locality, either farmers on a part-time basis or 
landless natives on a full-time basis, and did not reach a scale where it drew people, 
including professional miners, from other localities, officials were usually tolerant 
of it even when technically it was illegal. 55 Of course, such policies, insofar as they 
could be implemented, 56 stood direcdy in the way of one of the most potent forces 
for raising the level of mining technology: the free circulation of miners with con
siderable experience and expertise. 

" Elvin (1975), p. 110. If such considerations dovetailed with the government fiscal interests, for example the 
increasing revenue it drew from coal taxes in the Ming and Chhing (Lii Tai-ming(1986), pp. 146ff.), so much the 
better. 

" King (1965), pp. 234-5. . 
" Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), Vol. 2, p. 600; Sun (1967), p. 52; Vogel (1989), p. 155. Eberstem 

argues, however, that in the Ming period at least, the idea of using mining toprovide .work for those without land 
who spent most of their time wandering in search of work was exceptIonal m the thmking of the offiCIals, bemg 
usually a reaction to the threat of uprisings by these homeless une~ployed. The more com~on goal of the offi
cials was to reintegrate these rootless people into the sedentaryfarmmgpopulatlOn; Eberstem (1974), pp. 15g-62. 
Surely, though, local circumstances must have done much to condition the attitudes of specific officials. In par
ticular, there were cases where such reintegration was simply not in the realm of possibility; fer some examples, 
see Sun (1967), p. 52. . 

" Sun (1967), p. 53, fn. 18; Eberstein (1974), p. lOO.. Recegnition that mining was 'socially useful', that It ceuld 
provide work for people who. otherwise had no means to support themselves, was an ~!,ortant comp~:ment m 
the thinking that led to the major change toward a policy of general encouragement of ~ml~g m the Chhlen-Iung 
filii period (+1736 to +1795) of the Chhing; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 33; Lii Ta1-mmg (1986), pp. 111-16. 

" Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (1987), Vol. 1, p. 198. ., 
" Eberstein (1974), pp. 158-9; Lu Tai-ming (1986), p. 129. It should be noted that the difficulty of tracking 

dewn such small ntines would by itself often have frustrated official efforts to clese them. We have noted above 
((k)(s)) that, in the great tin-mining centre of Ko-chiu, there were still in the 1930S some 1,000. privately owned 
mines spread out ever abeut 1,150 sq. km of mountainous land. Any supposed advantages frem across-the-beard 
attempts to close such mining clusters weuld hardly have appeared to most officials as 'cost-effective'. Hence, a 
high propertien of mining in traditional China was illicit, with greater or lesser attempts by the min:rs to con
ceal their efforts from the officials, as when gold washing (Anon. (1898), p. 130), coal ntining (Lii Tal-mmg(1986), 
pp. 15g-60), and undoubtedly other forms of mining were carried on only at night. 

56 And they often could not be, as in Yunnan during the Chhing; Vogel (1987a), V.2. 
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Smaller mines also mitigated the wasting side of the industry: deposits would last 
that much longer the less intensively they were exploited. 57 But when mining out
grew these limits, the government was likely to react, in some cases even by sending 
troops to forcibly close the mines. 58 

The inexorable needs of the government for the products of mining of course 
powerfully conditioned official attitudes. In certain periods and with certain metals 
such as copper, iron, lead, tin and zinc, the government's main concern was to get 
enough of these metals to meet its huge currency and weaponry needs.59 In these 
cases, theoretical objections to mining were unlikely to carry much weight. Then 
there were the major and indispensible revenues mining provided for the govern
ment. Time and again, policies that prohibited mining were reversed not because 
of any confidence that the abuses that had given rise to the policies in the first place 
could be avoided but simply because the government felt it needed the revenue.60 

At the very end of the Ming, as we have seen above ((c)(5)), the court even ordered 
the translation of Agricola's De Re Metallica into Chinese mainly in the hope that 
use of the Western mining and smelting methods it described would raise mining 
production in China and thus provide a new source of revenue for the government's 
depleted treasury. 

Though all of these considerations led to considerable support for mining among 
officials, they left open the more specific question of precisely how the officials should 
deal with mining that had been authorised. Time and again, the debate centred on 
how much direct control the government should exercise over mines and miners. 
Should the officials run the mines themselves; or should they leave the mines in 
private hands and simply tax the output; should they combine a tax with forced 
purchase of all or most of the OUtput?61 Except for certain exceptions in cases of major 
mining operations that were crucial to meet government needs (such as copper for 
coinage), the arguments of those who advocated that the government limit its efforts 
to taxing the mines or to a combination of taxation and forced purchase tended to 
prevail.62 There was much in Confucian orthodoxy that argued that the state should 
'care for the people by exercising the least interference in the people's economic 
pursuits'.63 It was also argued that natural resources ('the benefits of the mountains 

" This was the basis for one objection to the introduction of foreign mining methods into 19th century China; 
Anon. (18g2), p. 98. Not surprisingly, the foreigners often failed to perceive the reasonableness of the govern
ment's case. 

" Eberstein (1974), pp. 158-9; Sun (1967), pp. 52-3' 
" It has been argued that this led the government to stress maximising production rather than maximising its 

control; cf. Hua Shan (/982), p. 123. 
60 One wonders how much more supportive of mining the Chinese government would have been had it 

been as dependent on mining revenues as +15th and +16th century Saxony where regalian dues on silverntines 
accounted for one-quarter of total revenues in +1473, and two-thirds in +1530! Braunstein (1983), p. 582. 

61 This later practice is the equivalent ofthe 'right ofpreemption' in European mining law; Nef(1952), p. 447· 
" The large and constant need for copper at the government mints certainly goes far to explain why the 

Chinese governments, especially in the later imperial period, were far more likely to become actively involved in 
copper mining than in other kinds ofless critical mining operations; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 54. 

63 Chhen Chih-jang (lg80), p. 3. 
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and marshes' shan tse chih li 0J~zflj) should belong to the people at large and not be 
confiscated by the government for its purposes. Sometimes, this principle was supple
mented with what purported to be the lessons of experience, as in Chhiu Chiin's 
Ta Hsueh Yen I Pu *~m~M (Restoration and Extension of the Ideas of the Great 
Learning): 'If the officials take the benefits of the mountains and marshes, these will 
be insufficient. If the people take them, there will be a surplus.'64 In other words, 
private mines would have a more successful track record than mines run by the govern
ment. Some officials agreed, contending that the government could save itself many 
problems and derive greater revenue from mines by allowing them to be privately 
run and publicly taxed, rather then by trying to run the mines itself. A typical ex
pression of this point of view occurs in a +1682 memorial by Tshai Yii-jung ~.~: 

Your foolish servant considers that the earth does not give up its riches without the labour 
of man. If officials are ordered to open up mines, the expenses turn out to be higher than 
estimated. In this period of ceaseless military expenditures, where will the money be 
found? Moreover, once excavations have begun, veins sometimes prove to be thin and 
erratic, so that halfWay through the investment comes to naught. In other cases, the deposit 
is rich and dependable but its out-of-the-way location makes it difficult to get informa
tion on what is going on so that the way is open to peculation by the officials and the 
people alike. In this case, how much profit will accrue to the State? There is no policy more 
expedient than to allow the people to open up mines and have the officials collect taxes 
onthem.65 

On the other hand, Confucian-sanctioned concern for the people's welfare meant 
that Chinese governments often felt obliged to look after the welfare of miners, 
whether at government or private mines. Thus officials might limit the depth of mines 
since, often enough, greater depth meant more accidents that led to the injury or 
death ofminers.66 Or they might order better timbering, especially in coal minesY 
They surely would feel obliged to do something when they learned about the dread
ful conditions in which miners were sometimes forced to work. 68 

Finally, no government started with a clean slate when it came to setting or chang
ing mining policies. In particular, any efforts to establish or extend direct govern
ment control over existing mining operations would have to contend with vested 
interests. There was little reason to believe that the people profiting from the 
exploitation of private mines would meekly accept the effective confiscation of their 

.. Wu Chheng-ming & Hsu Ti-hsin (l987), Vol. 1, p. Ig1. 
" Huang ChhQIJ Ching Shih Wen Pien, ch. 26, cited in Chhen Ut-fan '/01. (l98o), p. 34. See also Wu Chheng-ming 

& Hsu Ti-hsin (l987), Vol. 2, pp. 599-600. This is a good example of the laissez-faire policies in regard to direct 
management that tended to characterise the Chhing dynasty (+1644 to Ig11); Feuerwerker (lg82), p. 152. 

.. Lil Tai-ming (1986), p. Ig7. "Ibid., p. Igg. 
68 Ebrey (1981), pp. 233-4; Sun (lg67), pp. 56, 64; Sun (lg81), pp. 106, 114-15. For similar problems in the salt

works ofSzechwan, see Voge! (lgg0), pp. 200-2. His conclusion for the saltworks seems to hold generally true for 
mining: although the government officials were sometimes slow to react to brutal conditions offorced labour, 
they usually did react eventually and their actions or the threat of actions was enough to ensure that forced 
labour was the exception rather than the norm. For a less sanguine view, cf. Lu Tai-ming (1.986), pp. 221-4. 
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livelihood by the government. Especially in those many remote mining areas where 
the power the government could bring to bear was limited at best, their resistance 
might well prevail.69 

(3) THE STATE IMPACT ON MINING TECHNOLOGY 

With our present knowledge, we are still far from being able to determine with much 
confidence the overall impact of State actions on mining technology. This question 
is related to, but not synonymous, with how one assesses the effect of State actions 
on the mining industry in general. That assessment in turn is part of a larger assess
ment of the effects of government actions on the overall economy. These are sub
jects on which competent scholars have often reached quite different conclusions.70 
For the Ming and Chhing periods, for example, we have Albert Feuerwerker's con
tention that 'Neither the direct nor the indirect influences of the state on the eco
nomy were major factors determining the nature and rate of . . . [late imperial] 
premodern economic growth'71 whileJames Lee would claim that 'the Chinese state 
was the largest and most powerful economic institution in late imperial China' and 
that the 'power of the public sector to determine the behaviour of the private sec
tor was great'. 72 Further studies will undoubtedly lead to an increasingly nuanced 
understanding of the role of the State in the economy, one that makes high-level 
generalisation far more difficult but gives us a much more textured appreciation 
of the varying effects of different policies on different sectors of the economy in 
different periods. For example, it would seem difficult to deny that the constant 
strong government demand for copper to supply its mints exercised a clearly pos
itive influence on the development of copper mining,73 and Hans Ulrich Vogel has 
rightly stressed that the considerable government investment in transportation 
facilities was an important precondition for the flourishing Yunnan copper industry 
in the Chhing.74 

It is somewhat easier to generalise when we focus on government policies that 
impacted or did not impact specifically on technology. With certain exceptions such 
as the copper precipitation process in the Sung75 or occasional efforts to promote 
mining in a certain area by actively recruiting mining specialists from outside 
the area,76 few government actions were aimed directly at mining technology. 
This was an area that, regardless of their opinions on mining in general, the officials 

. 69 Chhen Lil-fan et 01. (I.98o), p. 33. Teng Tho has provided a striking example of how much mining could be 
sunply beyond the government's control, or even knowledge. As late as the +18th century, in a metropolitan pre
fecture, the local gazetteer mentions only one state-run mine. Yet we know from other, non-official sources, that 
weUover 100 private mines were in operation there at that time! Teng Tho (l956), p. g; Cartier (lg67), p. 60. It 
was ill many cases simply beyond the capability of the officials to get anything in the way of accurate information 
on private mines located in O1it-of-the-way ifnot virtually inaccessible areas. 

,. Golas (lg8g), pp. 418-21. 71 Feuerwerker (lg84), p. 322. 72 Lee (lg87), p. 8. 
" Golas (lg8g), p. 414; Vogel (lg87a), 1.2. "Voge!1k Theisen-Vogel (I.991), p. 2g. 
" See (j) above. "Golas (lg8g), p. 420. 
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were ordinarily content to leave outside their scope of activity. 77 For example, as the 
Yunnan copper mines reached greater depths in the +I8th century, there seem to 
have been no technological advances to cope with growing problems of haulage, 
water control, ventilation and the like. By this point, improved technology along 
the lines of what one finds in Agricola's De Re Metallica would undoubtedly have 
been very expensive and could probably only have been paid for by the govern
ment. But the government did nothing. 78 Its attitude could hardly have been more 
different from that found, for instance, at the princely courts in Germany where 'in 
some cases the prince's mining advisor was among his most respected counsellors. '79 

Even when the government engaged in what was probably its most widely used policy 
to promote mining, that is, the lending of capital to the miners, the loans were 
usually in the form of working capital and seldom for infrastructure or improved 
technology. 

On the other hand, such abstention by the officials from participation in tech
nical matters may in some ways have been more a blessing than a hindrance. Lothar 
Suhling, among others, has stressed how technological innovations can be hampered 
when too much control is exercised by those who have high political and social 
status but little technical competence,80 certainly a fair description of most Chinese 
officials. Moreover, the selectivity sometimes exercised by officials when granting 
mining concessions to private individuals, insisting that they demonstrate they had 
sufficient capital to develop the mines effectively, may have had a more positive if 
indirect effect on mining methods (and therefore mining technology in the broad 
sense) than direct intervention in decisions about what technology to use could be 
expected to have had.81 

77 Voge! (1987a), L2. On the other hand, there are indications of a greater willingness among officials of the 
Chhing (especially those dealing with the Yunnan copper industry) to involve themselves in specifically technical 
activities such as prospecting or smelting; Ibid., Y.2; Vogel & Theisen-Vogel (1991), p. 30. To the extent that this 
was actually the case, it was probably due in major part to the career opportunities such expertise afforded at that 
time. This is a question that needs further study, not only for the Chhing but also earlier dynasties. Two studies 
that suggest some of the directions in which such studies might proceed are Hartwell (1971) and Smith (1991). Such 
studies should also address specifically what effects greater involvement by officials, insofar as it occurred, had on 
the actual technical operation of mines. 

78 Arnold Pacey is generally correct in suggesting that there was in China 'a tendency, basically realistic, to see 
the solution of practical problems in terms of good organisation and effective government. Technology was left 
to craft workers and entrepreneurs.' Pacey (1990), p. 93. Thus the government might lend working capital to the 
miners but seldom made any effort to direct the spending of that capital in technologically more advanced ways. 

79 Morrison (1992), p. 56. 80 Suhling (1978), p. 145. 81 Thang Ming-sui et al. (1958), p. 55. 

(m) CONCLUSION 

Chinese mining in the latter part of the imperial period was a very large industry 
that nevertheless relied overwhelmingly on small-scale, not to say primitive, tech
niques (see above, (e)(r)(ii)(o)). It was very large both in terms of total output and 
the numbers of workers it engaged (see Section (b)). Moreover, individual mining 
operations, while normally quite small, sometimes employed hundreds of miners 
and support personnel, occasionally even thousands. Despite this scale, however, 
many of the tools and procedures on which the industry mainly relied even in the 
19th and 20th centuries would not have surprised a miner of the Warring States 
period, more than two thousand years earlier. 

The sluggish development and even occasional retrogression of Chinese min
ing technology after its quite promising advances down to the Warring States 
period demands at least an effort at explanation. This is especially true for the later 
imperial period from about the +8th century on, when Chinese governments regu
larly endeavoured, and not without success, to stimulate production. We can also 
fairly confidently assume that, during the same period, private mining entrepreneurs 
were not entirely immune to the lure of greater profits that might come from higher 
production. 

Why, then, did Chinese mining technology display such limited advance after 
the Warring States period? Why did mining and metallurgy never play in China a 
vanguard role as was the case, for example, during the Renaissance in Europe? 

We are now in a position to hazard some answers to those questions. They can 
perhaps best be discussed in terms of: (r) the crucial importance that understanding 
of ore deposits and their environments played in mining technology; (2) character
istics of the technology itself that inhibited advances beyond a certain point; (3) 
those social, political and economic factors that created an environment to which 
small-scale primitive mining was ordinarily the only viable response. 

Technological capacity does not mean the same thing in mining as in many other 
technologies. To a degree not true for other technologies, mining was acutely depend
ent on what nature provided. Even agriculture, which also must respond to natural 
endowments such as climate and land, usually offers farmers a certain number of 
options. Within limits, they can choose what to grow and how to grow it. This pos
sibility of choice could even lead to controlled experiments to determine which seeds 
and practices worked best on a given piece ofland. I In certain circumstances, farmers 
could modify natural endowments, as by terracing mountainsides to obtain level 
fields for cultivation or by making use of irrigation. In the case of mining, such 
options were largely absent. One could not choose to mine gold, or tin, or coal, 
depending on which promised to be more profitable. Deposits were either there and 
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economically workable, or they were not. One could only mine what was there. 
How one mined was also largely dictated by the nature of the deposits. 

Consequently, knowledge of what minerals were present or likely to be present 
was the best tool available to the miner in his quest to appropriate nature's largely 
hidden and recalcitrant resources. That meant the right kind of understanding 
of the natural environment. Over time, miners did learn from experience where 
deposits were more likely to be found (see (J)(4) ), but the variety of mining environ
ments and the essential unpredictability of deposits meant that they had nothing 
that corresponded to the kind of understanding farmers could acquire from hands
on experiments over which they maintained a degree of control. Even failures could 
instruct the farmer in a more consistent fashion than was true for the miner. And 
farmers could be fairly confident of duplicating successes by repeating the same 
actions. Because for the miner each environment and each mine offered its own 
distinctive set of challenges and opportunities ((a)(2)(ii», what worked or what 
occurred in one place was of only very limited help in guessing what another site 
might offer and how to get at it. As we have stressed, an intuition that resisted 
codification was often the best aid for prospectors and miners ((a)(2)(ii». 

Beyond that, the knowledge that miners needed above all was the kind ofknow
ledge provided in our day by sciences such as geology ((C)(2». That kind of know
ledge would have helped not only in finding deposits but also in providing at least 
hints of how to work them most effectively. How far the Chinese were from a useful 
body of 'geological' knowledge shows up strikingly by even a cursory examination 
of what +r6th century European works such as Biringuccio's Pirotechnia or Agricola's 
De Re Metallica have to say about ores2 compared with Sung Ying-hsing's scattered 
comments almost a century later in the 7KKW. 3 

To be sure, practical experience and intuition could substitute, if only imper
fectly, for some of that knowledge ((d)(3». This was probably especially true for 
major mining areas such as the copper and tin mining in Yunnan. But it would have 
been an intellectual challenge of the first order to take the variety of practical know
ledge available and to synthesise it into general principles that could be of use in a 
variety of mining environments. Moreover, the illiteracy of nearly all the miners 
and the lack of interest in mining on the part of those who were literate ((C)(2» pre
cluded the emergence of a tradition of writing on mining that alone might have led 
to codification of what had been learned and the transmission of that knowledge 
from generation to generation. Again, one sees a sharp contrast with agriculture, 
where farming calendars and handbooks were in wide circulation at least by 
the +IIth and +I2th centuries.4 In the absence of a tradition of compiling mining 
knowledge in written form, overall understanding of the mining environment was 
doomed to glacial advance if any at all. And without that improved understanding, 

2 Smith & Gnudi ([959), esp. book one, chaps. [-6; Hoover & Hoover ([9[2), esp. book 1II. 
3 Creating an awareness of the very possibility of such knowledge might have been the greatest contribution 

that could have been made by the wide circulation of a Chinese translation of Agricola's De Re Metallica ((c)(5))' 
• Cf. Bray in Vo!. 6, pt. 2, pp. 47-76; Golas ([980), p. 310. 
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the chances of significant progress in overall technological capacity were remote. 
Chinese miners would instead continue a heavy reliance on non-rational 'techniques' 
including offerings to spirits, carrying on mining so as not to offend the spirits and 
an overwhelming reliance on luck ( (k)(4) ). 

Certain unique characteristics of mining technology in the narrow sense (the 
actual methods used to procure minerals or ores) also served as m~or obstacles to 
technological advance in premodern conditions. Important among these was the 
fact that options for mechanisation are narrowly limited in traditional, small-scale 
mines. We noted in the introduction mining's overwhelming reliance on brute force 
to break the rock and release the ore. In our discussion of underground mining, how
ever, we had a great deal to say about tools ((h)(2)(i», little to say about machines. 
This was not because the Chinese were lacking in inventiveness or mechanical knack 
but because it was energy and not mechanisation that was mainly needed at the 
rock face. Apart from brute human energy, the only other means available before 
modern times for breaking rock were firesetting and gunpowder.5 Firesetting was 
discovered early and presumably used where practicable ( (h)(6) ) while blasting with 
gunpowder suffered from many limitations that prevented its widespread use in 
mining ((h)(7) ). Where mechanisation could usefully come into play was especially 
in hoisting ( (h)(8) )6 and control of water in the mines ( (h)( r r) ). Even here, the poten
tial for mechanisation was limited by a number of factors. More sophisticated 
equipment could be simply too costly to be feasible for relatively small mines.1 Non
human energy to power larger machines, including animal power,s was also in 
scarce supply.9 Few mining areas in China had access to funds on the scale that 
built, for example, the great water diversion or wood transport systems in early mod
ern Europe. 10 Thus, workable devices that were invented or, more often, borrowed 
from other technologies (especially agriculture) in early times tended to continue 
in use without significant improvement or replacement. 

The absence of mechanisation may have meant that most of traditional Chinese 
mining was crude in the sense that it was carried on largely by human labour using 
simple tools. That does not mean, however, that it was unskilled. We have seen many 
examples that show just the opposite, for example the sophisticated timbering already 

•
5 

Animal, w:,-ter and wind power were all difficult to apply within mines, especially at the rock face, though 
anunals were WIdely used for haulage in the larger coal mines of the late imperial period; Lil Tai-ming ([986), 
pp. [99-200. 

• Stewart([930 ), p. 89[. 7 Elvin ([973), part three, esp. chap. 7[. 
a Arthur Easton, writing in the second decade of this century, noted that each water buffalo at a Szechwan 

salt well reCJuired about 40 men to 'feed, water and care for them' and that the energy of humans was so much 
less expenSive than the energy of the water buffaloes that the practice was for men to bring water to the ponds 
where the anImals bathed rather than driving the animals to the water; Eaton ([945) P.543. 

9 Availability of energy to power machines should be added as a consideration t; Athar Hussain's hypothesis 
that mechanisation took place in China only when machines offered 'an overwhelming technical advantage over 
beasts or humans' or when the machines were very simple and cheap; Hussain ([989), p. 248. 

10 HolIister-Short ([994). And it should not be forgotten how slowly mechanical inventions spread even in 
the great mining operations of central Europe in the +[5th and+[6th centuries: at Schwatz, the leading mining 
centre ill TY':0I, a bucket brigade still served to remove water up an inclined shaft; Nef ([952), p. 467. Danuta 
Molenda estlmates that, between the +[4th and +[7th centuries, barely 10% of European mines underwent 
significant technological improvements; Molenda ([988), p. 69 . 
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in use by the Warring States period ( (h)(4) ) and the ability to judge the quality of ore by 
means of simple washing procedures combined with keen observation (Section (z) ). 

Another unique characteristic of mining is that it very often becomes more dan
gerous under the conditions that encourage the use of more advanced technology, 
above all deeper and larger underground openings that may be more subject to col
lapse or flooding. The danger was all the greater in traditional workings that were 
marked by what one report has called a 'general lack of any providence'. II That is, 
premodern mines are typically worked on a shortsighted day-to-day b~sis with little 
or no overall planning for how the deposit can best be worked and WIth problems, 
accidents and the like dealt with only on an ad hoc basis with measures just sufficient 
to meet the immediate need ((1)(3)). This approach is adequate for primitive, relat
ively shallow mines that usually have a 'remarkably low accident rate' 12 but greatly 
adds to the danger in deeper, larger workings. 

Among the broader conditions that influenced how mining was carried on in 
China right into this century, one can hardly overestimate the effect of her enormous 
pool of cheap labour. One of the reasons for the wave of technological improvements 
in central European mining from the +I5th century on, including increasing reliance 
on animal and water power,13 was the shortage of labour in the wake of the Black 
Death. Indeed, there is often 'an inverse relationship ... between technological 
advance and the availability oflabour .. .' 14 Chinese mining provides an especially 
good illustration of this principle. There, an abundant supply of human muscle
power dovetailed with a highly energy-dependent technology in which human labour 
was either the only or the cheapest source of energy. Moreover, to an extent that has 
yet to be assessed, both miners and officials probably resisted at least labour-saving 
forms of new technology, out off ear of unemployment and, by the latter, a concern 
over the possible unrest it might generate. 15 The result was that greater inputs of 
human labour regularly substituted for improved technology. Indeed, one would 
search probably in vain for another case where so much highly labour-intensive 
mining was carried on with so little return to the miners as in traditional China. 
This was so generally true that extensive mining operations could as easily indicate 
great poverty as any kind of prosperity. 16 

While abundant cheap labour (together with recurrent shortages of capital) 
served to inhibit technological improvements, especially in the unprecedented con
ditions of overpopulation in the late imperial period (+1 6th century on), it had just 
the opposite effect on the overall growth of the China's mining industry. Extremely 
low labour costs made possible the exploitation of many even quite poor deposits 
( (d)(4)) that could never have justified the costs of more advanced mining methods. 
Well into this century, the efforts of foreigners and Chinese to introduce modern 

11 United Nations (1972), p. 69. 12 Ibid. n Vogel (lggIC), p. go. 
\4 Carneiro (1974), p. 183. J> Vogel (lggIC), p. gl. 
16 This has been well understood by many Western observers since the point was first made by van 

Richthofen to account for the ubiquity of gold placer m;ning in China «a)(2)(iii)). There are other examples, 
such as the extensive mining of the so·called 'Red Bed' copper deposits in Yunnan and Kweichow where the 
poor tenor of the deposits assured only the most miniroal returns from the mining; Bain (lg33), p. 170. 
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methods into the mining of gold, silver, quicksilver, lead, tin, zinc and other minerals 
repeatedly foundered on the dilemma that the decrease in labour costs made possible 
by the new techniques was not sufficient to counterbalance interest and amortisation 
costs on the equipment investmentY Hence, the repeated comments by outsiders 
about the failure of the Chinese to use better (invariably more expensive) technology 
seem somehow to miss the point. They perhaps reflect too great an infatuation with 
up-to-date technology for its own sake and insufficient attention to the requirement 
that, like other economic activities not subsidised by the government, mining had 
to pay its way, had to at least break even or, preferably, make a profit. 

Of course, more astute observers understood this. We have already cited ((k)(5)) 
Maxwell Steward on the need for Western mining engineers in China to recognise 
when hand labour would be more economical than the use of machines. 18 He might 
also have added that much of the technology Western engineers had sought to intro· 
duce into China was singularly inappropriate. For example, the thrust of technolo· 
gical improvements in 19th century British coal mining was not to increase output 
per worker but rather to stave off diminishing returns. China, however, had much 
more abundant coal resources that had not been as intensively exploited as those in 
Britain. It is not surprising, then, that China's native mines were often able to hold 
their economic ground against mines employing the new technology. 19 Many suc· 
ceeded in part by operating only when 'the opportunity cost for labour was lower', 
that is, they were open only in the slack seasons in agriculture. Modern mines, by 
contrast, had to pay a premium for year-round labourers. 20 

The especially high risk that China's typically small and irregular deposits intro
duced into mining elicited different responses from different sectors of the industry. 
Peasants doing some mining on the side to supplement income from farming were 
not only less dependent on what they earned from mining but were also especially 
averse to risk. 21 They tended to see in mining the possibility of a modest revenue 
stream to be maintained as long as possible. This could best be accomplished by 
limited, small-scale exploitation in which the most primitive technology was both 
cheap and adequate. In larger mining operations, the desire to minimise the risk of 
capital expenditures that could all too easily become open-ended led entrepreneurs 

17 Read (lg20), p. 2g8. . 
I. For example, according to the calculations of Wong Lin Ken, a 16 hp steam pump with four·and-a·half 

times the discharge capacity ofa square pallet chain pump required in the late Igth century installation costs 16 
times those of the chain pump and maintenance costs about 18 times those of the chain pump! One result was 
that it was sometimes more economical to install a small steam engine to power a chain pump rather than install 
a steam pump; Wong Lin Ken (1965), p. 57. 

19 Wright (1984), pp. 34-5. There is evidence to suggest that, even in terms of output per coalminer, there was 
sometiroes no great difference between modern and native mines. Of course, the quality of the output has to be 
considered (e.g. slack vs. lump coal) and, though we have no quantifiable information, there is some evidence 10 
suggest that the product of native mines was poorer_ On the other hand, poorer coal was probably satisfactoryfor 
most of the Chinese uses so that the higher costs of the modern mines could not be offset by sufficiently higher 
market prices for their superior product. 

20 Wrighl (1984), pp. 33-5. Presumably, labourers were willing to work for less at native mines because of cer· 
tain non-monetary forms of compensation such as less dangerous and unhealthy working conditions and a more 
relaxed work discipline; cf. Brown & Wright (lg81), pp. 6g-70; Chesneaux (lg68), p. 87. 

21 Scoll (1976); Godoy (lggO), pp. g-18. 
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to (1) minimise as far as possible their capital investment in mines; (2) dribble out 
their capital funds only as needed and conditioned on their subjective estimation of 
the progress being made; (3) leave their capital at risk for the shortest possible period 
by insisting on rapid returns; (4) demand a fixed return regardless of how the mine 
was doing; or (5) some combination of these strategies. All of these actions tended to 
choke off capital available for investment in mining, including investment in better 
technology ((k)(5) ).22 

China's irregular deposits with their small-scale workings did not simply increase 
the risk of mining in a general way, however. In many cases, such as the Ko-chiu tin 
mines in southern Yunnan, they precluded the kinds of organisation and manage
ment that might have opened the way to a higher degree of mechanisation and, 
instead, encouraged highly fragmented exploitation that put a premium on cheap 
labour instead of more and better technology ((e)(I)(ii)(/i) ).23 Moreover, in those many 
cases where major deposits had been worked for centuries, they were permeated 
with shafts and tunnels, all unrecorded, that made the introduction of modern, large
scale workings difficult if not dangerous. 

The unpredictability of the Chinese deposits seems also to have coalesced with 
the Chinese fondness for gambling to encourage a kind oflottery approach to min
ing.24 Even the best mining methods cannot change the highly risky nature of min
ing. The Spanish proverb tells us that: 'La mineria es una loteria.'25 Or, as Ricardo 
Godoy has put it: 'In mining, payoffs are more a matter of chance than of choice. ' 
But good methods can certainly mitigate those risks. The Chinese seem to have 
ignored those better methods in all too many cases, even when the costs would have 
been minimal, and to have trusted instead to luck or help from the spirits ((k)(4)). 26 

Finally, the way the Chinese economy especially in recent centuries made use 
of a vast supply of cheap rural labour also often encouraged small-scale, primitive 
mining. Small-scale operations could easily cut back their production when mar
ket demand flagged and, as was usually the case, there was no possibility of finding 
alternative markets. When demand revived, operations could rapidly be expanded. 
Even well into this century, large coal mining companies frequently divided their 
operations into many small pits precisely because that allowed rapid expansion or 
contraction of activites in response to economic conditions.27 

22 In part because it was often difficult to predict how much capital would be necessary to bring a mine into 
production, the government was careful when assigning mining rights to select those entrepreneurs with sub
stantial capital resources (see Section (I)). 

" On the other hand, the case can be made that the achievements of the larger mining enterprises of the later 
imperial period were primarily organisational. In that, they are representative of a long Chinese tradition of 
mass mobilisation oflabour whose beginnings can be seen already in the massive tomb complexes and other 
constructions of the Shang period (c. -1520 to c. -1030); Keighdey (1972), pp. 125-40. 

,. Where it was in use, payment by shares of production (instead of by wages or a fixed piecework schedule) 
probably gave further stimulus to this kind of thinking and action; Thompson (1966), p. 358. 

" Young (1970), p. 87. 
26 For an example of how an overemphasis on luck in mining could impede rational exploitation of ore 

deposits, recall the comments ofTorgasheff above, Se..:tion (f)(3). 
" Wright (1984), pp. 20-1. The many pits also facilitated use of the labour contractor system, thus minimising 

capital needs when expanding. 
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In summary then, Chinese mining in traditional times made use of a body of 

knowledge and a variety of practices at least as great as that found in any other tech
nology in China, and probably greater than that to be found in premodern mining 
elsewhere. With all that variety, however, mining technology remained on the whole 
very primitive. Inadequate means for codifying and transmitting mining knowledge, 
the nature of the technology itself, and the conditions of Chinese society all inter
acted to set very real limits on the extent to which Chinese miners would use even 
the best available traditional techniques, while effectively precluding movement 
toward those techniques associated with more modern forms of mining. 
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A. CHINESE AND JAPANESE BOOKS BEFORE +1800 

Each entry gives particulars in the following order: 
(a) tide, alphabetically arranged, with characters; 
(b) alternative title, if any; 
(c) translation aftitle; 
(d) cross-reference to closely related book, if any; 
(e) dynasty; 
(1) date as accurate as possible; 
(g) name of author or editor, with characters; 
(h) title of other book, if the text of the work now exists only 

incorporated therein; or, in special cases, references to sioolo
gical studies of it; 

(i) references to translations, if any, given by the name of 
the translator in Bibliography C; 

U) notice of index or concordance; 
(k) reference to the number of the book in the 10.0 TstJng 

catalogue ofWieger(191I), ifapplicable (TT); 
(/) reference to the number of the book in the SanTsang 

(Tripitaka) catalogues ofNanjio and Takakusa & Watanabe, if 
applicable. 

Words which assist in the translation of tides are added in round 
brackets. 

Alternative tides or explanatory additions to the titles are added 
in square brackets. 

The language of translations into languages other than modem 
Chinese and English is indicated. 

Chang-chhiian Kao .~1\Sj. 
The Drafts ofChao Fan (hao Chang-ehhiian). 
S/Sung. 
Chao Fan m¥ (+1143 to +1229). 

Chang-te Chilz lil!;!;. 
The Gazetteer of Chang-te. 
Ming,+16th. 
Tshui Hsien l\1i1t (+1478 to+1541). 

ChaD rii Chilz 11i~;!;. 
A Compendium ofHistorieal Geography. 
Chhing, +17th 
Ku Yen-wu iIi~Ji!:. 
Never printed but survives in a number of 

manuseriptversions; see Hummel (1943), Vol. I, 
p. 424 and Chhen Lii-fan (1980), p. 21. 

CIu-chiang Thung Chilz lHiiIJiI;!;. 
A Comprehensive Gazetteer of Che-chiang. 
[= Chhih Hsiu CIu-chianC Thung Chilz (q.v. ).] 

Clung Lei Pen Tshao mJlli:<j>:~. 
See Ching-Shilz Clung lA Pei-Chi Pen Tshao and 

Chhung-Hsiu CIung-ho Ching-Shilz Cheng Lei 
Pei-rung Pm Tshao. 

Chhien Han Shu iii'Jll •. 
History of the Former Han Dynasty [-206 to +24]. 
H/Han (begun about +65), c. +100. 
Pan Ku ffi~, and (after his death in +g2) his sister 

Pan ChaoffilIB. 
Partial trs. Dubs (1938) and Swann (1974). 
Chung-hua Shu-ehii 1962 (pune.) ed. 

Chhien Hun/{Chia Kmg Chih Pao Chi Chheng fJ* 'fl glEi~ JI .1llG. 

Information on editions is given except in those cases where 
citations to the work are drawn only from secondary sources, 
which are cited in the footnotes. 

C/Han 
E/Wei 
H/Han 
H/Shu 
H/Thang 
H/Chin 
S/Han 
S/Phing 
JlChin 
LlSung 
N/Chou 
N/Chhi 
N/Sung 

N/Wei 
S/Chhi 
SI Sung 

WlWei 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Former Han. 
Eastern Wei. 
Later Han. 
Later Shu (Wu Tai). 
Later Thang (Wu Tai). 
Later Chin (Wu Tai). 
Southern Han (Wu Tai). 
Southern Phing (Wu T ai). 
Jurchen Chin. 
Liu Sung. 
Northern Chou. 
Northern Chhi. 
Northern Sung (before the removal of the capital 

to Hangchow). 
Northern Wei. 
Southern Chhi. 
Southern Sung (after the removal of the capital to 

Hangchow). 
Western Wei. 

Complete Compendium on the Perfected 
Treasure of Lead, Mercury, Wood and 
Metal [with illustrations of alchemical 
apparatus]. 

On the translation of this tide, see Vol. 5, pt. 3. 
Has been considered Thang, +808; but perhaps 

more probably Wu Tai or Sung. See VoL 5, 
pt. 5, p. 276. 

Chao Nai-an miiN'iI. 
TT1912. 

Chhilz Hm. CIu-chiang Thung Chilz t;:~lHiiIliI;t_ 
A Comprehensive Gazetteer of Che-ehiang 

Compiled under Imperial Order. 
Cbbing, +1736. 
Compiled by Li Wei *1*i ,I al. 

Chhin-TmgHsii Wen-Hrim Thung KluJDiX:iE.:JtJ.(JiI~. 
Imperially Commissioned Continuation of the 

Comprehensive Study,!! (the Hisrory of) CivililaJion 
(See Wen-Hsien Thung KluJD and Hsii Wen-Hsien 
Thung Khao). 

Chhing, ordered in +1747, pr. +'772 (+1784). 
Ed. Chhi Shao-nan l!\'tliili, Chi Huang fiIl'lfi etal. 
This parallels, but does not replace, Wang Chhi's 

Hsii Wen-Hrim Thung Khao. 
Taiwan reprint of the Palace edition, 1963-

Chhing Po Tsa Chih rliJ!.;!;. 
Miscellaneous Notes [by One Living near the] 

Chhing-po Gate. 
S/Sung, +1192. 
ChouHui.F.ll •. 
Pi Hai ed. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY A 

ChhunMingMeng ruLu ~1j)j:J'itUl<. 
Surviving Notes of a Dream of the Capital. 
Chhing, after +1654. 
Sun Chheng-tse i%;ijk~ (+1593 to +1675). 

Chhii.n SIIu KIlo. Suo ffit ~ iI\'. 
[= Shan-thang HJim-sheng Chhun Shu KIIao Suo (q.v.)] 

Chhung Hsiu Cheng-ho Chi"B-SIIih Chen~LeiPei-rung 
Pm Tsho.I~i&1'!lilIU1:mllllJ!li!fPII:14'. 

New Revision of the Materia Medica of the 
Cheng-ho Reign-period; the Classified and 
Consolidated Armamentarium. (A 
combination of the Cheng-ho . .. Cheng Lei . .. 
Pen Tshao with the Pen Tshao ren I.) 

Yuan, +1249; reprinted many times afterwards, 
esp. in the Ming. 

Thang Shen-wei F.!f~M:. 
Khou Tsung-shih a*~. 
Pr. (ored.) ChangTshun-hui ;jj(1'¥;!;. 
Jen-min Wei-sheng Chhu-pan She '957 ed. 
See Unschuld (1986), 8,-2. 

Chi Chung Chou Shu l!kli{lillit. 
The Books of (the) Chou Dynasty found in the 

Tomb at Chi. 
[= 1 Chou SIIu (q.v.).] 

Chi.Ni Tzu ~·RT. 
See Fan Tzu Chi Jan. 

Chiang-hsi Thung Chih iH!jJi!jiiS':. 
Comprehensive Gazetteer ofChiang-hsi. 
Chhing, 1880. 
Compiled by Liu Khun-i IIJl!jI- ,tal. 

Chiang-nan Thung Chih iIi¥iJi!jiiS':. 
Comprehensive Gazetteer ofChiang-nan. 
Chhing, +1736. 
Compiled by Ym Chi-shan jj'!!II~ et al. 

Chin! Chih Pien .lUHi. 
A Compilation of Things Seen. 
Late Ming, before +1623. 
Yao Shih-Lin !9t±M (Tzu: Shu-hsiang ,j&t'f) 

Chin!-ytn I-1.4i Chhao reh Tsa Chi j£~PJ*Wl!Hf£fcl. 
Miscellaneous Notes On Court and Provinces 

Since the Chien-yen (+1127 to +1l30) Period. 
S/Sung, +13th. 
Li Hsin-chhuan *'L.'I'. 
Wen-hai, Taipei, 1967 repr. 
See Hervouet (1978), 179-80. 

Chin!-yen I-1.4i Hsi-N"1e1I rao-Lu ll!HJ*lIt1f:J!UI<. 
A Record ofImportant Affairs Since the 

Chien-yen (+1127 to +1130) Period. 
S/Sung, +13th 
Li Hsin-chhuan *'L.' •. 
Wen-hai, Taipei, 1967 repr. 
See Hervouet (1978), p. BI. 

Chin SIIik Pu Wu Chiu Shu Chueh 5E;o.n;h.~iiII: 
Explanation of the Inventory of Metals and 

Minerals according to the Numbers Five (Earth) 
and Nine (Metal) [catalogue of substances with 
provenances, including some from foreign 
countries]. 

Thang, perhaps c. + 670 (contains a story relating 
to +664). 

Writer unknown. 
TT/900. 

Chin Thung rao-Lueh ~jiJJ!~. 
Essentials of Steeping Copper. 
N/Sung, c. +1095 
ChangChhien lIitM. 
Lost during or after the Yuan. 

Chin Thung rao-Lueh Hsu ~jiJJ!~J¥;. 
Preface to the 'Essentials of Steeping Copper' 
Yuan. 
Wei Su 11l;l'lt 
Included in Wei Thai-phu Wen Chi, ch. 10. 

Ching-SIIih Cheng Lei Pei-Chi Pen Tshoo ~s!:mllllllU';;;$:14'. 
The Classified and Consolidated Armamentarium 

of Pharmaceutical Natural History. 
Sung, +1083, repr. +1090. 
Thang Shen-wei Il!ftAllll1:. 
See Unschuld (IJl86), 70-1. 

Chiu Thang Shu IIl!ft!!'. 
Old History of the Thang Dynasty [+6IB to +g06]. 
Wu Tai (H/Chin), +g45. 
Liu Hsiu IIH.'1l. 
Chung-hua Shu-chii 1975 (]:lunc.) ed. 

Chou I Tshan ThungChhi ~~~fiijJjg. 
The Accordance of the Book of Changes with the 

Phenomena of Composite Things (The Kinship 
of Three). 

H/Han, +[42. 
Wei Po-yang J!lHB ~. 

ChouLi~lf. 
Record of the Institutions (lit. Rites) of (the) Chou 

(Dynasty) [descriptions ofall government 
official posts and their duties]. 

C/Han, probably containing some material from 
the late Chou; see Shih Ching-chheng(197/) 
especially for dating of KIlo. Kung Chi 'l1 I liC. 
(Artificers' Record) section. 

Compilers unknown. 
Lin Yin (1985) ed. 
Tr. E. Biot (IB51). 
See Loewe (1993), 94-9. 

ChouSllu~ •. 
Records of the Chou (Dynasty). 
[= 1 Chou Shu (q.v.)] 

Erhram'!t. 
The Literary Expositor. 
Chou material, stabilised in Chhin or C/Han. 
Compiler unknown. 
Enla["ged and commented on c. +300 by Kuo Pho 

fMt 
Yin-Te Index no. (suppl.) 18. 
See Loewe (1993), 94-9. 

Fan Tzu Chi]an t1iT~~. 
[= Chi.Ni Tzu rri51.'f.] 
The Book of Master Chi, by Master Fan. 
Chou (Yueh), -:±th century. 
Attrib. Fan Li ¥Btli, recording the philosophy of 

his master, ChiJan ~~. 
Fang ru Sheng Lan :n.00 •. 

A Geography for Visiting Spots of Scenic Beauty. 
S/Sung, +13th. 
ChuMu~fJ. 
See Hervouet (1978),130-1. 
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HanPinChij!iI~. 

The Collected Works ofWang Chih-wang. 
S/Sung, +[2th. 
Wang Chih-wang ~Z!l!. 
Ssu-khu chh"n-shu chen pen ed. 

Hou Han Shu lttiJill. 
History of the Later Han Dynasty [+25 to +220]. 
LlSung, +450. 
FanYeh m!l1i'i. 
The monograph chapters are by Ssuma P;ao 

jjj~J!'Z (d. +305), with commentary by Liu 
Chao ~Jag (c. + 500), who first incorporated 
them into the work. 

Chung-hua Shu-chill965 (punc.) ed. 
Hsien-ruan Po. Tsang Chhang WeiLun ffl!.lWUltlil:~. 

The Yellow Emperor's Expansive yet Detailed 
Discourse on the (Contents of the) Precious 
Treasury (of the Earth) [mineralogy and 
metallurgy] 

Alternative title of Pao Tshan/i.Lun (q.v.). 
HJim-Tuan Pao Tsang Lun ffl!'llflil:~ 

The Yellow Emperor's Discourse on the 
Contents of the Precious Treasury (of the 
Earth). 

See Pao Tshang Lan. 
Hsin Hsiu Pen Tshao Wi~;$:14'. 

The New (lit. Newly Improved) Materia Medica. 
Thang, +659. 
Ed., Su Ching (= Su Kung) 1fi1j!(iU~) and a 

commission of 22 collaborators under the 
direction first ofLi Chi *~ and Yii Chih-ni~ 
'fii!,;$, then of Ch hang-sun Wu-chi :li!:i%jIlVGt. 
This work was afterwards commonly but 
incorrectly known as the Thang Pm Tshao. It 
was lost in China, apart from MS. fragments 
at Tunhuang, but copied by aJapanese in 
+731 and preserved inJapan, though 
incompletely. 

See Unschuld ('-9B6), 44-50. 
Hsin Thang Shu Wilt •. 

New History of the Thang Dynasty [+618 to 
+g06]. 

Sung,+I06I. 
Ouyang Hsiu 1i'(1Ii~ and Sung Chhi *tll. 
Chung-hua Shu-chu 1975 (punc.) ed. 

Hsu Han SIIu aiJ:lI. 
Supplement to the [Former] Han History. 
San Kuo, +3rd century. 
Hsieh Chheng If;ijk. 

Hsu Tzu Chik Thung Chin! a:iii&Ji!jI'::. 
Continuation of the Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in 

Governmml. 
Chhing, IBol. 
Pi Yuan .lit . 
Chung-hua Shu-chil (punc.) 1957 ed. 

Hsu Tzu Chih Thang Chin! Chhang Pien a'ifi&Ji!j&~tI. 
Collected Data for a Continuation of The 

Comprehensive Minor for Aid in Government. 
S/Sung, +I163 to +I183. 
LiTao*'t 
Chung-hua Shu-chii (punc.) 1979-1990 ed. 
See Hervouet (197B), 72-5. 

Hsu Wen-HJim ThungKllaoll:>C~Ji!j~ 
Continuation of the Comprehensive Study if(the 

History if) Civilisation (See Wen-Hsim Thung KIIao 
and Chhin-TingHsu Wm-Hsi .. ThungKhao). 

Ming, finished +1586, pr. +1603. 
Ed., WangChhi~:!JT. 
This covers the Liao,] / Chin, Yuan and Ming 

dynasties, adding some new material for the end 
ofS/Sung from +1224 onwards. 

Shih Thunged., Taiwan repr. 1965. 
Hsu run-nan Thung Chik [Ko.] 1II~i¥iJi!jiiS':(1\ti). 

A [Draft] Continuation orthe Comprehensive 
Gazetteer ofYun-nan. 

Chhing, 1900. 
Compiled by Wang Wen-shao ~:>cll!! ,I at. 
Wen-hai, Taipei, 1966 repr. 

HuaiNa. Tzu ili¥i'f. 
[= HuaiNan Hung Lilh Chi,h ili¥ili!?!!M.] 
The Book of (the Prince of) Huai-nan. 
C/Han,c.-120. 
Written by the group of scholars gathered by 

Liu An IIJ3< (prince ofHuai-nan). 
TT/1l7°' 
Ssu-Pu Pei-rao ed. 

Huai-nan (Wang) Wan Pi SIIu ili¥i(~);§""JVIi'. 
The Ten Thousand Infallible Arts of (the Prince 

of) Huai-nan. 
C/Han, -2nd century. 
No longer a separate book but fragments 

contained in Thai-phing Tii-1.4n, ch. 736 and 
elsewhere. 

Reconstitued texts by Yeh Te-hui in Ku .. Ku Thang 
So Chu Shu, and Sun Feng-i in Wen Ching Thang 
Tshung-Shu. 

Attrib. Liu An jlJ 3<. 
Huang Chhao Cking Shih Wen Pien ~fJl~1!t:>Cili. 

A Collection of Essays and Other Writings on 
Ordering the World. 

Chhing, +1826; printed +IB27. 
Ho Chhang-ling R:!ii:~. 

IChouShuM§~ •. 
[= Chi Chung Chou Shu] 
Lost Records of the Chou (Dynasty). 
Chou, -245 and before, such parts as are genuine. 

Found in the tomb of An Li Wang 3<.~ 
(r. -276 to -245), a prince of the Wei. state, 
in+281. 

Writers unknown. 
Ssu-Pu Pei- rao ed. 
See Loewe (1993), 229-33. 

Kai ru Tshung KIIao ~it.~. 
A Collection of Spare-time Studies While Caring 

for my Parents. 
Chhing, +1790. 
ChaoIMlfi. 

Khai-pao [Hsin Hsiang- Tmg] Pm Tshao ~ W[Wii'f JEl;$:14'. 
Materia Medica [Newly Examined and 

Determined in] the Khai-pao [g6B-976] 
Reign-period. 

Sung,+g73· 
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Liu Han \!;'IJ~, Ma Chih~;E; and Lu To-hsun 
litJ-li. 

See Unschuld (1986), 55, 58. 
Khao Kung Chi ':lj Ifrl. 

The Artificers' Record [a section ofthe Chou Li, 
q.v.] 

Chou and Han, perhaps originally an official 
document of Ch hi State, incorporated into the 
Chou Li c. -140. 

Compiler unknown. 
In Ym Lin (I985) ed. of Chou Li. 
Tr. E. Biot (1851) 
See Wagner (1993), 109-to; Loewe (1993), p. 25; 

Hsuan Chao-chhi (1993)' 
Khun rii Ko Chih JIIlWf&l&. 

Exhaustive Investigations of (the Contents of) the 
Earth [Adaptation into Chinese of Agricola's 
De Re Metallica]. 

Ming, c. +1640. 
ThangJo-wang ii;Eiil! Uohann Adam Schall von 

Bell). 
KoKu raoLunf&t;J!~. 

The Essential Criteria of Antiquities. 
Ming, +1387 or +1388. 
Tshao Chao WIIR 
See Goodrich & Fang (1976),1296-7. 
Tr. David (1971). 

Ku .. Tzu 1!''T. 
The Book of Master Kuan. 
Chou and C/Han. Perhaps mainly compiled in 

the Chi-Hsia Academy (late -4th century) in 
part from older materials. 

Attrib. Kuan Chung 1!'flJl. 
Ssu-Pu Pei- rao ed. 
Partial trs. Than Po-fu et al. (1954); Rickett (1985); 

Ma Fei-pai (1979). 
See Loewe (1993), 244-51. 

Kuei Erh (San) Chi:llt I+[::::Hlt 
Collected Notes of an Invaluable Ear. 
Sung, +1241 to +1248. 
ChangTuan-i'lB:iliiii •. 
Chin Tai Mi Shu j$jIJ!¥l$1!' ed. 

Le; Kung rao Tui lIHHIUI. 
Answers of the Venerable Master Lei 

(to Questions) Concerning Drugs. 
Perhaps L/Sun~ at any rate before N/Chhi. 
Attr. Lei Hsiao "!J!X. . 
Later at!rib. to a legendary minister ofHuang Ti. 
Comm. by Hsu Chih-tshai ~.<:;t, N/Chhi +565. 
Now extant only in quotations. 

Ling PiaoLuI{'Jt~j!f,A. 
Southern Ways of Men and Things [on the 

special characteristics and natural history of 
Kwangtung]. 

Thang, c. +895. 
Liu Hsun JlJ1i!J. 

Ling ftai Tai Ta ~j'f.f1:1f1'. 
Information on What is Beyond the Passes (lit. a 

book in lieu of individual replies to questions 
from friends). 

Sung, +1l78. 
Chou Chhii-fei jjij'*~F. 
Chih-Pu- Tsu Chi Tshung-Shu ed. 
Tr. Netolitzky (1977) (German). 

Lii Shih Chhun Chhiu 8.E'i:tftl:. 
Master Lii's Spring and Autumn Annals 

[compendium of natural philosophy]. 
Chou (Chhin), -239. 
Written by a group of scholars gathered by 

Lu Pu-wei 81' •. 
Ssu-Pu Pei-Yao ed. 
Tr. R. Wlihelm (1928). 
Chung-Fa index, no. 2. 

Lun Heng 3iiiiJi. 
Discourses Weighed in the Balance. 
H/Han, between +70 and +80(?) 
Wang Chhung X:3iS. 
Tr. Forke (1907, 19I1). 
Pei-ching Ta-hsueh Li-shih-hsi (1979) ed. 
See Loewe (1993),.309-12. 

Lung-chhu.. Hsim Chih niR'*.<:. 
A Gazetteer ofLung-chhiian County. 
Ming or earlier; see Yoshida (1967), p. 237. 
Author unknown. 
This work is lost but is extensively cited in the 

Chhih Hsiu Che-chiang Thung Chih. 
Lung Chhuan Lueh Chih Hili ~;E;. 

[= Su Huang-mm Lung C'0uan Lueh Chih (q.v.).] 
Lung Hu Huan Tan Chueh HltJl:l'H~. 

Explanation of the Dragon-and-Tiger Cyclically 
Transformed Elixir. 

Perhaps mid-Thang. 
ChinLingTzu~~T. 
TT/902 . 

ManShulll •. 
Book of the [Southern] Barbarians. 
Thang, c. +860. 
Fan Chho ~i\i. 
Tshung-Shu Chi-chheng ed. 
Tr. Luce & Oey ~I9611 

MengChh,Pi ThanJt~.W1. 
Brush Talks from the Dream Brook. 
Sung, +1086; last supplement dated +1091. 
Shen Kua ttl%. 
Hu Tao-ching (1956) ed. Taipei 1961 repr. 
See Hervouet (1978),226-8. 

Ming Shih 1lJl1: . 
History of the Ming Dynasty [+1368 to 

+1643]. 
Chhing, begun +1646, completed +1736, first 

pr. +1739. 
Chang Thing-yii al!.3i et al. 
Chung-hua Shu-chii 1974 (punc.) ed. 

Pao Phu Tz.u ~mCf~)T. 
Book of the Preservation-of-Solidarity Master. 
Chin, early +4th century. 
KoHung~#t. 
Ssu-Pu Tshung-Khan ed. 
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plJ() Tshong Lun wa3iii 
[= Hsim-ruan Pao Tsung Chhong Wei Lun.] 
(The Yellow Emperor's) Discourse on the 

(Contents of the) Precious Treasury (of the 
Earth), [mineralogy and metallurgy]. 

Perhaps in part Thang or even as early as Chin 
(+3rd or +4th); completed in Wu Tai (S/Han). 

AtIrib. Chhing Hsia Tzu 1!f. 'T 
Now extant only in quotations. 

Pen Tshao Ching Chi Chu ;$:1il'~~ tt. 
Collected Commentaries on the Class;c if 

Pharmaceutics (if the Heavenly Husbandman). 
S/Chhi, +492. 
Now extant only in fragmentary form as a 

Tunhuang or Turfan MS., apart from the 
many quotations in the pharmaceutical natural 
histories, under Thao Hung-ching i!fiil5L1I: 's name. 

See Unschuld (1986), 301f. 
Pen TshooKangMu ;$:1il'Jli'l§. 

The Great Materia Medica; or, The Pandects 
of Natural History (Mineralogy, Metallurgy, 
Botany, Zoology etc.), Arrayed in their 
Headings and Subheadings. 

Ming, +1596. 
Li Shih-chen *1I1f~. 
Shang-Wu, Hong Kong 1967 repr. ofI954ed. 
Much of the material on minerals and stones 

incorporated into Read & Pak (1928) and 
(1936), with indexes. 

See Unschuld (1986), 142-63. 
Pen Tshao Shih I;$:1il'i€til. 

A Materia Medica Supplement. 
Thang, c. +725. 
Chhen Tshang-Chhi l\ittiliU¥. 
Now extant only in numerous quotations. 

Pen Tshao Thu Ching ;$:1il'Iiill!. 
Illustrated Materia Medica. 
Sung, +1061. 
Su Sung lil'i~ et al. 
Now preserved only in numerous quotations in 

the later pandects of pharmaceutical natural 
hi,tory. 

See Unschuld (1986), 64-8. 
P .. Tshoo ren I;$:1il'iiftli. 

Dilations upon Pharmaceutical Natural History. 
Sung, pref. +1ll6, pr. +11l9, repr. +1l85, +1l95. 
Khou Tsung-shih ~*~. 
Ta-Tung Shu-Chu, Shanghai 1936 ed. 
See also Thu Ching ren I Pen Tshao (TTf761). 
See Unschuld (1986),85-101. 

Pking Choi Wen Chi 'JlJR'X •. 
The Collected Works of Hung Tzu-khuei . 
S/Sung, +13th. 
Hung Tzu-khuei #t~~. 
Ssu-Pu Tshung-Khan ed. 

Phing-chou Kho Than JIli:iN OJW1. 
From the Chats in Phing-chou 
N /Sung, +1119 (referring to +1086 onwards). 
ChuYii*9£. 
See Hervouet (1978),333-4. 
Shou-shan-ko tshung-shu ed. 

Po-choi PUn iE~!I. 
A Compilation from Po-ch.i Village. 
N/Sung, c. +1117 (mainly concerned with events 

from +1086 onward,). 
FangShao ti"J· 
See Hervouet (1978), p. 290, esp. on why Tu-hua-choi 

tshung-shu iillIIJ1Ulttt ed. is definitely to be 
preferred. 

Po Wu rao Lan 1W1'!IJJ! •. 
The Principal Points about Objects of Art and 

Nature. 
Ming, c. +1560. 
KuThaift~. 
Pai-Pu Tshung-Shu Chi-Chkenged. 

San Shih Liu Shui Fa::: +1'\;)<$. 
Thirty-six Methods for Bringing Solids into 

Aqueous Solution. 
Pre-Thang with Parts Probably Dating to Western 

Han; see Chhen Kuo-fu (I982), 315-16. 
Author unknown. 

TT/92 3· 
San ruan Ta Tan Mi ruan Chen Chih ::::5C:k:f'l-'!t:'m1i '@. 

True Objectives from the Three Fundamentals 
Great Cinnabar Secret Garden. 

Unknown, but first .ppears in the early Chhing 
Wai Chin Tanj'f.~:f'l- crhung-shu compiled andediled 
by Chhuan Chhiian-chhiian ~~~ (Chi I-tzu 
ij!\'-'T); see Chao Khuang-hua (1987), p. 329. 

Author unknown. 
Shon Hai Cking Illllliill!. 

Classic of the Mountains and Rivers. 
Chou and C/Han. 
Writers unknown (but see Wagner (1993), 248-50). 
Yuan Kho (1980) ed. 
Translations: Mathieu (1983) (French); Cheng 

Hsiao-chieh et al. (1985) (English). 
See Wagner (1993), 248-50; Loewe (1993), 357-67. 

Shan-hsi Thung Chih ~iffi lili;E;. 
A Comprehensive Gazetteer ofShensi Province. 

Chhing, +1735. 
Liu Yii-i jlmft. 

[Shan-thang Hsim-sheng] Chhun Shu Khao Suo Illi:7\:;~ 
M.':lj~· 

Mr. Shan-thang's Critical Compilation from a 
Myriad Sources. 

S/Sung, +1210. 
ChangJu-yii .!mJ!\. 
Hsin-Hsing Shu-Cho, Taipei, 1969 facsimile 

reprint oft508 woodblock ed. 
See Hervouet (1978) p. 327; Teng & Biggerstaff 

(1971), p. 90 . 

ShenNungPen Tshao Ching'/lllJl:;f;:1jifi!![. 
Classic of Pharmaceutics of the Heavenly 

Husbandman. 
C/Han, based on Chou and Chhin material, but 

not reaching final form before the +2nd century. 
Writers unknown. 
Lost as a separate work, but the basis of all 

subsequent compendia of pharmaceutical 
natural history, in which it is constantly quoted. 
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Reconstituted and annotated by many scholars; 
see Lung Po-chien (1957), 2 ff., 12ff. 

See Unschuld (1986),17-27. 
Shih Chi ~ile. 

Historical Records [or, Records of the 
Historiographer(-Royal); down to -99). 

C/Han, c. -90. 
Ssuma Chhien E'L~lI, and his father 

SsumaThan j;'j,~ii!iI. 
Chung-hua Shu-chii 1959 (punc.) ed. 
Partial trans. Chavannes 1895-t905 (French); 

Watson (1993); Swann (1974); etc. 
See Loewe (1993), 405-14-

Shih Thien Tsa Chi E EEl !mile. 
Shen Stone-Field's Miscellaneous Notes. 
Ming, c. +1500 (?). 
Shen Chou (hao Shih-thien) itJj!ij. 

Shu Ching .!ill1. 
Historical Classic [or, Book of Documents). 
The 29 'Chin Wen' chapters mainly Chou 

(a few pieces possibly Shang); the 21 'Ku Wen' 
chapters a 'forgery' by Mei Tse .0, c. +320, 
using fragments of genuine antiquity. Of the 
former, 13 are considered to go back to the 
-loth century, 10 to the -Bth, and 6 not before 
the -5th. Some scholars accept only 16 or 17 as 
pre-Confucian. 

Writers unknown. 
Tr. Legge (1865); Karlgren (t950). Concordance by 

Ku Chieh-kang iliWlIliJU; see Teng & Biggerstaff 
(1971), p. 216. 

Shu ruan Tsa Chi l&1iiI!mile. 
Miscellaneous Notes from the Garden of Pulses. 
Ming, +lj;75. 
LuJung~11;:. 
Kuang-Wen Shu-Chii, Taipei, 1970 repr. of 

Mo Hai Chin Hu .Iij~ft 1810 ed. 
Shui Ching *!ill1. 

The Waterways Classic [geographical account of 
rivers and canals). 

Ascr. C/Han, prob. San Kuo. 
Attrib. Sang Chhin ~il:. 

Shui Ching Chu *!ill1 11. 
Commentary on the WattTWl!Jls Classic 

[geographical account greatly extended). 
N IWei, late +5th or early+6th century. 
LiTao-yuan'1'lli5C. 
Ssu-Pu Pei-1iloed. 

Shuo Wen Chieh Tzu ~)CM*. 
Analytical Dictionary of Characters 

(lit. Explanations of Simple Characters 
and Analysis of Composite Ones). 

H/Han, +121, 
Hsu Shen Nfti!!. 
Hsin-Hua Shu-Chu, Peking 1963 repr. of 1873 

woodblock ed. 
So-nan [Hsien-Slung] Wen Chi MNi(7t1'.))C~lt 

The Collected Works ofCheng So-nan (Ssu-hsiao). 
Yuan, +I3th, many'~ditions. 
Cheng Ssu-hsiao lIII!~ ~ (+1241 to +1318). 
Ssu-Pu Tshung-Man ed. 

[SuHuang-men] Lwig Chhuan Lueh Chih [~JiF~lll~JlIIII1\iE< 
[Su Huang-men's) BriefJottings from Dragon . 

Stream. 
Sung,+lIth. 
SuChhe~!I'i. 
Ssu-Mu Chhuan-Shu ed. 

Su Tung-pho Chi ~*J1t •. 
The Collected Works ofSu Shih ~1lil: 

[haoTung-pho). 
S/Sung, many editions. 
Su Shih (+1036 to +1101). 
Kuo-Hsu£h Chi-Pen Tshung-Shu ed. 
See Hervouet (1978), 396":8. 

SuiShuflfl' •. 
The Official History of the Sui Dynasty [+581 to 

+617)· 
Thang, +636 (annals and biographies); +656 

(monographs and bibliography). 
Wei Cheng ft~. 
Chung-hua Shu-chill973 (punc.) ed. 

Sun Tzu Suan Ching 1*1":l!j:!ill1. 
Master Sun's Mathematical Manual. 
San Kuo, Chin or LlSung [+280 to +473). 
Master Sun (full name unknown) 1*1" 

[+3rd century). 
Sung Hui 1ilo Chi /(ao >i<frlJl!.11lli 

A Digest of Governmental Institutions of the Sung 
Dynasty. 

Chhing. 
Ed. Hsu Sung i&rl. 
Chung-Hua Shu-Chil, Peking, 1957 ed. 
See Hervouet (1978), 177-8. 

SungShih>i<~. 
History of the Sung Dynasty [+960 to +1279). 
Yuan. 
Ed. by Tho Tho tEtE et af. 

Chung-Hua Shu-Chil, Peking, 1977 (punc.) ed. 

Ta Chhing Hui TUln 7<:lJ1t JI!!. 
History of the Administrative Statutes of the 

Chhing Dynasty. 
Chhing: 1St ed. +1690; 2nd +1733; 3rd +1767; 

4th +1818; 5th +1899. 
Ed. Wang An-kuo.:E~1!!I and many others. 
Peking 1991 ed. 

Ta Chhing IThungChih7<:i'I1-tlifl.iE<. 
Comprehensive Geography of the (Chinese) 

Empire (under the Chhing Dynasty). 
Chhing, c, +1730. 
Ed. Hsu Chhien-hsueh i&~*. 
Ssu-Pu Tshun~-Man ed. 

Ta Hsueh renlPu:;1<;:*m.liIi, 
Restoration and Extension of the Ideas of the Great 

Learning. 
Ming, c. +1480. 
Chhiu Chiln (d. +1495) li~. 

TaMing IThungChih 7<:1jIj-idtiE<. 
Comprehensive Geography of the (Chinese) 

Empire (under the Ming Dynasty). 
Ming, c. +1461. 
Ed. Li Hsien *11: ,t ai. 
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Ta Ming I Thung Ming-Sheng Chih 7<: IjIj -tIifI. BAlm iE<. 

A Comprehensive Compendium of the Famous 
Sites of the Great Ming. 

Ming, +1631. 
Tshao Hsueh-chhilan W *fr. 

Ta-thung Fu Chih 7<:[l!i]}f,fiiS(. 
GazetteerofTa-thung Fu. 
Chhing, Orig. ed. +1776; rev. ed. +1782. 
Wang Fu-hung.:Efifi~ (comp.) & Wang Fei-tsao 

.:Emll (ed.) 
Tan Fang Chien ruan 1i:nliiJil 

The Mirror of Alchemical Processes (and 
Reagents); a Source-book. 

Wu Tai (H/Shu), c. +g38 to +g65. 
T uku Thao lliHlII ill. 
TT1918. 

Tan Fang Ching ruan MlSHltil.ii\. 
The Mirror of the Alchemical Elaboratory; a 

Source~book. 

Early Thang, not later than +800. 
Writer unknown. 
Survives only incorporated in TTIgI2 and in the 

ChengLeiPen Tshao (q.v.). 
Tao Tsang lliltit 

The Taoist Patrology [containing 1464 Taoist 
works). 

All periods, but first collected in the Thang 
ahout +730, then again about +870 and 
definitively in +1019. First printed in the 
Sung (+1111 to +1117). 
Also printed inJ/Chin (+1168 to +1191), Yuan 
(+1244) and Ming (+1445, +1598 and +1607). 

Authors numerous. 
Indexes by Wieger (1911), on which see review in 

Pelliot (1912); and Ong Tu-chien (1935) (Yin-Te 
Index, no. 25)' 

Thai-phing Huan TU Chi ;t:ljZJf*,~. 
The Universal Geography of the Thai-phing 

Reign-period. 
N ISung, +976 to +g83. 
Yueh Shih li/e~. 
Wen-Hai, Taipei, 1963 ed. 
See Hervouet (1978)d~' 128. 

Thai-phing TU Lan ;t:ljZti1JK. 
Imperial Encyclopedia of the Thai-phing 

[Hsing-kuo) Reign-period (reviewed by the 
Emperor before publishing). 

Sung,+g83· 
Ed. Li Fang *BJ'j. 
Wen-Hai Chhu-Pan She, Taipei, 1963 ed. 
Yin-Te Index, no. 23. 
See Hervouet (1978), 319-20. 

Than ruan ii!iI~. 
An Anthology of Conversations. 
N/Sung, late 11th. 
Khung Phing-chung fL :ljZf<j> (? See Miyashita 

(1967), p. ~, n. 40). 
ThangLiu T"",Ji!t/,JI!!. 

Institutes of the Thang Dynasty (lit. 
Administrative Regulations of the Six Ministries 
of the Thang). 

Thang, +738 or +'/39. 
Ed. Li Lin-fu *f;l:m. 
Ssu-Mu Chhuan Shu cd. 

Thang Pen Tshao Ji!f;lji:1j[. 
Materia Medica the Thang Dynasty. 
[= Hsin Hsiu Pen Tshaa, (q.v.).) 

ThangShu 
See Chiu Thang Shu and Hsin Thang Shu. 

ThienHsia Chun KuoLiPingShu 9<:"ft!lll!!lflJliiitF. 
The Characteristics (lit. Advantages and 

Disadvantages) of Each Province in the Empire. 
Chhing, written between +1639 and +1662; first 

printed in I8I1. 

Ku Yen-wu 1!i~1lt. 
Ssu-Pu Tshung-Man ed. 
See Wilkinson (1973), 107-8. 

Thien Kung Khai Wu 9<:.I~!ItiJ. 
The Exploitation of the Works of Nature. 
Ming, +1637. 
Sung Ying-hsing >i<1If.£. 
See Phan Chi-hsing (1986). 
Shih-Chieh, Taipei, 196~.~d. 

Thu Ching ren I Pen Tshao 1I!ill1m-.;lji::lj[. 
Illustrations (and Commentary) for the DiW:ions 

upon PharmaceuticaiNatural History. (An abridged 
conflation of the Pen Tshao ren I with two other 
Pen Tshao.) 

Sung, C. +1223. 
Ed. Hsu Hung :r~. 
TT/761. (OngTu-chien (/!lJ5), no. 768.) 

Thung Clung Chhuan Shu jliJil&~ •. 
Complete Copper Policies. 
Chhing, compiled in +1787. 
Wang Cbhang .:E~. 
The original work, in 50 ch., does not survive but it 

is extensively extracted in Wu Chhi-chiin (/845) 
(q.v.). 

Tt Cking Thu :!tMltlll. 
Illustrated Mirror of the Earth. 
Liang, +6th century. 
Writer unknown. 

TUln-nan Hsin ru ~Niifm. 
New Words from Yunnan. 
Chhing. 
Chang Hung llii&. 

Tshan Thang Chhi m. Hsiang Lei Pi roo ~[lijJ11i.i§l!Ii~J!. 
Arcane Essentials of the Similarities and 

Categories of the Five (Substances) in the 
K"UlShip riftIUI Th,.. (sulphur, realgar, orpiment, 
mercury and lead). 

Liu Chhao, possibly Thang; prob. between 
+6th and +8th centuries. 

Comm. by Lu Thien-chi "9<:11, wr. Sung, 
C. +1114. 

IT/898. 
Trans. Ho Ping-yi1 & Needham (1959). 

Tso Chuan li: -jl!J. 
Master Tso Chhiu-ming's Tradition (or 

Enlargement) of the Chh .. Chhiu (Spring and 
Autumn Annals) [dealing with the period -722 
to-453). 
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Late Chau, compiled from ancient written and 
oral traditions of several states between -430 
and -250, but with additions and changes by 
Confucian scholars of the Chhin and Han, 
especially Liu Hsin. Greatest of the three 
commentaries on the Chhrm Chhiu, the others 
being the Kungyang Chuan and the Kuliang Chuan, 
but, unlike them, probably originally itself an 
independent book of history. 

Attrib. Tso Chhiu-ming :/i:J'IlIJIi. 
See Egan (1977); Wang (1977); Loewe (1993), 

67-76. 
Tr. Couvreur (19141 Legge (1872); Watson (1989). 

Tu Shill Fang ru Chi raa "5E7J;lIUG~. 
The Essentials of Geography for the Reading of 

History. 
Chhing, before +1673- First published in the 

period + 1196 to 182 I. 
KuTSU-yIllilltll.~. 
See Wtlkinson (1973), p. 108; Hummel (1943), 

Vol. I, p. 420. 
Shanghai 190I woodblock ed. 

WeiShufttl. 
History of the (Northern) Wei Dynasty [+386 to 

+550], including the Eastern Wei Successor 
State. 

N/Chhi, +55*, revised +572. 
Wei Shou ftl&. 
Peking, 1974 (punc.) ed. 

Wei Thai-phu Wen Chi re:::t~:x::#! 
The Collected Works ofWei Su (Thai-phu). 
Ming, +14th. 
WeiSu re:~. 
1914 woodblock ed. 

Wen-HJien 17lung.lt7laa:X::'Ui~. 
Comprehensive Study of (the History of) 

Civilisation. 
Sung & Yuan, begun perhaps a, early a, +1270 

and finished before +1317, printed +1322. 
Ma Tuan-Lin .w,,9ffilGil!. 
Skill 17lunged., Taiwan repr. 1965. 

WuShillErh Ping Fang li +=W;:n. 
Fifty-two Prescriptions for Illness. 
Pre-Han {text from Ma WangTui). 
Author unknown. 

ren Shan [Chaij Tsa Chi liIfU-lClll')!IU2. 
MiscellaneousJottings from Yen Shan [Studio]. 
Chhing, late +17th (?). 
Sun Chiung lJi\iI'l (?). 
See Hummel (19*3), Vol. 2, p. 670. 

r",Shan Tsa Chi~U-lJ!UG. 
MiscellaneousJottings from Yen Shan. 

Chhing, preface dated +1666. 
Sun Yen-chhuan lJi\~fi. 

ren Thw.Lunl!Ul~. 
Discourses on Salt and Iron [record of the debate 

of -81 on State control of commerce and 
industry]. 

C/Han, c. -80 to -60. 
Huan Khuan ffl::J[. 
Wang (/958) ed. (Now probably the best of many 

editions.) 
See Loewe (1993), 477-82. 

ru Thang Chia Hua 3i1it;io;;~. 
Elegant Conversations from the Academy. 
Yuan, +1288. 
WangYun .:E'IlI!. 
Tshung-Shu Chi- Chheng ed. 
See Hervouet (1978),194-5. 

ruan:Jeng Chiu Tu Chill Ji';'I!l:tL:l!itiiS;. 
Gazetteer of the Nine Regions of the Yuan-feng 

Reign-period. 
N/Sung, presented to the throne in +1080 and 

published officially in +1085. 
Ed. WangTshun.:EJ!¥ etal. 
Hua-Shih Chhu-Pan She, Taipei 1986 (punc.) ed., 

with index. 
See Hervouet (1978), p. 12g. 

ruan-ho Chun HJien Chill Ji';fIJ~l\\1\iiS;. 
Gazetteer of the Provinces and Counties of the 

Yuan-ho Period [+806 to+821]. 
Thang, after +814. 
Li Chi-fu :$i!fffi. 
Tshung-Shu Chi-Chhmged. 
See ~imonaka (i959-1962), Vol. 3, p. 169. 

ruan Shill 7C5E. 
Official History of the Yuan (Mongol) Dynasty 

[+1206 to +1367]. 
Ming, c. +1370. 
Sung Lien 5I<iIIl e/ al. 
Ym-Te Index, no. 35. 
Partial translation: Schurmann (195 6). 
Wu:)'ing tim ed. 

run Lu Man Chhaa ~.ittJ>. 
Copied at Random at the Cloudy Foot of the 

Mountain. 
S/Sung, +1206 (referring to events of about +1170 

onwards). 
Chao Yen-wei Ml~it'. 
Tshung-Shu Chi- Chhmg ed. 
See Hervouet (1978), 310-11. 

run-nan 17lung Chill ~i1iiiili5. 
Comprehensive Gazetteer ofYun-nan. 
Chhing, +1736. 
Ed. ChingTao-mou$iimJi,\t et al. 
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B. CHINESE AND JAPANESE BOOKS AND JOURNAL 
ARTICLES SINCE +1800 

Amano Motonosuke :7':iIl'Ji';Zl!lJ (i953). 
Indai Sangyii ni kansuruJakkan na Mandai ~{~iit* 1-: 

1IIi-t Q :6'fO)Fo,g. 
Mining and Agriculture in the Yin Dynasty. 
TG/K, "3. 

An Chih-rnin 'ii:iiS;lili: (i973). 
Chin Pan yu Chin Ping - Chhu, Han Chin Pi chi chhi 

Yu-Kilan Wen-Thi!i'i~~:&m-~, i3Z:&ifi 
R:Jtfl'*fOlm. 

'The Chin Pan and Chin Ping Coins - a Study of the 
Gold Coins of the State ofChhu and the Han 
Dynasty and Some Related Problems.' 

KKHP, 1973,2,61-90. 
An Chih-rnin 'ii:iiS;lili: (/981). 

Chu~ua Tsaa Cbhi 17lu~ Cbhi ti Chi-Ko W,n- Thi '*' l!!1l.!jl.jlJj~i!NI¥J~OOr.llll!. 
Some Problems Concerning China's Early 

Copper and Bronze Artifacts. 
KKHP, 1981,3, 26g-84. English abstract, p. 285. 

Tr. Murr';f (1983). 
An Chih-min 'ii: "", lili: (i993). 

Shih Lun Chu,,!:-Kuo ti Tsa. Chhi Thung Cbhi 
l>l:11?;,*,~e<J.!jl.JIJl!lili!N. 

A Preliminary Discussion of China's Early 
Copper/Bronze Implements. 

KK, 1993, 12, 1110-19. 
An Chih-min 'ii:i5lili: & Chhen Tshun-hsi J!!FJ!¥~ 

(/962). 
Shan-hsi run-chheng Tung-kau ti Tung-Han 17lung 

Khuangho 17li-Chi L1.J£,§lii~jfiiji1;1l¥J*i3Zf.iJW,fD 
mic. 

Remains of the Eastern Han Copper Mine and a 
Related Inscription at Tung-kou, Yun-chheng, 
Shan,i. 

KK, 1962, 10, 519-22. 

An Thing-jui 'ii:~lffi! (i989). 
Ho-nan Tii-hJien Shen-kou Cken Pei-Sung Mei .It7Iuang 

I-Chill ti Fa-HJien i"Ji1iiIli,J!!.tI!IIJI'j'fji;;Jt5i<1;l/;w 
JmJ:!l::I¥J~JI.Y.. 

The Discovery of the Remains of a Northern Sung 
Coal Mine at Shen-kou Chen, Yu County in 
Honan. 

KK, 1 98 9, 8, 727-30, 709. 
Anon. (1828). 

17lung Cheng ?itn-Lan foJiE3<Ii!!'II:. 
A Convenient Overview of the Copper Mining 

Administration [in Yunnan]. 
C. 1828 woodblock. (Original ed. held by 

Harvard4 Yenching Library; xerox in Needham 
Research Institute and Ostasiatisches Seminar, 
Universitat Zurich.) 

Anon. (i936). 
Khuang- Wu-HsuehMing-T;;Izu liII1o/J!i}li',faJ. 
Mineralogical Terms. 

Commercial Press, Shanghai. Repr. Chhang-sha, 
1940; Taipei, 1951. 

Anon. (/957). 
rang- fIoU run- Tung ~1o/Jlii~. 
The 'Foreign Matters' Movement. 
Jen-Min, Shanghai. 

Anon. (i957-196o). 
Chung-Kuo U:.u-Pen-Chu-IMeng-Ya Wen-Thi 

Thao-Lun Chi cP 00 jPt;::±.)( ilJi5i" 1Ol~ tilt#!. 
Collected Articles on the Question of the Sprouts 

of Capitalism in China. 
3 vol~ San-Lien, Beijing. 

Anon. (/959)' 
San Men Hsia Tshaa- run I-Chi :=: F~Jil!lti'Hill!lI'il'. 
The Remains of the Canal [and the Trackers' 

Galleries] in the San Men Gorge [of the Yellow 
River]. 

Kho Hsueh, Beijing. (Academia Sinica, 
Archaeological Field Studies, no. 8) 

Anon. (/960). 
Ho-nan Ho-pi-shill Ku Mei .lt7luang I-Chih 

T UIO-Chha Chien Pao i"JPlll'H.'l:r1j"j'j':Iii\W)lit 
l.IIiI1!l:1liUIil. 

A Brief Account of an Ancient Coal Mine Found 
in Ho-pi County, Honan. 

KK, 1960,3,39-41. 
Anon. (196oa). 

Chung-Kua .It7Iuang :reh Chhi-.It7Ian Lun- Wen So-l'in 
,*,oowill!.llJlflJ11?;:X::~91. 

An Index of Periodical Articles on Chinese Mining 
and Smelting. 

Kho Hsueh, Beijing, Ig60. 
Anon. (/960b). 

Chung-Kuo u:'u-Pen-Chu-I Meng-Ya Wen- 17li 
17lao-Lun Chi, HmPien ,*,00JJ'f:;f>::±')( illi'!flOlm 
ii11?;#!~!!liI. 

Collected Articles on the Sprouts of Capitalism in 
China, Second Series. 

Beijing. Reprint Daian, Tokyo, 1966. 
Anon. (1962). 

Kung-hsien 17luh-sheng-kou lflJ!!.~5Ej1j. 
Thieh-sheng-kou, Kung-hsien. 
English abstract 39-40. (Important corrections, 

Chao Chhing-yun ,/ al. (1985).) 
Wen Wu, Beijing. 

Anon. (i966). 
Tai-wan .It7Iuang-:feh Shill silllillll/E5E. 
A History of Mining in Taiwan. 
Taipei. 1966, 1969. 

Anon. (I97/). 
Chhun-Chung Chao-.It7Iuang Chhang-Shill 

mil:t'(lrmlH. 
Elementary Prospecting for the Masses. 
Hsin-Hua Shu-Tien, Beijing. 
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Anon. (1973)' 
An-hui Fu-yang Ti-CMii CMu-Thu ti CMu Kuo Chin Pi 

3CiII.!j!.IlBJt!llRill±iI'lJl~iiijj . 
The Gold Coins ofChhu Unearthed in Fu-yang 

District, Anhwei. 
KK, 1 973, 3, 160--6, 170. Abstract in Dien et al. 

(1985), Vol. 3, 747-53. 
Anon. (1975). 

Hu-pe; Thung-Iii shan CMun-Chhiu Chan-Kuo Ku 
Khuang-Ching I-Chih Fa-Chueh Chim Pao 
lIlJ;jtm~ilJ'{j!t'<~~t;lii#~:tJI:.<ltmilij1R. 

A Brief Report on the Excavation of the Remains 
of a Spring and Autumn/ Warring States 
Mineshaft at Thung-Ia shan, Hupeh. 

WW; "975,2,1-12. 
Anon. (1975a). 

Lueh Lun Wo Kuo Shih-ru Thim-Jan-CMi ti Khai-Fa 
chi cMi Li-Shih Ch;'o Hsun Pillti?:fJtOO15iIII7i:?t.\"1. 
iI'l7f.<lt:&:J;tI:l:i.'f:;l!j:lJiI. 

A Brief Discussion of the Development of 
Petroleum and Natural Gas in China and Its 
Historical Lessons. 

WW, "975, 6, 47-S4-
Anon. (1978a). 

Chung-Kuo Ku- Tai Kho-Chi Chheng-Chiu <jJ ~ t; ft 
f4l'it~~. 

Scientific and Technical Achievements in Ancient 
China. 

Chung-Kuo Chhing-Nien, Beijing. English tr.: 
Anon. (1983). 

Anon. (1978h). 
Chang-Kuo Teh-Chin Chim Shih <jJOO~iiilij.'f:. 
A Concise History of Chinese Metallurgy. 
Kho-Hsueh, Beijing. 

Anon. (1978c). 
Shen-yatWHsin-lo I-Chih Shih-Chueh Pao-Kao 

ttllBlIIfif~:tJI:h\m1Ri!1. 
'Trial Diggings at the Site ofHsin-lo near the City 

ofShen-yang' . 
KKHP, "978,4> Hg-66+pls. 1-4-

Anon. (1978d). 
Tslumg Ku-hsing I-ChihKanHan-Tai Sheng Thidl reh-Lim 

Chi-Shu M t;5J6m:tJI:~& ft~f;I:<El~l'it7!t. 
Han Period Cast Iron Metallurgy in the Light of 

the Ironworks Site at Ku-hsing in Cheng-chou, 
Honan. 

WW, 1978,2, H-7. Repr. in Anon. (1986), IIS-9; 
Eng. abst. A37-A39. 

Anon. (1978.). 
Ho-non Han-Tai Teh- Thidl Chi-Shu CMu- Than 

iiiJi¥i&{~lE1f;1:l'it7!tW~. 
The Iron and Steel Making Techniques of the 

Han Dynasty in Honan. 
KKHP, 1978, I, 1-24. 

Anon. (1978f). 
Cheng-chou Ku-hsing Chen Han-Tai Yeh Thieh 

I-Chih Fa-Chueh Chien Pao n1iit;~.1X: ft 
~f;l:JI:tJI:.<ltmi1!ii1R. 

Excavation of a Han Period Iron-Smelting Site at 
Ku-hsing Chen in Cheng-chou, Honan. 

WW; "978,2,28-43. Trans. Donald Wagner in 
Dien ,tal. (198S), Vol. 3, 104o-6S. 

Anon (1978iJ. 
Tzhu-hsien Yuan-Tai Mu Chhuan Chhu-Tu 

Thieh Chhi Chin-Hsiang Chien-Ting 
liIH!·5Cft*M ill ± f;l:3iiffl!Jli~. 

Metallographic Analysis ofIron Artifacts from 
Excavated Yuan Period Shipwrecks found in 
Tzhu-hsien. 

KK, 1978,6,400-1. Trans. Donald Wagner in 
Dien et al. (198S), Vol. 3, 1946-8. 

Anon. (1979). 
Shen-yang shih Hsin-Io I-Chih Md Chih-Phin 

CMan- Ti Than- Thao ttllB iPi!"#[ if JI:tJI::l:\tililJ o'l, 
FJt!l~t1. 

An Investigation into the Production Sites of Coal 
Objects Found in the Excavations at Hsin-Io, 
Shen-yang. 

KK, 1 979, I, 7g-81. 
Anon. (1981). 

Hu-pd Thunf.-Iii shan Tung-Chou Khuang I-Chih 
Fa-Chuehillljtm~ilJ*JlilliiJl:tJI:.<lttlil. 

'A Copper Mine Site of the Eastern Chou Dynasty 
Excavated at Thung-11l shan in Hubei'. 

KK, 1987, I, 30-42. 
Anon. (19810). 

Hu-pe; Thung-lii snon CMun-CMiu Shih-Chhi Lim
Thung I-Chilz Fa-Chueh Chim-Pao lIIljtm~ ilJ 
'{j!t'<BtMi:Mli!JI:tJI:.<lttlili1!ii1R. 

A Brief Report on the Excavation of the Remains 
of Spring and Autumn Period Copper Smelting 
at Thung-Ia shan in Hupeh. 

KK, 1 981 ,8,3<>-9. 
Anon. (1982). 

Wo Kuo Ku- Tai Kang Thuh Teh-Chin Chi-Shu ti 
Chung- Ta CMeng-Chiu ~OOt;ft~f;l:lE1iil'it7!t 
iI'l:m;*;:~~. 

'The Achievements ofIron and Steel Making in 
Ancient China'. 

In Anon. (1986), 147-SI. Eng. abst. AS2-ASS. 
Anon. (1982a). 

Min-Kuo I-LaiKuo-Shilz ren-Chiu tiHui-Kuyii 
Chan- Wang ren-Thao-Hui Lun- Wen Chi 
~~~*~.'f:~~iI'l@.~~~~~. 
milxMt 

Collected Papers from the Conference on the 
Past and Future of Chinese Historiography 
in the 20th Century. 

Taiwan University, Taipei. 
Anon. (1983). 

CMing-Tai ti Khuang-Teh i'A'ftil'lliiill!. 
Mining in the Chhing (Selections from Primary 

Sources). 
2 vols. Chung Hua, Beijing. 

Anon. (19830). 
Teng~Feng Wang-Chheng-Ka1lJJ I-Chilz ti Fa-Chueh 

. J!t-EE~ti!illI:tJI:iI'lil:!li!l. 
Excavation of the Remains ofWang-Chheng

Kang at Teng-Feng. 
WW, 1983, 3, 8-20. 

Anon. (1984). 
Chung-Kuo Ku- Tai ti Md Tiao chi chhi Isai Md- Than 

Khai-Fa Li-rungShilz shangti I-I<jJ~t;ftil'l:l:\t. 
:&:J;t:a:~J!R7f.<ltfljm.'f:J:.iI'lt'}(. 
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Ancient China's Coal Carving and its Significance 
in the History of the Exploitation and 
U tiIization of Coal. 

7JKHSrC, 3, 1,68-73-
Anon. (19840) 

Ho-non Kung-hsim Sung Ling Tshai-Shih-Chhang 
Two-CMa Chi iiiJi¥iJR..fl*~*15ti.JiJ~I:i!i'ic. 

'Reconnaissance of a Quarry for the Construction 
of Royal Tombs of the Song Dynasty at 
Gongxian, Henan.' 

KK, 1984, ll, 98o-S· 
Anon. (1985). 

Ming Chhing Kuang-tung She-Hui Ching-Chi ren-Chiu 
l!Il~r*t±~!'i£i'1'i~~. 

'Studies ofKwangtung's Social Economy in the 
Ming and Chhing Dynasties'. 

KwangtungJen-Min, Kuang-chou. 
Anon. (1985a). 

Chung-Kuo Ti-Fang-Chilz Lien-Ho Mu-Lu 
<jJ OOJt!l:niiS':I&<~ El:lit. 

A Consolidated Catalogue of Chinese 
Gazetteers. 

Chung-Hua, Beijing. 
Anon. (1985b). 

Hsin-chiang Ku- Tai Min- Tsu Wen- Wu i!"#[ lit; ft ~W( 
x1m. 

Cultural Relics from Ancient Sinkiang. 
Wen-Wu, Beijing. 

Anon. (1986). 
Chang-Kuo reh-Chin ShihLun- Wen Chi <jJ~lE1ii.'f: 

ti?:X •. 
Collected Papers in the History ofChine.e Metals 

Technology. 
Pei-ching Kang Thieh Hsueh-Yuan Ym-Shua

Chhang, Beijing. 
Anon. (1990). 

1988 NItTIJui-chhang Thung-ling Khuang Teh I-Chilz 
Fa-Chueh Chien-Pao 1988lf.J:IH~lm~Ii~JI:tJI: 
.<lttlil~1R. 

A Brief Report on the 1988 Excavations of the 
Mining and Smelting Remains at Thung-Iing 
inJui-chhang. 

CHWW; 1990 , 3. 
Anon. (J991). 

Tseng-Hou-iMu Wen-WuI-Shu 'I!I'~z..x1m 
Z7!t. 

Artistic Style of the Cultural Relic. From the 
Tomb ofTseng-Hou-i. 

Hupeh Fine Arts Publishing House, Wuhan. 
Anon. (1994). 

Chung-Kuo Teh-Chin ShiJz: Lun- Wen Chi (ETh) 
<jJ~~ii.'f:: ti?:XMH=). 

Collected Articles on the History of Chinese 
Metallurgy (2). 

Pei-ching Kho-Chi Ta-Hsueh, Beijing. 
Aoyama Sadao "ilJ~1t (1933)· 

Dokushi Myu kiyo saJcuin: Shina rekiJo.i <kimti yOTan. 
• .'f::n.j('.~~'5I: ~mm!ft:!1!!;g,I! •. 
Handbook of Chinese historical place-names: 

Index to the Tu Shilz Fang r. Chi rao. 
Toho Bunka Gakuin JiI[:nX 1t*~, Tokyo. 

Reprint 1974. 

Araki Toshikazu m*liI:!!:- (1938). 
Sodai no IWr:in; toku ni 0 Ans.ki no Diikin 7ippai no Jijo 

nilsuite*ftO)jI;~; t < 1':3:3C15O)jfi!~lft'lm 
O)~1II,:·:n'-c. 

Copper Prohibitions in the Sung; Especially the 
Circumstances Surrounding their Abolition by 
Wang An-shih. 

rrSKK, 4, 1-29. 
ChangChen-ken .Jia, Ou-yangTzu-yuan ~118 El Z, 

Hsu Chung-Iun 1>?i11jlfe:, Hu Shou-yung "IiIl~;j( 
& Chhi Feng-ju t!lJj(\~ (1988- 1992). 

Chung-Kuo Chin Khuang Ta CMiian <jJ ~ iilii;*;:~. 
A Compendium of China's Gold Ores. 
Kweichow People's Publishers. 

ChangCheng-ming ijjI;lEl!Il (1984). 
CMu Shilz Lun Tshung J!!1 15 ti?: M. 
Collected Articles on the History of the State of 

Chhu. 
Hu-peiJen Min, Wu-han. 

Chang Cheng-ming 'lIllEl!Il & Liu Yan-thang ~Jlii1i!: 
(1984). 

Ta-yeh Thung-lii snon Thung Khuang ti Kuo-Shu; 
Chu. Lan Shang-Ku Tshai TIumg Chung-Hsin ti 
fun-CMu. ;*;:~lfiil~ilJlfiilliil'l~liii; i1!iiti?:J:. ti 
*m<jJ'L'iI'l~ll:. 

The Question of the State to Which the Ancient 
Copper Mine at Thung-11l shan, Ta-yeh 
Belonged; with a Note on the Shifting of 
Copper Production Centers in Ancient China. 

In Chang Cheng-ming (1984), 60-72. 
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Chhii-chou (Chekiang) 92,94,125,128,153,158 
Chhu-hsuing (Yunnan) 92,96 
Chhii-shui (Kansu) II2, II4 
Chhu-wo 74-5 
Chhii-wo (Shansi) 62,63 
Chhuan Thai Shan coal mine 300 
Chhiian-chiao (Anhwei) 62, 64 
Chhiian-chou Chhing h,i h,ien (Fukien) 125,128 
Chhiian-chou (Fukien) 62,65,125,128,153,158 
Chhiian-chou (Hunan) 112, II6, 153, 159 
Chhiian-chou (Kwangsi) 153,162 
Chhueh Liang-chhing 303-4 
Chhun-chou (Kwangtung) 92,95,125,130 
Chi-chen (Hopeh) 125,126 
Chi-chhang (Shans~ 153,155 
Chi-chou (Kiangsi) 153, 158 
Chi-chou (Shansi) 153,155 
Chi-hsi (Anhwei) 92,93,125,127 
Chi-h,ien (Hopeh) 153, 154 
Chi-h,ien (Szechwan) 1I2, 1I7 
Chi-mo (Shantung) 153,155 

Chi-nan 74-5 
Chi-nan Ning hai (Shantung) 125,126 
Chi-nan (Shantung) 92,93 
Chi-shan (Yunnan) II2, lI8 
Chi-wang shan (Honan) II2, II4 
Chi-yuan 74-5 
Chi-Yuan (Honan) 153,157 
Chia-chiang (Szechwan) 153,160 
Chia-chou (Szechwan) 92,95, II2, 1I7 
Chia-meng (Szechwan) lI2, 1I6 
Chia-ting (Szechwan) ll2, II7 
Chia-ying chou (Kwangtung) 92,96 
Chian-tu (Kiangsu) 1I2,114 
Chiang le (Fukien) 125, 128 
Chiang (Shansi) 153,155 
Chiang-chou (Shansi) 62,63 
Chiang-hsia (Hupeh) 153,159 
Chiang-hsien 74-5 
Chiang-hsien (Shansi) 153,155 
Chiang-hua (Hunan) 92,95,153,160 
Chiang-Ie (Fukien) II2, lI5, 125, 128, 153, 158 
Chiang-ling 82 
Chiang-ling (Hupeh) 1I2, 1I5 
Chiang-ning 74-5 
Chiang-tu (Kiangsu) 62,64,125,127 
Chiang-yu (Szechwan) 92,95, 1I2, 1I7, 153,161 
Chiao yuan hsien (Hunan) 62,66 
Chiao-chheng 74-5 
Chiao-<:hheng (Shansi) 92,93,153,155 
Chiao-chou (Shantung) 92,93, II2, II3 
Chieh-<:hou (Kansu) 140, 141 
Chieh-h,ien (Shan,i) 62, 63 
Chieh-lien (Szechwan) 62, 66 
Chieh-yang (Kwilllgtung) 153, 162 
Chien-an (Fukien) 62,65,125,128 
Chien-<:hang chm (Kiangsi) 125, i28 
Chien-<:hhang (Szechwan) 62,66, 1I2, II7, 125, 129, 

153,161 
Chien-chou (Fukien) 62,65,92,94,125,128,153,158 
Chien-chou (Szechwan) 92,95, 1I2, "7 
Chien-hui (Fukien) 62, 65 
Chien-ning (Fukien) 92,94,125,128,153,158 
Chien-shih 74-5 
Chien-shih (Hupeh) 62,65,92,94, II2, lI6 
Chien-shui 74-5 
Chien-shui (Yunnan) 125,132 
Chien-te (Chekiang) 125,127,153,158 
Chien-te sui an (Chekiang) 62,64 
Chien-yang(Fukien) 62,65 
Chien-yang hsien (Fukien) 125, 128 
Chih Fa-lin 205 
Chih-chiang (Hunan) 14°,142,153,160 
Chih-chin 74-5 
children 

exploitation 40 I n 

haulers 314,391 
sorters 391 

Chilean mills 354,355, 357n 
chiming stone sets 233 
Chin-chheng coal mines 16n 
Chin-chhih (Yunnan) II2, 118, 125, 131, 153, ,62 
Chin-chhiian (Szechwan) 62,66 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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Chin-chiang (Fukien) 153,158 
Chin-chou (Liaoning) 62,63 
Chin-chou (Shansi) 153, 155 
Chin-chou (Shensi) II2, "4 
Chin-hsien (Kiangsi) 153, '59 
Chin-hua (Chekiang) 62,65 
Chin-sha chiang (Yunnan) lI2, II8 
Chin-shui (Szechwan) 62,66,112, 1I6 
China clay, coal association 218 

Ching-chou (Hopeh) II2, 113, 153, 154 
Ching-chou (Hunan) II2, lI6 
Ching-chou (Hupeh) 140, 141 
Ching-ning(Chekiang) 125,128 
Ching-shan (Hupeh) 62,65,92,94, lI2, lI5, 153, 159 
Ching-yang (Shensi) 153, 156 
Ching-yuan 74-5 
chisels 263, 265, 266 

excavating 274 
working area 273,274, '75 

Cho-hsien (Hopeh) 153,154 
Chouperiod 

copper mines 19 
lead content of bronze 108 

Chou Wei-chien 81n 
Chou-chih (Shensi) 62,64, lI2, lI4, 125, 127, 153, 156 
chromite source 43 
chrysotile 17¥ 
Chu Shou-khang 136n 
Chu-chi (Chekiang) 125,127 
Chii-chou (Shantung) 62,63, ll2, lI3, 125, 126, 153, 155 
ChU-hsien (Shantung) 153,155 
Chii-ju shan (Honan) 112, II4 
ChU-jung(Kiangsu) 62,64,92,93 
Chu-shan (Hupeh) 62,65,92,94,153,159 
Chu-shan (Shensi) 74-5,153,156 
Chu-thi (Szechwan) 92,95,125,129 
Chu-yang (Honan) 153,157 
ChU-yang shan (Hopeh) 125, 126 
ChU-yil shan (Chekiang) 112, II5 
Chuan-chil (Hope h) 77 
Chun-chou (Honan) 153,157 
Chung-chhing (Yunnan) 153, 162 
Chung-hsien (Szechwan) H2, II7 
Chung-pu (Shensi) 153,156 
Chung-tien (Yunnan) 112, II8, 125, 132 
Chung-wei h,ien (Ninghsia) 77 
Chung-wei shan (Shensi) 62,63 
Chungking mine 9n 
chute, ore dressing 354 
cinnabar 139,14°-2,143,144-5,146-50 

adits for excavation 28ln 
alchemy 146 
arsenic adulteration 177 
black 139n, 148n 
colour 148,22sn 
crystal structure 224 
field ploughing 256n 
firesetting in mines 304 
fuel 189 
gunpowder use in mines 30Bn 
lustre 229 
market 143 

mercury 
source 139 
tears 149 

mining stimulus 148 
native 139, 148 
opacity 229 -30 
open-air roasting 149 
ore 139 

quality 148 
pigment use 143 
placer deposits 148 
polishing agent 146 
quartz association 218 
signal smoke 147 
synthesis 143,144,146 
transmutation into gold 374 
uses 143, 146 
workforce 148-9 
see also mercury 

claims 
conflicting 284, 288 
disputes 421 

clay 33,185 
China 218 
digging by potters 205 
puddling 240 

cleavage of minerals 231 
coal 1,2, IB6-91, 192,193-7,198,199-201 

availability '00 
bed thickness 187-8 
bituminous 188-9,190 
bright 189,190 
briquettes 194, 198 
broken 189, 190 
ceramics industry I97n 
China clay association 218 
classification 188-90 
cooking fuel 194 
costofproduction 433n 
daily output 199 
deposits 3,52,186-90,203 

central Yangtze 52 
deep 195 
location 220 
pyrites association 179 

dressing 353 
dust 189,190 

briquettes 194 
heating capability 191 
hoisting 316n 
iron..,melting 196n 
Kiangsi field 17 
labour force 20In 

late imperial China 196-7,198 
lime calcining 197 
market availability 200n, 20 I 
miner 192 
mines/mining 

abandonment 201 

below water level 349 
cart tracks 315 
Chin-chheng 16n 
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coal mines/mining (cont.) 
danger 393 
depth 186. 
disaster 193' 
mechanisation of cutting 402 
message passing 18 
permits I03n 
pillar and stope support 298n, 299 
room and pillar support 299 
seasonal 388-9 
shoulder poles 309 
undercutting 299 
ventilation 330 
windlass 321,323 
work force 16 
worked-out areas 300 

outcrop 195 
pillars 298 
plant origin recognition 197 
price 199-200 
proximity to iron ore and clay deposits 53 
quality 433' 
regular deposits 280 
rural industry 197 
seams 186 
slack 195' 
Sung dynasty 195-6 
terminology 193 
traditional technology 199--201 
transport 197n, 200 

costs 199-200 
use 53,191, 193, 195-6 

domestic 195 
earliest 190-1,192,193-4 
frugality 200-1 
fuel 191,193 

vegetation use in deposit location 220 

vitriol 178 
water 

limitations 201 

seepage 186 
transportation 197n, 200 

weathered 195n 
$" also anthracite 

coal mining, division of operations 434 
cobalt 173 
cobbing 353 
Coghian, H. H. 58., 59n, 60n 
cohesion properties of minerals 230-1 

coinage 
bimetallic 136 
bronze 86 
copper 87,88,380-1 
gold 122 
iron 169,171n 
lead 108 
non-use of gold/silver 120n 
silver 133', 136 
zinc content 137-8 
Jee aLro minting 

coke 190, 193', 196 
coking 189 

cold smoke vapours 329 
Cole, F. L. 26. 
CoUins, W. F. 216. 

tin ore processing 358,363 
colour of minerals 225 - 9 

heat tests 234-5 
streak test 227-8 

community sense 390-1 
compass 284,288 
compensation 

non-monetary 433n 
risk 412 
shares in mine production 396,400-1 

concentrates 336, 352 
tin ore 359,360,361-2,363 
washing 355 

conchoidal fracture 23 I 
Confucian orthodoxy 425,426 
conservatism of Chinese 264,403 

economic/ social environment 404 
consumerism 404J1 
contact deposits 50 
contract systems 395 
convict workers 86 
cooking, fuel 194 
cooperation 393-4 
copper 1,2,41 

adit drainage 342 
annealing 59 
artefacts 60,71n 
bell casting 86. 
bronze making 69,71-2 
cementation process see copper precipitation process 
Chinese deposits 52 
coal 178 
coins 380-1 

export 87 
replacement by paper currency 88 

cold working 59 
convict workers 86 
demand in Shang period 78 
deposits 207,371 

contact metamorphic 44 
exhaustion 381 
nature 370 
north China 72-3,74-5,76, 77, 78 
number 76n 
oxidation zone 47n 
quality 76 
size 72n 
Tung-chhuan (Yunnan) 52. 

discovery 58-61,62-;,68-9 
displacement from salt solutions 373 
dragon pumps 350 
diainage of mines 342, 349>350, 351 
earliest use 58-61,62-;,68-9 
evaluation mistake 207, 209 
exploitation 88,89 
government requirements 425 
Han dynasty 86 
heat-softening 60 
imperial period 86-90 
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items of daily use 86. 
items from Chhi-chia culture 68 
Kang-hsia mines 83 
leach 372 
Ma-yang mines (Hunan) 83-4 
magnetite association 32n 
metallic 372 
metallurgy emergence 58. 
mines 

archaeological reports 19 
archaeology 32 
distribution n 76 
firesetting 303, 304n 
ore body roof 291 

mining 
geological faults 26 
haulage 428 
mint supplies 427 
pre-2oth century sites 62; 
price fixing 423n 
shallow pit 256. 
sites 78-90, 207 
surface 258 
technology 12,428 
Thang-tan 16n 
writings on processing 23n 
Yunnan 35 

minting 378,380-1,427 
native 58,59, 6on, 6In, 68, 111 

mother 236 
placer deposits 239 
Thung-ling mines 79 
tin presence 7 I 
underground digging 260 

Nu-Ia-sai mines (Ni-Io-kho, Sinkiang) 85-6 
ore 

colour 226 

exploited in traditional times 70 
low grade 386 
smelting 68-9 
tin content 97 
Yunnan deposit classification 50,51,52 

precipitation 377 
on iron 375-6 

production 58-90 
centres 380 
levels 87,381-2 
sites 73, 74-5 
stimulation by government 87 
taxation 4" 

rust Bower 219 

salts and iron contact 373-4 
Shang period bronzemaking 72 
shortages 88 - 9 
size of pieces 58-9 
sluicing 246 
smelting 61,68-9,78 

from sulphide ores 85' 
iron production 151 
in Yunnan 35 

southeast Anhwei mining sites 84-5 
Ta-ching mines 83 

tools 
manufacture 269 
for mining 263 

trade routes 72n 
two· level inclined mine shaft 261,262 
usability 59 
veins 45 

deposition pattern 47 
water association 236 

copper carbonates 370,371 
colour 225 

ores 61 
copper iron sulphide hydrothermal depositions 370 
copper oxide 370,371 

ores 79,81 
copper precipitation process 

amalgamation 373 
boiling-followed-by-refining 373 
copper sulphate production 382 
costs 382,384 
economics 371. 384 
from vitriol 169 
iron 375-6,377 

contamination 378 
requirements 382 
shortages 383 
substitutes 384 

large-scale development 378-9 
locations 383n 
mine waters 384,385 
post-Sung decline 383-6 
precipitation period 378 
preconditions 370,372-6 
production 377,381,382 
refining furnaces 383 
reimplementation attempts 383 
revival 384,385 
straw mat collection 384" 
Sung breakthrough 376-83 
utilisation 377 
works 383 
yield 382 
set also wet copper process 

copper sulphate 81, 370,371, 372 
copper precipitation process 382 
heating 372 

copper sulphide 371 
instability 370 
ores 68-9 
Spanish deposits 386 

copper-bearing mine waters 372 
copper-nickel alloy 150 
copper-tin ores 6 I 
corundum, crushed 183 
cosmetics, lead 1<>9 
cosmological theories 28 

correspondence theory 226 
Craddock, P. 301, 302n, 304 
cradle 251,254 

see aLro rocker 
craft skills 22 
Crawford,]. 216. 
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crawling sticks 263 
Cressey, G. B. 13n,57n 
crushing ore 353-5 

firesetting 302n, 355 
mills 356 
tin ore 357 
see also milling; mills 

crystal structure of minerals 22+-5 
cupel 132, 133n 
cupellation 109, 132-3 
cuprite 81,370 

deposits in Yunnan go 
cupro-nickel 150 
currency 86 

export 87 
needs 425 
paper money 88-9,384 
see also coinage; minting 

cut-and-fill technique 284 
cylinder and piston ventilation pump 335,336 
Cyprus 6 

dagger-axe 
lead ro8 
mass production I70n 
tin content of bronze 98 

Dai Zhiqiang, non-use of gold/silver 120n 
dangers, labour force 420 

darkness, working in 325 
dating 

Kang-hsia mines (Hupeh) 83 
southeast Anhwei mining sites 84JJ 

Davidson,J. W. 57n 
Davis,J. F. 31 
Dawes, H. F. 16 

waterladders 340 
DeRlMetallica I, lIn, 29, 33n 

ore dressing 367 
publication 39 
pumps 344 
tin production lOon 
translation 425 
windlasses 319 

dead labour 389 
debtto headmen 40 I 
deep mines, danger levels 432 
deep shaft mining of tin 105 
Delumeau,J. 206n 
density of minerals 232 
deposits 16,203,204,205 

accidental discovery 205-6 
alluvial 213 
association with water 338n 
beaded 204 
bedded 203,2°4, 205 
below water level 351 
blasting 308 
China's 50-6 
Chinese miners' understanding 49-50 
classification 41-5,46,47,48,49 
contact 50 
determination of scale 207, 209 

effects on mining 57 
evaluation mistakes 207,209 

exhaustion 210 

exploitation of poor quality 432 
form 28,50 
geology 5 
horizontal 278-9 
indicators sought by prospectors 213-14 
indirect aids for finding 216 

inventories 33 
lenticular 204 

location 28,51-2,53-6 
metamorphic 49 
ores 41-5,46,47,48,49-57 
pocket 204 
primary 42-5 
quasi-bedded 204 
regions 53-6 
secondary 45,46,47,48,49 
shapes 27 
theories 29 
unpredictability 8 
vein following 2Il 
vein-like 203,204, 205 

see also alluvial deposits; placer deposits 
diamond, abrasive use 183 
Dibner, B. 31n,39n 
dictionaries 3 I 
differential pressure ventilation 331-2 
digging stick 267,278 
disease 9 
disputes 421 
distillation, dry 3n 
distillation/ sublimation process 146. 
dividend payment 412n 

set also investment 
dousing 301 
Dragon King of Ore Deposits 50 
dragon pumps 347-8,350 
dragons, divine 406 
drainage 338-49,35°,351 

adits 280n 
buckets 340,342 
costs 349,351 
human power 340 
mechanisation I I, 308 
troughs 339, 340 
water ladders 340 
water-screw 344 
set also water 

Draper, M. D. 47n 
Chilean mills 357n 
tin ore quality 102 
ventilation I06n 

dredging 255 
drifts 278-84,285-7,288 

horizontal 279 
timbering 295-7 

drilling 
borehole 215,216 
charge setting for blasting 306 
rejection 404 

1 
I 
i 

dry distillation process 3" 
dwarfs 391 
dyes, tin mordants 99 

earthenware 185 
earthquakes 26 
Eastern Han period, gold mining 119-20 
Easton, A. 431n 
Eberstein, B. 17n 

illicit mining 424" 
miners' relationship with local people 

420n 
price fixing 423" 
protection fees 42gn 
reintegration of rootless people 424n 
social usefulness of mining 424n 

economic efficiency 414 
economic environment 404 
Edkins,J. 203 
efficiency per capita 14 
egalitarianism 394 
electrum II In, 228 

mine 120 

elixirs 
lead ro8 
minerals 22 I 

elshotzia 84n 
copper indicator 219 

eluvial concentration 46 
eluvial float 213 
Elvin,M. 

experiment in technology 210 

government attitudes to mining 424 
hydraulic technology 343n 
pumps 347n 

emery 183 
Emmons, W. H. 42n, 45", 47n 
emperor, role in state involvement 417n 
En-chheng (Kwangsi) 140,142 
En-chou (Kwangtung) 125,130 
En-phing(Kwangtung) 112,117,125,130 
En-shib 74-5 
En-shih (Hupeh) 62,65,92,94 
energy source, human labour 432 

entrepreneurs, capital investment 434 
environment 

mining 8-9 
understanding 430 

erosion 45,52 
alluvial deposits 214 

Esterer, M. 349 
European skills 410 
evaluation 

mistakes 207, 209 
need 209-10 
ore 208 

practical experience 210 
see also assaying 

excavations 
avoidance 261 
ease 289 
placer deposits 240 
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support 288-93,294,295-8 
tombs 30ln 

experience, local 7 
expertise 22, 393-5 
experts 207n, 209, 394 

roving 207n, 209 
exploitation, profitable 
exploration 

Ko-chiu deposits 396n 
lack 21O-Il 

need 209-10 

shafts 215 
terminology 206-'7" 
weak 206-7,208, 209-Il 

explosions 9, 409 
see also gunpowder; methane 

eye disease 325n 

family labour 16 
family system, exploitation 40In 
Fan-chhang 74-5 
Fan-chhang (Anhwei) 62,64 
Fan-shan (Hopeh) I25,126 
Fan-yu (Kwangtung) 92,96,125,13°,153,162 
Fang Yu-sheng 238n 
Fang-chheng 74-5 
Fang-chou (Hupeh) 112,115 
Fang-chou (Shensi) 153,156 
Fang-hsien 74-5 
Fang-hsien (Hupeh) 62,65,92,94,14°,141 
Fang-shan coal mines 16 
fans 332,333-4, 335 

circular 332,333-4,335 
linked 335 
motive power 335n 
ventilation 332,333-4,335 

fatalism 409 
faults, geological 26,288-9 
Fay, A. H. 298n 
Fei-hu (Hopeh) 62,63 
Fei-niao (Szechwan) 62,66 
feldspar 44 
Fen-hsi (Shansi) I53, 155 
Fen-yi (Kiangsi) I53,159 
Feng shan (Hopeh) 125,126 
Feng-chheng 74-5 
Feng-chheng(Hunan) 92,95 
Feng-chheng (Kiangsi) 153,159 
Feng-chheng(Kwangsi) 92,96 
Feng-chhuan (Kwangtung) 125, 129 
Feng-chieh (Szechwan) 92,95,153,160 
Feng-chou (Shensi) 125,126,14°,141,153,156 
Feng-hsiang fu (Shensi) 92,93,125,127,153,156 
Feng-hsiang (Shensi) 153,156 
Feng-hsien tung (Hopeh) 125,126 
Feng-hua (Chekiang) 62,65 
Feng-huang shan (Shensi) 125, 127 
Feng-jun (Hopeh) 112,113 
Feng-khai (Kwangtung) 125, 130 
Feng-li(Shensi) 92,93 
Feng-shan (Honan) 112,114 
Feng-shui 422 
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Feng-shun(Kwangtung) 92,96,125,130 
ferric oxide 183 
ferroalloys 171,173 
fertiliser, saltpetre 184 
Feuerweker, A. 427 
finance see capital; revenue; taxation 
Finley, M. l. 12n 
firecrackers 409n 
firedamp 329,331 
firesetting 300-6,431 

airflow 332n 
dousing 301 
effectiveness g05 
energy savings 30 [ 
fracture induction 30gn 
fuel availability 305 
fume hazards 305-6 
labour cost considerations 305 
ore crushing 302n, 355 
prehistoric times 301 

rock disintegration 302,.303 
smoke 305 
southeast Anhwei mining sites 841', 85 

fireworks, arsenic 177 
flame colour 234 
flame thrower 346n, 347 

naphtha 202 
fleece 248,253 
flint 

fracture form 231 

mining at depth 195, 260 
tools 238n 

floorsills 297 
flotation, ore dressing 364 
flumes 335,337 
fluorite 175 

tin assocation 2 I 8 
folk names 173 
food 

obtaining from local population 421-2 
prices 325,421 

fool's gold 230 
foot stamps 357 
footbinding 392 
Forbes, R.J. 32n, 4In, 42n, 59n, 217n 

Latin aod Greek works Ign 
lead reduction 107n 
mining techniques 280 

forced labour 387, 389 
conditions 426n 
convicts 86 

fracture forms of minerals 231 

Franklin, U. 
gold use lIon 
labour force 387 
metals IIIn 

franklinite 139 
fraud, detection 4Ion 
Fu-ao (Fukien) ll2, ll5 
Fu-an (Kwanglli) ll2, ll8, 125, 130 
Fu-chhing(Fukien) 153,158 
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Fu-chhuan (Kwangsi) 92,96 
Fu-chou chhang hsi (Fukien) 125,128 
Fu-chou (Fukien) 62,65,125,128 
Fu-chou (Kiangsi) Il2, IIj, 125, 129, 153, 158 

Fu-chou (Kwangsi) g2, g6 
Fu-chil 74-5 
Fu-hsien 74-5 
Fu-ling (Szechwan) 112,117,140,142,153, 16I 

Fu-Iu (Kansu) 1I2, ll4 
Fu-ning (Hopeh) 125,126 
Fu-shan (Shantung) 153, 155 
Fu-shun 74-:5 
Fu-shun chien (Szechwan) '40,142 
Fu-thang (Fukien) 153,158 
Fu-yil ,han (Shensi) 62,63,153,156 
fuels 

coal 186-91,192, Ig3-7, Ig8, 199-201 
cooking 194 
location 3 
natural gas 201-2 

petroleum 201-2 
Fukien Massif 54 
furnace method of ventilation 332,333,334 
Furth, C. 22n, 28n, 29n 

gad 265,267,278 
coalminer's 274, 275 
handled 276 

galena 107 
argenite content 124 

argentiferous 100, 109 

association with zincblende 138-9 
crystal system 107n 
ideochromy 225n 
tin deposits 219 

gall vitriol 379 
galleries 279 

drainage angle 341 
timbering 292 

gambling 4334 
debts 40In 

Gan 53n 
GanZuyu 52n 
gangue 6In 

excavation 308 
mineral separation 255 
ore dressing 352 
placer mineral separation 241 
platforms in mines 309 
removal 353 
silver ore dressing 355 
sluicing 246 

garnet, abrasion 183 
Garnier, F. 37n 
gas, natural 201-2 

gases 
noxious 9 
poisonous 328-9,330 
see also carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide; methane 

Gates, H. IOn 

gem mining, windlass 320, 323 
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gemstones 44, 175 

see also precious stones 
geobotanical indicators 84 
geobotanical prospecting 219-20 
geographical constraints 3-4 
geographical writings 32-5,36,37 
geological constraints 3-4 
geological deposition, mineral associations 217-19 

geological structure, knowledge 50 
geology 25-6 

knowledge 430 
time 28 

geomancy 212,213,406-8 
compass use 288 

geomantic prescriptions 422 
geometry 288n 
gersdorfite 150 
Glahn, R. van 136n 
glass 

barium content I73n 
cuttingwithdiamond 183 

glass beads, cobalt pigment 173 
Glauber,J. R. 3 In 

Gobi Desert 54 
God of Wealth 50 
Godoy, R. 9,434 
Galas, p.J. 39n,40n 

braoch mines 423n 
mountain tin 336n 
rainy season 336n 

gold 109-1 I, II2-18, 1 Ig-20, 121,122-3 
adits for mining 282n 
alluvial 214 
archaeological record 110 

auriferous sand winnowing 255 
availability in Han period 122 
bailing operation in mine 27 I 

bench placer working 121 
Buddhist statuary gilding 123 
bullion 120 
Chinese deposits 52 
coins 122 

concentrate reworking 388 
contact metamorphic deposits 44 
deep gravels 121 
deposition 47 
deposits 41, Ill, 207 

exploration 209-10 
descriptions 221 

distribution "9n 
dog's head 221 
dredging 255 
exchange rates I36n 
extraction methods I I I 

fleeces for extraction 248, 253 
grubbing 109 
heat test 235 
iron association go 
jade association 218 
jewellery 123 
labour force 2 

leaf lion 

limonite association 218 

as luxury metal 1 IQ 

mercury amalgamation I32n, 146, 147, 250, 
253-5 

mines 
circular fan 333 
firesetting 304" 
shoulder poles 309 
of Warring States period 78-9n 
worked-out area filling 300n 

mining 10 

blasting 306 
sites II2-18 

money-like transactions 133n 
native 109, 111,124 

disseminated 257 
trenching 241 

nuggets IOgn, 1 t I 

placer deposits lll, "9, 239 
buried ancient 120 

mining 123 

placering as side-employment 388 
plant associations 2Ign 
poultry faeces 241 
production 1 

purity assay 229 
quartz association 218 

refining 120, 18¥ 
rockriffies 250 
shaft size 3g1 
sluicing 247 
specific gravity 241 
streak colour 228-g 

telluride 120 

terminology 221, 224 

testing stone 229 
touchstone 228-g 

trade routes 123 
use ITon 
utensils 123 
value 123 
veins 45, 2: I¥ 

deposits Ill, IIg-20 

washing 119, 123n, 244, 245, 247-8 
cradle 254 

gold-plating see gold, mercury amalgamation 
Golden Fleece legend 253 
gossan 47,48,84 

copper deposit indications 214 
mineral associations 2I7n 

prospecting value 212 
government 

attitudes to mining 424 
COpper requirements 425 
effective 428n 
lack ofinvclvement in mining 428 
mining revenues 423 
monopolyoniron 168-9 
need for mining products 425 
policy change 426-7 
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government (coni.) 
prohibition against private mining 4Ign 
running of mines 426 
sale to 423 
see also officials; state 

grain purchase 420n 
graphite, ideochromy 225n 
gravity separation techniques 240-3,244,245-8, 

249-50,251,252,253-5 
cradles 251 

Heece 248,253 
mercury pool 253-4 
panning 242-3,244,245-6 
riffles 247-8,251 
rockers 251,252 
sluicing 246-8 
washing 240-2 

Great Leap Forward 384 
Grimes Graves flint mines 278 
grinding ore 353-5 
ground sluicing 358 
groundwater 

protection 338 
seepage 340 

grubbing 238,260 
gold 109 

Gulf of China 54 
gunpowder 306, 431 

cinnabar mines 30Bn 
firesetting preference 307 
ignition 307n 
quality 307 
saltpetre 184 
sulphur 182 

Hai-yang(Kwangtung) 92,96,125,129 
Hai-yen chang shan (Chekiang) 62,64 
halite, taste 233 
hammers 263 

bi-material 273 
crushing mills 355,356 
discoidal 274 
types 273 
working area 273, 274, 275 

Hanperiod 
bronze coins 86 
coal as fuel 191,193 
copper 86 
gold 

availability 122,123 
bullion 120 

silver 132-3 
windlass 318 

Han-chia (Szechwan) 112,116 
Han-chung Basin 54 
Han-chung (Shensi) 112,114,153,156 
Han-shui (Hupeh) 112,115 
Han-shui river 82 
Han-tan (Hopeh) 153, 154 
Han-yin (Shensi) 112,114 
hand signals 406 
handicraft products, jet 190-1 

hardness of minerals 227n 
tests 230 

hardships 9 
Harris,J. R. 8n, 22n, 32n 
Hartwell, R. In,53n 

coal as smelting fuel 193n 
iron production in Sung 169-70 
mining experts 207n 
silver mining sites I36n 

harvesting, placer mining 241 

haulage 308-9,310,3",312,313-14,315, 
316 

baskets 309,310,3",312 
carts 314,315,316 
copper mining 428 
crawling 3II 

load weights 3",313 
mechanisation 308 
minimising 308 - 9 
sledges 314,315,316 
water 312 

haulers 
children 314, 391 
labour force 313-14 

headboards 289 
headman 389 

abilities 398 
band of miners 400,402n 
compensation by shares of production 400 

entrepreneurs 414n 
exploitation of miners 398,401 
lease of mining rights 396 
loans from investors 413 
maximisation of profits 402-3 
mine exploitation 396 
miners indebted to 401 
obligations 398 
role 396-8,399 
tallies 399 

Healy,]. F. 3In, 45n, 46 
heat tests for minerals 234-5 
Hei-shan (Liaoning) U2,1I3 
hematite 151n, 152,163 

pottery pigments 260n 
prospecting value 212 
streak test 227-8 

Heng-chou (Hunan) 62,66,92,95,112, u6, 125,129, 

153,159 
Heng-chou (Kwangsi) 125,131 
Heng-shan (Hunan) 125,129 
Heng-yang (Hunan) 153,160 
hierarchy, labour force 394 
Hino Kaisaburo 170n 
hired miners 400n 
hit-and-run approach 
Ho Ping-ti 76n 

copper trade 73n 
ore deposits in northern China 73 

Ho Ping-yil 254 
Ho Yueh-chiao 41, llon 
Ho-chhih (Kwangsi) 92,96,125,131 
Ho-chhih (Shensi) 153,156 

Ho·chhing (Yunnan) 125,132,153, 162 
Ho-chou (Kwangsi) 92,96,125,131 
Ho-chou (Sinkiang) II2,1I4 
Ho-chou (Szechwan) 153,161 
Ho-feng 74-5 
Ho-feng(Hupeh) 62,65,92,94 
Ho·hsi (Shansi) 153,155 
Ho·hsi (Yunnan) 153,162 
Ho-hsien (Kwangsi) 125, 131 
Ho-hsien (Szechwan) 112,117 
Ho-nan (Honan) 153,157 
Ho-thien 74-5 
Ho-tung (Shansi) 153,155 
Hodges, H. W. M. 58n,238n 

quarrying 30ln 
hoes 263, 275 

broad 277n 
materials 286 

hoisting 308,316-19,320,321,431 
balanced 321 
human chain 316,317 
stages 322,323 
windlass 317-19,320,321-3 
without windlasses 316,317 

HolliSler-Short, G.]. 39n 
adit drainage 342 
chains 344" 
coke 193n 
consumerism 404n 
skeuomorphism 264 
suction pumps :)4.8n 

Homme1, R. P. 276n 
quarrying 30ln 

homophones, avoidance 406 
Hoover, H. C. I, I In, 39, 40 

coal mining 19Sn 
coal undercutting 299 
firecrackers 409n 
iron-smelting with coal Ig6n 
military campaigns 76n 
pumps 308n 
tin production techniques IOOn 

horse-head entrances 297 
Hosie, A. 184n 
hot rocks 45n 
Hou-kuan (Fukien) 112,115 
Hou-shih shan (Honan) 112, II4 
Hsi (Shensi) 153,156 
Hsi-an (Chekiang) 125,127 
Hsi-chhang 74-5 
Hsi-chhang (Szechwan) 153,160 
Hsi-chheng (Shensi) 112, 114 
Hsi-ching (Honan) 125,127 
Hsi-ching (Shansi) 153,155 
Hsi-chou (Anhwei) 112,114 
Hsi-feng khou (Hopeh) 153,154 
Hsi-hsia hsien (Shantung) 112,113 
Hsi-hsia (Shantung) 120,153,155 
Hsi-hsiang (Shensi) 112,114 
Hsi-hsien (Shensi) 92,93 
Hsi-o (Yunnan) 153,162 
Hsi-phing (Honan) 153,157 
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Hsi-yang(Hopeh) 153,154 
Hsia Hsiang-jung 58n, 59n, 60n, 62, 69n, 72n 

bronze-making traditions 99 
colour of minerals 22sn 
copper deposit oxidation zone 47n 
copper usage 87n 
hematite t Sin 
iron earliest mining/ smelting date IS2n 
iron production development r66n 
iron-smelting with coal 196n 
mineral terminology 41n 
pottery pigments 260n 
Shang bronze composition 98 
silver-iran-lead deposits 52n 
Thung-Iu shan (Hupeh) mine 81n 
turquoise mining 175 
zinc production I39n 

HsiaNai 48 
Thung-lu shan (Hupeh) mine 80n 
windlass 32In 

Hsia-chou (Hupeh) 92,94 
Hsia-hsien 74-5 
Hsia-hsien (Shansi) 125,126 
Hsia·mi (Shantung) 153,155 
Hsia-phi (Kiangsu) 153,156 
Hsia-yang (Shensi) 153,156 
Hsiang-chou (Honan) 153,157 
Hsiang-hsiang (Hunan) 112,116 
Hsiang-than 74--5 
Hsiang-yang (Hupeh) 112,115 
Hsiang-yuan (Hunan) 1/2,116,153,159 
Hsiang-yuan (Kw.ngsi) 112,118,153,162 
Hsieh Chiao-min 53n,54 
Hsieh-hsien 74-5 
Hsien-chu (Chekiang) 153,158 
Hsien-feng 74-5 
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Hsien-feng(Hupeh) 62,65,92,95,14°,141,153,159 
Hsien-ning(Hupeh) 92,95 
Hsien-ning (Kweichow) 125,129 
Hsien-ning (Shensi) 62,64, Il2, Il4, 125, 127,153,156 
Hsien-shan (Honan) 112,114 
Hsin-chien (Kiangsi) 112,115 
Hsin-chin (Szechwan) 153, 160 
Hsin-chou (Kiangsi) 62,65,92,94,112, Ilj, 125, 128, 

153,158 
Hsin-chou (Shansi) 112,113 
Hsin-chou (Szechwan) 140,142 
Hsin-hsing chou (Yunnan) 153,162 
Hsin-hsing (Kwangtung) 1/2,117,125,13°,153,162 
Hsin-hsing (Yunnan) 92,96 
Hsin-hua (Hunan) 153,160 
Hsin-hui (Kw.ngtung) 92,96 
Hsin-i (Kw.ngtung) 125,130 
Hsin-ning 74-5 
Hsin-ning (Hunan) 153,160 
Hsin-phing (Shensi) 153,156 
Hsin-phing (Yunnan) 125,132 
Hsin-thien (Hun.n) 153,160 
Hsin-yang 74-5 
Hsin-yil (Kiangsi) 153,159 
Hsing-an chou (Shensi) 112,114 
Hsing-chheng 74-5 
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Hsing-chou (Hopeh) 153,154 
Hsing-chou (Shensi) 62,64,140, lp, 153, 156 
Hsing-hua (Fukien) 153,158 
Hsing-kuo chun (Hupeh) 153, '59 
Hsing-kuo (Hupeh) 92,94, '25, 129 
Hsing-lung hsien (Hope h) 78-9" 
Hsing-ning (Hunan) 125,129 
Hsing-shan (Hupeh) 92,94 
Hsing-thai 74-5 
Hsing-yuan fu (Shensi) 92,93 
Hsing-yuan (Shensi) 125,127, '53, '56 
Hsiu-jung (Shansi) 153,155 
Hsiu-wen (Kweichow) 14°,142,153,161 
Hsiung Chhuan-hsin 

bark removal from timbers 292n 
timber types 290n 

Hsu J1fen Hsien Thung iJlaO 34" 
Hsu-chhuan (Szechwan) /I2, 1I7, '53, 16, 
Hsu-chou fu (Szechwan) 125, '29 
Hsu-chou (Hunan) /12, [[6 
Hsu-chou (Kiangsu) 153, '57 
Hsu-phu (Hunan) II2, lT6, 140, ['P. 153, 160 
Hsuan-chheng 74-5 
Hsuan-chheng (Anhwei) '25,127 
Hsuan-chhih (Shansi) 153,155 
Hsuan-chou (Anhwei) 92,93 
Hsuan-han (Szechwan) /12, II6 

Hsuan-hua (Kwangsi) 92,96,112,118,125, I3l 
Hsuan-yung shan (Shansi) 62,63 
Hsuing Chhuan-hsin 84n 
Hsun-chou fu (Kwangsi) 125, 131 
Hsun-chou (Kwangsi) '25,131 
Hsun-chou (Kwangtung) 92,95,125, '3D 
Hsun-tien (Yunnan) 62,67,92,96 
Hsun-yang (Kiangsi) 62,65,125,128 
Hsun-yang (Shensi) 92,93,140, '4' 
Hu Chhung-thao 12n 
HuChing 3+ 
Hu-kuan (Shansi) 153,155 
Hu-yang hsien (Honan) 125,127 
Hua Chueh-ming 59n 
Hua-chheng (Szechwan) /I2, 1I6 
Hua-chou (Kwangtung) 125,130 
Hua-meng(Kwangtung) 92,95 
Hua-tien 74-5 
Hua-yin (Shensi) 92,93 
Huai-chi (Kwangsi) 112, lIB, 153, 162 
Huai-chiang shan (Kansu) 125,127,140,141 
Huai-chou (Honan) Il2, /I5 
Huai-jen (Shansi) 153,155 
Huai-ning (Anwei) 153,157 
Huai-shan (Shan,i) 92,93, 112, 1I3 
Huai-tao (Kan,u) 112, Il4 
Huan-jen 74-5 
Huan-shan (Shansi) Il2, Il3 
Huang Chan-yueh 20n 
Huang-an (Hupeh) 153,159 
Huang-chou (Hupeh) '53,159 
Huang-mei (Hupeh) 153,159 
Huang-shih 82 
Huang-shih shih (Hupeh) 77 
Huang-yen (Chekiang) 153, '57 

Hui-chhuan (Szechwan) 62, 66, Il2, 'I7 
Hui-chi (Chekiang) 92,94 
Hui-chi shan (Chekiang) 1I2, 1I5 
Hui-chiangshan(Kansu) 112,114 

Hui-chou (Anhwei) 1I2, Il4, 153, 157 
Hui-chou (Hopeh) 125,126 
Hui-chou (Kwangtung) 92,95,125,130, '53, 151 
Hui-li 14-5 
Hui-li mi le shan (Szechwan) 125,129 

Hui-thing 74-5 
Hui-tse 74-5 
Hui-tse (Yunnan) 62,67, [25, 132, 153, 162 
Hui-wu (Szechwan) 153,160 
Hui-yang (Kwangtung) 62,67 
human chain hoisting 316,3'7 
Hunag, R. 423n 
Hung-chou (Kiangsi) 62,65 
Hung-hsien (Anhwei) 62,64 
Hung-ya (Szechwan) 62,66,153,161 
Hupeh and Hunan, western 54,56 
hushing 258-9 
Hussain, A. 43In 
hydraulic technology 343n 
hydraulicking 258 - 9 
hydrometallurgical process 385 
hydrothermal deposits 42,44 
hydrothermal processes 45n 

I-chang (Hunan) 62,66,92,95, '25, '29,153, ,60 
I-chen (Kiangsu) 62,64 
I-chhang (Hupeh) '53, '59 
I -chheng 74-5 
I-chheng (Hupeh) 1I2, 1I5 
I-chheng (Shansi) 62,63,153,155 
I-chou (Kansu) 153,156 
I-chou (Kwangsi) 125,130,140,142 
I-chou Pao shan (Shantung) 1'2, 1I3 
I-chou (Shantung) 125,126 
I-chu (Kansu) '53,156 
I-chtm (Shensi) 153,156 
I-hsien 74-5 
I-Ji (Sinkiang) 77, 1I2, 1I4 
I-ling (Hupeh) 1I2, 1I5 
I-lun (Kwantung) 1I2, 1I7 
I-men 74-5 
I-men (Yunnan) 62,67,153, ,62 
I-ning (Kwangsi) 92,96 
I-ning (Kwangtung) 92,95 
I-pin (Szechwan) '53, ,6, 
I-shan (Honan) 1I2, 1I5, '53, '57 
I-shan (Kwangsi) 140, '42 
I-shui (Shantung) 62,63 
I-tu (Hupeh) 153,159 
I-tu (Shanlung) 92,93, 1I2, 1I3, '53, 155 
I-yang (Honan) 62,64,92,93, 1I2, 115, 125, 127, 153, 157 
I-yang hsien (Honan) 92,94 
I-yang (Hunan) 1I2, 116 
I-yang (Kiangsi) 125,128 
ideochromy 225 
igneous rocks 42 

ore deposit association 2I7n 
illicit mining 16n, +2.pZ 
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illiteracy 408 
miners 430 

Imahori Seiji 402n 
imperial period, copper 86-90 
incompetence, detection of 4Ion 
indentured servitude Ion 
industry decline +0 
information exchange I I 

injury 9 
spirit role 408 

ink, white IOgn 
innovation I I 

intrusive rocks 42 
intuition 8, 22 

prospecting 211,237 

investment 
minimal 7 
need minimisation 4'4 
new equipment 432 
private capital fIt 

pumps +14-15 
rate of return 412 

recouping 412 

risk/return ratio 413 
shortage 413 
technology 4I4-15 

investors, payment of running expenses 4I2n 

iron 1,2,150-2,153-63,164,165.166-71 
annealing 168 
bloom 151,152 

bog 152 
cast 151,152,168 

mining tools 269-70 
coinage 169 
contact with copper salts 373-4 
contact metamorphic deposits 44 
convict workers 86 
copper 373-4 

substitute 87n 
traces in tools I5In 

deposits 151,152,166 
resistant 166,167 
Shansi 57n 

earliest artefact 150-1 
earliest use I52n 
economic production 152n 
everyday items 168 
evidence of industry 16+ 
exports I6gn 
government establishment of offices 416-17 
government monopoly 168-9 
implements 169 
industry 3 

nationalisation 170 

labour force 170-1 

mass production of objects 170n 

meteoric 150-1 

minerals 152 

mining 
precedence over copper 168 
scale 170, 171 

seasonal 164 

ta.x systems 170n 
technology 171 

native 151 

ore 
bedded 203 
bog 171,172 
central Yangtze deposits 5'2 
chemical precipitation 47 
Chinese deposits 52 
collection 171 

concentrating by washing I6S 
content in Thung-lu shan (Hupeh) mine 81 
excavation 277 
extraction 151 

gossan 214 

nodules 152 
pottery pigments 260n 
proximity to coal and clay deposits 3,53 
roasting I g¥ 
sulphur content of deposits 41 

tough 166,167 
washing 171 

weathering 166 
placer deposits 164 
private mines 170-1 

production 
copper precipitation process 382 
levels 169 -70 

shortages 383 
smelting 151,164 

anthracite 168n 
crucible 168n 
scale 170, 171 

small-scale 171n 
water-powered bellows 17 I n 
wood supplies 166n 

steel production 168 
tools 169, 265, 270 
use 167 
vitriol water effects 375 
water requirement 164 
weapons 167,168,169 
wet copper process 376 
wrought 152,168 

mining tools 269 -70 
see also copper precipitation process; gossan 

iron oxide limonite 47 
iron-nickel sulphide 150 
ironsand 152 

ease of working 240n 
evidence of iron industry 164 
panning 165 
sluicing ,65 

jade 33,174-5 
abrasion 183 
carved 195 
collection 174 
colour 226 

firesetting 302n 
gold association 218 
importance for personal ornament liOn 
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jade (cont.) 
lustre 227 

prestige I H ~ 5 
properties 17 4n 
rarity 17+~5 
sonority 233 

jadeite 175 
abrasion 183 

Jamesan. C. D. 3" 
Jao-chou (Kiangsi) 62,65, [[2, lIS. 125, 128, 153,158 
Jen·hua (Kwangtung) 92,96 
Jen·shou (Szechwan) 1I2, 1I7 
jet IgO, [91 

jewellery, gald 123 
Jo-chhiang nan erh (Sinkiang) 153,156 
Jovanovic', B. I2n 
Ju-chou 74~5 
Ju-chau (Hanan) 153,157 
Ju-ha (Honan) 1I2, 1I~ 
Ju-ning (Honan) 125,127 
judgement and intuition 8 
Jui chin hsien (Kiangsi) 125,129 
Jui-an (Chekiang) 153,158 
Jui-chhang copper mines 32 

timbering techniques 291~3 
Jui ·chhang shih (Kiangsi) 77 
Jui-chau chi-shan (Liaoning) 62,63 
Jui-chau (Kiangsi) 62,65,153,158 
junctures, timbering 297 
Jung-chau (Kwangsi) 92,96,125,131,153,162 
Jung-hsien (Kwangsi) 92,96,140,142 
Jung-shui (Kwangsi) 112, 1I8 
Junghann, O. 16n,4a 

mine size 396n 

Kai-ping 74~5 
Kan-chau (Kansu) 112, 114 
Kan-hsien (Kiangsi) 125,129 
Kang-hsia (Hupeh) 77,83 
Kansu, eastern 60 
Kaa-chhien shan (Hanan) 112,114 
Kaa-chau (Kwangtung) 92,96,125,130 
Kaa-ming (Kwangtung) 92,96 
Kao-phing(Shansi) 153,155 
Kaa-thing (Hunan) 62,66,92,95 
Kao-yao (Kwangtung) 62,67,125,13°,14°,142,153, 

162 
kaolin 185 

identification 233 
odour 233 
and straw plaster 297,332 

Keverne, R. 174n, g02n 
ke),s, lost, story of 375 
Khai-chou (Kweichow) 14°,142,153,161 
Khai-hua (Yunnan) IIZ, lIB, 125,132 

Khai·yuan 74~5 
Khai-yuan (Kirin) 112, 118 
Khang·chou (Kwangtung) 92,95,125,129 
Kho Chtin 6an, 69 
Khuei-tzu (Sinkiang) 125,127 
Khun-ming 74~5 
Khun-ming hsien (Yunnan) 153, /62 

Khun-ming (Szechwan) 153,160 
Khun-yang (Yunnan) 62,67 
Kiangsi, tin production gIn 
Kimball, R. 124" 
knowledge 

geology 430 
local 7 
practical 430 

Ko-chiu tin mines (Yunnan) 17, 50, 92~ 96, [25, 132 
climate 101 

houses 393/,394 
legend afbeginnings of mining 396~ 8 
prefecture 100-1 
prosperi!)' {o6-7 
tin 45" 

mining 99-106 
ore dressing 357~60,36/~2, 363 
placer 47" 

see also tin, mining at Ko-chiu 
Kau-jung 74~5 
Kracke, E. A., Jr. 195n 
Ku chheng hsien (Hupeh) 92,94 
Ku Tsu-yu 33 
KuYen-wu 33 
Ku-chheng(Hupeh) 92,94 
Ku-Iang 74~5 
Ku-mo (Sinkiang) 62,64,153,156 
Ku-pei khou (Hopeh) 153,154 
Ku-teng shan (Shansi) 62,63 
Ku-thi shan (Shansi) 112,113 
Kuall u.u 32 
Kuan-tien 74~5 
Kuan-tse (Fukien) 153,158 
Kuan-yuan (Szechwan) 112,117 
Kuang-chi (Hupeh) 153,159 
Kuang-chou (Kwangtung) 62,66,92,95,125,13°,153, 

161 
Kuang-hua (Hupeh) 153,159 
Kuang-ling (Kiangsu) 153, 157 
Kuang-phing 74~5 
Kuei-chhih hsien (Anhwei) 77 
Kuei-hsi (Kiangsi) 125,129 
Kuei-hsien (Kwangsi) 92,96,125, lJI 
Kuei-phing (Kwangsi) 112,118 
Kuei-te choll (Kwangsi) 140, [42 

Kuei-tzu (Sinkiang) 92,93,153,156 
Kuei-yang 74-:; 
Kuei-yang (Hunan) 62,66,125,129 
Kuei-yang(Kwangtung) 62,66,92,96, [25, 129, [53, 

161 
Kui-chau hsien (Kwangsi) 125,131 
Kui-ling(Kwangsi) 153,162 
Kui-shan (Kwangtung) 153, 161 
Kui-yang chien (Hunan) 92,95,125,129 
Kui-yang chou (Hunan) 92,95,125,129 
Kui-yang fu (Kweichow) 153,161 
Kui-yang (Hunan) 92,95,153,160 
Kung-chhang (Kansu) 153,156 
Kung-chheng hsien (Honan) 92,94,125,127 
Kung-chheng(Kwangsi) 62,67,92,96 
Kung-chau (Kwangsi) 125,131 
Kung-hsien 74~5 
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Kung-hsien (Honan) 112,115, [53, [57 
Kuo Cheng-i 375" 
Kua Wen-khuei 72n 
Kuo-chau (Honan) 62,64,92,93,125,127, 153, 157 
Kuo-hsi (Szechwan) 62,66 
Kuo-shan (Honan) 153,157 
kupfernickel 150 
Kwangsi plateau 54,56 
Kweichow Plateau 54, 56 

labour 
cheap 404 
contract systems 400-3 
casts 432,433 
early Chinese mining 387 
forced 86,387,389,42611 
organisation at Ko-chiu tin mines 105 

physical requirements B,9 
labour force 14, 15, 16 

abundance {04 
brutality by officials 423~4 
children 391~2 
choice 389 
compelled 389 
concealing working 424n 
conflict 104 
convicts 86 
dangers 420 
dispersing 420 
disputes 421 
drainage 340 

costs 349,351 
earnings 388n 
expense 431n,432 
expertise 22, 393 -5 
families 16 
food costs 325 
forced 86,387,389, 426n 
full-time 389,390 
general character 419 
groups 388~9 
hardrock 223 
haulers 313~14 
hierarchy 394 
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Pao-ting (Hopeh) 125,126 
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Pearl, R. M. 42n,51 
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panning skill 243 

peasant miners 5, IOn, 18 
peat 189n 
pegmatites 43-4 
Pei-ching (Liaoning) 140,141 
Pei-liu hsien (Kwangsi) 77 
Pei-phing (Hopeh) 153,154 
Pen Tshao Kang Mu 41 
Pen-hsi 74-5 
Pen-ku (Yunnan) 92,96,125,131 
pentlandite 150 
permission to mine 103 - 4 
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Peterson, w.j. 423n 
petroleum 201-2 

pewter 99 
Phan Chung-hsiang 44n, 45n, 47n, 49",53" 
Phan-hsien 74-5 
Phan-shih 74-5 
Phan-shih (Szechwan) IT2, /[6, 153, 161 
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Phu-an (Kweichow) 140, 142 

Phu-an (Szechwan) 112,116 
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pick 276,277 
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pillars 

ore 298 
rock 298 

Pin-chou (Kwangsi) 62,67, 125, 131 
pincers 276n 
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pitting 216n 
placer deposits 45,46,213,239-40 
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gravity separation techniques 240-3,244,245-8, 
249-50 ,251,252,253-5 

overburden 240 
water shortages 336 

placer mining 238-9 
deposits 239-40 
gravity separation techniques 240-3,244,245-8, 

249-50 ,251,252,253-5 

harvesting 241 
replacement 24In 

planillas see buddies 
planning, lack of 432 
plant associations, prospecting 84,219-20 
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kaolin and straw 297, 332 
lime 185 

plating 374 
ploughing, surface mining 255 
plunder 420 
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Po-hai shou yu chhien hu so (Hopeh) 62,63 
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potassium flame test 234 
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crystal structure 22sn 
deposits 184 
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mining influence 260 

pottery 260 
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temperature 60n 
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precious stones 

placer deposits 239 
see also gemstones 

premodern mining 5, 7 
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Prescher, H. 39n 
price setting 423 
private mining 417 

government prohibition 4I9n 

iron 170-1 

sulphur t82-3 
private ownership 389,425 
processing of ore 3,4, 11 

production 1.4, IS, 16 
southeast Anhwei mining sites 8S 

products of mining, copper 58 -90 
profit-sharing 413 
profitability of mining 5,433 
profits 

from mines 34 
vested interests 426-7 
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props see stuUs; timbering 
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deposits 203,204, 205 
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observation 212-13 
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shafts 215.216 
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technology 343-4 
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bamboo 347 
capital requirement 346 
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investment 414-15 
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rod-engine 346 
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see also chain-pump 
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deposits 179 
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sulphide extraction 178 
sulphur extraction 180 

pyrrhotite 178 
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quarrying 30In 
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crushing mill 355, 356 
crystal structure 224 
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fans 335n 
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religious beliefs 405 
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sacrifices 405 - 6 
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safety 5,9 
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salt 

chemical precipitation 47 
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salt brine 197 
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wells 201,202, 2IIn 
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saltpetre 184-5 

accidental discovery 205-6 
crystal structure 2::q.-S 
flame test 234 
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salts 32 
saltworks 426n 
Sang-chih 74-5 
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specialisation 394n 
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seasonal mining 16-18 
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Thung-lii shan 48 
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securityofmines 420,421 
sedimentary deposits 42,45 
self-exploitation 388n 
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coal mining 28In 
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depth 284,285-7,293 
digging 404 
exploration 215 
inclined 282-4, 289 
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prospecting 215,216 
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southeast Anhwei mining sites 85 
spiral 283 
timbering 293, 294, 295 
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silver 123-4,125-31, 132-6 
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copper miners 134n 
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deposits 123-4 
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ductility 124 
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exchange medium 133n 
exchange rates I36n 
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liquation process 135 
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lode unpredictability 205 
mercury amalgamation 255 
minerals I24n 
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gold 124 
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scarcity 133 
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gashes 246,247,248 
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ore washing 355,357,367 
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taxation 247n 
trenches 246 
wooden 246, 247 

sluicing 246 
copper 246 
ground 358 

small-scale mining 16-18,424 
mechanisation 431 
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profitability 433 
rural labour force 434 

smell of minerals 232-4 
smelting 352 

copper 35,61,68-9,78,85",151 
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see also military protection 
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southeast Anhwei mining sites 84-5 
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shallow underground mining 85 
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smelting 84 
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specialisation 394n, 395" 
specific gravity 232 

cassiterite 358 
gold 241 
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subterranean forces unl~ashed by mining 
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Thung-ling mines 79 
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policy fluctuations 418,426-7 
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labour costs 433 

stibnite 173 
Stotes, B. 26n, 27", 42n 
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ore dressing 364 
sulphur dioxide gas 328" 

stone block extraction gOIn 
stones, props 290 
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stope 298 -300 
streak test 227-8 
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subleasing 402 
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Sui-chung 74-5 
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Sui-ning (Hunan) 62,66,153,160 
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sulphides 45 
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sulphur 177-9,180,181-3 
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deposits 177-8, 179 
earthy 178,181 
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uses 177 
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sulphur dioxide 328n 
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copper production 87-8 
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iron abundance 166 
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Sung-hsi (Fukien) 125,128 
Sung-hsien 74-5 
Sung-hsien (Honan) 92,94,153,157 
Sung-kuo shan (Shensi) 62, 63 
Sung-yang (Chekiang) 125,127 
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superstition 405,408 

see also spirits 
support of excavations 288-93,294,295-8 

Set also timbering 
surface mining 238-9,255-9 

agricultural practices 255 
copper 258 
costs 256n 
depth 257,258 
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excavation 256 
extending to deep mining 258 
extent of workings 256-7 
hushing 258-9 
hydraulicking 258-9 
modern 256. 
operation complexity 257-8 
overburden 256 
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protective coverings 256 
scale 256 
smelting 255' 
see also placer mining 

surveying 288. 
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Szechwan 54, 56 
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ironsand processing 165 
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adits 280 
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gaUery timbering 295 
geological faults 26 
iron content of ore 8 I 
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open pit mining 82 
ore bodies 8, 
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safety 284" 
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shaft support 294 
smelters 80 
timbering BIn,82 

techniques 291,292 
transportation of copper 81-2 
underground mining techniques 82 
vertical shafts 82, 279 
windlass axles 317-19,321-2 
yield of ores 8, 

Thung-phu 74-5 
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drifts 295-7 
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economies 2g8 
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knowledge of 8 
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timbering (cont.) 
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Thung-lu shan (Hupeh) mine 81.,82 
tools 293 
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tin 

accidental combination with copper 97 
alloys 97 
arsenopyrite association 218 
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source 97-8 
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copper precipitation process 384 
demand in Shang period 78 
deposit unpredictability 205 
deposits 91,99 
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water scarcity 336n 

mining at Ko-chiu 45",50,99-106 
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ore quality 102 
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ground sluicing 358 
haulers 257 
lustre 227 
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quality 102 
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tailings 360 
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see also cassiterite 

pewter production 99 
placer deposits 47', 102 
plating 99 
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shade 90 
smelting 91 
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south China 98-9 
trade routes 72n 
uses 61,97-9 
veins 45 
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tin dioxide 90 
tin-producing sites 73,74-5 
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mining legislation 418. 
silver scarcity 133 
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Ting-hsiang (Shansi) 153,155 
Ting-lien (Szechwan) 112, 1I6 
Ting-yuan (Yunnan) 62,67,153,162 
tinning 97, 99 
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tinstone see cassiterite 
To-chin (Kwangsi) 92,96 
tombs, excavation :JOIn 
tongs 276" 
tools 11 

bone pick 265 
bronze 265, 269 
development 262-3, 264 
durability 267" 
excavation 262-77, 289 
flexibility 264,275 
flint 238n 
general purpose 264, 267 
handles 269 
iron 169,265,270 
materials 264, 265, 267, 269 -70, 271 

combination 272-3 
purchase 423" 
re-melting of damaged 7 In 

rock types 220 
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simple 431 
steel 270 
stone 267 
timbering 293 
wooden 267, 270 
working area 273,274, 275 
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torches 325 
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copper deposit size 72n 
exploration of gold deposits 209 
headman's obligations 398 
labourforce 392 

coal mines 20 In 

luck 434" 
mercury furnaces IsDn 
mica appearance 222 

owners fees 396. 
potassium nitrate collection 184 
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touch of minerals 232-4 
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trade 87 
traditional societies, mining strategies 5 
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transition metals 171 

transportation 4 
coal 324-5 

costs 199-200 
copper from Thung-lil shan (Hupeh) mine 

81-2 
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land 200 
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water 197n, 200, 336,337 

tree planting 305" 
tremolite 174 
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prospecting 215 
sluices 246 
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trigonometry 284 
troilite 178 
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see also carts 
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Tse-chou (Shansi) 153, 155 
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Tshang-wu (Kwangsi) 62,67,112,118,125,131 
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Tso-feng (Szechwan) 112, II6 
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Tung-wu (Shantung) 153,154 
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copper smelting 68. 
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boundaries 288 
excavation tools 262-77 
following veins 211, 26 I, 262 

labyrinthine workings 262 
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rock strength 261 
safety 261 
tin 102-3 
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value systems 403-10 
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following 211,261,262 
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veins (cont.) 
lead 45" 
minerals 43,45 
prediction 281 
silver 45, 123 
tin 45 
zinc 45 

ventilation 5, gR, 328-g,330, 331-2,333 -4, 
335-6 
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coal mine 330 
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timbering 331 
see also fans 
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functions 421 n 
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transporation facilities 427 
tree planting 305n 
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development 166-"l 
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processing 165 
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geological faults 26 
gold availability 123 
gold mines 78-9n 
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availability 269 
production development 168 
tools 265 

mercury amalgamation 254 
mercury use 146 
silver production 124 
southeast Anhwei mining sites 8411 
technology development 429 
technology use 11-12 
Thung-ling mines 79 
washing pans 242 
windlass 318 

washing 
bamboo baskets 242n 
box for enriched mud 248, 249 
cassiterite 358 
gangue removal 353 
gold 244,245, 247-8 
gravity separation techniques 240 

ore 208,352 
concentration 355 
dressing 355, 357 

pans 208, ~42, 243, 244 
buoyancy 245-6 

placer minerals 241-3 
skill 242-3 
sluices 367 
tin ore 358 

concentration 363 
waste disposal in mine 309 
water 
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coal mining 186,201 
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Ymg-chou (Kwangtung) 62,66,92,95, [25, [30, [53, 

[6[ 

Ying-chou (Shansi) [25, [26 
Ying-shan (Shensi) 112, 113, [53, [56 
Ying-te (Kwangtung) 62,66, [25, [30 
Yoshida, Mitsukuni '39n 
Young, O. E.]r. 

cradle 251 
gunpowder 

cinnabar mines soBn 
iguition 307" 

mining depth 35 I 
rules of mineralisation 236 

Yii-chang Pho-yang (Kiangsi) 1I2, 1I5 
Yu-chiang chou (Kw.ngsi) 62,67 
Yu-chih (Shantung) [53,154 
YU-chou (Kwangsi) [25, [3[ 

Yu-chou (Shansi) 62,63 
Vii-hang (Chekiang) 62,64 
Yu-hsi (Fukien) 62,65, [25, [28, [53, [58 
Yii-hsien 74-5 
Yu-hsien (Hunan) [53,160 
Yii-hsien (Shansi) [53, [55 
YU-lin 74-5 
Yii-lin (Kwangsi) 92,96, 1I2, [[8, [25, [31, [53, 

[62 
Vii-men (Kansu) 112, [[4 
Yii-shan (Kiangsi) 125, [28 
Yii-shan (Shensi) 62,63, [53, 156 
Vii-tu (Kiangsi) [[2, 1I5 
YU-tzhu shan (Shensi) 62,63 
Yu-tzhu (Shansi) [53, [55 
Yu-yang (Szechwan) [40, [42 
Yii-yuan (Yunnan) 62,67 

Yuan-an (Hupeh) [53, [59 
Yuan-chhii 74-5 
Yuan-chhii (Shansi) 62,63 
Yuan-chiang (Yunnan) 62,67,112, llB, 125, 

[3[ 

Yuan-chou (Hunan) 112,116,140,141,153, 
[59 

Yuan-chou (Kiangsi) 62,65, [53, [58 
Yuan-Iing 74-5 
Yuan-Iing (Hunan) 1I2, 1I6, [53, [60 

Yueh Shen-li 73 
Yueh-chou (Chekiang) 92,94, [25, [27 
Yueh-chou (Hunan) [[2, 1I6 
Yueh-yang (Shansi) [53, [55 
Yun-chheng 74-5 
Yun-chheng (Shansi) 77 
Yun-chheng tung kou (Shansi) 62,63 
Yun-chou (Hopeh) [25, [26 
Yun-ho (Chekiang) [53, [58 
Yun-hsi (Hupeh) 92,94, [53, 159 
Yun-hsien (Hupeh) 92,94, [53, [59 
Yun-lung(Yunnan) 62,67 
Yun-meng 82 
Yun-nan (Yunnan) [25, [3[ 
Yun-ning 74-5 
Yun-yang (Szechwan) 62,66, [53, [61 
Yung (Shensi) [53, [56 
Yung-an (Fukien) [53, [58 
Yung-chhang (Yunnan) 1I2, [[8,125, [3[ 
Yung-chhuan (Szechwan) [53, [61 
Yung-chhun (Fukien) [53, [58 
Yung-chia (Chekiang) [53, [58 
Yung-chou (Hunan) 92,95,125, [29, 153, [59 
Yung-chou (Kwangsi) 62,67, 1I2, 1I8, 140, [42 
Yung-chou (Szechwan) [53,161 
Yung-hsing 74-5 
Yung-hsing (Hunan) [53, [60 

Yung-hsing (Hupeh) 62,65,125,129, [53,159 
Yung-ming (Hunan) 125, [29, [53, [59, [60 

Yung-ning(Honan) 92,94, [25, [27 
Yung-ning (Yunnan) 62,67, H2, [[8 
Yung-pei (Yunnan) 62,67, [[2, 118, [25, [32 
Yung-phing (Hopeh) [25,126 
Yung-phing (Yunnan) 140, [12, [53, 162 
Yung-shan (Yunnan) 62,67,125, [32 
Yung-.heng 74-5 
Yung-shun (Hunan) [40, 14[ 
Yung-teng 74-5 
Yung-ting (Fukien) [53, [58 
Yung-ting (Hunan) [53, [60 

Yung-ting (Kwangsi) [[2, 1I8, 125, [31 
Yunnan 54,56 

copper deposit exploitation 89-90 
copper mining technology 12 
copper mining / smelting 35 
gold mining 10 

quotas 34 
silver mining / smelting 35 
state involvement in copper mines 417 
tin mining sites gIn 

Yunnan Kweichow Plateau 54 



Zawar Mala (Rajasthan) 6 
Zelin,M. 

capital investment 41 I 

investors payment of running expenses 

412n 

owners fees 396n 
Zhu Shoukang 61n, 72n, 73n, 76. 
Ziegenbald, M. 288n 
zinc 136-9 

alloys 137 
boiling point 136 
coin content 137-8 
contact metamorphic deposits 44 

GENERAL INDEX 

copper association I37n 
earliest production 138 
metallic 137-8 
mining locations I39 
ore 137 
oxide 136-7 
plant associations 2lgn 
production 139n 

metallic 137 
veins 45, 45n 

zincblende 138-9 
zincite 139 
zircon, heat test 235 

1 
i TABLE OF CHINESE DYNASTIES 

Jl HSIA kingdom (legendary?) 
jl'ij SHANG (YIN) kingdom 

CHOU dynasty (Feudal 
Age) 1 

Early Chou period 
Chhun Chiu period ~tk 
Warring States (Chan 
Kuo) period ~ ~ 

First Unification * CHHIN dynasty 

{ 

Chhien Han (Earlier or Western) 
¥J; HAN dynasty Hsin interregnum 

Hou Han (Later or Eastern) 

First 
Partition 

.::.~ SAN Kuo (Three Kingdoms period) 
.IJ SHU (HAN) 
~ WEI 
:l!i! Wu 

Second tf CHIN dynasty: Western 
Unification Eastern 

Second 
Partition 

~J,*, (Liu) SUNG dynasty 
Northern and Southern Dynasties (Nan Pei chhao) 

'f!f CHRI dynasty 
~ LIANG dynasty 
IlJI! C HHEN dynasty 

{

Northern (Thopa) WE! dynasty 
It Western (Thopa) W El dynasty 

Eastern (Thopa) WE I dynasty 
~t'f!f Northern CRRI dynasty 
~tmJ Northern CRou(Hsienpi) dynasty 

Third ~ SUI dynasty 
Unification ~ THANG dynasty 

Third 
Partition 

Fourth 

1i {i; W uT AI (Five Dynasty period) (Later Liang, 
Later Thang (Turkic), Later Chin (Turkic), 
Later Han (Turkic) and Later Chou) 

j! LIAO (Chhitan Tartar) dynasty 
West LIAO dynasty (Qara-Khitai) 

g§~ Hsi Hsia (Tangut Tibetan) state '*' Northern SUNG dynasty 
Unification '*' Southern SUNG dynasty 

JiL CHIN (Jurchen Tartar) dynasty 
YUAN (Mongol) dynasty 
MING dynasty 
CHHING (Manchu) dynasty 
Republic 

C. -2000 to c. -1520 
C. -1520 to c. -1030 
c. -1030 to -722 

-722 to-480 
-480 to-221 

-221 tO-207 
-202 to+g 

+9 to +23 
+25 to +220 

+2I! to +265 
+2I! to +264 
+200 to +265 
+222 to +280 
+265 to +317 
+317 to +420 
+420 to +479 

+479 to +502 
+502 to +557 
+557 to +589 
+g86 to +535 
+535 to +556 
+534 to +550 
+550 to +577 
+557 to +581 
+581 to +618 
+618 to +906 
+907 to+g60 

+g07 to +II24 
+II24 to +1211 
+g86 to +1227 
+g60 to +1226 
+1127 to +1279 
+IIl5 to +1234 
+1260 to+1368 
+1368 to +1644 
+1644 to +191 I 
+1912 

N.B. When no modifying term in brackets is given, the dynasty was purely Chinese. Where the overlapping of 
dynasties and independent states becomes particularly confused, the tables ofWieger (I) will be found useful. For 
such periods, especially the Second and Third Partitions, the best guide is Eberhard (9). During the Eastern Chin 
period there were no less than eighteen independent States (Hunnish, Tibetan, Hsienpi, Turkic, etc.) in the north. 
The term 'Liu chhao' (Six Dynasties) is often used by historians ofliterature. It refers to the south and covers the 
period from the beginning of the +srd to the end of the +6th centuries, including (San Kuo) Wu, Chin, (Liu) Sung, 
Chhi, Liang and Chhen. For all details of reigus and rulers see Moule & Yens (I). 
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Modified Modified 
Pinyin Wade-Giles Pinyin Wade-Giles 

ROMANISATION CONVERSION TABLES er 'rh jian chien 
fa fa jiang chiang 

BY ROBIN BRILLIANT fan fan jiao chiao 
fang fang jie chieh 

PINYIN/MODIFIED WADE-GILES fei fei jin chin 
fen fen jing ching 
feng feng jiong chiung 

Modified Modified fo fo jiu chiu 

l'inyin Wade-Giles Pinyin Wade-Giles fou fou ju chii 
fu fu juan chiian 

a a chu chhu ga ka jue chiieh, chio 
ai ai chuai chhuai gai kai jun chiin 
an an chuan chhuan gan kan ka kha 
ang ang chuang chhuang gang kang kai khai 
ao ao chui chhui gao kao kan khan 
ba pa chun chhun ge ko kang khang 
bai pai chuo chho gei kei kao khao 
ban pan ci tzhu gen ken ke kho 
bang pang cong tshung geng keng kei khei 
baD pao cou tshou gong kung ken khen 
bei pei cu tshu gau kou keng kheng 
ben pen cuan tshuan gu ku kong khung 
beng peng cui tshui gua kua kau khou 
bi pi cun tshun guai kuai ku khu 
bian pien cua tsho guan kuan kua khua 
biao piao da ta guang kuang kuai khuai 
bie pieh dai tai gui kuei kuan khuan 
bin pin dan tan gun kun kuang khuang 
bing ping dang tang guo kuo kui khuei 
bo po dao taa ha ha kun khun 
bu pu de te hai hai kuo khuo 
ca tsha dei tei han han la la 
cai tshai den ten hang hang lai lai 
can tshan deng teng hac hac lan lan 
cang tshang di ti he ho lang lang 
cao tsho dian tien hei hei lao lao 
ce tshe diao tiao hen hen le le 
cen tshen die dieh heng heng lei lei 
ceng tsheng cling ting hong hung leng leng 
cha chha diu tiu hau hau li li 
chai chhai dong tung hu hu lia lia 
chan chhan dou tou hua hua lian lien 
chang chhang du tu huai huai liang liang 
chao chhao duan tuan huan huan liao liao 
che chhe dui tui huang huang lie lieh 
chen chhen dun tun hui hui lin lin 
cheng chheng duo to 

f hun hun ling ling 
chi chhih e e,o , huo huo liu liu 
chong chhung en en I ji chi 10 10 
chou chhou eng eng ) jia chia long lung 

530 I 
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Pinyin 

Iou 
lu 
lti 
luan 
ltie 
lun 
luo 
ma 
m31 
man 
mang 
maD 
mei 
men 
meng 
mi 
mian 
miao 
mie 
min 
ming 
miu 
mo 
mou 
mu 
na 
nai 
nan 
nang 
nao 
nei 
nen 
neng 
ng 
ni 
nian 
niang 
niao 
nie 
nin 
ning 
niu 
nong 
nou 
nu 
nti 
nuan 
ntie 
nuo 
o 
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Modified 
Wade-Giles 

Iou 
lu 
lti 
luan 
ltieh 
lun 
10 
ma 
mai 
man 
mang 
maD 
mei 
men 
meng 
mi 
mien 
miao 
mieh 
min 
ming 
miu 
mo 
mou 
mu 
na 
nai 
nan 
nang 
nao 
nei 
nen 
neng 
ng 
ni 
nien 
niang 
niao 
nieh 
nin 
ning 
niu 
nung 
nou 
nu 
nu 
nuan 
nio 
no 
o,e 

Pinyin 

ou 
pa 
pai 
pan 
pang 
pao 
pei 
pen 
peng 
pi 
pian 
piao 
pie 
pin 
ping 
po 
pou 
pu 
qi 
qia 
qian 
qiang 
qiao 
qie 
qin 
qing 
qiong 
qiu 
qu 
quan 
que 
qun 
ran 
rang 
rao 
re 
ren 
reng 
ri 
rong 
rou 
ru 
rua 
ruan 
rui 
run 
ruo 
sa 
sai 
san 

Modified 
Wade-Giles 

ou 
pha 
phai 
phan 
phang 
phao 
phei 
phen 
pheng 
phi 
phien 
phiao 
phieh 
phin 
phing 
pho 
phou 
phu 
chhi 
chhia 
chhien 
chhiang 
chhiao 
chhieh 
chhin 
chhing 
chhiung 
chhiu 
chhti 
chhtian 
chhtieh, chhio 
chhtin 
jan 
jang 
jao 
je 
jen 
jeng 
jih 
jung 
jou 
ju 
jua 
juan 
jui 
jun 
jo 
sa 
sai 
san 

Pinyin 

sang 
sao 
se 
sen 
seng 
sha 
shai 
shan 
shang 
shao 
she 
shei 
shen 
sheng 
shi 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
si 
song 
sou 
su 
suan 
sui 
sun 
suo 
ta 
tai 
tan 
tang 
tao 
te 
teng 
ti 
tian 
tiao 
tie 
ring 
tong 
tou 
tu 
tuan 
tui 
tun 
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Modified 
Wade-Giles 

sang 
sao 
se 
sen 
seng 
sha 
shai 
shan 
shang 
shao 
she 
shei 
shen 
sheng, seng 
shih 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
ssu 
sung 
sou 
su 
suan 
sui 
sun 
so 
tha 
thai 
than 
thang 
thao 
the 
theng 
thi 
thien 
thiao 
thieh 
thing 
thung 
thou 
thu 
thuan 
thui 
thun 

Pinyin 

tuo 
wa 
wai 
wan 
wang 
wei 
wen 
weng 
wo 
wu 
xi 
xia 
xian 
xiang 
xiao 
xie 
xin 
xing 
xiong 
xiu 
xu 
xuan 
xue 
xun 
ya 
yan 
yang 
yao 
ye 
yi 
yin 
ying 
yo 
yong 
you 
yu 
yuan 
yue 
yun 
za 
zai 
zan 
zang 
zao 
ze 
zei 
zen 
zeng 
zha 
zhai 
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Modified 
Wade-Giles 

tho 
wa 
wai 
wan 
wang 
wei 
wen 
ong 
wo 
wu 
hsi 
hsia 
hsien 
hsiang 
hsiao 
hsieh 
hsin 
hsing 
hsiung 
hsiu 
hsti 
hstian 
hstieh,hsio 
hstin 
ya 
yen 
yang 
yao 
yeh 

yin 
ying 
yo 
yung 
yu 
yti 
ytian 
ytieh,yo 
ytin 
tsa 
tsai 
tsan 
tsang 
tsao 
tse 
tsei 
tscn 
tseng 
cha 
chai 
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Modified Modified Modified Modified 

Pinyin Wade-Giles Pinyin Wade-Giles Wade-Giles Pinyin Wade-Giles Pinyin 

zhan chan zhuan ehuan ehou zhou hu hu 

zhang chang zhuang chuang chu zhu hua hua 

zhao chao zhui chui chua zhua huai huai 

zhe che zhun chun chuai zhuai huan huan 

zhei chei zhuo cho ehuan zhuan huang huang 

zhen chen zi tzu chuang zhuang hui hui 

zheng cheng zong tsung chui zhui hun hun 

zhi chih zou tsou chun zhun hung hong 

zhong chung zu tsu chung zhong huo huo 

zhou chou zuan tsuan chu ju yi 

zhu chu zui tsui chuan juan jan ran 

zhua chua zun tsun chueh jue jang rang 

zhuai chuai zuo tso chun jun jao rao 
e e,o je re 
en en jen ren 

MODIFIED WADE-GILES/PINYIN 
eng eng jeng reng 
erh er jih ri 

Modified Modified 
fa fa jo ruo 

Wade-Giles Wade-Giles Pinyin 
fan fan jou rou 

Pinyin fang fang ju ru 

a a ehhing qing fei fei jua rua 

ai ai chhio que fen fen juan ruan 

an an chhiu qiu feng feng jui rui 

ang ang chhiung qiong fo fo jun run 

ao ao chho ehuo fou fou jung rong 

cha zha chhou chou fu fu ka ga 

chai zhai chhu ehu ha ha kai gai 

chan zhan chhuai chuai hai hai kan gan 

chang zhang chhuan chuan han han kang gang 

chao zhao chhuang chuang hang hang kao gao 

che zhe chhui chui hac hac kei gei 

chei zhei chhun chun hen hen ken gen 

chen zhen chhung chong heng heng keng geng 

cheng zheng chhu qu ho he kha ka 

chha cha chhuan quan hou hou khai kai 

chhai chai chhUeh que hsi xi khan kan 

chhan chan chhun qun hsia xia khang kang 

chhang chang chi ji hsiang xiang khao kao 

chhao chao chia jia hsiao xiao khei kei 

ehhe che chiang jiang hsieh xie khen ken 

chhen chen chiao jiao hsien xian kheng keng 

chheng cheng chieh jie hsin xin kho ke 

chhi qi chien jian hsing xing khou kou 

chhia qia chih zhi hsio xue khu ku 

chhiang qiang chin jin 

I 
hsiu xiu khua kua 

chhiao qiao ching jing hsiung xiong khuai kuai 

chhieh qie chio jue hs(l xu khuan kuan 

chhien qian chiu jiu hs(lan xuan khuang kuang 

chhih chi ehiung jiong 
, 

hsueh xue khuei kui , 
chhin qin cho zhuo i hs(ln xun khun kun 

t 

I 
I 
~ 



Modified 
Wade-Giles 

khung 
khuo 
ko 
kou 
ku 
kua 
kuai 
kuan 
kuang 
kuei 
kun 
kung 
kuo 
la 
lai 
lan 
lang 
lao 
le 
lei 
leng 
li 
lia 
liang 
liao 
lieh 
lien 
lin 
ling 
liu 
10 
Iou 
lu 
luan 
lun 
lung 
hi 
liieh 
ma 
mai 
man 
mang 
mao 
mei 
men 
meng 
mi 
miao 
mieh 
mien 
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Pinyin 

kong 
kuo 
ge 
gou 
gu 
gua 
guai 
guan 
guang 
gui 
gun 
gong 
guo 
la 
lai 
lan 
lang 
lao 
le 
lei 
leng 
li 
lia 
liang 
liao 
lie 
lian 
lin 
ling 
!iu 
luo,lo 
Iou 
lu 
luan 
lun 
long 
lii 
liie 
ma 
mai 
man 
mang 
mao 
mei 
men 
meng 
mi 
miao 
mie 
mian 

Modified 
Wade-Giles 

mm 
ming 
miu 
mo 
mou 
mu 
na 
nai 
nan 
nang 
nao 
nei 
nen 
neng 
ni 
niang 
niao 
nieh 
nien 
nin 
ning 
niu 
niu 
no 
nou 
nu 
nuan 
nung 
nil 
o 
ong 
ou 
pa 
pai 
pan 
pang 
pao 
pei 
pen 
peng 
pha 
phai 
phan 
phang 
phao 
phei 
phen 
pheng 
phi 
phiao 

Pinyin 

min 
ming 
miu 
mo 
mou 
mu 
na 
nai 
nan 
nang 
nao 
nei 
nen 
neng 
ni 
niang 
niao 
nie 
nian 
nin 
ning 
nile 
niu 
nu~ 

nou 
nu 
nuan 
nong 
nii 
e,o 
weng 
ou 
ba 
bai 
ban 
bang 
ban 
bei 
ben 
beng 
pa 
pai 
pan 
pang 
pao 
pei 
pen 
peng 
pi 
piao 

--"' 

I Modified 
Wade-Giles 

phieh 
phien 
phin 
phing 
pho 
phou 
phu 
pi 
piao 
pieh 
pien 
pin 
ping 
po 
pu 
sa 
sai 
san 
sang 
san 
se 
sen 
seng 
sha 
shai 
shan 
shang 
shao 
she 
shei 
shen 
sMng 
shih 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
so 
sou 
ssu 
su 
suan 
sui 
sun 
sung 
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Pinyin 

pie 
pian 
pin 
ping 
po 
pou 
pu 
bi 
biao 
bie 
bian 
bin 
bing 
bo 
bu 
sa 
sai 
san 
sang 
sao 
se 
sen 
seng, sheng 
sha 
shai 
shan 
shang 
shao 
she 
shei 
shen 
sheng 
shi 
shou 
shu 
shua 
shuai 
shuan 
shuang 
shui 
shun 
shuo 
suo 
sou 
si 
su 
suan 
sui 
sun 
song 

Modified 
Wade-Giles 

ta 
tai 
tan 
tang 
tao 
te 
tei 
ten 
teng 
tha 
thai 
than 
thang 
thao 
the 
theng 
thi 
thiao 
thieh 
thien 
thing 
tho 
thou 
thu 
thuan 
thui 
thun 
thung 
ti 
tiao 
tieh 
tien 
ting 
tiu 
to 
tou 
tsa 
tsai 
tsan 
tsang 
tsao 
tse 
tsei 
tsen 
tseng 
tsha 
tshai 
tshan 
tshang 
tshao 

Pinyin 

da 
dai 
dan 
dang 
dao 
de 
dei 
den 
deng 
ta 
tai 
tan 
tang 
tao 
te 
teng 
ti 
tiao 
tie 
tian 
ting 
tuo 
tau 
tu 
tuan 
tui 
tun 
tong 
di 
diao 
die 
dian 
ding 
diu 
duo 
dou 
za 
zai 
zan 
zang 
zao 
ze 
zei 
zen 
zeng 
ca 
cai 
can 
cang 
can 

537 
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Modified Modified 

Wade-Giles Pinyin Wade-Giles 

tshe ee wa 

tshen een wai 

tsheng eeng wan 

tsho euo wang 

tshou eou wei 

tshu eu wen 

tshuan cuan weng 

tshui cui wo 

I.hun eun wu 

lOhung eong ya 

ISO zuo yang 
loou zou yao 

lou zu yeh 
tsuan zuan yen 

tsui zui yin 
tsun zun ying 
tsung zong yo 

tu du yu 
tuan duan yung 

tui dui yti 
tun dun ytian 

tung dong ytieh 

tzhu ci ytin 

tzu zi 

Pinyin 

wa 
wai 
wan 
wang 
wei 
wen 
weng 
wo 
wu 
ya 
yang 
yao 
ye 
yan 
yin 
ying 
yue, yo 
you 
yong 
yu 
yuan 
yue 
yun 

i 
! 
l 

! 
! 
I 

I 
I 
l 

I 

SUPPLEMENTARY INDEXES 

For the convenience of readers, the following four supplementary indexes 
have been provided: 

Index to Tides of Books 
Includes titles, with translations, of pre-20th century Chinese books and 
especially important works in other languages referred to in the text, captions 
and footnotes, as well as abbreviations of frequently cited works. 

Index of Personal NaJJ1es and Organisations 
Includes personal names of Chinese and non-Chinese, both historical figures 
and authors, that appear in the text, captions and footnotes. 

Index of Place Nam.es 
Includes all place names that appear in the text, captions and footnotes. Place 
names in the various maps can be found in the main index, and are not 
repeated here. (Exception: place names from Map 10, which were inadver
tently omitted from the main index, have been added to this index). 

Index of Technical Tenns 
Includes all technical terms for which Chinese characters are provided, 
whether in the text, in captions, in tables or in footnotes. 



Index to Titles of Books 

Chang-chiliian Kat! (The Drafts ofChao Fan; +1143 to 
+(229) 377n 

Chang-te Chih (The Gazetteer of Chang-te; +[6th 
century) [8g/l, 349n 

Chao TU Chih (A Compendium of Historical 
Geography; + [7th century) 395 

Chilih Hsiu Che-chiang Thung Ch,h (A Comprehensive 
Gazetteer of Che-chiang Compiled under 
Imperial Order; +(736) 2'2 

Chiling Po Tsa Chill (!\iIiscellaneous Notes [by One 
Living near the] ehhing-po Gate; 1192) 37212, 
375 

Chililn Shu 101110 Suo, hou-chi see SIzau-t/zang Hsien-shel2g 
ChJziin Shu Kllao Suo 

Chilling Hsiu Cheng-Ho Pen Tshao (New Revision of the 
Materia Medica of the Cheng-ho Reign
period; + (249) 178 

Chien Chill Pim (A Compilation of Things Seen; 
+1623) [43n 

Chien-yen I-lai Ckhoo-reh Tsa Chi (!\iliscellaneous Notes 
on Court and Provinces Since the Chien-yen 
(+[[27 to +1130) Period; +13th century) 38m 

Chim-ym J-Lai Hsi-}(U1n rao-Lu (A Record of 
Important Affairs Since the Chien-yen (+[[27 
to +[(30) Period; +[3th century) 382n 

Chih Wu Ming Shill Thu Mao (Treatise on the Names, 
Facts and illustrations of Plants; (848) 35 

Chin Shih Pu Hu Chiu Shu Chileh (Explanation of the 
Inventory of Metals and Minerals According 
to the Numbers Five and Nine) 205 

Chin Thung rao Lueh (Essentials of Steeping Copper; 
+ 11th century) 23n, 378 

Clwu J Tshan Thung Chili (The Accordance of the 
Book of Changes with the Phenomena of 
Composite Things; +(42) 235 

Chou Li (Rites of Chou) 403 
CYTC see Chim-ym I-lai CI""'o-YeI, Tsa Chi 

(!\iliscellaneous Notes on Court and Provinces 
Since the Chien-yen (+1127 to +1130) Period) 

errL see Chien-ym J-Lai Hsi-.!'Vim rao-Lu (A Record of 
Important Affairs Since the Chien-yen (+[[27 
to +[(30) Period) 

De Ingeneis (+[433) 344",346 
De Lopidibus 33 
De Natura Fpssiliwn 385n 
De Re Metallica (+[556) I, [[n, 2gn, 33n, 38n, 3g-40, 

[[on, 3[9, 344, 367, 425, 428, 430 
Der Anschnitt 39' 

Erh Ya (Literary Expositor dictionary) 3[ 

Fan Tzu Chi Jan (The Book of Master Chi, by Master 
Fan; - 4th century) [84 

Fang TU Sheng Lon (A Geography for VIsiting Spots of 
Scenic Beauty +13th century) 3041' 

Han Pin Chi (The Collected Works ofWang Chih
wang; +I2th century) IOn 

Hep m Hsu Tzu-Chih 771ung Chitn efr/wng-Pien 
(Collected Data for a Continuation of The 
Comprehensive );Ii"or jOr Aid in Government) 

Hou Han Silu (History of the Later Han Dynasty; 
+450) [93n 

Hsiell Ching (!\ilanuals of the Immortals) 226 
Hsien-Yuall Poo Tsang Lun (The Yellow Emperor's 

Expansive yet Detailed Discourse on the 
(Contents of the) Precious Treasury (of the 
Earth; +9(8) 373 

Hsin Thang Shu (New History of the Thang Dynasty; 
+106[) [341' 

Hsu Han Shu (Supplement to the [Former] Han 
History; +3rd century) 106n 

Hsu Tzu-Cilih Thung Chi", ChJiang-Pien (Collected Data 
for a Continuation of The Comprehensive Alirror 
jOr Aid in Government, +[[63 to +[[83) 376n, 
379n,381n 

Hsu W", Hsien Thung Kl,ao (Continuation of the 
Comprehnnsive Study of (the History of) Civilisation; 
+1586 and +(603) 34n, 378n, 383n, 4[8n 

Hsu run-nan Thung Chih [Kao] (A [Draft] Continuation 
of the Comprehensive Gazetteer ofYun~nan; 
t900) 398n, 414" 

Huni Nan Tzu (The Book of (the Prince ofj Huai-nan) 
422 

Huai-nan Wall Pi Shu (The Ten Thousand Infallible 
Arts of (the Prince ofj Huai-nan; - 2nd 
century) 373-4 

Huang Ckhoo Ching ShiJr Wen Pien (A Collection of 
Essays and Other Writings on Ordering the 
World; +(826) 426. 

Hui- rao (Important Documents) 33n 
ffi'VHTK see Hsu Wen Hsim Thllng Jauw (Continuation 

of the Comprehensive Study of (the His/my qf) 
CivilisatWn) 

J Clwu Shu (Lost Records of the Chou [Dynasty]; 
-245) [43 

I Thung Chih (Comprehensive Geographical 
Monographs) 33n 

Kai n Tslrung Klzao (Collected Researches While on 
Leave from Official Duties; + (790) [23 

Mai Pao Pm Tshao (!\ifateri. Medica of the Khai-Pao 
Reign-Period; +973) [84" 

Mat! ltirng Chi (The Artificer's Record; - (40) 403 
MUll ru Ko Chih (Exhaustive Investigations of the 

Earth; + (640) 4011 
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Ko Ku rao Lun (The Essential Criterial of Antiquities; 
+1387 or +1388) 234 

Kodo-z;uroku (Illustrated Book on the Smelting of 
Copper) 350 

KT Jee Kunn T:;u (The Book of Master Kuan) 
Kuall T.;:u (The Book of Master Kuan; -4th century) 

32,32n, 168, 207, 217, 233, 416 
Kuei Erh Chi (Collected Notes of an Invaluable Ear; 

1241 to + 1248) 379n, 382 

lei Kung 1'00 Tui (Answers of the Venerable Master 
Lei (to Questions) Concerning Drugs; +565) 
224 

Ling Pino Lu I (Southern Ways of Men and Things; 
+895) 24'" 

Ling Wai Tai Ta (Information on What is Beyond the 
Passes; +I 178) IIIn, 21.1-

Lii 51,ih Chhun CMill, kuei shellg (Master Lil's Spring 
and Autumn Annals; - 239) 
148n 

Lun Heng (Discourses Weighed in the Balance; +70 to 
+80) 193n 

LUll reh Chin (Treatise on Metallurgy) 40n 
Lung CMuan Lueh Chih see Su Huang-men Lung CMuan 

Lueh Chih 
Lung Hu Huan Tan Chuei! (Explanation of the Dragon

and-Tiger Cyclically Transformed Elixir) 373 
Lung-cMuan Hsien Chih (A Gazetteer of Lung-chhuan 

County) 134, 212 
LWTT see Ling Wai T ai Ta (Information on What is 

Beyond the Passes) 

Alan Shu (Book of the Barbarians; +860) 241 
MCPT see lvleng CMi Pi Than (Brush Talks from the 

Dream Brook) 
iHeng CMi Pi Than (Brush Talks fi-om the Dream 

Brook; + 1086) 372n, 375n, 379, 382n 
Ming Shil, (History of the Ming Dynasty; +t368 to 

+1643) 383n 
Alittelallerische Hausbuch (+1480) 234n 
Mundus Sublerraneus (+ 1664) 344n 

Pao Phu T:;u (Book of the Preservation-of-Solidarity 
Matter; + 4th century) 235 

Pao Tshang Lun (Discourse on the Precious Treasury; 
+3rd or +4th century) 219 

Pen Tshno Ching Chi Clzu (Collected Commentaries on 
the Classic if Phannaceutics if Ihe He01Jen/y 
Husbandman; +492) 374 

Pen Tshao Kong Mu (The Great Materia Medica; 1596) 
41, Iogn, I2311, I48n, 173, I8¥, 197n, 219, 225n, 
226, 227, 228, 231n, 232n, 23411, 30411,327, 373 

Pen Tshao Shih 1 (A Materia Medica Supplement; 
+725) 248 

Pen TS/lao Thu Chillg (Illustrated Materia Medica; 
+1061) 224, 231 

Pen Tshao l' en 1 (Dilations upon Pharmaceutical 
Natural History; +IIl6) 148,224 

Phi Hai Chi ru (Record of a Voyage Across the Small 
Sea; +17th century) 181, 182n, 23411 

Phing CI,"i Wen Chi (The Collected Works of Hung 
Tzu-khuei; + 13th century) 226n, 37211 

Phing-chou Ma Than (From the Chats in Phing-chou; 
+ IIl9) 247 

Pirollchnia (+1540) 39n, 430 
Po wu rao Lan (The Principal Points about Objects of 

Art and Nature; +1560) 235n 
Po-chai Pitn (A Compilation from Po-chai Village; 

+ IIl7) 228, 229n 
PTlu"lJ see Pen Tshao Kang 1"lu (The Great Materia 

Medica) 

San Shih Liu Shui Fa (Thirty-six Methods for Bringing 
Solids into Aqueous Solution; 315-16) 374 

Sail ruan Ta Tan Mi ruan Chen Chih (True Objectives 
from the Three Fundamentals Great 
Cinnabar Secret Garden) '39" 

Slcan Hai C~.ng (The Classic of the Mountains and 
Rivers) 30, 32, 33, 183, 217, 228 

Shall Hsi 17zung Chih (A Comprehensive Gazetteer of 
Shensi Province; +1735) 220n 

Shan-thang Hsien-sheng ChI,iln Shu Maa Sua (!VIr Shan
Thang's Critical Compilation from a Myriad 
Sources; +1210) 370n 

SHC see SllOn Hai Ching (The Classic of the Mountains 
and Rivers) 

Shell Nung Pen-lshao Ching (Classic of Pharmaceutics of 
the Heavenly Husbandman) 2411, 28n, 176, In, 
374 

Shih Chi (Historical Records; c.--90) 193" 
Shih Tlen Tsa Chi (Shen Stone-Field's Miscellaneous 

Notes; +1500) 38411 
Shu Ching (Historical Classic) 32n, 143 
Shu Tien (The Shu (Szechwan) Canon; 1834) 228 
Slcu r uan Tsa Chi (!Vliscellaneous Notes from the 

Garden of Pulses; +1475) '34, 2'2n, 242n, 2611l, 
30 3, 30 4, 364 

51,"i Ching Cl", (Commentary on the Watenv'!)'s Classic; 
late +5th or early +6th centwy) '93n 

Shuo Wen Chi,h T;:u (Analytical Dictionary of 
Characters; +2nd century) 31, 174 

SHr:CK see Sung Hui rao Chi Kao: C~ih-Kuan (A Digest 
of Governmental Institutions of the Sung 
Dynasty) 

SH1~-HF see Sung Hui 1"iro Chi Koo: Hsing-Fa (A Digest 
of Governmental Institutions of the Sung 
Dynasty) 

SHr:SH see Sung Hai r 00 Chi Kao: Shih-Huo (A Digest of 
Governmental Institutions of the Sung Dynasty) 

So-non Wen Chi (Collected writings of Cheng Ssu
hsiao; +1340) 29 

Su Huang-men Lung CMuan Lueh C~ih (Su Huang-men's 
Brief Jottings from Dragon Stream; +mh 
century) 39711 

Su Tung-pha Chi (The Collected Works of Su Shih; 
+1036 to +I101) 419n 

Sun Tzu Suan Ching (!VIaster Sun's Mathematical 
Manual; +280 to +473) 232 

Sung Hui rao Chi Kao: Chih-Knan (A Digest of 
Governmental Institutions of the Sung 
Dyna:>ty) 38111 

Sung Hui rao Chi Kao: Hsing-Fa (A Digest of 
Governmental Institutions of the Sung 
Dynasty) 389n 
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Sung Hui rao Chi Kao: Shil.-Huo (A Digest of 

Governmental Institutions of the Sung 
Dynasty) 247n, 376n, 379n,380, 381n, 3S2n, 
42In 

Sung Shih (History of the Sung Dynasty; +960 to 
+1279) 376n, 37811, 379", 382n 

Ta Clc/'ing Hui Tum (History of the Administrative 
Statutes of the Chhing Dynasty; +169°) 39011 

Ta Hsueh ren I Pu (Restoration and Extension of the 
Ideas of the Great Learning; +14S0) 426 

Ta Millg [-II,ung Ming-Sheng Chih (A comprehensive 
Compendium of the Famous Sites of the 
Great Ming; +1631) 383n 

Tall Fang Chien ruall (The IVlirror of Alchemical 
Processes (and Reagents); a Source-book; 
+93S to +965) 219 

Tan Fang Ching ruan (The Mirror of the Alchemical 
Elaboratory; a Source-book; +800) 372, 375, 

379 
Too Tsallg (The Taoist Patrology: +1II1 to + III 7) 

206n,375" 
171lli-phing Hua" ru Chi (The Universal Geography of 

the Thai-phing Reign-period; +976 to +983) 

376n 
Thai-phing rLi fAn (Imperial Encylopedia of the Thai-

phing Reign-period; +983) 193 
17101l ruan (An Anthology of Conversations; late 11th 

centuryr 329n, 3311l 
Thang Pen Tshao (Materia Medica for the Chang 

Dynasty) 233 
17,ien Hsin Chiln KIIiI Li Ping Shu (Characteristics of 

Each Province in the Empire; + 1639 to 
+.662) 33 

17.ien !iung Khai Wu (The Exploitation of the Works of 
Nature; + 1637) 3", 19n, 23n, 24, 27n, 2811, 3011, 
3In, 33, 379, 87n, 89, 91, I02n, IOgn, II91l, 121, 

138n, 143n, 144, 146n, '48n, 165, 166, 171, 175n, 
176n, 177n, 179,180. 18411, 189, 197, 198, 212n, 
2I3n, 2Lb 218n, 220, 224Jl, 226n, 227n, 232 , 

241, 319",320, 322, 323, 329,330, 331n, 336, 
337, 347n, 368, 383, 430 

Thu Ching ren I Pen Tshao (Illustrations (and 
Commentary) for the Dilations upon 
Pharmaceutical Natural History; +1223) 22411. 226n 

Thung Clung Chhilan Shu (Complete Copper Policies; 
+1787) 23n, 213n 

Thung-Cheng KllOo (c. 1755) 2311 
Ti-chih hai-pao 29n 
Tien-nan Hsin ru (New Words from Yunnan) 283 
T zen-non Muang-Chhang Thu Lueh (An Illustrated 

Account of the [Copper and other] Mines 

and Smelters ofYunnan; 1843-1845) 19n, 23n, 
24n, 27, 35,36, 37, 305", 332,333, 334, 348n, 
35911 

Tin Mining in Lurut 343 
TKKW see Thien Kung Khai Wu (The Exploitation of 

the Works of Nature) 
LYKC see T zen-non Muang-Chhang Thu Lueh (An 

Illustrated Account of the [Copper and other] 
Mines and Smelters of Yunnan) 

Treatise on Copper 37411, 377 
TSFYCr see Tu Shift Fang ru Chi 1'00 (Essentials of 

Geography for the Reading of History) 
Tsluu. Hung CMi Wu Hsiang l.ei Pi rao (Arcane 

Essentials of the Similarities and Categories of 
the Five (Substances) in the Kinship if Three; 
+3rd to +7th centuries) 254-5 

TT see Tao Tsang (The Taoist Patrology) 
Tu Slcih Fang ra Chi 1'00 (Essentials of Geography for 

the Reading of History; +1796 to 1821) 33, 
372n, 375n, 376n, 378 

Tung Cheng Pien-lAn (+1828) 23n 

Wei Shu (History of the [Northern] Wei Dynasty; 
+554)) 134 

Wei Thai-phu Wen Chi (The Collected Works ofWei 
Su; +14th century) 370n, 378n, 379 

Wen-Hsien 17,ung Mao (Comprehensive Study of (the 
History of) Civilisation; +1270) 3i6n,380 

WHTK see Wen-Hsien Thung Klcao (Comprehensive 
Study of (the History of) Civilisation) 

Wu Skih Erh Ping Fang (Fifty-two Prescriptions for 
lilness; - 2nd century) '46n 

Wu Tshang Shan Ching (The Five Storehouses 
Mountain Classic) 32 

l' en Slum Tsa Chi (!VIisceUaneous Jottings from Yen 
Shan; +1666) 195n, 196,212, 332n 

r en Thieh Lun (Discourses on Salt and Iron, - 1st 
century) 11g-20 

ru Kung (Tribute ofYil) 3211 
ru Thang Chin Hua (Elegant Conversations from the 

Academy; +1288) 325n, 34011 
ruan Shih (Official History of the Yuan Dynasty; 

+1206 to +1367) 89", 383 
ruan-ho Chiln Hsien Chih (Gazetteer of the Provinces 

and Counties of the Yuan-ho Reign-period 
[+806 to +820]; +814) 33", 85n, 120 

run Lu Man Chhaa (Copied at Random at the Cloudy 
Foot of the Mountain); +1206) 298, 355" 

run-non Thullg Cheng Chhilan Shu (1787) 23n 
rUII-fUITI 17lUng Chih (Comprehensive Gazetteer of 

Yun-nan; +'736) 5", 231i, 247n, 421n 
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Agatharchides 302. 
Agricola 29, 33n, 3Bn, 3g-40, 301, 302, 30an, 3I9, 322, 

323, 344, 345, 358., 367, 368, 385n, 423n, 42 5, 
428,430 

Ai Ta-chheng I2on, I22n, 133n, 248n, 284JZ, 420n 
Aitchison, L. 5an, 59n, 76n, 87n, gon, 97n, Io6n, I07n, 

IOgn, 124n, 134, 151n 
Amano l\tlotonosuke 32n, 6w, 72, 73, 76n, 78n, 99n, 

217n 
An Chih-min 20n, 58n, 60n, 6gn, 30ln see also An 

Zhirnin 
An Zhimin 185' see also An Chih-min 
Andersson, ].G. lIOn, 238n, 314" 
Ao Ta-chheng 217n 
Aoyama Sadao 62, 92, Il2, 125, 140, 153 
Aphrodite 147 
Araki Toshikazu 86n 
Archaeometallurgy Group of the University of 

Science Technology Beijing 150n 
Aristotle 39 
Armstrong, R.C. 42', 45n 
Atwell, WS. 133n, 136n, 146., 384" 
Australian National University Ra<liocarhon Dating 

Laboratory 79n 
Avicenna 26n 
Aye,.,,]. 175n, 183n 

Bagiey, R. W. 68n, 72n, 78n 
Bain, H.F. 45n, 48n, 52n, 53n, 102n, II9n, I24n, lW, 

~~~~I~~I~~~~~~w~~~ 
29gn, 307', 351, 401n, 403', 404", 432n 

Balazs, E. 86., 87n, 228n 
Balch, WR. 8n 
Bandy,].A. 221', 385n 
Bandy, M.C. 221n, 385n 
Barnard, N. In, 2In, 58n, 59n, 60n, 61n, 68n, 69n, 71, 

72n, 73, 74, 77, 78n, 79', 80', 8In, 83n, 84", 97, 
gBn, 99n, 107, loSn, lIon, 124n, I32n, I33n, 
137n, 151, 152', 168n, 183" 238n, 258n, 260., 
26In, 264", 265, 28gn, 297n, 303', 317, 318n, 
322n, 354, 387n 

Bartels, C. 13n 
Basalla, G. 4, 264", 410 
Bateman, A.M. 42n, 45R, 53n, 70n, 102n, 139n, I50n, 

Ig6n 
Bauer,]. 107n, 22sn, 228n, 230n 
Baumann, L. 70n, 163 
Becher, H.M. 57n, 175n, 21In, 236n 
Berg, B. 302., 305', 307n 
Biot, E. 284" 
Biringuccio, V. 39n, 179', 234", 236., 280, 430 
Blakiston, T.w, 251, 324 
Bosch, P.W 20n 
Bowman, S.G.E. 108n, 138n 
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Braunstein, P. 22n, 3I4n, 322n, 3401l, Mln, 344n, 42sn 
Bray, F. 23n, gon, I76n, 184J1, 236n, 430n 
Brelich, H. 5n, 148n, 150n, 341', 388., 389n, 3g2., 

4oon, 4ogn, 41 'In 
Bromehead, C.E.N. xxilin, 134, 22sn, 263n, 267n, 

276n, 280', 285, 325n, 344n, 385n 
Bronson, B. 6Bn, lW, I50n, I52n, 16611, 167n, 16gn, 

410n 
Brooks,].R.V. 44", 45n, 18g., Ig0., 218n, 231. 
Brown,j.C. I6n,40n, 6In, 133n, 147, 227n, 242n, 297n, 

328n, 352n, 368, 369 
Brown, S.R. 200', 277, 2g8n, 34In, 343n, 433n 
Buck, D.D. 80n 
Bueler, WM. 5n 
Bunker, E.C. 78n, 86n, 97n, lIOn, 123n, I24n 

Cardwell, D.S.L. 13 
Carlson, E. 186n, Ig5n, 197', 200n, 307n, 388n 
Carneiro, R.L. 432n 
Carrier, M. IO¥, 14IR, 388n, 389n, 393n, 4IIn, 41211, 

4~.:mn, 423n, 427n 
Chang Chao 339 
Chang Chen-ken llgn 
Chang Cheng-ming 72n, 80n 
Chang Chhien 378n, 383 
Chang Chih-tung 281 
Chang Ching-kuo 6gn, 720 
Chang Hung~chao 33n, 58n, 62, 92, 106n, 112, 1I9n, 

125, 13¥, 137, 140, 14.8n, 153, 175n, 193n, 20In, 
212n, 234", 247', 372n, 378., 379n, 383', 384n 

Chang Hung-li 138 
Chang Kuo-mao 84", 85" 
Chang Kwang-chih 60n, 72n, 76, lIOn, 167n, 174n, 

175', 238n 
Chang Po-yin 109', llg', 124", 134', 136. 
Chang Shu 228 
Chang Te-khun 174" 
Chang Tuan-i 382 
Chang Tzu-kao 143n, 384" 
Chang Wei-Shai 80n 
Chang Ymg-chhang 340', 351n 
Chang Yii-jung 390n, 393n, 413n 
Chang Yun-ming 3n, 177n, 179n 
ChaD Chheng-tse IgW, 287 
Chao Fan 377n 
Chao Khuang-hua 69n, 7In, 7gn, llon, lll., 137n, 138, 

139n, 143n, 146n, 149, 150n, 179n, rBIn, 182, 
228n, 254n, 373, 378n, 37gn, 38w 

Chao Kuo-lin Ig5n 
Chao Kuo-mao 85n 
Chao Shou-chung 80n, 83n, 267 
Chao Thien-chueh 397, 398 
Chao Wei-jung 138. 
Chao Yen-wei 355 
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Chayanov, A. V. 388n 
Checkland, S.G. I7an, 212n, 28411, 29ln, 328n, 38Sn, 

386n 
Chen Te-y.hun 73' 
Cheng Hsiao-chieh 217n 
Cheng Ssu-hsiao 2g 
Cheng Te~khun 99n, 12411, 146n, I7sn, laSn, 220n, 

23In, 238n, 239', 260, 265 
Chesneaux,]. 389n, 3gon, 395n, 400n, 433n 
Chhen Chih 122n, 123, 193n 
Chhen Chihjang 425' 
Chhen Erh-chiin 122 
Chhen,]. 87n, 380n 
ChhenJung 6gn, 71n, 79n 
Chhen Ko 1520 
Chhen Kuo-fu 374" 
Chhen Lii-fan 34", lOon, lOin, 35gn, 367n, 393n, 395n, 

40In, 406n, 423', 427n 
Chhen Liifan 426n 
Chhen Ping-fan 4In, gin, lOin, 102n, 186n, 357n 
Chhen Shao-wei 229 
Chhen Tshang-chhi 28 
Chhen Tshun-hsi 6gn, 30ln 
Chhen Y shun-hsi 304" 
Chhi Hsia 169", Ig5', 196n, 285, 329n, 376n, 377', 

38In,382n 
Chhi Shou-hua 34" 
Chhi Yen-huai 344 
Chhien Hsun 376. 
Chhien-lung (Emperor) 417n, 422n 
Chhin Shih Huang-ti 108n, 147 
Chhiu Chiin 426 
Chhii Thung-tsu 86., 417n 
Chhiian Han-sheng 133n, 136n 
Chhueh Liang-chhing 210', 286, 303, 304', 309', 

332n, 335n, 340n 
Chiao Chhing-yun Ig3' 
Chih Fa-lin 205 
Chin Cheng-yao 78n 
Chin Tien-shih 83' 
Chou Chhii-fei 214 
Chou Hui 375 
Chou Pao-chhiian 80n, 269n, 2g3n 
Chou Wei-chien 77, 7gn, 8In, 83n, 84", 86., 207n, 

246n, 258n, 285, 2gW, 317n 
Chou Wei-jung see Zhou Weirong 
Chu Fu-hsi 109n, llon, 124", 185n, 187, 204 
Chu Hsi-jen IOW 

Chu Huo 122 
Chu Shou-khang 72n, 73n, 76n, 80n, 109n, llgn, 124", 

134", 136n 
see also Zhu Shoukang 

Chu Yii 247 
Chung Hsiao-chung 34" 
Cibot, P.M. 304" 
Clar\<, G. 174", 175n 
Clark,].G.D. 71n, 17In, 20gn, 30ln 
Clayre, A. 3ll 
Coghlan, H.H. 58n, 5gn, 60', 150n, 15In, 17lTl, 317', 

344" 
Cole, F.L. 26., 307' 
Collins, A.L. 302. 

Collins, W.F. IOn, lOin, 103n, I04n, 105n, 171n, 216n, 
243n, 282n, 286, 328n, 357n, 358, 359, 360n, 
363, 390n, 392n, 401n, 4081l, 409n, 4IIn, 4 I 4'l, 
416• 

Commeaux, C. 40n 
Couling, S. 55n, gg', llgn, 148n, 18gn, 203', 336• 
Craddock, P.T. 132n, 137n, I38n, 261n, 301, 30In, 302n, 

303, 304, 305n, 379' 
Cranmer-Byng, ].L. 307n 
Cranstone, D. 2on, 255n, 258n 
Crawford,]. 216n 
Cremer, L. 179n, 197n, 200n 
Cressey, G.B. I3n,57n, lOIn, 187,188, 18gn, 201n 
Crozier, R.D. 282 

Dai Zhiqiang 120n, 138n 
Daidalos 147 
Dana, ].D. 70n, 174n, 224" 
David, P. 234" 
Davicison,j.W. 57n, Iign, 18In, 24In, 25In, 254, 26In, 

286, 314 
Davies, 0. 258n, 30In, 344" 
Davis,].F. 31, 31n 
Dawes, H.F. 16n, 283n, 2g8n, 339", 340, 352n, 413n 
de Betancourt 323n 
de Castro, C. 206n 
de Kergaradec, M. 279n 
de Magalhaens, G. 197' 
de Mi:ly, F. 123n, 146n, 176n, 177n, 218., 224', 227n, 

228n, 232n, 234n, g04n 
Deidesheirner, P. 2g8n 
Delumeau,]. 206. 
Derry, T.K. 173n 
Desch, C.H. 97 
<li Villa, E.M. 53n, 186n, Ig6n, 214", 22In, 282n, 283n, 

286, 388n, 40ln, 404" 
Dibner, B. 2gn, 3w, 39n 
Dickerman, N. 188 
Diodoms Siculus 218. 
Dolbear, S.H. 163, 178n 
Dono Tsurumatsu g8 
Doyle, P. 343 
Drake, N.F. 186n, 316., 323n 
Draper, M.D. 46n, lOIn, 102, I03n, 104, 105n, I06n, 

208, 21On, 257n, 263, 313n, 314", 3541', 357n, 
35gn, 360., 363n, 391n, 397' 

Dubs, H.H. 122n 
Dvorak,]. 6ln, 7ln, 107n, 108n, 137n 

Eastman, L.E. 384' 
Eaton, A. 43In 
Eberhard, W. 393n 
Eberstein, B. 17', 86n, 88n, 89n, 134", 136n, 388n, 

389n, 390n, 393n, 395n, 400n, 406., 407n, 
408n, 4I3n, 4I6n, 417n, 418n, 4 I 9n, 420n, 423n, 
424n, 425n 

Ebrey, P.B. 389', 426. 
Edkins,]. 203, 203n, 282n, 331', 332n 
Elkins, 199 
Eh~n, M. 87n, 134", 136n, 182n, 196n, 210, 331., 334, 

336n, 341 n, 343n, 344", 347n, 348n, 351n, 404", 
405n, 408n, 41In, 424, 42gn, 43In 
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Emmons, W.H. 42n, 4sn, 47n, 70n 
Esterer, M. 347n, 349 

Fairbank, j.K. 28In 
Fan Chbo 241 
Fang Shao 228 
Fang Yu-sheng 238n 
Fay, A.H. 242n, 2g8n 
Feifel, E. 23Sn 
Feuerwerker, A. 417n, 426n, 427 
Finley, M.1. 12n 
Fang, Wen 124" 
Forbes, RJ. 19n, 3~.m, 4tn, 42n, 59n, Bon, gIn, 97n, 

107", 173", 175n, 217n, 23gn, 2s8n, 267n, 26gn, 
280, 283n, 2g3n, 305n 

Fares, M. 236, 236n 
Forke, A. Ig3n 
Fracasso, R. 33n 
Francaviglia, R.V. 8n 
Franke, H. 86n 
Franklin, U.M. lIon, I1ln, 387 
Freedman, M. 408n, 422n 
Fu Hao 72 
Furth, C. 22n, 28n, 2gn, 262R 

Gale, E.M. 120n 
Gale, N.H. 123n 
Galloway, R.L. 21sn 
Gan Zuyu SIn, 52n, 53n, 73n, 177n 
Garner, H.M. 173n 
Gamier, F. 37n 
Gedan, PJ.M. 187 
Gernet,j. 168n, 380n, 381n 
Gettens, RJ. IOgn, 143n 
Gillan, H. ggn, 106n, 147n, 183n, 307n 
Gimpel,j. 26In 
Glauber,j.R·3In 
Gnudi, M.T. 3gn, 17gn, 234", 236n, 280n, 430n 
Godoy, R.A. sn, g-IO, 262n, 264", 331n, 433n, 434 
Golas, P J. 3gn, 40n, 86n, 104", 166n, 234n, 306n, 307n, 

336n, 370n, 380n, 38 In, 389n, 4IIn, 422n, 423n, 
427n, 430n 

Goodrich, L.C. 122n 
Gordon, j.E. 272n 
Gowland, W. 108n, 124" 
Gray, j.H. 286, 422n 
Greaves, T. 419, 41gn 

HaiJui 412, 420 
HalletL"(, R. 14gn 
HanJu-pin 80n, 108n, 138n, 258n 
Han Rubin 152n 
Hansford, S.H. 174", 175n 
Harrell, S. gn 
Harris, j.R. 8n, 22n, 32n 
Hartwell, R. In, IOn, 53n, I3sn, 136n, I6Sn, 169, I7on, 

193n, 19Sn, Ig6, 207, 285, 306n, 373n, 38rn, 
388n, 428n 

Hassan, A.Y al- 385n 
Head,j. 78n 
Healy,j.F. 3In, 45n, 46, 147", 148n, 149", 214", 218n, 

220n, 2gon, 293R, 2g8n, 30In, g05H, 418n 

Herbert, E.W. I Ion 
Herbert, P.A. 86" 
HelVouet, Y 228n 
Hill, D.R. 385n 
Hino Kaisaburo 86n, 87n, 88n, 168n, 170n, 381n 
Ho Ping-chang 40n, 80n, 285, 291n, 293n, 349n 
Ho Ping-ti n 73n, 76n, Ig7n, 30ln 
Ho Ping-yti 146n, 219n, 23Sn, 254 
Ho Yueh·chiao 4In, IOgn, lIOn, 124'l, I74n, l8sn, 187, 

204 
Hodges, H.W.M. 58n, 68n, 91n, 108n, IIIn, 124", 132n, 

232n, 238n, 30In 

Hollister-Short, GJ. 39n, 193n, 195n, 206n, 21 rn, 261n, 
264", 287, 299n, 306, 307n, 308n, 342, 344", 
346, 348n, 404n, 43 Jn 

Holloway, G.T. 5n 
Holman, B.W. 30In, 304n 
Honunel, R.P. 17, 20sn, 267/!, 272n, 274, 276, 277, 

30ln, 307n, 312, 319n, 321, 326, 327n, 33 1n 
Hoover, H.C. I, IIn, 39n, 40, 76n, toon, I34JZ, 13Sn, 

I3Bn, I79n, 19Sn, Ig6n, 2osn, 22In, 239n, 24on, 
282n, 283n, 299, 300, 30ln, 302, 305n, 308n, 
319n, 323n, 344", 345, 358n, 368, 396n, 401 , 
409n, 412n, 418/!, 430n 

Hoover, L.H. I, IIn, 39n, 76n, lOon, 13sn, I3Bn, I7gn, 
20SR, 22In, 239n, 282n, 283n, 30In, 302, 30Sn, 
308n, 319n, 323n, 344", 345, 358n, 368, 396n, 
418n,430n 

Hosie, A. 169n, 177n, 184", 279n, 41gn 
Hsia Hsiang-jung 4In, 47n, S2n, sBn, 5gn, 6on, 6In, 

62, 68n, 69n, 70n, 72n, 78n, 8rn, 86n, 87n, 89n, 
gon, gIn, 92, 97n, gB, 99, I06n, I07n, 108n, 112, 
IIgn, 12on, 122, J2¥, 125, I33n, I34R, I39n, 
140, I43n, I4Bn, 149n, ISIn, 152n, 153, 163, 
164", 166n, 167n, 168n, 170n, 173n, 174", 175n, 
18sn, IgOR, 19W, Ig3n, Ig.t.n, Ig6n, I97n, 202n, 
2I9n, 220n, 22sn, 227n, 232n, 233n, 240, 24In, 
2Sln, 252, 2s6n, 26on, 26In, 285, 286, 303n, 
304", 306n, 375n, 378n, 381n, 383n, 384" 

Hsia Nai 48, 80n, 81n, 215", 279n, 293n, 2g5", 296n, 
298n, 318, 319, 321 , 322n, 332n, 333, 337, 
339 

Hsieh Chiao-min 53n, 54 
Hsieh Hsiao-chung 343n 
Hsin Kung-i 120 
Hsiung Chhuan-hsin 6gn, 84", 16gn, 262, 26gn, 285, 

289n, 2g0, 291n, 292n, 293n, 2g4, 299n, 301n, 
30 4" 

Hsu Chin-sbeng 35n 
Hsu Shen 376n 
Hsu Ti-Hsin 17n, lOgn, 2IOn, 2s6n, 28In, 30Sn, 332n, 

336n, 347n, 349, 420n, 424", 426n 
Hsuan Chao-chhi 403" 
Hu Chbu-yen 2 IOn, 223 
Hu Cbhun-tbao 12n 
Hu Ching 34 
Hu Chung-kuei 196n, 417n 
Hu Sung-mei 220n 
Hu Wen-lung 138n 
Hu Vu-yen 80n 
Hua Chueh-ming 5gn, 78n, 85n, 138, 15In, 168n, 255n 

see also Hua Jueming 
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HuaJueming 7gn, 84", 85n, 193n, 194", 195n, Ig6n, 

355n 
see also Hua Chueh-ming 

Hua Kuo-jung 87n 
Hua Sban 375n, 378n, 381n, 382n, 425n 
Huang Chan-yueh 20n, IS2n 
Huang, Chi-chhing 420n 
Huang Chia-mo 407n 
Huang Chu-hsun loon, lOIn, I02n, 3s8n, 392n 
Huang, R. 38m, 420, 423n 
Huang Sheng-chang 133n, 134" 
Huang Wei-wen 301 
Huang Yti-heng 120n, 122n, I33n, 2I7n, 248n, 284n, 

420n 
Hue, R.E. I97n, 200n, 202n, 327n 
Hummel, A.W 235n 
Hung Tzu-khuei 372n, 383n 
Hung Yii 393n, 422n 
Hung-wu (Emperor) 416, 424 
HurlbutJr, C.S. 224" 
Hussain, A. 431n 

I Ping 124" 
I-yang 193n 
Imabori Seiji 395n, 402n 
Inkeles, A. 409n 

Jacobsen, R.D. 175n 
Jameson, C.D. 3n, 17on, 323n 
Jarland, Dr. 237n, 326n, 409n 
Jen-tsung 376n 
Jenner, WJ.G. 418n 
Jensen, M.L. 196n 
Jones, W.R. gm, 124", 139n, 149n 
Jovanovic, B. I2Jl 

Junghann, O. 16n, 40, 199, 314", 322n, 323, 338n, 
349", 394", 3g6n, 400n 

Jungius, j. 378n 

Kao Wu-hsun I2n, 83n, 2I7n, 2g3n, 297, 2g8n, 3I9n, 
322n 

Karlgren, B. 255n 
Kato[-] Shigeshi 109n, 123, 134", 136n 
Keightley, D.N. I IOn, 387n, 416n, 434" 
Kellenbenz, H. 286, 364n, 368n 
Kern, j. G. 306n 
Keverne, R. 174", 183n, 302n 
Kbang-hsi (Emperor) 408n 417n 
Kbnapp (Obman ain) 307n 
Kbo Chiin 55n, 6on, 6g, 146n, 150n 
Kbo Shui 238n 
Kbou Tsung-shib 148n, 224", 304 
Kbung Phing-chung 329, 331 
Kimball, R. 124" 
King, F.H.H. 414", 424" 
Kirchner 344" 
Klaprotb, MJ. 181n 
Ko Hung 143n, 2lgn, 325, 374 
Ko Tsun 60n, 68n 
Kovanko, M. 18gn, 332n, 341n 
Kracke, EA 195n 
Kroker, W. 34gn, 350 

Ku Chien-hsiang 87n 
Ku Mei-hsien 152n 
Ku Thai 235n 
Ku Tsu-yti 33 
Ku Yen-wu 33, 395n, 400 
Kuang Kuo 193n 
Kunnert, H. 385n 
Kuo Cheng-i 179n, 181n, 182, 372, 313, 375n, 376n, 

378n, 381n, 382n, 384" 
Kuo Cheng-yi 379n 
Kuo Mo-jo 72n, 99, 152n 
Kuo Phu 183, 228 
Kuo Wen-khuei 72n 
Kuo Yun-ching 17In, 414" 

I An Chib-min 304n 
Lai Hsiao 23In 
Larson, A.L. 211, 256n 
Leakey, L.S.B. 183n, 238n 
LeClere, M.A. gon 
Lee,j. 16n, 8gn, gon, 39On, 395n, 4I1n, 413n, 414JZ, 

417n, 427 
Leeds, E.T. 138n 
Legge, J. 32n, 76n, 143n 
Lei Tshung-yun 300n 
Leicester, H.M. 3 m 
Lewis, M.E. gn 
Lewis, R.S. 42n, 280n, 28gn, 290n, 2g8n, 328n, 

329n 
Li Chbing-yuan 80n, 84", 267 
Li Chhung-chiin 383n 
Li Chi-fu 85n 
Li Ching-hua 55n, 60n, 61n, 68n, 71n, 76, 285, 304", 

336n, 395n 
Li Ching-yuan 83n 
Li Chung 151n 
Li Chung-chiin 37n, 7on, Bon, 8¥, g8, gg, lIon, IlIn, 

236n, 305n, 340n 
Li Chung-hua 306n 
Li Chung-yun 241 
Li Fu 423n 
Li Hsiao-tsben 78n 
Li Hsueh-chhin 72n, 133n see also Li Xueqin 
Li Hua 407n, 42In 
Li Jinghua 76, 76n 
Li Shib-chen Ig7, 373 
Li Thien-yuan 77, Bon, 83n, 2Bgn, 290n, 29In, 293n, 

2gS, 2g6n, 297n, 298n, 336n, 340n 
Li Ti 232 
Li Tsung 378n 
Li Xueqin 133n see also Li Hsueh-chhin 
Li Yen-hsiang 6gn, 86n, 2s8n 
Li Yu-chhun 360n 
Li Yii-wei 5", SIn, 53n, 177n, 17gn, 18gn 
Lilley, E.R. 123n, 139n, 173n, Ig5n 
Lin Chhao-chbi 177n, 179n, 182n, 241n 
Lin Shou-chin 86n, 285 
Lin Tse-hsu 420 
Lingenfelder, R.E. 251n 
Lins, P.A. 146n 
Lipman, j.N. g" 
Liu Chia-sbou 202n 
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Liu Phing-sheng 84", 85n, 30[n 
Liu Shih-chung 78n, 79n, 80n, 258n, 265n, 289n, '9[n, 

292, 293n, 295, 297n, 3[6n, 3[7n, 33,n, 339, 
352n, 354 

Liu Shizong 6871, 69n, 77, 8371, 84", 258n, 3[771 
Liu Te-jen 202n 
Liu Wen-ming [37n, [3871 
Liu Yiin-thang 72n, 80n 
Lo Phing 285 
Lodder, W 42n 
Loehr, M. [75n 
Loewe, M. 32R, 33n, 122n 
Long, p.o. '371, 24Jl, 34Jl, 39n, 423n 
Louis, H. 25971, 276n, 290n, 302n, 307n, 309n, 35471, 

355, 356 
Lu Gwei-djen [85n 
Lu Hsueh-shan I73n, 18gn, 224'1, 226n, 228n, 23In, 

233n 

Lu Jung 303, 30Sn, 364 
Lu Lien-ehheng [9[n 
Lu Mao-tshun 80n, [70, 24371, 266, 267, 269, 270, 272, 

273, 349n 
Lu Pen-shan gon, 77, 79n, Bon, IOgn, lIon, I lIn, II9, 

120n, I2I, I2gn, 163, 2I7n, 2I8n, 21gn, 224Jl, 
228n, 229n, 234", 235n, 24In, 242n, 243, 246, 
247n, 25[n, 258n, 26[n, 265n, 289", 2g[n, 2g2, 
293n, 295, 297n, 30[n, 3[6n, 3[771, 332n, 33971, 
34on, 3S2n, 354, 358n, 388n 

Lu Tai-ming 16n, ISn, IOgR, rBgn, Igon, I9In, I93n, 
I94Jl, I95n, Ig6n, 211, 2I2n, 2Ian, 22on, 287, 
298n, 300n, 332n, 34[n, 342n, 34771, 388n, 39m, 
41On, 42In, 422n, 424JZ, 426n, 43 In 

Lu Yun [93 
Luee, G.H. 24[1/ 
Lucier, P. 20In 

Ludwig, K-H. 306, 307n, 308n, 35211, 36811, 4007/ 
Lung Tshun-ni 5[, 7071, 2[4", 236n, 37[, 3727/, 3747/, 

37611, 37], 378n, 37gn, 380, 38[n, 3827/, 383n, 
384", 385 

Ma Cheng-Yuan 607/ 
Ma Yun-kho [23n, [34", 38[n, 42271 
MeNeill, WHo 4[7n 
Maddin, R. gIn, 97n, I2¥, 22In, 22sn 

Mair, V. 58n 
Mantell, C.L. 90n, 9[n 
Maspero, H. 86n, 877/ 
Mathieu, F.F. 4[n, 57n, [76n 
Meaeham, W 7871, 387 
Meeks, N.D. 379n 
Mei Chien-chiin fign, [l8n, [son, 2s8n see also Mei 

Jianjun 
MeiJianjun 60n, 68n, 375n see also Mei Chien-chtin 
Meng Nai-ehhang [79n, 234Jl 
Meng Wen-thung 33n 
Meyers, P. [52n 
Michaelis, R. 39n 
Minakami Shasei [38n 
IVIiyashita SaburO 329n, 33[n 
Mokyr, j. [2n, 264n, 308n 
Molenda, D. 306n, 308n, 3[4Jl, 323n, 349n, 352n, 4[4", 

43 In 

Moller, WA. 21In, 287, 299, 300, 328n, 340, 389n, 
40 4,40 9 

Moore-Bennet, AJ. [671, 56n, [48n, [son, [76n, [78n, 
2ogn, 2Ian, 248n, 34on, 392n 

Morris-Suzuki, T. [3671 
Morrison, T. 280n, 32871,387, 403, 42871 
Mossman, S. 283n 
Mott, R.A. [93n, [96n 
Mottana, A 233n 
Muhiy,j.D. 5971, 6[n, 68n, 6g, 73n, 76n 
Multhauf, R.P. 28n, Illn, 308, 385n, 392n 
Mumford, L. 7n, 8-9, 307n 
Murray, D. [82n 
Murray, j.K. 60n, 6gn, 7[n, 9871, 108n, [3771 

Nakajima Satoshi 8gn, 370n, 372n, 374", 376n, 37871, 
379n, 38[n, 382n, 383n, 384" 

Nakayama, S. 25n 
Naquin, S. 390n, 4[811 
Needham, j. [son, [7[n, 254, 255n, 355 
Nef,j.U. In, 12n, Ign, gIn, I34JZ, I35n, 20sn, 2Isn, 286, 

388n, 389n, 39371, 39611, 4[2n, 4[8n, 4[9n, 425n, 
43[n 

Neilson,j.M. [6n 
Netolitzky, A [lIn, 2[4Jl 
Neuberger, A 26[n 
Newton, I. 37571 
Ni Shen-shu 50 
Ning Chao [33n, [36n, 400n 
Nishijima Sadao 86n 
Nishizawa, K. [70n, 408n, 4[2n 
Nystrom, E.T. 53n, [52n, 253, 3[5, 4[211, 4[5n 

O-mi-ta 420 
Oddy, WA [46n 
Oertling, TJ. 34571, 347n 
Oey, G.P' 24[n 

Pacey, A. [3n, 86n, 286, 42811 
Pagel, W 378n 
Pai Shou-i 388n, 38971, 39311 
Pak, C. [06n, [48n, [4gn, 224" 
Palme, R. 284n 
Pan Jixing 40n 
Pan Shou-i 405n 
Pao Hui [82 
Parker, E.H. 33[ 
Parsons, WB. 404" 
Patterson, C.C. 4In, s8n, 5gll, 6In, 7In, 971l, I07n, I231l 

Paul, R.W 44", 48n, 2[4", 25[71, 258n, 298n, 355n 
Pearl, R.M. 42n, 5[, [48n, 2 [4Jl, 230n, 234", 23571, 243, 

28[n,408n 
Pei-ching Ta-hsueh Li-shih Hsi [93n 
Penhallurick, R.D. 9[71, 206n, 302n, 303, 30711, 3[8n 
Perkins, D.H. 404" 
Peterson, WJ. 42371 
Phan Chung-hsiang 44Jl, 45n, 47n, 4871, 53n, [2471, 

206n, 2IOn, 2I2n 
Ph~ng Hsin-wei 38[n 
Pheng Shih-fan 7gn, 80n, 28gn 
Pheng Tse-i 423n 
Pheng Yii-hsin 4ron, 4[m, 4[3n, 4[7n 
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Philippos [47 
Pichon, L. 39[11 
Pittioni, R. 85n 
Pliny 374 
Polo, M. [32n, [95 
Porter, R. Bn, 24Jl 
Prager, F.n 344n, 346 
Prescher, H. 39n 
Pumpelly, R. 3In, I04n, 20In, 26In, 287, 29w, 3I4Jl, 

332n, 34071, 34171 

Purcell, V. 400n 

Raistrick, A 2 [4, 267n 
Rastall, R.H. 41n, 42n, 4Sn, son, 163, 217n 
Rawski, E.S. 3gon, 4[8n 
Rawson,j. [75n, [83n 
Read, B.E. 106n, [48n, [49n, 224Jl 
Read, T.T. 3n, [3n, 40, 4[n, 57n, 58n, 7In, 8[n, gon, 

I07n, 120n, 134JZ, 143n, I46n, Ison, 163, 166n, 
17on, 17In, r8S, r86n, IS8n, 1901l, 193n, 194, 
196n, 2oon, 20In, 207, 3041l, 306n, 3SI1l, 354n, 
355n, 385n, 38871, 404n, 408, ·P[II, 4[2n, 433n 

Reid, A. gn, 7In, 238n, 242n, 280n. 288, 297n, 298n, 
29971, 307n, 3[3n, 3[5, 335n, 340n, 342n, 343n 

Reid, C. 7In 
Remusat, j.P.A 3 [, 224" 
Richard, L. 55n, 56n 
Rickard, T.A. 31n, 58n, gIll, rogll, IlIn, IIgn, Ison, 

2[4n, 344" 
Rabertson,j.A.T. 2gon, 307n, 324, 336n, 343n, 349n 
Racher, E. loon, 103, 104Jl, 335n, 397n, 398n, 406, 

408, 409, 4ron 
Romano, R. 88n 
Rasenfield, A 42n, 49, 107n, 108n, [90n, 239n, 260n, 

370n, 37[71 
Rostoker, vv. 6In, 71n, 86n, I071l, 108n, I37n, 15011, 

[5271, [66n, [67n, [68n, [69n, 233n, 265, 377n 
Rostovtzeff, M. 387n 
Rowe, WT. 200n 

Rushmore, D.B. 329n 
Ryan,j. 2[5 

Sadder, A.M. [52n 
Sandstrom, G.E. 30[n 
Sandstrom, G.F. gon, I07n, 224R, 22sn, 231n 
Sata Tamotsu 59n, 68n, 6971, 7[, 72n, 73, 74, 97n, 9871, 

ggn, 107, lo8n, lIon, 12¥, I32n, I33n, 137n, 
[srn, [68n, [83n 

Satoi Hikoshiehiro 5n, 39071, 39271, 394", 3g6n, 41On, 
4[In, 4[371, 4[7n, 4[9n 

Sayee, R.U. 264" 
Scaglia, G. 344", 346 
Schafer, E.H. 28n, 1I1, 176n, 177n, 2I3n, 218n, 22In, 

228, 22gll, 2301l, 23IIl, 24In, 248n 
Sehmoller, G. 388n 
Schurmann, H.E 86n, 88n, 8gn, I201l, I70n, I7In, 

383n 
Seott,j.C. 388n, 43371 
Searle, AH. 370n, 372n, 374Jl, 377n, 378n, 38Sn, 386n 
Seltzer, AJ. 404" 
Shang Ye IIgn 
Shapiro, S. 345n, 34671 

Shen, G. 377n 
Shen Kua 29, 46n, 20[n, 373n, 37571, 379 
Shen Li-sheng 20In, 202n 

Shepherd, R. I21l, 20n, 27, 3In, 59n, 6on, 7In, 73n, Bon, 
I23n, Igon, I9In, I9SIl, 203n, 238n, 26oll, 263n, 
285, 29m, 30ln, 307n, 3[7n, 325n, 328n, 344n 

Shiba Yoshinobu [82n, 4[[n 
Shih Chang-ju n 74, 76n, 7871, 98n 
Shih Chia 238n 
Shih Kuo-heng 102, I02n, IOsn, 390, 3glll, 392n, 4.I2n, 

4 I 3n, 4ISn, 4I8n, 422n 
Shimakura, M. [8671 
Shimonaka Kunihiko 32n, 38011 
Shock!ey, WHo 104, [7gn, [86n, [8371, [89n, [95n, 

196n, 199, 203R, 222n, 28on, 28In, 287, 299n, 
300, 3[4Jl, 332n, 33671, 359n, 409n 

Siegers, A. I07n 
Sinkankas,j. 42n, 43, 44, 46, 2osn, 2121l, 213n, 217n, 

218n, 370n 
Sivin, N. 24, 2sn, 30n, II In 

Skinner, BJ. 30211 
Skinner, G.W 10, 3gon 
Slessor, R. 5n, 18, 26n, 40, 26[n, 278n, 328n, 34[71, 343, 

353n, 355n, 364Jl 
Sloane, H.N. 206n, 245, 255", 29871 
Sloane, L. 206n, 245, 255n, 298n 
Slotta, R. [3n 
Smith, C.S. IIn, 39n, 4[71, [7gn, 234Jl, 236n, 263", 

280n, 349n, 350, 355n, 43071 
Smith, D.H. 409n 
Smith, P. 428n 
Smith, W 57n, [70n, [97n, 20071 
Sorrell, C.A gOIl, 107n, 224n, 22sn, 23 In 
Steinberg, A. 2[ 

Steinhort, OJ. 243n 
Stephens, A 25[ 
Stewart, (M.) [99, 20m, 287, 4[4, 4[4", 43[n, 433 
Stoc(v]es, B. 26, 27, 421l, 2osn, 212n, 216, 239n, 240n, 

289n, 328n, 33[n, 332n, 364 
Stos-Gale, Z. [23n 
Su Cbhe 379 
SuJu-chiang son, lOon, lOIn, I02n, I03n, I04R, IOsn, 

[06n, 2[3n, 257n, 3ogn, 3[3n, 3[4Jl, 332n, 335n, 
354Jl, 357n, 358n, 35gn, 364"' 389n, 390n, 392n, 
397n, 406n, 4[3n, 4[4Jl 

SuJung-yii 79n, [38n 
Su Shih 2[5", 379 
Su Sung 23[, 235 
Su Tung-pho 4[gn 
Suhling, L. 24'1, 2gn, 38n, 881l, 17on, 40IIl, 4I3n, 4I6n, 

428 
Sun Chheng-tse 86, 86n 
Sun, E-tu Zen Ill, sn, 23n, 27n, 28n, 30n, 3In, 35, 3an, 

51, 87n, 8gn, gIn, I021l, IOgn, IIgn, 121, I38n, 
[43n, [44, [45, [46n, [48n, [65, [66n, [72, [7Sn, 
[76n, [77n, [79n, [80, [Sfn, [85n, [8gn, [97n, 
Ig8, Ig9, 2I2n, 2I3n, 214Jl, 2I8n, 2201l, 2241l, 
226n, 227n, 232n, 24In, 263n, 268, 3I91l, 320, 
322,32371,330, 33[n, 336n, 337, 347n, 348n, 
352n, 383n, 389n, 393, 394", 395n, 39771 , 40071, 
406n, 4IOn, 4171l, 418, 4Ign, 4201l, 42In, 4221l, 
423n, 424Jl, 425n, 42671 
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Sua Hsueh-chaun see Sun Shiou-chuan 
Sua I-kang 378n 
Sun Shiau-chuan 23n, 27n, 28n, 30n, 31n, 37n, 38n, 

8711, 91n, 10211, 10911, lIgn, 121, I38n, 14311, 144, 
145, 146., 148., 165, 166n, 172, 175n, 176n, 
177', 179n, 180, 184", 185n, 189', 197', Ig8, 
21211, 213n, 21411, 218n, 22011, 224R, 226n, 227n, 

232" 241n, 268, 319n, 320, 322, 323', 330, 
33 In, 336., 337, 383n 

Sua Shu-yun 108. 
Sua Yen-chhiian Ig5n, Ig6, 212, 332n 
Suag Ying-hsing 23', 27', 28, 301, 378, 91, 138n, 143, 

148, 166, 175', 176, 179, 180, 184", 18g, IgO, 
197,213,214,220, 224Jl, 226n, 227, 241, 3I9n, 
320, 329, 331., 336, 383, 430 

Swann, N.L. 148., 417' 
Swedenborg, E. 374n, 377. 378. 

Taccola, Mariano 344", 346 
Tai Chen 344 
Tai Chih Chhiang see Dai Zhiqiang 
Tai I-hsuan 20ln 
Taylor, F.S. 13n, 306. 
Tegengren, F.R. 16n, 40, son, 53', 139', 143', 146n, 

148., '52n, 163, 164", 165, 166n, 167, 169n, 
218n, 240n, 256, 257', 276n, 27gn, 281, 283', 
284", 286, 287, 288., 2g8n, 305', 307', 309', 
3I6n, 40011, 40111 

Temple, R. 332 •. 
Tenenti, A. 88n 
Teng Ssu-yii 28 .. 
Teng Tho 388, 411, 427' 
Tezuka Masao 199' 
Than Chhi-hsiang 62, g2, 112, 125, 140, 153 
Than Po-fu 168',416. 
Than Ti-hua 304" 
Thang Kuo-yen 133' 
Thang Lan 6g. 
Thang Ming-sui 5n, 411., 428n 
Thao Hung-ching 25, 123', 146, 226, 227, 234, 374 
Theisen-Vogel, E. 1211, 2211, 2811, 4011, 7311, 86n, 8711, 

88., 8g., go., Ig7', 284", 381n, 384", 389', 
3gon, 395', 41On, 417n, 418n, 421n, 424", 425', 
427n, 428. 

Theophrastus 33, 148 
Thien Chhang-hu gg', 124", 133' 
Thompson, F.C. 6on, 68., 434" 
Thomson, J. 311 
Thung En-cheng 78. 
Timberlake, S. 301., 305' 
Ting, V.K. 2g', 52n, 133, 288, 41On, 418., 423n 
Ting Wen-chiang 2gn, 133n, 148n, 149", 179' 
Todd, A.C. 233', 260n 
Torgasheff, B.P. 2, IOn, 14, 1511, 16,40, 44JZ, 5311, 56n, 

72n, IIg', 134", 149, 15on, 176., 177n, 179, 184, 
199, 'lOIn, 20g, 'lIOn, 211,22211,25511, 256n, 34311, 
364",392,395',396., 3g8, 400n, 401n, 402 

Torrens, H.S. 26n, 20311, 21511 

Tou (Empress Dowager) 193n 
Treptow, E. 279n, 283n, 288n, 313, 333 
Truscott, SJ. 304' 
Tshai Yii-jung 426 

Tshao Chao 234 
Tshao Theng-fei 304" 
Tshao Yuan-yii 138., 143n, 148n 
Tshui Hsien 18gn 
Tsou Chhi-yii loon, 101. 
Tsou Hou-pen 15" 
Tu Fa-ebhing 12n, 83n, 217n, 293', 297, 2g8n, 319n, 

32211 

Tu Wan 228 
Tuku Thao 21g 
Twain, M. 109, 222 

Twitchett, D.C. 86n, 87n, 134", 187 
Tylecote, R.F. 58., 60n, 6In, 68., gon, 99', 107n, 123n, 

13211, I50n, 24211, 370n 

Umehara Sueji 99 
United Nations 7n, 441l, 121, 203n, 2061l, 2II1l, 2351l, 

240n, 353", 4320 

Unschuld, P.D. 24, 25n, 28n, 31n, 32n, 35, l77n, 178 
Ure, A. 290n, 2g2, 307n, 331n 

Valentinitsch, H. 143n, 149' 
Vergani, R. 306 
Verschoyle, WD. 146n, 300n, 352n, 3W 
Vogel, H.U. I21l, Ign, 201l, 22n, 23n, 28n, 31, 32n, 3Sn, 

35n, 40n, 6g., 73n, 7671, 77, 80n, 8In, 83n, 86n, 
87', 88n, 89, 9071, 109n, 13Sn, 136n, 139n, Ig7n, 
202n, 203n, 2 IIn, ~2Isn, 2I6n, 26sn, 2&]n, 26gn, 
270n, 280n, 284", 288n, 2gIn, 2g3n, 295, 296n, 
297n, 305n, 308n, 309n, 318, 325, 332n, 339, 
33gn, 340n, 342n, 347n, 35'", 368n, 38In, 384", 
389n, 390n, 395n, 4ogn, 410n, 4"n, 413n, 415n, 
417n, 418n, 42ln, 422n, 423n, 424", 425n, 42671, 
427, 428n, 4320 

von Falkenhausen, L. 152n, 233n 
von Glahn, R. 86n, 87', 88n, 133n, 136n, 420n 
van Richthofen, F. 10, 29n, 40, 53n, 57, s8n, 6In, 166n, 

186n, 187, I9Sn, 'loon, 207, 2121l, 238n, 24In, 
243, 256., 28In, 282n, 283, 287, 298., 299', 
307n, 309n, 316n, 388n, 395', 407n, 413n, 417n, 
418n, 42ln, 422, 43271 

Vozar, J. 306 

Wagner, D.B. 5n, 20n, 21, 30n, 33n, 4on, 6gn, 7I1l, 78n, 
80., 8In, "9n, 133n, 151, 152', 164, 165, 166, 
1671l, 168n, I6gn, non, I71n, 194JZ, 239n, 24on, 
256n, 264", 265, 267n, 268, 26gn, 270, 272n, 
30 I n, 33271, 364", 376n, 377n 

Walsh, W 40n, 57' 
Wan Chiang 393n, 422n 
Wan-li (Emperor) 423 
Wang Chhung 193' 
Wang Chia-yin s8n, 226n, 227n, 228n 
Wang Chung-lo 193, 194", Ig5n, Ig6n, 197n, 20In, 

287, 34gn, 422n 
Wang Chung-shu 169n, 285 
Wang Feng 78n 
Wang Hongzhen 187, 213n, 253 
Wang Hua-lung ggn, lOon, 188 
Wang Hung-chen see Wang Hongzhen 
Wang Ken-yuan 30n, g8, 99, IOgn, lIon, JIIn, IIg, 

120n, 121, 12gn, 163, 217n, 218n, 2lgn, 224Jl, 

r 
,[ 
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228n, 22gn, 234n, 235n, 241, 24~·2n, 243, 246, 
247n, 25 In, 358n, 383n, 388n 

Wang Ko 393' 
Wang, K.P. 187n, 188n 
Wang Kung-yang 339 
Wang Mang 122 
Wang Shen-to 376n 
Wanh Hua-lung 149n 
Watson, B. 336n, 417n 
Watson, E. 107n 
Watson, W 59n, 60n 
Way, H.WL. 201, 201n 
Webster, T 403, 404 
Weeks, M.E. 31n 
Wei Chou-yuan 53n, 72n, gIn, lOin, 102, 148n, I73n, 

184" 
Wei Po-yang 235 
Wei Su 378 
Weisgerber, G. 20n, 134n, 298n, 356 
Wen Kuang 16n, 6gn, 71n, 74, g8n, 10671, !O7' 
Weng Wen-hao 56., 9In, lOon, 133n, 13gn, IfSn, 149n, 

166n, 17gn, 2lgn, 286 see also Wong Wen-hao 
Wertime, S.F. 47" 
Wertime, TA. 47n 
West, R.L. 207n 
Wheeler, T.S. gIn, 97n, I24n, 221n, 22sn 
White, C.H. 420 
White, L. Ig 
White, WC. 175n 
Whitten, D.G.A. 44", 45n, 189n, 190n, 218n, 23In 
Wilkinson, E. 33n 
William of Rubruck 134" 
Williams, S.W 200, 324, 325n, 346n 
Williams, TI. 173" 
WiIliamson, A. 195n, 200n, 408., 413n, 422n 
Willies, L. 30In 
Willis,B. 48n 
WUsdorf, H. 13n, 271 
Winkelmann, H. 13n, 333 
Wong, Lin Ken 7, 105, 216n, 275n, 34on, 341, 343, 

357n, 398n, 400., 401., 402n, 414, 433n 
Wong Wen-hao 52n, 53, "9, 139n, 166, 209, 218n, 

276n see also Weng Wen-hao 
Wong, WHo 133 
Woo, Y.T see Wu Yang-tsang 
Wright, T 8n, 170n, 188, Igon, Ig3n, 195n, 197n, 199, 

'loon, 277, 282n, 287, 298n, 299n, 316n, 328n, 
329, 34ln, 342n, 343n, 389, 392n, 398n, 400n, 
402n, 4"n, 433n, 434" 

Wu Chheng-ming 17n, IOgn, 'lIOn, 2s6n, 'lBIn, 30Sn, 
332n, 336n, 347n, 349, 420n, 424", 426n 

Wu Chhi-chun 23n, 2¥, 32n, 35, 37n, 50, SI, lOon, 
105n, 208, 213n, 263, 266, 274, 305', 310, 313, 
326,332,334> 335, 34In, 347, 348, 359n, 400n, 
406n 

Wu Chia-Chhang 265 
Wu Hsiao-yii 191 

Wu Ting (king) 72 
Wu Tzu-chen 373n, 375" 
Wu Yang-tsang 244, 246n, 286, 307n, 332n, 34071 

Yabu'uchi Kiyoshi 3n, 37n, 38, 166., 18gn, 232" 33In, 
336n 

Yang Ken 373n 
Yang Li-hsin 77, 84", 85n, 207n, 219n, 256n, 2s8n, 

26 In, 266, 270n, 279n, 280n, 293n, 295n 
Yang Lien-sheng 86n, 87n, 120n, 133n, 134n, 136n 
Yang Wei-tseng 137n, 138n 
Yang Wen-heng 26n, 321l, 33n, 2J3n, 217n, 2Ign, 220n, 

280n, 285, 299n, 329n 
Yang Ying-chii 42 I 
Yang Yuan 62, g2, 112, 125, 134Jl, 140, 153 
Yang Yung-kuang 47n, 48, 80n, 8In, 82n, 83n, 215', 

258n, 267, 279n, 28on, 28gn, 290, 299n, 316n, 
318, 32In, 322n, 332n, 333 

Yang Zunyi 166n 
Yao Ssu-jen 418n 
Yeh Chun 80n 
Yeh Po 2g3n 
Yeh Tsung-liu 420 
Yen Chung-phing 3n, 9n, 30n, 51, 58n, 20gn, 213n, 

234", 236., 314", 325n, 338., 340n, 342/1, 351n, 
403', 405n, 406n, 4", 412n 

Yen Yii 148n, 372n, 375n, 376n, 378n, 379n, 384 
Yin Wei-chang 48, 80n, 8In, 279n, 293', 2g5n, 2g6n, 

298n, 318, 319, 321, 32In, 322n, 332n, 333, 337, 
339 

Yin Weizhang 80n, 215n 
Yoshida 11itsukWli IIgn, 13411, I39n, I7on, 212n, 21.f.n j 

241n, 358n, 403n 
YoungJr, O.E. IIg1l, 13S1l, 146n, !lo61l, 2IIn, 212n, 

2131l, 2 I 4JZ, 2331l, 236, 24on, 241n, 245n, 251, 

253n, 254JZ, 2S5ll, 28on, 284.1l, 30In, 305n, 306n, 
307n, 30811, 332n, 34Jn, 351, 408., 434" 

Young, O.E. "9n 
Young, S. 173n 
Yu Ching 379, 381 
Yii Ming-hsia 195" 
Yii Yung-ho 181, 182 
Yuan Md 406n 
Yueh Shen-li 73 
Yung-cheng (Emperor) 417n 

Zelin, M. 104", 197n, 3g6n, 4", 412n, 418n 
Zhang Fu-kang 173n 
Zhang Xinxin 119n 
Zhang Yunming l77n, 179 
Zhou Baoquan W, 8on, Srn, 82n, I23n, 284Jl, 29In, 

293n,34on 
Zhou Weirong 120n, 137n, 138 
Zhu Shoukang 61', 72n, 73n, 76n, 78., 8In, 83n, 106n, 

383n 
see also Chu Shou-khang 

Ziegenbald, M. 288n 
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A-chheng hsien (Heilungkiang) 285 
Africa IIO 
Agordo (Venetian Republic) 386n 
Aibunar (Balkans) '2' 
Almaden (Spain) 135, 323' 
Altai mountain range 255 
An-nan (Kweichow) 286 
An-shan mountains (Liaoning) '" 
An-yang (Honan) 72, 73, 76, 196n, 349 
Anhwei 54, 55, 69, 80n, 84-5, 167, 188, 2'9, 287, 2g3, 

395 
Appalachian Mountains (USA) 52n 
Athens (Greece) 135 
Austria 263, 368n 

Bawdwin mines (Burma) '34" 
Besshi mine (Shikoku island, Japan) 349n 
Bohemia 38. 
Bolivia 910, '34", 264", 282 
Burma '34n 
Butte (Montana, USA) 385 

California (USA) '75n, 2 '4", 232-3, 355 
Canton ,83, 420 
Caucasus (Europe) 73n 
Chahar 188 
Chai-thang (Pei-ching shih) 20I. 

Chai-thang (peking) 199, 203, 3'4' 
Chang-te fu (Honan) 349 
Chang-te (Honan) 287 
Chekiang 52n, 55, '34, '36., 163, 188,286, 287, 303, 

332n, 340, 4' 2 
Chen-chou (Hunan) 304' 
Cheng-chou (Honan) 72, '94, 354 
Chhang-an area (Li-shan) '34 
Chhang-hsing 287 
Chhang-sha (Honan) 286 
Chhang-yang hsien 120 
Chhen River 84 
Chhen-chou (Hunan) '39, 146, '48, 304' 
Chheng-chiang (Yunnan) 89' 
Chheng-te-chuan-chii (Hopeh) 285 
Chhien-shan hsien (H,in-chou) 88., 376, 38In, 383 
Chhin-ling (Honan) Sf, 285, 304" 
Chhing-yang (Anhwei) 84 
Chhu State 82, 85 
Chhii-chiang hsien (Shao-chou) 376. 
Chhu-chou (Chekiang) 303 
Chhu-hsiung (Yunnan) 9In 
Chhuan Thai Shan (Shansi) 300 
Chi-chou (Yangtze) 238. 
Chi-liao thung '48., 304 
Chi-yuan (Honan) 76, 304" 
Chia-ku hills 33' 
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Chia-wang ming 199 
Chiang-mu-chhung (Anhwei) 80', 85 
Chiao-chou 22g 
Chien-chou (Szechwan) 219 
Chien-ko hsien (Szechwan) 219 
Chin-chheng hsien (Shansi) 200 
Chin-chheng (Shensi) 16. 
Chin-chou (Szechwan) 139, 146, 148., 304 
Chin-kua-shih (Taiwan) 372', 384, 385 
Chin-niu (Anhwei) 258., 279', 293', 295n 
chin-.iu ('Golden Ox' mine) 266 
Chin-sha River (Yunnan) IIgn 
Chiu-lien (mountains) 55 
Chou-khou tien 220 
Chueh-hsing Temple (peking) 86. 
Chungking g., 335' 
Cornwall (UK) 71n, 73', 88n, 328. 

Denver (USA) 52n 
Dolaucothi (Wales) 135 

Egypt 302. 
England '91', '96n, 287, 298n, 385, 433 
Ephesus '48 
Ethiopia 121 

Falun (Sweden) 135, 374" 
Fang-shan (Peking) ,6 
Fayune 199 
Fen-chou 205 
Feng-hsin (Kiangsi) 220 
Feng-jun (Hopeh) 287 
Fo-shan (Kwangtung) '70' 
Fraser River (California, USA) '75n 
Fu-jung (Szechwan) 4'2n 
Fu-kho shan (Tuan-chou) 339 
Fu-kou (Honan) '33 
Fu-shun (Liaoning) 187, 422n 
Fukien 35, 52', 55, 119, '34, '36n, '39, 163, 188, 285, 

298n, 355, 388 

Gastein (Salzburg) 307' 
Germany 308, 345', 389, 428 
'Gold Pond' (Canton) 241 
'Golden Ox' mine (Thung-ling) 266 
Greece 32n 
Grime, Graves (UK) 135, 278 

Hallstatt 267 
Han River (Hupeh) 241', 243, 42,n 
Han-chung (ShensilHupeh) '77 
Han-ku (Honan) 139 
Hang-chou Bay '75 
Hankow 200 
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Hei-lung-chiang mountains (Shantung) 1 I I 

Heilungkiang 55, IIg, 188, 247n, 251,285 
Henan 240n 
Heng-yang (Hunan) 121, 177 
Ho-chhih (Kwangsi) 337 
Ho-lien (mountain) 79 
Ho-pi (Honan) 299 
Ho-pi shih (Honan) 287 
Ho-thien (Sinkiang) 174 
Honan 16n, 54, 55, 61, 68, 69, 72, 76, 107', Ill, 133, 

139, 179, 188, 190, 194, 195, 196., 200, 285, 
286, 287, 299, 304", 306, 34on, 349, 354, 395 

Hopeh 28, 53, 55, 78n, IIg, 188, 199, 200, 240, 282, 
285, 286, 287, 306., 309, 338, 340, 341n 

Hsaio-thun 76n 
Hsi Chiang 206 
Hsi-chiao shan (Kwangtung) 301 
Hsi-hsia (Shantung) 120 
Hsi-la-mu-lun River 83 
HsUzo Pho-t/wu sha. (Little Broken-head Mountain) 85 
hsum:}," Iso (,Immortal's Seat' deposit) 47, 48 
Hsin kuan tshun (New Cap Village, Ko-chiu) 361 
Hsin-chou 88n. 376, 378, 379, 381" 333 
Hsin-hai well 215 
Hsin-hui (Kwangtung) Ig6 
Hsin-kan (Kiangsi) 72n 
Hsing-lung hsien (Hopeh) 78n 
Hsiu-yen (Liaoning) '74 
Hsu-chou (Kiangsu) '96., 285 
Hu-ho-hao-the (Inner Mongolia) 238. 
Hu-kuang 390n 
Huang Mao shan (Yellow Thatch Mountain) 406 
Huang-,hih kheng (Chekiang) 303 
Huhenot (Inner Mongolia) 238n 
Hui-chou (Kwangtung) 388 
Hui-li (Szechwan) '50 
Hunan 35,53,55,56,834,9', 99, 102, IIg, 12I, '34, 

'39, '46, '48, '49, 163, '76, 188, 200, 2'g, 26" 
262,28,,286, 289,290 ,299,304,349,394, 
40 7 

Hungary 385 
Hupeh 35, 54, 55, 56, 72', 79, 107n, IIO, '48, '49, 167, 

'77, 188, 240n, 24'n, 265n, 289, 294, 295, 296, 
297,33', 336n, {2' 

I-h,ien (Kiangsu) 287 
I-yang (Hunan) '2' 
'Immortal's Seat' deposit 47, 48 
Indigo Snake Mine 397 
Iran I73, '75n 
Iraq '73 
Ireland 385 
Italy '96, 306, 308 

Jao-chou (Kiangsi) 88n, 378, 379, 38In 
Japan '36, ,82, '96,271,276., 306n, 333,347',348, 

349n,392 
Jehol (Mongolia) 104, 188 
Jui-chhang (Yangtze region) 32, 79, 82n, 83, 246, 

258, 289, 290n, 29', 2923,295, 316,332, 339n, 
387 

Jui-yang (Fukien) 298n 

Kaiping ,86., 199, 332', 403 
Kan River 72. 
Kang-hsia (Hupeh) 20', 83, 289, 29', 293, 294, 295, 

296, 297, 336. 
Kansu 55, 60, 69, II9, '49, '76, 188, '90, 20' 
Kao-an (Kiangsi) 220 
Keelung (Taiwan) '79 
Khai-feng '95, '97 
Khai-phing (Hopeh) 34" 
Khotan (Sinkiang) '74 
Khu-chhe (Sinkiang) '94 
Kiangsi 12n, '7, 35, 38, 53, 55, 56, 72n, 91, 99, 102, 

I 0 7n, IOg, II9, 134, 148, 179, 188, 220, 258, 
273, 274, 276, 277, 285, 289, 307n, 3'9n, 321, 
326, 33''1, 38In, 383n, 390. 

Kiangsu 188, '95, '96., 256, 285,287 
Kirin 55 
Kitzbiihel (Tyrol) 135 
Ko-chiu (Yunnan) ,6., '7, 47n, 50, 56, 91', 9!)-106, 

2lOn, 227, 257, 258, 279, 286,309, 3rI, 3I3n, 
3'4, 325, 326, 332n, 336, 343, 357, 358,359, 
360,361, 363, 364, 367, 389n, 3901 , 393', 396, 
397,406-7,410,4'3,4'4-'5, {22', 424', 434 

Kong Tong village (Kiangsi) 33In 
Kongsberg (Norway) 135, 305 
Koo-teen (Kwangtung) 286 
Korea '73n 
Ku Shan Tsu (Hopeh) 286 
Ku-hsing chen (Honan) '94 
Ku-phao (Kwangsi) 255, 282 
Ku-wei (Honan) 265 
Kuang-hsin fu 383 
Kuang-nan 376n 
Kuang-nan-tung 382 
Kucha (Sinkiang) '94 
Kuei-chhih (Anhwei) 84 
Kuei-chou 229 
Kuei-lin (Kwangsi) II9, 223, 257, 282n 
Kuei-yang/Chhen-hsien (Hunan) 99 
Kung-hsien (Honan) '94 
Kung-shan (Yunnan) 286 
Kutna Hora (Bohemia) 135 
Kwangsi 55, 56, 9', 99, 102, 110, '39, 147, '48, 20', 

206,210,218,223. 229,24-4, 246n, 247, 248, 
249, 250, 252, 255, 257, 282',283, 336,337, 
369, 394> 407 

Kwangtung 53, 55, 56, 88n, 9', 99, 107', "9, '48, 
'49,163, '70n, 17", 188, 196,285,286,301, 
304", 3'9, 38" 388 

Kweichow 35, 53, 56, 109, '39, '48, '49, 'SOli, '76, 
186,188,203" 256., 28" 21J6, 3"7, 309, 3,6, 
388., 409, 419', 432n 

Lai(-chou) (Shantung) 247 
Lai-wu (Shantung) 6" 76n 
Lake Superior (USA) 59n, '23' 
Lake Thai '74 
La. she lung (Indigo Snake lVIine) 397 
Lan-chou (Kansu) 60 
Lao ya ching (Old Crow Pit, Chin-cnou) '48., 304 
Laurion (Greece) 26n, 80, '34, 135, 285, 293, 298n, 

328n 
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Lei-yang (Hunan) 200 
li Kuo-i (Kiangsu) 256 
li River 255 
li-kuo chien 305, 419n 
li-shan 134 
li-shui (Chekiang) 303 
liaa-tung peninsula 55 
liaaning 55,68, Ill, 174, 187, 188,265,287, 422n 
Lin-chia (Tung-hsiang) 60 
lin -fen (Shansi) 332n 
Lin-hsi hsien (Inner Mongolia) 83, 258 
Lin-hsi (Liaoning) 265 
Lin-ju (Honan) 61 
Lin-ju hsien (Honan) 76n 
ling-nan (mountain area) 55 
Ling-pao hsien (Honan) 306 
ling-shih (Fen-chou) 205 
little Broken-head Mountain 85 
Lo-liang (mountain range; Shansi) III 
Lung-chhiian (Chekiang) I 24n, 134" 

Ma-chia-yao (Tung-hsiang) 60 
Ma-yang (Hunan) 6gn, 83-4, 261,262,286,289,290, 

29 1, 293n, 295n, 296, 297, 298-g, 304" 
Malaga mines (Ko-chiu) lO2n 
Malaysia 216n, 235, 259n, 309, 340,341, 343, 355,356, 

401 ,414 
Manchuria 15, 238n, 299, 304n, 309, 3ll,Jl3, 328, 

340 , 396n 
Men-thou-kou (Hopeh) 199, 287, 342, 388, 411, 

414n 
Meng-shan (Kiangsi) 12n 
Meng-tzu (Yunnan) 100, lOl 
Mexico 174", 351 
Mi Yun (Hopeh) 286 
Min chia lung (Sorrowful Family Mine) 397 
Mongolia 16n, 134", 244, 286, 298n, 307, 332n, 339, 

340 

Inner 52, 61, 83, 238n, 258 
Montana (USA) 245, 385 
Mou-phing hsien (Shantung) 120 
Mun-ta-kau (Hopeh) 287 

Nan ling (mountain range) 91 
Nan-hai (Kwangtung) 301 
Nan-ling (Anhwei) 53, 84-5 
Nan-ning (Kwangsi) 56 
Nan-tan (Kwangsi) 336 
Nan-yang fu (Honan) 200 
Nan-yang (Honan) 174 
Nanking 175 
Netherlands 238n 
New Zealand 174" 
Ni-lo-kho (Sinkiang) 85, 86n, 258 
Ningsia 188 
Niu shih pho (Bullshit Slope, Ko-chiu) 361 
Norway 385 
Nu-Ia-sai (Sinkiang) 69n, 856, 86n, 258 

O-chheng hsien (Hupeh) 167 
O-chheng (south China city) 81 
Old Crow Pit (Chi-liao thing) '48n, 304 

Pacho (lVlalaysia) 356 
Pai Ma T nng (White Horse Mine; Tzu-chiang) 149 
Pai-thu chen (Kiangsu) 196n 
Pao-hua mountain 397 
Pei-ching shih 2DIn 
Pei-thou (Taiwan) 181 
Peking 86n, 119, 197, 203, 283n, 314", 33In, 332n, 342, 

388n, 4", 4'4", 422 
Persia 26n, 173 
Philippines 136 
Phing-ku "9 
Po-shan (Honan) 282 
Po-shan (Shantung) 287, 316n 
Po-yang hsien (Kiangsi) 38, n 
Po-yang (Kiangsi) 285 
Potosi mines (Bolivia) 134n, 282 

Rammelsberg (Germany) 135, 307n, 377n 
Red Bed copper deposits (Yunnan and Kweichow) 

432n 
Rijekholt (Netherlands) 135 
Rio Tinto (Spain) 135, 285, 356, 385 
Riihrerbiihel (Tyrol) 135, 286 
Rome (Italy) 32n 
Rudna Glava (Balkans) 12n 
Russia 196, 392. 

Sado Island Gapan) 271, 276n, 332 
Salzburg (Tyrol) 135, 307 
Saxony 38n, 302,425' 
Schemnitz 283' 
Schneeberg (Germany) 135 
Schwaz (Tyrol) 135, 368n, 431n 
Slta;-1su To Shan (Sieve Flower Mountain) 16. 
Shang An-yang 174 
Shang-jao hsien (Kiangsi) 38 In 

Shang-kao (Kiangsi) 220 
Shanghai 200 
Shansi 8n, 35, 52, 53, 55, 57, 69, 76, Ill, 139, 163, 166, 

17on, I7In, 186, 187-8, 190, 195, 196, 200, 203, 
222n, 276n, 281, 282, 287, 300, 304",315, 323, 
332n, 359n, 395, 409n, 413, 418n 

Shantung 28, 53, 55, 61, 68, 76n, 1l0, Ill, 120, 149, 
177, 183, 188, 211, 285, 287, 3oon, 316., 323n, 
332n, 388 

Eastern 236. 
Shao-chou (Kwangtung) 88n, 285, 329, 370, 376n, 381, 

388 
Shen-yang (Liaoning) 187, '90, 191 
Shensi 52, 54, 55, 148, 150, 177,188, 195, 197, 201 
Shikoku island Gapan) 349n 
Sieve Flower Mountain 16n 
Sikang 188 
Sinai (Egypt) 71n, 285 
Sinkiang 56, 6gn, 85, 188, 190, 194, 255, 258 , 304" 
Smolensk (Russia) 135 
So-ehhe (Sinkiang) 174 
Sorrowful Family Mine 397 
Spain 323n, 356, 385, 386 
Spiennes (Belgium) 135, 195n 
Sui-chhang (Chekiang) 303, 309 
Sui-hsien (Hupeh) 72n 
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Suiyuan 188 
Sung-chhi h,ien (Fukien) 298n 
Sung-hsi (Fukien) 285 
Sung-shan mountains (Honan) III 
Sweden 385 
Syria '73 
Szechwan 54, 56,89, 109, "9, 139, 146, 14B, 149, 150, 

176, 186, 188, 190, 201, 20'2n, 203n, 2IIn, 215, 

219,228, 281n, 285,307, 313n, 315,324,331, 
336n, 342, 349n, 390n, 396n, 412n, 426n, 431n 

Ta-ching (Inner Mongolia) 61, 83, 258, 265 
Ta-li (Yunnan) 89n, 91n 
Ta-thung (Shansi) 283, 332n 
Ta-yang (Shansi) 332. 
Ta-yeh (Yangtze region) 52, 170n, 207 
Ta-yii hsien (Kiangsi) 99 
Taiwan 55, 177, 179, 181, 188, 241, 286, 298n, 314, 343, 

372n, 384,385, 407 
Te-hsing hsien Gao-chou) 8811, 38w, 383n 
Teng-chou (Shantung) 120, 247 
Tha-li-mu (Nan-ling hsien) 85 
Thai Hu 174 
Thai-shan mountains (Shantung) I" 
Thai-yuan 28I1l 
Than-chou 379 
Thang-tan ,6n 
Thao-hua (Kwangsi) 147, 229, 244, 246n, 247, 248, 

249, 250, 252, 257,369,391, 407 
Tharsis (Spain) 135, 386 
Thieh-shan (mountain) 79 
Thieh-sheng-kou (Honan) 194 
Thung-chhuan (Yunnan) 47n 
Thung-hai hsien 397 
Thung-jen (Kweichow) 316 
Thung-kuan shan (Anhwei) 85n, 167, 207, 209 
Thung-ling (Yangtze region) 79, 80, 82n, 84-5, 167, 

246, 258, 266, 279n, 280, 293, 295, 316,339,352 
Thung-lii shan 32 
Thung-lii shan (Hupeh) 19, 26, 32, 47, 48, 78, 79-83, 

123, 148, 151, 168, 215, 219, 242, 243, 246, 258, 
259, 263, 266, 267, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 279, 
280, 284, 285, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 
295,296,297,298, 299n, 300n, 309, 316, 317, 
318,319,321,322,323,325,331,332,333,337, 
3389, 34on, 341n, 349, 387 

Thung-shan ('Copper Mountain') chen 76n 
Thung-shan (Szechwan) 285, 332n 
Tientsin 200 

Tolfa (Italy) 135, 206n 
Tomoh (lVlalaysia) 356 
Tsching-Tsching (Hopeh) 199 
Tse-chou fu (Shansi) 200n 
Tse-chou (Shansi) 40n, 200, 205, 300, 418n 
Tseng (Hupeh) 72n 

Tshen-shui chhang (Kwangtung) 329 
Tshen-shui (Kwangtung) 88n, 381 
Tsinghai 54, 188 
Tsingling (mountain range) 54 
Tsun-hua 17 
Tuan-chou 339 
Tung-chhuan (Yunnan) sn, 16n, 52n, 56, 423 
Tung-hsiang (Kansu) 60 
Tung-kou (Yun-chheng, Shansi) 69, 304" 
Tung-ling (Anhwei) 69 
Turkey 173 
Tzu-chiang hsien (Kweichow) 149 

Venetian Republic 385, 386n 

Wei River 54 
Wei-hsien (Shantung) 186, 287 
West River 206 
White Horse Mine (Tzu-chiang) 149 
Wu State 85 
Wu-chhang (Ludhiana, northwest India) 205, 206, 

224-5 
Wu-chou (Kwangsi) 255, 282n 
Wu-ling (mountains) 55 
Wu-ling shan 56 
Wu-thai (mountain range, Shansi) Ill, 205 

Yang-chheng (Shansi) 139 
Yang-hsin (Hupeh) 294, 295, 296, 297 
Yangtze region 72, 78, 79, 82, 170n, 207, 238n, 324 
Yangtze River 79, 81, 84, 163, 200, 251 
Yarkand (Sinkiang) 174 
Yeh hsien (Shantung) 120 
Yellow River 55, 200, 306 
Yellow Thatch Mountain 406 
Yellowstone Pit (Chekiang) 303, 332n, 340 
Yen-shih (Honan) 72 
Yin-chheng (Shansi) 203, 222n, 359n 
Ymg (Chhu state) 82 
Yii-phing shan (Hupeh) 167 
Yuan-thou-shan (Sinkiang) 86n 
Yun-chheng (Shansi) 69, 304" 
Yung-teng (Kansu) 60. 
Yunnan 5, 5n, 10, 12, 22n, 23n, 30n, 35, 56, 57n, San, 

72,78,89,91,99, log, 110, 133.,136., 139, 
148, 150, 176, In 186, 188, 197n, 201, 203n, 
208, 210, 212, 227, 234, 2356, 238n, 240, 241, 
248, 263,266, 274, 282, 283, 286, 305n, 309, 
310, 313, 325,326, 328,334, 337, 340', 342n, 
343, 347n, 348, 352n, 358n, 359',J68, 381n, 
390n, 394", 395, 398 , 400, 405n, 409, 410n, 
4", 41314, 417, 421, 422n, 423, 424, 428n, 430 , 
432n, 434 

Zawar (Rajasthan, India) 138 
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oofan (decocting vitriol) 377 
cha (counterfeit) 374 
chan shang thao cMii (washing on felt) 248 
choo mu sha ling (hired miners) 400n 
che (cleavage) 231 
che (hematite) 217 
chen thung (real copper) 378 
chenyii (nephrite) 174" 
cheng khuang (supervise an excavation) 105 
ckhan (wooden shovel) 270 
chhoo tui chiJz shan le yii chu man ping kao che, cMang shi yu 

chiu Oong-lived deposits found where the 
mountain facing the mountain to be worked 
was of equal height) 213 

chhe cMien tshoo (Asiatic plantain) 219n 
chhe lun khuang (bournonite) 70 
chhe (penetrating) 406 
cMen sha (cinnabar) 139 
Chhen-yuan (treasure of Chhen) 122 

cMi (matter-energy) 28, 226 
cMiao (wooden spade) 270 
cMiao-che (skilled craftsmen) 403 
cMih thung khuang (cuprite) 70 
cMih yin (pure copper) 373 
chhin shen ti hsiung (close brothers) 400n 
chhing se khu (blue-green, pungent and bitter waters) 

372n 
cMing shih (greenstone) 304 
chhing shih (limestone) 212 
cm yin ni (worm excrement) 224 
chhou shou Oease payment terms) 104 

cMu (hoes) 272 
chhuan-dzu-zlzuang khuang-!hai (beaded deposit) 204 

cMui (hammers; mallets) 273 
chhung khuang chim (ground sluicing) 358 
cMung tu mu (worm eaten wood) 261 
chi i mien ha ti (hurling themselves face down) 329 
chi kua khuang (bird's claw deposit) 51 
chi shihfan (bird droppings alum) 374 
chi wo khuang (bird's nest deposit) 51 
chia hsiang (setting of suppotts) 105 
chiao chan (agitating the mud) 367 
chiao (coke) 196 
chidt kao (well-sweeps) 340n 
chien (firm) 189n 
chien shui (flume) 336,337 
chien thung (decocting copper) 377 
chien ti thao ph .. (washing box with pointed bottom) 

367 
chih lung chia (damper brake) 321n 
chih-che (sages) 403 
chin chhilz ('Gold Pond') 241 

chin chhuang (sluices) 247n 
cmn kang (diamonds) 183 

chin liu I;:.u (sluices) 247n 
chin (measure) 123 
chin (metals) 31 
chin mu (gold mother) IIIn 

chin shan khuang (enter mountain deposit) 51 
chin shai hsiang sheng (metal and water mutually 

produce each other) 236 
chin thung (steeping copper) 377 
chin yin shih (gold-silver stone) II In 

chin-shih (examination) 35 
ching khuang (pure ore) 398 
ching Oustraus) 195 
ching nei sha pai jtn (several hundred men working 

underground) 18 
ching (shafts) 121, 256n 
chingying (concentrate) 367 
ching-haa (essence) 227 
ching-liu (pure sulphur) 182 
chu sha (cinnabar) 139 
chu sha cMuang (cinnabar bed) 2 I 8 
chu-chin (gold ore) 217 
chu-she (pig's tongue) 267 
chu-yin (silver ore) 217 

chung li chin (medium-sized grain gold) 224 

fan chin pu I;:.u khuang eMu I;:.u jan jung cM yii sha thu 
chilI chung (gold does not come from ores but 
naturally congeals in sandy soils) 214 

fan shih (aqueous solution of alum for rubbing on 
iron) 374 

fan shih (copper-bearing iron sulphate mineral) 

374" 
fan ,hai (alum waters) 372 
fan than (rice coal) 189 
fan-,hih yeh (vitriol liquid) 177 
fang cJziJz ~ocal histories) 33 
fang-leng (square and angular) 224 

feng hsiang (circular fan) 335 
feng kuei (square wooden air ducts) 335 
feng shu; (geomancy) 422 
feng-mi (winnowing) 335" 
fo chin (bran gold) 248 
fo pan cMien Oead ore) 219 

fo (prefectures) 37 
fo-chin (bran-like gold flakes) 221, 224 

haD (exhausted) 406 
hoo (good) 406 
hei hsi (black tin) 106 
hei shih chiJz (stibnite) 173 
hei thung khuang (tenorite) 70 
hei-iung (black dragon) 4220 
heng pan (horizontal roof beam) 294 
hsi chan (fme mud) 367 

16 
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hsi khung chhud! shih (chrysocolla) 70 
hsi li chin (fme particles of gold) 224 
hsi lin chih (stibnite) 173 
hsi-kJ (chalcosite) 70 
hsi-shui (tax on tin production) 100 
hsia (gorge) 406 
hsiang (box) 335n 
hsiang cMien (grooves) 354 
hsiang Ihou (foremen) 105 
hsiao feng hsiang (small wind box) 335 
hsiao-mih (solve-stone) 184 
hsien sheng (misters) 105 
hsuan khuang (ore dressing) 352 
hu-pu fo shill (Vice-Director in the lYlinistry of 

Revenue) 379 
hua shih (smooth country rock) 210 
huan chien (returned excavation) 105 
huan (outcrop or deeper vein) 213n 
huan (vein) 5In 
huang chin (electrum) 228 
huang chin (gold) 122n 
huang chin po (chalcopyrite) 70 
huangfan shui (yellow alum waters) 372 
huang hsi suan (yellow-brown, vinegary waters) 3720 
huang tlzung (copper) 137n 
huang thung (copper produced by smelting) 381n 
huang thung khuang (chalcopyrite) 70 
huang (wasteland) 406 
huangyin (electrum) 120 
huangyin (yellow silver) IIIn 

huang-chin (gold) 217 
hai hsi kJ (chalcosite) 70 
hui men sha (gravel concentrate) 359 
hui thung khuang (chalcosite) 70 
hai (verbal taboos) 406 
hang chang (profits) 413 
hung (concentrate) 367 
hungf .. (rouge) 183 
hung hsi kJ (bornite) 70 
huo (lively coal) 195n 
huo yao su (tenorite) 70 
huo-tung (removable) 354 

i (lignite) 197 
i yao hua thieh chheng /hung (use medicines/drugs to 

transform iron in to copper) 376n 

jih I;:.u hsing (shape of the character for sun, day) 
295 

juan (soft) 189n 
juan ya (nephrite) 174" 

kua-huan (dull vein) 51 
kua-liu (dry distillation process) 3n 
kao-ling thu (kaolin) 185 
khang (brick-beds) 200 

khang chin (chaff gold) 224 
kho haD (native money shops) 413 
khua laD haan (suspended sword vein) 51 
khuai sha (crystal cinnabar) 139 
khuang (deposit) jIn 
khuangjou (orebody) 367 

Khuang Mai wng Wang (Dragon King of Ore 
Deposits) 50 

khuang mo (ore powder) 364 
khuang tlzi (ore body) 259 
khuang (workable deposits) 3 
khuang-chhang (mining field/ ground/ place) 256n 
khunyuan ching chhi (because of the earth's essence) 27n 
khung cMing (azurite) 68n 
khung chhueh shih (malachite) 70 
khung (hollow spaces, vugs) 68n 
khung wang chi (apocryphal story) 241 
khung-cMing (malachite) 374n 
M (dagger-axe) 97, 108 
Ko-chiu ti chih tui (Ko-chiu Geological Team) 361, 364" 
MU hsin I;:.u (hook-hearted person) 409 
MU thou chin (dog's head gold) 221, 224 
ku lu-thien tshai-ckhang (ancient open-pit working) 259 
ku phai thu cMang (ancient mounds of excavated waste) 

259 
kua tsu chin (melon seed gold) 224 
kuei yin chi yang, kuei /shang chi lu (sites that instead of 

being exposed promised hidden treasures 
within) 213 

kung chiin-hsu (satistying a military need) 182 
kung (mercury) 139 
kuo !hau Oabour contractors) 395n 

kJ lung (pulling dragons) 347n 
kIi !hai ma noo (agate) 226 
kJn thung khuang (malachite) 70 
kJo weng hsu (old man's beard) 224 
lengyen cMi (cold smoke vapours) 329 
li thu phang ckha chm (testing fluidiry of a liquid) 182 
liang (ounces) 123,134 
lin thieh cMeng thung (soaking iron to produce copper) 

3720 
lin thung Oeach copper; sprinkling copper) 372,377 
[Iin thung] phen-tshao (single sluice) 378n 
ling sha (divine cinnabar) 143n 
ling shih (calcite) 217 
liu chin (gold-plating) 146 
liu M I;:.u (rifIles) 247" 
liu shen thung khuang (enargite) 70 
liu-chu Oiquid pearl) 139 
liu-leng erhjui-shou (six-sided with its end coming to a 

point) 224 
/ii cMing (malachite) 68n, 70 
la hsi kJ (chalcosite) 70 
/ii khuang (malachite) 68n, 70 
lu shih (salts) 31 
lung i Iou /hi Oadders) 283n 
lung kilu (sluices) 358 
lungya (dragon sprouts) 224 

ma man (solid coal) 300 

ma thou men (horse-head entrances) 297 
ma:ya (horse-tooth shape) 225 
mai khuang chien (buy ore mines) 367 
mai-chuang khuang-!hai (vein deposit) 204 

mang ching (shafts originating underground) 279 
mang (prickle-shaped) 225 
mao (spear-head) 97 
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ma ciling ~ignite for caning) 190n 
ma ken (lignite for caning) 190n 
",a sha (plum sand) 367 
mei (soft coal) 189n, 300 
ma yu Oignite for carving) 190n 
ma-!dluang shaoj'an-shill (coal vitriol) 178:J 
ma-than wai !dluang-shm (mineral outside coal) 178 
meng (dream) 406 
meng (dull) 195 
meng huo yu (fierce fire oil) 202 
mi fo (secret method) 379 
miao (outcrop; sprout) 213n, 219 
mien (crystal face) 224 
mien sha chin (flour-like (fme) sand gold) 121 
ming chhe (transparent) 230 
ming ma (bright coal) 189 
mo ma (coal dust) 189 
rno plzan huan (grindstone vein) 51 
rno sha (powdery cinnabar) 139 
mu liu-trhao (wood-lined chute) 352,354 
mu phan (wooden pan) 247 
mu-chhang (parent mine) 423n 

nan mu (a kind of wood) 290n 
nang-chuang klzuang-thai (pocket deposit) 204 
nei tan (internal alchemy) 24 
neng i tan fan lien thieh wei thung ,he (able to rub iron 

with gall vitriol and turn it into copper) 
379 

po (iron scrapers) 269 
pa thou (labour contractors) 395n 
pai chhing (brochantite) 70 
poi chhing (white or pale green; azurite) 374 
poi chin (silver) 124" 
poi hsi la (bournonite) 70 
pai hsi la (enargite) 70 
poi hsi la (tetrahedrite) 70 
pai hsi (white tin) 106 
poi shm (white rock) 218 
pai thang klzuang (divided massive deposit) 51 
pai thang (white bronze, paktong) 150 
pan thung /dlUang (bornite) 70 
pao chhiju wu (misty vapour) 175n 
PQJ) fan tro (labour contractors) 395n 
po, kung thou (labour contractors) 395n 
pa,-chhi (gem vapour) ]20 

pao-hu fon-wei (preservation zone) 79 
pei-klzuang (baskets) 309 
pm chiang klzuang (river approaching deposit) 51 
pm (gad) 267 
pen-trhao (pharmaceutical writings) 25, 3In, 173 
phai chhou (tallies) 399 
phan (round pan) 243 
pheng lien (decoct to make copper) 376n 
pheng thung (decoction copper) 377 
phi-hu, (partnership) 4II n 
phiao (wooden scoop) 270 
phu sa shm (quartz) 224 
phu shan huan (mountain-covering vein) 51 
pi chhing (brochantite) 70 
po chi (washing implement) 242 

sha chin (sand gold) I II 

sha hsi (placer tin) 9In 
sha shm (sandstone) 212 
sha ling (gravellers) 105 
shan chin (mountain gold) III 
shan hsi (mountain tin) 91 
shan tre chm li (benefits of the mountains and the 

marshes) 425-6 
shang chhien jen (general foreman) 105 
shang (merchants) 419 
sheng chin (native gold) III, 241 
sheng shui yin (native mercury) 149 
sheng thieh (cast iron) 376 
sheng thieh (crudely smelted iron) 376n 
shengyin (raw silver) 123n 
shih (firm coal) 189n 
shih chili (stone lacquer) 201 

shih chhing (azurite) 68n, 70 
shih chih shui (rock-fat liquid) 201 
shih chin shih (gold testing stone) 229 
shih elluang chhi hsiung (rugged and jumbled and 

powerful formations) 212 
shih ku po (rock bones) 28 
shih liu-huang (brimstone) I77 
shih liu-huang (stone sulphur) [78 
shih la (malachite) 68n, 70 
shih rno (coal) 193 
shih nao yu (mineral-brain oil) 201 
shih (rocks; stone) 31, 41, I75n, 406 
shill sha (cinnabar ore) 139 
shih shmyu sheng (touchstone, scratchplate) 234 
shih tan (chalcanthite) 70 
shill tan (stone gall; copper sulphate) 233, 374 
shih thung (copper produced by smelting) 381n 
shihyu (rock [mineral] oil; petroleum) 201 
shih-Iu (copper carbonate) 376n 
shu sheng huan (vertical vein) 5[ 
shu shi chang (deep workings) 148 
shu shih (shale) 212 
shu shui yin (mercury) 149n 
shu yin (processed silver) 123n 
shu-hsueh (mouse holes) 261 
shu-yuan (academy) 12n 
shuang chilau shou (double sublease fee) 104 
shui hsi (placer deposits) 91 
shlli hsi (water tin) 91 
shlli hsiehfei (drainage costs) 351 
shui hsieh Isao lung (drainage tunnels and adits) 341 
shui hsieh (water outlet) 348 
shui tanfan (brochantite) 70 
shlli yin (mercury) 139 
shui-lung (water dragon) 341 
ssu (dead [coal]) 195n 
ssu klzuang-chuang khuang-tlzai (quasi-bedded deposit) 204 
ssu-kung (dead labour) 389 
su-tu (secular capitals) 76 
sui mei (broken coal) 189 
SUI! chien (descendant excavation) 104 

ta huan (grand vein) 5[ 
tai che shill (hematite) 22rB 

tan chhou shou (simple sublease fee) 104 
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tan chin (pale gold) III 

tan (cinnabar) 139 
tanfon (chalcanthite; copper sulphate) 70,371, 372, 

377,382 
tanfan sl,ui (vitriol alum waters) 372 
tanfen (contributions) 413 
tan sha (cinnabar) 139 
lan shang shill tre se pai (when rubbed on a stone its 

colour is white) 228 
lan shui (vitriol water) 377 
[tan ,hUll chin thungfa ([vitriol water] steeping copper 

method) 376 
tan thu (gall earth) 377 
tan Ihung (copper produced by precipitation on iron; 

vitriol copper) 377, 381n 
tan-chhiian (copper mineral spring) 37 [ 
tan-shui (copper-bearing mine water) 371,372 
tan-il,u (copper-containing eanh) 371, 372 
lang-pan (cross-pieces) 354 
le Ihieh (contact iron) 374 
than dling (lignite for caning) 190n 
than ken (lignite for carving) I90n 
ilIao chlzih (rectangular pan) 243 
thao hsUOlI (panning or washing) 241 
illmg-ping (cane handle) 27J 
thiao kn shilz (alternate squares method) 299 
Ihiao-khuang (shoulder poles) 309,3lO 
thieh kuan (iron offices) 417 
thieh mao (gossan) 47 
thieh ilzan (iron coal) 189 
thieh thung (iron copper) 373 
thieh-chien (iron point) 274 
thietl shmg Ihung (natural native copper) 236 
thing (subprefecture) 101 
ilzou ,hil, (chaleopyrite) 70 
thou-ching-elzuang khllollg-ilzai (lenticular deposit) 204 
HIU chwzg sheng mai chizung wu chih shan thu tzu Ihui (tin 

ore continuing to grow underground causing 
collapse of hillsides) 30 

Ihu (earth) 31, 406 
H,u liu-hualzg (earthy sulphur) lJ8 
thu lii (vitriol earth) 372 
illu (plating) 374 
thu (reject) 406 
thu sha (native cinnabar) 139 
Ihung-chin (copper) 2lJ 
Ihung hsiu hua (copper rust flower) 219 
thung ming (translucent) 230 
thung (wooden buckets) 271 
thung-hsiu-trhao (elshotzia) 84n 
thung-Io (cuprite) 70 
thung-lii (malachite) 68n, 70 
illung-tlzan (copper coal) 179n 
thung-trhao (elshotzia) 84n 
thung-trhao hua (elshotzia) 84n, 219 
ti shih (geomancer) 406 
/i-/i cho Gade shaping) 175 
lien (cushion) 347 
lien shu (punctuate or annotate wirtten texts) 228 

ling (bronze) loSn 
tran (chisel) 266 
trao (gad; chisel) 80, 266 

trao wu chih ching i ta /dzo chien (clear inclication of the 
intent of nature's creative" force) 27n 

tsoo-t;;u (chisel) 266 
trhai mei chill-chaD (coal mining permits) 103n 
Tshai Shm (God of Wealth) 50 
Ishao phi chiell (open-pit mining) 102 
/shao phi !dIUang (grass cover deposit) 51 
tsheng chlzing (azurite; chaleanthite) 70 
trheng ~ayer; stratum) 68n 
trheng-clluang /dluang-illai (bedded deposit) 204 
Ishu (gangue) 367 
Ishu /dluangjou (coarse orebody) 367 
trhu li chin (coarse-grained gold) 224 
Ishun (density measurement) 232 
truall shan shilz "h chiliu chinyin ([miners] clig into 

mountain rocks to obtain gold and silver) 1'20 

lu chhi elzo jen (poisonous gas burns [the lungs 1 of the 
miners) 331 

Iwzg (aclit/underground passage) 256/1 
lung chien (excavation; underground mining) 102, 104 

t,:u chien Gunior excavation) 104 

t:;u chin hsi la (bornite) 70 
tzujan kung (native mercury) 149 
t:;ujan thung (copper) 58n 
t:;u laifilzg (automatic wind) 189 
t;;u Iai tlzung (copper, pure or native) 5811 
Izuyun'ying (Chinese milk vetch) 219n 
tzu-chlu11I (branch mines) 42311 
I:;u-jall Ihung (chalcopyrite) 70 

wai tan (external alchemy) 24 
wan-!dlOu ellieh (bowl-mouth joints) 2g3, 294 
wang li shih (white gypsum) 235 
we; (end) 354 
wei-ping (soldiers assigned to mining) 34 
wei-sha chhih (tailings pond) 352,354 
wen ching trhao (meadow pine) 2Ig" 
wu sha (black cinnabar) 139n 
wu 'yeh phin min (impoverished people without an 

occupation) 393 

ya (tooth shape) 225 
ya Isui (duck's bill) 296 
'yang chhi shih (potash feldspar) 218n 
yang klzuang eI,ilz shui (mineral nourishing water) 338 
yang (male force) 213, 218n 
yang shui (male water) 337 
'yeh chu le huangyin (smelt electrum) 120 
yell hu (smelter households) 17In 
yeh huo thou (recruiters) 105 
yen koo che (burning with a high flame) 189 
yen phing che (burning with a low flame) 189 
yin chu (silver [or mercuric]-red) 143n 
yin (female force) 2'3. 218n 
yin ([fibrous] veinlets) 3, 209" 
'yin fu slzerzg chu (mercury resublimation cinnabar) 

143n 
yin hsing (silver stars) 12411 
yin plzilIg chhien (cerussite) 21g 
yin shui (female water) 338 
yin-yallg theory 30 
_yingyii vadeite) 174" 
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Ying:ruan (treasure of [the Chhu capital of] Ymg) 122 

yii chin wu i (outward appearance is indistinguishable 
from gold) 228 

yii Gade) 31, 175n 
yii (stone suitable for carving) 174'l 

yii mu chhing (brochantite) 70 
yu thung khuang (tetrahedrite) 70 
yueh (battle-axe) 150 

yueh hsiao yueh lrao (the smaller the better) 314 
yueh lung (dragons) 347n 

l 
I 


